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 � 1 1 Q.1 Do you have mains gas and\or mains electricity in your home? Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply 5956

  9 2 Q.2 Are you responsible or jointly responsible for the gas and\or electricity bills in your 
household?

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 17 3 Q.150 Is your gas and electricity supplied by the same energy supplier? Base: All who have gas and electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5196

 � 25 4 Q.3 Who is your current gas supplier? Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only
have gas supply

525

 � 42 5 Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier? Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only
have electricity supply

1251

 � 67 6 Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier? Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same 
supplier and are responsible for it

4688

 � 92 7 Q.5 How do you pay for your gas? Base: All who have gas supply 5213

 � 107 8 Q.6 How do you pay for your electricity? Base: All who have electricity supply 5939

 � 123 9 Q.7 Do you receive a dual fuel discount for buying your gas and electricity from the same 
energy supplier?

Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same 
supplier and are responsible for it

4688

 � 131 10 Q.8/Q.9 Spend on home energy per year Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 139 11 Q.10 An energy tariff is the pricing plan for the <gas / electricity / gas and electricity> that you 
use. Are you on an online tariff, that is, a <gas / electricity / gas and electricity> account that 
you manage over the internet?

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 147 12 Q.11 A fixed term tariff is a tariff that has a definite end date. Are you on a fixed term tariff for 
<gas / electricity / gas and electricity>?

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 155 13 Q.13 Do you have an electricity meter that charges different amounts at different times of the 
day?

Base: All who have electricity supply 5939

 � 163 14 Q.14 Which of the following do you think it is possible for energy customers to do? Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 171 15 Q.86 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different energy tariffs available to 
you from energy suppliers in general?

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 179 16 Q.152 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you 
from your current energy supplier?

Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same 
supplier and are responsible for it

4688
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 � 187 17 Q.87 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from
your current gas supplier?

Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only
have gas supply

525

 � 195 18 Q.88 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from
your current electricity supplier?

Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only
have electricity supply

1251

 � 203 19 Q.153 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current dual fuel tariff? I 
mean the rate you pay and any discounts, any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits
that you receive.

Base: All who receive a dual fuel discount 2876

 � 211 20 Q.89 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current gas tariff? I mean the
rate you pay and any discounts, any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you 
receive.

Base: All who have gas supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal 2337

 � 219 21 Q.90 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current electricity tariff? I 
mean the rate you pay and any discounts, any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits
that you receive.

Base: All who have electricity supply but not as part of a dual 
fuel deal

3063

 � 227 22 Q.17/Q.137 Minimum amount of money would have to save to encourage switching gas or 
electricity supplier per year

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 235 23 Q.19 In the last 12 months, have you switched your gas supplier? Base: All who have gas supply 5213

 � 243 24 Q.18 In the last 12 months, have you switched your electricity supplier? Base: All who have electricity supply 5939

 � 251 25 Q.20 Have you ever switched your gas or electricity supplier? Base: All who haven't switched gas or electricity supplier in the 
past 12 months

5155

 � 259 26 Q.21 How many times have you ever switched your gas supplier? Base: All who have switched gas supplier ever 2758

 � 267 27 Q.138 When did you last do this? Base: All who have switched gas supplier more than one year 
ago

2043

 � 275 28 Q.22 How many times have you ever switched your electricity supplier? Base: All who have switched electricity supplier ever 3121

 � 283 29 Q.139 When did you last do this? Base: All who have switched electricity supplier more than one 
year ago

2318

 � 291 30 Q.154 Thinking about the last time you switched an energy supplier, did you switch both gas 
and electricity at the same time?

Base: All who have switched gas AND electricity supplier ever 2664

 � 299 31 Q.155 And before you switched, did the same energy supplier (i.e. a single supplier) provide 
your gas and electricity?

Base: All who switched gas AND electricity supplier at same time 2503

 � 307 32 Q.156 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas and electricity supplier, how did you 
switch?

Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined 
(gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

2047
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 � 324 33 Q.29 Thinking of the last time you switched gas supplier, how did you switch? Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was 
not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

696

 � 341 34 Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched electricity supplier, how did you switch? Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch 
was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

1069

 � 358 35 Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did 
you switch? - Comb table

Base: All who switched 3194

 � 383 36 Q.157 Thinking of the last time you switched your energy supplier, how much do you agree or 
disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”

Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined 
(gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

2047

 � 391 37 Q.23 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas supplier, how much do you agree or 
disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”

Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was 
not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

696

 � 399 38 Q.24 Thinking of the last time you switched your electricity supplier, how much do you agree or 
disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”

Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch 
was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

1069

 � 407 39 Q.158 And who was your previous energy supplier? Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined 
(gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch AND 
switch was in the past 12 months

594

 � 427 40 Q.25 And who was your previous gas supplier? Base: All who have switched gas supplier in past 12 months, but
last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier 
switch

146

 � 443 41 Q.30 And who was your previous electricity supplier? Base: All who have switched electricity supplier in past 12 
months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to 
combined supplier switch

237

 � 460 42 Q.26 In the last 12 months, have you changed the payment method with your gas supplier? Base: All who have gas supply 5213

 � 468 43 Q.27 How did you previously pay for your gas? Base: All who have changed gas payment method in past 12 
months

197

 � 477 44 Q.31 In the last 12 months, have you changed the payment method with your electricity 
supplier?

Base: All who have electricity supply 5939

 � 485 45 Q.32 How did you previously pay for your electricity? Base: All who have changed electricity payment method in past 
12 months

180

 � 494 46 Q.35 In the last 12 months, did <you / you also> change the tariff you were on with your 
existing gas supplier (without switching supplier)?

Base: All who have gas supply 5213

 � 502 47 Q.37 Have you ever changed your tariff with an existing gas supplier? Base: All who haven't changed gas tariff with an existing supplier
in the last 12 months

4633
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 � 510 48 Q.41 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with those offered by 
other suppliers?

Base: All who have gas supply 5213

 � 518 49 Q.41 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with those offered by 
other suppliers?

Base: All who haven't switched gas supplier in the last 12 
months

4473

 � 526 50 Q.43 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with any others 
available with your existing supplier?

Base: All who have gas supply 5213

 � 534 51 Q.43 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with any others 
available with your existing supplier?

Base: All who haven't changed gas tariff in the last 12 months 4633

 � 542 52 Q.36 In the last 12 months, did <you / you also> change the tariff you were on with your 
existing electricity supplier (without switching supplier)?

Base: All who have electricity supply 5939

 � 550 53 Q.39 Have you ever changed your tariff with an existing electricity supplier? Base: All who haven't changed electricity tariff with an existing 
supplier in the last 12 months

5121

 � 558 54 Q.42 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with those offered
by other suppliers?

Base: All who have electricity supply 5939

 � 566 55 Q.42 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with those offered
by other suppliers?

Base: All who haven't switched electricity supplier in the last 12 
months

5108

 � 574 56 Q.44 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with any others 
available with your existing supplier?

Base: All who have electricity supply 5939

 � 582 57 Q.44 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with any others 
available with your existing supplier?

Base: All who haven't changed electricity tariff in the last 12 
months

5121

 � 590 58 Q.159 The last time you switched or compared tariff or supplier, was this regarding just gas, 
just electricity or both gas and electricity at the same time?

Base: All who have either switched supplier, changed tariff with 
existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or 
compared tariff with existing supplier in the last 12 months

2112

 � 598 59 Q.160 Thinking of the last time you switched or compared  <gas / electricity /  gas and 
electricity> supplier or tariffs, what were the main things you wanted to achieve?

Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an 
existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or 
compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

2112

 � 615 60 Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this? Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an 
existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or 
compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

2112

 � 651 61 Q.162 When you last compared <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> tariffs or supplier, did 
you look for information about your tariff or your existing energy use?

Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an 
existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or 
compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

2112
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 � 659 62 Q.163 And how did you find out more about your existing tariff or energy use? Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past
12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or
electricity tariff or energy use

1403

 � 668 63 Q.164 And thinking about the information that you wanted about your existing <gas /electricity 
/gas and electricity > tariff or energy use, how easy or difficult was it... To find the information 
that you wanted

Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past
12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or
electricity tariff or energy use

1403

 � 677 64 Q.164 And thinking about the information that you wanted about your existing <gas /electricity 
/gas and electricity > tariff or energy use, how easy or difficult was it... To understand the 
information that you found

Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past
12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or
electricity tariff or energy use

1403

  685 65 Q.164 And thinking about the information that you wanted about your existing <gas / electricity 
/  gas and electricity> tariff or energy use, how easy or difficult was it...? - Summary Table

Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past
12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or
electricity tariff or energy use

1403

 � 686 66 Q.165 And when you compared or switched <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or 
tariff, how did you find out about the deals offered?

Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an 
existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or 
compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

2112

 � 703 67 Q.166 To the best of your knowledge, do you feel that you are now paying less than you would 
have if you had not switched your  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> tariff or supplier?

Base: All who have switched supplier or tariff in the last 12 
months and aimed to save money

1424

 � 711 68 Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 
months?

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 759 69 Q.59 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current
gas supplier?

Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only
have gas supply

525

 � 767 70 Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their 
dealings with you

Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only
have gas supply

525

 � 775 71 Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful 
information for you

Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only
have gas supply

525

 � 783 72 Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for
your gas

Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only
have gas supply

525

  791 73 Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Summary Table Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only
have gas supply

525

 � 792 74 Q.63 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current
electricity supplier?

Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only
have electricity supply

1251

 � 800 75 Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in 
their dealings with you

Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only
have electricity supply

1251
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 � 808 76 Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Provide clear and 
helpful information for you

Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only
have electricity supply

1251

 � 816 77 Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Charge you a fair 
price for your electricity

Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only
have electricity supply

1251

  824 78 Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Summary Table Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only
have electricity supply

1251

 � 825 79 Q.67 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current
energy supplier?

Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same 
supplier and are responsible for it

4688

 � 833 80 Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their 
dealings with you

Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same 
supplier and are responsible for it

4688

 � 841 81 Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Provide clear and 
helpful information for you

Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same 
supplier and are responsible for it

4688

 � 849 82 Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price 
for your gas and electricity

Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same 
supplier and are responsible for it

4688

  857 83 Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Summary Table Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same 
supplier and are responsible for it

4688

 � 858 84 Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the 
way they deal with customers or citizens? - Landline phone providers

Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible 
for it

5956

 � 867 85 Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the 
way they deal with customers or citizens? - Banks

Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible 
for it

5956

 � 876 86 Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the 
way they deal with customers or citizens? - Insurance companies

Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible 
for it

5956

 � 885 87 Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the 
way they deal with customers or citizens? - Water suppliers

Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible 
for it

5956

 � 894 88 Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the 
way they deal with customers or citizens? - Energy suppliers in general

Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible 
for it

5956

  903 89 Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the 
way they deal with customers or citizens? - Summary Table

Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible 
for it

5956

 � 904 90 Q.71 In the last 12 months, have you seen any information from your energy supplier about 
their requirement to treat customers fairly?

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956
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 � 912 91 Q.167 And where did you see this information? Base: All who have seen information from their energy supplier 
about the requirement to treat customers fairly in the last 12 
months

1629

 � 920 92 Q.73 Thinking about the range of different tariffs available to you from energy suppliers, would 
you say that you have...?

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 928 93 Q.145 How easy or difficult do you believe it is to compare different tariffs for electricity or gas? Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 936 94 Q.146 Why do you say that? Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy or very/fairly difficult to 
compare tariffs

4373

 � 969 95 Q.146 Why do you say that? Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs 2424

 � 994 96 Q.146 Why do you say that? Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare 
tariffs

1949

 � 1025 97 Q.74 And would you say it is easier or harder to compare energy tariffs than a year ago? Base: All who have either switched supplier, changed tariff with 
existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or 
compared tariff with existing supplier in the last 12 months

2112

 � 1033 98 Q.75 Why do you say that? Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared 
to a year ago

624

 � 1058 99 Q.75 Why do you say that? Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year 
ago

484

 � 1083 100 Q.75 Why do you say that? Base: All who think it is Harder to compare compared to a year 
ago

140

 � 1100 101 Q.76 In the last 12 months, have you contacted a current or previous energy supplier to 
complain at all?

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1108 102 Q.79 Which energy company did you most recently complain to? Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or 
previous supplier

510

 � 1125 103 Q.80 Thinking of the last time you complained, taking everything into account regarding the 
complaints process, how satisfied or dissatisfied were you overall with the way in which your 
complaint was handled by the energy supplier?

Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or 
previous supplier

510

 � 1133 104 Q.81 Excluding any comment about their prices, do you believe you have had cause to 
complain to an energy supplier in the last year, but have not done so?

Base: All who haven't made a complaint in past 12 months to 
current or previous supplier

5446

 � 1141 105 Q.82 Excluding complaints and giving routine meter readings, have you had any interaction 
with your own or another energy supplier in the last 12 months?

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956
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 � 1149 106 Q.83 Which supplier did you have contact with most recently? Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to 
make a complaint

833

 � 1166 107 Q.84 How satisfied or dissatisfied overall were you with the way the supplier dealt with you? Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to 
make a complaint

833

 � 1174 108 Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 
12 months? You may have received these via post or email. - An annual summary or review 
(containing details about your own energy tariff and energy use)

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1182 109 Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 
12 months? You may have received these via post or email. - At least one bill or direct debit \ 
repayment statement

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1190 110 Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 
12 months? You may have received these via post or email. - A price increase notification letter

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1198 111 Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 
12 months? You may have received these via post or email. - A letter informing you your fixed 
term tariff is coming to an end

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1206 112 Q.95 Thinking about when you last received an annual summary, in how much detail did you 
look at it?

Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary 3512

 � 1214 113 Q.96 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the 
annual summary?

Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in
detail/skimmed it

3099

 � 1222 114 Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary? - I 
checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on

Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in
detail/skimmed it

3099

 � 1230 115 Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary? - I 
looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier

Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in
detail/skimmed it

3099

 � 1238 116 Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary? - I 
looked into switching to a different supplier

Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in
detail/skimmed it

3099

 � 1246 117 Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary? - I 
thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet 
started looking

Base: All received annual summary AND read it in 
detail/skimmed

3099

  1254 118 Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary? - 
Summary Table

Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in
detail/skimmed it

3099

 � 1255 119 Q.99 Thinking about when you last received a bill or direct debit\prepayment statement, in how 
much detail did you look at it?

Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill 4079
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 � 1263 120 Q.100 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the bill
or direct debit\prepayment statement?

Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in 
detail/skimmed it

3528

 � 1271 121 Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct 
debit\prepayment statement? - I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out 
about the tariff that I'm on

Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in 
detail/skimmed it

3528

 � 1279 122 Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct 
debit\prepayment statement? - I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier

Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in 
detail/skimmed it

3528

 � 1287 123 Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct 
debit\prepayment statement? - I looked into switching to a different supplier

Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in 
detail/skimmed it

3528

 � 1295 124 Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct 
debit\prepayment statement? - I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a 
different supplier, but have not yet started looking

Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in 
detail/skimmed it

3528

 � 1303 125 Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct 
debit\prepayment statement? - I used the QR code to find out more about my existing tariff or 
to compare tariffs

Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in 
detail/skimmed it

3528

  1311 126 Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct 
debit\prepayment statement? - Summary Table

Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in 
detail/skimmed it

3528

 � 1312 127 Q.103 Thinking about when you last received a price increase notice, in how much detail did 
you look at it?

Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter 1319

 � 1320 128 Q.104 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the 
price increase notice?

Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter 
AND read it in detail/skimmed it

1123

 � 1328 129 Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase 
notice? -  I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that 
I'm on

Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter 
AND read it in detail/skimmed it

1123

 � 1336 130 Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase 
notice? -  I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier

Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter 
AND read it in detail/skimmed it

1123

 � 1344 131 Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase 
notice? - I looked into switching to a different supplier

Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter 
AND read it in detail/skimmed it

1123

 � 1352 132 Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase 
notice? -  I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but 
have not yet started looking

Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter 
AND read it in detail/skimmed it

1123

  1360 133 Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase 
notice? - Summary Table

Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter 
AND read it in detail/skimmed it

1123
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 � 1361 134 Q.107 Thinking about when you last received an end of fixed term letter, in how much detail did
you look at it?

Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter 1203

 � 1369 135 Q.108 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the 
end of fixed term letter?

Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND 
read it in detail/skimmed it

1066

 � 1377 136 Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term 
letter? - I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm 
on

Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND 
read it in detail/skimmed it

1066

 � 1385 137 Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term 
letter? - I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier

Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND 
read it in detail/skimmed it

1066

 � 1393 138 Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term 
letter? - I looked into switching to a different supplier

Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND 
read it in detail/skimmed it

1066

 � 1401 139 Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term 
letter? - I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have
not yet started looking

Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND 
read it in detail/skimmed it

1066

  1409 140 Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term 
letter? - Summary Table

Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND 
read it in detail/skimmed it

1066

 � 1410 141 Q.168 Energy suppliers are required to notify customers about savings they could make by 
managing their account online, changing tariff or changing their payment method with their 
current supplier. Do you recall seeing a message like this?

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1418 142 Q.169 And where did you see this? Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on 
correspondence

1961

 � 1435 143 Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on 
correspondence

1961

 � 1443 144 Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff 
against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier

Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on 
correspondence

1961

 � 1451 145 Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or 
supplier

Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on 
correspondence

1961

  1459 146 Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Summary Table Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on 
correspondence

1961

 � 1460 147 Q.171 Energy suppliers are now required to provide a Tariff Comparison Rate (TCR) for each 
tariff they offer. This is an indicative price per unit of energy, taking into account all the charges 
and discounts. Prior to this interview, have you seen a TCR?

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1468 148 Q.172 And where did you see this? Base: All who are aware of TCR 1157
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 � 1484 149 Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff Base: All who are aware of TCR 1157

 � 1492 150 Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff 
against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier

Base: All who are aware of TCR 1157

 � 1500 151 Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or 
supplier

Base: All who are aware of TCR 1157

  1508 152 Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Summary Table Base: All who are aware of TCR 1157

 � 1509 153 Q.174 A Personal Projection is an estimated annual cost of a tariff, based on your expected 
energy use. Prior to this interview, have you seen a Personal Projection?

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1517 154 Q.175 And where did you see this? Base: All who are aware of PP 1933

 � 1533 155 Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff Base: All who are aware of PP 1933

 � 1541 156 Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff 
against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier

Base: All who are aware of PP 1933

 � 1549 157 Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or 
supplier

Base: All who are aware of PP 1933

  1557 158 Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Summary Table Base: All who are aware of PP 1933

 � 1558 159 Q.120 For which, if any, of the following services have you switched your provider in the last 12
months?

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1566 160 Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy 
suppliers? - It's too hard to work out whether I would save or not if I switched

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1575 161 Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy 
suppliers? - There are no real differences between suppliers in the prices they charge

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1584 162 Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy 
suppliers? - Switching is a hassle that I've not got time for

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1593 163 Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy 
suppliers? - I worry that if I switch things will go wrong

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1602 164 Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy 
suppliers? - I don't think I'd be able to switch even if I wanted to

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1611 165 Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy 
suppliers? - Some energy suppliers are more trustworthy than others

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956
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 � 1620 166 Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy 
suppliers? - Changing tariff with your existing supplier is a good way to save money

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

  1629 167 Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy 
suppliers? - Summary Table

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1630 168 Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff? Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1671 169 Q.123 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are 
currently on the best gas deal for you?

Base: All who have gas supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal 2337

 � 1679 170 Q.124 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are 
currently on the best electricity deal for you?

Base: All who have electricity supply but not as part of a dual 
fuel deal

3063

 � 1687 171 Q.125 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are 
currently on the best energy deal for you?

Base: All who receive a dual fuel discount 2876

 � 1695 172 Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following 
statements? - Financially things are a bit of a struggle for me

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1704 173 Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following 
statements? - I always like to look for ways that I can save money, even if it is only a little

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1713 174 Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following 
statements? - I often make a decision on impulse

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1722 175 Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following 
statements? - Everything seems to be getting more complicated these days

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1731 176 Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following 
statements? - I always check bank or building society statements when I get them, including 
online

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

  1740 177 Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following 
statements? - Summary Table

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1741 178 Q.128 How often do you use the internet? Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1750 179 Q.129 Can I check, is English your first or main language? Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1758 180 Q.130 What is the highest level of education you have completed? Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956
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 � 1767 181 Q.131 Do you or your husband\wife\partner have any long-term illness, physical or mental 
health problem or disability which limits your daily activities or the work you can do? This 
includes problems due to old age.

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1775 182 Q.132 And do you or your husband\wife\partner have any caring responsibilities for a member 
of your immediate family, or, a close relative outside of your household who has any 
long-standing illness, physical or mental health problem or disability? This includes caring for 
relatives with problems due to old age.

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1783 183 Q.133 This card shows incomes in weekly, monthly and annual amounts. Which of the groups 
on the card represents your personal\you and your husband’s\wife’s\ partner’s combined 
income before any deductions such as income tax or National Insurance? Please include 
income from earnings, self-employment, benefits, pensions, and interest from savings. Just tell
me the letter beside the row that applies to you.

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1799 184 Q.134 Can I just check, is your own \ your own and your partner's total income, before tax and 
any other deductions more or less than £16,000 per year?

Base: All who answered "nothing/no work or scheme", refused 
or don't know their household income

1913

 � 1807 185 Q.135 Have you moved house in the last 12 months? Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1815 186 Q.136 Would you be willing for Ofgem, or a research agency appointed by them, to contact you
again about any of these issues in the future?

Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956

 � 1823 187 Q. Breaks X Breaks Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are 
responsible for it

5956



Table 1 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

5462448131217Mains gas only
******1%af*1%**

18715419518124933113764110543717Mains electricity only
13%i13%10%12%15%aef11%12%18%ab20%ab11%12%

121910701694127114552773102629044645175254Mains gas and
86%87%89%k87%85%89%g88%82%80%89%acd88%cdgelectricity
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.1 Do you have mains gas and\or mains electricity in your home?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 1 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

618161-29617Mains gas only
1%hi****-****

1301893845671502064374258717Mains electricity only
13%h15%ah10%11%16%ag11%10%11%16%acd12%h

839104132984456798174576311113935254Mains gas and
86%85%89%aij88%f84%89%b90%b89%b84%88%bfielectricity
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.1 Do you have mains gas and\or mains electricity in your home?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 1 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

-----17-511117Mains gas only
-----*gh-1%***ghj

72380259-717-71713994476717Mains electricity only
14%j8%36%ajk-12%fh-100%afgh16%ab15%ab11%12%fhj

4514300456525452545254-72651339525254Mains gas and
86%i92%aik64%100%aefg88%e100%aeg-84%84%89%cd88%cdeielectricity
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.1 Do you have mains gas and\or mains electricity in your home?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 1 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

627-11417Mains gas only
1%e**-***

13279468-90574717Mains electricity only
13%e14%e11%-10%12%d12%d

84346838763982841085254Mains gas and
86%85%89%fg100%ab90%b87%88%electricity
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.1 Do you have mains gas and\or mains electricity in your home?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 1 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

2-8717Mains gas only
*-***

74-387254717Mains electricity only
11%d-14%abde11%d12%d

62559244621025254Mains gas and
89%c100%abce86%89%c88%celectricity
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.1 Do you have mains gas and\or mains electricity in your home?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base
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SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

7712-12-12415217Mains gas only
1%k***-**-*d****

1782681729926757610542529262690717Mains electricity only
14%ak12%10%11%13%f10%9%8%16%ad9%12%10%12%dfg

10741888150978317369279011962252300244468085254Mains gas and
85%87%90%alm89%m87%90%91%a92%ai84%91%ae87%90%88%emelectricity
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.1 Do you have mains gas and\or mains electricity in your home?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 1 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

8109-12-22117Mains gas only
***-**-****

3994824796424543714115589717Mains electricity only
11%12%12%9%8%10%8%9%10%9%12%bcdeh

309735273513692270481413138414159175254Mains gas and
88%88%88%91%a91%90%92%a91%a90%a91%a88%electricity
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.1 Do you have mains gas and\or mains electricity in your home?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 1 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

-1111121-11131117Mains gas only
-*****1%1%-***1%***

43293394942664216215734727178717Mains electricity only
16%10%h21%abcde13%ghk12%ghk8%h16%aefghk30%abcde3%6%10%gh11%gh13%ghk13%ghk13%ghk12%ghk

fghklmoofghjklmo

22279348254363490341994743274962834714955115254Mains gas and
84%89%ijn79%i86%in88%in92%abcdi83%i69%97%abcde94%abcde89%ijn89%ijn86%in87%in87%in88%ijnelectricity

jmnfijklmnofijlmno
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.1 Do you have mains gas and\or mains electricity in your home?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 2 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Yes
100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.2 Are you responsible or jointly responsible for the gas and\or electricity bills in your household?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 2 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

976123236905038949194642349316585987Yes
100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.2 Are you responsible or jointly responsible for the gas and\or electricity bills in your household?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 2 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

523468171652545970527071786960844405987Yes
100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.2 Are you responsible or jointly responsible for the gas and\or electricity bills in your household?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 2 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

98154943513991946965987Yes
100%100%100%100%100%100%100%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.2 Are you responsible or jointly responsible for the gas and\or electricity bills in your household?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 2 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

70159284123625987Yes
100%100%100%100%100%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.2 Are you responsible or jointly responsible for the gas and\or electricity bills in your household?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 2 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Yes
100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.2 Are you responsible or jointly responsible for the gas and\or electricity bills in your household?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 2 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Yes
100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.2 Are you responsible or jointly responsible for the gas and\or electricity bills in your household?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 2 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

263134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Yes
100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.2 Are you responsible or jointly responsible for the gas and\or electricity bills in your household?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 3 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18009961381101918102374101230641744735196Unweighted Base
121910701694127114552773102629044645175254Weighted Base

1104965152811591303253791626239940954756Yes
91%90%90%91%90%91%g89%90%89%91%91%

1009613590140197852742353421No
8%9%8%7%10%af7%8%9%9%8%8%

12-1121-133Refused
**-****-***

1473121113725156773Don't know
1%1%2%j2%1%1%2%afg*1%1%1%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.150 Is your gas and electricity supplied by the same energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 3 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1029100830764219977193586265117665196Unweighted Base
839104132984456798174576311113935254Weighted Base

74093830124055701160505284812434756Yes
88%90%91%j91%f88%92%88%92%bd89%91%dfj

8583245333891458223126421No
10%ah8%7%7%11%ag8%10%c7%9%c8%

1-33--31-3Refused
*-**--*abc*-*

142038658-10392473Don't know
2%2%1%1%1%-2%1%2%1%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.150 Is your gas and electricity supplied by the same energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 3 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4644263422519651965196-97757635755196Unweighted Base
4514300456525452545254-**72651339525254Weighted Base

3783923416475647564756-62447336034756Yes
84%91%k91%k91%91%91%-86%92%d91%d91%dk

4833434421421421-9237287421No
11%j8%8%8%8%8%-13%abc7%7%8%

-1-333--123Refused
-*-***--***

24436737373-936073Don't know
5%aij1%1%1%1%1%-1%1%2%1%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.150 Is your gas and electricity supplied by the same energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 3 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

93451836623777940945196Unweighted Base
843468387639*82841085254Weighted Base

7173743584-82337724756Yes
85%f80%92%afg-99%abd92%ad91%dfg

11691246395331421No
14%ae20%aeg6%100%abc1%8%c8%ce

--1---3Refused
--*---*

10347--573Don't know
1%1%1%--*1%bc
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.150 Is your gas and electricity supplied by the same energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 3 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

65857244820115196Unweighted Base
62559*244621025254Weighted Base

53031216420144756Yes
85%d52%88%de96%acde91%cde

532925980421No
8%b48%abce11%ab4%8%b

---13Refused
---**

43-24773Don't know
7%abc-1%b*1%b
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.150 Is your gas and electricity supplied by the same energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 3 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11371908144171017673077210622303289344267705196Unweighted Base
10741888150978317369279011962252300244468085254Weighted Base

9041700140774516265675011361914284140137434756Yes
84%90%m93%alm95%alm94%95%a95%a95%a85%95%ae90%92%91%em

1211709535836364828313836655421No
11%ajk9%jk6%4%5%5%5%4%13%ad5%8%7%8%dfghjk

3-------3-3-3Refused
*akl-------*d-*-*

4519633-4125023631073Don't know
4%ajkl1%**2%h-*1%h2%ad1%1%1%1%dghjk
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.150 Is your gas and electricity supplied by the same energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 3 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

315135533549632269441412126712988575196Unweighted Base
309735273513692270481413138414159175254Weighted Base

278531863161655255445379129213178684756Yes
90%90%90%95%a94%a92%92%93%a93%a95%a91%

27730231334142830838847421No
9%9%9%5%5%6%7%6%6%5%8%bcdh

-1--------3Refused
-*--------*

3439393184910373Don't know
1%1%1%**2%1%1%1%*1%bcdh
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.150 Is your gas and electricity supplied by the same energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 3 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

21289356258356504323874913384922924234764905196Unweighted Base
22**27934825436349034199*4743274962834714955115254Weighted Base

20260315229315440310844293104492504164694604756Yes
93%93%dil91%90%87%90%91%85%91%95%abdef90%88%88%95%abdef90%91%l

hiklmnhijklmn

11828244038291132153934512438421No
7%6%8%9%cg11%cgh8%9%cg11%cg7%4%8%12%abcgho11%cgh5%7%8%cg

----1-1--2-----3Refused
----*-*--1%a-----*

-1418122413-9-431373Don't know
-*1%*2%ceg2%cegjo1%4%cegjmo3%acegjm-2%eg-1%1%3%cegjo1%g

o
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.150 Is your gas and electricity supplied by the same energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 4 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

180101147971942121192850447525Unweighted Base
119109*172115*15624011929**51*435515Weighted Base

-1---1---11Better Energy
-1%---1%---**

64608670112135331725237280British Gas
54%55%50%61%71%aef56%e28%58%49%55%54%e

--3213---55Daligas
--2%2%1%1%---1%1%

99855197222731E.ON
8%8%5%4%3%8%6%7%4%6%6%

11----2--22Economy Energy
1%*----2%--**

1----1---11Ecotricity
1%----*---**

44732610--1818EDF
3%4%4%3%1%3%9%afg--4%4%

1--1-2---22Extra Energy
1%--1%-1%---**

1-----1--11First Utility
1%-----1%--**

--1---1--11Good Energy
--1%---1%--**

1-----1--11Green Energy
1%-----1%--**

1--12----22Green Star Energy
1%--1%1%----**

7417221712112830Npower
6%4%10%h2%1%7%g10%g4%2%7%6%g

322-312-6-6Scottish Hydro
2%2%1%-2%*2%-12%ab-1%b

354-35533713Scottish Power
3%5%h3%-2%2%4%11%6%2%2%

1331423-178Southern Electric
1%3%2%1%2%1%2%-2%2%2%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.3 Who is your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 4 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

180101147971942121192850447525Unweighted Base
119109*172115*15624011929**51*435515Weighted Base

3525474-41114SSE (Scottish and
3%4%1%4%3%3%3%-7%2%3%Southern Energy)

*-4-1*24--4Swalec
*-2%-1%*2%14%--1%

-1--1----11Telecom Plus
-1%--1%----**

1-4--22--44Utility Warehouse
1%-2%--1%2%--1%1%

-1----1--11Utilita
-1%----1%--**

--1111---22Zog Energy
--1%1%1%*---**

111-21--313Other
1%1%1%-1%1%--5%ab*1%

SUMMARY CODE

949213386134192792742335405SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
79%84%77%75%86%ae80%e66%94%82%77%79%e

791161210114111833SSE ALL
6%8%6%5%7%4%10%f14%21%ab4%6%

13-1123-145Refused
1%3%i-1%*1%2%-1%1%1%

18102923153529267179Don't know
15%9%17%20%j9%14%25%afg6%11%16%15%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.3 Who is your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 4 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1291012824071181573235202525Unweighted Base
106104*2944179814**73*271157515Weighted Base

--11---1-1Better Energy
--**---*-*

44361922176274015280280British Gas
41%35%65%aij52%64%g51%55%56%51%54%ij

-235--32-5Daligas
-2%1%1%--4%b1%-1%

13711283-4151231E.ON
12%ah7%4%7%3%-6%6%8%6%

2--2---112Economy Energy
2%h--*---***

-1--1---11Ecotricity
-1%--1%---**

549162169218EDF
5%4%3%4%2%8%8%b3%2%4%

1-12---112Extra Energy
1%-**---*1%*

1--1---1-1First Utility
1%--*---*-*

--11---1-1Good Energy
--1%*---1%-*

-1-1----11Green Energy
-1%-*----**

11--2--2-2Green Star Energy
1%1%--2%g--1%-*

9712265-320730Npower
9%7%4%6%5%-5%8%4%6%

-33511-326Scottish Hydro
-3%1%1%1%5%-1%1%1%

23893-27413Scottish Power
2%3%3%2%3%-3%3%2%2%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.3 Who is your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 4 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1291012824071181573235202525Unweighted Base
106104*2944179814**73*271157515Weighted Base

4228-1-168Southern Electric
3%2%1%2%-5%-*4%c2%

823114116714SSE (Scottish and
8%ah2%1%3%4%4%1%2%4%3%Southern Energy)

-4*221*114Swalec
-3%ah*1%2%7%1%1%1%1%

--1-1---11Telecom Plus
--*-1%---1%*

-224-1-224Utility Warehouse
-2%1%1%-7%-1%1%1%

-1-1---1-1Utilita
-1%-*---1%-*

--22---2-2Zog Energy
--1%*---1%-*

31-22---33Other
3%h1%-*2%---2%c1%

SUMMARY CODE

8569241323821157215122405SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
81%i66%82%i77%84%80%79%79%78%79%i

1211926732121633SSE ALL
11%h11%h3%6%7%21%2%4%10%cd6%

1-45--41-5Refused
1%-1%1%--6%abc*-1%

132737681129422679Don't know
13%26%ahj13%16%11%13%12%16%17%15%
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Q.3 Who is your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 4 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7038842508508525-13950328525Unweighted Base
72*37840*498498515-**10741*360515Weighted Base

-1-111---11Better Energy
-*-***---**

2222125273273280-6831177280British Gas
31%59%k63%k55%55%54%-64%b75%ab49%54%k

-5-555---55Daligas
-1%-1%1%1%---1%1%

426-303031-712331E.ON
5%7%-6%6%6%-7%2%6%6%

-11222---22Economy Energy
-*1%***---1%*

-1-111---11Ecotricity
-*-***---**

5121181818-2-1618EDF
7%3%1%4%4%4%-2%-4%4%

11-222---22Extra Energy
1%*-***---**

-----1---11First Utility
-----*---**

-1-111---11Good Energy
-*-***---**

-1-111---11Green Energy
-*-***---**

-11222-1-12Green Star Energy
-*2%***-1%-**

7192282830-222730Npower
9%5%6%6%6%6%-2%4%8%d6%

-6-666-3-36Scottish Hydro
-2%-1%1%1%-2%-1%1%

-102121213-2-1013Scottish Power
-3%4%2%2%2%-2%-3%2%
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Q.3 Who is your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 4 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7038842508508525-13950328525Unweighted Base
72*37840*498498515-**10741*360515Weighted Base

-61668-2158Southern Electric
-1%1%1%1%2%-2%2%1%2%

2102141414-32814SSE (Scottish and
3%3%4%3%3%3%-3%6%2%3%Southern Energy)

-11444-2-24Swalec
-*3%1%1%1%-1%-1%1%

-1-111-1--1Telecom Plus
-*-***-1%--*

14-444---44Utility Warehouse
1%1%-1%1%1%---1%1%

-1-111---11Utilita
-*-***---**

-11222---22Zog Energy
-*2%***---**

13-333-3-13Other
1%1%-1%1%1%-3%b-*1%

SUMMARY CODE

4031233391391405-9136273405SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
56%83%k83%k78%78%79%-85%b88%76%79%k

2233292933-931933SSE ALL
3%6%8%6%6%6%-9%7%5%6%

-2-555--145Refused
-1%-1%1%1%--2%1%1%

29425777779-1246179Don't know
40%aij11%12%15%15%15%-11%10%17%15%
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Q.3 Who is your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 4 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

140108289376361525Unweighted Base
13296*30039*6**350515Weighted Base

--11--1Better Energy
--*3%ab--*

557516512-252280British Gas
42%78%aeg55%g30%-72%ad54%dg

--55--5Daligas
--2%12%ab--1%

114203-2431E.ON
8%4%7%6%-7%6%

2--2--2Economy Energy
1%e--5%ab--*

1--1--1Ecotricity
1%--2%b--*

7382-1418EDF
6%3%3%4%-4%4%

--22--2Extra Energy
--1%4%ab--*

1---1-1First Utility
*---10%-*

--1-1-1Good Energy
--*-24%-*

---1--1Green Energy
---2%b--*

1-211-2Green Star Energy
*-1%3%b11%-*

182153-2530Npower
14%aef2%5%8%-7%6%

114--56Scottish Hydro
1%1%1%--2%1%
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Q.3 Who is your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 4 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

140108289376361525Unweighted Base
13296*30039*6**350515Weighted Base

42102-913Scottish Power
3%2%3%5%-3%2%

612--78Southern Electric
4%e1%1%--2%2%

6371-1014SSE (Scottish and
4%4%2%1%-3%3%Southern Energy)

2*11-34Swalec
2%1%*3%-1%1%

--1---1Telecom Plus
--*---*

21331-4Utility Warehouse
1%1%1%9%ab16%-1%

1---1-1Utilita
1%---23%-*

--211-2Zog Energy
--1%2%b15%-*

3-1---3Other
3%e-*---1%

SUMMARY CODE

1109223123-350405SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
83%96%aeg77%58%-100%ad79%d

157142-2633SSE ALL
11%e7%5%4%-7%6%

--2---5Refused
--1%---1%

12350---79Don't know
9%4%17%fg---15%bdf
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Q.3 Who is your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 4 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

952830692525Unweighted Base
97*29**29194*515Weighted Base

---11Better Energy
---1%*

272118051280British Gas
28%73%62%ae55%e54%e

2--35Daligas
2%c--3%c1%

5117831E.ON
5%3%6%9%6%

--112Economy Energy
--*1%*

--1-1Ecotricity
--*-*

8-8118EDF
8%bc-3%1%4%

--112Extra Energy
--*1%*

---11First Utility
---1%*

---11Good Energy
---2%c*

-1--1Green Energy
-2%--*

-2--2Green Star Energy
-6%--*

2121730Npower
2%4%7%7%6%

11326Scottish Hydro
1%2%1%2%1%
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Q.3 Who is your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 4 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

952830692525Unweighted Base
97*29**29194*515Weighted Base

137213Scottish Power
1%9%3%2%2%

1-718Southern Electric
1%-2%1%2%

--13214SSE (Scottish and
--4%e2%3%Southern Energy)

4-*-4Swalec
4%ac-*-1%

1---1Telecom Plus
1%---*

1-3-4Utility Warehouse
1%-1%-1%

--1-1Utilita
--*-*

---22Zog Energy
---2%c*

1-3-3Other
1%-1%-1%

SUMMARY CODE

482625673405SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
49%92%88%abe78%e79%e

5123433SSE ALL
5%2%8%4%6%

---25Refused
---2%c1%

45-24979Don't know
47%abc-8%10%15%c
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Q.3 Who is your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 4 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18321198331141405236516046461525Unweighted Base
177196103*39*11**37*41*60*35016544867*515Weighted Base

-1-----1-1-11Better Energy
-1%-----2%-1%-2%c*

75129601541320182205926515280British Gas
42%66%ajm59%m38%35%36%49%29%63%ad36%59%b22%54%bdfhm

2--3---223235Daligas
1%--8%aklm---3%*2%*4%ac1%

10128--548141726531E.ON
6%6%8%--14%9%13%4%11%e6%8%6%

1-1--1---2112Economy Energy
*-1%--3%a---1%*1%*

---1--1--11-1Ecotricity
---2%--2%--**-*

6652-21681012618EDF
3%3%5%4%-6%3%10%a2%6%e3%9%c4%

---2---2-2-22Extra Energy
---4%alm---3%a-1%-3%ac*

1-------1-1-1First Utility
*-------*-*-*

---11----1-11Good Energy
---4%alm13%----1%-2%c*

--1--1---11-1Green Energy
--1%--2%---**-*

--11-11--2112Green Star Energy
--1%3%l-2%3%--1%*2%*

86124-637141625630Npower
4%3%12%alm11%-17%a8%11%4%10%e5%9%6%

412-11--51516Scottish Hydro
2%*2%-5%2%--1%1%1%1%1%

5323-2-29410213Scottish Power
3%2%2%8%-5%-3%3%2%2%3%2%
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Q.3 Who is your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 4 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18321198331141405236516046461525Unweighted Base
177196103*39*11**37*41*60*35016544867*515Weighted Base

242---1-44718Southern Electric
1%2%2%---3%-1%2%2%2%2%

57-2-1139512314SSE (Scottish and
3%4%-6%k-4%1%6%3%3%3%4%3%Southern Energy)

-4----1-31314Swalec
-2%----2%-1%1%1%1%1%

1-------1-1-1Telecom Plus
*-------*-*-*

-32-23--13314Utility Warehouse
-1%2%-21%7%a--*2%1%1%1%

-1-----1-11-1Utilita
-1%-----2%-1%*-*

---2---2-2-22Zog Energy
---5%alm---3%a-1%-3%ac*

21------31313Other
1%1%------1%*1%1%1%

SUMMARY CODE

1141739226431314328711836540405SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
64%88%ajm89%ajm67%40%83%76%71%82%d71%81%b60%79%bm

1016421233211127633SSE ALL
6%8%4%6%5%5%7%6%6%7%6%9%6%

5-----1-315-5Refused
3%l-----4%-1%1%1%-1%

52177331695326651479Don't know
29%ajkl9%7%8%25%3%16%16%15%16%14%21%15%hkl
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Q.3 Who is your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 4 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

33536837634173135858849525Unweighted Base
32035236037*16**38**34*94*99*51*515Weighted Base

------1---1Better Energy
------4%a---*

183207215196510515023280British Gas
57%59%60%50%37%13%29%55%51%46%54%e

3333-313335Daligas
1%1%1%8%a-8%3%3%3%6%a1%

181822111532231E.ON
6%5%6%3%4%2%15%a3%2%4%6%

222--1-11-2Economy Energy
1%1%1%--1%-1%1%-*

1111---1111Ecotricity
***2%a---1%1%1%*

141715-12433118EDF
4%5%4%-4%6%11%a3%3%1%4%

---2-2-2222Extra Energy
---5%a-5%-2%2%3%a*

----------1First Utility
----------*

111--1-11-1Good Energy
***--4%-2%1%-*
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Q.3 Who is your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 4 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

33536837634173135858849525Unweighted Base
32035236037*16**38**34*94*99*51*515Weighted Base

111----11-1Green Energy
***----1%1%-*

222121-1122Green Star Energy
1%**3%10%3%-1%1%3%a*

201920346-1114830Npower
6%5%6%9%27%16%-11%14%a15%a6%

5351--11116Scottish Hydro
1%1%1%3%--2%1%1%2%1%

5772-2122213Scottish Power
2%2%2%5%-4%2%2%2%3%2%

787-2-11128Southern Electric
2%2%2%-15%-4%1%1%5%2%

8882-2122214SSE (Scottish and
3%2%2%4%-4%4%2%2%3%3%Southern Energy)

233---1---4Swalec
1%1%1%---3%---1%

-11-------1Telecom Plus
-**-------*

233--1-11-4Utility Warehouse
1%1%1%--3%-1%1%-1%

1---------1Utilita
*---------*
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Q.3 Who is your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 4 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

33536837634173135858849525Unweighted Base
32035236037*16**38**34*94*99*51*515Weighted Base

1111-212212Zog Energy
***2%-5%3%2%2%2%*

333---1---3Other
1%1%1%---2%---1%

SUMMARY CODE

26329130127141723737640405SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
82%83%84%74%87%45%69%78%76%79%79%

222222322445533SSE ALL
7%6%6%7%15%4%12%4%5%10%6%

-1--------5Refused
-*--------1%

3943422*106912379Don't know
12%12%12%6%3%27%19%10%12%5%15%
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Q.3 Who is your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 4 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12134245153331652185534542752525Unweighted Base
1**21**33*26**49*52*34*16**45*17**49*35**59*27**52*515Weighted Base

--------1------1Better Energy
--------3%a------*

110201628281952662819351524280British Gas
100%48%59%62%58%54%56%31%57%33%56%55%60%57%45%54%

-----2------2-15Daligas
-----4%------3%-2%1%

-32-241222131-1031E.ON
-13%5%-5%7%2%11%5%10%3%8%1%-19%adfhjl6%

----11----1----2Economy Energy
----1%1%----2%----*

--------1------1Ecotricity
--------2%------*

--1--3---51-4-318EDF
--4%--5%---31%3%-8%-6%4%

----------1--1-2Extra Energy
----------2%--3%-*

----1----------1First Utility
----1%----------*

------------1--1Good Energy
------------3%a--*

--------1------1Green Energy
--------1%------*

----1--------1-2Green Star Energy
----2%--------2%-*

-323111-112443530Npower
-12%7%10%1%2%2%-3%7%4%13%7%12%9%6%

------51-------6Scottish Hydro
------14%abdfhk7%-------1%

ln

-1--1-21-1-7---13Scottish Power
-5%--2%-5%7%-7%-20%---2%
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Q.3 Who is your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 4 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12134245153331652185534542752525Unweighted Base
1**21**33*26**49*52*34*16**45*17**49*35**59*27**52*515Weighted Base

-1---3-1----1118Southern Electric
-7%---5%-7%----2%5%1%2%

----2-131-5-11-14SSE (Scottish and
----5%-3%17%1%-11%abk-2%5%-3%Southern Energy)

---4-----------4Swalec
---16%-----------1%

-------------1-1Telecom Plus
-------------3%-*

----1-----1-3--4Utility Warehouse
----1%-----2%-4%a--1%

-1-------------1Utilita
-7%-------------*

-----1-------1-2Zog Energy
-----2%-------4%-*

------21--1----3Other
------6%a4%--1%----1%

SUMMARY CODE

11825223538281329153833472142405SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
100%86%75%87%70%73%82%80%66%88%77%96%80%79%80%79%

-1-423651-5-23133SSE ALL
-7%-16%5%5%17%abdhn31%1%-11%b-4%10%1%6%

----1-1-12-----5Refused
----1%-2%-3%12%-----1%

-28311113311-8263979Don't know
-8%25%13%22%21%10%16%25%-16%4%10%9%18%15%
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Q.3 Who is your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 5 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4612383072455045092389315110071251Unweighted Base
30125936129340156724792*1579651215Weighted Base

31133416265216897895British Gas
10%hj5%10%5%7%9%7%8%6%8%8%

1-2214-1225Co-operative Energy
*-*1%*1%-1%1%b**

21----3--33E (formerly Epower)
1%*----1%afg--**

455655587810532177192215E.ON
15%22%k15%20%20%e19%13%18%c4%20%c18%c

11---111-12Economy Energy
**---**1%-**

121232---55Ecotricity
*1%*1%1%*---1%*

5133514075703013171175EDF
17%13%14%14%19%aef12%12%1%2%18%acd14%cd

-1-212-1-23Extra Energy
-*-1%**-1%-**

26178218131-3233First Utility
1%2%5%k3%k1%3%g5%g1%-3%c3%gk

-2-5-52--66Flow Energy
-1%-2%ik-1%1%--1%1%

-1332411-67Good Energy
-*1%1%*1%1%1%-1%1%

-21-12---33Green Energy
-1%*-**---**

1-2-2112-13Green Star Energy
*-1%-***2%ab-**

252-2241-78isupply Energy
1%2%h*-**2%1%-1%1%

--1--1---11LoCo2 Energy
--*--*---**

1-2--21--22Marks & Spencer Energy
*-*--**--**
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 5 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4612383072455045092389315110071251Unweighted Base
30125936129340156724792*1579651215Weighted Base

3623283052501574106117Npower
12%9%8%10%13%ef9%6%7%3%11%c10%c

4272446-11314Ovo
1%1%2%1%1%1%2%-1%1%1%

--1--1---11Robin Hood Energy
--*--*---**

-1---1---11Sainsbury's Energy
-*---*---**

4167711--19-19Scottish Hydro
1%*2%2%2%e2%e--12%abd-2%b

37363928456431116960140Scottish Power
12%14%11%9%11%11%12%11%44%abd6%12%b

141414919249-24951Southern Electric
5%5%4%3%5%4%3%-1%5%d4%

-135-64--1010Spark Energy
-*1%2%k-1%g2%g--1%1%

252922172649177285793SSE (Scottish and
8%11%hi6%6%7%9%7%8%18%abd6%8%Southern Energy)

84812821328-331Swalec
3%2%2%4%2%4%1%31%abc-*3%b

1315-82-1910Utility Warehouse
*1%*2%-1%g1%-1%1%1%

1132-251-67Utilita
*1%1%1%-*2%afg1%-1%1%

1-3132-2-45Other
*-1%*1%*-2%-**

SUMMARY CODE

25221025921633744615379142716936SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
84%ahi81%i72%74%84%aef79%e62%85%b90%ab74%77%e

5148514460105293549109194SSE ALL
17%18%14%15%15%19%e12%39%ab31%ab11%16%b
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 5 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4612383072455045092389315110071251Unweighted Base
30125936129340156724792*1579651215Weighted Base

3334643-4912Refused
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%-2%1%1%

2921523737524948127138Don't know
10%8%14%j13%9%9%20%afg4%5%13%cd11%cd
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 5 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

288275659948303381335655151251Unweighted Base
23029267096824735*1356364091215Weighted Base

2227457223118492795British Gas
10%9%7%7%9%2%13%abc8%7%8%

-*441--4*5Co-operative Energy
-*1%**--1%**

21-3---133E (formerly Epower)
1%h*-*---*1%*

29371451744161413165215E.ON
13%13%22%ij18%17%17%11%21%d16%18%

2--11---22Economy Energy
1%h--*1%---**

122411-225Ecotricity
*1%***2%-***

413794140356237670175EDF
18%13%14%15%14%17%17%12%17%c14%

--33---123Extra Energy
--**---***

11615303-918633First Utility
*5%ahj2%3%1%-7%abc3%1%3%j

-256---6-6Flow Energy
-1%1%1%---1%-1%

--77---617Good Energy
--1%1%---1%*1%

--33---213Green Energy
--**---***

--312--123Green Star Energy
--**1%--*1%*

12553-1618isupply Energy
*1%1%1%1%-1%1%*1%

1--1---1-1LoCo2 Energy
*--*---*-*
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 5 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

288275659948303381335655151251Unweighted Base
23029267096824735*1356364091215Weighted Base

1-22---212Marks & Spencer Energy
*-**---***

18326688294135842117Npower
8%11%10%9%12%10%10%9%10%10%

174104-28414Ovo
1%2%h1%1%1%-1%1%1%1%

--11---1-1Robin Hood Energy
--**---*-*

--1-1---11Sainsbury's Energy
--*-*---**

4-15145--12619Scottish Hydro
2%i-2%i1%2%--2%2%2%i

412571108322136560140Scottish Power
18%ahi9%11%11%13%5%9%10%15%c12%

131326391325251951Southern Electric
5%4%4%4%5%6%4%4%5%4%

-10-91-19-10Spark Energy
-3%ahj-1%*-1%1%b-1%h

231645741926503493SSE (Scottish and
10%5%7%8%8%5%5%8%8%8%Southern Energy)

56212393317731Swalec
2%2%3%2%3%10%abcd2%3%2%3%

-7310-127-10Utility Warehouse
-2%ahj*1%-3%b1%b1%b-1%

1426112417Utilita
1%1%h*1%*3%b1%1%*1%

-2423--325Other
-1%1%*1%g--*1%*

SUMMARY CODE

1971935287322052596484331936SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
86%ahi66%79%i76%83%ag72%71%76%81%d77%i
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 5 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

288275659948303381335655151251Unweighted Base
23029267096824735*1356364091215Weighted Base

45351061494571510567194SSE ALL
19%i12%16%15%18%20%11%17%16%16%

2110121254212Refused
1%*1%1%*5%abc4%abc1%*1%

204570117225186748138Don't know
9%16%hj10%12%9%16%13%11%12%11%
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 5 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13579630650812515087433201587561251Unweighted Base
14475830049812154987172401348251215Weighted Base

1166153295326318205595British Gas
8%9%5%6%8%6%9%7%15%abd7%8%

-23-5-51-45Co-operative Energy
-*1%-*-1%*-**

-311312-133E (formerly Epower)
-******-***

161455589215891274317155215E.ON
11%19%k18%18%18%18%18%18%13%19%18%

-2-1211--22Economy Energy
-*-****--**

-4115141-45Ecotricity
-1%****1%*-**

131025673175731033826109175EDF
9%13%19%jk15%14%15%14%16%20%b13%14%

-3--3-3-213Extra Energy
-*--*-*-1%ab**

10167433428-23033First Utility
7%aij2%2%1%3%fh1%4%fh-1%4%d3%dfh

-522625--66Flow Energy
-1%1%*1%*1%--1%1%

-6157521-67Good Energy
-1%*1%1%1%**-1%1%

-21-3-3-123Green Energy
-**-*-*-1%**

-3--3-3-223Green Star Energy
-*--*-*-1%b**

12538351-78isupply Energy
1%*2%j1%1%1%1%*-1%1%

--1111---11LoCo2 Energy
--****---**
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 5 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13579630650812515087433201587561251Unweighted Base
14475830049812154987172401348251215Weighted Base

-122221--22Marks & Spencer Energy
-*1%****--**

147725561175661311373117Npower
10%10%9%11%10%11%8%13%10%9%10%

-77414410111214Ovo
-1%2%1%1%1%1%*1%1%1%

--1111---11Robin Hood Energy
--****---**

--1-1-1--11Sainsbury's Energy
--*-*-*--**

2134519514411419Scottish Hydro
1%2%1%1%2%1%2%1%1%2%2%

188338471404793411286140Scottish Power
12%11%13%9%12%9%13%17%abc9%10%12%

43512255125261073451Southern Electric
3%5%4%5%4%5%4%4%5%4%4%

32411019--1010Spark Energy
2%j*1%*1%*1%--1%1%

452372393236913126693SSE (Scottish and
2%7%12%ajk5%8%fh5%10%fh6%9%8%8%fhkSouthern Energy)

423313311318632131Swalec
3%3%1%3%3%3%3%2%3%3%3%

27111019--1010Utility Warehouse
1%1%**1%*1%--1%1%

1426761--77Utilita
**1%1%e1%1%e*--1%1%

-232523-145Other
-*1%****-1%1%*
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 5 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13579630650812515087433201587561251Unweighted Base
14475830049812154987172401348251215Weighted Base

SUMMARY CODE

85596246362936362574203112612936SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
59%79%k82%k73%77%73%80%fh85%ab84%b74%77%k

131235666194661283224135194SSE ALL
9%16%k19%k13%16%13%18%fh13%18%16%16%k

2619129432612Refused
1%1%*2%e1%2%e*1%2%1%1%

418711931389346291095138Don't know
28%aij11%i4%19%aeg11%e19%aeg6%12%8%12%11%ei
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 5 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

28119274837859551251Unweighted Base
25817376039*96*9101215Weighted Base

3710474-9095British Gas
14%aef6%6%9%c-10%c8%c

--5-5-5Co-operative Energy
--1%-5%ab-*

3--12-3E (formerly Epower)
1%ae--2%b3%ab-*

33291495-208215E.ON
13%17%20%g13%c-23%ac18%c

11-11-2Economy Energy
**-3%ab1%b-*

--514-5Ecotricity
--1%2%b4%ab-*

44371001-173175EDF
17%21%ae13%3%-19%acd14%c

--3-3-3Extra Energy
--*-3%ab-*

1330428-33First Utility
*2%4%g12%ab30%abd-3%bg

--625-6Flow Energy
--1%4%ab5%ab-1%b

-1624-7Good Energy
-1%1%5%ab4%ab-1%b

--3-3-3Green Energy
--*-3%ab-*

-13-3-3Green Star Energy
-**-3%ab-*

--835-8isupply Energy
--1%8%ab5%ab-1%b
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 5 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

28119274837859551251Unweighted Base
25817376039*96*9101215Weighted Base

--11--1LoCo2 Energy
--*2%ab--*

1---1-2Marks & Spencer Energy
*---1%b-*

2225723-113117Npower
8%15%aeg9%9%c-12%c10%c

5-11410-14Ovo
2%-1%9%ab11%ab-1%b

--1-1-1Robin Hood Energy
--*-1%ab-*

--1-1-1Sainsbury's Energy
--*-1%ab-*

4211--1819Scottish Hydro
1%1%2%--2%2%

321878--138140Scottish Power
12%10%10%--15%acd12%cd

1812251-4951Southern Electric
7%e7%e3%2%-5%c4%

225-9-10Spark Energy
1%1%1%-9%ab-1%b

2312542-9093SSE (Scottish and
9%7%7%6%c-10%c8%cSouthern Energy)

7321--3131Swalec
3%2%3%--3%3%

--10-10-10Utility Warehouse
--1%-10%ab-1%b

5-242-7Utilita
2%ae-*11%ab2%b-1%b

--4---5Other
--*---*
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 5 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

28119274837859551251Unweighted Base
25817376039*96*9101215Weighted Base

SUMMARY CODE

21914955916-910936SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
85%ae86%ae73%42%c-100%acd77%cd

52291123-189194SSE ALL
20%17%15%8%c-21%ac16%c

148---12Refused
*2%g1%---1%b

191393---138Don't know
8%7%12%g---11%bcd
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 5 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

175287013411251Unweighted Base
16929**6693411215Weighted Base

141552595British Gas
8%4%8%7%8%

--235Co-operative Energy
--*1%*

--3-3E (formerly Epower)
--*-*

15312474215E.ON
9%10%18%e22%e18%e

-11-2Economy Energy
-2%*-*

--325Ecotricity
--1%**

1639858175EDF
10%11%15%17%e14%

1--23Extra Energy
1%c--**

3-131633First Utility
2%-2%5%c3%

--336Flow Energy
--*1%1%

2-317Good Energy
1%-1%*1%

--213Green Energy
--***

--123Green Star Energy
--*1%*

--278isupply Energy
--*2%ac1%
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 5 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

175287013411251Unweighted Base
16929**6693411215Weighted Base

--1-1LoCo2 Energy
--*-*

2-1-2Marks & Spencer Energy
1%-*-*

1925936117Npower
11%6%9%11%10%

236314Ovo
1%10%1%1%1%

---11Robin Hood Energy
---**

--1-1Sainsbury's Energy
--*-*

219619Scottish Hydro
1%4%1%2%2%

1268238140Scottish Power
7%22%12%11%12%

5437551Southern Electric
3%13%6%b1%4%b

--10-10Spark Energy
--1%b-1%

71651993SSE (Scottish and
4%4%10%be6%8%Southern Energy)

9118431Swalec
5%b4%3%1%3%

1-5410Utility Warehouse
1%-1%1%1%

1-227Utilita
1%-*1%1%

--425Other
--1%**
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 5 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

175287013411251Unweighted Base
16929**6693411215Weighted Base

SUMMARY CODE

9922548266936SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
58%77%82%ae78%e77%e

23713034194SSE ALL
14%23%19%b10%16%b

223312Refused
1%6%*1%1%

5715625138Don't know
33%abc5%8%7%11%bc
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 5 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3634802851233512511515379745411021491251Unweighted Base
34845727413737*11111616576245310591551215Weighted Base

33302210422610534285995British Gas
9%6%8%7%12%20%afg5%6%7%9%8%6%8%

-2*2--14-5415Co-operative Energy
-**1%m--1%2%a-1%e*1%*

-12--2--12123E (formerly Epower)
-*1%--2%a--*1%*2%ac*

3793543271414441308618332215E.ON
11%20%m20%m23%m19%12%12%26%agh17%19%17%21%18%m

111--1--11112Economy Energy
***--1%a--*****

1-4---4-14235Ecotricity
*-1%al---4%af-*1%e*2%ac*

5560402161215131255015817175EDF
16%13%15%15%16%11%13%8%16%d11%15%11%14%f

--12--12-3-33Extra Energy
--*1%alm--1%1%-1%e-2%ac*

1110752-66201325833First Utility
3%2%3%4%4%h-5%h3%3%3%2%5%3%

2-23---333526Flow Energy
*-1%2%al---2%a*1%*1%1%

21-41-3116527Good Energy
1%*-3%akl4%a-2%1%*1%e*2%1%

-21----121213Green Energy
-**----1%***1%*

--22-1-3-3-33Green Star Energy
--1%1%l-1%-2%a-1%e-2%ac*

-152-22417538isupply Energy
-*2%lm2%m-1%2%2%a*2%e*2%c1%

-1-----1-11-1LoCo2 Energy
-*-----1%-**-*
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 5 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3634802851233512511515379745411021491251Unweighted Base
34845727413737*11111616576245310591551215Weighted Base

-21---1--2122Marks & Spencer Energy
-**---*--**1%c*

265328928111479381089117Npower
8%12%10%7%6%7%10%8%10%8%10%6%10%

245311453119514Ovo
*1%2%3%4%1%4%a3%*2%e1%3%c1%

---1---1-1-11Robin Hood Energy
---1%---1%-*-1%c*

--1--1---1-11Sainsbury's Energy
--*--1%a---*-1%c*

61021-11212617219Scottish Hydro
2%2%1%1%-1%1%1%2%1%2%1%2%

36642813316161294461309140Scottish Power
10%14%10%9%7%15%14%7%12%10%12%b6%12%

17201311446361546551Southern Electric
5%4%5%1%2%4%3%4%5%3%4%3%4%

33-31-32466410Spark Energy
1%1%-2%k4%-2%1%1%1%1%3%c1%

18392510211811593386693SSE (Scottish and
5%9%9%7%6%10%7%7%8%7%8%4%8%Southern Energy)

61483-282191229231Swalec
2%3%3%2%-2%7%af1%3%3%3%2%3%

343-32--469110Utility Warehouse
1%1%1%-9%afg2%--1%1%1%1%1%

-61--31125347Utilita
-1%m*--3%a1%1%*1%e*3%ac1%

1221-2-223415Other
**1%1%-1%-1%*1%*1%*
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 5 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3634802851233512511515379745411021491251Unweighted Base
34845727413737*11111616576245310591551215Weighted Base

SUMMARY CODE

2333822229925908311360832884492936SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
67%84%ajm81%m73%67%82%f72%68%80%d73%80%b59%77%bfm

4783491531921211276617915194SSE ALL
13%18%18%11%8%17%18%13%17%15%17%b10%16%

921--11-10212-12Refused
3%akl**--1%1%-1%*1%-1%

8133159356181023712315138Don't know
23%ajkl7%5%7%7%5%5%11%13%d8%12%10%11%hkl
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 5 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

752861864964281732222391361251Unweighted Base
710824830101*40*90*71*2332531391215Weighted Base

53575473732022995British Gas
8%7%6%6%7%8%4%9%9%7%8%

333---122-5Co-operative Energy
***---2%1%1%-*

111--1211-3E (formerly Epower)
***--1%2%a1%1%-*

1101431432862013595933215E.ON
16%17%17%27%a14%22%19%25%a23%24%18%

111---1---2Economy Energy
***---1%---*

555---3---5Ecotricity
1%1%1%---4%a---*

11312512516698333522175EDF
16%15%15%16%16%10%11%14%14%16%14%

13---3-23-3Extra Energy
**---3%a-1%1%-*

172019325478533First Utility
2%2%2%3%5%5%6%3%3%4%3%

533122-1336Flow Energy
1%**1%4%a2%-1%1%2%a1%
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 5 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

752861864964281732222391361251Unweighted Base
710824830101*40*90*71*2332531391215Weighted Base

345--2-22-7Good Energy
**1%--3%a-1%1%-1%

333--1-11-3Green Energy
***--1%-**-*

333-1221213Green Star Energy
***-2%a2%a2%a*1%1%*

876*23-3528isupply Energy
1%1%1%*4%a4%a-1%2%1%1%

111-------1LoCo2 Energy
***-------*

111---21--2Marks & Spencer Energy
***---2%a*--*

6977829327161610117Npower
10%9%10%9%7%2%10%7%6%7%10%f

121212512365614Ovo
2%1%1%5%a2%3%4%3%2%4%a1%

-----1111-1Robin Hood Energy
-----1%a1%a**-*

-----1--1-1Sainsbury's Energy
-----1%a--*-*

1215142-1133219Scottish Hydro
2%2%2%2%-1%1%1%1%1%2%
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 5 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

752861864964281732222391361251Unweighted Base
710824830101*40*90*71*2332531391215Weighted Base

8795939645252714140Scottish Power
12%12%11%9%14%5%7%11%11%10%12%

323642122226351Southern Electric
5%4%5%1%6%3%3%1%2%2%4%d

4381-2232110Spark Energy
1%*1%1%-2%3%a1%1%1%1%

517169944316161393SSE (Scottish and
7%9%8%9%10%4%4%7%6%10%8%Southern Energy)

172426212168231Swalec
2%3%3%2%2%2%1%3%3%2%3%

71010--1-21-10Utility Warehouse
1%1%1%--1%-1%*-1%

755--1311-7Utilita
1%1%1%--1%5%a**-1%

434-1-1--15Other
1%**-2%-1%--1%*

SUMMARY CODE

54564464982305242182193110936SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
77%78%78%81%75%57%60%78%76%80%77%ef

11314615214796283421194SSE ALL
16%18%18%14%17%10%9%12%13%15%16%
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 5 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

752861864964281732222391361251Unweighted Base
710824830101*40*90*71*2332531391215Weighted Base

686-------12Refused
1%1%1%-------1%

7585858213417239138Don't know
11%10%10%8%5%14%6%7%9%6%11%
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 5 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5541416310410395546938117681101011291251Unweighted Base
6**51*12664*98*93*98*57*60*37*10567*127*97*1291215Weighted Base

15944682526101441595British Gas
16%11%7%6%4%6%8%3%9%6%6%16%acfil11%4%12%c8%

---1--2---*--2-5Co-operative Energy
---1%--2%a---*--2%-*

--1-1----11----3E (formerly Epower)
--1%-1%----2%1%----*

-810891343315129104847215E.ON
-16%j8%13%9%14%j4%5%51%adefgi13%11%13%8%49%adefgi36%adefg18%dijln

jklmnojklmnoijklmno

---------1-11--2Economy Energy
---------2%-1%*--*

--2---------1115Ecotricity
--2%a---------1%1%1%*

1-4913363-1413341317175EDF
22%-39%abcefg2%3%39%abcefg3%-2%10%io12%chijl5%32%abcefg3%13%chijlm14%cehij

hijlmohijlmomohijlmoolmo

--11------1----3Extra Energy
--1%1%------1%----*

-12-21----11194333First Utility
-1%2%-2%1%----1%1%15%abcefg4%2%3%

hijklmno

----2----2--2-16Flow Energy
----2%----5%acfn--1%-1%1%

---1-2---1--11-7Good Energy
---1%-2%---4%abn--1%1%-1%

--1----------2-3Green Energy
--1%----------2%a-*

--11-1-----1---3Green Star Energy
--*1%-1%-----2%---*

-1---*----11-328isupply Energy
-2%---1%----1%1%-3%an1%1%
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 5 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5541416310410395546938117681101011291251Unweighted Base
6**51*12664*98*93*98*57*60*37*10567*127*97*1291215Weighted Base

--------------11LoCo2 Energy
--------------1%*

----12---------2Marks & Spencer Energy
----1%2%a---------*

123613641410404646117Npower
17%44%abcde4%1%3%6%4%1%6%26%abcdeh38%abcde6%5%4%5%10%ilm

hijklmnijklmnhijklmn

-11-2-1--12-22214Ovo
-1%1%-2%-1%--3%2%-2%2%1%1%

-------------1-1Robin Hood Energy
-------------1%a-*

-----1---------1Sainsbury's Energy
-----1%a---------*

------613-------19Scottish Hydro
------6%abcdfk22%abcdef-------2%

lnghjklmno

24122263444127788140Scottish Power
44%7%n1%2%3%2%64%abcdef8%fn6%n10%fn1%41%abcdfg6%n8%fn7%n12%fklmn

ghiklmnohiklmno

--9-2232---5123651Southern Electric
--7%dhm-22%abcdef3%2%---5%1%1%3%4%4%

ghijkmno

----2------152-10Spark Energy
----2%------1%4%abn2%-1%

-198242227-16115593SSE (Scottish and
-2%7%dh13%bdehjk25%abcde3%2%46%abcdef-2%6%d1%*6%d4%8%dhjSouthern Energy)

fghjknoghjklmno

---28-------3---31Swalec
---44%abcdef-------5%bcdfjk---3%

ghijklnoln

-1--21-1--1-31-10Utility Warehouse
-3%--2%1%-2%--1%-2%1%-1%
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 5 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5541416310410395546938117681101011291251Unweighted Base
6**51*12664*98*93*98*57*60*37*10567*127*97*1291215Weighted Base

-1-11----2-2---7Utilita
-3%-2%1%----4%abdfn-3%a---1%

--22----1-----15Other
--2%2%a----2%-----1%*

SUMMARY CODE

641925268679148442583598175104936SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
100%81%d74%81%d69%73%93%abcdf85%dl74%67%78%d87%dgkln63%78%d80%d77%d

ghklmno

-118364651039-11152810194SSE ALL
-2%14%dhko57%abcde47%abcde6%10%dh68%abcde-2%11%dh7%h2%8%dh8%dh16%bdghko

fghjknofghjknofghjklno

-11-1113131----12Refused
-1%1%-1%1%1%5%abcd2%7%abcdej1%----1%

lmn

-421619173514213213415138Don't know
-8%17%cej10%19%acej18%cej3%9%23%acdejo7%12%j3%10%5%12%j11%cj
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Q.4 Who is your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 6 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

162789812399241621216690128037040384688Unweighted Base
1104965152811591303253791626239940954756Weighted Base

1--111---22Atlantic
*--***---**

--2---2--22Axis Telecom
--*---*--**

366303408318387763246759312271396British Gas
33%ahi31%i27%27%30%30%27%29%23%30%c29%c

--1-1----11Bulb energy
--*-*----**

711191213342124549Co-operative Energy
1%1%1%1%1%e1%e**1%1%1%e

322-1421-67E (formerly Epower)
***-****-**

1681142011351773131283938541618E.ON
15%ahj12%13%12%14%12%14%15%c9%13%13%

-2222311-45Ebico
-*******-**

412-1431158Economy Energy
*h**-***1%***

4-1353146321823Ecotricity
*-1%j**1%1%1%1%**j

82751201229820894411385400EDF
7%8%8%11%aijk8%8%10%g2%3%9%cd8%cd

25121110191-32730Extra Energy
*1%1%k1%k1%e1%e*-1%1%1%e

182766703711727417161182First Utility
2%3%4%k6%ajk3%5%eg3%1%4%d4%d4%k

-286484-11516Flow Energy
-*1%k1%k***-***k

21782123351018GB Energy Supply Limited
***1%***1%b1%ab**
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 6 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

162789812399241621216690128037040384688Unweighted Base
1104965152811591303253791626239940954756Weighted Base

*498687221721Good Energy
**1%k1%k**1%1%***k

-12--21--33Gnergy
-**--**--**

-12131---44Green Energy
-*****---**

33969111121821Green Star Energy
**1%1%1%e***1%**

1----1---11iSupply Energy
*----*---**

--1-1----11LoCo2
--*-*----**

45103147-2-2021Marks & Spencer Energy
*1%1%*1%aef*-1%-**

75591097774186601316292321Npower
7%6%7%7%6%7%7%5%4%7%c7%

2222454635693245127136Ovo
2%2%3%4%jk3%3%3%1%1%3%3%

--2---2--22Robin Hood Energy Ltd
--*---*f--**

1214212620458456573Sainsbury's Energy
1%1%1%2%k2%2%1%1%1%2%2%

1-1121--3-3Scottish gas
*-****--1%ab-*

1081110141610-39140Scottish Hydro
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%-10%abd*1%b

951041591281272768312113361486Scottish Power
9%11%10%11%10%11%9%5%28%abd9%d10%bd

543864345110040-2188190Southern Electric
5%h4%4%3%4%4%4%-*5%cd4%cd

3265394--1616Spark Energy
*******--**
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 6 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

162789812399241621216690128037040384688Unweighted Base
1104965152811591303253791626239940954756Weighted Base

42549754999850624218248SSE (Scottish and
4%6%k6%k5%8%af4%5%2%6%d5%d5%dfkSouthern Energy)

24251872837967-875Swalec
2%hi3%ahi1%1%2%e1%1%25%abc-*2%bch

2229373424742385109122Utility Warehouse
2%3%2%3%2%3%3%3%1%3%3%

331515153029715664Utilita
3%ahij2%h1%h**1%g3%afg3%c*1%1%gh

3651356111314Other
*1%****1%****

SUMMARY CODES

91778011898861055199672021633632203772SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
83%ahi81%h78%76%81%79%79%82%84%ab79%79%

1301261911051932501097365415552SSE ALL
12%h13%h12%h9%15%af10%12%28%abc16%ab10%12%bfh

117815183-22527Refused
1%h1%h1%**1%*-*1%1%

3026352341443055104115Don't know
3%3%2%2%3%f2%3%f2%1%3%2%
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 6 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

90890828013827861178516242315714688Unweighted Base
74093830124055701160505284812434756Weighted Base

--22--11-2Atlantic
--**--**-*

--22---2-2Axis Telecom
--**---*-*

2592378751189207571737883781396British Gas
35%ahi25%29%i29%29%36%c34%ac28%30%29%i

--1-1-1--1Bulb energy
--*-*g-*c--*

54384263533849Co-operative Energy
1%*1%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%

242522--57E (formerly Epower)
**h***1%acd--*ac*

98132383521971460372172618E.ON
13%14%13%13%14%9%12%13%14%13%

2135---325Ebico
****---***

34153--358Economy Energy
*h*h***--**c*

46132122-14723Ecotricity
1%1%*1%*1%d-1%1%*

599324535248103725498400EDF
8%10%8%9%7%6%7%9%8%8%

1128263-424230Extra Energy
**1%ij1%*-1%b1%b*1%b

13291361592261513824182First Utility
2%3%5%j4%3%4%3%5%b2%4%bj

-2141422211116Flow Energy
-****1%ab****

-216171-213218GB Energy Supply Limited
-*1%j**-****
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 6 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

90890828013827861178516242315714688Unweighted Base
74093830124055701160505284812434756Weighted Base

24151921116221Good Energy
**1%**1%*1%**

-123---3-3Gnergy
-***---*-*

--413--224Green Energy
--***ag--***

32161741316121Green Star Energy
**1%*1%*1%1%b**

1---1---11iSupply Energy
*---*g---**

--11---1-1LoCo2
--**---*-*

1-201562611321Marks & Spencer Energy
*-1%i*1%g1%1%abc***

29802092724823021475321Npower
4%9%j7%j7%7%1%6%e7%e6%e7%ej

242981116193109131136Ovo
3%3%3%3%3%2%2%3%3%3%

--22---2-2Robin Hood Energy Ltd
--**---*-*

57606211210471473Sainsbury's Energy
1%1%2%ij2%2%1%2%2%1%2%

--321--123Scottish gas
--***--***

68243010-4201640Scottish Hydro
1%1%1%1%1%-1%1%1%1%

6085331416701244302127486Scottish Power
8%9%11%j10%10%7%9%11%10%10%

4343991622891410958190Southern Electric
6%ah5%3%4%4%5%3%4%5%4%
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 6 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

90890828013827861178516242315714688Unweighted Base
74093830124055701160505284812434756Weighted Base

11041242-10416Spark Energy
*1%ahj**1%1%d-***

33511582074082014178248SSE (Scottish and
4%5%5%5%6%5%4%5%6%5%Southern Energy)

1520405519816282475Swalec
2%2%1%1%3%ag5%abc3%ac1%2%c2%c

8328211392167826122Utility Warehouse
1%3%j3%j3%f1%1%3%3%2%3%fj

371611511436253064Utilita
5%ahi2%h*1%2%2%1%1%2%ac1%h

473104-16814Other
*h1%ah**1%-**1%c*

SUMMARY CODES

60374923633204568120398222710273772SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
82%80%78%79%81%75%79%78%83%ace79%

98122321455972554297176552SSE ALL
13%h13%11%11%14%g16%c11%10%14%ac12%

115112521108727Refused
1%ah1%*1%*1%2%abc*1%1%

122477103119146229115Don't know
2%3%3%3%2%6%abc3%2%2%2%
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 6 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3943875380468846884688-84452732574688Unweighted Base
3783923416475647564756-**62447336034756Weighted Base

-2-222---22Atlantic
-*-***---**

-2-222----2Axis Telecom
-*-***----*

1231147109139613961396-22016110011396British Gas
32%29%26%29%29%29%-35%ab34%ab28%29%

-1-111---11Bulb energy
-*-***---**

3415494949-534149Co-operative Energy
1%1%1%1%1%1%-1%1%1%1%

25-777-1247E (formerly Epower)
1%*-***-****

5150855618618618-9156459618E.ON
13%13%13%13%13%13%-15%12%13%13%

-41555---55Ebico
-*****---**

-8-888-1348Economy Energy
-*-***-*1%b**

-212232323--12223Ecotricity
-1%1%***--*1%d*

2434035400400400-4626326400EDF
6%9%8%8%8%8%-7%6%9%c8%c

1272303030--32730Extra Energy
*1%*1%1%1%--1%1%d1%d

815321182182182-67168182First Utility
2%4%5%k4%4%4%-1%1%5%cd4%cd

1105161616--11516Flow Energy
**1%aj***--***

-18-181818-1*1718GB Energy Supply Limited
-*-***-****
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 6 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3943875380468846884688-84452732574688Unweighted Base
3783923416475647564756-**62447336034756Weighted Base

-21-212121-*21921Good Energy
-1%-***-**1%*

-3-333---33Gnergy
-*-***---**

-4-444-1-34Green Energy
-*-***-*-**

-173212121-521321Green Star Energy
-*1%***-1%***

1--111-1--1iSupply Energy
*j--***-*b--*

--1111---11LoCo2
--*aj***---**

3162212121-451221Marks & Spencer Energy
1%*1%***-1%1%ab**

2727022321321321-3138247321Npower
7%7%5%7%7%7%-5%8%d7%7%

510822136136136-48122136Ovo
1%3%5%ajk3%3%3%-1%2%3%d3%d

-2-222---22Robin Hood Energy Ltd
-*-***---**

469-737373-486173Sainsbury's Energy
1%2%i-2%2%2%-1%2%2%d2%i

12-333-2-13Scottish gas
**-***-*b-**

337-404040-1122740Scottish Hydro
1%1%-1%1%1%-2%abc*1%1%

3340643486486486-5445379486Scottish Power
9%10%10%10%10%10%-9%10%11%10%

1515320190190190-2531129190Southern Electric
4%4%5%4%4%4%-4%7%abd4%4%
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 6 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3943875380468846884688-84452732574688Unweighted Base
3783923416475647564756-**62447336034756Weighted Base

1132161616-111416Spark Energy
******-****

1721119248248248-4327175248SSE (Scottish and
5%5%5%5%5%5%-7%ab6%5%5%Southern Energy)

14526757575-2284475Swalec
4%aj1%1%2%2%2%-3%abc2%1%2%

810114122122122-111199122Utility Warehouse
2%3%3%3%3%3%-2%2%3%3%

74510646464-555464Utilita
2%1%2%j1%1%1%-1%1%1%1%

284141414-2-1214Other
1%*1%j***-*-**

SUMMARY CODES

3083123310377237723772-54339427893772SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
81%i80%i75%79%79%79%-87%ab83%ab77%79%i

5045246552552552-10168376552SSE ALL
13%12%11%12%12%12%-16%ab14%b10%12%

220*272727-371327Refused
1%1%*1%1%1%-1%1%ab*1%

228112115115115-231180115Don't know
6%aj2%3%2%2%2%-4%ab2%2%2%
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 6 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8004123380-77437474688Unweighted Base
7173743584-**82337724756Weighted Base

-12---2Atlantic
-**---*

----2-2Axis Telecom
----*b-*

261154964--13961396British Gas
36%ae41%ae27%--37%ac29%ce

--1-1-1Bulb energy
--*-*-*

2244-49-49Co-operative Energy
**1%g-6%ab-1%bg

6-1-7-7E (formerly Epower)
1%ae-*-1%ab-*b

9849471--618618E.ON
14%13%13%--16%ac13%c

312-5-5Ebico
*e**-1%ab-*

6-1-8-8Economy Energy
1%ae-*-1%ab-*b

5318-23-23Ecotricity
1%1%*-3%ab-*b

4939301--400400EDF
7%10%g8%--11%ac8%c

--30-30-30Extra Energy
--1%g-4%ab-1%bg

72170-182-182First Utility
1%*5%fg-22%ab-4%bfg

--16-16-16Flow Energy
--*-2%ab-*b
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 6 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8004123380-77437474688Unweighted Base
7173743584-**82337724756Weighted Base

--18-18-18GB Energy Supply Limited
--*-2%ab-*b

-119-21-21Good Energy
-*1%-3%ab-*b

2-1-3-3Gnergy
*e-*-*ab-*

--4-4-4Green Energy
--*-*ab-*

1118-21-21Green Star Energy
**1%-3%ab-*b

1---1-1iSupply Energy
*---*-*

--1-1-1LoCo2
--*-*b-*

-*20-21-21Marks & Spencer Energy
-*1%-3%ab-*b

3716264--321321Npower
5%4%7%fg--8%ac7%c

271104-136-136Ovo
4%f*3%f-17%ab-3%bf

--2-2-2Robin Hood Energy Ltd
--*-*b-*

-172-73-73Sainsbury's Energy
-*2%fg-9%ab-2%bfg

-12---3Scottish gas
-**---*

4332--4040Scottish Hydro
1%1%1%--1%c1%c
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 6 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8004123380-77437474688Unweighted Base
7173743584-**82337724756Weighted Base

5429398--486486Scottish Power
7%8%11%g--13%ac10%cg

3424132--190190Southern Electric
5%6%ae4%--5%ac4%c

1311-16-16Spark Energy
*1%*-2%ab-*b

2425197--248248SSE (Scottish and
3%7%g5%g--7%ac5%cgSouthern Energy)

17850--7575Swalec
2%2%1%--2%c2%c

71111-122-122Utility Warehouse
1%*3%fg-15%ab-3%bfg

5412-64-64Utilita
8%aef**-8%ab-1%be

2-11---14Other
*-*---*b

SUMMARY CODES

5783462808--37723772SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
81%92%aeg78%--100%ac79%c

7959410--552552SSE ALL
11%16%aeg11%--15%ac12%c

1-11---27Refused
*-*---1%bc

141082---115Don't know
2%3%2%---2%bc
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 6 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

56529215119254688Unweighted Base
53031**216420144756Weighted Base

--2-2Atlantic
--*-*

---22Axis Telecom
---**

170106905231396British Gas
32%b32%32%ab26%29%b

---11Bulb energy
---**

4-192549Co-operative Energy
1%-1%1%1%

2-417E (formerly Epower)
*-***

605279274618E.ON
11%15%13%14%13%

--5-5Ebico
--*b-*

2-338Economy Energy
*-***

6-15123Ecotricity
1%ab-1%b**b

314167198400EDF
6%13%8%10%ce8%e

11121630Extra Energy
*3%1%1%1%

12144126182First Utility
2%3%2%6%ace4%c

1-51016Flow Energy
*-***
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 6 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

56529215119254688Unweighted Base
53031**216420144756Weighted Base

2-8718GB Energy Supply Limited
*-***

1-13621Good Energy
*-1%**

--3-3Gnergy
--*-*

---44Green Energy
---**

4-51221Green Star Energy
1%-*1%*

--1-1iSupply Energy
--*-*

--1-1LoCo2
--*-*

4-11521Marks & Spencer Energy
1%-1%**

321114173321Npower
6%3%5%9%ac7%c

14-4775136Ovo
3%-2%4%c3%

---22Robin Hood Energy Ltd
---**

3-175273Sainsbury's Energy
1%-1%3%ace2%c

1-2-3Scottish gas
*-*-*

6-251040Scottish Hydro
1%-1%b*1%
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 6 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

56529215119254688Unweighted Base
53031**216420144756Weighted Base

463201235486Scottish Power
9%8%9%12%c10%

15211457190Southern Electric
3%7%5%abe3%4%b

2-8616Spark Energy
*-***

25313385248SSE (Scottish and
5%10%6%b4%5%Southern Energy)

21-371475Swalec
4%abc-2%b1%2%b

1617728122Utility Warehouse
3%b3%4%ab1%3%b

8-451164Utilita
1%b-2%ab1%1%b

2-21014Other
*-*1%c*

SUMMARY CODES

40627175915693772SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
77%89%81%be78%79%

675309166552SSE ALL
13%b17%14%ab8%12%b

1-13727Refused
*-1%*1%

3714234115Don't know
7%abc2%2%2%2%
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 6 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9621704134467816569073310101951273739787104688Unweighted Base
9041700140774516265675011361914284140137434756Weighted Base

11-*-*-2-22-2Atlantic
**-*-*-*-**-*

-2-----2-22-2Axis Telecom
-*-----*-**-*

335565346149261561862057856111299971396British Gas
37%ajk33%ajk25%j20%16%24%fi25%fi18%41%ad22%32%ab13%29%bdfghijk

--1--1---1-11Bulb energy
--*--*---*-*c*

6122011231028445361349Co-operative Energy
1%1%1%2%1%*1%2%ah*2%e1%2%1%e

332--4-125347E (formerly Epower)
***--1%afg-****1%ac*

114214188102337310414124037853979618E.ON
13%13%13%14%21%afgh11%14%12%13%13%13%11%13%

-23---1414515Ebico
-**---*******

125*-51217268Economy Energy
****-1%a*****1%ac*

291021-8941919423Ecotricity
*1%1%**-1%ah1%h*1%e*1%*

681421177315377410415924035545400EDF
8%8%8%10%9%6%10%h9%h8%8%9%b6%8%bh

-3101713420228111930Extra Energy
-*1%lm2%aklm1%1%1%2%agh*1%e*3%ac1%celm

8417360517271152016211864182First Utility
1%2%m5%alm8%aklm3%3%4%10%aghi1%6%ae3%9%ac4%celm

-465-12122148816Flow Energy
-**1%m-**1%a*1%e*1%ac*
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 6 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9621704134467816569073310101951273739787104688Unweighted Base
9041700140774516265675011361914284140137434756Weighted Base

-31132-411*17*1718GB Energy Supply Limited
-**2%aklm2%ah-1%1%ah*1%e*2%ac*ce

339631107-2114621Good Energy
**1%1%l2%ah*1%ah1%-1%e*1%*e

--3---3--3213Gnergy
--*---*a--****

--4-1-12-4-44Green Energy
--*-1%a-**-*-*ac*

-610523510-2112021Green Star Energy
-*1%m1%m1%*1%1%-1%e*3%ac*ce

1-----1--1-11iSupply Energy
*-----*--*-**

--1----1-1-11LoCo2
--*----*-*-*c*

21081113-231819221Marks & Spencer Energy
*1%1%*1%g2%afg-**1%e***

561209451646548012020128436321Npower
6%7%7%7%4%7%7%7%6%7%7%b5%7%

7166548682284151216868136Ovo
1%1%5%alm7%alm4%1%3%h7%agh1%4%ae2%9%ac3%cehlm

---2---2-2-22Robin Hood Energy Ltd
---*---*-*-*c*

1132336591045271254773Sainsbury's Energy
*1%m2%lm5%aklm3%1%1%4%agh*3%ae1%6%ac2%celm

11-1--1-213-3Scottish gas
**-*--*-***-*

1215112-54-271340-40Scottish Hydro
1%j1%1%*-1%f1%f-1%d*1%b-1%bf

79159161877817313518130541571486Scottish Power
9%9%11%12%5%12%i10%i12%i9%11%10%10%10%i
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 6 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9621704134467816569073310101951273739787104688Unweighted Base
9041700140774516265675011361914284140137434756Weighted Base

518249884423308210818010190Southern Electric
6%ajk5%j3%j1%5%7%afg3%3%4%4%4%b1%4%bfj

4624--2311514216Spark Energy
****--**1%d****

451056929751483310314522622248SSE (Scottish and
5%6%j5%4%5%8%af6%f3%5%5%6%b3%5%bfSouthern Energy)

1934156419144334274175Swalec
2%2%1%1%2%f3%af2%f*2%1%2%b*2%bf

175440112226261528949923122Utility Warehouse
2%3%j3%1%14%afgh4%af3%f1%1%3%e2%3%3%ef

12242442301381054273764Utilita
1%1%2%j1%1%5%afg2%f1%1%2%e1%5%ac1%ce

144522614109614Other
***1%1%f*1%f****1%c*

SUMMARY CODES

781143410505071075125807321728204334113603772SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
86%ajk84%ajk75%j68%66%78%fi77%fi64%90%ad72%85%ab49%79%bdfijk

1282361444519119906624430852033552SSE ALL
14%ajk14%ajk10%j6%12%f18%afg12%f6%13%11%13%b4%12%bfj

13662-11418926127Refused
1%ajkl***-***1%d*1%*1%

4241285115131657579025115Don't know
5%ajkl2%j2%j1%1%2%2%1%3%d2%2%3%2%j
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 6 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

282531963183598253411377118312118094688Unweighted Base
278531863161655255445379129213178684756Weighted Base

222-*--***2Atlantic
***-*--****

222-------2Axis Telecom
***-------*

8499789961326963473053081911396British Gas
30%31%32%20%27%h14%12%24%23%22%29%bcdefh

1111-1-1111Bulb energy
****-*-****

32303013111421211449Co-operative Energy
1%1%1%2%*3%a1%2%2%2%1%

4651-231217E (formerly Epower)
****-*1%a****

36041340290445236179170126618E.ON
13%13%13%14%17%12%10%14%13%14%13%

444--1-22-5Ebico
***--*-**-*

6772-344328Economy Energy
****-1%a1%a****

1517171-*411123Ecotricity
1%1%1%*-*1%****
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 6 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

282531963183598253411377118312118094688Unweighted Base
278531863161655255445379129213178684756Weighted Base

2052502426923271911712289400EDF
7%8%8%11%9%6%5%9%9%10%8%e

614810-14719201030Extra Energy
***2%a-3%a2%a1%a2%a1%1%ik

11012211742133533787754182First Utility
4%4%4%6%a5%8%a9%a6%a6%a6%a4%

8119417378516Flow Energy
***1%*2%a1%1%1%1%*

1114116-108910618GB Energy Supply Limited
***1%-2%a2%a1%1%1%*

1617196-5478621Good Energy
1%1%1%1%-1%1%1%1%1%*

333--1111-3Gnergy
***--****-*

2232-312324Green Energy
****-1%a*****

1417171-1014810121Green Star Energy
1%1%1%*-2%a4%a1%1%**

111---1---1iSupply Energy
***---*---*
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 6 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

282531963183598253411377118312118094688Unweighted Base
278531863161655255445379129213178684756Weighted Base

1111-111111LoCo2
****-*a*a****

1314171-1122121Marks & Spencer Energy
**1%*-******

15418818457192813928969321Npower
6%6%6%9%7%6%3%7%7%8%7%e

9810810826143941567039136Ovo
4%3%3%4%6%a9%a11%a4%a5%a5%a3%

---2-2-2222Robin Hood Energy Ltd
---*-*a-****

505958242371547502573Sainsbury's Energy
2%2%2%4%ag1%8%ae4%a4%a4%a3%a2%

233-----1-3Scottish gas
***-----*-*

25262731--89340Scottish Hydro
1%1%1%**--1%1%*1%

26930430595434133152159133486Scottish Power
10%10%10%15%a17%a9%9%12%12%15%acd10%

1011221127638272211190Southern Electric
4%4%4%1%2%1%2%2%2%1%4%bcdfh

7883-2-56316Spark Energy
****-1%-****
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 6 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

282531963183598253411377118312118094688Unweighted Base
278531863161655255445379129213178684756Weighted Base

1431631583091214605737248SSE (Scottish and
5%5%5%5%4%3%4%5%4%4%5%fSouthern Energy)

49575981111513975Swalec
2%2%2%1%1%**1%1%1%2%f

93939894717252712122Utility Warehouse
3%3%3%1%2%2%5%af2%2%1%3%

49474721832812364Utilita
2%1%1%**2%8%af1%1%*1%bh

101010213365214Other
*****1%1%****

SUMMARY CODES

2156250124854912152271719569506683772SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
77%79%79%75%84%h51%45%74%72%77%c79%cdefh

3193683564817162311110160552SSE ALL
11%12%11%7%7%4%6%9%8%7%12%bcdefgh

1213111-1-33127Refused
****-*-***1%

58626263151221249115Don't know
2%2%2%1%1%3%3%2%2%1%2%bh
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 6 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

20269323236306452292724393214382593724504394688Unweighted Base
20**26031522931544031084*4293104492504164694604756Weighted Base

--*--1------1--2Atlantic
--*--*------*--*

-2-------------2Axis Telecom
-1%a-------------*

780965793118761515359123851581391371396British Gas
33%31%gi31%gi25%29%g27%g25%18%36%afgij19%27%g34%gijm38%abcfg30%g30%g29%g

kmijklm

-----------1---1Bulb energy
-----------*a---*

121-612-4412137449Co-operative Energy
4%1%*-2%k*1%-1%1%3%abekmn*1%2%1%1%

-1-1----221--1-7E (formerly Epower)
-*-*----*1%*--*-*

5414031394633561395032408372618E.ON
24%16%di13%14%13%11%11%6%14%13%11%13%10%18%adfij16%dik13%

k

--11-1----1--115Ebico
--**-*----*--***

-111--1-2-1--2-8Economy Energy
-**1%--*-*-*--*-*

-153262--11-1-223Ecotricity
-*2%acdh1%ch1%1%ach1%--**-*-**

11549316711011929477682836400EDF
4%6%m15%abcegh1%5%m16%abcefg3%2%4%9%ehijm10%cehijl3%16%abcefg6%m8%ehjm8%ehijm

ijlmohijlmomohijlmo

-1314112142-21630Extra Energy
-*1%1%1%**2%cek*1%*-1%*1%1%

-13751520144171624517917182First Utility
-5%c2%2%5%c5%c4%4%4%5%c5%cen2%4%2%4%4%c

-----1-1-2-228216Flow Energy
-----*-1%fh-*-1%*2%afhjkl**

n
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 6 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

20269323236306452292724393214382593724504394688Unweighted Base
20**26031522931544031084*4293104492504164694604756Weighted Base

-1-3223222----118GB Energy Supply Limited
-*-1%acdfn1%1%1%2%acdefn*1%----**

--21-42-31214--21Good Energy
--1%*-1%bc1%-1%***1%bc--*

-----1------2--3Gnergy
-----*------*a--*

-----3----1----4Green Energy
-----1%a----*----*

-1--262-2-41-1321Green Star Energy
-*--*1%ad1%-*-1%*-*1%*

---1-----------1iSupply Energy
---*a-----------*

-------------1-1LoCo2
-------------*a-*

-22212--112123321Marks & Spencer Energy
-1%1%1%**--*****1%1%*

-212310221714233434116202632321Npower
-8%k7%k4%7%4%5%3%8%k14%abcdef9%djkm6%5%6%7%7%k

hijklmno

111934195-59176132013136Ovo
6%4%hl3%1%1%4%hlm2%-1%3%4%h3%3%4%hl3%3%

-------------2-2Robin Hood Energy Ltd
-------------*a-*

-433285-6913718473Sainsbury's Energy
-1%1%1%1%2%1%-1%3%d3%abd3%d*2%d1%2%

------12-------3Scottish gas
------*2%abcdef-------*

ghklno

------2415---1---40Scottish Hydro
------8%abcdef18%abcdef---*---1%

ghklmnoghjklmno
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 6 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

20269323236306452292724393214382593724504394688Unweighted Base
20**26031522931544031084*4293104492504164694604756Weighted Base

62416121928951560364745103339486Scottish Power
30%9%d5%5%6%d6%d31%abcdef18%abcdk14%abcdk12%cdklm11%dkmn18%abcdf2%7%d8%d10%cdklmn

ghiklmnolmnlmnngklmno

-818-2627-27995301433190Southern Electric
-3%jm6%efhjm-8%acefgh6%acefhj-2%jm2%j3%jm2%jm2%jm7%acefgh3%jm7%acefgh4%hjm

jmomjmojmo

--5-21--3111-4-16Spark Energy
--2%abdfjk-1%*--1%***-1%-*

o

-8139422412121119266113619248SSE (Scottish and
-3%4%4%13%abcdef5%h4%14%abdefg2%6%dh6%dh3%3%8%abdehn4%5%dhSouthern Energy)

ghjkmnohjkmnoo

-1-67-1----33---75Swalec
-*-29%abcdef-*----1%1%bcdh---2%bcdghj

ghijklnokln

-51261114418911811157122Utility Warehouse
-2%4%2%3%3%1%1%2%3%2%3%3%3%2%3%

-916-21-1264747564Utilita
-3%abdfjk*3%jkln-**-3%ajkln2%kln1%3%jkln1%1%l1%1%

ln

-121-1-12-2--2314Other
-*1%*-*-1%*-*--1%1%*

SUMMARY CODES

18198256189258332263683432343462013373593693772SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
90%76%81%83%k82%76%85%acfgk80%80%75%77%81%81%77%80%79%

o

-1731766852362918283816415152552SSE ALL
-7%10%h33%abcde22%abcde12%eho12%eh34%abcde4%9%h8%h6%10%h11%h11%eh12%eho

fghjklnofghjknofghjklno

-1----2-23--84727Refused
-*----1%-1%1%fk--2%aefklm1%2%afkln1%

n

-763815151375881513115Don't know
-3%j2%1%3%j3%fj*5%fjm3%fj2%j1%3%fj2%3%fj3%j2%j
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Q.151 Who is your current gas and electricity supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 7 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18079991386102118152378102030842044855213Unweighted Base
122410741700127314592777103529145045295270Weighted Base

548658123710471075188353216930730143491Monthly direct debit
45%61%k73%ajk82%aijk74%aef68%e51%58%68%d67%d66%dejk

697112178104155791722300339Quarterly direct debit
6%7%7%6%7%f6%8%f6%5%7%6%

13911312772160213772334394450Pay by cheque, cash or
11%ahi11%hi7%6%11%aef8%7%8%8%9%9%hcard on receipt of your

bill

34618615351613942826555616737Prepayment meter (where
28%ahij17%ahi9%h4%4%14%g27%afg22%abc12%14%14%ghiyou top up credit onto a

key or card)

211-211--44Fuel direct (where a set
***-***--**amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

193142101612372737Weekly \ fortnightly
2%ahij*1%h*1%1%1%1%2%ab1%1%hpayment scheme

73262392667371217102131Payment card \ book
6%ahij2%h1%1%2%2%4%g4%4%b2%2%hiwhere you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

3312242*178Online
***********

*---*--*--*Standing order
*---*--*b--*

*13-13---44Quarterly (Other
***-**---**mentions)

1-21-4---44Quarterly online
*-**-*---**

325-36112811Other
***-*******

117426144-12325Refused
1%ahi1%***1%*-*1%*

74997156132529Don't know
1%*1%1%*1%1%*1%1%1%
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Q.5 How do you pay for your gas?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 7 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1037100930834234979193589265817735213Unweighted Base
845104333064472799174578312013995270Weighted Base

2915492615299150010236022997303491Monthly direct debit
34%53%j79%aij67%f63%59%62%b74%abde52%66%befij

36712292994094519788339Quarterly direct debit
4%7%j7%j7%5%5%8%6%6%6%j

8692258374772573187165450Pay by cheque, cash or
10%h9%8%8%10%14%ac13%ac6%12%ac9%ccard on receipt of your

bill

3392631166091272367340307737Prepayment meter (where
40%ahi25%ah4%14%16%13%12%11%22%acde14%chyou top up credit onto a

key or card)

21132*-134Fuel direct (where a set
*h*****-***amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

1810830727111837Weekly \ fortnightly
2%ah1%h*1%1%1%1%c*1%ac1%hpayment scheme

5143349635874274131Payment card \ book
6%ah4%ah1%2%4%ag5%cd1%1%5%acd2%chwhere you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

21671-1618Online
*****-****

----**---*Standing order
----**abc---*

--44---224Quarterly (Other
--**---***mentions)

1-44---414Quarterly online
*-**---***

22783225211Other
*****1%abc****

14562222116525Refused
2%ahi****1%c2%abc***h
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.5 How do you pay for your gas?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 7 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1037100930834234979193589265817735213Unweighted Base
845104333064472799174578312013995270Weighted Base

5518235-519529Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%-1%1%*1%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.5 How do you pay for your gas?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 7 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4644263422519651965213-98357735855213Unweighted Base
4514300456525452545270-**73051439635270Weighted Base

2332925310348634863491-41333227153491Monthly direct debit
52%68%k68%k66%66%66%-57%65%d68%ad66%dk

4625729337337339-4933253339Quarterly direct debit
10%aj6%6%6%6%6%-7%6%6%6%

4036243449449450-12548269450Pay by cheque, cash or
9%8%9%9%9%9%-17%abc9%b7%9%bcard on receipt of your

bill

9957447730730737-8568572737Prepayment meter (where
22%aij13%10%14%14%14%-12%13%14%d14%iyou top up credit onto a

key or card)

-31444-1124Fuel direct (where a set
-*****-****amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

3322363637-942337Weekly \ fortnightly
1%1%*1%1%1%-1%1%1%1%payment scheme

169717131131131-371576131Payment card \ book
3%2%4%2%2%2%-5%ab3%2%2%where you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

161888---88Online
******---**

-*-***--*-*Standing order
-*-***--*-*

-4-444-*-44Quarterly (Other
-*-***-*-**mentions)

-4-444---44Quarterly online
-*-***---**

-64111111-2-811Other
-*1%aj***-*-**

215-252525-571225Refused
**-***-1%1%ab**
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.5 How do you pay for your gas?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 7 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4644263422519651965213-98357735855213Unweighted Base
4514300456525452545270-**73051439635270Weighted Base

12133282829-531729Don't know
3%aij*1%1%1%1%-1%1%*1%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.5 How do you pay for your gas?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 7 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

94052036693778041085213Unweighted Base
849470388339*82941225270Weighted Base

481034912064326753491Monthly direct debit
6%f2%90%afg51%78%abd65%66%fg

132339627282339Quarterly direct debit
2%*9%afg14%c3%7%c6%cfg

2845012317414450Pay by cheque, cash or
3%e96%aeg*8%c2%10%ac9%cegcard on receipt of your

bill

7376279118577737Prepayment meter (where
87%aef1%1%22%14%14%14%efyou top up credit onto a

key or card)

2----44Fuel direct (where a set
*e----**amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

41--33037Weekly \ fortnightly
*e*e--*1%1%epayment scheme

1716212108131Payment card \ book
2%ef**5%1%3%2%efwhere you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

-----68Online
-----**e

------*Standing order
------*

--1--44Quarterly (Other
--*--**mentions)

----134Quarterly online
----***

--2-3611Other
--*-***
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.5 How do you pay for your gas?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 7 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

94052036693778041085213Unweighted Base
849470388339*82941225270Weighted Base

--4--525Refused
--*--**be

1-2-4629Don't know
*-*-1%*1%be
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.5 How do you pay for your gas?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 7 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

66057245720175213Unweighted Base
62759*245421095270Weighted Base

38233132517433491Monthly direct debit
61%c56%54%83%acde66%ce

468160124339Quarterly direct debit
7%14%abc7%6%6%

58829095450Pay by cheque, cash or
9%b13%b12%ab5%9%bcard on receipt of your

bill

88854294737Prepayment meter (where
14%b13%b22%abe4%14%byou top up credit onto a

key or card)

1-314Fuel direct (where a set
*-***amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

21241137Weekly \ fortnightly
*1%1%1%1%payment scheme

2128127131Payment card \ book
3%b3%3%b1%2%bwhere you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

3-238Online
*-***

---**Standing order
---**

--4-4Quarterly (Other
--*-*mentions)

--314Quarterly online
--***

3-3411Other
*-***
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.5 How do you pay for your gas?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 7 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

66057245720175213Unweighted Base
62759*245421095270Weighted Base

2-12225Refused
*-*b**b

21-6229Don't know
3%abc-**1%b
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.5 How do you pay for your gas?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 7 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11451915144271117673177310622316289744427715213Unweighted Base
10801896151078517369379111962264300644618095270Weighted Base

5181186113065712844256910041245224629025883491Monthly direct debit
48%63%m75%alm84%aklm74%ah64%72%ah84%aghi55%75%ae65%73%ac66%elm

8112790411340505417516430237339Quarterly direct debit
8%7%6%5%8%6%6%5%8%d5%7%b5%6%f

1152138538949493629315842030450Pay by cheque, cash or
11%ajk11%ajk6%5%5%7%f6%f3%13%ad5%9%b4%9%bdfgjkcard on receipt of your

bill

268274156391612910380392344609128737Prepayment meter (where
25%ajkl14%jk10%j5%9%19%afgi13%f7%17%ad11%14%16%14%dfjkyou top up credit onto a

key or card)

-4---2--324-4Fuel direct (where a set
-*---*--***-*amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

1716321453241434437Weekly \ fortnightly
2%ajk1%k***1%1%*1%d*1%*1%kpayment scheme

37543282261012785311813131Payment card \ book
3%j3%j2%1%1%4%fg1%1%3%ad2%3%2%2%dfjwhere you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

242---31538-8Online
***---*****-*

---**----*-**Standing order
---**a----*-**

*4---*-1314-4Quarterly (Other
**---*-****-*mentions)

122----1314-4Quarterly online
***----****-*

344-111-648211Other
***-1%f**-*****
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.5 How do you pay for your gas?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 7 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11451915144271117673177310622316289744427715213Unweighted Base
10801896151078517369379111962264300644618095270Weighted Base

19411--1123224125Refused
2%ajkl***--**1%ad*1%**dk

1964-2*24141423629Don't know
2%ajkl**-1%h***1%*1%1%1%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.5 How do you pay for your gas?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 7 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

316035643559632270442412126812998585213Unweighted Base
310535373522692271483413138514179185270Weighted Base

206723742350589223383267111811297763491Monthly direct debit
67%67%67%85%a82%a79%ae65%81%a80%a85%acd66%

18621821733142221767244339Quarterly direct debit
6%6%6%5%5%5%5%5%5%5%6%

26229630334121915687343450Pay by cheque, cash or
8%8%9%5%4%4%4%5%5%5%9%bcdefghcard on receipt of your

bill

451498501301351889411143737Prepayment meter (where
15%14%14%4%5%11%21%af7%8%b5%14%bcdghyou top up credit onto a

key or card)

**1-------4Fuel direct (where a set
***-------*amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

272628111423137Weekly \ fortnightly
1%1%1%*1%*1%***1%cdpayment scheme

7583825541222248131Payment card \ book
2%2%2%1%2%1%3%f2%2%1%2%bhwhere you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

355-2--2128Online
***-1%--****
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.5 How do you pay for your gas?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 7 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

316035643559632270442412126812998585213Unweighted Base
310535373522692271483413138514179185270Weighted Base

***--*-**-*Standing order
***--*-**-*

322-------4Quarterly (Other
***-------*mentions)

444-1--1114Quarterly online
***-*--****

454---2---11Other
***---1%---*

1215121-1-11125Refused
****-*-****cd

101111-*2423*29Don't know
***-**1%***1%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.5 How do you pay for your gas?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 7 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

21290357260357505325884913394932934264774915213Unweighted Base
22**281348255364492344100*4743284972844744965125270Weighted Base

15164241161282338228743242343471662313373483491Monthly direct debit
71%59%d69%deo63%d78%abcde69%deo66%d74%deo68%deo71%demo70%deo58%d49%68%deo68%deo66%deo

fhjkmno

2162618222917533162617472541339Quarterly direct debit
7%6%7%7%6%6%5%5%7%5%5%6%10%acfgjk5%8%6%

-262917304629530154124674844450Pay by cheque, cash or
-9%g8%7%8%9%g8%5%6%4%8%9%14%abefgh10%g8%g9%gcard on receipt of your

ijklmnbill

26142491865431368426563955061737Prepayment meter (where
8%22%abcfgh12%l19%abcfg5%13%l12%l12%l14%l13%l13%l22%abcfg20%abcfg10%l12%l14%clyou top up credit onto a

jklnjklnhjklnhjklnkey or card)

--*---------2114Fuel direct (where a set
--*---------*a***amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

-11--27-735343137Weekly \ fortnightly
-**--*2%abklmn-1%l1%1%1%1%1%*1%payment scheme

310698515258121012233131Payment card \ book
14%4%bhk2%4%bhk2%1%4%bhk2%1%2%b2%b4%bhk3%b5%abhkn1%2%bkwhere you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

---*--1-21--1318Online
---*--*-**--*1%**

-----------*---*Standing order
-----------*---*

----2---1-1----4Quarterly (Other
----*---*-*----*mentions)

--1-----11--2--4Quarterly online
--*-----**--*--*

-11*-22--3-1--211Other
-***-*1%--1%a-*--**
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.5 How do you pay for your gas?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 7 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

21290357260357505325884913394932934264774915213Unweighted Base
22**281348255364492344100*4743284972844744965125270Weighted Base

--1---1-151-102425Refused
--*---*-*2%aefklo*-2%acefhk*1%*

lmno

-211241222--34629Don't know
-1%***1%*2%f*1%--1%1%1%f1%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.5 How do you pay for your gas?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 8 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

208811361546116921252675113937352150455939Unweighted Base
140612241889145217043104116335455650605970Weighted Base

616734134411811231205958520935233153876Monthly direct debit
44%60%k71%ajk81%aijk72%aef66%e50%59%63%66%d65%dejk

807913094124173872129333383Quarterly direct debit
6%6%7%6%7%f6%7%f6%5%7%6%

14912114786200228752341439503Pay by cheque, cash or
11%ahi10%h8%6%12%aef7%6%6%7%9%8%ehcard on receipt of your

bill

43024819861855063468285771937Prepayment meter (where
31%ahij20%ahi10%h4%5%16%g30%afg23%abc15%15%16%ghiyou top up credit onto a

key or card)

211-3111134Fuel direct (where a set
***-*******amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

23312211199392739Weekly \ fortnightly
2%ahij*1%h*1%1%1%1%2%ab1%1%hpayment scheme

772233123071431230102144Payment card \ book
5%ahij2%2%1%2%2%4%afg3%5%ab2%2%hwhere you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

333226221710Online
*******1%***

*---*--*--*Standing order
*---*--*b--*

*12-12---33Quarterly (Other
***-**---**mentions)

-1--1---1-1Paid at bank or post
-*--*---*b-*office

2-21-5---55Quarterly online
*-**-*---**

224-3411-67Other
***-****-**
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.6 How do you pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 8 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

208811361546116921252675113937352150455939Unweighted Base
140612241889145217043104116335455650605970Weighted Base

135326134-32023Refused
1%ahi******-***

84111071611-42933Don't know
1%*1%1%*1%1%-1%1%1%
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Q.6 How do you pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 8 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11961183346047751164216649298820865939Unweighted Base
969123036825023948194640348516515970Weighted Base

3156482871330856811140325228393876Monthly direct debit
32%53%j78%aij66%f60%57%63%b72%abde51%65%befij

3585259334491346224100383Quarterly direct debit
4%7%j7%j7%5%7%7%6%6%6%j

88106296410932574215190503Pay by cheque, cash or
9%9%8%8%10%13%ac11%ac6%12%ac8%ccard on receipt of your

bill

4273221647631752682425405937Prepayment meter (where
44%ahi26%ah4%15%18%ag14%13%12%25%acde16%chyou top up credit onto a

key or card)

21223-1134Fuel direct (where a set
*****ag-****amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

181193092792139Weekly \ fortnightly
2%ah1%h*1%1%1%c1%c*1%ac1%chpayment scheme

614536106391094976144Payment card \ book
6%ahi4%ah1%2%4%ag5%acd1%1%5%acd2%chwhere you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

22673-16210Online
*****-****

----**---*Standing order
----**abc---*

--33---123Quarterly (Other
--**---***mentions)

--11--1--1Paid at bank or post
--**--*c--*office

1-45---415Quarterly online
*-**---***

*255221417Other
*****1%abc****
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Q.6 How do you pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 8 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11961183346047751164216649298820865939Unweighted Base
969123036825023948194640348516515970Weighted Base

14362032124423Refused
1%ahi****1%bc2%abc***c

75212942421633Don't know
1%*1%1%*1%1%1%*1%
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Q.6 How do you pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 8 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395196743116468540135939Unweighted Base
523468171652545970525471786460744295970Weighted Base

273312646034673876346740947438429873876Monthly direct debit
52%67%k64%k66%e65%e66%e57%55%63%d67%acd65%dek

4428352325383325596441273383Quarterly direct debit
8%j6%7%6%6%6%8%7%7%6%6%

42384734255034257914257295503Pay by cheque, cash or
8%8%10%8%8%8%11%afgh16%abc9%b7%8%bcard on receipt of your

bill

1187099480693780613211898709937Prepayment meter (where
23%aij15%13%15%16%15%18%fh14%16%16%16%you top up credit onto a

key or card)

-3144412-24Fuel direct (where a set
-*******-**amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

332434393451362039Weekly \ fortnightly
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%ab1%*1%payment scheme

27952211614411628391390144Payment card \ book
5%aj2%3%2%2%2%4%afgh5%abc2%2%2%where you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

16381082--1010Online
*******--**

-*-***--*-*Standing order
-*-***--*-*

-3-333-*-33Quarterly (Other
-*-***-*-**mentions)

-1-111-1--1Paid at bank or post
-*-***-*b--*office

-414541--55Quarterly online
-******--**

-44777-1-67Other
-*1%aj***-*-**
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Q.6 How do you pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 8 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395196743116468540135939Unweighted Base
523468171652545970525471786460744295970Weighted Base

1131212321277823Refused
*******1%ab1%ab**

131823233321432133Don't know
2%aij**1%1%1%****1%
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Q.6 How do you pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 8 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108160441283785947025939Unweighted Base
975547434439*91846825970Weighted Base

211138762371829613876Monthly direct debit
2%2%89%afg58%78%abd63%65%fg

61383328322383Quarterly direct debit
1%*9%afg9%3%7%c6%cfg

650312121453503Pay by cheque, cash or
1%92%aeg*1%2%10%ac8%cegcard on receipt of your

bill

937286112131752937Prepayment meter (where
96%aef5%e1%30%abc14%16%16%efyou top up credit onto a

key or card)

-----44Fuel direct (where a set
-----**amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

211-33139Weekly \ fortnightly
***-*1%1%epayment scheme

126111121144Payment card \ book
***2%1%3%c2%cefgwhere you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

-----610Online
-----**e

------*Standing order
------*

-----33Quarterly (Other
-----**mentions)

-----11Paid at bank or post
-----**office

----145Quarterly online
----***
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.6 How do you pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 8 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108160441283785947025939Unweighted Base
975547434439*91846825970Weighted Base

----*57Other
----***e

----1523Refused
----***be

113-51233Don't know
***-1%*1%beg
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Q.6 How do you pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 8 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74057285222665939Unweighted Base
69959*283323565970Weighted Base

41726148719363876Monthly direct debit
60%cd44%53%82%acde65%cde

537189133383Quarterly direct debit
8%13%b7%6%6%

639326106503Pay by cheque, cash or
9%b15%b11%ab4%8%bcard on receipt of your

bill

11114693116937Prepayment meter (where
16%b23%b24%abe5%16%byou top up credit onto a

key or card)

1-314Fuel direct (where a set
*-***amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

2-231439Weekly \ fortnightly
*-1%1%1%payment scheme

2238138144Payment card \ book
3%b5%b3%b2%2%bwhere you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

3-4310Online
*-***

---**Standing order
---**

--3-3Quarterly (Other
--*-*mentions)

---11Paid at bank or post
---**office

--325Quarterly online
--***
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Q.6 How do you pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 8 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74057285222665939Unweighted Base
69959*283323565970Weighted Base

3-237Other
*c-***

2-11223Refused
*-*b**b

23-9233Don't know
3%abc-**1%b
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Q.6 How do you pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 8 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13252184162980120081584811632748319150808595939Unweighted Base
12512157168088219976786613012677329450728985970Weighted Base

5781338122873214747462010911438243832216553876Monthly direct debit
46%62%m73%alm83%aklm74%ah62%72%ah84%aghi54%74%ae64%73%ac65%elm

91133112481844485620917434340383Quarterly direct debit
7%6%7%5%9%f6%6%4%8%ad5%7%b4%6%bdf

13123694421054534033317147330503Pay by cheque, cash or
10%ajk11%ajk6%5%5%7%f6%f3%12%ad5%9%b3%8%bdfgjkcard on receipt of your

bill

347345196491916312592518420792145937Prepayment meter (where
28%ajkl16%jk12%j6%10%21%afgi14%f7%19%ad13%16%16%16%dfijkyou top up credit onto a

key or card)

131--21-22414Fuel direct (where a set
***--**-*****amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

161841-533281236439Weekly \ fortnightly
1%ajk1%k**-1%**1%d*1%*1%payment scheme

43633172211113955013113144Payment card \ book
3%jk3%jk2%1%1%3%fg1%1%4%ad2%3%1%2%dfgjwhere you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

252--2315510-10Online
***--******-*

---**----*-**Standing order
---**a----*-**

*3---*-1213-3Quarterly (Other
**---*-****-*mentions)

---1-1---1-11Paid at bank or post
---*-*---*-*c*office

123----1415-5Quarterly online
***----****-*
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Q.6 How do you pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 8 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13252184162980120081584811632748319150808595939Unweighted Base
12512157168088219976786613012677329450728985970Weighted Base

242-1*--44627Other
***-1%afg*--*****

20111--1121222123Refused
2%ajkl***--**1%ad****dl

1978-2124191427733Don't know
1%ajkl**-1%***1%*1%1%1%j
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Q.6 How do you pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 8 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

357740574047694295492450140514509455939Unweighted Base
3496401039927562955354501524157010065970Weighted Base

229226502620642239426291121012318463876Monthly direct debit
66%66%66%85%a81%a80%ae65%79%a78%a84%acd65%

21925025433182323918547383Quarterly direct debit
6%6%6%4%6%4%5%6%5%5%6%h

28432933639131715778049503Pay by cheque, cash or
8%8%8%5%4%3%3%5%5%5%8%bcdefghcard on receipt of your

bill

5496116183615619611513950937Prepayment meter (where
16%15%15%5%5%11%21%af8%b9%b5%16%bcdfghyou top up credit onto a

key or card)

--1---1---4Fuel direct (where a set
--*---*---*amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

262730111423139Weekly \ fortnightly
1%1%1%***1%***1%cdpayment scheme

90101954531320238144Payment card \ book
3%3%2%1%2%1%3%f1%1%1%2%bcdfhwhere you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

355-2--21210Online
***-1%--****
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Q.6 How do you pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 8 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

357740574047694295492450140514509455939Unweighted Base
3496401039927562955354501524157010065970Weighted Base

***--*-**-*Standing order
***--*-**-*

2**-------3Quarterly (Other
***-------*mentions)

---1-1-1111Paid at bank or post
---*-*-****office

555-1--1115Quarterly online
***-*--****

444---2---7Other
***---*---*

1114111-1-11123Refused
****-*-****c

111312-*2545*33Don't know
***-**1%***1%b
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Q.6 How do you pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 8 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253234642994105553871265083595553274825515685939Unweighted Base
26**3114412934135324071424903485543175435665895970Weighted Base

17186294188305357254933302543731882623803963876Monthly direct debit
64%60%d67%de64%d74%abcde67%deo62%d66%d67%deo73%adejm67%deo59%d48%67%deo67%deo65%de

fhjkmnoo

2193317243621837173022433144383Quarterly direct debit
6%6%7%6%6%7%5%5%8%5%5%7%8%5%8%6%

12935173249301132155224676049503Pay by cheque, cash or
4%9%g8%g6%8%9%g7%8%7%4%9%g8%12%abeghj11%ghm8%g8%gcard on receipt of your

lmnbill

465725845756123714180691336082937Prepayment meter (where
14%21%abcfg16%cl20%bcgkl11%14%15%16%14%12%14%22%abcfg25%abcfg11%14%16%clyou top up credit onto a

hklhjklhjklnkey or card)

---1--1-----1114Fuel direct (where a set
---*--*-----****amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

-111-29-725323339Weekly \ fortnightly
-***-*2%abcdkl-2%aln1%1%1%l***1%payment scheme

mno

39595523687111017234144Payment card \ book
12%3%bk1%3%bk1%1%6%abfghk4%bkn2%2%2%3%bkn3%bkn4%abhkln1%2%bkwhere you can pay money

lnin whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

---2--1-21--13110Online
---1%a--*-**--****

-----------*---*Standing order
-----------*---*

----2-----1----3Quarterly (Other
----*a-----*----*mentions)

------1--------1Paid at bank or post
------*a--------*office

--1-----11--21-5Quarterly online
--*-----**--**-*
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Q.6 How do you pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 8 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253234642994105553871265083595553274825515685939Unweighted Base
26**3114412934135324071424903485543175435665895970Weighted Base

-11*-2---3-1--17Other
-***-*---1%a-*--**

------3-151-101323Refused
------1%-*1%acefkl*-2%acefhk***

nolmno

-2--263212--55633Don't know
-1%--*1%fn1%1%fn*1%--1%f1%f1%fn1%
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Q.6 How do you pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 9 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

162789812399241621216690128037040384688Unweighted Base
1104965152811591303253791626239940954756Weighted Base

573566995860891171039315424525952995Yes
52%59%k65%jk74%aijk68%ae67%ae43%59%61%63%63%ejk

36125231316220154134655959381088No
33%ahij26%ahi21%h14%15%21%g38%afg21%24%23%23%gh

645-3112411016Refused
1%h*h*-***2%ab***

1641422141372082751744857552657Don't know
15%h15%14%12%16%af11%19%af18%ab14%13%14%f
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Q.7 Do you receive a dual fuel discount for buying your gas and electricity from the same energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 9 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

90890828013827861178516242315714688Unweighted Base
74093830124055701160505284812434756Weighted Base

329453218125514438429019436782995Yes
45%48%72%aij63%63%52%57%68%abde55%63%bdeij

292310465941147471365343701088No
40%ahi33%ah15%23%21%30%ac27%c19%30%ac23%ch

942141236516Refused
1%ah*h***1%1%***h

1091713635481092776365189657Don't know
15%h18%ah12%14%16%17%15%13%15%c14%h
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Q.7 Do you receive a dual fuel discount for buying your gas and electricity from the same energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 9 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3943875380468846884688-84452732574688Unweighted Base
3783923416475647564756-**62447336034756Weighted Base

1532545282299529952995-36027923292995Yes
40%65%k68%k63%63%63%-58%59%65%cd63%dk

10287994108810881088-1521247931088No
27%22%23%23%23%23%-24%26%b22%23%

38-161616-5-1016Refused
1%*-***-1%abc-**

12149040657657657-10670471657Don't know
32%aij12%10%14%14%14%-17%ab15%13%14%i
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Q.7 Do you receive a dual fuel discount for buying your gas and electricity from the same energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 9 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8004123380-77437474688Unweighted Base
7173743584-**82337724756Weighted Base

2471782529-54323832995Yes
35%48%g71%afg-66%63%63%fg

360135562-1648811088No
50%aef36%ae16%-20%23%23%e

715-3716Refused
1%ae**-***

10361488-112502657Don't know
14%16%14%-14%13%14%
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Q.7 Do you receive a dual fuel discount for buying your gas and electricity from the same energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 9 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

56529215119254688Unweighted Base
53031**216420144756Weighted Base

23313119215512995Yes
44%42%55%e77%ace63%ce

113146792781088No
21%b45%31%abe14%23%b

2-7116Refused
*b-***b

1824285185657Don't know
34%abc13%13%b9%14%b
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Q.7 Do you receive a dual fuel discount for buying your gas and electricity from the same energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 9 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9621704134467816569073310101951273739787104688Unweighted Base
9041700140774516265675011361914284140137434756Weighted Base

35710171011608109433502895983201124715242995Yes
40%60%m72%alm82%aklm68%66%67%79%aghi51%71%ae62%71%ac63%elm

34942122989241331591415994899551331088No
39%ajkl25%jk16%j12%15%20%f21%f12%31%ad17%24%b18%23%bdfijk

764--1258813316Refused
1%j**--********

190256163482889879532433357582657Don't know
21%ajkl15%jk12%j6%17%f14%f12%f8%17%ad12%14%b11%14%dfjk
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Q.7 Do you receive a dual fuel discount for buying your gas and electricity from the same energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 9 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

282531963183598253411377118312118094688Unweighted Base
278531863161655255445379129213178684756Weighted Base

177420702038531209349232100210207092995Yes
64%65%64%81%a82%a78%ae61%78%a77%a82%acd63%

63069669078255988182191951088No
23%22%22%12%10%13%23%f14%b14%b11%23%bcdfgh

81181-1211116Refused
****-******

3734084254522365710710663657Don't know
13%13%13%7%9%8%15%f8%8%7%14%bcdfgh
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Q.7 Do you receive a dual fuel discount for buying your gas and electricity from the same energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 9 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

20269323236306452292724393214382593724504394688Unweighted Base
20**26031522931544031084*4293104492504164694604756Weighted Base

10174215129190297192512862083031631903332532995Yes
51%67%bdm68%bdm56%d60%d68%bdm62%d60%d67%bdm67%bdm67%bdm65%bd46%71%abdjl55%d63%bd

m

46655575590752094567856162891321088No
20%25%fgln17%25%fn17%20%24%f24%22%18%17%23%39%abcef19%29%acfgh23%fln

ghijklmnkln
o

--14-11-221-4--16Refused
--*2%abcefk-**-*1%*-1%--*

lo

62044397052421447456730594875657Don't know
29%8%14%o17%cho22%acdef12%13%o16%o11%14%o15%co12%14%o10%16%cho14%co

ghjkno
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Q.7 Do you receive a dual fuel discount for buying your gas and electricity from the same energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 10 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

2682143051803194342147297797966£0 to £700
19%ahi17%h16%h12%19%af14%18%f20%ab17%16%16%fh

534483785572651124148114221820132374£701 to £1200
38%39%41%k39%38%40%41%40%39%40%40%

118102181162143327933249483563£1201 to £1500
8%8%10%11%jk8%11%eg8%9%9%10%9%

256245306279203651233501239131087£1501 or more
18%20%i16%19%i12%21%ag20%g14%22%abd18%18%g

222029252452202128296Refused
2%2%2%2%1%2%2%1%2%2%2%

2111642902363684031305759785901Don't know
15%13%15%16%22%aef13%11%16%c10%15%c15%cef

1165.01207.91145.01231.6ik1082.31236.8aeg1176.1g1078.71211.5d1187.8d1183.6dgMean Score
814.5946.1624.1634.5794.8719.5759.4577.6769.4759.0750.9Standard Deviation
383.4928.5302.9422.0387.1225.6572.61055.81315.5138.2114.3Error Variance
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Q.8/Q.9 Spend on home energy per year
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 10 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

2022335107711951697467386966£0 to £700
21%ah19%ah14%15%21%ag8%15%e13%e23%acde16%ceh

343555144120233515623014526352374£701 to £1200
35%45%ahj39%j40%37%29%36%42%bde38%e40%ej

8991376472922140364139563£1201 to £1500
9%7%10%i9%10%11%d6%10%bd8%9%di

19822065693515233976972591087£1501 or more
20%18%18%19%16%17%15%20%bd16%18%b

241159906441401196Refused
2%i1%2%2%f1%2%6%abce1%1%2%bf

12012264874815364136474228901Don't know
12%10%18%aij15%16%33%abcd21%abc14%14%15%ij

1169.11147.81204.91195.9f1118.21276.6b1155.91227.1ab1093.11183.6bfMean Score
720.5748.7764.8705.3955.8636.6647.0724.5833.9750.9Standard Deviation
505.9530.8211.3125.5941.82894.6909.9205.8390.0114.3Error Variance
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Q.8/Q.9 Spend on home energy per year
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 10 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

78742137686964688278170107678966£0 to £700
15%16%19%j13%16%fh13%39%afgh20%ab18%15%16%fh

166188929521362365214423028223418372374£701 to £1200
32%40%k41%k41%e40%e41%e32%32%39%d41%d40%dek

3047258532562533306658436563£1201 to £1500
6%10%k8%10%e9%e10%e4%8%10%10%d9%ek

9783614510041084100780106868791087£1501 or more
19%18%20%19%e18%e19%e11%12%14%20%cd18%cde

116478696861014126196Refused
2%1%1%2%2%2%1%2%2%1%2%

1406787480989881289230111550901Don't know
27%aij14%i10%15%e15%15%e12%26%abc18%ab12%15%bi

1218.41179.11194.01222.8aeg1183.3e1223.0aeg904.71092.11103.71207.9cd1183.6cdeMean Score
894.7733.9767.3751.0750.2751.8682.6998.4544.3724.0750.9Standard Deviation

2151.9137.6974.9131.7114.4131.6729.11174.1539.7150.6114.3Error Variance
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Q.8/Q.9 Spend on home energy per year
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 10 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

1401107041153777966£0 to £700
14%20%aeg16%4%17%d17%d16%

37120717832341918752374£701 to £1200
38%38%41%58%ab46%ab40%40%

90334312106450563£1201 to £1500
9%f6%10%f6%12%10%9%f

3068666571458901087£1501 or more
31%aef16%15%18%16%19%c18%e

4768-56396Refused
*1%2%g-1%1%2%cg

70107700691641901Don't know
7%19%ag16%g15%10%14%c15%cg

1353.2aef1135.81147.11239.91131.01193.1c1183.6eMean Score
835.51116.8737.1708.6542.5788.1750.9Standard Deviation
694.62642.4161.015692.1382.7155.9114.3Error Variance
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Q.8/Q.9 Spend on home energy per year
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 10 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

8511464402966£0 to £700
12%19%16%e17%e16%e

22621105910662374£701 to £1200
32%35%37%e45%ace40%ce

584270231563£1201 to £1500
8%6%9%10%9%

89156313521087£1501 or more
13%26%be22%abe15%18%be

7-393696Refused
1%-1%2%2%

2369379276901Don't know
34%abcd14%13%12%15%bc

1155.11226.01241.1abe1122.31183.6bMean Score
594.4613.6837.9667.8750.9Standard Deviation
711.07684.2289.3228.2114.3Error Variance
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Q.8/Q.9 Spend on home energy per year
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 10 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

18337625215531106130207462505821145966£0 to £700
15%17%m15%18%16%14%15%16%17%15%16%16%16%

39582172842980312367608955141919504242374£701 to £1200
31%38%m43%alm49%aklm40%41%42%47%ah36%43%ae38%47%ac40%em

872121699520919212722833647786563£1201 to £1500
7%10%m10%m11%m10%12%a11%10%8%10%e9%10%9%m

240365336145441781762004716159351521087£1501 or more
19%17%20%jl16%22%f23%af20%f15%18%19%18%17%18%f

3336198-41116623489796Refused
3%ajk2%1%1%-1%1%1%2%ad1%2%b1%2%dh

3193531775224769214351239081586901Don't know
25%ajkl16%jk11%j6%12%10%11%11%19%ad12%16%b10%15%bdfghjk

1214.51169.51203.31144.61189.61233.5f1193.71132.51195.01175.21190.61147.61183.6Mean Score
702.0690.8803.2825.0576.8805.4623.1615.1848.4670.2769.6644.5750.9Standard Deviation
517.7264.7449.2916.01922.9887.4519.7369.5335.1161.2142.2540.8114.3Error Variance
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Q.8/Q.9 Spend on home energy per year
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 10 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

649709703121498476248259162966£0 to £700
19%a18%18%16%17%16%17%16%16%16%16%

1419164416163701382761957157274922374£701 to £1200
40%41%40%49%a47%a51%ae43%47%a46%a49%a40%

31737236778305244167170104563£1201 to £1500
9%9%9%10%10%10%10%11%11%10%9%

5326366551265378812582691681087£1501 or more
15%16%16%17%18%15%18%17%17%17%18%ijk

57656171432217896Refused
2%2%2%1%*1%1%1%1%1%2%

5305935985425425111613074901Don't know
15%15%15%7%8%8%11%8%8%7%15%bcdefgh

1114.51136.81137.51164.71149.11112.11169.51157.11154.71156.21183.6ijkMean Score
615.8697.6665.0864.5552.9650.9607.7735.0730.8795.4750.9Standard Deviation
128.2144.2131.51175.11136.3945.8932.6423.7407.4730.6114.3Error Variance
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Q.8/Q.9 Spend on home energy per year
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 10 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

451100526887801749549148889779966£0 to £700
17%16%h23%abcde18%h17%h16%h20%bh12%10%16%h16%h15%h16%h17%h13%16%h

fghiklo

12135168116165215169461781422271212152312332374£701 to £1200
45%43%38%40%40%40%41%32%36%41%41%38%39%41%40%40%

12846203347341347416143376348563£1201 to £1500
6%9%10%7%8%9%8%9%10%12%d11%d13%abdjl7%11%d8%9%

m

3526749741028043102549457108861131087£1501 or more
13%17%15%17%18%19%20%30%abcde21%cn16%17%18%20%15%19%18%

fghjklmn
o

151114484611411481596Refused
3%2%n*4%acefhk1%1%2%n3%en1%3%efkln1%*3%efkn1%3%efkn2%n

ln

4426044697838191074778488582102901Don't know
16%13%13%15%j17%j15%j9%14%22%acdef13%14%j15%j16%j14%j17%j15%j

gijkmno

993.91192.61076.11105.71149.61178.3n1141.11436.8ab1284.0ac1163.01215.1n1197.6n1213.9n1132.21227.1cm1183.6nMean Score
cdegjklmgjklmnn
n

398.11318.0580.1554.2616.9600.3618.11091.7652.1577.01078.9601.4728.1571.2741.2750.9Standard Deviation
8340.96316.9837.21233.51126.0770.01127.011350.61101.61132.42471.41300.91359.3706.21199.5114.3Error Variance
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Q.8/Q.9 Spend on home energy per year
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 11 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

6263395-21517Yes, gas only
*******-***

4658978166141752144216282Yes, electricity only
3%5%k5%k6%k4%5%6%afg6%8%ab4%5%k

27936080865743412444268817318432104Yes gas and electricity
20%29%k43%ajk45%ajk25%40%aeg36%g25%31%36%cd35%dgjk

9917308416341118149858220931126783197No
70%ahij59%ahi44%44%65%aef48%50%59%b56%53%53%efhi

86556153531624Refused
1%******1%ab1%**

80711377581200813226304363Don't know
6%6%7%h5%5%6%g7%g9%abc5%6%6%g
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Q.10 An energy tariff is the pricing plan for the <gas / electricity / gas and electricity> that you use. Are you on an online tariff, that is,
a <gas / electricity / gas and electricity> account that you manage over the internet?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 11 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

536134-28817Yes, gas only
1%h****-****

38861552443873217964282Yes, electricity only
4%7%ahj4%5%4%3%5%5%b4%5%

180399151018922124720414883652104Yes gas and electricity
18%32%j41%aij38%af22%24%32%b43%abde22%35%befj

69165017902552646113341160011423197No
71%ahi53%h49%51%68%ag58%c53%c46%69%acde53%cgh

11582313135324Refused
1%ah****1%abc2%abc***c

519022031449245021475363Don't know
5%7%j6%6%5%12%abcd8%b6%b5%6%b
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Q.10 An energy tariff is the pricing plan for the <gas / electricity / gas and electricity> that you use. Are you on an online tariff, that is,
a <gas / electricity / gas and electricity> account that you manage over the internet?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 11 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

3111151517-2-1517Yes, gas only
1%*****-*-**

3313611120282202621722239282Yes, electricity only
6%j3%15%ajk*5%fh*37%afgh2%4%d5%d5%dfhj

1161750227210421042104-6513818812104Yes gas and electricity
22%37%aik32%k40%aeg35%e40%aeg-8%23%d42%acd35%cdek

256255434727653183277941873842420013197No
49%55%ik48%53%53%53%58%afgh85%abc70%ab45%53%bi

4812324231441224Refused
1%j*******1%**j

11022230327363327354319292363Don't know
21%aij5%4%6%6%6%5%5%3%7%cd6%cj
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Q.10 An energy tariff is the pricing plan for the <gas / electricity / gas and electricity> that you use. Are you on an online tariff, that is,
a <gas / electricity / gas and electricity> account that you manage over the internet?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 11 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

73131-1117Yes, gas only
1%a1%*3%abc-**

2717230260208282Yes, electricity only
3%3%5%fg5%6%ab4%5%g

938319021350415112104Yes gas and electricity
10%15%g44%afg32%55%abd32%35%bfg

79741719222129427153197No
81%aef76%ae44%53%c32%58%ac53%ce

5211-31224Refused
1%**-***

5127272358239363Don't know
5%5%6%7%6%5%6%b
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Q.10 An energy tariff is the pricing plan for the <gas / electricity / gas and electricity> that you use. Are you on an online tariff, that is,
a <gas / electricity / gas and electricity> account that you manage over the internet?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 11 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

258317Yes, gas only
*8%abce***

219103150282Yes, electricity only
3%14%abce4%6%ace5%ce

150964313012104Yes gas and electricity
21%14%23%55%acde35%cde

3173719998413197No
45%b63%be70%abe36%53%be

5-3324Refused
1%bc-***c

207-8664363Don't know
30%abcd-3%3%6%bc
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Q.10 An energy tariff is the pricing plan for the <gas / electricity / gas and electricity> that you use. Are you on an online tariff, that is,
a <gas / electricity / gas and electricity> account that you manage over the internet?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 11 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

5921-1139714217Yes, gas only
****-********

478984621527317113914322953282Yes, electricity only
4%4%5%7%alm8%gh3%4%5%5%4%4%6%5%

21857176155465211312812650145516264782104Yes gas and electricity
17%26%m45%alm63%aklm32%28%36%h62%aghi24%44%ae32%53%ac35%cehlm

83713647592371054934873571667153028803183197No
67%ajk63%ajk45%j27%52%f64%afgi56%f27%62%ad46%57%ab35%53%bdfjk

9106---2416924124Refused
1%j**---**1%****

14312069301536345420815531548363Don't know
11%ajkl6%j4%3%7%g5%4%4%8%ad5%6%5%6%dfgjk
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Q.10 An energy tariff is the pricing plan for the <gas / electricity / gas and electricity> that you use. Are you on an online tariff, that is,
a <gas / electricity / gas and electricity> account that you manage over the internet?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 11 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

11111111-211117Yes, gas only
*****-1%****

16118519147143222908861282Yes, electricity only
5%5%5%6%5%6%5%6%6%6%5%

1186140813874931443401978929086122104Yes gas and electricity
34%35%35%65%ag49%a63%ae44%a58%a58%a61%a35%

1950219221871911261402044785042993197No
56%a55%55%25%42%h26%45%f31%32%30%53%bcdefgh

111211---144-24Refused
***---***-*

18521221325112524626734363Don't know
5%5%5%3%4%5%5%4%4%3%6%bcdh
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Q.10 An energy tariff is the pricing plan for the <gas / electricity / gas and electricity> that you use. Are you on an online tariff, that is,
a <gas / electricity / gas and electricity> account that you manage over the internet?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 11 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

-11-2-112-2-31417Yes, gas only
-**-*-*1%*-*-**1%*

51329815143013571515432842282Yes, electricity only
18%4%h7%fghkm3%4%h3%7%afghkl9%afghkl1%2%3%5%h8%afghkl5%ghk7%afghkl5%ghk

mmomom

91261588914820813637147137204911552302312104Yes gas and electricity
33%40%dehim36%dei30%36%di39%dehim33%26%30%39%dehim37%dehi29%28%41%adehi39%dehim35%dehi

jm

8162221161227264219873181793001992892862763197No
33%52%50%55%b55%b49%54%61%bckn65%abcdf51%54%b63%abcdf53%50%47%53%b

gjklmnogjklno

--15--3-14--52324Refused
--*2%acefhk--1%-*1%fkl--1%fk***

lno

4113131214821517223312521934363Don't know
16%3%7%cho11%abcefh5%9%acehij5%3%3%6%6%4%9%abcehi3%6%6%ch

ijlolojlo
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Q.10 An energy tariff is the pricing plan for the <gas / electricity / gas and electricity> that you use. Are you on an online tariff, that is,
a <gas / electricity / gas and electricity> account that you manage over the internet?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 12 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

1110158102014-123244Yes, gas only
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%-2%abd1%1%

6150937293138442541210275Yes, electricity only
4%4%5%5%5%e4%4%7%b7%ab4%5%

35642174458263211243469817218332102Yes gas and electricity
25%34%k39%ajk40%ajk37%e36%e30%27%31%36%cd35%dek

771593832646739148561716326224162841No
55%ahij48%i44%44%43%48%g53%afg46%47%48%47%gi

79256125361323Refused
*i1%i*****1%b1%ab**

2051462091412283281456667568701Don't know
15%ahij12%11%10%13%f11%12%19%abc12%11%12%
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Q.11 A fixed term tariff is a tariff that has a definite end date. Are you on a fixed term tariff for <gas / electricity / gas and electricity>?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 12 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

892739513301044Yes, gas only
1%1%1%1%1%**1%1%1%

44631652235252315790275Yes, electricity only
4%5%4%4%6%3%4%5%5%5%

210361151518172856322813674442102Yes gas and electricity
22%29%j41%aij36%f30%33%35%b39%ab27%35%bfij

569630158723744688328715758972841No
58%ahi51%ah43%47%49%43%45%45%54%acde47%ch

11391941161523Refused
1%ahi****1%c2%abc**c*c

1341653875661354086363211701Don't know
14%h13%h10%11%14%ag21%abcd13%c10%13%c12%
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Q.11 A fixed term tariff is a tariff that has a definite end date. Are you on a fixed term tariff for <gas / electricity / gas and electricity>?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 12 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

42112373744-333844Yes, gas only
1%*2%aj1%e1%e1%e-*1%1%1%e

2214510722275222543937196275Yes, electricity only
4%3%15%ajk*5%fh*35%afgh4%6%4%5%fhj

1191767206210221022102-21317916902102Yes gas and electricity
23%38%aik29%k40%aeg35%e40%aeg-25%29%d38%acd35%cdeik

184229732824462833245438745731120422841No
35%49%k46%k47%47%47%54%afgh53%ab51%b46%47%k

5512123212521323Refused
1%j******1%***j

189446626256996277415276462701Don't know
36%aij10%9%12%12%12%10%17%abc12%10%12%ij
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Q.11 A fixed term tariff is a tariff that has a definite end date. Are you on a fixed term tariff for <gas / electricity / gas and electricity>?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 12 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

131131333344Yes, gas only
1%a2%ae1%7%abc*1%1%

1715235239218275Yes, electricity only
2%3%5%fg4%4%5%5%fg

1079718701239516282102Yes gas and electricity
11%18%g43%afg32%43%ab35%35%fg

72035817191739123032841No
73%aef65%ae40%44%43%49%c47%ce

4-11211223Refused
*-*4%abc***

11968485489501701Don't know
12%12%11%9%10%11%12%
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Q.11 A fixed term tariff is a tariff that has a definite end date. Are you on a fixed term tariff for <gas / electricity / gas and electricity>?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 12 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

-37-744Yes, gas only
-63%abce-*c1%bce

-22-254275Yes, electricity only
-37%abce-11%ace5%ce

---21022102Yes gas and electricity
---89%acde35%cde

--2841-2841No
--100%abde-47%bde

----23Refused
----*bc

701---701Don't know
100%abcd---12%bcd
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Q.11 A fixed term tariff is a tariff that has a definite end date. Are you on a fixed term tariff for <gas / electricity / gas and electricity>?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 12 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

710181027942321341044Yes, gas only
1%*1%l1%1%1%1%f*1%1%1%1%1%

408091641325357312814722253275Yes, electricity only
3%4%5%lm7%alm7%h3%4%6%h5%4%4%6%5%m

22159575053670237342722685141716554472102Yes gas and electricity
18%27%m45%alm61%aklm35%31%39%ah55%aghi25%43%ae33%50%ac35%cehlm

7251200679237934194144031448139325413012841No
58%ajk55%ajk40%j27%47%f55%afg48%f31%54%ad42%50%ab33%47%bdfjk

1372*-31217621223Refused
1%ajkl***-***1%d****

253271142362178679738731461587701Don't know
20%ajkl13%jk8%j4%11%10%8%7%14%ad10%12%10%12%dfgjk
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Q.11 A fixed term tariff is a tariff that has a definite end date. Are you on a fixed term tariff for <gas / electricity / gas and electricity>?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 12 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

354038912718141044Yes, gas only
1%1%1%1%**2%a1%1%1%1%

16319218351163519899166275Yes, electricity only
5%5%5%7%a5%6%4%6%6%7%a5%

1274149214535061793151858478456522102Yes gas and electricity
36%37%36%67%a61%a59%ae41%a55%a54%a65%acd35%

164718641889162771431844855192302841No
47%46%47%21%26%27%41%f32%b33%b23%47%bcdefgh

101110-*-211*23Refused
***-*-*****

375420427282141538710148701Don't know
11%10%11%4%7%h8%12%f6%6%5%12%bcdfgh
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Q.11 A fixed term tariff is a tariff that has a definite end date. Are you on a fixed term tariff for <gas / electricity / gas and electricity>?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 12 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

-2324384211-63544Yes, gas only
-1%1%1%1%1%2%aefgh3%acefgh***-1%1%1%1%

k

4103711161229118102313222940275Yes, electricity only
14%3%8%adefgh4%4%2%7%aghko8%ghko2%3%4%h4%h4%h5%hk7%aghko5%hk

klmo

71281448315820614328183150232971192072182102Yes gas and electricity
26%41%adeim33%di28%38%deim39%deim35%di19%37%dim43%adeij42%adeim30%di22%36%dim37%dim35%dim

nmnn

10152205139194231177822441422301683372652662841No
38%49%f46%47%47%43%43%57%abcfg50%fgk41%41%53%bfgjk62%abcef47%45%47%fg

jknghjklmno

---3--6-16-122223Refused
---1%fkln--2%abfhkl-*2%abfhkl-*****

nono

62053554182461852407039596160701Don't know
22%6%12%o19%abcde10%15%abcdh11%o13%o11%11%o13%o12%o11%o11%o10%12%o

fghjlnolo
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Q.11 A fixed term tariff is a tariff that has a definite end date. Are you on a fixed term tariff for <gas / electricity / gas and electricity>?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 13 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

208811361546116921252675113937352150455939Unweighted Base
140612241889145217043104116335455650605970Weighted Base

1321722261861963781422954634716Yes, such as Economy 7
9%14%k12%k13%k12%12%12%8%10%13%d12%dkor Economy 10

1103931147411721376244386227543839684681No, it's a single rate
79%76%78%81%j81%ae79%e74%78%79%78%78%emeter

42373944-1116Other
*******1%abc-**

12712511186362635Refused
1%1%1%*1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

155111175821172561494358421523Don't know
11%ah9%h9%h6%7%8%13%afg12%ab10%8%9%gh
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Q.13 Do you have an electricity meter that charges different amounts at different times of the day?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 13 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11961183346047751164216649298820865939Unweighted Base
969123036825023948194640348516515970Weighted Base

891804396151012736450202716Yes, such as Economy 7
9%15%ahj12%j12%11%14%d6%13%d12%d12%djor Economy 10

73288229973917763131492278312754681No, it's a single rate
76%i72%81%aij78%81%67%77%e80%be77%e78%eijmeter

438142-210316Other
*****-****

185123422254535Refused
2%ahi**1%*1%c4%abc**1%c

125161225443803484238167523Don't know
13%ah13%ah6%9%8%17%abc13%abc7%10%c9%ch
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Q.13 Do you have an electricity meter that charges different amounts at different times of the day?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 13 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395196743116468540135939Unweighted Base
523468171652545970525471786460744295970Weighted Base

--7164567164562598871550716Yes, such as Economy 7
--100%ajk9%12%fh9%36%afgh10%12%12%d12%fhjkor Economy 10

-4681-43004681430038067749234714681No, it's a single rate
-100%aik-82%aeg78%e82%aeg53%78%81%78%78%eikmeter

---1416141211216Other
---********j

---3235323931635Refused
---1%1%1%*1%b1%*1%j

523--451523451728839379523Don't know
100%aij--9%9%9%10%10%c6%9%9%ij
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Q.13 Do you have an electricity meter that charges different amounts at different times of the day?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 13 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108160441283785947025939Unweighted Base
975547434439*91846825970Weighted Base

94755176120556716Yes, such as Economy 7
10%14%g12%16%13%12%12%gor Economy 10

73841634732873836984681No, it's a single rate
76%76%80%fg72%80%79%78%meter

718-11416Other
1%ae**-***

9417122635Refused
1%e1%*3%c*1%1%

12651330457388523Don't know
13%aef9%8%9%6%8%9%ce
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Q.13 Do you have an electricity meter that charges different amounts at different times of the day?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 13 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74057285222665939Unweighted Base
69959*283323565970Weighted Base

6213328312716Yes, such as Economy 7
9%22%ace12%e13%e12%eor Economy 10

44639229718944681No, it's a single rate
64%65%81%ade80%de78%demeter

-110516Other
-1%e***

3-14635Refused
*-1%*1%

1897184138523Don't know
27%abcd12%6%6%9%bc
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Q.13 Do you have an electricity meter that charges different amounts at different times of the day?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 13 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13252184162980120081584811632748319150808595939Unweighted Base
12512157168088219976786613012677329450728985970Weighted Base

962482371353089100178303413598118716Yes, such as Economy 7
8%12%m14%alm15%alm15%12%12%14%11%13%12%13%12%mor Economy 10

9111708134571716061970610502020266139767044681No, it's a single rate
73%79%m80%m81%m81%81%82%a81%75%81%ae78%78%78%emmeter

64241--310514116Other
*****--******

211032--47231232435Refused
2%ajkl***--*1%1%d*1%*1%hk

2181869425759566332120245271523Don't know
17%ajkl9%jk6%j3%4%8%f6%5%12%ad6%9%8%9%dfgijk
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Q.13 Do you have an electricity meter that charges different amounts at different times of the day?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 13 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

357740574047694295492450140514509455939Unweighted Base
3496401039927562955354501524157010065970Weighted Base

397462469106507156221215149716Yes, such as Economy 7
11%12%12%14%17%a13%12%14%a14%15%a12%or Economy 10

280932193193619236433346123912878164681No, it's a single rate
80%a80%a80%82%80%81%77%81%a82%a81%78%meter

81010121-56316Other
****1%*-****

1517182-2233235Refused
****-*****1%

2663013012972846566036523Don't know
8%8%8%4%2%5%10%f4%4%4%9%bcdfghij
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Q.13 Do you have an electricity meter that charges different amounts at different times of the day?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 13 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253234642994105553871265083595553274825515685939Unweighted Base
26**3114412934135324071424903485543175435665895970Weighted Base

422352241973024266662739145131716Yes, such as Economy 7
17%7%g8%g8%g10%gh18%adefg7%g17%deghjl5%g2%12%dghjo9%g7%g26%adefgh22%adefg12%dghjmor Economy 10

hjlmnomnoijklmnohjlmnono

202683732213493893271044173184522663883834054681No, it's a single rate
78%86%abcdi85%abcdi76%c85%abcdi73%80%bcdk73%85%abcdi91%abcde82%bcdik84%abcdi71%68%69%78%bcdkmeter

kmkmkmkmfhijklmnkm
o

--143-----1222216Other
--*1%afghjk1%-----******

--13-16-141-14-535Refused
--*1%c-*2%acefhk-*1%ckl*-3%abcefh-1%c1%

loklno

121304320454415462034221013546523Don't know
5%7%7%15%abcefg5%8%l11%cfgl10%l9%l6%6%7%19%abcefg6%8%9%fl

hklnohijklno
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Q.13 Do you have an electricity meter that charges different amounts at different times of the day?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 14 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

11131018166413021406269899328746343475097Change their payment
79%83%k88%ajk90%ajk82%87%g85%81%83%86%d85%dgkmethod with their

current supplier

10961002163712861392268094927945342895021Change their tariff with
78%82%k86%ajk88%ajk82%86%aeg81%79%81%85%cd84%degktheir current supplier

117810881715135814972828101531247845505340Switch to a different
84%89%k91%k93%aijk88%91%aeg87%88%85%90%c89%ceksupplier

1035956157612361327257789926543441044803All of the above
73%78%k83%ajk85%ajk78%83%aeg77%75%77%81%d80%degk

29172583130171176179None
2%ah1%h1%1%2%f1%1%*3%abd1%1%h

66927132141823Refused
*1%******1%**

121596739110116602432229285Don't know
9%ahij5%h4%3%6%af4%5%7%6%5%5%fhi
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Q.14 Which of the following do you think it is possible for energy customers to do?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 14 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

762102932334312786158487312213315097Change their payment
78%84%j88%aij86%f83%81%76%89%abde80%d85%bdjmethod with their

current supplier

73999032244252769152477308413075021Change their tariff with
76%80%j87%aij84%f81%79%74%88%abde79%d84%bdefijtheir current supplier

808105934014513827162529324314065340Switch to a different
83%86%j92%aij90%f87%83%82%93%abde85%89%bdeijsupplier

70393331054071732149464296412274803All of the above
72%76%84%aij81%f77%77%72%85%abde74%80%bdfij

2519336613223242979None
3%ah2%1%1%1%1%4%abc1%2%c1%c

958213-161623Refused
1%ah****-2%abce**c*c

856912422462235487121285Don't know
9%ahi6%h3%4%6%ag12%abc8%ac2%7%ac5%ch
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Q.14 Which of the following do you think it is possible for energy customers to do?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 14 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

365407561745015086451358566850438835097Change their payment
70%87%ak86%k86%e85%e86%e82%77%83%d87%acd85%dekmethod with their

current supplier

359400662244295012443858365550138245021Change their tariff with
69%86%ak87%k84%84%84%81%75%82%d86%acd84%dktheir current supplier

401424465747175331472661471554140385340Switch to a different
77%91%ak92%k90%e89%e90%e86%82%89%d91%ad89%deksupplier

345384758142464795425455062647936584803All of the above
66%82%ak81%k81%e80%e81%e77%72%79%d82%acd80%dek

115726376661320114079None
2%i1%i*1%1%1%2%2%ab2%b1%1%i

9612123212531223Refused
2%aij******1%1%**j

8417124229284230559427153285Don't know
16%aij4%3%4%5%4%8%afgh11%abc4%3%5%bj
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Q.14 Which of the following do you think it is possible for energy customers to do?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 14 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

76745237873481039955097Change their payment
78%82%87%afg87%88%ab85%85%gmethod with their

current supplier

75142637543279139515021Change their tariff with
77%78%86%afg81%86%84%84%fgtheir current supplier

84345439593684641925340Switch to a different
86%83%91%afg91%92%ab89%89%fgsupplier

70941035913276737644803All of the above
72%75%83%afg81%83%ab80%80%fg

181643166279None
2%e3%ae1%3%1%1%1%

5212-21523Refused
***-***

7147155231213285Don't know
7%ae9%ae4%6%3%5%5%e
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Q.14 Which of the following do you think it is possible for energy customers to do?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 14 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

54947241220765097Change their payment
78%79%85%e88%ace85%emethod with their

current supplier

52651237520585021Change their tariff with
75%86%84%e87%ace84%etheir current supplier

58853253221535340Switch to a different
84%89%89%e91%ace89%esupplier

50345228619594803All of the above
72%76%80%e83%ace80%e

8-422579None
1%-1%1%1%

516723Refused
1%2%c***

70115558285Don't know
10%abc2%5%b2%5%b
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Q.14 Which of the following do you think it is possible for energy customers to do?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 14 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

7501964152985417664076311992186291242968025097Change their payment
60%91%am91%am97%aklm88%83%88%ah92%agh81%88%ae84%89%ac85%emmethod with their

current supplier

7021932153585217063074911932149287242417805021Change their tariff with
56%89%am91%am96%aklm85%82%86%h92%aghi80%87%ae83%87%ac84%emtheir current supplier

8462043158786418570379612442274306545048365340Switch to a different
67%94%am94%am98%aklm93%92%92%a96%agh85%93%ae89%93%ac89%emsupplier

6301875145984016160170611602048275640467574803All of the above
50%87%am87%am95%aklm81%78%81%89%aghi76%84%ae80%84%ac80%em

62943-5103552474579None
5%ajkl***-1%1%f*2%ad1%1%b1%1%dfjkl

202-2-11219520423Refused
2%ajkl*-*-***1%d****kl

2323714263114162048126322285Don't know
18%ajkl2%jk1%*3%4%fg2%1%8%ad2%5%b2%5%bdfgjkl
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Q.14 Which of the following do you think it is possible for energy customers to do?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 14 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

299434613419693260482398138114109155097Change their payment
85%86%85%92%a88%90%a88%90%a90%a91%a85%method with their

current supplier

295034143369700262472382138214059235021Change their tariff with
84%85%84%93%a89%a88%a85%91%a89%a92%a84%their current supplier

311036023565709273503416142314649415340Switch to a different
89%90%89%94%a92%94%a92%a93%a93%a93%a89%supplier

281032593208673249456374132613478834803All of the above
80%81%80%89%a84%85%a83%87%a86%a88%a80%

46464841411213579None
1%1%1%1%*1%*1%1%1%1%be

10982-2222223Refused
****-******

1551701851010617242617285Don't know
4%4%5%1%3%h1%4%f2%2%2%5%bcdfh
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Q.14 Which of the following do you think it is possible for energy customers to do?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 14 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

242773922413724563321244063024822494284965155097Change their payment
95%89%dehjm89%adehj82%90%adehj85%de81%87%83%87%dej87%dej78%78%88%dehjm87%dej85%dejmethod with their

mmcurrent supplier

242693862353534493251214132954792504114965145021Change their tariff with
95%86%dej87%dejm80%85%dej84%de79%85%d84%de85%de86%dejm79%75%87%adejm87%dejm84%dejtheir current supplier

242803972573844843461254383245092774345305305340Switch to a different
95%89%d90%dj88%d93%adejm91%dj84%87%89%dj93%adejm92%dej87%d79%94%abdeh90%dj89%djsupplier

ijmo

242653762233444263111153842884522353934784894803All of the above
95%85%dehjm85%adehj76%83%dejm80%d76%81%78%d83%dejm81%de74%72%84%adehj83%dejm80%de

kmm

-2122141615542201479None
-1%3%abcfkl1%*1%4%abcefg*1%1%1%1%4%abcefg*1%1%c

mohklmohklmo

-1-1-131131-11-223Refused
-*-*-*1%1%*1%*-2%abcefh-**

klno

11920171526221115102021501721285Don't know
5%6%c4%6%4%5%5%8%cgh3%3%4%7%bcgh9%abcfgh3%4%5%

jkln
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Q.14 Which of the following do you think it is possible for energy customers to do?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 15 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

10074169134116271911734427478Completely (4)
7%6%9%j9%jk7%9%g8%5%6%8%d8%dj

425395692539480113743410017517752050Fairly (3)
30%32%37%jk37%jk28%37%ag37%g28%31%35%d34%dgk

41239856346252293837511617315461835Not very (2)
29%32%30%32%31%30%32%33%31%30%31%

42533642329553569225211116112071479Not at all (1)
30%ahi27%hi22%20%31%aef22%21%31%ab29%b24%25%efh

SUMMARY CODES

525469861673596140852511820922022528FAMILIAR
37%38%45%ajk46%ajk35%45%ag45%g33%37%43%cd42%cdgjk

8387349867571057163062722733427533314UNFAMILIAR
59%ahi60%ahi52%52%62%aef52%53%64%ab60%b54%55%fhi

6652883151419Refused
********1%**

421943224761171013104126Don't know
3%ahj2%2%1%3%e2%1%3%2%2%2%

2.1472.1722.329ajk2.359ajk2.1072.325ag2.316g2.0702.1492.287cd2.261cdgjkMean Score
0.9470.9090.9280.9120.9410.9240.9010.9000.9200.9300.929Standard Deviation

*0.0010.0010.001**0.0010.0020.002**Error Variance
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Q.86 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different energy tariffs available to you from energy suppliers in general?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 15 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

728231541068115831099478Completely (4)
7%7%9%8%7%6%9%b9%b6%8%b

279427131918012496519913054822050Fairly (3)
29%35%j36%j36%f26%33%31%37%abd29%34%bfj

272383115415622736417210795201835Not very (2)
28%31%31%j31%29%33%27%31%31%d31%

3003118401153327421697535151479Not at all (1)
31%ahi25%23%23%34%ag22%26%c22%31%acde25%cgh

SUMMARY CODES

351510163322113187525716145812528FAMILIAR
36%41%j44%j44%f33%39%40%b46%abde35%42%bfj

57269419942714599106341183210353314UNFAMILIAR
59%h56%54%54%63%ag54%53%52%62%acde55%c

938181-124419Refused
1%ahi****-2%abc***

442554953113314338126Don't know
5%ahi2%1%2%3%ag7%abc5%abc1%2%c2%ch

2.1342.234j2.305aij2.298f2.0642.245b2.245b2.340abd2.1022.261bfjMean Score
0.9610.9130.9220.9190.9600.8790.9730.9170.9230.929Standard Deviation
0.0010.001**0.0010.0040.002***Error Variance
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Q.86 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different energy tariffs available to you from energy suppliers in general?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 15 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

1338080405475408693925406478Completely (4)
3%8%k11%ajk8%8%8%10%4%4%9%cd8%cdk

103166326118202046182422617619216612050Fairly (3)
20%36%k36%k35%34%35%32%20%32%d37%acd34%dk

161143921916311829163719725521613531835Not very (2)
31%31%31%31%31%31%28%29%36%abd30%31%

18511331501270147712722073571609481479Not at all (1)
35%aij24%21%24%25%24%29%afgh41%abc26%b21%25%bi

SUMMARY CODES

116204334122252521223329521521720662528FAMILIAR
22%44%k48%ak42%42%42%41%25%36%d47%acd42%cdk

346257136929023306290940461337623013314UNFAMILIAR
66%aij55%52%55%55%55%56%70%abc62%ab52%55%b

48-191919-44919Refused
1%ij*-***-1%1%b**

5658510712410917371164126Don't know
11%aij1%1%2%2%2%2%4%abc2%1%2%bij

1.8802.280k2.381ajk2.2652.2612.2662.2251.8752.139d2.349acd2.261cdkMean Score
0.8520.9260.9400.9210.9290.9210.9830.9040.8630.9200.929Standard Deviation
0.002*0.001***0.0010.0010.001**Error Variance
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Q.86 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different energy tariffs available to you from energy suppliers in general?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 15 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

53263837127335478Completely (4)
5%5%9%fg19%ab14%ab7%8%fg

27714715921135716242050Fairly (3)
28%27%37%afg27%39%ab35%34%fg

30418513381128714491835Not very (2)
31%34%31%29%31%31%31%

316177957914011881479Not at all (1)
32%ae32%ae22%23%15%25%c25%ce

SUMMARY CODES

33017319751848319592528FAMILIAR
34%31%45%afg46%53%ab42%42%fg

62036322952042726363314UNFAMILIAR
63%ae66%ae53%52%46%56%c55%ce

517-11319Refused
1%e**-***

2612751888126Don't know
3%2%2%2%1%2%c2%c

2.0702.0402.328afg2.4172.516ab2.2412.261fgMean Score
0.9190.8940.9211.0620.9150.9200.929Standard Deviation
0.0010.001*0.0310.001**Error Variance
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Q.86 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different energy tariffs available to you from energy suppliers in general?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 15 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

158177278478Completely (4)
2%13%ce6%e12%ace8%ce

1072288510292050Fairly (3)
15%37%e31%e44%ace34%ce

232169386461835Not very (2)
33%b27%33%ab27%31%b

292127853861479Not at all (1)
42%abcd21%28%ab16%25%b

SUMMARY CODES

12230106213072528FAMILIAR
17%51%e37%e55%ace42%ce

52428172310323314UNFAMILIAR
75%abcd47%61%abd44%55%b

6-5219Refused
1%bc-***

5015121126Don't know
7%abc2%2%b1%2%b

1.7602.442ce2.163e2.513ace2.261ceMean Score
0.8080.9770.9100.9040.929Standard Deviation
0.0010.017***Error Variance
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Q.86 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different energy tariffs available to you from energy suppliers in general?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 15 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

36124174144164268177169309354123478Completely (4)
3%6%m10%alm16%aklm8%5%8%14%aghi6%9%ae7%14%ac8%ehlm

25861372945164223327619778127316533972050Fairly (3)
20%28%m43%alm51%aklm32%29%38%h48%aghi29%39%ae33%44%ac34%ehlm

34077049922574291285338797103815862481835Not very (2)
27%36%ajkm30%j25%37%f38%afg33%f26%30%31%31%b28%31%fjm

523626267634219817816184463513561241479Not at all (1)
42%ajkl29%ajk16%j7%21%f26%fg21%f12%31%ad19%27%ab14%25%bdfgjk

SUMMARY CODES

29473790259580264394796946158220085202528FAMILIAR
23%34%m54%alm67%aklm40%34%45%h61%aghi35%48%ae39%58%ac42%cehlm

86313977662881164894634991641167329423723314UNFAMILIAR
69%ajkl65%ajk46%j33%58%f64%afg53%f38%61%ad51%58%ab41%55%bdfjk

1531--12114519-19Refused
1%ajkl**--***1%d**-*

86271213139688381188126Don't know
7%ajkl1%j1%*1%2%f1%*3%ad1%2%b1%2%bdfgjkl

1.8332.110m2.485alm2.767aklm2.2752.1442.331h2.627aghi2.1042.386ae2.2032.583ac2.261cehlmMean Score
0.8790.8950.8820.8050.8940.8720.8920.8700.9360.9040.9240.8930.929Standard Deviation
0.001**0.0010.0040.0010.0010.001***0.001*Error Variance
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Q.86 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different energy tariffs available to you from energy suppliers in general?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 15 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

321376356127219742243244145478Completely (4)
9%9%a9%17%ag7%18%ae9%16%a16%a14%a8%

1334152514853911182651787787994912050Fairly (3)
38%a38%a37%a52%ag40%49%ae40%a51%a51%a49%a34%

1007116411711731011251353633812581835Not very (2)
29%29%29%23%34%h23%30%f24%24%26%31%bcdfh

784892927625649881331371091479Not at all (1)
22%22%23%8%19%h9%19%f9%9%11%25%bcdefghjk

SUMMARY CODES

165619011841518139362219102010436362528FAMILIAR
47%a47%a46%a68%ag47%67%ae49%a67%a66%a63%a42%

1791205720982351561742234955193673314UNFAMILIAR
51%51%52%31%53%h32%50%f32%33%36%55%bcdefhijk

4641---21119Refused
****---****i

5357582118893126Don't know
2%1%1%***2%f1%1%*2%bcdfhij

2.346a2.350a2.322a2.774ag2.3532.765ae2.392a2.746ab2.736a2.671a2.261Mean Score
0.9320.9320.9330.8230.8660.8510.9090.8280.8270.8530.929Standard Deviation

***0.0010.0030.0010.002**0.001*Error Variance
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Q.86 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different energy tariffs available to you from energy suppliers in general?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 15 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

13725193738241022284520417458478Completely (4)
3%12%adehjk6%6%9%h7%6%7%4%8%h8%h6%8%13%adefgh10%hjn8%h

mnjkmn

1211614284113165126462261281801111811872322050Fairly (3)
48%37%lm32%29%27%31%31%32%46%abcde37%lm32%35%l33%33%39%acfjk34%l

fgijklmnlmn
o

770135981411801343513477182991591901941835Not very (2)
28%22%31%go33%go34%gho34%gho33%go25%27%22%33%go31%go29%go34%gho33%go31%go

58412884122133110509810714083137108901479Not at all (1)
19%27%bch29%bch28%bch29%abch25%bc27%bch35%abcdf20%31%abch25%bc26%bch25%bc19%15%25%bch

hk

SUMMARY CODES

13153167103150203150562481562251312222622902528FAMILIAR
51%49%adfjk38%35%36%38%37%39%51%adefi45%jklm40%41%41%46%jklmn49%adefj42%jlm

lmnjklmnklmn

12154263182262313244852311843221832962982843314UNFAMILIAR
47%49%60%bcho62%abcdg63%abcdg59%bho60%bcho59%bh47%53%58%bho58%bho54%h53%48%55%bho

hoho

--211-4123--3-319Refused
--***-1%cfk**1%cfk--1%-**

16108118111848425713126Don't know
2%2%l2%l3%l*3%cfgl3%l1%2%l1%1%l1%4%acefgh1%2%l2%l

l

2.3552.346ijl2.1482.1332.1582.2082.1632.1152.359aef2.2272.2372.2142.2432.407ade2.449ade2.261lmnMean Score
mnijklmnfgijklmnfgijklmn

0.8341.0100.9170.9150.9510.9100.9030.9750.8550.9870.9260.9110.9350.9450.8750.929Standard Deviation
0.0290.0030.0020.0030.0020.0020.0020.0080.0010.0030.0020.0030.0020.0020.001*Error Variance
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.86 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different energy tariffs available to you from energy suppliers in general?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 16 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

162789812399241621216690128037040384688Unweighted Base
1104965152811591303253791626239940954756Weighted Base

8975175138113278862526426477Completely (4)
8%8%11%jk12%jk9%11%g9%10%7%10%c10%cjk

3403395784514119603377714414871708Fairly (3)
31%35%k38%k39%k32%38%g37%g29%36%36%d36%dgk

3252644433463787162857610611971379Not very (2)
29%27%29%30%29%28%31%29%27%29%29%

320264304207369535192761159051095Not at all (1)
29%ahi27%ahi20%18%28%aef21%21%29%ab29%ab22%23%hi

SUMMARY CODES

430414753589524123742410217119122185FAMILIAR
39%43%49%ajk51%ajk40%49%ag46%g39%43%47%d46%dgk

646528747553747125147715222121022474UNFAMILIAR
58%ahi55%hi49%48%57%aef49%52%58%b55%51%52%fh

461-47-12811Refused
*h1%hi*-**-*1%**

25172617294115857285Don't know
2%2%2%1%2%2%2%3%1%2%2%

2.1852.2382.416ajk2.455ajk2.2112.394ag2.354g2.2032.2102.357cd2.336cdgjkMean Score
0.9560.9490.9400.9230.9620.9450.9200.9800.9430.9450.948Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0010.001*0.0010.0040.002**Error Variance
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Q.152 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 16 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

90890828013827861178516242315714688Unweighted Base
74093830124055701160505284812434756Weighted Base

63913174195985632291477Completely (4)
8%10%11%10%8%5%11%be11%be7%10%be

216323115414992085518810903751708Fairly (3)
29%34%j38%ij37%f30%34%37%b38%b30%36%bfj

2062858691178201531148243881379Not very (2)
28%30%29%29%29%34%d23%29%d31%d29%d

224212636876219331245733651095Not at all (1)
30%ahi23%21%22%31%ag21%25%c20%29%acde23%c

SUMMARY CODES

278414147019182676324414124672185FAMILIAR
38%44%j49%aij47%f38%40%48%b50%abe38%46%bfj

430497150520544208723813977532474UNFAMILIAR
58%ahi53%50%51%60%ag54%47%49%61%acd52%cd

433101151311Refused
1%h*****1%abc**c*

2724337213918391985Don't know
4%ah3%h1%2%2%6%abc4%abc1%2%2%h

2.1652.321j2.387aj2.368f2.1552.2532.364b2.413abe2.1582.336bfjMean Score
0.9740.9400.9370.9410.9700.8670.9900.9380.9390.948Standard Deviation
0.0010.001**0.0010.0040.002*0.001*Error Variance
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Q.152 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 16 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3943875380468846884688-84452732574688Unweighted Base
3783923416475647564756-**62447336034756Weighted Base

1141549477477477-3221417477Completely (4)
3%11%k12%k10%10%10%-5%4%12%acd10%cdk

831456157170817081708-15116413721708Fairly (3)
22%37%k38%k36%36%36%-24%35%d38%d36%dk

1151119136137913791379-18115910321379Not very (2)
30%29%33%29%29%29%-29%34%ab29%29%

13887970109510951095-2391127341095Not at all (1)
36%aij22%i17%23%23%23%-38%abc24%20%23%bi

SUMMARY CODES

931871205218521852185-18318517882185FAMILIAR
25%48%k49%k46%46%46%-29%39%d50%acd46%cdk

2531998206247424742474-42027117672474UNFAMILIAR
67%aij51%50%52%52%52%-67%abc57%ab49%52%b

33-111111-25311Refused
1%aj*-***-*1%ab**

29504858585-18134585Don't know
8%aij1%1%2%2%2%-3%ab3%b1%2%

1.9022.364k2.448ak2.3362.3362.336-1.9622.206d2.414acd2.336cdkMean Score
0.8680.9490.9090.9480.9480.948-0.9280.8640.9440.948Standard Deviation
0.002*0.002***-0.0010.001**Error Variance
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Q.152 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 16 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8004123380-77437474688Unweighted Base
7173743584-**82337724756Weighted Base

4426392-138333477Completely (4)
6%7%11%fg-17%ab9%10%g

1791041392-32113441708Fairly (3)
25%28%39%afg-39%36%36%fg

2211191028-22611101379Not very (2)
31%32%29%-27%29%29%

250119713-1319101095Not at all (1)
35%ae32%ae20%-16%24%c23%ce

SUMMARY CODES

2231301784-45916772185FAMILIAR
31%35%50%afg-56%ab44%46%fg

4702381742-35720202474UNFAMILIAR
66%ae64%ae49%-43%54%c52%ce

3-5--811Refused
*-*--**

21753-76785Don't know
3%ae2%1%-1%2%2%

2.0242.0992.415afg-2.570ab2.2972.336fgMean Score
0.9340.9390.933-0.9520.9390.948Standard Deviation
0.0010.002*-0.001**Error Variance
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Q.152 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 16 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

56529215119254688Unweighted Base
53031**216420144756Weighted Base

195163291477Completely (4)
4%15%8%e14%ace10%ce

83137019031708Fairly (3)
16%42%32%e45%ace36%ce

17066895141379Not very (2)
32%b20%32%ab25%29%b

22365782851095Not at all (1)
42%abc21%27%ab14%23%b

SUMMARY CODES

1021786411932185FAMILIAR
19%57%40%e59%ace46%ce

3931212677992474UNFAMILIAR
74%abc41%59%ab40%52%b

5-1111Refused
1%abc-***

301322185Don't know
6%abc2%1%1%2%b

1.7942.5202.211e2.602ace2.336ceMean Score
0.8531.0070.9290.9050.948Standard Deviation
0.0010.036***Error Variance
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Q.152 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 16 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9621704134467816569073310101951273739787104688Unweighted Base
9041700140774516265675011361914284140137434756Weighted Base

28113180155174782178148329358119477Completely (4)
3%7%m13%alm21%aklm11%7%11%h16%agh8%12%ae9%16%ac10%ehlm

17451263438746201318537579112913773311708Fairly (3)
19%30%m45%alm52%aklm29%31%42%ahi47%ahi30%40%ae34%45%ac36%ehlm

2575603941686023720628553684411881911379Not very (2)
28%j33%ajkm28%j23%37%afg36%afg27%25%28%30%30%b26%29%fj

3764971893337164135129587509998981095Not at all (1)
42%ajkl29%ajk13%j4%23%f25%fg18%f11%31%ad18%25%b13%23%bdfgjk

SUMMARY CODES

20262681454363248400715727145817364492185FAMILIAR
22%37%m58%alm73%aklm39%38%53%ahi63%aghi38%51%ae43%61%ac46%cehlm

6331057582202974023414141122135221862892474UNFAMILIAR
70%ajkl62%ajk41%j27%60%fg61%afg45%f36%59%ad48%54%ab39%52%bdfgjk

101---1--9211-11Refused
1%ajkl*---*--*d**-*

58161012697572981585Don't know
6%ajkl1%j1%*1%1%1%1%3%ad1%2%b1%2%bdfjkl

1.8252.144m2.577alm2.893aklm2.2742.2012.468ahi2.678aghi2.1562.455ae2.2802.637ac2.336cehlmMean Score
0.8740.9210.8790.7770.9360.9020.9140.8730.9630.9190.9450.9050.948Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0010.0050.0010.0010.001***0.001*Error Variance
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Q.152 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 16 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

282531963183598253411377118312118094688Unweighted Base
278531863161655255445379129213178684756Weighted Base

318381356148239244256249169477Completely (4)
11%12%a11%23%ag9%21%ae12%20%a19%a19%a10%

1115127112423491132141576576504381708Fairly (3)
40%a40%a39%a53%ag44%a48%a41%a51%a49%a51%a36%

742855855123851011002843111951379Not very (2)
27%27%27%19%33%h23%26%22%24%22%29%bcdfhjk

571637664333536758496631095Not at all (1)
20%20%21%5%14%h8%20%f7%7%7%23%bcdfghijk

SUMMARY CODES

1433165215984971363072019138996072185FAMILIAR
51%a52%a51%a76%ag53%a69%ae53%a71%a68%a70%a46%

1313149115201551201361763684072572474UNFAMILIAR
47%47%48%24%47%h31%46%f28%31%30%52%bcdefhijk

----------11Refused
----------*ijk

4042433-231111385Don't know
1%1%1%1%-1%1%1%1%*2%bcdgh

2.430a2.444a2.414a2.939ag2.485a2.821ae2.449a2.847a2.806a2.825a2.336Mean Score
0.9450.9460.9470.7830.8380.8520.9400.8130.8280.8250.948Standard Deviation

***0.0010.0030.0020.0020.0010.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.152 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 16 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

20269323236306452292724393214382593724504394688Unweighted Base
20**26031522931544031084*4293104492504164694604756Weighted Base

1453127324719725323821416251477Completely (4)
4%17%abdefg10%12%hj10%h11%hj6%8%6%10%h8%8%10%h13%afhj11%hj10%hj

hjkln

9961046810214611627200113166821351571851708Fairly (3)
45%37%33%30%32%33%38%32%47%acdef37%37%33%33%33%40%cdklm36%

gijklmno

553957293134822211766149681201571471379Not very (2)
22%20%30%go31%go30%go30%go26%26%27%21%33%go27%29%go33%go32%go29%go

6617956861018627819594739788651095Not at all (1)
29%24%b25%bc25%b27%bch23%b28%bcfh32%bcfh19%31%abcdf21%b29%abcfh23%b19%14%23%bc

hk

SUMMARY CODES

1014213595133193136342251452041031762192362185FAMILIAR
49%54%adefj43%41%42%44%44%41%52%adejk47%46%41%42%47%51%adekl46%

klmnlmnmn

10114174129179234168491991612431402172452122474UNFAMILIAR
51%44%55%bho56%bho57%bho53%bo54%bo58%o46%52%54%bho56%bho52%52%o46%52%bho

---11-1111--3-211Refused
---**-*1%**--1%-**

-4752125-52162051085Don't know
-2%2%f2%f*3%fl2%-1%1%*2%f5%abcfgh1%2%f2%f

jlo

2.2392.490ade2.2812.2912.2532.3272.2272.1702.396ejl2.2662.3312.2102.3052.418egj2.495ade2.336Mean Score
fgijklmnlfgijklmn

0.9341.0430.9560.9790.9720.9560.9330.9880.8611.0140.9010.9680.9560.9440.8760.948Standard Deviation
0.0440.0040.0030.0040.0030.0020.0030.0140.0020.0030.0020.0040.0030.0020.002*Error Variance
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Q.152 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 17 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

180101147971942121192850447525Unweighted Base
119109*172115*15624011929**51*435515Weighted Base

3491110107-22527Completely (4)
3%3%5%9%k6%4%6%-4%6%5%

32395031487034516132152Fairly (3)
27%36%29%27%31%29%29%18%30%30%30%

333550263372401315117145Not very (2)
28%32%29%23%21%30%g33%g44%29%27%28%

41255538547234914136159Not at all (1)
34%23%32%33%34%30%28%30%28%31%31%

SUMMARY CODES

36435942578041518156179FAMILIAR
30%39%34%36%37%34%35%18%35%36%35%

74601056586144732129253304UNFAMILIAR
62%55%61%56%55%60%62%74%57%58%59%

12-1111-134Refused
1%2%-1%1%*1%-1%1%1%

958711153242329Don't know
7%4%5%6%7%6%3%8%7%5%6%

1.9882.2052.0782.1332.0922.0862.1241.8692.1232.1082.097Mean Score
0.8940.8540.9251.0240.9860.9010.9070.7190.9050.9410.927Standard Deviation
0.0050.0080.0060.0120.0050.0040.0070.0210.0180.0020.002Error Variance
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Q.87 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 17 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1291012824071181573235202525Unweighted Base
106104*2944179814**73*271157515Weighted Base

3221224-219627Completely (4)
3%2%7%5%4%-3%7%4%5%

263095129237188344152Fairly (3)
24%29%32%31%24%52%25%31%28%30%

303280122232237842145Not very (2)
28%31%27%29%24%11%31%29%27%28%

383682120394188156159Not at all (1)
36%35%28%29%40%g30%25%30%36%31%

SUMMARY CODES

29311161512872010250179FAMILIAR
27%30%39%j36%28%52%28%38%32%35%

68681622426264115998304UNFAMILIAR
64%66%55%58%63%41%57%58%63%59%

1-34--4--4Refused
1%-1%1%--5%abc--1%

94132081811929Don't know
8%4%4%5%8%7%11%c4%6%6%

1.9361.9672.195ij2.1361.9252.2302.0622.1541.9982.097Mean Score
0.8930.8580.9480.9190.9450.9490.8550.9480.9150.927Standard Deviation
0.0070.0080.0030.0020.0080.0640.0120.0040.0040.002Error Variance
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Q.87 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 17 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7038842508508525-13950328525Unweighted Base
72*37840*498498515-**10741*360515Weighted Base

2194252527-451827Completely (4)
3%5%9%5%5%5%-4%12%5%5%

712014147147152-2115114152Fairly (3)
10%32%k35%k29%29%30%-20%36%d32%d30%dk

191156140140145-229112145Not very (2)
27%30%i14%28%28%28%-21%22%31%d28%

2711416157157159-501199159Not at all (1)
38%30%40%32%32%31%-47%abc26%27%31%

SUMMARY CODES

1014018172172179-2520132179FAMILIAR
13%37%k44%k35%35%35%-24%48%d37%d35%dk

4722922297297304-7220210304UNFAMILIAR
64%61%54%60%60%59%-68%c47%58%59%

--1444---24Refused
--2%j1%1%1%---1%1%

169-252529-921629Don't know
22%aij2%-5%5%6%-9%5%4%6%j

1.7272.124k2.1252.0862.0862.097-1.7882.358d2.149d2.097dkMean Score
0.8510.9131.0680.9270.9270.927-0.9281.0200.8990.927Standard Deviation
0.0130.0020.0280.0020.0020.002-0.0070.0220.0030.002Error Variance
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Q.87 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 17 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

140108289376361525Unweighted Base
13296*30039*6**350515Weighted Base

54206-1927Completely (4)
4%4%7%15%ab-5%5%

392894133128152Fairly (3)
30%29%31%33%42%37%a30%

37298693104145Not very (2)
28%30%29%24%48%30%28%

44318710189159Not at all (1)
33%32%29%26%10%25%31%

SUMMARY CODES

4432114193147179FAMILIAR
33%33%38%48%42%42%a35%

8160172193193304UNFAMILIAR
61%62%58%50%58%55%59%

--1--14Refused
--*--*1%

84131-829Don't know
6%4%4%2%-2%6%b

2.0442.0582.1662.3712.3222.2272.097Mean Score
0.9090.9050.9441.0480.7080.9010.927Standard Deviation
0.0060.0080.0030.0310.0840.0020.002Error Variance
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Q.87 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 17 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

952830692525Unweighted Base
97*29**29194*515Weighted Base

-2151027Completely (4)
-7%5%e10%e5%e

10149335152Fairly (3)
10%49%32%e38%e30%e

2278728145Not very (2)
22%24%30%30%28%

5068321159Not at all (1)
52%abc20%28%22%31%

SUMMARY CODES

101610845179FAMILIAR
10%56%37%e48%ae35%e

721316948304UNFAMILIAR
74%abc44%58%51%59%

--1-4Refused
--*-1%

15-13129Don't know
16%abc-4%1%6%

1.5142.4292.144e2.367ae2.097eMean Score
0.7100.9080.9110.9440.927Standard Deviation
0.0060.0290.0030.0100.002Error Variance
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Q.87 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 17 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18321198331141405236516046461525Unweighted Base
177196103*39*11**37*41*60*35016544867*515Weighted Base

11267-425161120627Completely (4)
1%6%m6%m18%alm-9%5%8%5%6%5%9%5%m

335947144151022955812924152Fairly (3)
18%30%m46%alm35%m37%41%25%37%27%35%29%36%30%m

446523132101621945112520145Not very (2)
25%33%22%33%20%27%38%35%27%31%28%30%28%

72562665712121174214316159Not at all (1)
41%ajkl28%25%14%43%19%29%20%34%25%32%24%31%j

SUMMARY CODES

3471542141912271116814930179FAMILIAR
19%36%m52%alm53%am37%51%30%45%32%41%e33%45%35%m

116121491971728332119326836304UNFAMILIAR
66%k62%k47%47%63%46%67%55%60%56%60%54%59%k

4-------4-4-4Refused
2%-------1%-1%-1%

235*--11-24428*29Don't know
13%ajkl2%*--3%3%-7%3%6%1%6%k

1.7542.141m2.336am2.563alm1.9322.4212.0652.3362.0302.230e2.0642.3042.097mMean Score
0.8220.9120.9290.9530.9350.9310.8820.8960.9280.9130.9200.9510.927Standard Deviation
0.0040.0040.0090.0280.0800.0220.0200.0150.0030.0050.0020.0150.002Error Variance
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Q.87 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 17 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

33536837634173135858849525Unweighted Base
32035236037*16**38**34*94*99*51*515Weighted Base

222222516-1112527Completely (4)
7%6%6%12%4%17%-12%a12%a10%5%

1081111161981017414327152Fairly (3)
34%32%32%51%a50%26%51%a44%a44%a53%a30%

8910210474148252810145Not very (2)
28%29%29%19%27%36%23%27%28%20%28%

90105107638815168159Not at all (1)
28%30%30%17%16%21%24%16%16%16%31%bcd

SUMMARY CODES

1301331382391617535532179FAMILIAR
41%38%38%63%a54%42%51%56%a55%a63%a35%

1792072111472216404418304UNFAMILIAR
56%59%59%37%43%58%47%43%44%36%59%bcdh

-1--------4Refused
-*--------1%

111111-*-*11*29Don't know
3%3%3%-3%-1%1%1%1%6%

2.2002.1442.1522.580a2.4402.3792.2742.527a2.517a2.583a2.097Mean Score
0.9410.9360.9310.9290.8381.0080.8420.9090.9010.8840.927Standard Deviation
0.0030.0020.0020.0250.0440.0330.0210.0100.0090.0160.002Error Variance
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Q.87 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 17 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12134245153331652185534542752525Unweighted Base
1**21**33*26**49*52*34*16**45*17**49*35**59*27**52*515Weighted Base

-21144112-4--4127Completely (4)
-8%4%5%8%d8%d4%4%5%-9%d--17%3%5%

1676910113166111325919152Fairly (3)
100%28%21%22%18%19%31%22%35%36%22%38%43%fkln36%37%l30%

-51011131914194141012517145Not very (2)
-22%29%43%27%37%41%7%20%24%29%30%21%18%33%28%

-71462315510155171014811159Not at all (1)
-35%42%bj23%46%abdj29%14%60%34%28%34%j29%25%29%21%31%j

SUMMARY CODES

178713141241861513251421179FAMILIAR
100%36%25%27%26%26%36%26%41%36%30%38%43%52%40%35%

-122417363419112493120271328304UNFAMILIAR
-57%72%d66%73%d66%55%67%54%52%63%59%46%48%54%59%

------1--2----14Refused
------2%--12%----2%1%

-11214312-316-229Don't know
-7%3%7%1%8%8%7%6%-7%4%11%-5%6%

3.0002.0931.8632.0981.8682.0582.2951.6802.1312.0912.0502.0912.2112.3932.2282.097Mean Score
-1.0280.9130.8420.9790.9350.7911.0120.9850.8780.9930.8390.8571.0980.8360.927Standard Deviation
-0.0530.0250.0320.0190.0170.0220.0680.0200.0480.0190.0220.0150.0450.0140.002Error Variance
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Q.87 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 18 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4612383072455045092389315110071251Unweighted Base
30125936129340156724792*1579651215Weighted Base

27193740405824118103122Completely (4)
9%7%10%14%j10%10%10%12%5%11%c10%

868011093115185682344300368Fairly (3)
29%31%30%32%29%33%28%25%28%31%30%

70818382101141742549243316Not very (2)
23%31%ik23%28%25%25%30%27%31%25%26%

1037211971127162762949287366Not at all (1)
34%h28%33%h24%32%29%31%32%31%30%30%

SUMMARY CODES

11398146133155243923452404490FAMILIAR
37%38%41%45%39%43%37%37%33%42%40%

1731532021542293031505498529682UNFAMILIAR
57%59%56%52%57%53%61%59%62%55%56%

32-1131-245Refused
1%1%-***1%-1%**

13612616184452938Don't know
4%2%3%2%4%3%1%4%3%3%3%

2.1282.1792.1832.354k2.1772.2562.1622.1752.0722.2362.211Mean Score
1.0130.9341.0231.0051.0110.9990.9831.0330.9161.0091.000Standard Deviation
0.0020.0040.0040.0040.0020.0020.0040.0120.0060.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.88 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 18 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

288275659948303381335655151251Unweighted Base
23029267096824735*1356364091215Weighted Base

192476101211147434122Completely (4)
8%8%11%10%9%2%11%12%8%10%

5583225305631437204113368Fairly (3)
24%28%33%j31%25%40%27%32%28%30%j

57761772576093117998316Not very (2)
25%26%26%27%24%26%23%28%24%26%

8510217227788840166152366Not at all (1)
37%ah35%h26%29%36%g23%30%26%37%ac30%

SUMMARY CODES

74107300406841551278146490FAMILIAR
32%37%45%ij42%f34%43%38%44%b36%40%j

1421773505341481771344249682UNFAMILIAR
62%h61%h52%55%60%49%53%54%61%c56%

3-35--4-25Refused
1%-*1%--3%abc-**

12717231539141138Don't know
5%3%3%2%6%ag8%c7%abc2%3%3%

2.0352.1052.314aij2.244f2.0742.2442.2072.298b2.0712.211bjMean Score
1.0010.9900.9900.9951.0090.8701.0320.9901.0021.000Standard Deviation
0.0040.0040.0020.0010.0040.0220.0090.0020.0020.001Error Variance
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Q.88 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 18 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13579630650812515087433201587561251Unweighted Base
14475830049812154987172401348251215Weighted Base

26851241222498141197122Completely (4)
2%9%k17%ajk5%10%fh5%14%afgh6%8%12%d10%dfhk

20243991403681402274648267368Fairly (3)
14%32%k33%k28%30%28%32%19%36%d32%d30%dk

32208731373161371796132221316Not very (2)
22%27%24%27%26%27%25%25%24%27%26%

672237516636616619910940216366Not at all (1)
46%aij29%25%33%e30%33%e28%45%abc30%26%30%

SUMMARY CODES

223111501654901653256060364490FAMILIAR
15%41%k50%ajk33%40%fh33%45%afgh25%44%d44%d40%dfhk

9943114830368230337816972437682UNFAMILIAR
69%aij57%i50%61%e56%61%e53%70%abc54%53%56%

1114541--45Refused
***1%*1%*--**

2315-263826121132138Don't know
16%aij2%i-5%aeg3%5%aeg2%5%2%3%3%i

1.6512.210k2.424ajk2.0482.211fh2.0482.319afgh1.8472.229d2.306d2.211dfhkMean Score
0.8220.9751.0460.9281.0000.9281.0310.9460.9830.9981.000Standard Deviation
0.0060.0010.0040.0020.0010.0020.0010.0030.0060.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.88 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 18 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

28119274837859551251Unweighted Base
25817376039*96*9101215Weighted Base

21119142689122Completely (4)
8%6%12%f10%27%ab10%10%

70442461727308368Fairly (3)
27%25%32%43%29%34%30%

7049196622252316Not very (2)
27%28%26%15%24%28%26%

87612081220245366Not at all (1)
34%35%e27%31%21%27%30%

SUMMARY CODES

91553372053397490FAMILIAR
35%32%44%fg53%56%ab44%40%f

1571104041842497682UNFAMILIAR
61%e64%e53%46%44%55%56%c

--3--25Refused
--*--**

107171-1338Don't know
4%4%2%2%-1%3%b

2.1012.0302.296fg2.3262.616ab2.2702.211fMean Score
0.9800.9541.0081.0351.0970.9731.000Standard Deviation
0.0040.0050.0010.0300.0140.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.88 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 18 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

175287013411251Unweighted Base
16929**6693411215Weighted Base

325661122Completely (4)
2%7%8%e18%ace10%e

2414194136368Fairly (3)
14%48%29%e40%ace30%e

42618979316Not very (2)
25%22%28%23%26%

85521261366Not at all (1)
50%abc19%32%b18%30%b

SUMMARY CODES

2616250198490FAMILIAR
15%55%37%e58%ace40%e

12712400139682UNFAMILIAR
75%abc41%60%b41%56%b

--115Refused
--***

16117338Don't know
10%abc4%3%1%3%b

1.6332.4532.145e2.589ace2.211eMean Score
0.8060.9090.9740.9841.000Standard Deviation
0.0040.0310.0010.0030.001Error Variance
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Q.88 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 18 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3634802851233512511515379745411021491251Unweighted Base
34845727413737*11111616576245310591551215Weighted Base

12353639312143556669329122Completely (4)
4%8%m13%lm29%aklm8%11%12%21%ah7%15%ae9%19%ac10%m

65134114551535386121015831156368Fairly (3)
19%29%m42%alm40%alm41%32%33%37%28%35%e29%36%30%m

7913572301132304319911728135316Not very (2)
23%30%m26%22%29%29%26%26%26%26%27%22%26%

1571465013729322626110533333366Not at all (1)
45%ajkl32%jk18%j9%20%27%f28%f16%34%d23%31%b21%30%bdfjk

SUMMARY CODES

77168151941848529626622440486490FAMILIAR
22%37%m55%alm69%aklm49%43%45%58%ah35%50%ae38%55%ac40%em

236282121421861626946022261468682UNFAMILIAR
68%ajk62%jk44%j31%49%55%f54%42%60%d49%58%b44%56%bdfjk

5-------5-5-5Refused
2%akl-------1%-1%-*

2972-121-31736238Don't know
8%ajkl2%1%-2%2%1%-4%d1%3%1%3%fk

1.7852.125m2.505alm2.883aklm2.3852.2832.2912.631agh2.0852.416ae2.1622.533ac2.211emMean Score
0.9060.9570.9400.9340.9080.9911.0080.9880.9761.0060.9861.0331.000Standard Deviation
0.0030.0020.0030.0070.0240.0080.0090.0060.0010.0020.0010.0070.001Error Variance
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Q.88 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 18 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

752861864964281732222391361251Unweighted Base
710824830101*40*90*71*2332531391215Weighted Base

879594317236625738122Completely (4)
12%12%11%31%a17%26%ae9%26%a23%a27%a10%

2442832774616332710210762368Fairly (3)
34%34%33%46%a40%37%38%44%a42%a45%a30%

17020220117102215496225316Not very (2)
24%25%24%17%26%24%21%21%24%18%26%

190223238671221192613366Not at all (1)
27%27%29%6%17%14%29%f8%10%9%30%bcdfh

SUMMARY CODES

33137837078225633164164100490FAMILIAR
47%a46%a45%77%ag56%62%a47%70%a65%a72%a40%

36042644024173436688838682UNFAMILIAR
51%52%53%23%42%h38%51%29%35%28%56%bcdfhk

132-------5Refused
***-------*

191819-*-211*38Don't know
3%2%2%-1%-3%***3%cd

2.331a2.311a2.2783.013ag2.569a2.746ae2.2642.892a2.775a2.904a2.211Mean Score
1.0131.0041.0110.8610.9710.9940.9960.8900.9180.9121.000Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0080.0230.0120.0140.0040.0040.0060.001Error Variance
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Q.88 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 18 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5541416310410395546938117681101011291251Unweighted Base
6**51*12664*98*93*98*57*60*37*10567*127*97*1291215Weighted Base

-4138137623110472617122Completely (4)
-9%10%12%13%i7%7%3%6%3%9%6%6%27%abdefg13%i10%

hijklmno

21830132323241919133225442953368Fairly (3)
44%35%24%20%24%25%24%33%32%35%30%38%m35%30%41%ajklm30%

n

2143621272734141472716252032316Not very (2)
34%28%29%34%27%29%35%cd24%24%19%26%24%20%20%25%26%

11441193529282219143420462222366Not at all (1)
22%27%33%b29%35%b32%b28%38%b32%b38%b33%b30%36%bc23%17%30%b

SUMMARY CODES

22243213630302123144230515570490FAMILIAR
44%43%34%32%37%32%31%36%38%37%40%44%40%57%adfhi54%adfhi40%

jklmnjklmn

32877406156623634216136704254682UNFAMILIAR
56%55%62%bc63%bc62%bc61%bc63%bc62%bc56%57%58%bc54%55%43%42%56%bc

------2--2--1-15Refused
------2%--6%acfkln--1%-1%*

-15317414-215-438Don't know
-2%4%c5%c1%7%acl4%2%7%cl-2%2%4%-3%3%

2.2192.2502.1232.1572.1552.0812.0992.0062.1282.0262.1682.2132.1062.612ade2.526ade2.211Mean Score
fghijklmfghijklm
nn

0.8630.9661.0091.0101.0590.9630.9160.9290.9650.9531.0050.9600.9851.1120.9401.000Standard Deviation
0.1490.0180.0080.0170.0110.0100.0090.0160.0150.0250.0090.0140.0090.0120.0070.001Error Variance
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Q.88 How familiar would you say you are with the range of different tariffs available to you from your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 19 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8545318026891090142036616121425012876Unweighted Base
573566995860891171039315424525952995Weighted Base

6968163168134282522130417468Completely (4)
12%12%16%jk20%ajk15%17%13%14%12%16%16%jk

213230428368336717187659910761240Fairly (3)
37%41%43%k43%k38%42%g48%ag42%40%41%41%gk

1661512492062304401013064677771Not very (2)
29%h27%25%24%26%26%26%20%26%26%26%

111115143105171253503348393474Not at all (1)
19%ahi20%ahi14%12%19%aef15%13%21%b19%15%16%h

SUMMARY CODES

2822995915364709992398612914931708FAMILIAR
49%53%59%jk62%ajk53%58%g61%g56%53%58%57%gk

2772663913114016931516311110701245UNFAMILIAR
48%ahi47%ahi39%36%45%ef41%38%41%45%41%42%h

2--112-1-23Refused
*--***-*-**

122131220163453039Don't know
2%j*1%1%2%af1%1%3%2%1%1%

2.4302.4472.622jk2.707ajk2.4972.607g2.619g2.4982.4652.5922.577gjkMean Score
0.9440.9480.9270.9240.9750.9340.8730.9930.9480.9350.940Standard Deviation
0.0010.0020.0010.0010.0010.0010.0020.0060.004**Error Variance
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Q.153 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current dual fuel tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who receive a dual fuel discount

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 19 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

410423200823485289228316418602876Unweighted Base
3294532181255144384*29019436782995Weighted Base

406535940959114532884468Completely (4)
12%14%16%j16%13%13%15%17%b12%16%b

1161919211091148331238372461240Fairly (3)
35%42%42%j43%f33%40%42%43%b36%41%bfj

881205556531182060492200771Not very (2)
27%26%25%26%27%23%21%25%30%acd26%

76673243681061450271139474Not at all (1)
23%ahi15%15%14%24%ag16%17%14%20%ac16%

SUMMARY CODES

156256128015012074416811653301708FAMILIAR
47%56%j59%j59%f47%53%58%b60%b49%57%bfj

1641878781021224331107623391245UNFAMILIAR
50%ahi41%40%40%51%ag40%38%39%50%acd42%

-2121-21-3Refused
-****-1%c*-*

9821281061014939Don't know
3%ah2%1%1%2%g7%abc4%abc1%1%1%

2.3762.571j2.610j2.612f2.3712.5392.584b2.634b2.4122.577bfjMean Score
0.9830.9180.9330.9241.0010.9480.9660.9240.9540.940Standard Deviation
0.0020.002**0.0020.0110.0030.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.153 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current dual fuel tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who receive a dual fuel discount

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 19 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1572455250287628762876-48530720582876Unweighted Base
1532545282299529952995-**36027923292995Weighted Base

941245468468468-3620407468Completely (4)
6%16%k16%k16%16%16%-10%7%17%cd16%cdk

551060118124012401240-11411610001240Fairly (3)
36%42%42%41%41%41%-32%42%d43%d41%d

4364382771771771-9282594771Not very (2)
28%25%29%26%26%26%-26%29%25%26%

3240435474474474-10855306474Not at all (1)
21%i16%13%16%16%16%-30%abc20%b13%16%b

SUMMARY CODES

641472163170817081708-15013614071708FAMILIAR
42%58%k58%k57%57%57%-42%49%60%acd57%cdk

761047117124512451245-2001379001245UNFAMILIAR
49%41%42%42%42%42%-56%ab49%ab39%42%b

11-333--123Refused
1%aj*-***--***

12251393939-1042139Don't know
8%aij1%1%1%1%1%-3%ab2%1%1%

2.2942.587k2.616k2.5772.5772.577-2.2232.3682.654acd2.577cdkMean Score
0.8960.9440.9020.9400.9400.940-1.0000.8860.9190.940Standard Deviation
0.006*0.003***-0.0020.003**Error Variance
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Q.153 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current dual fuel tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who receive a dual fuel discount

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 19 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2821962353-48823202876Unweighted Base
2471782529-**54323832995Weighted Base

1624420-116345468Completely (4)
7%14%g17%g-21%ab14%16%g

77631089-2269851240Fairly (3)
31%35%43%g-42%41%41%g

7953628-138614771Not very (2)
32%ae30%25%-25%26%26%

7037358-61399474Not at all (1)
28%ae21%e14%-11%17%c16%c

SUMMARY CODES

93871509-34213301708FAMILIAR
38%49%g60%fg-63%ab56%57%fg

14890986-19910131245UNFAMILIAR
60%ae51%ae39%-37%43%c42%

--3--33Refused
--*--**

6131-13739Don't know
3%*1%-*2%c1%

2.1642.420g2.630fg-2.732ab2.5442.577fgMean Score
0.9240.9690.926-0.9230.9400.940Standard Deviation
0.0030.005*-0.002**Error Variance
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Q.153 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current dual fuel tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who receive a dual fuel discount

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 19 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

24711115714542876Unweighted Base
23313**119215512995Weighted Base

78138315468Completely (4)
3%63%12%e20%ace16%ce

5814437351240Fairly (3)
25%7%37%e47%ace41%ce

752355336771Not very (2)
32%ab19%30%ab22%26%b

771243153474Not at all (1)
33%abc10%20%ab10%16%b

SUMMARY CODES

65958110501708FAMILIAR
28%70%49%e68%ace57%ce

15245984891245UNFAMILIAR
65%abc30%50%ab32%42%b

1-1-3Refused
1%b-*-*

14-121239Don't know
6%abc-1%1%1%

1.9803.2342.404e2.788ace2.577ceMean Score
0.8711.1350.9420.8810.940Standard Deviation
0.0030.1170.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.153 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current dual fuel tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who receive a dual fuel discount

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 19 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3811008939548107446483784984189223924842876Unweighted Base
35710171011608109*433502895983201124715242995Weighted Base

2776193172195186177131338340128468Completely (4)
8%7%19%alm28%aklm17%12%17%h20%ah13%17%e14%24%ac16%hlm

823804733043415622843036987010042361240Fairly (3)
23%37%m47%alm50%alm31%36%46%hi48%ahi38%43%e41%45%41%ehilm

9932423910837141118205245526658113771Not very (2)
28%j32%ajk24%j18%34%fg32%afg24%23%25%26%27%b22%26%j

12922797211780657721525942945474Not at all (1)
36%ajkl22%ajk10%j3%16%f18%fg13%f9%22%ad13%17%b9%16%bdfjk

SUMMARY CODES

11045666647653207315607500120813443641708FAMILIAR
31%45%m66%alm78%aklm48%48%63%ahi68%ahi51%60%e54%70%ac57%ehlm

2285513371295422018328246178410871581245UNFAMILIAR
64%ajkl54%ajk33%j21%49%fg51%afg36%32%47%ad39%44%b30%42%bfgjk

-1111---123-3Refused
-***1%afg---***-*

209821646221737239Don't know
6%ajkl1%1%*1%1%1%1%2%d1%1%*1%

2.0232.303m2.760alm3.036aklm2.5122.4182.676ah2.794aghi2.4322.646ae2.5162.858ac2.577cehlmMean Score
0.9760.9020.8730.7750.9630.9250.9100.8570.9830.9100.9400.8870.940Standard Deviation
0.0030.0010.0010.0010.0090.0020.0020.0010.001**0.002*Error Variance
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Q.153 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current dual fuel tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who receive a dual fuel discount

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 19 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1751202619984772053152229009186512876Unweighted Base
177420702038531209349232100210207092995Weighted Base

3053733411503710537261253184468Completely (4)
17%18%a17%28%ag18%30%ae16%26%a25%a26%a16%

78391789827097166985065133501240Fairly (3)
44%44%44%51%a46%48%a42%51%a50%a49%a41%

40948247984565571174187132771Not very (2)
23%23%23%16%27%h16%31%f17%18%19%26%bcdfh

26027930221202324536037474Not at all (1)
15%13%15%4%9%h7%10%5%6%5%16%bcdefghj

SUMMARY CODES

1088129012404201332711357677665341708FAMILIAR
61%a62%a61%a79%ag64%78%ae58%77%a75%a75%a57%

6707617801057578952272471691245UNFAMILIAR
38%37%38%20%36%h22%41%f23%24%24%42%bcdfhijk

1121---1113Refused
****---****

1617165--266539Don't know
1%1%1%1%--1%1%1%1%1%

2.644a2.675a2.6333.048ag2.720a3.010ae2.6422.980a2.946a2.968a2.577Mean Score
0.9340.9250.9320.7760.8630.8500.8740.8080.8180.8130.940Standard Deviation
0.001**0.0010.0040.0020.0030.0010.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.153 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current dual fuel tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who receive a dual fuel discount

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 19 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9175216132179300170412822102881641623102382876Unweighted Base
10**17421512919029719251*2862083031631903332532995Weighted Base

2424023304121931324315325848468Completely (4)
24%24%aefgh19%eh18%e16%14%11%17%11%16%14%9%17%18%eh19%ehj16%eh

jk

27383537412981171447612463721321171240Fairly (3)
19%42%39%41%39%43%42%34%50%acdef36%41%39%38%40%46%41%

gln

33550285574531070528144519374771Not very (2)
34%20%23%22%29%25%27%20%24%25%27%27%27%28%29%o26%

22342213045351236485239314711474Not at all (1)
23%13%b20%bh16%b16%b15%b18%b24%b13%b23%abchk17%b24%abchk16%b14%b4%16%b

oo

SUMMARY CODES

41151237710417010226175108167781041911641708FAMILIAR
43%66%adefg57%59%54%57%53%52%61%e52%55%48%55%57%65%aefgj57%e

jll

65892498411987221061001338281140851245UNFAMILIAR
57%33%43%38%44%bo40%45%bo44%37%48%bho44%bo50%abhkm43%42%33%42%bo

o

---1-1--------13Refused
---*-*--------**

-1-328325-3352339Don't know
-1%-2%gn1%3%gn2%4%gn2%-1%2%3%gn1%1%1%

2.4362.774aef2.563e2.632e2.5522.575e2.4692.4682.603e2.4442.5242.3452.5672.610e2.807acd2.577eMean Score
gjklefghijkl

n
1.1480.9691.0090.9710.9410.9170.9191.0680.8481.0120.9390.9510.9640.9380.7950.940Standard Deviation
0.1460.0050.0050.0070.0050.0030.0050.0290.0030.0050.0030.0060.0060.0030.003*Error Variance
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Q.153 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current dual fuel tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who receive a dual fuel discount

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 20 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

95346858433272595865414720619842337Unweighted Base
650507705413568106664213720519342276Weighted Base

36325539377650811143162Completely (4)
6%6%8%9%k7%7%8%6%5%7%7%

1621382071121392851963359527619Fairly (3)
25%27%29%27%24%27%31%g24%29%27%27%

2041562051271543262125059583692Not very (2)
31%31%29%31%27%31%33%g36%29%30%30%

2211592071212113381594270597709Not at all (1)
34%31%29%29%37%aef32%e25%30%34%31%31%e

SUMMARY CODES

1981702621511753602464170670781FAMILIAR
30%34%37%k36%31%34%38%g30%34%35%34%k

4253154122483656643719212811801400UNFAMILIAR
65%i62%58%60%64%e62%58%67%63%61%62%

3511361-1910Refused
*1%**1%1%*-1%**

25172913243723457584Don't know
4%3%4%3%4%3%4%3%3%4%4%

2.0222.0892.163k2.171k2.0022.0952.220afg2.0582.0562.1172.108gkMean Score
0.9210.9340.9570.9720.9600.9460.9220.9000.9330.9510.946Standard Deviation
0.0010.0020.0020.0030.0010.0010.0010.0060.004**Error Variance
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Q.89 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current gas tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who have gas supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 20 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

6275861075188645110130610179132337Unweighted Base
5165901124192035690*28811767212276Weighted Base

304484141214259836162Completely (4)
6%7%7%7%6%4%9%b8%b5%7%b

130164313545742678338177619Fairly (3)
25%28%28%28%f21%29%27%29%25%27%f

1521933335851063173355233692Not very (2)
29%33%30%30%30%35%25%30%32%d30%

1711683575681412583353248709Not at all (1)
33%28%32%30%40%ag28%29%30%34%31%

SUMMARY CODES

1602083986869530103435213781FAMILIAR
31%35%35%36%f27%33%36%37%b30%34%bf

3233616901153247561567084801400UNFAMILIAR
63%61%61%60%69%ag63%54%60%67%acd62%d

5-510--8-210Refused
1%i-*1%--3%abc-**c

2821327113422332584Don't know
5%h4%3%4%4%4%7%abc3%4%4%

2.0392.1492.1152.141f1.9292.0982.171b2.158b2.0032.108bfMean Score
0.9340.9340.9560.9450.9350.8720.9890.9600.9070.946Standard Deviation
0.0010.0020.001*0.0020.0080.0040.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.89 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current gas tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who have gas supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 20 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3071808172232023202337-49827015272337Unweighted Base
2981755175225922592276-**37023516342276Weighted Base

613716161161162-1213133162Completely (4)
2%8%k9%k7%7%7%-3%6%8%d7%dk

4849264614614619-6556483619Fairly (3)
16%28%k37%ajk27%27%27%-18%24%d30%d27%dk

7955545686686692-10190495692Not very (2)
27%32%26%30%30%30%-27%38%abd30%30%

12953045706706709-17265467709Not at all (1)
43%aij30%26%31%31%31%-46%abc28%29%31%

SUMMARY CODES

5462880775775781-7769616781FAMILIAR
18%36%k46%ajk34%34%34%-21%29%d38%acd34%dk

208108590139213921400-2731569621400UNFAMILIAR
70%aij62%i52%62%62%62%-74%abc66%b59%62%i

121101010-12510Refused
******-*1%**

36394828284-1885184Don't know
12%aij2%2%4%4%4%-5%4%3%4%j

1.7352.137k2.301ajk2.1062.1062.108-1.7652.075d2.179ad2.108dkMean Score
0.8340.9470.9670.9460.9460.946-0.8730.8760.9530.946Standard Deviation
0.0030.0010.006***-0.0020.0030.001*Error Variance
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Q.89 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current gas tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who have gas supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 20 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

65832413163729217882337Unweighted Base
602292135539*28617392276Weighted Base

3614108638115162Completely (4)
6%5%8%15%13%ab7%7%

1476939013101481619Fairly (3)
24%24%29%33%35%ab28%27%

17596422883548692Not very (2)
29%33%31%22%29%32%30%

2131063891156542709Not at all (1)
35%e36%e29%28%20%31%c31%c

SUMMARY CODES

1838349818139596781FAMILIAR
30%29%37%fg47%49%ab34%34%

3892028111914010901400UNFAMILIAR
65%69%ae60%50%49%63%c62%c

1-3--310Refused
*-*--**

29742175084Don't know
5%2%3%3%3%3%4%

2.0101.9702.166fg2.3452.432ab2.1002.108fgMean Score
0.9390.9030.9481.0690.9600.9330.946Standard Deviation
0.0010.0030.0010.0320.0030.001*Error Variance
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Q.89 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current gas tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who have gas supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 20 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4134613005632337Unweighted Base
39446*12625582276Weighted Base

768267162Completely (4)
2%13%e6%e12%ace7%e

5818348188619Fairly (3)
15%39%e28%e34%ace27%e

1159385181692Not very (2)
29%20%31%32%30%

17911405112709Not at all (1)
45%abcd24%32%b20%31%b

SUMMARY CODES

6624431255781FAMILIAR
17%52%ace34%e46%ace34%e

294207912931400UNFAMILIAR
75%abcd43%63%bd53%62%bd

1-1110Refused
*-***

34240984Don't know
9%abc4%3%2%4%b

1.7042.434ace2.088e2.383ace2.108eMean Score
0.8091.0150.9380.9440.946Standard Deviation
0.0020.0240.0010.002*Error Variance
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Q.89 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current gas tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who have gas supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 20 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

764907503163692852902781332100520502872337Unweighted Base
72387849817664*260289301128199519902852276Weighted Base

126053374221743738912438162Completely (4)
2%7%m11%alm21%aklm6%8%6%14%agh6%9%e6%13%ac7%m

12221919582206694122305314517102619Fairly (3)
17%25%m39%alm47%alm31%25%33%41%ah24%32%ae26%36%ac27%em

210307137382082938838830361972692Not very (2)
29%35%ajkm27%22%32%31%32%29%30%30%31%25%30%j

308278105171987784444526364267709Not at all (1)
43%ajkl32%jk21%j10%29%f33%f27%f15%35%ad26%32%b23%31%bdfjk

SUMMARY CODES

1342802481192387111166378403641140781FAMILIAR
19%32%m50%alm68%aklm37%34%38%55%aghi30%41%ae32%49%ac34%em

518586242553916917113283456712611391400UNFAMILIAR
72%ajkl67%ajk49%j31%62%f65%f59%f44%65%ad57%63%b49%62%bdfjk

10-------10-10-10Refused
1%akl-------1%d-1%-*d

6113821473592578684Don't know
8%ajkl1%2%1%1%2%3%1%5%d3%4%2%4%fkl

1.7502.071m2.400alm2.802aklm2.1372.0872.1772.556aghi2.0052.236ae2.0652.400ac2.108emMean Score
0.8180.9220.9430.8850.9230.9640.9060.9150.9280.9530.9310.9980.946Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0020.0050.0130.0030.0030.0030.0010.001*0.004*Error Variance
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Q.89 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current gas tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who have gas supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 20 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

140915381561155651271903683812072337Unweighted Base
13311467148416163*1341813843972092276Weighted Base

1181261163822518676841162Completely (4)
9%9%8%24%ag4%18%ae10%17%a17%a19%a7%

4184514636123506116416679619Fairly (3)
31%a31%a31%a38%a37%37%a34%43%a42%a38%a27%

38942944236193546949750692Not very (2)
29%29%30%23%31%26%26%24%24%24%30%cd

36241541723172249525837709Not at all (1)
27%28%28%15%27%h16%27%f14%15%18%31%bcdfhk

SUMMARY CODES

53557757999257579231234119781FAMILIAR
40%a39%a39%a62%ag41%56%ae44%a60%a59%a57%a34%

75084485960365796145155871400UNFAMILIAR
56%58%58%37%58%h43%53%38%39%42%62%bcdefhijk

121-------10Refused
***-------*ik

444545212678384Don't know
3%3%3%1%2%1%3%2%2%1%4%

2.227a2.202a2.194a2.716ag2.1802.587ae2.273a2.653a2.626a2.594a2.108Mean Score
0.9600.9610.9470.9930.8840.9780.9890.9270.9401.0000.946Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0060.0120.0080.0050.0020.0020.005*Error Variance
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Q.89 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current gas tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who have gas supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 20 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12115141128178205155472091292051292641672532337Unweighted Base
11**10613312617419415150*1881201951212841632592276Weighted Base

-1771391882109109131521162Completely (4)
-16%abdefh6%11%d5%9%6%5%5%8%5%7%5%9%8%7%

jln

42529324348481054344026985275619Fairly (3)
38%24%22%25%25%25%32%f19%29%29%21%21%34%aefkl32%f29%27%

n

42040445070471058247734794393692Not very (2)
34%19%30%35%go29%36%gio31%o19%31%go20%40%acdeg28%28%26%36%gio30%go

ilo

33949337149422859476450725055709Not at all (1)
28%37%bdk37%bdk26%41%abdjk25%27%57%abcdf31%b39%bdkm33%b41%abdjk25%31%b21%31%b

mhjkmnom

SUMMARY CODES

442364552665712644450351116797781FAMILIAR
38%40%fn27%36%30%34%37%f24%34%36%26%29%39%fn41%efiln37%f34%f

759887712112088381177014183151921481400UNFAMILIAR
62%55%66%d61%70%abcdj61%58%76%bcdjo62%59%72%abcdg69%bcdo53%57%57%62%d

ohjko

-----*1-13--2-210Refused
-----*1%-*3%acfkl--1%-1%*

-593195-62432141284Don't know
-5%l6%fl3%1%4%l3%-3%2%2%2%7%acfgl2%5%l4%

2.1042.205il1.9592.209efi1.9402.187efi2.162il1.7232.088i2.0531.9811.9492.199efi2.200efi2.255aef2.108ilMean Score
lnlnlnlniln

0.8461.1340.9290.9650.9280.9400.9120.9430.9181.0180.8700.9700.8990.9880.9050.946Standard Deviation
0.0600.0120.0060.0080.0050.0050.0060.0190.0040.0080.0040.0080.0030.0060.003*Error Variance
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Q.89 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current gas tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who have gas supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 21 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12346057444801035125577321230725443063Unweighted Base
833658894592812139377020031124652976Weighted Base

6547927769142701517249281Completely (4)
8%7%10%13%ajk8%10%9%7%5%10%c9%c

22019627018122639624762105702869Fairly (3)
26%30%30%31%28%28%32%31%34%28%29%

2331982471692064012405670720847Not very (2)
28%30%28%29%25%29%31%g28%23%29%c28%c

28119225014527939918959111697867Not at all (1)
34%ahi29%28%24%34%aef29%25%29%36%ab28%29%eh

SUMMARY CODES

285244362258294538318771229511150FAMILIAR
34%37%41%k44%ajk36%39%41%g39%39%39%39%k

51438949731448580042911518114171714UNFAMILIAR
62%ahi59%56%53%60%57%56%58%58%57%58%

352155121811Refused
*1%**1%**1%***

302033182950226788101Don't know
4%3%4%3%4%4%3%3%2%4%3%

2.0872.1562.239k2.334ajk2.1082.210g2.267g2.1732.0912.2132.197gkMean Score
0.9720.9420.9891.0000.9950.9880.9440.9560.9650.9830.980Standard Deviation
0.0010.0020.0010.0020.0010.0010.0010.0050.003**Error Variance
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Q.90 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current electricity tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who have electricity supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 21 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

78676014522427636124366134712263063Unweighted Base
6407781501247150411135015419732976Weighted Base

45691622404144016869281Completely (4)
7%9%11%j10%8%3%11%be11%be7%9%be

1662434437431253696479257869Fairly (3)
26%31%j30%30%f25%32%27%31%b26%29%f

1782264257101373679442290847Not very (2)
28%29%28%29%27%32%d23%29%d30%d28%d

21521442168618130101414323867Not at all (1)
34%ahi27%28%28%36%ag27%29%27%33%ac29%

SUMMARY CODES

211312605983167401366473271150FAMILIAR
33%40%j40%j40%f33%36%39%42%ab34%39%bfj

3934408471396318651808566131714UNFAMILIAR
61%h57%56%56%63%ag59%51%56%63%acd58%d

4-710219-211Refused
1%i-***1%c2%abc-**c

31264282185253932101Don't know
5%h3%3%3%4%5%7%abc3%3%3%

2.0682.222j2.238j2.226f2.0562.1342.239b2.267ab2.0782.197bfjMean Score
0.9630.9620.9930.9770.9850.8711.0380.9850.9530.980Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.001*0.0020.0060.0030.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.90 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current electricity tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who have electricity supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 21 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

372221643623203063232074367937819553063Unweighted Base
370213643422592976225971750432820992976Weighted Base

11196731562811561252025232281Completely (4)
3%9%k17%ajk7%9%fh7%17%afgh4%8%d11%d9%dfhk

5363616562686962624310892652869Fairly (3)
14%30%k38%ajk28%29%28%34%afgh21%28%d31%d29%dk

10064199677847677170134109597847Not very (2)
27%30%i23%30%e28%e30%e24%27%33%d28%28%ei

1616129170086770016621890553867Not at all (1)
43%aij29%i21%31%e29%e31%e23%43%abc27%26%29%bei

SUMMARY CODES

6483223878211507823671271168841150FAMILIAR
17%39%k55%ajk35%39%fh35%51%afgh25%36%d42%acd39%dfhk

260125319013781714137833635219911501714UNFAMILIAR
70%aij59%i44%61%aeg58%e61%aeg47%70%abc61%b55%58%ei

131111111-32411Refused
***1%*1%-1%1%**

45475881018813211061101Don't know
12%aij2%1%4%e3%e4%e2%4%3%3%3%eij

1.7332.200k2.514ajk2.1102.197fh2.1102.463afgh1.8522.162d2.277ad2.197dfhkMean Score
0.8490.9671.0100.9440.9800.9441.0380.9070.9310.9860.980Standard Deviation
0.002*0.002***0.0010.0010.0020.001*Error Variance
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Q.90 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current electricity tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who have electricity supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 21 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

79940817753737123823063Unweighted Base
727369181539*37522992976Weighted Base

5726189669197281Completely (4)
8%7%10%15%19%ab9%9%

1818557413132689869Fairly (3)
25%23%32%fg33%35%a30%29%fg

205119521693688847Not very (2)
28%32%29%16%25%30%28%

2511264781176658867Not at all (1)
35%ae34%ae26%28%20%29%c29%c

SUMMARY CODES

239111763182018861150FAMILIAR
33%30%42%afg47%54%ab39%39%fg

4562459991716813451714UNFAMILIAR
63%ae66%ae55%44%45%59%c58%c

214--611Refused
***--**

3112493662101Don't know
4%3%3%9%bc2%3%3%

2.0652.0312.269afg2.3732.527ab2.1902.197fgMean Score
0.9740.9410.9771.0961.0190.9590.980Standard Deviation
0.0010.0020.0010.0350.003**Error Variance
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Q.90 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current electricity tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who have electricity supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 21 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4934616958123063Unweighted Base
46746*16418052976Weighted Base

106135130281Completely (4)
2%13%e8%e16%ace9%e

7115485292869Fairly (3)
15%33%e30%e36%ace29%e

13812476221847Not very (2)
30%25%29%28%28%

20513499149867Not at all (1)
44%abcd27%30%b18%29%b

SUMMARY CODES

81226204211150FAMILIAR
17%46%e38%e52%ace39%e

343249753701714UNFAMILIAR
73%abcd52%59%b46%58%b

1-2211Refused
*-***

4314412101Don't know
9%abc2%3%1%3%b

1.7312.332e2.160e2.509ace2.197eMean Score
0.8211.0310.9650.9770.980Standard Deviation
0.0020.0240.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.90 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current electricity tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who have electricity supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 21 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9441176690253933693653791764129926883753063Unweighted Base
894113966927390*3343644061693128326023742976Weighted Base

248989781034348012016221467281Completely (4)
3%8%m13%alm29%aklm11%10%9%20%agh7%13%ae8%18%ac9%em

1683092761163091131158448420738130869Fairly (3)
19%27%m41%alm42%alm33%27%36%ah39%ah26%33%ae28%35%ac29%m

24438516750249810110849135676681847Not very (2)
27%j34%ajkm25%j18%27%29%28%27%29%28%29%b22%28%bj

3783331282823103925755031778087867Not at all (1)
42%ajkl29%jk19%j10%26%f31%f25%f14%32%ad25%30%b23%29%bdfjk

SUMMARY CODES

192398365194401251652395685829521981150FAMILIAR
22%35%m55%alm71%aklm44%37%45%ah59%aghi34%45%ae37%53%ac39%elm

6227182967847201193164104167215461681714UNFAMILIAR
70%ajkl63%ajk44%j29%53%f60%f53%f40%62%ad52%59%b45%58%bdfjk

111--11--10211-11Refused
1%akl*--1%*--1%**-*

69228227637427938101Don't know
8%ajkl2%1%1%2%2%2%1%4%d2%4%2%3%dfjkl

1.8032.139m2.494alm2.896aklm2.3092.1722.2972.651aghi2.0852.340ae2.1542.487ac2.197emMean Score
0.8670.9360.9540.9370.9920.9920.9570.9530.9540.9940.9631.0470.980Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0030.0110.0030.0030.0020.0010.001*0.003*Error Variance
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Q.90 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current electricity tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who have electricity supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 21 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

182620312049217901772285055322943063Unweighted Base
17211940195422586*1862185235502972976Weighted Base

197213207678502212312575281Completely (4)
11%a11%11%30%ag9%27%ae10%23%a23%a25%a9%

56564064587356673228230117869Fairly (3)
33%a33%a33%a39%a41%a35%33%44%a42%a39%a29%

4595085204323385310811860847Not very (2)
27%26%27%19%27%20%24%21%21%20%28%bcdfh

44752252726193162566942867Not at all (1)
26%27%27%11%23%h17%28%f11%13%14%29%bcdfhk

SUMMARY CODES

76285385315443116953513541921150FAMILIAR
44%a44%a44%a69%ag50%a62%ae44%67%a64%a65%a39%

906103010476942681151641871031714UNFAMILIAR
53%53%54%31%49%h37%53%f31%34%35%58%bcdfhijk

131-------11Refused
***-------*ik

5354542*28892101Don't know
3%3%3%1%1%1%4%2%2%1%3%bcdh

2.307a2.289a2.281a2.876ag2.3702.733ae2.2632.812a2.757a2.763a2.197Mean Score
0.9930.9940.9880.9730.9391.0390.9990.9210.9500.9900.980Standard Deviation
0.0010.001*0.0040.0100.0060.0050.0020.0020.003*Error Variance
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Q.90 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current electricity tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who have electricity supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 21 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

16148248167231255217852261492671633202413303063Unweighted Base
16**13722616322323521591*2041402511543532343362976Weighted Base

-192317242512511121610314136281Completely (4)
-14%efhj10%11%11%hj10%5%6%5%8%6%6%9%18%abdefg11%hj9%

hijkn

4395849506174296144664311768106869Fairly (3)
28%28%26%30%22%26%35%l32%30%32%26%28%33%l29%32%l29%l

730614567775414632494419362114847Not very (2)
43%22%27%gi28%gi30%gi33%gio25%15%31%gi17%38%acdeg27%i26%gi27%gi34%adgij28%gi

ijnoo

44570457861684460527057896064867Not at all (1)
29%33%b31%b27%b35%bcdk26%31%b48%abcdf29%b38%abcdk28%b37%abcdk25%26%19%29%b

hjkmno

SUMMARY CODES

457816674858634725681531471091421150FAMILIAR
28%42%36%41%33%36%40%37%35%40%32%35%42%f47%aefhk42%fl39%

ln

1175131901461381215712376164981821221781714UNFAMILIAR
72%55%58%55%65%abcd59%56%63%60%55%65%abcdg64%bcd51%52%53%58%d

m

---2--1-13--2-211Refused
---1%--1%-*2%acfkln--*-1%*

-41353117-846323213101Don't know
-3%6%cil3%1%5%cl3%-4%3%2%2%6%acefil1%4%3%

1.9962.2342.1622.250i2.0912.218i2.1471.9532.1172.1142.1102.0422.271ei2.389aef2.358aef2.197iMean Score
ghijlnghijln

0.7781.0741.0080.9941.0110.9700.9461.0160.9131.0380.8930.9630.9631.0560.9260.980Standard Deviation
0.0380.0080.0040.0060.0040.0040.0040.0120.0040.0080.0030.0060.0030.0050.003*Error Variance
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Q.90 How familiar would you say you are with the features of your current electricity tariff? I mean the rate you pay and any discounts,
any standing charges that apply, exit fees or benefits that you receive.
Base: All who have electricity supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 22 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

3635918366129501923204246£0 to £50
3%3%5%jk6%ajk4%4%4%5%4%4%4%k

95961631701223011014744434524£51 to £100
7%8%9%k12%aijk7%10%g9%13%abc8%9%9%gk

2042283863362966072504710610001153£101 to £200
14%19%k20%k23%ajk17%20%21%g13%19%d20%d19%dk

2402814383132857212674312511051273£201 to £400
17%23%k23%k22%k17%23%g23%g12%22%d22%d21%dgk

1571572151691094101792285592698£401 or more
11%13%11%12%6%13%g15%ag6%15%abd12%d12%dg

31020728720644844511876978371010It's not all about the
22%ahij17%15%14%26%aef14%e10%22%ab17%16%17%efhmoney

1716209213210475262Refused
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

35020729516836046319798748491020Don't know
25%ahij17%h16%h12%21%aef15%17%28%abc13%17%c17%cfh

305.239h300.889h278.387260.783247.876287.772g308.201g198.226316.841d283.862d283.207gMean Score
313.221345.816407.951294.491309.797342.063401.662167.809407.636348.961349.666Standard Deviation
92.993162.705158.953102.14990.71364.502198.197158.201491.61838.41533.170Error Variance
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Q.17/Q.137 Minimum amount of money would have to save to encourage switching gas or electricity supplier per year
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 22 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

22471762162921517157246£0 to £50
2%4%j5%j4%3%1%2%5%bde3%4%dej

639735944777946353116524£51 to £100
7%8%10%j9%8%5%7%10%abde7%9%bej

111261766100714614737782881153£101 to £200
11%21%j21%j20%f15%7%11%22%abde17%de19%defj

1862747991089184231088263171273£201 to £400
19%22%22%22%19%12%17%24%abde19%e21%bde

139172379603951253460173698£401 or more
14%ah14%ah10%12%10%6%8%13%bde10%12%de

211147626802209501474633511010It's not all about the
22%ahi12%17%i16%22%ag26%ac23%ac13%21%ac17%cimoney

14742539427161562Refused
1%i1%1%1%1%2%c4%abc*1%1%c

230227542820200811734263411020Don't know
24%ahi18%h15%16%21%ag41%abcd27%abc12%21%ac17%ch

361.575ahi289.525263.555285.113271.129318.425287.388278.259h    293.167283.207Mean Score
467.180306.466331.328362.046257.691352.298254.668362.494339.412349.666Standard Deviation
353.739118.43849.18442.822106.2481880.518229.17260.35999.31133.170Error Variance
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Q.17/Q.137 Minimum amount of money would have to save to encourage switching gas or electricity supplier per year
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 22 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

919839212246212332322200246£0 to £50
2%4%k5%k4%4%4%5%3%4%5%d4%dk

2941180455523456683147442524£51 to £100
6%9%k11%k9%9%9%9%4%8%d10%d9%dk

74909163100311521004149981059441153£101 to £200
14%19%k23%ak19%19%19%21%11%17%d21%acd19%dk

78103914711591270116311011011910371273£201 to £400
15%22%k21%k22%e21%e22%e15%13%20%d23%acd21%dek

6854377625693630686250582698£401 or more
13%12%11%12%12%12%10%7%8%13%acd12%cd

10778510885510098561542761245901010It's not all about the
20%ij17%15%16%17%16%21%afgh32%abc20%ab13%17%bmoney

443559625931253462Refused
1%1%1%1%1%1%*1%1%1%1%

1537539788610178891312561356111020Don't know
29%aij16%13%17%17%17%18%29%abc22%ab14%17%bi

350.219aij275.595270.640283.003280.288286.274258.389288.007264.236284.786283.207Mean Score
345.778322.221360.459323.619329.479346.595373.090263.190315.910361.442349.666Standard Deviation
498.17735.183277.03832.28429.53936.906322.960162.604261.25445.74233.170Error Variance
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Q.17/Q.137 Minimum amount of money would have to save to encourage switching gas or electricity supplier per year
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 22 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

2315209244188246£0 to £50
2%3%5%fg6%5%4%4%g

59464123107395524£51 to £100
6%8%9%g7%12%ab8%9%g

11283950132059001153£101 to £200
11%15%g22%afg33%ab22%ab19%19%fg

192103974919910211273£201 to £400
20%19%22%24%22%22%21%

18649446497575698£401 or more
19%aef9%10%10%11%12%12%e

17913267311517941010It's not all about the
18%e24%aeg15%3%16%d17%d17%dmoney

4442254162Refused
*1%1%4%c1%1%1%

22511664751127811020Don't know
23%ae21%ae15%13%12%17%c17%ce

389.903aef284.744261.953245.001265.554e        288.578283.207Mean Score
426.115271.458337.771201.889458.927327.577349.666Standard Deviation
300.619241.60641.8371405.486353.37936.58633.170Error Variance
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Q.17/Q.137 Minimum amount of money would have to save to encourage switching gas or electricity supplier per year
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 22 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

135101126246£0 to £50
2%8%e4%e5%ace4%e

556213247524£51 to £100
8%10%8%10%ac9%

9154885671153£101 to £200
13%8%17%e24%acde19%cde

106226325111273£201 to £400
15%38%abce22%e22%e21%e

707361258698£401 or more
10%12%13%11%12%

13485113511010It's not all about the
19%b14%18%b15%17%bmoney

3-282362Refused
*-1%1%1%

22965062781020Don't know
33%abcd10%18%b12%17%b

292.604291.191306.085abb        257.368283.207Mean Score
272.144257.020392.760314.623349.666Standard Deviation
219.7691611.20289.73862.61133.170Error Variance
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Q.17/Q.137 Minimum amount of money would have to save to encourage switching gas or electricity supplier per year
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 22 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

30599462132744906518018362246£0 to £50
2%3%6%alm7%alm7%4%5%7%ah2%5%ae4%7%ac4%elm

61145181137187081187162362423101524£51 to £100
5%7%m11%alm16%aklm9%9%9%14%aghi6%11%ae8%11%ac9%elm

155393358246451571803264277269402131153£101 to £200
12%18%m21%lm28%aklm22%20%21%25%agh16%22%ae18%24%ac19%em

1894723952173419520530550476910751981273£201 to £400
15%22%m24%m25%am17%25%ai24%23%19%23%ae21%22%21%em

142259214842883111140326372590109698£401 or more
11%12%13%j10%14%11%13%11%12%11%12%12%12%

26843823570341231411215584529061041010It's not all about the
21%ajk20%ajk14%j8%17%f16%f16%f9%21%ad14%18%b12%17%bdfjkmoney

281813335311392358462Refused
2%ajkl1%1%*1%1%*1%1%d1%1%*1%

38637919164261081031216074149131081020Don't know
31%ajkl18%jk11%j7%13%14%f12%9%23%ad13%18%b12%17%bdfghjk

325.077ajk314.889ajk268.824j218.383264.887287.220f279.814f235.988319.282ad260.965290.558b248.663283.207dfjMean Score
317.568465.152280.919190.381240.641478.104292.334254.566383.365325.258369.209234.309349.666Standard Deviation
177.552168.51067.62254.340442.047420.190147.09070.286102.27547.04044.72386.05133.170Error Variance
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Q.17/Q.137 Minimum amount of money would have to save to encourage switching gas or electricity supplier per year
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 22 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

1221501455018492010110465246£0 to £50
3%4%4%7%a6%9%ae4%7%a7%a6%a4%

277347330119316249197203141524£51 to £100
8%9%8%16%ag10%12%11%13%a13%a14%a9%

63575074118569135943843962451153£101 to £200
18%19%19%24%a23%25%a21%25%a25%a24%a19%

71584582818370123993763722411273£201 to £400
20%21%21%24%24%23%22%25%a24%24%21%

37542944877396054165179108698£401 or more
11%11%11%10%13%11%12%11%11%11%12%

704765767713755641531701081010It's not all about the
20%a19%a19%a9%13%10%14%10%11%11%17%bcdfhmoney

404242423287662Refused
1%1%1%1%1%*1%1%*1%1%

63769170068305068142140941020Don't know
18%17%17%9%10%9%15%f9%9%9%17%bcdfgh

282.294273.381286.059233.491254.218234.492264.187239.765244.178237.414283.207cdfhMean Score
323.697299.812364.697226.867227.881228.418232.082239.317246.785223.238349.666Standard Deviation
50.93837.15955.72092.736231.829133.098176.59751.64453.37767.43633.170Error Variance
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Q.17/Q.137 Minimum amount of money would have to save to encourage switching gas or electricity supplier per year
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 22 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

-14231123261672152016132823246£0 to £50
-4%g5%dg4%6%dg5%dg4%5%4%g1%4%5%g2%5%dg4%g4%g

5265140446037626284024295552524£51 to £100
19%8%12%dfhi14%abdef11%dhi11%dfhi9%dh4%5%8%7%8%5%10%dhi9%dh9%dh

ghi

7621043897958124855513561721091281153£101 to £200
28%20%dm23%adghk13%23%dghkm18%d20%dm17%17%16%24%adghk19%dm13%19%dm22%dgm19%dm

mm

16575459312992338968129601071421471273£201 to £400
3%21%17%15%22%m24%hmn22%m23%18%20%23%mn19%20%25%dehmn25%dehmn21%mn

34535223361622170298025746474698£401 or more
13%15%eglmn8%7%8%11%15%eglmn15%lmn14%eglmn8%14%eglmn8%13%eglmn11%13%elmn12%lmn

4439762648065297476836910786711010It's not all about the
15%14%22%abcfh21%bcfhk16%15%16%20%b15%22%abcfh15%22%abcfh20%b15%12%17%bmoney

jklookloklo

14*32-6131712741262Refused
3%1%k*1%k*-1%fkn1%1%5%abcdef**1%k1%2%fkn1%k

hijklmno

55256735882502312269676113979841020Don't know
19%17%13%25%abcfj14%15%12%16%25%abcfi20%bcfjl12%19%fjn25%abcfi14%14%17%fjn

klnojklnonjklno

300.360277.931m241.146226.375240.686257.871313.579l322.769e353.986a254.689289.881l246.358342.489a266.403304.970l283.207Mean Score
mngklmceklmnmcegklmnomn

349.331234.801339.126190.270262.268215.986443.588267.881652.791204.712309.433247.418371.213255.790409.029349.666Standard Deviation
8135.465261.287402.120235.083251.038126.081759.730956.8051511.122236.763249.997334.512546.822174.942427.88933.170Error Variance
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Q.17/Q.137 Minimum amount of money would have to save to encourage switching gas or electricity supplier per year
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 23 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18079991386102118152378102030842044855213Unweighted Base
122410741700127314592777103529145045295270Weighted Base

1451452602311594351863160689780Yes
12%14%15%k18%ajk11%16%g18%ag11%13%15%d15%gk

1069919143510351291232584225638538174458No
87%ahi86%h84%81%88%aef84%81%88%86%84%85%eh

4311433-3710Refused
*******-1%b**

66476134431623Don't know
*1%*1%***2%ab1%**
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Q.19 In the last 12 months, have you switched your gas supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 23 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1037100930834234979193589265817735213Unweighted Base
845104333064472799174578312013995270Weighted Base

107168501696841772534156780Yes
13%16%j15%16%f11%10%13%17%abde11%15%bf

73386727853749708152490257812384458No
87%i83%84%84%89%ag87%85%83%88%acd85%c

22610--71210Refused
****--1%abc***

3614176496423Don't know
*1%**1%2%abc2%abc***
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Q.19 In the last 12 months, have you switched your gas supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 23 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4644263422519651965213-98357735855213Unweighted Base
4514300456525452545270-**73051439635270Weighted Base

6563576779779780-4251677780Yes
14%15%17%15%15%15%-6%10%d17%acd15%cd

3723654377444244424458-68445932714458No
83%85%83%85%85%85%-94%abc89%ab83%85%b

-32101010-12510Refused
-*1%j***-****

1481232323-421023Don't know
3%aij*****-1%***j
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Q.19 In the last 12 months, have you switched your gas supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 23 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

94052036693778041085213Unweighted Base
849470388339*82941225270Weighted Base

1262761611350373780Yes
15%f6%16%f28%ab42%ab9%15%bf

72044332482847837314458No
85%94%aeg84%72%58%91%acd85%cd

--6-1610Refused
--*-***

3114--1223Don't know
***--**
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Q.19 In the last 12 months, have you switched your gas supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 23 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

66057245720175213Unweighted Base
62759*245421095270Weighted Base

757260438780Yes
12%12%11%21%ace15%c

53650218916674458No
85%b85%89%abe79%85%b

121210Refused
*3%abce***

15-4223Don't know
2%abc-***b
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Q.19 In the last 12 months, have you switched your gas supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 23 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11451915144271117673177310622316289744427715213Unweighted Base
10801896151078517369379111962264300644618095270Weighted Base

89136231951112170433-780-780780Yes
1%5%m24%alm41%aklm29%agh16%22%ah36%agh-26%ae-96%ac15%celm

104718031141466122581619760223822204431264458No
97%ajkl95%ajk76%j59%71%84%fgi78%fi64%99%ad74%99%ab3%85%bdfgijk

712---12728210Refused
1%ajkl**---*******

1814--11119422123Don't know
2%ajkl**--***1%ad****dl
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Q.19 In the last 12 months, have you switched your gas supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 23 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

316035643559632270442412126812998585213Unweighted Base
310535373522692271483413138514179185270Weighted Base

47754852219542477390427478231780Yes
15%15%15%28%ag15%99%ae94%a31%ab34%ab25%a15%

2621298129944952286219549376854458No
84%84%85%72%84%h1%5%f69%66%75%cd85%bcdefh

454---21--10Refused
***---**--*

33121-132323Don't know
*****-*****ijk
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Q.19 In the last 12 months, have you switched your gas supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 23 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

21290357260357505325884913394932934264774915213Unweighted Base
22**281348255364492344100*4743284972844744965125270Weighted Base

75659324487451364649033318273780Yes
31%20%adehj17%d13%d12%d18%del13%d13%14%d20%adehj18%del12%d6%17%d14%d15%d

lmlm

15222289219319402293884062614082494414124344458No
69%79%83%86%o88%fgko82%85%87%86%go80%82%88%fgko93%abcef83%85%85%go

ghjklmno

-2----3-13----210Refused
-1%----1%a-*1%a----**

-1-4133-3--131323Don't know
-*-1%acfgn*1%1%-1%--*1%*1%*
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Q.19 In the last 12 months, have you switched your gas supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 24 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

208811361546116921252675113937352150455939Unweighted Base
140612241889145217043104116335455650605970Weighted Base

1671622852561874662164362764869Yes
12%13%15%k18%ajk11%15%g19%afg12%11%15%c15%cgk

12281053160111861508262194030748942725068No
87%ahi86%h85%h82%88%aef84%e81%87%88%b84%85%eh

22-1311-235Refused
**-****-***

98386166432128Don't know
1%i1%i*1%*1%1%1%***
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Q.18 In the last 12 months, have you switched your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 24 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11961183346047751164216649298820865939Unweighted Base
969123036825023948194640348516515970Weighted Base

1191965487641052178584186869Yes
12%16%j15%j15%f11%11%12%17%abde11%15%bf

844102931124231837167549289114615068No
87%hi84%85%84%88%ag86%86%83%88%ac85%c

1-55--5--5Refused
*-**--1%abc--*

5617226689428Don't know
1%***1%3%abc1%abc***
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Q.18 In the last 12 months, have you switched your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 24 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395196743116468540135939Unweighted Base
523468171652545970525471786460744295970Weighted Base

69680115779869779905062747869Yes
13%15%16%15%15%15%13%6%10%d17%acd15%cd

437399160044455068444562480954436655068No
84%85%84%85%85%85%87%94%abc90%ab83%85%b

-1-555-1-25Refused
-*-***-*-**

17912528253421428Don't know
3%aij******1%***j
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Q.18 In the last 12 months, have you switched your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 24 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108160441283785947025939Unweighted Base
975547434439*91846825970Weighted Base

1443068116385419869Yes
15%f5%16%f40%ab42%ab9%15%bf

82651636462353342485068No
85%94%aeg84%58%58%91%acd85%cd

--1-115Refused
--*-***

42161-1328Don't know
***2%c-**
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Q.18 In the last 12 months, have you switched your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 24 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74057285222665939Unweighted Base
69959*283323565970Weighted Base

8411289484869Yes
12%18%10%21%ace15%c

59548253818695068No
85%b82%90%abe79%85%b

1-1-5Refused
*-*-*

20-5328Don't know
3%abc-***b
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Q.18 In the last 12 months, have you switched your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 24 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13252184162980120081584811632748319150808595939Unweighted Base
12512157168088219976786613012677329450728985970Weighted Base

1011039635360143190461-869-869869Yes
1%5%m24%alm40%aklm30%agh19%a22%a35%agh-26%ae-97%ac15%celm

121420461279528139624675838264824205041275068No
97%ajkl95%ajk76%j60%70%81%fi78%fi64%99%ad73%99%ab3%85%bdfghijk

5-------5-5-5Refused
*akl-------*d-*-*

2215--1-323526228Don't know
2%ajkl**l--*-*1%ad*1%**dl
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Q.18 In the last 12 months, have you switched your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 24 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

357740574047694295492450140514509455939Unweighted Base
3496401039927562955354501524157010065970Weighted Base

53761058621048518438459520251869Yes
15%15%15%28%ag16%97%a97%a30%ab33%ab25%a15%

2952339034025452471512106210467545068No
84%85%85%72%84%h3%3%70%67%75%cd85%bcdefh

121-------5Refused
***-------*

6832-2-34228Don't know
****-*-****ijk
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Q.18 In the last 12 months, have you switched your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 24 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253234642994105553871265083595553274825515685939Unweighted Base
26**3114412934135324071424903485543175435665895970Weighted Base

76172425394481566679538309687869Yes
29%20%adehi16%d14%d13%d18%dej12%d10%13%d19%adehi17%dj12%d5%17%dj15%d15%d

jljl

182483682483554353551274222784592775104694985068No
71%80%84%85%86%go82%87%gko90%gko86%go80%83%87%gko94%abcef83%85%85%go

ghjklmno

------2-13-----5Refused
------*a-*1%a-----*

-213443-2-1241328Don't know
-1%*1%1%1%1%-*-*1%1%*1%*
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Q.18 In the last 12 months, have you switched your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 25 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

186399513299681918229794033047343525155Unweighted Base
12511072161712061530264996631449843345145Weighted Base

13182119183816926172Yes, gas only
1%2%1%2%1%1%2%3%abc*1%1%

73778997131161443635266337Yes, electricity only
6%7%6%8%ik9%aef6%5%11%abc7%6%7%e

393404677569605121122711315017802043Yes, both
31%38%k42%jk47%aijk40%e46%aeg24%36%30%41%c40%cek

SUMMARY CODES

407422699588623124924312215218412115GAS SUPPLIER
33%39%k43%k49%aijk41%e47%aeg25%39%c30%42%c41%cek

467481766666736137227114918520462380ELECTRICITY SUPPLIER
37%45%k47%k55%aijk48%e52%aeg28%48%c37%47%c46%cek

751550809497757119665414930321552606No, neither
60%ahij51%h50%h41%49%f45%68%afg47%61%abd50%51%fh

441144213710Refused
********1%**

16192022154023666677Don't know
1%2%1%2%1%1%2%g2%1%2%2%
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Q.20 Have you ever switched your gas or electricity supplier?
Base: All who haven't switched gas or electricity supplier in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 25 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

10731004298341101045196581250518735155Unweighted Base
864104431534294852176568292014835145Weighted Base

151542621018451772Yes, gas only
2%1%1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%

505123226472934189105337Yes, electricity only
6%5%7%i6%9%ag5%6%6%7%7%

257264149716933515518013384712043Yes, both
30%i25%47%aij39%41%31%32%46%abde32%40%bdeij

SUMMARY CODES

272279153817543615618813834882115GAS SUPPLIER
31%i27%49%aij41%42%32%33%47%abde33%41%bdeij

306315172819574236321415275762380ELECTRICITY SUPPLIER
35%i30%55%aij46%50%g36%38%52%abde39%46%bdeij

5286941334220240410432513078692606No, neither
61%ah66%ahj42%51%f47%59%ac57%ac45%59%ac51%ch

3-691-7-310Refused
*-***-1%abc-*c*c

1220436414713401877Don't know
1%2%1%1%2%4%abc2%1%1%2%
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Q.20 Have you ever switched your gas or electricity supplier?
Base: All who haven't switched gas or electricity supplier in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 25 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4644037587448551394501654110762033615155Unweighted Base
457402160545045130451962682454837135145Weighted Base

756670727021165472Yes, gas only
2%1%1%2%e1%e2%e*1%1%1%1%e

19223921623361631746145228337Yes, electricity only
4%6%15%ajk4%7%fh4%28%afgh7%8%6%7%fh

11017182042016204120182522120316072043Yes, both
24%43%aik34%k45%aeg40%e45%aeg4%27%37%d43%acd40%deik

SUMMARY CODES

11817742112086211320872823220816602115GAS SUPPLIER
26%44%aik35%k46%aeg41%e46%aeg4%28%38%d45%acd41%deik

129194029621782377218119928224718342380ELECTRICITY SUPPLIER
28%48%k49%k48%e46%e48%e32%34%45%d49%ad46%dek

294198029421782594219041751529017702606No, neither
64%aij49%49%48%51%h48%67%afgh62%abc53%b48%51%bfh

141101010-11510Refused
******-****

2640768776981545077Don't know
6%aij1%1%2%1%2%1%2%c1%1%2%j
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Q.20 Have you ever switched your gas or electricity supplier?
Base: All who haven't switched gas or electricity supplier in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 25 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

93858035263049443365155Unweighted Base
846523368531**53742915145Weighted Base

21853336172Yes, gas only
3%ae2%1%9%1%1%1%

4929255946261337Yes, electricity only
6%6%7%29%8%6%7%

2281171674935116242043Yes, both
27%22%45%afg29%65%ab38%40%fg

SUMMARY CODES

24912617281235516852115GAS SUPPLIER
29%f24%47%afg39%66%ab39%41%fg

27714619291839718862380ELECTRICITY SUPPLIER
33%28%52%afg58%74%ab44%46%bfg

53035616551013622792606No, neither
63%ae68%aeg45%32%25%53%ac51%ce

1-4-1610Refused
*-*-***

161144-16077Don't know
2%2%1%-*1%c2%c
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Q.20 Have you ever switched your gas or electricity supplier?
Base: All who haven't switched gas or electricity supplier in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 25 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

65751258618375155Unweighted Base
62054*256018885145Weighted Base

74392272Yes, gas only
1%8%abce2%1%1%

346151144337Yes, electricity only
5%11%6%8%c7%

192139219142043Yes, both
31%24%36%e48%acde40%cde

SUMMARY CODES

199179609352115GAS SUPPLIER
32%32%37%e50%acde41%ce

22619107210582380ELECTRICITY SUPPLIER
36%35%42%e56%acde46%ce

3523114197912606No, neither
57%ab57%b55%ab42%51%b

3-2110Refused
*b-***

32-281777Don't know
5%abc-1%1%2%
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Q.20 Have you ever switched your gas or electricity supplier?
Base: All who haven't switched gas or electricity supplier in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 25 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

132120931261480142679674745276123945096595155Unweighted Base
12492064129953314163968284626892456508758*5145Weighted Base

7272895152026-72502272Yes, gas only
1%1%m2%m2%m3%2%3%a3%a-3%ae1%38%ac1%em

301431224222859798-33732215337Yes, electricity only
2%7%m9%alm8%m16%a13%a14%a12%a-14%ae6%25%ac7%em

201751737354114540565719-20432027162043Yes, both
16%36%m57%alm66%aklm81%a84%a83%a85%a-83%ae40%28%40%elm

SUMMARY CODES

208778765364118554586745-21152076392115GAS SUPPLIER
17%38%m59%alm68%aklm84%a87%a86%a88%a-86%ae41%67%ac41%elm

231894859397136624662817-23802349312380ELECTRICITY SUPPLIER
18%43%m66%alm74%aklm97%a98%a97%a97%a-97%ae46%54%46%elm

9601119402125---326025260252606No, neither
77%ajkl54%ajk31%j24%---*97%ad*51%b8%51%bdfghijk

82------10-10-10Refused
1%akl*------*d-*-*d

4323101----77-77-77Don't know
3%ajkl1%1%*----3%ad-2%-2%dfghj
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Q.20 Have you ever switched your gas or electricity supplier?
Base: All who haven't switched gas or electricity supplier in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 25 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

30853501351051124921389969797225155Unweighted Base
29883431343755225122**36*107410587645145Weighted Base

364645103111123261372Yes, gas only
1%1%1%2%1%50%31%a2%2%a2%1%

2002342333422212757554337Yes, electricity only
7%7%7%6%9%10%35%a7%7%7%7%

115913511343351148796095994752043Yes, both
39%39%39%64%a59%a33%26%57%a57%a62%acd40%

SUMMARY CODES

11951398138836115118206326254882115GAS SUPPLIER
40%41%40%65%a60%a83%57%59%a59%a64%ad41%

13591585157538517010226856745292380ELECTRICITY SUPPLIER
45%46%46%70%a68%a43%61%64%a64%a69%acd46%

15621765178115474133583492172606No, neither
52%51%52%28%30%7%9%33%b33%28%51%bcdegh

121-1----110Refused
***-*----**

30323443--99677Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%--1%1%1%2%j
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Q.20 Have you ever switched your gas or electricity supplier?
Base: All who haven't switched gas or electricity supplier in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 25 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

192663992603634643491164402994702914614604985155Unweighted Base
18**2563732553624423621294252844622835174725065145Weighted Base

-341174114364136672Yes, gas only
-1%1%4%abcfgh2%1%**1%1%1%2%2%j1%1%1%

jkno

-302126222529513113826153541337Yes, electricity only
-12%adghik6%10%adghk6%d6%8%dgh4%3%4%8%dgh9%dgh3%7%dh8%dgh7%dh

ln

2111136103146223122281521432161181132321982043Yes, both
13%43%dij36%di40%di40%di50%abdeh34%di22%36%di51%abdeh47%abdhi42%dij22%49%abdhi39%di40%dij

ijlmnijlmnjnjlmn

SUMMARY CODES

2113140114152227123291561462221231262382042115GAS SUPPLIER
13%44%dij38%di45%dhij42%dij51%abdeh34%di22%37%di51%abdhi48%abdhi43%dij24%50%abdhi40%di41%dij

ijlnjlnjnjln

2140158129167247151331651542541441292672382380ELECTRICITY SUPPLIER
13%55%adhij42%di51%dhij46%dhi56%abdhi42%di26%39%di54%adhij55%abdhi51%dhijn25%57%abdhi47%dhi46%dhi

lnjlnnjlnjln

16111206107178183202942521241971323631952472606No, neither
87%43%55%cefgk42%49%ck42%56%cefgk73%abcef59%abcef44%43%47%70%abcef41%49%ck51%cfgkm

momoghjklmnogklmoghjklmnoo

---12-3-13---1110Refused
---**-1%a-*1%ad---***

-268975141411331477Don't know
-1%2%3%cefg2%g2%1%1%1%*1%1%3%cg1%3%acefg2%
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Q.20 Have you ever switched your gas or electricity supplier?
Base: All who haven't switched gas or electricity supplier in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 26 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

814523770651932140242416018724112758Unweighted Base
548560951811779166942215421125052869Weighted Base

308277423291349696254888911221299Once (1)
56%ahij49%h45%h36%45%42%60%afg57%abc42%45%45%fh

113145203185194374772554567645Twice (2)
21%26%k21%23%25%e22%18%16%25%23%22%

6067151132113254442025365410Three times (3)
11%12%16%k16%jk15%e15%e10%13%12%15%14%ek

5761156192104323391839409467Four times or more (4)
10%11%16%jk24%aijk13%e19%aeg9%12%19%16%16%egjk

21---21--33Refused
**---**--**

89181018215243945Don't know
2%2%2%1%2%1%1%1%2%2%2%

1.7511.8422.043jk2.280aijk1.963e2.124aeg1.6811.7892.071d2.025d2.016dejkMean Score
1.0241.0241.1341.1881.0751.1610.9991.0761.1451.1261.126Standard Deviation
0.0010.0020.0020.0020.0010.0010.0020.0070.0070.001*Error Variance
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Q.21 How many times have you ever switched your gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 26 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

457425184422295297925916168042758Unweighted Base
3744362029242744272*25719006392869Weighted Base

2232598001097202371407753481299Once (1)
60%ah59%ah39%45%46%51%54%ac41%54%ac45%ch

75764915411041849434144645Twice (2)
20%17%24%i22%23%24%19%23%23%22%i

42413223476442930276410Three times (3)
11%9%16%ij14%14%5%11%16%be12%14%ei

285737940363113336061467Four times or more (4)
7%13%j19%aij17%14%16%13%19%abd10%16%bj

1113--1113Refused
****--1%c***

623635103528945Don't know
2%1%2%1%2%4%2%1%1%2%

1.6591.7602.140aij2.0241.9721.8481.8252.132abde1.7642.016bdijMean Score
0.9531.0801.1431.1311.0951.1091.0851.1531.0051.126Standard Deviation
0.0020.0030.0010.0010.0020.0160.0050.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.21 How many times have you ever switched your gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 26 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

17923072562729275527322636428920812758Unweighted Base
180238828428382866284228**27325823162869Weighted Base

8710801231284129912841615512710041299Once (1)
48%45%43%45%45%45%57%57%ab49%43%45%

365436363864563966069513645Twice (2)
20%23%22%22%22%22%23%22%27%22%22%

283314940640940833231343410Three times (3)
16%14%17%14%14%14%10%12%12%15%14%

154024646246546431724424467Four times or more (4)
9%17%k16%k16%16%16%11%6%9%18%cd16%cdk

12-333--123Refused
1%j*-***--***

12303454545-963045Don't know
7%aij1%1%2%2%2%-3%ab2%1%2%

1.8352.0242.0582.0172.0142.0181.7451.6641.8102.082cd2.016cdMean Score
1.0191.1321.1241.1261.1251.1271.0320.9260.9911.1521.126Standard Deviation
0.0060.0010.005***0.0410.0020.0040.001*Error Variance
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Q.21 How many times have you ever switched your gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 26 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

40816321532065919782758Unweighted Base
368150232620**70520392869Weighted Base

23890960102669851299Once (1)
65%ae60%ae41%49%38%48%c45%ce

61345404148465645Twice (2)
16%23%23%g21%21%23%22%g

29173602110289410Three times (3)
8%11%15%g8%16%14%14%g

3594244179267467Four times or more (4)
9%6%18%fg21%25%ab13%16%bfg

--3--13Refused
--*--**

5-38-23145Don't know
1%-2%-*2%c2%c

1.6181.6402.108afg2.0102.286ab1.9192.016bfgMean Score
0.9890.9151.1441.2211.2131.0781.126Standard Deviation
0.0020.0050.0010.0750.0020.001*Error Variance
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Q.21 How many times have you ever switched your gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 26 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

28024117712732758Unweighted Base
27124**120913622869Weighted Base

131166235261299Once (1)
48%b68%52%ab39%45%b

635271307645Twice (2)
23%23%22%23%22%

34-161215410Three times (3)
13%-13%16%14%

252139300467Four times or more (4)
9%9%11%22%ace16%ce

1-113Refused
*-***

17-151345Don't know
6%abc-1%1%2%

1.8101.4911.8452.214ace2.016ceMean Score
1.0060.9001.0481.1811.126Standard Deviation
0.0040.0340.0010.001*Error Variance
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.21 How many times have you ever switched your gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 26 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

23384810636141707017281029-275820037552758Unweighted Base
21686511136751686647491163-**286920767932869Weighted Base

12249449618881375361418-12999543451299Once (1)
56%ajk57%ajk45%j28%48%f56%afg48%f36%-45%46%44%45%fj

5018725115739145194244-645494151645Twice (2)
23%22%23%23%23%22%26%f21%-22%24%b19%22%

181051731132086101185-41031397410Three times (3)
8%12%16%lm17%lm12%13%14%16%-14%15%12%14%m

1464173215234988301-467275191467Four times or more (4)
6%7%16%lm32%aklm14%h7%12%h26%aghi-16%13%24%ac16%cghlm

111---1--33-3Refused
1%ajk**---*--**-*

101419259315-4537845Don't know
5%ajkl2%j2%j*3%g1%*1%-2%2%1%2%gj

1.6301.6952.021lm2.529aklm1.905h1.7101.888h2.321aghi-2.0161.9552.172ac2.016ghlmMean Score
0.9090.9571.1161.2031.0870.9601.0411.213-1.1261.0781.2291.126Standard Deviation
0.0040.0010.0010.0020.0070.0010.0010.001-*0.0010.002*Error Variance
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.21 How many times have you ever switched your gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 26 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

16461881186049919143939995910016612758Unweighted Base
165919271894550192480400104510877122869Weighted Base

817898900173681722233653802271299Once (1)
49%a47%48%32%35%36%56%af35%35%32%45%bcdfgh

363422413148449366263264179645Twice (2)
22%22%22%27%a23%19%17%25%24%25%22%e

2402872786929594315416498410Three times (3)
14%15%15%13%15%12%11%15%15%14%14%

2182942801565015260253271202467Four times or more (4)
13%15%15%28%a26%a32%ae15%24%a25%a28%a16%k

111-------3Refused
***-------*

2026224237107645Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%2%c

1.9141.9881.9672.380a2.323a2.403ae1.8482.285a2.302a2.390a2.016ekMean Score
1.0821.1141.1081.2021.2091.2671.1271.1831.1911.2061.126Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0030.0080.0040.0030.0010.0010.002*Error Variance
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.21 How many times have you ever switched your gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 26 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7169193145187310152342222052911621293012512758Unweighted Base
9**16919714519531116841**2182083071561513202742869Weighted Base

770838085116691810711212185791341331299Once (1)
80%41%42%55%acfjk43%37%41%45%49%fk54%acfjk39%55%acfjk52%fk42%49%fk45%k

nonono

1394522307346856457327377965645Twice (2)
14%23%23%15%16%24%lm27%lm20%26%lm22%24%lm17%24%25%lm24%22%lm

-273820355821422224822194133410Three times (3)
-16%19%gh14%18%gh19%abgh13%10%10%11%16%14%12%13%12%14%

-302820426031824286122156434467Four times or more (4)
-18%14%14%22%bdgh19%bdh18%d20%11%13%20%bdh14%10%20%bdh12%16%

--------1----113Refused
--------1%----***

13442322614*22945Don't know
7%2%2%3%c1%1%1%6%3%*1%*2%1%3%cg2%

1.1452.110bdg2.056dh1.8542.183bde2.205abd2.084dgh2.0551.8291.8342.160bde1.8711.7932.108bde1.8752.016dghMean Score
hghmeghmghmghm

0.3751.1461.0991.1201.2151.1451.1331.2101.0291.0791.1581.1121.0041.1591.0601.126Standard Deviation
0.0230.0080.0060.0090.0080.0040.0090.0460.0050.0060.0050.0080.0080.0050.005*Error Variance
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.21 How many times have you ever switched your gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 27 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

608396569470747105224412713817782043Unweighted Base
407422699588623124924312215218412115Weighted Base

728412910574239772424341390Between 1 and 2 (1.5)
18%20%18%18%12%19%g32%afg20%16%19%18%gyears ago

1671823202902515851234571843959Between 2 and 5 (3.5)
41%43%46%49%k40%47%g51%g37%47%46%45%gyears ago

9893162130152302292340421483Between 5 and 9 (7)
24%22%23%22%24%e24%e12%18%26%23%23%eyears ago

585774521291076251520224210 or more (10)
14%h14%h11%9%21%aef9%e2%21%abc10%11%11%efyears ago

11-1111--33Refused
**-***1%f--**

11414915176523138Don't know
3%1%2%1%2%1%2%4%1%2%2%

4.959ah4.7754.6584.5135.516aef4.534e3.4505.1664.7594.6634.698eMean Score
2.8052.7842.6272.5112.9152.5261.9833.1012.5672.6412.665Standard Deviation
0.0130.0200.0120.0140.0120.0060.0170.0800.0480.0040.004Error Variance
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.138 When did you last do this?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier more than one year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 27 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

337272140616164276119211786122043Unweighted Base
2722791538175436156*18813834882115Weighted Base

568224933456113426579390Between 1 and 2 (1.5)
21%29%ahj16%19%16%20%18%19%16%18%years ago

1051377078241362475661200959Between 2 and 5 (3.5)
38%49%j46%j47%f38%42%40%48%b41%45%fjyears ago

7447360383101837306132483Between 5 and 9 (7)
27%i17%23%i22%28%ag15%20%22%27%ac23%iyears ago

33101901826010271366924210 or more (10)
12%i4%12%i10%17%ag18%14%10%14%c11%iyears ago

1-33--3-13Refused
*-**--1%abc-**

433029831314738Don't know
1%1%2%2%2%5%c7%abc1%2%2%

4.858i3.7394.825i4.5775.290ag4.8544.8684.5425.065ac4.698iMean Score
2.7682.1842.6752.6082.8583.0042.8582.5772.7682.665Standard Deviation
0.0230.0180.0050.0040.0200.1580.0460.0060.0130.004Error Variance
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.138 When did you last do this?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier more than one year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 27 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11817191932015204120172630723514862043Unweighted Base
118177421120862113208728**23220816602115Weighted Base

213363238539038542333331390Between 1 and 2 (1.5)
18%19%15%18%18%18%16%10%16%20%d18%dyears ago

58788105946958947128288783959Between 2 and 5 (3.5)
49%44%50%45%45%45%44%35%42%47%d45%dyears ago

224104947548347586147371483Between 5 and 9 (7)
18%23%23%23%23%23%30%26%22%22%23%years ago

10208242392422393563814724210 or more (10)
9%12%11%11%11%11%10%24%ab18%ab9%11%byears ago

-3-333---33Refused
-*-***---**

6292373738-1032538Don't know
5%aij2%1%2%2%2%-4%ab2%1%2%

4.3914.7154.7564.6964.6994.6964.8935.886abc5.171ab4.4764.698bMean Score
2.5072.6882.5972.6662.6662.6662.6442.9612.9072.5412.665Standard Deviation
0.0570.0040.0350.0040.0040.0040.2690.0300.0370.0040.004Error Variance
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.138 When did you last do this?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier more than one year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 27 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

27813916091332716462043Unweighted Base
249126172812**35516852115Weighted Base

58203126112260390Between 1 and 2 (1.5)
23%16%18%46%32%ab15%18%byears ago

104408154187740959Between 2 and 5 (3.5)
42%32%47%f29%53%ab44%45%fyears ago

6541375244428483Between 5 and 9 (7)
26%33%ae22%13%12%25%c23%cyears ago

1924190-922924210 or more (10)
8%19%aeg11%-3%14%c11%cyears ago

--3--13Refused
--*--**

3132122738Don't know
1%1%2%11%1%2%2%

4.4595.560aeg4.6382.9873.4724.987ac4.698cMean Score
2.5662.9142.6292.0141.9742.7242.665Standard Deviation
0.0240.0620.0040.3690.0120.0050.004Error Variance
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.138 When did you last do this?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier more than one year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 27 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

205179348832043Unweighted Base
19917**9609352115Weighted Base

364138212390Between 1 and 2 (1.5)
18%24%14%23%ac18%cyears ago

857416450959Between 2 and 5 (3.5)
43%41%43%48%c45%years ago

465259173483Between 5 and 9 (7)
23%28%27%ab18%23%byears ago

1911348724210 or more (10)
10%7%14%b9%11%years ago

--133Refused
--***

13-141138Don't know
7%abc-1%1%2%

4.6474.4105.086ab4.3114.698bMean Score
2.6292.5902.7222.5602.665Standard Deviation
0.0360.3950.0080.0080.004Error Variance
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.138 When did you last do this?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier more than one year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 27 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

222761733327119586572649-20432003402043Unweighted Base
208778765364118554586745-**2115207639*2115Weighted Base

13125158942653106198-39036030390Between 1 and 2 (1.5)
6%16%m21%lm26%alm22%h10%18%h27%agh-18%17%78%ac18%hmyears ago

4630739820848219246407-9599546959Between 2 and 5 (3.5)
22%39%m52%alm57%alm41%40%42%55%aghi-45%46%b14%45%bhlmyears ago

882101463927165150106-4834822483Between 5 and 9 (7)
42%ajkl27%ajk19%j11%23%f30%af26%f14%-23%23%b4%23%bfjkyears ago

451225223151047825-242242-24210 or more (10)
21%ajk16%ajk7%6%13%f19%afg13%f3%-11%12%b-11%bfjkyears ago

1-2---11-33-3Refused
1%l-*---**-**-*

15149-31337-3836138Don't know
7%ajkl2%j1%-2%2%g1%1%-2%2%3%2%gj

6.485ajkl5.172ajk4.210j3.7754.699f5.620afgi4.918f3.688-4.6984.747b2.0404.698bfjkMean Score
2.6162.8242.3772.2292.7932.7862.7582.062-2.6652.6591.2942.665Standard Deviation
0.0340.0110.0080.0150.0670.0140.0130.007-0.0040.0040.0430.004Error Variance
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.138 When did you last do this?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier more than one year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 27 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12001376137332914817235855794542043Unweighted Base
11951398138836115118**20**6326254882115Weighted Base

20825325083241317153155103390Between 1 and 2 (1.5)
17%18%18%23%16%72%84%24%a25%a21%18%years ago

5346166041788433294294249959Between 2 and 5 (3.5)
45%44%44%49%56%a15%14%47%47%51%a45%years ago

27032433172231113112791483Between 5 and 9 (7)
23%23%24%20%15%6%3%21%20%19%23%gyears ago

1611771772719--50464224210 or more (10)
14%13%13%7%13%--8%7%9%11%cdhyears ago

1211---1-13Refused
****---*-**

212625111-22238Don't know
2%2%2%*1%7%-***2%bcd

4.8464.7954.8304.2214.5432.1831.9184.2604.1964.2894.698bcdhMean Score
2.7462.7222.7302.4502.6141.5161.0962.5142.4812.4862.665Standard Deviation
0.0060.0060.0060.0180.0460.1440.0520.0110.0110.0140.004Error Variance
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.138 When did you last do this?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier more than one year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 27 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2113139113148227114241571452151271072201922043Unweighted Base
2**113140114*15222712329**156146222123126*2382042115Weighted Base

-292223334018626354720263726390Between 1 and 2 (1.5)
-26%bc15%20%22%b18%15%20%17%24%b21%b17%21%16%13%18%years ago

1567542701066012685986605711297959Between 2 and 5 (3.5)
30%49%53%fgm37%46%47%48%41%43%40%39%49%46%47%48%45%years ago

-222921305531937306322275552483Between 5 and 9 (7)
-19%21%19%20%24%25%32%23%21%28%18%22%23%26%23%years ago

26122318181322021231810332424210 or more (10)
70%5%8%20%adfkno12%8%11%7%13%o15%ko10%14%o8%14%o12%11%years ago

--------3----1-3Refused
--------2%a----*-*

-134282-2-3251538Don't know
-1%2%4%cg1%3%cg1%-1%-1%2%4%g1%2%2%

8.0204.0094.4815.134o4.5104.5384.778o4.6794.874o4.7064.758o4.771o4.4164.895o4.921o4.698oMean Score
3.8972.3312.4323.0892.6962.4842.5782.5612.7432.8882.6982.7582.5402.7202.5992.665Standard Deviation
7.5930.0490.0440.0890.0500.0280.0590.2730.0490.0580.0340.0610.0630.0340.0360.004Error Variance
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.138 When did you last do this?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier more than one year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 28 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9375968477411100154347819921727053121Unweighted Base
6276361045914915183047719124427873222Weighted Base

35931747334044675329111710812641489Once (1)
57%ahij50%h45%h37%49%f41%61%afg61%abc44%45%46%fh

128159212209211413852556627709Twice (2)
20%25%ik20%23%23%e23%e18%13%23%d23%d22%d

6478175153123296522437410470Three times (3)
10%12%17%jk17%jk13%16%e11%12%15%15%15%ek

6569165203117344412339439502Four times or more (4)
10%11%16%jk22%aijk13%e19%aeg9%12%16%16%16%egjk

1--111---22Refused
*--***---**

101320818259244551Don't know
2%2%2%1%2%1%2%1%2%2%2%

1.7341.8362.031jk2.242aijk1.901e2.128aeg1.6621.7482.033d2.009d1.995degjkMean Score
1.0201.0241.1291.1771.0711.1520.9831.0841.1241.1191.119Standard Deviation
0.0010.0020.0020.0020.0010.0010.0020.0060.006**Error Variance
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Q.22 How many times have you ever switched your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 28 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

513487208224966259129117999403121Unweighted Base
4195032264270152182*28821007523222Weighted Base

2502999221239250451548784121489Once (1)
60%ah60%ah41%46%48%54%c53%ac42%55%ac46%ch

82855355921171754480157709Twice (2)
19%17%24%i22%22%21%19%23%21%22%i

45513683957553733494470Three times (3)
11%10%16%ij15%14%6%13%16%be13%15%eij

346340143270123737875502Four times or more (4)
8%12%j18%ij16%13%15%13%18%abd10%16%bj

1-12--1-12Refused
*-**--*c-**

953742936291351Don't know
2%1%2%2%2%3%2%1%2%2%

1.6641.7542.111aij2.0081.9301.8071.8442.103abde1.7711.995bdijMean Score
0.9681.0711.1351.1251.0851.1021.0861.1431.0201.119Standard Deviation
0.0020.0020.0010.0010.0020.0140.0040.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.22 How many times have you ever switched your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 28 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

194253037928223118282529643535023083121Unweighted Base
195260240729303220293328932930825613222Weighted Base

91120018513331487133515419816311161489Once (1)
47%46%46%45%46%46%53%afgh60%abc53%ab44%46%

3958583659709659506272570709Twice (2)
20%23%20%22%e22%22%17%19%23%22%22%

3435974417469418523835391470Three times (3)
17%14%18%j14%15%14%18%12%12%15%15%

1742558472502472292130450502Four times or more (4)
9%16%k14%16%e16%e16%e10%6%10%18%cd16%cdek

-2-222---22Refused
-*-***---**

1431748514841083251Don't know
7%aij1%2%2%2%2%1%3%b3%1%2%

1.8732.0032.0112.010e1.995e2.010e1.8461.6291.7742.069acd1.995cdeMean Score
1.0271.1271.1091.1241.1191.1241.0550.9291.0051.1421.119Standard Deviation
0.0060.0010.003***0.0040.0020.0030.001*Error Variance
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Q.22 How many times have you ever switched your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 28 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

46019024212672722443121Unweighted Base
413173259426**77922923222Weighted Base

2609811091330411221489Once (1)
63%ae57%ae43%51%39%49%c46%ce

70415867154515709Twice (2)
17%24%23%g26%20%22%22%g

3920406-129326470Three times (3)
9%12%16%g-17%14%15%g

41114506188293502Four times or more (4)
10%7%17%fg23%24%ab13%16%bfg

--2--12Refused
--*--**

3241-43551Don't know
1%1%2%-1%2%c2%c

1.6621.6782.078afg1.9512.260ab1.9071.995bfgMean Score
1.0100.9301.1381.2201.2101.0741.119Standard Deviation
0.0020.0050.0010.0570.0020.001*Error Variance
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Q.22 How many times have you ever switched your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 28 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

32224132514443121Unweighted Base
30724**135415323222Weighted Base

158166936181489Once (1)
51%b67%51%ab40%46%b

675309328709Twice (2)
22%20%23%21%22%

37-179254470Three times (3)
12%-13%17%c15%

243158315502Four times or more (4)
8%13%12%21%ace16%ce

--112Refused
--***

21-151651Don't know
7%abc-1%1%2%

1.7451.5961.8522.176ace1.995ceMean Score
0.9761.0361.0501.1741.119Standard Deviation
0.0030.0450.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.22 How many times have you ever switched your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 28 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

25998112016801947988301139-312122858363121Unweighted Base
24099412437461957538451274-**322223498743222Weighted Base

14457156720793435423455-148911103791489Once (1)
60%ajk57%ajk46%j28%48%f58%afgi50%f36%-46%47%43%46%fj

4720727917649160207271-709543166709Twice (2)
20%21%22%24%25%21%25%21%-22%23%b19%22%

221261911322492109221-470354117470Three times (3)
9%13%15%m18%lm12%12%13%17%agh-15%15%13%15%m

16701862312657101311-502297205502Four times or more (4)
7%7%15%lm31%aklm13%h8%12%h24%aghi-16%13%23%ac16%cghlm

--2----1-22-2Refused
--*----*-**-*

122018139514-5145751Don't know
5%ajkl2%j1%j*1%1%1%1%-2%2%b1%2%gj

1.6041.6851.996lm2.519aklm1.910h1.6921.866h2.308aghi-1.9951.9292.170ac1.995cghlmMean Score
0.9230.9511.1081.1941.0700.9601.0481.197-1.1191.0711.2211.119Standard Deviation
0.0030.0010.0010.0020.0060.0010.0010.001-*0.0010.002*Error Variance
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Q.22 How many times have you ever switched your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 28 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

186921412113536214481438104511027193121Unweighted Base
187521752140589215523438113611887723222Weighted Base

94610441048180801822473924122431489Once (1)
50%a48%49%30%37%35%57%af35%35%32%46%bcdfgh

3934604471585210568288291197709Twice (2)
21%21%21%27%a24%20%16%25%a24%25%22%e

26931731083277250180191110470Three times (3)
14%15%14%14%12%14%11%16%16%14%15%

2423223051655616165266288217502Four times or more (4)
13%15%14%28%a26%a31%ae15%23%a24%a28%ad16%k

1211---1-12Refused
****---*-**

263029213786351Don't know
1%1%1%***2%1%1%*2%bcdh

1.8951.9611.9392.400a2.269a2.409ae1.8442.284a2.300a2.392a1.995ekMean Score
1.0811.1121.1041.1921.2141.2511.1291.1721.1811.2011.119Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0030.0070.0030.0030.0010.0010.002*Error Variance
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Q.22 How many times have you ever switched your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 28 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8199228168212344178392342133341871363422993121Unweighted Base
10**19922616821933919747*2302183471801593623223222Weighted Base

78699971011328622114121144100811531461489Once (1)
69%43%44%58%abcfj46%39%44%46%50%k56%abcfj41%56%abcfj51%k42%45%46%k

klnoknokno

14253223376451157458426449178709Twice (2)
13%21%24%elm13%15%22%em23%em23%25%elm21%24%elm14%28%elm25%elm24%elm22%elm

-334220386032526235127164750470Three times (3)
-17%19%dgh12%17%18%gh16%11%11%11%15%15%10%13%15%15%

1333125436831826296425157034502Four times or more (4)
13%16%14%15%20%bdh20%abdh16%17%11%13%18%bdh14%9%19%bdh10%16%b

--------1----1-2Refused
--------*a----*-*

151343326-42211551Don't know
6%3%cg*2%2%1%1%4%cg3%cg-1%1%1%*5%acefgk2%

n

1.5342.060dgh2.023d1.8332.105dgh2.191abd2.042d1.9971.8371.8172.102bde1.8711.7712.092bde1.9071.995dgMean Score
meghmghmghm

1.0851.1371.0861.1411.1991.1631.1191.1581.0341.0801.1431.1250.9741.1501.0341.119Standard Deviation
0.1680.0070.0050.0080.0070.0040.0070.0350.0050.0050.0040.0070.0070.0040.004*Error Variance
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.22 How many times have you ever switched your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 29 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

704452624538886116127115416719972318Unweighted Base
467481766666736137227114918520462380Weighted Base

778513512681259832731365423Between 1 and 2 (1.5)
17%18%18%19%11%19%g31%afg18%17%18%18%gyears ago

19120534330628361914258779101044Between 2 and 5 (3.5)
41%43%45%46%38%45%g52%afg39%42%44%44%gyears ago

112117182149183344322553482560Between 5 and 9 (7)
24%24%24%22%25%e25%e12%17%29%d24%24%eyears ago

706791721701237331924830010 or more (10)
15%h14%12%11%23%aef9%e2%22%abc11%12%13%efyears ago

1--121-1-22Refused
*--***-*-**

168161116278644050Don't know
3%2%2%2%2%2%3%4%2%2%2%

5.042h4.9234.7774.6305.709aef4.606e3.4645.2094.8944.7824.817efMean Score
2.8212.7732.6832.6402.9562.5611.9583.1162.6392.6952.719Standard Deviation
0.0120.0170.0120.0130.0100.0060.0150.0670.0420.0040.003Error Variance
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Q.139 When did you last do this?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier more than one year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 29 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

381307159718155037121913097192318Unweighted Base
3063151728195742363*21415275762380Weighted Base

628427435865143329285423Between 1 and 2 (1.5)
20%27%ah16%18%15%22%15%19%b15%18%years ago

11716175788815625876992331044Between 2 and 5 (3.5)
38%51%ahj44%45%f37%40%41%46%b40%44%fjyears ago

7954421448111944350156560Between 5 and 9 (7)
26%i17%24%i23%26%14%21%23%27%ce24%iyears ago

41122362227813341658830010 or more (10)
13%i4%14%i11%18%ag21%c16%c11%15%c13%iyears ago

1-121-2-12Refused
*-***-1%ac-**

75383912214211350Don't know
2%2%2%2%3%4%6%abc1%2%2%

4.897i3.8184.958i4.6995.367ag4.9545.070c4.6405.185ac4.817iMean Score
2.8092.1772.7382.6602.9203.1272.8692.6402.7902.719Standard Deviation
0.0210.0160.0050.0040.0180.1440.0400.0050.0110.003Error Variance
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Q.139 When did you last do this?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier more than one year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 29 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

129189428021082315211120737128416452318Unweighted Base
129194029621782377218119928224718342380Weighted Base

2135348385423385383032361423Between 1 and 2 (1.5)
16%18%16%18%18%18%19%11%13%20%cd18%dyears ago

6083114795510449558997948461044Between 2 and 5 (3.5)
46%43%50%j44%44%44%45%34%38%46%cd44%dyears ago

2347162521558523377661416560Between 5 and 9 (7)
18%24%21%24%23%24%18%27%25%23%24%years ago

132503427129927228695417630010 or more (10)
10%13%11%12%13%12%14%24%ab22%ab10%13%byears ago

-2-222--122Refused
-*-***--***

1233643504371063450Don't know
9%aij2%2%2%2%2%3%4%b2%2%2%

4.5714.8464.6734.8204.8134.8244.7375.915ab5.588ab4.5444.817bMean Score
2.6222.7392.6172.7112.7182.7122.8072.9702.9722.5852.719Standard Deviation
0.0590.0040.0250.0040.0030.0040.0400.0250.0320.0040.003Error Variance
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Q.139 When did you last do this?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier more than one year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 29 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

31016418121936018622318Unweighted Base
277146192918**39718862380Weighted Base

621834212132262423Between 1 and 2 (1.5)
22%f12%18%65%33%ab14%18%byears ago

1114588112018091044Between 2 and 5 (3.5)
40%31%46%f6%51%ab43%44%fyears ago

7251429349492560Between 5 and 9 (7)
26%35%ae22%17%12%26%c24%cyears ago

2830235-1228330010 or more (10)
10%21%aeg12%-3%15%ac13%cyears ago

--2--22Refused
--*--**

4339223850Don't know
2%2%2%13%1%2%2%

4.6405.856aeg4.7412.6793.4655.147ac4.817cMean Score
2.6912.8622.6882.2222.0422.7582.719Standard Deviation
0.0240.0510.0040.3090.0120.0040.003Error Variance
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Q.139 When did you last do this?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier more than one year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 29 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

23718104910082318Unweighted Base
22619**107210582380Weighted Base

414152224423Between 1 and 2 (1.5)
18%23%14%21%ac18%cyears ago

9074465001044Between 2 and 5 (3.5)
40%36%42%47%c44%years ago

545296203560Between 5 and 9 (7)
24%25%28%ab19%24%byears ago

23216111430010 or more (10)
10%11%15%b11%13%years ago

1-112Refused
*-***

171161650Don't know
8%abc5%1%2%2%

4.7134.7015.188abe4.4624.817bMean Score
2.6712.8412.7632.6352.719Standard Deviation
0.0320.4750.0070.0070.003Error Variance
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Q.139 When did you last do this?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier more than one year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 29 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

247882830359136661656719-23182285332318Unweighted Base
231894859397136624662817-**2380234931**2380Weighted Base

16144164992868113209-42340122423Between 1 and 2 (1.5)
7%16%m19%m25%aklm21%h11%17%h26%agh-18%17%71%18%hmyears ago

4733943222750239269442-1044103961044Between 2 and 5 (3.5)
20%38%m50%alm57%aklm37%38%41%54%aghi-44%44%18%44%hlmyears ago

962431774434182179124-5605582560Between 5 and 9 (7)
41%ajkl27%ajk21%j11%25%f29%af27%f15%-24%24%5%24%fjyears ago

531497325191239530-300299130010 or more (10)
23%ajkl17%ajk9%6%14%f20%afg14%f4%-13%13%3%13%fjkyears ago

1-2-1--1-22-2Refused
*-*-*--*-**-*

1919121412710-5049150Don't know
8%ajkl2%j1%*3%2%1%1%-2%2%3%2%j

6.577ajkl5.251ajk4.404j3.7964.926f5.626afgi5.052f3.764-4.8174.8482.4484.817fjkMean Score
2.6582.8662.4852.2232.8762.8432.7832.110-2.7192.7142.0032.719Standard Deviation
0.0310.0090.0080.0140.0630.0120.0120.006-0.0030.0030.1250.003Error Variance
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Q.139 When did you last do this?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier more than one year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 29 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1366157215643531679246356294952318Unweighted Base
13591585157538517010**22**6856745292380Weighted Base

2402802768427715152156107423Between 1 and 2 (1.5)
18%18%18%22%16%69%71%22%a23%a20%18%years ago

55866064919190243213162681044Between 2 and 5 (3.5)
41%42%41%50%53%a19%17%47%47%51%a44%years ago

323383387803011145143105560Between 5 and 9 (7)
24%24%25%21%18%12%2%21%21%20%24%years ago

2082282292621-162564430010 or more (10)
15%a14%15%7%12%-5%9%8%8%13%bcdhyears ago

1211---1-12Refused
****---*-**

28333222-143450Don't know
2%2%2%1%1%-5%1%*1%2%cdh

5.0074.9604.9874.2444.6102.5392.4064.3894.3184.3464.817bcdhMean Score
2.8382.8002.8042.4172.6131.9152.0882.5612.5272.4782.719Standard Deviation
0.0060.0050.0050.0170.0420.4070.1900.0100.0100.0130.003Error Variance
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Q.139 When did you last do this?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier more than one year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 29 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2139162127164252139281661522481501112502282318Unweighted Base
2**14015812916724715133**1651542541441292672382380Weighted Base

-332624344323725414426244231423Between 1 and 2 (1.5)
-23%b16%19%20%17%15%22%15%26%abcfh17%18%18%16%13%18%years ago

jkn

1677747781136611685810566561201111044Between 2 and 5 (3.5)
30%48%49%36%47%46%44%32%41%38%41%46%44%45%47%44%years ago

-3234243163421141326823336462560Between 5 and 9 (7)
-22%22%18%18%26%e28%e34%25%21%27%e16%25%24%26%e24%years ago

28173021231722723342411362430010 or more (10)
70%5%11%23%abcdf13%o9%12%6%16%ko15%o13%o17%ko9%14%o10%13%oyears ago

jklno

---1----1----1-2Refused
---*----1%----*-*

-13335324-35541050Don't know
-*2%2%2%2%2%5%2%-1%3%g4%g2%4%ago2%

8.0204.1794.6855.341klo4.5754.6884.936o4.6985.183o4.6644.981o4.8274.6214.922o4.866o4.817oMean Score
3.8972.3722.6093.1582.7312.5722.6522.6062.8462.9232.7572.8902.5622.7292.5502.719Standard Deviation
7.5930.0410.0430.0820.0470.0270.0510.2510.0500.0560.0310.0580.0620.0310.0300.003Error Variance
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Q.139 When did you last do this?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier more than one year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 30 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

785501744634900136040415018023342664Unweighted Base
529536923789753162240214420424282777Weighted Base

488493878754711152637613119022932613Yes
92%92%95%jk96%jk94%94%93%91%93%94%94%

313933302781241012111132No
6%i7%ahi4%4%4%5%6%7%6%5%5%

11312514152432431Don't know
2%hj1%1%1%2%1%*3%1%1%1%
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Q.154 Thinking about the last time you switched an energy supplier, did you switch both gas and electricity at the same time?
Base: All who have switched gas AND electricity supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 30 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

433408179221535117524915667742664Unweighted Base
3564181973234942869*24818426172777Weighted Base

324388187422183956322817545682613Yes
91%93%95%j94%92%91%92%95%bd92%94%j

262877106275147340132No
7%ah7%h4%4%6%7%6%4%6%c5%

61232571615931Don't know
2%i*1%1%2%2%2%c1%1%1%
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Q.154 Thinking about the last time you switched an energy supplier, did you switch both gas and electricity at the same time?
Base: All who have switched gas AND electricity supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 30 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

17122322482638266226402434428120162664Unweighted Base
172231427627492775275125**25925122452777Weighted Base

14721882672594261125961724123321232613Yes
86%95%k96%k94%94%94%68%93%93%95%94%k

15106912413212481016103132No
9%aij5%3%5%5%5%32%4%6%5%5%

10201313131-822031Don't know
6%aij1%*1%1%1%-3%abc1%1%1%
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Q.154 Thinking about the last time you switched an energy supplier, did you switch both gas and electricity at the same time?
Base: All who have switched gas AND electricity supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 30 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

38315320861465219032664Unweighted Base
345140225613**69819662777Weighted Base

3151272135768518422613Yes
91%91%95%fg54%98%ab94%94%

25998611105132No
7%e7%4%46%2%5%c5%c

5422-21931Don't know
1%3%1%-*1%1%
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Q.154 Thinking about the last time you switched an energy supplier, did you switch both gas and electricity at the same time?
Base: All who have switched gas AND electricity supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 30 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

27418112912392664Unweighted Base
26417**116613262777Weighted Base

23912108712742613Yes
90%73%93%96%ace94%e

1346647132No
5%22%6%b4%5%

12113531Don't know
5%abc6%1%b*1%b
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Q.154 Thinking about the last time you switched an energy supplier, did you switch both gas and electricity at the same time?
Base: All who have switched gas AND electricity supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 30 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

22481610285961626747051000-266419537112664Unweighted Base
20983510776561626427241129-**277720277502777Weighted Base

18278010236291496036711088-261318907232613Yes
87%93%m95%m96%m92%94%93%96%aghi-94%93%96%ac94%m

164544279364536-13210923132No
8%k5%4%4%6%6%f6%f3%-5%5%b3%5%f

111010-4285-3127431Don't know
5%ajkl1%j1%j-2%fh*1%*-1%1%*1%j
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Q.154 Thinking about the last time you switched an energy supplier, did you switch both gas and electricity at the same time?
Base: All who have switched gas AND electricity supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 30 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1594182318004831874203749269686412664Unweighted Base
160918691836533188459377101110516912777Weighted Base

15141757173550817944436196310016572613Yes
94%94%95%95%95%97%a96%95%95%95%94%

7993822561313424431132No
5%5%4%5%3%3%3%4%4%5%5%

171918-22466231Don't know
1%1%1%-1%h*1%1%1%*1%h
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Q.154 Thinking about the last time you switched an energy supplier, did you switch both gas and electricity at the same time?
Base: All who have switched gas AND electricity supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 30 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

6164187134179304148322162002831551182942442664Unweighted Base
8**16519113418730416440**2122052991501383142672777Weighted Base

7159187123178294155341981942891421242972332613Yes
92%97%bd98%bdm92%95%b97%bdm95%b86%93%b95%b97%bdm95%b90%95%b87%94%b

-4577984101096131624132No
-3%2%5%4%3%5%10%5%5%3%4%10%afkno5%9%afkno5%

11-4211241121-1131Don't know
8%1%-3%cfkn1%*1%4%2%c**1%1%-4%acfgkn1%
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Q.154 Thinking about the last time you switched an energy supplier, did you switch both gas and electricity at the same time?
Base: All who have switched gas AND electricity supplier ever

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 31 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

724461710608848127837713416922002503Unweighted Base
488493878754711152637613119022932613Weighted Base

404412724662578129932410715719382201Yes
83%84%82%88%aik81%85%g86%g82%83%85%84%

757614988119220492132335388No
15%16%17%h12%17%14%13%16%17%15%15%

95641473212024Don't know
2%ahi1%1%1%2%af*1%2%1%1%1%
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Q.155 And before you switched, did the same energy supplier (i.e. a single supplier) provide your gas and electricity?
Base: All who switched gas AND electricity supplier at same time

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 31 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

396379170120334706822914927142503Unweighted Base
3243881874221839563*22817545682613Weighted Base

262339157618673345519314934602201Yes
81%87%j84%84%85%87%85%85%b81%84%

584628133355730249102388No
18%i12%15%15%14%11%13%14%18%c15%

34171961512624Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%2%2%c1%1%1%
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Q.155 And before you switched, did the same energy supplier (i.e. a single supplier) provide your gas and electricity?
Base: All who switched gas AND electricity supplier at same time

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 31 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

14521092382484250124861731926219042503Unweighted Base
147218826725942611259617**24123321232613Weighted Base

12018452292184220021851619019618022201Yes
82%84%86%84%84%84%90%79%84%85%d84%d

233253738738838714432309388No
16%15%14%15%15%15%6%18%14%15%15%

41812324241751224Don't know
3%ij1%*1%1%1%4%3%ab2%b1%1%
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Q.155 And before you switched, did the same energy supplier (i.e. a single supplier) provide your gas and electricity?
Base: All who switched gas AND electricity supplier at same time

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 31 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3501371974764017792503Unweighted Base
31512721357**68518422613Weighted Base

2541061803560415222201Yes
81%84%84%74%88%ab83%84%

5819311280299388No
18%15%15%26%12%16%c15%

4122-12124Don't know
1%1%1%-*1%c1%
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Q.155 And before you switched, did the same energy supplier (i.e. a single supplier) provide your gas and electricity?
Base: All who switched gas AND electricity supplier at same time

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 31 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

25012104911902503Unweighted Base
23912**108712742613Weighted Base

2011088511052201Yes
84%81%81%87%c84%

312193161388No
13%19%18%ab13%15%

6-9824Don't know
3%abc-1%1%1%
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Q.155 And before you switched, did the same energy supplier (i.e. a single supplier) provide your gas and electricity?
Base: All who switched gas AND electricity supplier at same time

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 31 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

193763976571149632651967-250318196842503Unweighted Base
18278010236291496036711088-**261318907232613Weighted Base

144637852569111502554949-220115516502201Yes
79%82%83%90%aklm75%83%i82%i87%aghi-84%82%90%ac84%i

34129165603694113138-38831771388No
19%j17%j16%j9%24%afh16%17%f13%-15%17%b10%15%bj

4145*2741-2422224Don't know
2%jk2%jk1%*1%f1%f1%*-1%1%b*1%fj
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Q.155 And before you switched, did the same energy supplier (i.e. a single supplier) provide your gas and electricity?
Base: All who switched gas AND electricity supplier at same time

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 31 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1499171216984581794063578829226082503Unweighted Base
15141757173550817944436196310016572613Weighted Base

1282147814614591584013228538785922201Yes
85%84%84%90%a88%90%a89%a89%a88%a90%a84%

2182612564720423810711862388No
14%15%15%9%11%9%11%11%12%9%15%bcdefh

141818121*35324Don't know
1%1%1%*1%***1%*1%
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Q.155 And before you switched, did the same energy supplier (i.e. a single supplier) provide your gas and electricity?
Base: All who switched gas AND electricity supplier at same time

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 31 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5158183121168292141282021882741471042802122503Unweighted Base
7**15918712317829415534**198194289142124*2972332613Weighted Base

714015899139246127291731662401221122571842201Yes
100%88%bl84%81%79%84%82%85%87%bl86%83%86%90%blm87%bl79%84%

-192622374827525274419123346388No
-12%14%18%21%cdho16%17%15%12%14%15%14%10%11%20%cd15%

-*422-1-*-4--7324Don't know
-*2%k2%k1%-1%-*-2%k--2%agk1%1%
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Q.155 And before you switched, did the same energy supplier (i.e. a single supplier) provide your gas and electricity?
Base: All who switched gas AND electricity supplier at same time

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 32 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

588374566519680105830910513318092047Unweighted Base
3934027036485681269309103*15318902147Weighted Base

761452913011555381192647740813Online price comparison
19%36%k41%k46%ajk27%42%ag39%g25%31%39%d38%dgkservice

8690135122133230702234377433I contacted the supplier
22%22%19%19%23%f18%23%22%22%20%20%by phone

9257785891164302217246285Through a salesperson
23%ahij14%h11%9%16%e13%10%21%abc11%13%13%hwho knocked at my door

3016432523563438102113Telephone price
8%ahj4%6%4%4%4%11%afg3%5%5%5%comparison service

111645361972188991108Through the supplier's
3%4%6%k6%k3%6%g6%8%6%5%5%kwebsite

272426254055881579102Supplier contacted me by
7%hi6%4%4%7%aef4%3%8%10%ab4%5%phone

25213422395392892101Through a salesperson in
6%h5%5%3%7%aef4%3%2%5%5%5%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

1157913163322732Friend\relative
3%ai1%1%1%2%1%1%3%1%1%1%recommended\did it for

me

667821410222327Moved house
2%1%1%1%*1%3%afg2%1%1%1%

468712941-2425Through a collective
1%1%1%1%2%f1%1%1%-1%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

112243---77Leaflet\letter (through
****1%*---**the door)

1--111---22Online research
*--***---**

-1---1---11(Ad) On TV
-*---*---**
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Q.156 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas and electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 32 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

588374566519680105830910513318092047Unweighted Base
3934027036485681269309103*15318902147Weighted Base

1----1---11Relative\friend\I worked
*----*---**for them

*----*-*--*Contacted them myself
*----*-*ab--*

23-1069-111215Other
*1%i-2%i1%1%-1%1%1%1%

1-1131---33Refused
*-***f*---**

19132522294634106479Don't know
5%3%4%3%5%e4%e1%4%7%3%4%e
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Q.156 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas and electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 32 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

303326139616683795918612365662047Unweighted Base
2463341545182731955*19014544482147Weighted Base

549865673380206464287813Online price comparison
22%29%42%aij40%f25%36%b34%b44%abd20%38%bfijservice

618927734688940272113433I contacted the supplier
25%h27%ah18%19%27%ag17%21%19%25%ac20%by phone

523519522758153015685285Through a salesperson
21%ahi10%13%12%18%ag27%ac16%11%19%ac13%cwho knocked at my door

19276798152106140113Telephone price
8%h8%h4%5%5%4%5%4%9%ac5%comparison service

82277971117929108Through the supplier's
3%7%5%5%4%1%4%6%b2%5%bwebsite

1216718121486030102Supplier contacted me by
5%5%5%4%6%7%4%4%7%c5%phone

1620658516175934101Through a salesperson in
7%6%4%5%5%2%4%4%8%ac5%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

522323812181032Friend\relative
2%1%2%1%3%2%1%1%2%1%recommended\did it for

me

21312261-216927Moved house
1%4%ahj1%1%*-1%1%2%1%

3121214-417425Through a collective
1%*1%1%1%-2%1%1%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

11543--437Leaflet\letter (through
1%***1%--*1%*the door)

1-111-1-12Online research
*-***-*c-**
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Q.156 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas and electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 32 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

303326139616683795918612365662047Unweighted Base
2463341545182731955*19014544482147Weighted Base

--11---1-1(Ad) On TV
--**---*-*

--11---1-1Relative\friend\I worked
--**---*-*for them

--**---*-*Contacted them myself
--**---*-*

-1141321310215Other
-*1%1%1%1%1%1%*1%

1-33--1213Refused
*-**--****

1110576613212442179Don't know
5%3%4%4%4%4%6%c3%5%4%
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Q.156 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas and electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 32 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1111734197204720472047-24821315722047Unweighted Base
113*1808219214721472147-**18419417562147Weighted Base

3269287813813813-949749813Online price comparison
28%38%k40%38%38%38%-5%25%d43%acd38%cdservice

2637334433433433-5546331433I contacted the supplier
23%21%15%20%20%20%-30%ab24%19%20%by phone

1524129285285285-4439200285Through a salesperson
13%13%13%13%13%13%-24%ab20%ab11%13%who knocked at my door

118119113113113-141285113Telephone price
9%j4%9%j5%5%5%-8%6%5%5%comparison service

69111108108108-13105108Through the supplier's
5%5%5%5%5%5%-*1%6%cd5%cdwebsite

8886102102102-181272102Supplier contacted me by
7%5%3%5%5%5%-10%ab6%4%5%phone

88311101101101-131771101Through a salesperson in
7%5%5%5%5%5%-7%b9%ab4%5%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

1264323232-922132Friend\relative
1%1%2%1%1%1%-5%abc1%1%1%recommended\did it for

me

1233272727-122227Moved house
1%1%1%1%1%1%-1%1%1%1%

-232252525-222025Through a collective
-1%1%1%1%1%-1%1%1%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

-52777-2-57Leaflet\letter (through
-*1%***-1%-**the door)

-2-222---22Online research
-*-***---**
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Q.156 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas and electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 32 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1111734197204720472047-24821315722047Unweighted Base
113*1808219214721472147-**18419417562147Weighted Base

-1-111---11(Ad) On TV
-*-***---**

-1-111---11Relative\friend\I worked
-*-***---**for them

-*-***---**Contacted them myself
-*-***---**

-141151515-2-1315Other
-1%*1%1%1%-1%-1%1%

-3-333--123Refused
-*-***--1%**

66210797979-1375679Don't know
5%3%5%4%4%4%-7%ab4%3%4%
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Q.156 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas and electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 32 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2691071627-55914292047Unweighted Base
240102*1767-**60014862147Weighted Base

4319743-302493813Online price comparison
18%19%42%afg-50%ab33%38%bfgservice

5831338-83340433I contacted the supplier
24%31%ae19%-14%23%c20%cby phone

6416195-45233285Through a salesperson
26%aef16%11%-8%16%c13%cwho knocked at my door

16590-2488113Telephone price
7%5%5%-4%6%5%comparison service

8594-4262108Through the supplier's
3%5%5%-7%b4%5%website

17976-2371102Supplier contacted me by
7%9%e4%-4%5%5%phone

15677-3762101Through a salesperson in
6%6%4%-6%4%5%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

2128-171432Friend\relative
1%1%2%-3%ab1%1%recommended\did it for

me

5318--2627Moved house
2%3%1%--2%c1%c

2123-71725Through a collective
1%1%1%-1%1%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

115-257Leaflet\letter (through
1%**-***the door)
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Q.156 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas and electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 32 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2691071627-55914292047Unweighted Base
240102*1767-**60014862147Weighted Base

--2-112Online research
--*-***

1----11(Ad) On TV
1%ae----**

--1-1-1Relative\friend\I worked
--*-*-*for them

--*--**Contacted them myself
--*--**

-113-7715Other
-*1%-1%*1%

--3--13Refused
--*--**

9562-86679Don't know
4%5%3%-1%4%c4%c
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Q.156 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas and electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 32 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

197683310112047Unweighted Base
1898**86410872147Weighted Base

574242510813Online price comparison
30%46%28%47%ace38%ceservice

34-211188433I contacted the supplier
18%-24%ab17%20%by phone

28115997285Through a salesperson
15%b16%18%ab9%13%bwho knocked at my door

7-3868113Telephone price
4%-4%6%5%comparison service

4-4163108Through the supplier's
2%-5%6%5%website

1614243102Supplier contacted me by
9%ab17%5%4%5%phone

12-5039101Through a salesperson in
6%-6%b4%5%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

52151132Friend\relative
2%22%2%1%1%recommended\did it for

me

2-131127Moved house
1%-2%1%1%

2-41925Through a collective
1%-*2%c1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

--347Leaflet\letter (through
--***the door)
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Q.156 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas and electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 32 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

197683310112047Unweighted Base
1898**86410872147Weighted Base

--2-2Online research
--*-*

--1-1(Ad) On TV
--*-*

---11Relative\friend\I worked
---**for them

---**Contacted them myself
---**

2-7515Other
1%-1%*1%

--133Refused
--***

20-342579Don't know
11%abc-4%b2%4%
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Q.156 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas and electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 32 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

141608795503112509523819-204714535942047Unweighted Base
133621835557108*488542926-**214715166302147Weighted Base

25166321301---813-813506307813Online price comparison
19%27%38%lm54%aklm---88%aghi-38%33%49%ac38%cghilmservice

26145156106--433--43333796433I contacted the supplier
20%23%k19%19%--80%afhi--20%22%b15%20%bfhiby phone

281399325-285---28524144285Through a salesperson
21%ajk22%ajk11%j4%-58%afgi---13%16%ab7%13%bfgijwho knocked at my door

5284634---113-1137142113Telephone price
4%4%6%6%---12%aghi-5%5%7%5%ghicomparison service

5105637--108--1087038108Through the supplier's
4%2%7%l7%l--20%afhi--5%5%6%5%fhilwebsite

9344812-102---1027330102Supplier contacted me by
7%j5%j6%j2%-21%afgi---5%5%5%5%fgijphone

12364310-101---1018021101Through a salesperson in
9%aj6%j5%j2%-21%afgi---5%5%3%5%fgijthe street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

11013732----32171532Friend\relative
*2%2%1%29%afgh----1%1%2%1%fghrecommended\did it for

me

2616227----27171027Moved house
2%1%2%j*24%afgh----1%1%2%1%fgh

*581125----25121325Through a collective
*1%1%2%23%afgh----1%1%2%c1%fgh(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

*4127----77-7Leaflet\letter (through
*1%**6%afgh----**-*the door)
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Q.156 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas and electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 32 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

141608795503112509523819-204714535942047Unweighted Base
133621835557108*488542926-**214715166302147Weighted Base

--112----22-2Online research
--**1%afgh----**-*

-1--1----11-1(Ad) On TV
-*--1%afgh----**-*

---11----11-1Relative\friend\I worked
---*1%af----**-*for them

--*-*----*-**Contacted them myself
--*-*a----*-**

-37415----1510515Other
-*1%1%13%afgh----1%1%1%1%f

-111-----3313Refused
-***-----****

1933234-----7970979Don't know
14%ajkl5%jk3%j1%-----4%5%b1%4%bfghj
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Q.156 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas and electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 32 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1230139913894021503553077607825282047Unweighted Base
1250144314284511543893138358575792147Weighted Base

44054250724162240106423443297813Online price comparison
35%38%35%54%ag40%62%ae34%51%a52%a51%a38%service

2603033047326426714814594433I contacted the supplier
21%21%21%16%17%11%21%f18%17%16%20%fby phone

16217919231141632646740285Through a salesperson
13%12%13%7%9%4%10%f8%8%7%13%bcdfhwho knocked at my door

72717922112522364031113Telephone price
6%5%6%5%7%6%7%4%5%5%5%comparison service

67797433102516605642108Through the supplier's
5%5%5%7%7%6%5%7%a7%7%5%website

617069961220292915102Supplier contacted me by
5%5%5%2%4%3%6%f4%3%3%5%bhphone

6471761210516201817101Through a salesperson in
5%5%5%3%6%1%5%f2%2%3%5%cdfthe street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

2822252279910532Friend\relative
2%2%2%1%2%2%3%1%1%1%1%recommended\did it for

me

151616644887827Moved house
1%1%1%1%2%1%2%1%1%1%1%
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Q.156 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas and electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 32 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1230139913894021503553077607825282047Unweighted Base
1250144314284511543893138358575792147Weighted Base

14171653781111725Through a collective
1%1%1%1%2%2%3%a1%1%1%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

34321--2227Leaflet\letter (through
*****--****the door)

1221---1112Online research
****---****

111-------1(Ad) On TV
***-------*

111----11-1Relative\friend\I worked
***----**-*for them

----***-***Contacted them myself
----***-***

131314413268515Other
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

1112-1-2223Refused
****-*-****
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Q.156 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas and electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 32 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1230139913894021503553077607825282047Unweighted Base
1250144314284511543893138358575792147Weighted Base

475249853715171179Don't know
4%4%3%2%3%1%2%2%2%2%4%cdf
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Q.156 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas and electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 32 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

51351519412623811122172156220124902401632047Unweighted Base
7**13515496*134239124*29**171161237120108*2541782147Weighted Base

3574528541093710616610839398869813Online price comparison
41%42%mn29%29%40%46%acejm30%35%36%41%n46%acejm33%36%35%38%38%service

nn

4273920295232236293132214435433I contacted the supplier
59%20%26%f21%21%22%f26%f7%21%f18%13%27%cf19%17%20%20%fby phone

-221920192212529172423114023285Through a salesperson
-16%12%21%fgjk14%9%10%17%17%k10%10%19%fgk10%16%k13%13%who knocked at my door

-1023266211519-82712113Telephone price
-8%ekln1%4%1%3%5%e6%6%eln3%8%ekln-7%eln11%aegkln7%eln5%ecomparison service

-310861354781154158108Through the supplier's
-2%7%9%o5%5%4%13%4%5%5%4%4%6%5%5%website

-6106391145131155103102Supplier contacted me by
-5%6%6%3%4%9%bhl14%3%8%bh5%4%5%4%2%5%phone

-272878-9812471413101Through a salesperson in
-1%4%2%6%3%6%-5%5%5%4%7%6%8%ko5%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

-132132-1344-5232Friend\relative
-1%2%2%1%1%1%-1%2%2%4%-2%1%1%recommended\did it for

me

-152342-1-3121327Moved house
-1%3%cg2%2%2%1%-1%-1%1%2%*1%1%

-132-5--114-12525Through a collective
-1%2%2%-2%--1%1%2%-1%1%3%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

--1-12--2----1-7Leaflet\letter (through
--1%-1%1%--1%----*-*the door)

--1--------1---2Online research
--*--------1%a---*
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Q.156 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas and electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 32 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

51351519412623811122172156220124902401632047Unweighted Base
7**13515496*134239124*29**171161237120108*2541782147Weighted Base

----------1----1(Ad) On TV
----------1%----*

----1----------1Relative\friend\I worked
----*----------*for them

---*-----------*Contacted them myself
---1%a-----------*

-11-111-1323-1-15Other
-*1%-1%*1%-1%2%1%3%abc-*-1%

----1----2---1-3Refused
----1%----1%a---*-*

-48357826661107679Don't know
-3%5%3%4%3%7%e6%4%4%2%1%9%acefk3%3%4%
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Q.156 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas and electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 33 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2201471991302463391115453589696Unweighted Base
151156243160206394110*50*57*603710Weighted Base

164066673412432914167190Online price comparison
11%26%k27%k42%aijk16%32%g29%g18%25%28%27%gkservice

384441424287361310142165I contacted the supplier
25%i28%i17%26%20%22%33%afg26%18%24%23%by phone

312839114157117894109Through a salesperson
20%h18%h16%h7%20%e14%10%14%14%16%15%hwho knocked at my door

1481139234342936Telephone price
9%ah5%5%2%4%6%4%6%8%5%5%comparison service

10514212145232631Through a salesperson in
7%h3%6%1%6%4%4%5%5%4%4%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

125627153441825Supplier contacted me by
8%ahi3%3%1%3%4%3%7%7%3%4%phone

321077132231621Through the supplier's
2%1%4%4%3%3%1%5%5%3%3%website

12342621-1010Supplier was already at
*2%1%2%1%2%2%1%-2%1%the house (when i moved

in)

-262271--1010Through a collective
-1%2%1%1%2%1%--2%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

2-4-33-2136Someone else\friend (no
1%-2%-2%1%-4%ab2%*1%detail)

2-4-42-1-56Recommendation
1%-1%-2%*-1%-1%1%

11-332-1225Someone else did it (no
1%1%-2%1%*-2%3%b*1%detail)

--2-1-1--22Someone else contacted
--1%-1%-1%--**supplier by phone
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Q.29 Thinking of the last time you switched gas supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 33 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2201471991302463391115453589696Unweighted Base
151156243160206394110*50*57*603710Weighted Base

---22----22Supplier sent a letter
---1%1%----**

--1--1---11Leaflet
--1%--*---**

--1-1----11Through Age UK\Age
--*-1%----**Concern

---11----11Internet\online (no
---1%*----**detail)

356-581-11214Other
2%3%h2%-2%2%1%-2%2%2%

11---11--22Refused
1%1%---*1%--**

17142913313210576172Don't know
11%9%12%8%15%f8%9%10%12%10%10%
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Q.29 Thinking of the last time you switched gas supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 33 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

150974395511451971373233696Unweighted Base
125101*47659111917**66*439187710Weighted Base

24271381692141714326190Online price comparison
19%27%29%j29%f17%24%25%b33%b14%27%bfservice

3234971412531310148165I contacted the supplier
25%33%ah20%24%21%20%19%23%26%23%by phone

249738524395839109Through a salesperson
19%i9%15%14%21%19%13%13%21%c15%who knocked at my door

7523324-5181336Telephone price
6%5%5%5%3%-7%4%7%5%comparison service

571725622151131Through a salesperson in
4%7%4%4%5%14%3%3%6%4%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

115915101115925Supplier contacted me by
9%ah5%2%3%9%ag6%1%3%5%4%phone

3315174-215521Through the supplier's
2%3%3%3%4%-2%3%3%3%website

21710-118110Supplier was already at
2%1%1%2%-4%2%2%1%1%the house (when i moved

in)

--1082--7310Through a collective
--2%1%1%--2%2%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

-1533-2316Someone else\friend (no
-1%1%1%2%g-3%1%1%1%detail)

2-432-1326Recommendation
2%-1%1%2%-1%1%1%1%

--532--325Someone else did it (no
--1%*2%--1%1%1%detail)
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Q.29 Thinking of the last time you switched gas supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 33 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

150974395511451971373233696Unweighted Base
125101*47659111917**66*439187710Weighted Base

--211--112Someone else contacted
--**1%--*1%*supplier by phone

--22---2-2Supplier sent a letter
--**---*-*

--11---1-1Leaflet
--**---*-*

--11----11Through Age UK\Age
--**----1%*Concern

--1-1--1-1Internet\online (no
--*-1%g--*-*detail)

1111103-35614Other
1%1%2%2%3%-4%1%3%2%

-112---2-2Refused
-1%**---*-*

135546211213391972Don't know
10%5%11%10%9%13%19%ac9%10%10%
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Q.29 Thinking of the last time you switched gas supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 33 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

67561586676936702611275499696Unweighted Base
66*56964*67970768228**8764*550710Weighted Base

14151231831901837514168190Online price comparison
21%27%36%27%27%27%24%6%23%d30%d27%dservice

141331415816415961411138165I contacted the supplier
22%23%22%23%23%23%22%16%17%25%23%by phone

129431061091064211572109Through a salesperson
18%i17%i5%16%15%15%13%25%ab24%b13%15%iwho knocked at my door

3302363636-452836Telephone price
4%5%3%5%5%5%-4%7%5%5%comparison service

42162631265452231Through a salesperson in
6%4%9%4%4%4%16%4%8%4%4%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

51732425241711725Supplier contacted me by
8%3%5%4%4%4%3%8%ab2%3%4%phone

21732121211221721Through the supplier's
3%3%4%3%3%3%3%2%3%3%3%website

110-101010---1010Supplier was already at
1%2%-2%1%2%---2%1%the house (when i moved

in)

171910911-910Through a collective
2%1%2%1%1%1%3%1%-2%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

-6-666-3-36Someone else\friend (no
-1%-1%1%1%-3%b-1%1%detail)

14146412136Recommendation
1%1%2%1%1%1%4%2%1%1%1%

221555-1-45Someone else did it (no
3%j*2%1%1%1%-1%-1%1%detail)
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Q.29 Thinking of the last time you switched gas supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 33 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

67561586676936702611275499696Unweighted Base
66*56964*67970768228**8764*550710Weighted Base

-11222-1-12Someone else contacted
-*2%***-1%-**supplier by phone

-111211--22Supplier sent a letter
-*2%***4%--**

-1-111---11Leaflet
-*-***---**

-1-111-1--1Through Age UK\Age
-*-***-1%ab--*Concern

-1-111---11Internet\online (no
-*-***---**detail)

113-121412113914Other
1%2%-2%2%2%5%2%4%2%2%

1-1222--112Refused
2%j-1%j***--2%b**

758470717212164472Don't know
10%10%6%10%10%11%2%24%abc10%8%10%
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Q.29 Thinking of the last time you switched gas supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 33 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

137545171895542696Unweighted Base
12647*54917**101*547710Weighted Base

209166640130190Online price comparison
16%19%30%g38%40%ab24%27%gservice

3612123210143165I contacted the supplier
29%26%22%9%10%26%c23%cby phone

249772897109Through a salesperson
19%20%14%11%8%18%c15%who knocked at my door

6127123036Telephone price
5%1%5%4%2%5%5%comparison service

8223162331Through a salesperson in
6%4%4%6%6%4%4%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

9412141925Supplier contacted me by
8%ae9%e2%7%4%3%4%phone

2-21-91221Through the supplier's
2%-4%-9%ab2%3%website

4-8--1010Supplier was already at
3%-1%--2%1%the house (when i moved

in)

-19-2810Through a collective
-2%2%-2%1%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

--62316Someone else\friend (no
--1%10%3%b*1%detail)

1-4-336Recommendation
1%-1%-3%1%1%
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Q.29 Thinking of the last time you switched gas supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 33 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

137545171895542696Unweighted Base
12647*54917**101*547710Weighted Base

-12-125Someone else did it (no
-1%*-1%*1%detail)

--2--22Someone else contacted
--*--**supplier by phone

--2--22Supplier sent a letter
--*--**

--1-1-1Leaflet
--*-1%b-*

--1--11Through Age UK\Age
--*--**Concern

--1-1-1Internet\online (no
--*-1%b-*detail)

211116714Other
2%3%2%4%6%ab1%2%

-11--22Refused
-2%*--**

14650255472Don't know
11%14%9%11%5%10%10%
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Q.29 Thinking of the last time you switched gas supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 33 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8317338254696Unweighted Base
83*15**342267710Weighted Base

22160106190Online price comparison
26%5%18%40%ace27%cservice

1248266165I contacted the supplier
15%27%24%25%23%by phone

627427109Through a salesperson
7%16%22%abe10%15%bwho knocked at my door

31171436Telephone price
3%10%5%5%5%comparison service

3121731Through a salesperson in
4%4%6%b2%4%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

4214525Supplier contacted me by
5%16%4%2%4%phone

3-10821Through the supplier's
4%-3%3%3%website

2-6210Supplier was already at
2%-2%1%1%the house (when i moved

in)

--5510Through a collective
--2%2%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

1-326Someone else\friend (no
1%-1%1%1%detail)

--426Recommendation
--1%1%1%
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Q.29 Thinking of the last time you switched gas supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 33 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8317338254696Unweighted Base
83*15**342267710Weighted Base

21115Someone else did it (no
2%7%*1%1%detail)

--112Someone else contacted
--***supplier by phone

---22Supplier sent a letter
---1%*

--1-1Leaflet
--*-*

--1-1Through Age UK\Age
--*-*Concern

--1-1Internet\online (no
--*-*detail)

316414Other
4%5%2%2%2%

1-1-2Refused
1%-*-*

212331772Don't know
25%abc10%10%6%10%
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Q.29 Thinking of the last time you switched gas supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 33 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9223426210856185202207-696550146696Unweighted Base
83*240273114*58*170205233-**710560150710Weighted Base

3498751115190-19012070190Online price comparison
4%20%m32%lm44%aklm2%1%2%82%aghi-27%21%47%ac27%cghimservice

16565836-21652-16513629165I contacted the supplier
19%23%21%31%-1%81%afhi1%-23%24%19%23%fhiby phone

2147338-1093--1091037109Through a salesperson
25%ajk20%jk12%7%-64%afgi1%--15%18%b4%15%bfgijwho knocked at my door

36234--436-36241236Telephone price
4%3%9%l3%--2%16%aghi-5%4%8%5%hcomparison service

614101-311--3125631Through a salesperson in
7%j6%j4%1%-18%afgi*--4%5%4%4%fgthe street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

49103-252--2520525Supplier contacted me by
5%4%4%2%-15%afgi1%--4%4%3%4%fphone

14125--211-2117521Through the supplier's
1%2%4%4%--10%afhi*-3%3%3%3%fhwebsite

-55110-1--108210Supplier was already at
-2%2%1%18%afgh-*--1%1%2%1%the house (when i moved

in)

223310-1--108210Through a collective
2%1%1%3%17%afgh-*--1%1%2%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

132-62---66-6Someone else\friend (no
1%1%1%-10%afgh1%---1%1%-1%detail)

141-6-11-66-6Recommendation
1%2%*-9%afgh-1%*-1%1%-1%
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Q.29 Thinking of the last time you switched gas supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 33 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9223426210856185202207-696550146696Unweighted Base
83*240273114*58*170205233-**710560150710Weighted Base

-41-5----55-5Someone else did it (no
-2%*-8%afgh----1%1%-1%detail)

11--2----22-2Someone else contacted
1%*--3%afgh----**-*supplier by phone

--112----22-2Supplier sent a letter
--*1%3%afgh----**-*

-1--1----11-1Leaflet
-1%--2%afg----**-*

--1-1----11-1Through Age UK\Age
--*-2%a----**-*Concern

--1-1----11-1Internet\online (no
--*-2%a----**-*detail)

148114--1-1411314Other
1%2%3%1%24%afgh--*-2%2%2%2%

-2-------22-2Refused
-1%-------**-*

2529162--11-7263972Don't know
31%ajkl12%jk6%2%--*1%-10%11%6%10%fghijk
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Q.29 Thinking of the last time you switched gas supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 33 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

40647346194408279195217129696Unweighted Base
40047645796*37*88*76*206227128710Weighted Base

9613212340135723849652190Online price comparison
24%28%27%41%a35%65%ae30%41%a42%a40%a27%service

1011231182861319585933165I contacted the supplier
25%26%26%29%16%15%24%28%26%26%23%by phone

6369696734182211109Through a salesperson
16%14%15%7%18%3%5%9%10%9%15%cdefhwho knocked at my door

24232062481312936Telephone price
6%5%4%7%6%4%11%6%6%7%5%comparison service

161616-12423131Through a salesperson in
4%3%4%-3%2%5%1%1%1%4%dhthe street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

131717212434325Supplier contacted me by
3%4%4%3%2%3%5%2%2%2%4%phone

1111123*5-910321Through the supplier's
3%2%3%3%1%5%-4%5%3%3%website

5862--221210Supplier was already at
1%2%1%2%--3%1%*2%1%the house (when i moved

in)
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Q.29 Thinking of the last time you switched gas supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 33 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

40647346194408279195217129696Unweighted Base
40047645796*37*88*76*206227128710Weighted Base

363111154210Through a collective
1%1%1%1%2%2%1%3%2%2%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

565-----1-6Someone else\friend (no
1%1%1%-----*-1%detail)

545-----1-6Recommendation
1%1%1%-----*-1%

222-------5Someone else did it (no
1%**-------1%detail)

222-----1-2Someone else contacted
1%**-----*-*supplier by phone

-1-11--1122Supplier sent a letter
-*-1%2%--1%*2%*

111-------1Leaflet
***-------*

----1---111Through Age UK\Age
----3%a---*1%*Concern

--11---1111Internet\online (no
--*1%---**1%*detail)
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Q.29 Thinking of the last time you switched gas supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 33 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

40647346194408279195217129696Unweighted Base
40047645796*37*88*76*206227128710Weighted Base

101011-1-311114Other
3%2%2%-2%-4%1%1%1%2%

----------2Refused
----------*

434545441988772Don't know
11%9%10%4%10%1%12%f4%3%5%10%cdf
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Q.29 Thinking of the last time you switched gas supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 33 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

23340506071401249487036386087696Unweighted Base
2**33**42*48*60*70*44*12**46*47*69*34*43*65*95*710Weighted Base

-96132120131101620681135190Online price comparison
-28%13%28%36%cn28%30%9%22%35%cn29%19%19%16%36%cn27%service

-81010182073815147141813165I contacted the supplier
-25%24%21%29%b29%b17%23%17%32%b20%20%33%b27%14%23%by phone

-31067105211411861215109Through a salesperson
-9%23%13%12%14%12%20%24%g8%16%23%13%18%15%15%who knocked at my door

1232-212413163536Telephone price
71%5%6%5%-3%3%14%8%l2%5%3%15%agl4%5%5%comparison service

-3-2343-1431-5331Through a salesperson in
-8%-5%4%5%6%-2%9%4%2%-7%3%4%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

---2--31133215225Supplier contacted me by
---5%--6%10%2%7%kl5%7%k3%8%kl2%4%phone

-122233-3-1--4121Through the supplier's
-2%5%5%4%4%7%-6%-2%--6%1%3%website

-22111--21-----10Supplier was already at
-5%5%1%2%1%--5%b3%-----1%the house (when i moved

in)

----13----2-12110Through a collective
----2%4%----3%-3%2%1%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

---2--1--*--21-6Someone else\friend (no
---4%a--2%--1%--4%1%-1%detail)

--11----111-2--6Recommendation
--2%1%----1%1%1%-4%--1%

-------21--1--15Someone else did it (no
-------14%1%--3%--2%1%detail)
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Q.29 Thinking of the last time you switched gas supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 33 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

23340506071401249487036386087696Unweighted Base
2**33**42*48*60*70*44*12**46*47*69*34*43*65*95*710Weighted Base

---------1-1---2Someone else contacted
---------2%-3%a---*supplier by phone

----1-----1----2Supplier sent a letter
----1%-----2%----*

--1------------1Leaflet
--3%a------------*

----------1----1Through Age UK\Age
----------2%a----*Concern

-----------1---1Internet\online (no
-----------3%a---*detail)

-13-2111--2--1214Other
-4%7%a-3%2%2%4%--3%--2%2%2%

--------------22Refused
--------------2%a*

145646615-76351572Don't know
29%13%11%g12%g7%9%g14%g6%10%g-10%g18%g6%8%15%g10%g
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Q.29 Thinking of the last time you switched gas supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 34 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

34822027922241748416894848911069Unweighted Base
23323234026634555916788*91*8921071Weighted Base

3158939257166522122231275Online price comparison
13%25%k27%k35%ajk17%30%g31%g24%24%26%26%gkservice

6661686677140442027215261I contacted the supplier
28%i26%20%25%22%25%27%23%29%24%24%by phone

454244216371181211129151Through a salesperson
19%ahi18%h13%8%18%ef13%11%14%12%14%14%hwho knocked at my door

197191423288464959Telephone price
8%j3%6%5%7%5%5%5%6%6%5%comparison service

1814141114358874257Supplier contacted me by
8%i6%4%4%4%6%5%9%8%5%5%phone

1410165181811353846Through a salesperson in
6%h4%5%2%5%3%6%3%6%4%4%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

62181110223323136Through the supplier's
3%1%5%j4%j3%4%2%4%2%3%3%jwebsite

15471106--1717Moved house
1%2%1%2%*2%4%g--2%2%

1372391--1313Through a collective
*1%2%1%1%2%1%--1%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

22-352-1246Someone else did it (no
1%1%-1%1%*-1%2%*1%detail)

112241---55Letter\post (no detail)
**1%1%1%f*---1%1%

--13-31-134Recommendation (all
--*1%-1%1%-1%**references)

--1212-1-23Through work
--*1%**-1%-**
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Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 34 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

34822027922241748416894848911069Unweighted Base
23323234026634555916788*91*8921071Weighted Base

1-2-2-1--33Someone else contacted
*-1%-*-1%--**the supplier by phone

--2-2----22Through Age UK\Age
--1%-1%----**Concern

2---11--112Friend\someone else (no
1%---**--1%**detail)

---11----11Internet\online (no
---**----**detail)

1---1----11Someone else did it
*---*----**online

25921062--1818Other
1%2%3%1%3%1%1%--2%2%

223-15-2327Refused
1%1%1%-*1%-2%b3%ab*1%

2221382352401213586104Don't know
9%9%11%9%15%aef7%7%14%6%10%10%
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Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 34 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209159684823246311055603731069Unweighted Base
17216771886920226**99*6433031071Weighted Base

26462002423362519746275Online price comparison
15%27%j28%j28%f16%22%26%b31%ab15%26%bfjservice

47511572134871715681261I contacted the supplier
27%31%h22%25%24%25%17%24%27%24%by phone

361697115364147262151Through a salesperson
21%ahi9%13%13%18%13%14%11%20%ac14%who knocked at my door

10642491018351559Telephone price
6%4%6%6%5%5%8%5%5%5%comparison service

151032411622302357Supplier contacted me by
9%h6%5%5%8%9%2%5%8%d5%phone

9827351115251546Through a salesperson in
5%5%4%4%5%2%5%4%5%4%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

67242892325636Through the supplier's
3%4%3%3%4%6%3%4%2%3%website

21061521112317Moved house
1%6%ahj1%2%1%3%1%2%1%2%

-112112--9413Through a collective
-*2%1%1%--1%1%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

1-643--336Someone else did it (no
*-1%*1%--1%1%1%detail)

1-451--415Letter\post (no detail)
1%-1%1%*--1%*1%

--44---4-4Recommendation (all
--1%*---1%-*references)

-223---3-3Through work
-1%**---1%-*
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Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 34 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209159684823246311055603731069Unweighted Base
17216771886920226**99*6433031071Weighted Base

--321-1113Someone else contacted
--**1%-1%***the supplier by phone

--22----22Through Age UK\Age
--**----1%c*Concern

-1111--112Friend\someone else (no
-****--***detail)

--1-1--1-1Internet\online (no
--*-*g--*-*detail)

1---1---11Someone else did it
*---*---**online

1214135-38718Other
1%1%2%1%3%-3%1%2%2%

-2552--7-7Refused
-1%1%1%1%--1%-1%

1877983214205030104Don't know
10%i4%11%i10%10%14%20%abc8%10%10%i
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Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 34 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8379218177010667732961871367321069Unweighted Base
82*78918777910697822891451148011071Weighted Base

152025618927518986825236275Online price comparison
18%26%30%24%26%24%30%6%22%d30%d26%dservice

1919942194261194672929203261I contacted the supplier
23%25%23%25%24%25%23%20%25%25%24%by phone

161181711715111734332394151Through a salesperson
20%i15%9%15%14%15%12%23%ab20%b12%14%who knocked at my door

54111425942161083959Telephone price
6%5%6%5%6%5%6%7%7%5%5%comparison service

73614385738201334057Supplier contacted me by
8%5%8%5%5%5%7%9%abc3%5%5%phone

332926452719573446Through a salesperson in
4%4%5%3%4%3%7%fh4%6%4%4%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

42292736279313236Through the supplier's
4%3%5%3%3%3%3%2%1%4%3%website

-11611171161-1717Moved house
-1%3%1%2%1%2%*-2%2%

274813852-1113Through a collective
2%1%2%1%1%1%2%1%-1%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

23166612146Someone else did it (no
2%*1%1%1%1%*1%1%*1%detail)

-4135322-45Letter\post (no detail)
-1%1%*1%*1%1%-*1%

-4-3431--44Recommendation (all
-1%-****--1%*references)
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Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 34 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8379218177010667732961871367321069Unweighted Base
82*78918777910697822891451148011071Weighted Base

-211312--33Through work
-*1%***1%--**

-2123212-13Someone else contacted
-*1%****1%b-**the supplier by phone

-2-222-2--2Through Age UK\Age
-*-***-1%ab--*Concern

-2-222---22Friend\someone else (no
-*-***---**detail)

-1-111---11Internet\online (no
-*-***---**detail)

-1--1-11--1Someone else did it
-*--*-**--*online

11331318135221318Other
1%2%2%2%2%2%2%1%2%2%2%

142777--257Refused
1%*1%1%1%1%--2%1%1%

8839871028915311258104Don't know
9%10%i5%11%e10%e11%e5%22%abc11%7%10%ei
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Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 34 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

19083790251688111069Unweighted Base
17271*82325**1798021071Weighted Base

267243873180275Online price comparison
15%10%30%fg31%41%ab22%26%fgservice

5415196624215261I contacted the supplier
31%e21%24%24%13%27%c24%cby phone

361796211133151Through a salesperson
21%ae23%ae12%9%6%17%c14%cwho knocked at my door

6544-84559Telephone price
3%7%5%-5%6%5%comparison service

13636364657Supplier contacted me by
7%8%4%11%3%6%5%phone

141311113346Through a salesperson in
8%aef1%4%3%6%4%4%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

43323131936Through the supplier's
2%4%4%12%7%ab2%3%website

5311-11617Moved house
3%4%1%-1%2%2%

--13-4913Through a collective
--2%-2%1%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

--4-136Someone else did it (no
--1%-1%*1%detail)

1-4-145Letter\post (no detail)
1%-1%-1%*1%
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Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 34 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

19083790251688111069Unweighted Base
17271*82325**1798021071Weighted Base

--4-314Recommendation (all
--*-2%b**references)

--3-213Through work
--*-1%b**

--3--33Someone else contacted
--*--**the supplier by phone

--2--22Through Age UK\Age
--*--**Concern

--2-2-2Friend\someone else (no
--*-1%b-*detail)

--1-1-1Internet\online (no
--*-1%-*detail)

--1--11Someone else did it
--*--**online

121519818Other
*3%2%3%5%ab1%2%

--7--77Refused
--1%--1%1%

1412742977104Don't know
8%18%aeg9%7%5%10%10%
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Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 34 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

125184924281069Unweighted Base
11816**4904411071Weighted Base

25388157275Online price comparison
22%16%18%36%ace26%cservice

224132104261I contacted the supplier
18%23%27%23%24%by phone

1139441151Through a salesperson
9%17%19%abe9%14%bwho knocked at my door

5-213259Telephone price
5%-4%7%5%comparison service

42282457Supplier contacted me by
3%11%6%5%5%phone

6-281146Through a salesperson in
5%-6%b3%4%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

42181236Through the supplier's
4%13%4%3%3%website

2-12417Moved house
2%-2%1%2%

1-6613Through a collective
1%-1%1%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

21126Someone else did it (no
2%c6%**1%detail)

2-225Letter\post (no detail)
2%-**1%

1-214Recommendation (all
1%-***references)
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Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 34 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

125184924281069Unweighted Base
11816**4904411071Weighted Base

--223Through work
--***

--123Someone else contacted
--***the supplier by phone

--112Through Age UK\Age
--***Concern

---22Friend\someone else (no
---**detail)

--1-1Internet\online (no
--*-*detail)

1---1Someone else did it
1%---*online

1-11718Other
*-2%2%2%

1-237Refused
1%-*1%1%

3024230104Don't know
25%abc14%9%7%10%
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Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 34 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11837340517382287306318-10698322371069Unweighted Base
10637340818486*263303345-**10718322391071Weighted Base

464123832-2275-27517797275Online price comparison
4%17%m30%lm45%aklm2%h-1%80%aghi-26%21%41%ac26%cghilmservice

26899651362618-26121843261I contacted the supplier
24%24%24%27%4%2%86%afhi2%-24%26%b18%24%fhiby phone

2573477-151---15113220151Through a salesperson
23%ajk20%ajk12%j4%-57%afgi---14%16%b8%14%bfgijwho knocked at my door

520259--259-59461359Telephone price
5%5%6%5%--1%17%aghi-5%6%5%5%ghicomparison service

5252262572--57421557Supplier contacted me by
4%7%5%3%2%f22%afgi1%--5%5%6%5%fgphone

720181-46-1-46351146Through a salesperson in
6%j5%j4%j1%-17%afgi-*-4%4%5%4%fgjthe street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

1101510--36--36251136Through the supplier's
1%3%4%5%m--12%afhi--3%3%5%3%fhwebsite

-59417--1-1713517Moved house
-1%2%2%20%afgh--*-2%2%2%2%gh

123713----136713Through a collective
1%1%1%4%akl15%afgh----1%1%3%c1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

14116----66-6Someone else did it (no
*1%**7%afgh----1%1%-1%detail)

-2135----5425Letter\post (no detail)
-**2%6%afgh----1%*1%1%

-22-4----44-4Recommendation (all
-1%*-5%afgh----**-*references)
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Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 34 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11837340517382287306318-10698322371069Unweighted Base
10637340818486*263303345-**10718322391071Weighted Base

112-3----33-3Through work
1%**-4%afgh----**-*

12--3----33-3Someone else contacted
1%*--3%afgh----**-*the supplier by phone

-11-2----22-2Through Age UK\Age
-**-2%afgh----**-*Concern

--2-2----22-2Friend\someone else (no
--*-2%afgh----**-*detail)

--1-1----11-1Internet\online (no
--*-1%a----**-*detail)

-1--1----11-1Someone else did it
-*--1%----**-*online

1610118----1814418Other
1%2%2%1%21%afgh----2%2%1%2%fgh

142------77-7Refused
1%1%*------1%1%-1%

304229353-1-1049211104Don't know
28%ajkl11%jk7%j2%5%fgh1%-*-10%11%b5%10%bfghj
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Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 34 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

637740721131641211312803151881069Unweighted Base
62373071013561*1301242963261901071Weighted Base

1461871775917792912213875275Online price comparison
23%26%25%44%ag28%61%ae23%41%a42%a40%a26%service

16019219230162026717643261I contacted the supplier
26%26%27%22%26%15%21%24%23%23%24%fby phone

9710510469416252713151Through a salesperson
15%14%15%4%14%h3%13%f8%8%7%14%bcdfhwho knocked at my door

323533955814171459Telephone price
5%5%5%6%8%4%7%5%5%7%5%comparison service

35433933511912657Supplier contacted me by
6%6%6%2%5%3%9%3%4%3%5%phone

272829316549446Through a salesperson in
4%4%4%2%2%4%4%1%3%2%4%dthe street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

202222914715151136Through the supplier's
3%3%3%7%2%3%6%5%4%6%3%website

1111104--541417Moved house
2%2%1%3%--4%f1%*2%2%
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Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 34 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

637740721131641211312803151881069Unweighted Base
62373071013561*1301242963261901071Weighted Base

678415197513Through a collective
1%1%1%3%1%4%a1%3%2%2%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

334-------6Someone else did it (no
**1%-------1%detail)

33311112225Letter\post (no detail)
***1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

333-------4Recommendation (all
***-------*references)

333----2--3Through work
1%**----1%--*

333-----1-3Someone else contacted
***-----*-*the supplier by phone

----1---112Through Age UK\Age
----2%a---*1%*Concern

222-----1-2Friend\someone else (no
***-----*-*detail)

--11---1111Internet\online (no
--*1%---****detail)
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Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 34 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

637740721131641211312803151881069Unweighted Base
62373071013561*1301242963261901071Weighted Base

-11-----1-1Someone else did it
-**-----*-*online

1415142--432218Other
2%2%2%2%--3%1%1%1%2%

645----22-7Refused
1%1%1%----1%*-1%

5464604621114169104Don't know
9%9%8%3%9%2%9%f5%5%5%10%bcdfh
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Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 34 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3637774861056717615711363451021361069Unweighted Base
3**63*72*71*85*99*73*18**58*58*10959*50*107*1441071Weighted Base

1181215272819315182214152444275Online price comparison
35%29%17%21%32%n28%26%17%25%32%20%23%29%22%31%n26%service

-11171624252161320299142630261I contacted the supplier
-18%24%23%29%25%29%31%23%35%e26%14%28%25%21%24%by phone

-9151310157396131041720151Through a salesperson
-14%20%18%12%15%10%19%15%11%12%17%8%16%14%14%who knocked at my door

-763-36-4-7193959Telephone price
-12%cegl9%gl4%-3%8%l-7%l-6%l2%18%abcefg3%6%l5%lcomparison service

klm

12354243146529757Supplier contacted me by
44%3%4%6%5%2%5%18%2%6%5%8%k3%9%k5%5%phone

-243485-2344-4346Through a salesperson in
-3%5%4%5%8%b7%-4%5%4%7%-4%2%4%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

-143432-4-5--7336Through the supplier's
-2%6%5%5%3%3%-6%-4%--7%2%3%website

-22-32--2121-1117Moved house
-2%3%-3%2%--4%3%1%2%-1%1%2%

----12----1-15313Through a collective
----1%2%----1%-3%5%a2%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

----1--2-*-11116Someone else did it (no
----1%--9%-1%-2%2%*1%1%detail)

----1-----21--25Letter\post (no detail)
----1%-----2%2%--1%1%

-------1---2--14Recommendation (all
-------6%---3%a--1%*references)
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Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 34 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3637774861056717615711363451021361069Unweighted Base
3**63*72*71*85*99*73*18**58*58*10959*50*107*1441071Weighted Base

---121---------3Through work
---1%2%a1%---------*

-1-------1-1---3Someone else contacted
-1%-------2%-2%a---*the supplier by phone

-1--------1----2Through Age UK\Age
-1%--------1%----*Concern

------1------1-2Friend\someone else (no
------1%------1%-*detail)

-----------1---1Internet\online (no
-----------2%a---*detail)

---------1-----1Someone else did it
---------1%a-----*online

--4-21--122123-18Other
--6%abkm-2%1%--1%4%b2%2%3%b3%b-2%

---2--3-------27Refused
---2%--4%af-------1%1%

195113115-811693518104Don't know
21%14%cgl6%16%cgl3%11%g7%-13%gl2%15%cgl15%cgl5%5%13%gl10%
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Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched electricity supplier, how did you switch?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 35 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9596148657561122157949320822327633194Unweighted Base
6416571065934933187149320025028473297Weighted Base

10820839640622072017748739971118Online price comparison
17%32%k37%jk43%aijk24%39%ag36%g24%29%35%d34%dgkservice

522766394795431017158184Telephone price
8%ahj4%6%4%5%5%9%afg5%7%6%6%comparison service

1551612081982163811244662613722I contacted the supplier
24%i24%i20%21%23%20%25%f23%25%22%22%by phone

181863473094221212122146Through the supplier's
3%3%6%jk5%jk3%5%g4%6%5%4%4%kwebsite

14210212881159244503430388453Through a salesperson
22%ahij15%h12%h9%17%aef13%10%17%12%14%14%ehwho knocked at my door

42335427607421513138156Through a salesperson in
7%ah5%h5%h3%6%af4%4%3%5%5%5%hthe street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

510169142161-4040Through a collective
1%1%2%1%2%1%1%*-1%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

473941385592171723124165Supplier contacted me by
7%ahi6%4%4%6%e5%3%9%ab9%ab4%5%phone

1-2-2-1--33Someone else contacted
*-*-*-*--**supplier by phone

1---1----11Someone else did it
*---*----**online

32-352-1247Someone else did it (no
*i*-*1%f*-*1%**detail)

711121432417224044Moved house
1%2%1%2%*1%g3%afg1%1%1%1%g

2-4-33-2136Someone else\friend (no
*-*-**-1%ab***detail)
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Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 35 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9596148657561122157949320822327633194Unweighted Base
6416571065934933187149320025028473297Weighted Base

2-5345111810Recommendation
*-*********

---11----11Internet\online (no
---**----**detail)

--1-1----11Through Age UK\Age
--*-*----**Concern

--1212-1-23Through work
--****-*-**

---22----22Supplier sent a letter
---**----**

12342621-1010Supplier was already at
********-**the house (when i moved

in)

--1--1---11Leaflet
--*--*---**

2---11--112Friend\someone else (no
*---**--*b**detail)

--2-2----22Through Age UK\Age
--*-*----**Concern

1157913163322732Friend\relative
2%i1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%recommended\did it for

me

1--111---22Online research
*--***---**

1----1---11Relative\friend\I worked
*----*---**for them

112243---77Leaflet\letter (through
******---**the door)

*----*-*--*Contacted them myself
*----*-*b--*

-1---1---11(Ad) On TV
-*---*---**
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Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 35 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9596148657561122157949320822327633194Unweighted Base
6416571065934933187149320025028473297Weighted Base

610101217183123438Other
1%2%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%1%1%

324146123611Refused
*******1%1%b**

403362478188141616151183Don't know
6%5%6%5%9%aef5%3%8%6%5%6%e
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Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 35 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

532500212225566389329918399633194Unweighted Base
4345182309276553283*29621497693297Weighted Base

8714987499911825958601381118Online price comparison
20%29%j38%aij36%f22%30%b32%b40%abd18%34%bfijservice

32351171582632010161184Telephone price
7%h7%5%6%5%4%7%5%8%ac6%comparison service

1091494515831381659449198722I contacted the supplier
25%h29%ah20%21%26%ag19%20%21%26%acd22%hby phone

14291011262021011716146Through the supplier's
3%6%4%5%4%3%4%5%b2%4%bwebsite

9251302355981945236153453Through a salesperson
21%ahi10%13%13%18%ag23%ac15%11%20%ac14%ciwho knocked at my door

273195127283128654156Through a salesperson in
6%h6%4%5%5%4%4%4%7%ac5%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

3236347-428840Through a collective
1%*2%i1%1%-1%1%1%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

2927106125406109455165Supplier contacted me by
7%5%5%5%7%ag7%3%4%7%acd5%phone

--321-1113Someone else contacted
--***-****supplier by phone

1---1---11Someone else did it
*---*---**online

1-743--347Someone else did it (no
*-**1%g--***detail)

4221841313281344Moved house
1%4%ahj1%1%1%1%1%1%2%1%
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Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 35 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

532500212225566389329918399633194Unweighted Base
4345182309276553283*29621497693297Weighted Base

-1533-2316Someone else\friend (no
-***1%g-1%c***detail)

2-872-17210Recommendation
*-***-****

--1-1--1-1Internet\online (no
--*-*g--*-*detail)

--11----11Through Age UK\Age
--**----**Concern

-223---3-3Through work
-***---*-*

--22---2-2Supplier sent a letter
--**---*-*

21710-118110Supplier was already at
****-1%****the house (when i moved

in)

--11---1-1Leaflet
--**---*-*

-1111--112Friend\someone else (no
-****--***detail)

--22----22Through Age UK\Age
--**----*c*Concern

522323812181032Friend\relative
1%*1%1%2%2%1%1%1%1%recommended\did it for

me

1-111-1-12Online research
*-***-*c-**

--11---1-1Relative\friend\I worked
--**---*-*for them

11543--437Leaflet\letter (through
*****--***the door)

--**---*-*Contacted them myself
--**---*-*
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Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 35 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

532500212225566389329918399633194Unweighted Base
4345182309276553283*29621497693297Weighted Base

--11---1-1(Ad) On TV
--**---*-*

143230817201038Other
*1%1%j1%1%1%2%1%1%1%

12892-110111Refused
*****-****

2916136149336299751183Don't know
7%i3%6%i5%6%7%10%ac4%7%c6%i
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 35 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

201258938528933191289629845135623583194Unweighted Base
202266141330023294300529234031326163297Weighted Base

4792014610291118102989197610121118Online price comparison
23%35%k35%k34%34%34%30%6%24%d39%acd34%cdkservice

1613131168184168162621134184Telephone price
8%5%8%j6%6%6%6%8%b7%5%6%comparison service

4759179653720655678776555722I contacted the supplier
23%22%19%22%22%22%23%26%b24%21%22%by phone

911520137146137944137146Through the supplier's
5%4%5%5%4%5%3%1%1%5%cd4%cdwebsite

3337346418453418348065305453Through a salesperson
16%14%11%14%14%14%12%23%ab21%ab12%14%bwho knocked at my door

1412120136156136202026109156Through a salesperson in
7%5%5%5%5%5%7%6%8%ab4%5%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

23263540356423440Through a collective
1%1%2%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

1512822144165144213216117165Supplier contacted me by
7%5%5%5%5%5%7%9%abc5%4%5%phone

-2123212-13Someone else contacted
-*******ab-**supplier by phone

-1--1-11--1Someone else did it
-*--*-*fh*b--*online

24177713147Someone else did it (no
1%j******1%ab***detail)

13593844386223944Moved house
*1%2%1%1%1%2%1%*1%1%
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Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 35 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

201258938528933191289629845135623583194Unweighted Base
202266141330023294300529234031326163297Weighted Base

-6-666-3-36Someone else\friend (no
-*-***-1%ab-**detail)

1817107221710Recommendation
******1%****

-1-111---11Internet\online (no
-*-***---**detail)

-1-111-1--1Through Age UK\Age
-*-***-*ab--*Concern

-211312--33Through work
-*****1%afgh--**

-111211--22Supplier sent a letter
-******fh--**

110-101010---1010Supplier was already at
**-***---**the house (when i moved

in)

-1-111---11Leaflet
-*-***---**

-2-222---22Friend\someone else (no
-*-***---**detail)

-2-222-2--2Through Age UK\Age
-*-***-1%ab--*Concern

1264323232-922132Friend\relative
1%1%1%1%1%1%-3%ab1%1%1%recommended\did it for

me

-2-222---22Online research
-*-***---**

-1-111---11Relative\friend\I worked
-*-***---**for them

-52777-2-57Leaflet\letter (through
-*1%***-1%-**the door)

-*-***---**Contacted them myself
-*-***---**
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Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 35 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

201258938528933191289629845135623583194Unweighted Base
202266141330023294300529234031326163297Weighted Base

-1-111---11(Ad) On TV
-*-***---**

13333238326542938Other
*1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%

172111111--3811Refused
1%*1%***--1%abd**

1614319164181166174620113183Don't know
8%5%5%5%5%6%6%14%abc6%4%6%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 35 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

48219824742972923073194Unweighted Base
434181265029**78223553297Weighted Base

7330101293776931118Online price comparison
17%17%38%afg32%48%ab29%34%bfgservice

2410143133145184Telephone price
6%6%5%2%4%6%6%comparison service

117505536109579722I contacted the supplier
27%ae28%e21%21%14%25%ac22%cby phone

12812735681146Through the supplier's
3%4%5%11%7%ab3%4%website

10633304457380453Through a salesperson
24%ae18%e11%12%7%16%ac14%cewho knocked at my door

319113248102156Through a salesperson in
7%ae5%4%6%6%4%5%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

2237-112940Through a collective
*1%1%-1%1%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

3115117330121165Supplier contacted me by
7%e8%e4%10%4%5%5%phone

--3--33Someone else contacted
--*--**supplier by phone

--1--11Someone else did it
--*--**online

-14-147Someone else did it (no
-**-***detail)
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Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 35 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

48219824742972923073194Unweighted Base
434181265029**78223553297Weighted Base

10630-14144Moved house
2%e3%e1%-*2%c1%c

--62316Someone else\friend (no
--*6%***detail)

1-8-5410Recommendation
*-*-1%b**

--1-1-1Internet\online (no
--*-*-*detail)

--1--11Through Age UK\Age
--*--**Concern

--3-213Through work
--*-***

--2--22Supplier sent a letter
--*--**

4-8--1010Supplier was already at
1%-*--**the house (when i moved

in)

--1-1-1Leaflet
--*-*-*

--2-2-2Friend\someone else (no
--*-*b-*detail)

--2--22Through Age UK\Age
--*--**Concern

2128-171432Friend\relative
1%*1%-2%ab1%1%recommended\did it for

me

--2-112Online research
--*-***

--1-1-1Relative\friend\I worked
--*-*-*for them
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Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 35 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

48219824742972923073194Unweighted Base
434181265029**78223553297Weighted Base

115-257Leaflet\letter (through
***-***the door)

--*--**Contacted them myself
--*--**

1----11(Ad) On TV
*e----**

23331181938Other
1%1%1%2%2%ab1%1%

-19--911Refused
-1%*--**

2417136213146183Don't know
6%10%ae5%6%2%6%c6%c
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 35 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

32829136614653194Unweighted Base
31430**139215553297Weighted Base

8663386851118Online price comparison
27%21%24%44%ace34%ceservice

12165105184Telephone price
4%5%5%7%c6%comparison service

586355301722I contacted the supplier
19%20%26%abe19%22%by phone

925976146Through the supplier's
3%7%4%5%4%website

405264141453Through a salesperson
13%17%19%abe9%14%bwho knocked at my door

1918253156Through a salesperson in
6%b2%6%b3%5%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

3-122540Through a collective
1%-1%2%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

2047467165Supplier contacted me by
6%12%5%4%5%phone

--123Someone else contacted
--***supplier by phone

1---1Someone else did it
*---*online

21227Someone else did it (no
1%3%***detail)

4-251544Moved house
1%-2%1%1%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 35 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

32829136614653194Unweighted Base
31430**139215553297Weighted Base

1-326Someone else\friend (no
*-***detail)

1-6310Recommendation
*-***

--1-1Internet\online (no
--*-*detail)

--1-1Through Age UK\Age
--*-*Concern

--223Through work
--***

---22Supplier sent a letter
---**

2-6210Supplier was already at
1%-***the house (when i moved

in)

--1-1Leaflet
--*-*

---22Friend\someone else (no
---**detail)

--112Through Age UK\Age
--***Concern

52151132Friend\relative
1%6%1%1%1%recommended\did it for

me

--2-2Online research
--*-*

---11Relative\friend\I worked
---**for them

--347Leaflet\letter (through
--***the door)
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Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 35 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

32829136614653194Unweighted Base
31430**139215553297Weighted Base

---**Contacted them myself
---**

--1-1(Ad) On TV
--*-*

51191338Other
2%2%1%1%1%

1-4611Refused
*-***

5127555183Don't know
16%abc5%5%b4%6%b
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Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 35 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

268100612296912008158491163-319423348603194Unweighted Base
247101912737581997678671301-**329723989003297Weighted Base

302364573943171118-11186994191118Online price comparison
12%23%m36%lm52%aklm2%h*1%86%aghi-34%29%47%ac34%cghilmservice

10498045--5184-18412361184Telephone price
4%5%6%6%--1%h14%aghi-6%5%7%6%ghicomparison service

532442581663872211-722573149722I contacted the supplier
22%24%k20%22%2%1%83%afhi1%-22%24%b17%22%bfhiby phone

5207347--1461-1469650146Through the supplier's
2%2%6%lm6%lm--17%afhi*-4%4%6%4%fhilwebsite

5421914535-4533--45338666453Through a salesperson
22%ajk21%ajk11%j5%-59%afgi*--14%16%ab7%14%bfgijkwho knocked at my door

20596512-15611-15612233156Through a salesperson in
8%aj6%j5%j2%-20%afgi**-5%5%4%5%fgijthe street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

37131840-1--40202040Through a collective
1%1%1%2%akl20%afgh-*--1%1%2%ac1%fgh(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

1459741721654--16511846165Supplier contacted me by
6%j6%j6%j2%1%f21%afgi*f--5%5%5%5%fgijphone

12--3----33-3Someone else contacted
*k*--1%afgh----**-*supplier by phone

-1--1----11-1Someone else did it
-*--*a----**-*online

15117----77-7Someone else did it (no
****4%afgh----**-*detail)

21125644--1-44301444Moved house
1%1%2%1%22%afgh--*-1%1%2%1%fgh
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Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 35 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

268100612296912008158491163-319423348603194Unweighted Base
247101912737581997678671301-**329723989003297Weighted Base

132-62---66-6Someone else\friend (no
***-3%afgh*---**-*detail)

163-10-11-1010-10Recommendation
*1%*-5%afgh-**-**-*

--1-1----11-1Internet\online (no
--*-*af----**-*detail)

--1-1----11-1Through Age UK\Age
--*-1%afg----**-*Concern

112-3----33-3Through work
***-2%afgh----**-*

--112----22-2Supplier sent a letter
--**1%afgh----**-*

-55110-1--108210Supplier was already at
-***5%afgh-*--****the house (when i moved

in)

-1--1----11-1Leaflet
-*--1%afgh----**-*

--2-2----22-2Friend\someone else (no
--*-1%afgh----**-*detail)

-11-2----22-2Through Age UK\Age
-**-1%afgh----**-*Concern

11013732----32171532Friend\relative
*1%1%1%16%afgh----1%1%2%c1%fghrecommended\did it for

me

--112----22-2Online research
--**1%afgh----**-*

---11----11-1Relative\friend\I worked
---**----**-*for them

*4127----77-7Leaflet\letter (through
****3%afgh----**-*the door)
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Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 35 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

268100612296912008158491163-319423348603194Unweighted Base
247101912737581997678671301-**329723989003297Weighted Base

--*-*----*-**Contacted them myself
--*-*----*-**

-1--1----11-1(Ad) On TV
-*--1%afgh----**-*

11119638--1-38281038Other
1%1%2%1%19%afgh--*-1%1%1%1%fgh

1631-----1110111Refused
*1%**-----****

49745182----18316221183Don't know
20%ajkl7%jk4%j1%1%fgh----6%7%b2%6%bfghij
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Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 35 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

190821872159546217493450106911287323194Unweighted Base
191322222185600218536450116112177853297Weighted Base

600749701309833301385626003841118Online price comparison
31%34%32%52%ag38%62%ae31%48%a49%a49%a34%service

11311311833173234566249184Telephone price
6%5%5%6%8%6%8%5%5%6%6%comparison service

431511511110436698231234145722I contacted the supplier
23%23%23%18%20%12%22%f20%19%18%22%bfby phone

891029643123024767254146Through the supplier's
5%5%4%7%a5%6%5%7%a6%7%a4%website

26729230540242149929757453Through a salesperson
14%13%14%7%11%h4%11%f8%8%7%14%bcdfhwho knocked at my door

9510210815121222262922156Through a salesperson in
5%5%5%3%5%2%5%f2%2%3%5%bcdfhthe street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

21272593121020191240Through a collective
1%1%1%1%2%2%2%2%2%2%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)
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Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 35 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

190821872159546217493450106911287323194Unweighted Base
191322222185600218536450116112177853297Weighted Base

9911411212101732384222165Supplier contacted me by
5%5%5%2%5%3%7%f3%3%3%5%bcdhphone

333-----1-3Someone else contacted
***-----*-*supplier by phone

-11-----1-1Someone else did it
-**-----*-*online

344-------7Someone else did it (no
***-------*detail)

262726944121181144Moved house
1%1%1%2%2%1%3%af1%1%1%1%

565-----1-6Someone else\friend (no
***-----*-*detail)

878-----1-10Recommendation
***-----*-*

--11---1111Internet\online (no
--**---****detail)

----1---111Through Age UK\Age
----*a---***Concern

333----2--3Through work
***----*--*

-1-11--1122Supplier sent a letter
-*-**--****
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Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 35 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

190821872159546217493450106911287323194Unweighted Base
191322222185600218536450116112177853297Weighted Base

5862--221210Supplier was already at
****--1%****the house (when i moved

in)

111-------1Leaflet
***-------*

222-----1-2Friend\someone else (no
***-----*-*detail)

----1---112Through Age UK\Age
----*a---***Concern

2822252279910532Friend\relative
1%1%1%*1%1%2%1%1%1%1%recommended\did it for

me

1221---1112Online research
****---****

111----11-1Relative\friend\I worked
***----**-*for them

34321--2227Leaflet\letter (through
*****--****the door)

----***-***Contacted them myself
----***-***

111-------1(Ad) On TV
***-------*
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Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 35 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

190821872159546217493450106911287323194Unweighted Base
191322222185600218536450116112177853297Weighted Base

28303172371011838Other
1%1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%

7552-1-33211Refused
****-*-****

102115109129517313419183Don't know
5%5%5%2%4%1%4%f3%3%2%6%bcdfh
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Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 35 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9202232178219348181412382173401911453483053194Unweighted Base
11**20123017922634320049*2342223541831703683283297Weighted Base

4775747821396013788713454551131181118Online price comparison
34%38%mn25%26%36%mn41%acejm30%27%33%39%mn38%mn29%32%31%36%mn34%mnservice

n

11797210124156282183221184Telephone price
13%9%egkln4%4%l1%3%6%el7%el6%el3%8%egkl1%11%aegklm9%aegkl6%el6%elcomparison service

nn

4395940557854850496241427366722I contacted the supplier
36%19%26%f23%24%23%27%f16%21%22%17%23%25%20%20%22%by phone

-4141210168411816542211146Through the supplier's
-2%6%7%5%5%4%8%5%4%5%3%3%6%3%4%website

-313333293921940233834185845453Through a salesperson
-15%14%18%fgk13%11%11%18%17%f10%11%19%dfgjk10%16%14%14%who knocked at my door

-5105131413-111218872019156Through a salesperson in
-2%5%3%6%4%6%-5%5%5%4%4%6%6%5%the street \ shopping

centre \ other public
place

-13218--115-27840Through a collective
-1%2%1%*2%ej--*1%2%-1%2%2%ej1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council \ charity \
housing association \
Big Switch \ Ready to
Switch etc.)

181310810167618171182111165Supplier contacted me by
11%4%5%6%3%3%8%bhk15%abcdfh2%8%bhk5%6%5%6%3%5%phone

klno

-1-------1-1---3Someone else contacted
-*-------*-1%---*supplier by phone

---------1-----1Someone else did it
---------*-----*online

----1--21*-11117Someone else did it (no
----*--3%acfghj**-1%****detail)

klmno
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Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 35 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9202232178219348181412382173401911453483053194Unweighted Base
11**20123017922634320049*2342223541831703683283297Weighted Base

-372662-415222444Moved house
-1%3%ac1%2%c2%1%-2%1%1%1%1%*1%1%

---2--1--*--21-6Someone else\friend (no
---1%a--*--*--1%*-*detail)

--11---111122-110Recommendation
--**---2%ack***1%1%-**

-----------1---1Internet\online (no
-----------1%a---*detail)

----------1----1Through Age UK\Age
----------*----*Concern

---121---------3Through work
---1%1%a*---------*

----1-----1----2Supplier sent a letter
----*-----*----*

-22111--21-----10Supplier was already at
-1%1%*1%*--1%1%-----*the house (when i moved

in)

--1------------1Leaflet
--1%a------------*

------1------1-2Friend\someone else (no
------*------*-*detail)

-1--------1----2Through Age UK\Age
-*--------*----*Concern

-132132-1344-5232Friend\relative
-1%1%1%*1%1%-1%1%1%2%-1%*1%recommended\did it for

me

--1--------1---2Online research
--*--------1%a---*

----1----------1Relative\friend\I worked
----*----------*for them

--1-12--2----1-7Leaflet\letter (through
--*-*1%--1%----*-*the door)
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Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 35 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9202232178219348181412382173401911453483053194Unweighted Base
11**20123017922634320049*2342223541831703683283297Weighted Base

---*-----------*Contacted them myself
---*-----------*

----------1----1(Ad) On TV
----------*a----*

-25-3221265423238Other
-1%2%-1%1%1%1%1%3%m1%2%1%1%1%1%

---21-3--2---1311Refused
---1%1%-2%afk--1%---*1%*

113141410151331462111121423183Don't know
5%6%6%8%g4%4%7%5%6%3%6%6%7%4%7%6%
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Q.156/Q.29/Q.34 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas/electricity supplier, how did you switch? - Comb table
Base: All who switched

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 36 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

588374566519680105830910513318092047Unweighted Base
3934027036485681269309103*15318902147Weighted Base

1061142272381574231043266588685Agree strongly (2)
27%28%32%37%ajk28%33%g34%31%43%ab31%32%gk

1912003232622755501515252872976Tend to agree (1)
49%h50%h46%40%48%f43%49%50%c34%46%c45%ch

473964534513325822174203Neither agree (0)
12%h10%9%8%8%10%8%8%14%9%9%nor disagree

2927526251982074159170Tend to disagree (-1)
7%7%7%10%9%8%7%6%3%8%c8%c

1212212118454165966Disagree strongly (-2)
3%3%3%3%3%4%e1%1%4%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

2973145505004329732568411814591661AGREE
76%78%78%77%76%77%83%afg81%77%77%77%

413973836914324810218236DISAGREE
10%10%10%13%12%e11%8%8%7%12%11%

1----1---11Refused
*----*---**

811151222204443846Don't know
2%3%2%2%4%aef2%1%4%2%2%2%

0.9090.9640.9920.9980.9190.9691.089g1.0651.1220.9560.973Mean Score
0.9880.9681.0031.0701.0181.0400.8910.8881.0211.0201.015Standard Deviation
0.0020.0030.0020.0020.0020.0010.0030.0080.0080.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.157 Thinking of the last time you switched your energy supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 36 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

303326139616683795918612365662047Unweighted Base
2463341545182731955*19014544482147Weighted Base

74118484590951773475120685Agree strongly (2)
30%36%31%32%30%32%38%b33%b27%32%b

1141497028401362277660217976Tend to agree (1)
46%45%45%46%43%40%41%45%48%45%

27291461643942112256203Neither agree (0)
11%9%9%9%12%8%11%8%12%c9%nor disagree

1921130140297412434170Tend to disagree (-1)
8%6%8%8%9%12%d2%9%d8%d8%d

9948511517471166Disagree strongly (-2)
4%3%3%3%5%3%4%3%2%3%

SUMMARY CODES

188268118714302313915011343371661AGREE
76%80%77%78%f72%72%79%78%75%77%f

28291781924481117145236DISAGREE
11%9%12%10%14%15%d6%12%d10%11%d

1---1---11Refused
*h---*g---**

383442537271046Don't know
1%2%2%2%1%5%4%2%2%2%

0.9261.0680.9560.995f0.8490.9111.122b0.9740.9180.973fMean Score
1.0270.9701.0230.9981.0991.1010.9681.0310.9651.015Standard Deviation
0.0040.0030.0010.0010.0030.0220.0050.0010.0020.001Error Variance
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Q.157 Thinking of the last time you switched your energy supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 36 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1111734197204720472047-24821315722047Unweighted Base
113*1808219214721472147-**18419417562147Weighted Base

3958360685685685-4539599685Agree strongly (2)
35%32%27%32%32%32%-25%20%34%cd32%cd

51817104976976976-90106774976Tend to agree (1)
46%45%47%45%45%45%-49%55%ab44%45%

617126203203203-1721163203Neither agree (0)
5%9%12%9%9%9%-9%11%9%9%nor disagree

1014020170170170-1211145170Tend to disagree (-1)
8%8%9%8%8%8%-6%6%8%8%

2577666666-865266Disagree strongly (-2)
2%3%3%3%3%3%-4%3%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

911400163166116611661-13514513731661AGREE
80%77%75%77%77%77%-74%75%78%77%

1219827236236236-2017197236DISAGREE
10%11%12%11%11%11%-11%9%11%11%

-1-111--1-1Refused
-*-***--1%ab-*

5393464646-11102346Don't know
4%2%1%2%2%2%-6%ab5%ab1%2%

1.0750.9770.8760.9730.9730.973-0.8880.8820.9940.973Mean Score
0.9701.0171.0201.0151.0151.015-1.0240.9201.0221.015Standard Deviation
0.0090.0010.0050.0010.0010.001-0.0040.0040.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.157 Thinking of the last time you switched your energy supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 36 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2691071627-55914292047Unweighted Base
240102*1767-**60014862147Weighted Base

6026583-242435685Agree strongly (2)
25%25%33%g-40%ab29%32%g

11546799-260679976Tend to agree (1)
48%45%45%-43%46%45%

329162-45151203Neither agree (0)
13%e9%9%-8%10%9%nor disagree

1914135-41126170Tend to disagree (-1)
8%13%e8%-7%8%8%

9356-85566Disagree strongly (-2)
4%3%3%-1%4%c3%c

SUMMARY CODES

175711382-50211151661AGREE
73%70%78%-84%ab75%77%

2717191-50182236DISAGREE
11%16%11%-8%12%c11%

--1--11Refused
--*--**

6533-33846Don't know
3%5%e2%-*3%c2%c

0.8490.8000.991-1.148ab0.9080.973Mean Score
1.0141.0831.015-0.9301.0441.015Standard Deviation
0.0040.0120.001-0.0020.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.157 Thinking of the last time you switched your energy supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 36 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

197683310112047Unweighted Base
1898**86410872147Weighted Base

503233399685Agree strongly (2)
26%40%27%37%ace32%c

76-403497976Tend to agree (1)
40%-47%46%45%

2639875203Neither agree (0)
14%b38%11%b7%9%bnor disagree

1727874170Tend to disagree (-1)
9%22%9%7%8%

6-342766Disagree strongly (-2)
3%-4%2%3%

SUMMARY CODES

12536378951661AGREE
66%40%74%82%ace77%e

222111100236DISAGREE
12%22%13%b9%11%

---11Refused
---**

15-171446Don't know
8%abc-2%1%2%

0.8480.5820.8561.089ace0.973cMean Score
1.0451.3011.0480.9671.015Standard Deviation
0.0060.2820.0010.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.157 Thinking of the last time you switched your energy supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 36 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

141608795503112509523819-204714535942047Unweighted Base
133621835557108*488542926-**214715166302147Weighted Base

3016427721342125166340-685427258685Agree strongly (2)
23%26%33%lm38%alm39%h26%31%37%agh-32%28%41%ac32%chlm

5928638524636241245425-976699277976Tend to agree (1)
44%46%46%44%33%49%i45%i46%i-45%46%44%45%i

1772773817644762-20316043203Neither agree (0)
12%j12%j9%7%16%afg13%afg9%7%-9%11%b7%9%fnor disagree

135066408365067-17013633170Tend to disagree (-1)
10%8%8%7%8%7%9%7%-8%9%b5%8%b

12622171162524-66561066Disagree strongly (-2)
1%4%3%3%1%3%5%3%-3%4%b2%3%

SUMMARY CODES

9045066245978366411765-166111265351661AGREE
67%72%79%lm82%alm72%75%76%83%aghi-77%74%85%ac77%clm

147689579527590-23619244236DISAGREE
11%12%11%10%8%11%14%f10%-11%13%b7%11%b

1-----1--11-1Refused
1%akl-----*--**-*

1224734779-4637946Don't know
9%ajkl4%ajk1%1%3%1%1%1%-2%2%1%2%fjk

0.8690.8591.000l1.080alm1.0580.8770.8951.082agh-0.9730.8831.189ac0.973clMean Score
0.9481.0480.9961.0080.9720.9911.0910.977-1.0151.0460.9011.015Standard Deviation
0.0070.0020.0010.0020.0090.0020.0020.001-0.0010.0010.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.157 Thinking of the last time you switched your energy supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 36 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1230139913894021503553077607825282047Unweighted Base
1250144314284511543893138358575792147Weighted Base

46353051916444162123295309204685Agree strongly (2)
37%a37%a36%a36%29%42%a39%a35%36%a35%32%

60168467519671175131381398250976Tend to agree (1)
48%47%47%43%46%45%42%46%46%43%45%

8710711132172528646146203Neither agree (0)
7%7%8%7%11%6%9%8%7%8%9%jknor disagree

51727240111919636049170Tend to disagree (-1)
4%5%5%9%7%5%6%8%7%8%8%ijk

2323251594724212366Disagree strongly (-2)
2%2%2%3%6%1%2%3%2%4%3%fijk

SUMMARY CODES

1064121411943601153372546767074541661AGREE
85%a84%a84%a80%75%87%a81%81%82%a78%77%

74959755192326878172236DISAGREE
6%7%7%12%13%6%8%10%9%12%11%fijk

----------1Refused
----------*

252726524679746Don't know
2%2%2%1%2%1%2%1%1%1%2%d

1.168a1.148a1.135a1.0200.8631.230a1.120a1.0381.078a0.9850.973Mean Score
0.8690.8820.8921.0471.0940.8480.9601.0000.9661.0681.015Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0030.0080.0020.0030.0010.0010.0020.001Error Variance
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Q.157 Thinking of the last time you switched your energy supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 36 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

51351519412623811122172156220124902401632047Unweighted Base
7**13515496*134239124*29**171161237120108*2541782147Weighted Base

25542294770551144628143384857685Agree strongly (2)
35%41%achkn28%30%c36%c29%c44%achkm37%26%38%ch34%c36%c35%c19%32%c32%c

n

55166465510741118568106554915476976Tend to agree (1)
65%38%43%48%j41%45%j33%39%50%j43%45%j46%45%61%abdef43%45%j

ghjklno

-13238121817524822891523203Neither agree (0)
-10%15%acegk8%9%8%14%cg15%14%cgk5%9%7%9%6%13%cg9%nor disagree

-1115510324-1211181082510170Tend to disagree (-1)
-8%10%5%7%13%abj3%-7%7%8%8%7%10%5%8%

-4647733268216666Disagree strongly (-2)
-3%4%5%6%h3%3%9%1%4%3%2%1%3%4%3%

SUMMARY CODES

710610875103177962212913018798872021331661AGREE
100%79%71%78%77%74%77%76%76%81%n79%82%n80%79%75%77%

-1521101739731417261293116236DISAGREE
-11%14%10%13%16%ahj6%9%8%11%11%10%8%12%9%11%

-----1---------1Refused
-----*---------*

-114254-462236646Don't know
-*1%4%2%2%3%-2%4%1%2%3%2%3%2%

1.3461.0590.8110.9750.9560.8621.164ckn0.9500.9471.091cn1.0011.0731.100cn0.8570.9740.973Mean Score
0.5131.0581.0771.0291.1231.0840.9841.1630.8861.0381.0210.9650.9070.9311.0161.015Standard Deviation
0.0530.0080.0080.0120.0100.0050.0090.0610.0050.0070.0050.0080.0090.0040.0070.001Error Variance
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Q.157 Thinking of the last time you switched your energy supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 37 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2201471991302463391115453589696Unweighted Base
151156243160206394110*50*57*603710Weighted Base

435659504611744916182207Agree strongly (2)
29%36%i24%31%23%30%40%ag19%28%30%29%

5957976488145431820239277Tend to agree (1)
39%36%40%40%43%37%39%35%36%40%39%

211937153348117176892Neither agree (0)
14%12%15%9%16%12%10%15%30%ab11%13%nor disagree

12102512153866-5259Tend to disagree (-1)
8%6%10%7%7%10%5%13%c-9%c8%c

5412108194522331Disagree strongly (-2)
3%3%5%6%4%5%3%11%ab4%4%4%

SUMMARY CODES

102112156114135263872736421484AGREE
68%72%64%71%65%67%79%afg54%64%70%d68%d

17143722235791227589DISAGREE
11%9%15%14%11%14%8%24%abc4%12%13%

11-113---44Refused
1%1%-1%1%1%---1%1%

91013814243413641Don't know
6%6%5%5%7%6%3%7%2%6%6%

0.8901.031i0.7160.8780.7840.8261.102afg0.4150.8550.895d0.858dMean Score
1.0481.0231.1181.1531.0361.1411.0091.2870.9821.0831.095Standard Deviation
0.0050.0080.0070.0110.0050.0040.0090.0330.0190.0020.002Error Variance
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Q.23 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 37 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

150974395511451971373233696Unweighted Base
125101*47659111917**66*439187710Weighted Base

41461181713652113250207Agree strongly (2)
33%46%ah25%29%30%27%32%30%27%29%

47301982393852816776277Tend to agree (1)
38%29%42%i40%32%29%43%38%41%39%

141066712138532892Neither agree (0)
12%10%14%12%17%16%13%12%15%13%nor disagree

9939481023361759Tend to disagree (-1)
7%9%8%8%9%12%5%8%9%8%

62222281221631Disagree strongly (-2)
5%2%5%4%7%9%3%5%3%4%

SUMMARY CODES

8876316410741050299126484AGREE
70%75%66%69%62%56%75%68%67%68%

161161711945582389DISAGREE
13%11%13%12%16%21%7%13%13%13%

-124--13-4Refused
-1%1%1%--2%1%-1%

733035613271041Don't know
6%3%6%6%5%7%4%6%5%6%

0.9031.118ah0.7930.8840.7290.5761.0250.8590.8220.858Mean Score
1.1311.0801.0821.0691.2141.3300.9631.1211.0571.095Standard Deviation
0.0090.0130.0030.0020.0110.1040.0140.0040.0050.002Error Variance
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Q.23 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 37 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

67561586676936702611275499696Unweighted Base
66*56964*67970768228**8764*550710Weighted Base

1118017198207198101816172207Agree strongly (2)
17%32%k26%29%29%29%35%20%25%31%d29%k

1822827265275267102929216277Tend to agree (1)
27%40%42%39%39%39%35%33%46%39%39%

1272790929022286192Neither agree (0)
18%13%11%13%13%13%7%25%ab13%11%13%nor disagree

1039105659563824859Tend to disagree (-1)
15%j7%15%j8%8%8%10%9%3%9%8%

81812830292522231Disagree strongly (-2)
12%aij3%2%4%4%4%7%5%3%4%4%

SUMMARY CODES

2940743463482464194646388484AGREE
44%72%k67%k68%68%68%70%53%72%d70%d68%dk

18571183888451347189DISAGREE
27%aj10%16%12%12%12%18%15%6%13%13%

12-2421-314Refused
2%*-*1%*5%-4%abd*1%

6304404041-632941Don't know
9%5%6%6%6%6%-7%5%5%6%

0.2490.954k0.794k0.8630.8630.8590.8410.5750.979d0.897d0.858dkMean Score
1.3211.0291.0681.0841.0911.0891.2711.1170.9221.0961.095Standard Deviation
0.0290.0020.0210.0020.0020.0020.0650.0120.0130.0030.002Error Variance
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Q.23 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 37 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

137545171895542696Unweighted Base
12647*54917**101*547710Weighted Base

429159743152207Agree strongly (2)
33%19%29%42%43%ab28%29%

4320216741209277Tend to agree (1)
34%43%39%44%40%38%39%

11873187792Neither agree (0)
8%17%13%7%8%14%13%nor disagree

15446145459Tend to disagree (-1)
12%8%8%4%4%10%8%

6124112731Disagree strongly (-2)
5%1%4%3%1%5%4%

SUMMARY CODES

85293761484360484AGREE
68%62%68%86%83%ab66%68%

21470158089DISAGREE
17%9%13%8%5%15%c13%

--4--44Refused
--1%--1%1%

9526-42641Don't know
7%11%5%-4%5%6%

0.8570.7980.8471.1661.241ab0.7830.858Mean Score
1.1880.9391.0970.9920.8651.1291.095Standard Deviation
0.0110.0180.0020.0550.0080.0020.002Error Variance
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Q.23 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 37 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8317338254696Unweighted Base
83*15**342267710Weighted Base

13490100207Agree strongly (2)
16%27%26%37%ace29%e

32214894277Tend to agree (1)
39%14%43%35%39%

111532792Neither agree (0)
13%5%15%10%13%nor disagree

32262859Tend to disagree (-1)
3%13%8%10%8%

34101131Disagree strongly (-2)
3%29%3%4%4%

SUMMARY CODES

456238193484AGREE
55%41%70%e72%e68%e

66373989DISAGREE
7%42%11%15%13%

1-114Refused
1%-**1%

20213641Don't know
24%abc12%4%2%6%b

0.814-0.0400.8580.9340.858Mean Score
0.9781.7541.0151.1461.095Standard Deviation
0.0150.2050.0030.0050.002Error Variance
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Q.23 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 37 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9223426210856185202207-696550146696Unweighted Base
83*240273114*58*170205233-**710560150710Weighted Base

1072764819487073-20714463207Agree strongly (2)
12%30%m28%m42%aklm33%28%34%31%-29%26%42%ac29%m

30901174015658899-27722453277Tend to agree (1)
36%38%43%35%26%38%43%i42%i-39%40%35%39%

20392599301625-92801292Neither agree (0)
24%ajk16%jk9%8%15%18%g8%11%-13%14%8%13%nor disagree

31430117151722-5950959Tend to disagree (-1)
4%6%11%10%12%9%8%9%-8%9%6%8%

4714629811-3127431Disagree strongly (-2)
5%3%5%5%4%5%4%5%-4%5%3%4%

SUMMARY CODES

401631938834113158171-484368116484AGREE
48%68%m71%m77%m59%67%77%ahi74%i-68%66%77%ac68%m

72144189242532-89761389DISAGREE
9%9%16%l15%16%14%12%14%-13%14%9%13%

-12-1--1-44-4Refused
-*1%-2%g--*-1%1%-1%

16169-4253-4132941Don't know
19%ajkl7%j3%-7%fh1%3%1%-6%6%6%6%fhj

0.5810.930m0.8120.986m0.7930.7690.9740.880-0.8580.7801.149ac0.858mMean Score
1.0131.0141.1341.1801.2061.1211.0721.103-1.0951.1031.0161.095Standard Deviation
0.0140.0050.0050.0130.0290.0070.0060.006-0.0020.0020.0070.002Error Variance
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Q.23 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 37 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

40647346194408279195217129696Unweighted Base
40047645796*37*88*76*206227128710Weighted Base

1451691673883236717346207Agree strongly (2)
36%a36%a37%a40%21%36%47%a34%32%36%29%

16219418139193723869753277Tend to agree (1)
40%41%40%40%51%41%30%42%43%42%39%

33404163761420992Neither agree (0)
8%8%9%6%7%8%8%7%9%7%13%djknor disagree

283532747324251059Tend to disagree (-1)
7%7%7%7%11%8%4%12%11%8%8%

141513542366831Disagree strongly (-2)
3%3%3%5%10%2%3%3%3%6%4%

SUMMARY CODES

3063633487627695915617199484AGREE
77%a76%a76%a80%a72%78%77%76%a75%77%a68%

4250451289631311889DISAGREE
11%11%10%12%21%10%8%15%14%14%13%

-111---2114Refused
-**1%---1%1%1%1%

1921211-3624141Don't know
5%4%5%1%-4%8%1%2%*6%bcdh

1.035a1.030a1.051a1.0450.6181.0631.217a0.9470.9300.9340.858Mean Score
1.0451.0351.0241.1011.2270.9911.0381.0921.0621.1621.095Standard Deviation
0.0030.0020.0020.0130.0380.0120.0150.0060.0050.0110.002Error Variance
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Q.23 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 37 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

23340506071401249487036386087696Unweighted Base
2**33**42*48*60*70*44*12**46*47*69*34*43*65*95*710Weighted Base

-138718281339242311151518207Agree strongly (2)
-40%20%15%30%41%bchmn31%21%20%51%abchl34%bm32%36%m23%19%29%m

mn

-12192123231552016329122940277Tend to agree (1)
-35%46%45%38%33%34%45%44%34%47%e25%29%45%42%39%

-348661433-761081692Neither agree (0)
-8%10%g17%g9%g8%32%acfghk28%7%-10%g18%g23%ghk12%g16%g13%gnor disagree

ln

-24573--842329859Tend to disagree (-1)
-5%9%11%j11%j5%--18%afjk9%3%10%5%14%fj9%8%

1-34251-232223231Disagree strongly (-2)
71%-7%8%3%7%2%-5%6%2%5%5%5%2%4%

SUMMARY CODES

-252829415128829405619284458484AGREE
-75%66%60%68%74%65%66%63%85%abdeh81%abehm57%65%68%60%68%

jm

1279981-117354121089DISAGREE
71%5%16%j19%fj14%j12%2%-23%afj15%j5%15%j10%19%fj11%13%

-1------1-----14Refused
-4%------2%-----1%1%

123255112-33111141Don't know
29%7%8%4%8%7%1%6%5%-5%10%g2%1%11%cg6%

-2.0001.2500.6910.5080.8711.027m0.9350.9280.5841.157hm1.127bch0.7660.8720.6900.7640.858mMean Score
mn

-0.8591.1471.1471.1181.1880.9060.7561.1881.1880.8811.2191.1291.1300.9741.095Standard Deviation
-0.0250.0350.0270.0230.0210.0210.0520.0310.0290.0120.0460.0340.0220.0120.002Error Variance
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Q.23 Thinking of the last time you switched your gas supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All who have switched gas supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 38 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

34822027922241748416894848911069Unweighted Base
23323234026634555916788*91*8921071Weighted Base

7179799486167702734262323Agree strongly (2)
30%34%i23%35%i25%30%42%afg30%37%29%30%i

9596148107150232633327385445Tend to agree (1)
41%41%43%40%44%42%38%38%30%43%c42%c

31284922565617122097129Neither agree (0)
13%12%14%h8%16%af10%10%14%22%ab11%12%nor disagree

1715321722517666981Tend to disagree (-1)
7%6%9%7%6%9%4%7%6%8%8%

6215106233412833Disagree strongly (-2)
3%1%4%j4%2%4%2%5%1%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

1651752272012363991336061647768AGREE
71%76%i67%75%i68%71%80%afg68%67%73%72%

2317472728751011696113DISAGREE
10%7%14%j10%8%13%eg6%12%7%11%11%

1----1---11Refused
1%----*---**

1312181724296545159Don't know
6%5%5%6%7%5%4%5%4%6%6%

0.947i1.075i0.7551.033i0.8940.8841.182afg0.8631.0070.9340.935iMean Score
1.0080.9151.0751.0460.9421.0930.9321.1150.9831.0231.027Standard Deviation
0.0030.0040.0040.0050.0020.0030.0050.0140.0120.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.24 Thinking of the last time you switched your electricity supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 38 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209159684823246311055603731069Unweighted Base
17216771886920226**99*6433031071Weighted Base

56621982695463420974323Agree strongly (2)
33%37%h28%31%27%22%34%32%b25%30%

696630837669940259137445Tend to agree (1)
40%39%43%43%f34%35%40%40%45%42%f

16258693375136844129Neither agree (0)
9%15%12%11%18%ag20%13%11%14%12%nor disagree

151054621825502381Tend to disagree (-1)
9%6%8%7%9%9%5%8%8%8%

61242491421633Disagree strongly (-2)
4%1%3%3%4%6%4%3%2%3%

SUMMARY CODES

1251285076441241573468212768AGREE
73%76%71%74%f61%57%74%73%70%72%f

2211788727487230113DISAGREE
13%7%11%10%13%14%8%11%10%11%

-1-1---1-1Refused
-1%h-*---*-*

10247441524341859Don't know
6%i1%6%i5%7%8%5%5%6%6%i

0.9421.0780.8980.974f0.7610.6531.0080.9620.8760.935fMean Score
1.0830.9201.0291.0031.1131.1561.0231.0490.9661.027Standard Deviation
0.0060.0050.0020.0010.0050.0480.0110.0020.0030.001Error Variance
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Q.24 Thinking of the last time you switched your electricity supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 38 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8379218177010667732961871367321069Unweighted Base
82*78918777910697822891451148011071Weighted Base

19243592073232071163030262323Agree strongly (2)
23%31%32%27%30%27%40%afgh20%26%33%d30%d

21338813304453301155757326445Tend to agree (1)
26%43%k43%k42%42%42%40%39%51%b41%42%k

1398181021291032731989129Neither agree (0)
15%12%10%13%12%13%9%21%abc8%11%12%nor disagree

125217628162191086181Tend to disagree (-1)
14%aj7%9%8%8%8%7%7%7%8%8%

81932732284622333Disagree strongly (-2)
9%aij2%2%3%3%4%2%4%2%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

405821405377685372318787588768AGREE
49%74%k75%k69%72%69%80%afgh60%77%d73%d72%dk

197120891129023161085113DISAGREE
24%aij9%11%11%11%12%8%11%9%11%11%

1--111--1-1Refused
1%aj--***--1%ab-*

839950585181163959Don't know
10%5%5%6%e5%6%e3%8%5%5%6%

0.4460.979k0.989k0.8630.9390.8581.134afgh0.7020.991d0.975d0.935dkMean Score
1.3300.9800.9901.0401.0231.0460.9501.0420.9171.0281.027Standard Deviation
0.0250.0010.0060.0020.0010.0020.0030.0060.0070.0020.001Error Variance
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Q.24 Thinking of the last time you switched your electricity supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 38 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

19083790251688111069Unweighted Base
17271*82325**1798021071Weighted Base

6615246975228323Agree strongly (2)
38%aef21%30%38%42%ab28%30%

68313451073334445Tend to agree (1)
39%43%42%40%41%42%42%

1211103311107129Neither agree (0)
7%15%13%g13%6%13%c12%cnor disagree

165631146581Tend to disagree (-1)
9%7%8%2%8%8%8%

5127122733Disagree strongly (-2)
3%2%3%3%1%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

1344659120148562768AGREE
78%f64%72%77%83%ab70%72%

2168911692113DISAGREE
12%8%11%5%9%11%11%

--1--11Refused
--*--**

6938144059Don't know
3%12%aeg5%5%2%5%6%

1.0380.8630.9201.1231.171ab0.8820.935Mean Score
1.0670.9451.0340.9540.9431.0431.027Standard Deviation
0.0060.0120.0010.0380.0050.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.24 Thinking of the last time you switched your electricity supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 38 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

125184924281069Unweighted Base
11816**4904411071Weighted Base

295133154323Agree strongly (2)
24%34%27%35%ce30%

432220178445Tend to agree (1)
37%12%45%40%42%

1626744129Neither agree (0)
14%14%14%10%12%nor disagree

32403581Tend to disagree (-1)
3%15%8%e8%8%

41131333Disagree strongly (-2)
3%7%3%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

727353332768AGREE
61%46%72%e75%e72%e

745348113DISAGREE
6%22%11%11%11%

1---1Refused
1%abc---*

223171759Don't know
19%abc18%3%4%6%

0.9440.6250.8881.0020.935Mean Score
0.9841.4510.9991.0391.027Standard Deviation
0.0100.1400.0020.0030.001Error Variance
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Q.24 Thinking of the last time you switched your electricity supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 38 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11837340517382287306318-10698322371069Unweighted Base
10637340818486*263303345-**10718322391071Weighted Base

16100122852975101115-32322499323Agree strongly (2)
15%27%m30%m46%aklm34%29%33%33%-30%27%41%ac30%m

381611856229112127163-44535195445Tend to agree (1)
36%43%j45%j33%33%42%42%47%i-42%42%40%42%

2057351711442929-12910822129Neither agree (0)
19%jk15%k9%9%12%17%fg9%8%-12%13%9%12%nor disagree

92537107222825-81701181Tend to disagree (-1)
8%7%9%5%8%8%9%7%-8%8%4%8%

5712939119-3329433Disagree strongly (-2)
4%2%3%5%4%3%4%3%-3%3%2%3%

SUMMARY CODES

5426130714758187228278-768575193768AGREE
50%70%m75%m80%alm67%71%75%81%ahi-72%69%81%ac72%m

1332491910303934-1139915113DISAGREE
13%9%12%10%11%11%13%10%-11%12%b6%11%

-1-------11-1Refused
-*-------**-*

20221628375-5950959Don't know
18%ajkl6%j4%1%9%fgh1%2%1%-6%6%4%6%fghj

0.5910.916m0.942m1.117alm0.9510.8570.9411.028h-0.9350.8601.190ac0.935mMean Score
1.0650.9601.0251.0991.1031.0331.0750.978-1.0271.0470.9141.027Standard Deviation
0.0120.0030.0030.0070.0160.0040.0040.003-0.0010.0010.0040.001Error Variance
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Q.24 Thinking of the last time you switched your electricity supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 38 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

637740721131641211312803151881069Unweighted Base
62373071013561*1301242963261901071Weighted Base

2222562505419564811512073323Agree strongly (2)
36%a35%a35%a40%a30%43%a38%39%a37%a39%a30%

2713163045629534812013280445Tend to agree (1)
43%43%43%41%47%41%39%40%41%42%42%

5266671151014222814129Neither agree (0)
8%9%9%8%8%8%11%7%9%7%12%dknor disagree

34444164652428981Tend to disagree (-1)
5%6%6%5%6%5%4%8%9%5%8%

121414652210101133Disagree strongly (-2)
2%2%2%5%8%2%1%3%3%6%3%

SUMMARY CODES

4925725541104810996235253154768AGREE
79%a78%a78%a81%a78%84%a77%79%a77%81%a72%

46585513897333720113DISAGREE
7%8%8%10%14%7%6%11%11%11%11%k

----------1Refused
----------*

3334341*2868259Don't know
5%5%5%1%1%2%6%2%2%1%6%bcdh

1.111a1.088a1.090a1.0830.8751.209a1.154a1.0601.0241.0380.935Mean Score
0.9290.9410.9421.0561.1500.9190.9041.0461.0441.0941.027Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0090.0210.0070.0070.0040.0040.0060.001Error Variance
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Q.24 Thinking of the last time you switched your electricity supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 38 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3637774861056717615711363451021361069Unweighted Base
3**63*72*71*85*99*73*18**58*58*10959*50*107*1441071Weighted Base

2221316313227710303222163032323Agree strongly (2)
79%35%hn18%23%36%bhn32%37%bhn38%17%52%abcfh29%37%bhn33%28%22%30%hn

kmn

-263827324519825165320214769445Tend to agree (1)
-41%52%egj38%38%45%j26%43%42%28%48%gj33%41%44%j48%gj42%j

-7914881915211781317129Neither agree (0)
-11%13%19%gk10%8%26%abcfgh6%9%3%10%11%17%g12%12%12%nor disagree

klo

-2668551124732101181Tend to disagree (-1)
-3%8%9%9%5%7%3%21%abdefg7%6%5%3%10%7%8%

jkno

-134341-132324233Disagree strongly (-2)
-2%4%6%3%4%1%-2%5%1%4%4%4%2%3%

SUMMARY CODES

248514363774715354785423777102768AGREE
79%76%71%60%74%77%hm64%81%60%81%hm78%hm70%74%72%70%72%m

-3911109611378641513113DISAGREE
-4%13%15%12%9%8%3%23%abdfjk12%8%10%8%14%9%11%

o

--------------11Refused
--------------1%*

163446225256131259Don't know
21%9%4%6%4%6%3%9%8%4%4%9%1%2%8%6%

2.0001.152hmn0.7420.6590.990h1.028hm0.9471.2670.5711.201hmn1.024hm1.021h0.9620.8420.908h0.935hmMean Score
0.0000.8741.0161.1321.0801.0071.0210.7751.1091.1630.9021.1031.0231.0770.9211.027Standard Deviation
0.0000.0130.0140.0180.0140.0100.0160.0380.0220.0250.0080.0210.0240.0120.0070.001Error Variance
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Q.24 Thinking of the last time you switched your electricity supplier, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement? “I found it easy to decide which deal to switch to”
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 39 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

165991691611572971402638530594Unweighted Base
114109*21219713335913825**47*558630Weighted Base

---1-1---11Atlantic
---1%-*---**

3331472228693647122133British Gas
29%ah29%h22%h11%21%19%26%16%15%22%21%h

*13526214510Co-operative Energy
*1%2%3%2%2%1%4%8%ab1%2%

1----1---11E (formerly Epower)
1%----*---**

2015394124682327106115E.ON
17%14%18%21%18%19%16%8%14%19%18%

21---123-13Economy Energy
2%1%---*1%11%-*1%

1-1--11-112Ecotricity
1%-*--*1%-2%**

78232493321245662EDF
6%7%11%12%7%9%15%g6%9%10%10%

--31-4---44Extra Energy
--1%1%-1%---1%1%

3464413---1616First Utility
2%3%3%2%3%e3%e---3%3%

--2--2-2--2Flow Energy
--1%--*-6%--*

--1---1--11Good Energy
--*---1%--**

1-1--2---22Green Star Energy
1%-1%--1%---**

*---*----**LoCo2
*---*----**

---211---22Marks & Spencer Energy
---1%1%*---**

6111720142912235054Npower
5%10%8%10%10%8%9%7%6%9%9%
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Q.158 And who was your previous energy supplier?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch AND switch was in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 39 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

165991691611572971402638530594Unweighted Base
114109*21219713335913825**47*558630Weighted Base

1255372-21012Ovo
1%2%2%2%2%2%1%-4%2%2%

1158672-11415Sainsbury's Energy
1%1%2%4%5%2%1%-1%3%2%

1121212-314Scottish Hydro
1%1%1%*1%*1%-6%ab*1%

13142127174910296576Scottish Power
11%13%10%14%13%14%7%8%19%12%12%

347102174-22223Southern Electric
3%3%3%5%1%5%3%-4%4%4%

83141310226-33538SSE (Scottish and
7%2%6%7%7%6%4%-6%6%6%Southern Energy)

14212348-18Swalec
1%4%1%1%1%1%3%31%-*1%b

3132224-268Utility Warehouse
3%1%1%1%2%1%3%-4%1%1%

311--23*-45Utilita
3%ah1%1%--1%2%2%-1%1%

--1---1--11Other
--*---1%--**

SUMMARY CODES

91911721601072911161938457514SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
80%84%81%81%80%81%84%77%80%82%82%

13112426154415885874SSE ALL
11%10%11%13%11%12%11%31%16%10%12%

1-1-2----22Refused
1%-*-1%f----**

57886186-12829Don't know
5%7%4%4%4%5%4%-2%5%5%
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Q.158 And who was your previous energy supplier?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch AND switch was in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 39 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

92128370513811650379149594Unweighted Base
78*13141756367*15**55*445116630Weighted Base

--11---1-1Atlantic
--**---*-*

233869111222128435133British Gas
30%h29%h17%20%32%ag10%22%19%30%ac21%

-3710--27110Co-operative Energy
-2%2%2%--3%2%1%2%

1---1---11E (formerly Epower)
1%h---2%ag---1%c*

15178310015468719115E.ON
19%13%20%18%22%25%10%19%16%18%

21-31--213Economy Energy
2%h1%h-*1%--*1%1%

2---2---22Ecotricity
2%ah---2%ag---1%c*

317435752251762EDF
4%13%j10%10%7%10%4%12%6%10%

--44---4-4Extra Energy
--1%1%---1%-1%

12131421112216First Utility
2%1%3%3%3%4%2%3%2%3%

--22--2--2Flow Energy
--**--3%ac--*

-1-1---1-1Good Energy
-1%-*---*-*

1-111--112Green Star Energy
2%-**2%g--*1%*

*---*---**LoCo2
1%---1%g---**

--22---2-2Marks & Spencer Energy
--**---*-*
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Q.158 And who was your previous energy supplier?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch AND switch was in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 39 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

92128370513811650379149594Unweighted Base
78*13141756367*15**55*445116630Weighted Base

484352334371154Npower
5%6%10%9%4%22%6%8%9%9%

12975-47212Ovo
1%2%2%1%7%ag-7%ac2%1%2%

--15122--13115Sainsbury's Energy
--4%i2%3%--3%1%2%

1-44---414Scottish Hydro
1%-1%1%---1%1%1%

6135671515581376Scottish Power
8%10%13%13%7%5%9%13%11%12%

6512221-515423Southern Electric
8%h4%3%4%2%-8%3%4%4%

57243621526638SSE (Scottish and
6%6%6%6%3%7%9%6%5%6%Southern Energy)

1438--1528Swalec
1%3%1%1%--3%1%1%1%

-268---718Utility Warehouse
-1%2%1%---2%1%1%

32*5--14-5Utilita
3%ah1%*1%--2%1%-1%

-1-1----11Other
-1%-*----1%*

SUMMARY CODES

6311033746152123936796514SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
80%84%81%82%78%80%71%82%83%82%

121743704111501274SSE ALL
15%13%10%12%5%7%19%11%10%12%

--22--11-2Refused
--**--1%*-*

47182812615629Don't know
6%5%4%5%1%16%11%c3%5%5%
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Q.158 And who was your previous energy supplier?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch AND switch was in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 39 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4549453594594594-4644497594Unweighted Base
48*51959*630630630-**33*41*549630Weighted Base

--1111---11Atlantic
--2%aj***---**

151108133133133-1112110133British Gas
32%i21%13%21%21%21%-33%29%20%21%

-91101010---1010Co-operative Energy
-2%2%2%2%2%---2%2%

-1-111--1-1E (formerly Epower)
-*-***--3%ab-*

49417115115115-71096115E.ON
9%18%28%k18%18%18%-20%25%18%18%

-3-333--133Economy Energy
-1%-1%1%1%--1%*1%

11-222---22Ecotricity
2%*-***---**

6495626262-115962EDF
13%9%9%10%10%10%-2%3%11%10%

-4-444---44Extra Energy
-1%-1%1%1%---1%1%

-16-161616-1-1616First Utility
-3%-3%3%3%-2%-3%3%

-2-222---22Flow Energy
-*-***---**

-1-111---11Good Energy
-*-***---**

11-222--112Green Star Energy
2%*-***--3%ab**

-*-***-*--*LoCo2
-*-***-1%ab--*

-2-222---22Marks & Spencer Energy
-*-***---**
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Q.158 And who was your previous energy supplier?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch AND switch was in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 39 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4549453594594594-4644497594Unweighted Base
48*51959*630630630-**33*41*549630Weighted Base

1513545454-244754Npower
1%10%6%9%9%9%-7%10%8%9%

-111121212-111112Ovo
-2%2%2%2%2%-2%2%2%2%

113-151515-1-1415Sainsbury's Energy
3%3%-2%2%2%-3%-2%2%

31-444---44Scottish Hydro
6%aj*-1%1%1%---1%1%

46111767676-446876Scottish Power
8%12%19%12%12%12%-13%10%12%12%

1183232323-1-2323Southern Electric
2%4%4%4%4%4%-3%-4%4%

4322383838-133238SSE (Scottish and
9%6%3%6%6%6%-3%8%6%6%Southern Energy)

17-888---88Swalec
2%1%-1%1%1%---2%1%

152888-1-88Utility Warehouse
2%1%4%1%1%1%-2%-1%1%

-5-555---55Utilita
-1%-1%1%1%---1%1%

-1-111---11Other
-*-***---**

SUMMARY CODES

3942348514514514-2735447514SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
81%81%81%82%82%82%-79%85%81%82%

9594747474-236774SSE ALL
18%11%7%12%12%12%-5%8%12%12%

11-222-1-12Refused
2%j*-***-3%ab-**

5195292929-222329Don't know
10%4%9%5%5%5%-7%6%4%5%
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Q.158 And who was your previous energy supplier?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch AND switch was in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 39 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

10618453-295273594Unweighted Base
96*20**499-**313294630Weighted Base

-1---11Atlantic
-7%---**

29497-7553133British Gas
30%e21%19%-24%18%21%

-19-4610Co-operative Energy
-5%2%-1%2%2%

1---1-1E (formerly Epower)
1%e---*-*

13398-4765115E.ON
13%15%20%-15%22%c18%

3---213Economy Energy
3%ae---1%*1%

1---2-2Ecotricity
1%---*-*

8-53-283362EDF
8%-11%-9%11%10%

--4-234Extra Energy
--1%-1%1%1%

--16-10616First Utility
--3%-3%2%3%

--2-2-2Flow Energy
--*-1%-*

--1--11Good Energy
--*--**

--2-112Green Star Energy
--*-***

-*---**LoCo2
-2%---**
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Q.158 And who was your previous energy supplier?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch AND switch was in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 39 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

10618453-295273594Unweighted Base
96*20**499-**313294630Weighted Base

--2-112Marks & Spencer Energy
--*-***

4-50-252854Npower
5%-10%-8%10%9%

2-10-7512Ovo
2%-2%-2%2%2%

--15-7615Sainsbury's Energy
--3%-2%2%2%

121-324Scottish Hydro
2%8%*-1%1%1%

13360-512476Scottish Power
14%14%12%-16%b8%12%

6-18-141023Southern Electric
6%-4%-4%3%4%

5329-142338SSE (Scottish and
6%14%6%-4%8%6%Southern Energy)

3-4-538Swalec
3%e-1%-2%1%1%

1-8-448Utility Warehouse
1%-2%-1%1%1%

2-3-235Utilita
2%-1%-1%1%1%

-1---11Other
-4%---**

SUMMARY CODES

8315409-261240514SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
86%72%82%-83%82%82%

16552-353774SSE ALL
17%22%10%-11%13%12%
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Q.158 And who was your previous energy supplier?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch AND switch was in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 39 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

10618453-295273594Unweighted Base
96*20**499-**313294630Weighted Base

--1---2Refused
--*---*

4217-81429Don't know
4%9%3%-2%5%5%
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Q.158 And who was your previous energy supplier?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch AND switch was in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 39 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

563200335594Unweighted Base
55*3**206367630Weighted Base

---11Atlantic
---**

1324870133British Gas
24%61%23%19%21%

--3710Co-operative Energy
--2%2%2%

--1-1E (formerly Epower)
--1%-*

10-3470115E.ON
19%-17%19%18%

1-2-3Economy Energy
3%b-1%-1%

--2-2Ecotricity
--1%-*

4-223562EDF
8%-11%10%10%

--234Extra Energy
--1%1%1%

--41316First Utility
--2%3%3%

--2-2Flow Energy
--1%-*

--1-1Good Energy
--*-*

--112Green Star Energy
--1%**

--*-*LoCo2
--*-*
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Q.158 And who was your previous energy supplier?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch AND switch was in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 39 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

563200335594Unweighted Base
55*3**206367630Weighted Base

---22Marks & Spencer Energy
---**

3-183354Npower
5%-9%9%9%

1-3812Ovo
1%-2%2%2%

--21315Sainsbury's Energy
--1%4%2%

--224Scottish Hydro
--1%1%1%

6-224876Scottish Power
10%-11%13%12%

1-71523Southern Electric
3%-3%4%4%

5192338SSE (Scottish and
9%39%4%6%6%Southern Energy)

1-448Swalec
2%-2%1%1%

1-448Utility Warehouse
1%-2%1%1%

--235Utilita
--1%1%1%

--1-1Other
--*-*

SUMMARY CODES

443167300514SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
80%100%81%82%82%

71224374SSE ALL
13%39%11%12%12%
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Q.158 And who was your previous energy supplier?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch AND switch was in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 39 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

563200335594Unweighted Base
55*3**206367630Weighted Base

1--12Refused
2%--**

7-101229Don't know
13%abc-5%3%5%
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Q.158 And who was your previous energy supplier?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch AND switch was in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 39 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

6692732464596127317-594-594594Unweighted Base
5**69*28726943*95*134349-**630-**630630Weighted Base

---1---1-1-11Atlantic
---1%---*-*-**

123614811293458-133-133133British Gas
13%33%aj21%18%24%30%f25%f17%-21%-21%21%

--37-118-10-1010Co-operative Energy
--1%3%-1%1%2%-2%-2%2%

--1--1---1-11E (formerly Epower)
--*--1%---*-**

11555448192857-115-115115E.ON
18%21%19%16%19%20%21%16%-18%-18%18%

-111-3-1-3-33Economy Energy
-2%1%*-3%af-*-1%-1%1%

-1-1-1-1-2-22Ecotricity
-1%-*-1%-*-*-**

112535341837-62-6262EDF
12%1%9%l13%l8%4%13%h10%-10%-10%10%l

---41--3-4-44Extra Energy
---2%3%g--1%-1%-1%1%

-1411-1114-16-1616First Utility
-2%1%4%k-1%1%4%-3%-3%3%

---2--2--2-22Flow Energy
---1%--1%--*-**

--1----1-1-11Good Energy
--*----*-*-**

--11--11-2-22Green Star Energy
--**--1%*-*-**

--*----*-*-**LoCo2
--*----*-*-**

--11--11-2-22Marks & Spencer Energy
--**--1%*-*-**
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Q.158 And who was your previous energy supplier?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch AND switch was in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 39 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

6692732464596127317-594-594594Unweighted Base
5**69*28726943*95*134349-**630-**630630Weighted Base

-42526361034-54-5454Npower
-5%9%10%7%6%8%10%-9%-9%9%

--31021-10-12-1212Ovo
--1%4%3%g1%-3%-2%-2%2%

-14102-212-15-1515Sainsbury's Energy
-1%1%4%4%-1%3%-2%-2%2%

--23--14-4-44Scottish Hydro
--1%1%--*1%-1%-1%1%

1937296131145-76-7676Scottish Power
13%13%13%11%13%13%8%13%-12%-12%12%

-3128-4415-23-2323Southern Electric
-5%4%3%-4%3%4%-4%-4%4%

-3181656720-38-3838SSE (Scottish and
-5%6%6%11%6%5%6%-6%-6%6%Southern Energy)

--54-224-8-88Swalec
--2%1%-2%2%1%-1%-1%1%

-17---36-8-88Utility Warehouse
-2%j2%j---2%2%-1%-1%1%

--23*-23-5-55Utilita
--1%1%1%-1%1%-1%-1%1%

---1---1-1-11Other
---*---*-*-**

SUMMARY CODES

3572402133582116274-514-514514SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
57%83%84%79%82%87%86%79%-82%-82%82%

-637305121443-74-7474SSE ALL
-9%13%11%11%12%11%12%-12%-12%12%

--11-1---2-22Refused
--**-1%---*-**
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Q.158 And who was your previous energy supplier?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch AND switch was in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 39 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

6692732464596127317-594-594594Unweighted Base
5**69*28726943*95*134349-**630-**630630Weighted Base

2617334613-29-2929Don't know
43%9%j6%j1%6%5%5%4%-5%-5%5%j
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Q.158 And who was your previous energy supplier?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch AND switch was in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 39 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

37042040414435355307316355174594Unweighted Base
38643942016534*389313348389194630Weighted Base

-1---1-11-1Atlantic
-*---*-**-*

901061013597965727943133British Gas
23%24%24%21%26%20%21%21%20%22%21%

3574-9499410Co-operative Energy
1%1%2%3%-2%1%3%2%2%2%

1111-1-1111E (formerly Epower)
***1%-*-**1%*

7176793447454627438115E.ON
18%17%19%21%13%19%17%18%19%20%18%

333--1311-3Economy Energy
1%1%1%--*1%**-1%

-11-111-112Ecotricity
-**-2%**-***

293732235452841452762EDF
7%8%8%14%15%12%9%12%12%14%10%

1112-4-4424Extra Energy
***1%-1%-1%1%1%1%

10119821351213816First Utility
3%2%2%5%4%3%2%4%3%4%3%
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Q.158 And who was your previous energy supplier?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch AND switch was in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 39 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

37042040414435355307316355174594Unweighted Base
38643942016534*389313348389194630Weighted Base

222---2---2Flow Energy
***---1%---*

111---1---1Good Energy
***---*---*

111--1111-2Green Star Energy
***--****-*

***---*---*LoCo2
***---*---*

11---2-22-2Marks & Spencer Energy
**---*-**-*

324135205362034362454Npower
8%9%8%12%13%9%6%10%9%12%9%

8994-1141111412Ovo
2%2%2%3%-3%1%3%3%2%2%

89112-1161011215Sainsbury's Energy
2%2%3%1%-3%2%3%3%1%2%

3313-323334Scottish Hydro
1%1%*2%-1%1%1%1%1%1%

525152112404435401376Scottish Power
13%12%12%7%6%10%14%10%10%7%12%

1419186117121517623Southern Electric
4%4%4%3%2%4%4%4%4%3%4%
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Q.158 And who was your previous energy supplier?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch AND switch was in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 39 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

37042040414435355307316355174594Unweighted Base
38643942016534*389313348389194630Weighted Base

25282445202317201038SSE (Scottish and
6%6%6%3%15%ah5%7%5%5%5%6%Southern Energy)

66631474438Swalec
1%1%2%2%2%1%2%1%1%1%1%

888--17-1-8Utility Warehouse
2%2%2%--*2%f-*-1%

4221*232215Utilita
1%1%1%*1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

111--1-11-1Other
***--*-**-*

SUMMARY CODES

32136635013831319255282319166514SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
83%83%83%84%92%82%81%81%82%86%82%

475550167444438442174SSE ALL
12%13%12%9%19%11%14%11%11%11%12%

-111-111112Refused
-***-******

1215124-11201011429Don't know
3%3%3%2%-3%6%f3%3%2%5%
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Q.158 And who was your previous energy supplier?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch AND switch was in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 39 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3484824336831752496832177242594Unweighted Base
5**47*49*24**37**70*37**10**49*52*77*30**20**72*51*630Weighted Base

-----1---------1Atlantic
-----2%a---------*

-101824117-91018941516133British Gas
-22%36%ak9%11%16%19%-18%19%23%31%21%21%31%21%

-1-1-14-2-2----10Co-operative Energy
-2%-4%-1%10%-3%-3%----2%

-------------1-1E (formerly Epower)
-------------1%-*

210723175215111283125115E.ON
36%20%15%8%9%24%13%19%31%ab22%16%26%15%17%11%18%

---2-------1--13Economy Energy
---9%-------2%--1%1%

------1-----1--2Ecotricity
------2%-----4%--*

16124731574-311862EDF
27%12%3%7%10%10%9%13%10%13%5%-14%15%n15%10%

-----1----1---24Extra Energy
-----2%----2%---3%1%

-11-32--131--2216First Utility
-1%2%-8%3%--3%6%2%--2%5%3%

---2-----------2Flow Energy
---7%-----------*

---------1-----1Good Energy
---------2%a-----*

---------1---1-2Green Star Energy
---------3%a---1%-*

--------*------*LoCo2
--------1%------*

-----2---------2Marks & Spencer Energy
-----2%a---------*
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Q.158 And who was your previous energy supplier?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch AND switch was in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 39 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3484824336831752496832177242594Unweighted Base
5**47*49*24**37**70*37**10**49*52*77*30**20**72*51*630Weighted Base

-5515712368224354Npower
-11%10%3%15%10%3%18%7%12%10%7%9%6%5%9%

----112-2----5212Ovo
----2%2%5%-3%----7%af3%2%

-13-1-1-2-1311-15Sainsbury's Energy
-3%7%k-3%-2%-4%-1%11%6%1%-2%

-1-----3---1---4Scottish Hydro
-2%-----27%---2%---1%

264437814615328476Scottish Power
37%12%9%17%9%9%22%7%9%11%19%9%9%11%7%12%

--3-222---6131423Southern Electric
--7%-7%4%5%---7%2%13%1%7%4%

-42-8412415--4338SSE (Scottish and
-9%4%-23%6%3%17%7%1%7%--5%6%6%Southern Energy)

---8-----------8Swalec
---35%-----------1%

--2---2-11---128Utility Warehouse
--5%---5%-1%1%---2%3%1%

---*1---1-1-11-5Utilita
---2%2%---2%-1%-4%1%-1%

-------------1-1Other
-------------1%-*

SUMMARY CODES

54141193155271041416723165542514SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
100%87%83%79%83%78%74%100%82%79%88%77%81%76%81%82%

-558117344111134774SSE ALL
-10%11%35%29%10%8%44%7%1%14%g4%13%6%13%g12%g

---------1----12Refused
---------1%----2%*

-32-161--42315129Don't know
-7%3%-2%8%2%--8%3%9%5%8%2%5%
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Q.158 And who was your previous energy supplier?
Base: All whose last energy supplier switch was a combined (gas and electricity) supplier to combined supplier switch AND switch was in the past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 40 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

47343926326747712127146Unweighted Base
31*36*48*34**26**76*47*6**12**131150Weighted Base

915188112613354350British Gas
30%41%37%24%42%34%28%42%40%33%34%

1---1----11Co-operative Energy
2%---2%----**

65372155-12021E.ON
18%14%6%21%6%19%10%-5%15%14%

13-1-33--66EDF
4%8%-4%-4%6%--4%4%

*---*----**Extra Energy
1%---2%----**

-2134-2-145First Utility
-4%2%8%14%-3%-8%3%4%

1432-36-279Npower
2%10%6%5%-4%12%-14%6%6%

1----1---11Ovo
4%----2%---1%1%

--2-11---22Sainsbury's Energy
--4%-4%1%---2%1%

1-1-1-1-2-2Scottish Hydro
2%-2%-4%-2%-15%-1%

2231243-178Scottish Power
7%6%7%2%6%5%6%-12%5%6%

111-121--33Southern Electric
3%4%2%-3%2%1%--2%2%

21132311-66SSE (Scottish and
6%3%2%7%7%4%2%9%-4%4%Southern Energy)

1--21-22--2Swalec
2%--5%2%-3%35%--2%

1----1---11Utilita
2%----1%---**

--2---2--22Zog Energy
--3%---3%--1%1%
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Q.25 And who was your previous gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 40 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

47343926326747712127146Unweighted Base
31*36*48*34**26**76*47*6**12**131150Weighted Base

1--111-1-12Other
4%--3%3%2%-13%-1%1%

SUMMARY CODES

2331302319563361192108SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
75%86%i63%69%72%74%70%87%86%70%72%

423455432914SSE ALL
13%6%6%12%17%6%9%45%15%7%9%

34137*1611-12727Don't know
11%10%27%21%2%21%23%-5%20%18%
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Q.25 And who was your previous gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 40 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

343577123233207449146Unweighted Base
29**37**84*13317**3**17**89*40*150Weighted Base

883447425291550British Gas
28%21%41%35%23%63%28%33%37%34%

--1-1---11Co-operative Energy
--1%-4%---2%*

5611201-212721E.ON
16%15%13%15%7%-11%14%16%14%

24-42-1326EDF
8%10%-3%10%-4%3%6%4%

--**---*-*Extra Energy
--1%*---*-*

-245--1235First Utility
-4%4%4%--6%2%6%4%

1639--1629Npower
2%15%3%7%--6%7%5%6%

11--1---11Ovo
2%2%--8%---3%1%

--22--11-2Sainsbury's Energy
--2%2%--6%1%-1%

11-2--11-2Scottish Hydro
4%2%-1%--7%1%-1%

21571-1528Scottish Power
8%4%5%5%8%-6%6%5%6%

1113--*2*3Southern Electric
3%3%2%2%--3%3%1%2%

1146-1-516SSE (Scottish and
5%1%5%5%-37%-5%1%4%Southern Energy)

--221-12-2Swalec
--3%1%4%-4%2%-2%

1---1---11Utilita
2%---4%---2%*
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Q.25 And who was your previous gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 40 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

343577123233207449146Unweighted Base
29**37**84*13317**3**17**89*40*150Weighted Base

-2-2---2-2Zog Energy
-4%-1%---2%-1%

--211-1-12Other
--3%1%5%-8%-2%1%

SUMMARY CODES

2126619993126529108SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
74%71%72%75%51%100%67%73%71%72%

328131129114SSE ALL
11%6%10%10%4%37%13%11%2%9%

6714235-219627Don't know
22%18%17%17%28%-13%22%14%18%
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Q.25 And who was your previous gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 40 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1811413145145146-1213118146Unweighted Base
16**11616**148148150-**8**10**128150Weighted Base

7376494950-244250British Gas
41%32%35%33%33%34%-27%39%33%34%

-1-111---11Co-operative Energy
-1%-***---1%*

120-212121--12021E.ON
6%17%-14%14%14%--7%16%14%

-6-666---56EDF
-5%-4%4%4%---4%4%

-*-***---**Extra Energy
-*-***---**

-42555--145First Utility
-3%9%4%4%4%--10%3%4%

252999---99Npower
11%4%14%6%6%6%---7%6%

-1-111---11Ovo
-1%-1%1%1%---1%1%

-11222---22Sainsbury's Energy
-1%6%1%1%1%---2%1%

-2-222--112Scottish Hydro
-2%-1%1%1%--11%1%1%

18-888-3148Scottish Power
3%7%-6%6%6%-31%9%3%6%

-3-333-**23Southern Electric
-3%-2%2%2%-5%4%2%2%

132666--156SSE (Scottish and
7%3%10%4%4%4%--10%4%4%Southern Energy)

2--222-1-22Swalec
14%--2%2%2%-8%-1%2%

1--111---11Utilita
4%--***---**
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Q.25 And who was your previous gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 40 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1811413145145146-1213118146Unweighted Base
16**11616**148148150-**8**10**128150Weighted Base

-2-222---22Zog Energy
-1%-1%1%1%---1%1%

-2-222-*-22Other
-2%-2%2%1%-6%-1%1%

SUMMARY CODES

138310107107108-6891108SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
83%72%59%72%72%72%-72%80%71%72%

392141414-131014SSE ALL
21%7%10%9%9%9%-13%25%8%9%

2214272727-212427Don't know
13%18%26%18%18%18%-23%10%19%18%
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Q.25 And who was your previous gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 40 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

338108113778146Unweighted Base
30**6**117*11**37*79*150Weighted Base

81435123150British Gas
28%20%37%44%33%39%34%

--1--11Co-operative Energy
--1%--1%*

3116171221E.ON
11%22%14%12%18%15%14%

324-226EDF
9%26%3%-6%3%4%

-*--*-*Extra Energy
-7%--1%-*

--513-5First Utility
--4%8%8%b-4%

3-71369Npower
8%-6%5%7%7%6%

1-1-1-1Ovo
2%-1%-4%-1%

--211-2Sainsbury's Energy
--2%10%3%-1%

1-1--22Scottish Hydro
2%-1%--2%1%

1-7-358Scottish Power
5%-6%-8%6%6%

--3-123Southern Electric
--3%-2%2%2%

1151236SSE (Scottish and
2%8%4%6%5%4%4%Southern Energy)

--2--22Swalec
--2%--3%2%
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Q.25 And who was your previous gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 40 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

338108113778146Unweighted Base
30**6**117*11**37*79*150Weighted Base

1----11Utilita
2%----1%*

--22--2Zog Energy
--1%15%--1%

--2--22Other
--2%--3%1%

SUMMARY CODES

2058872965108SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
66%76%76%67%79%82%72%

111113914SSE ALL
4%8%10%6%7%11%9%

9116-21127Don't know
30%17%14%-6%14%18%
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Q.25 And who was your previous gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 40 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2155466146Unweighted Base
20**4**54*71*150Weighted Base

6-192550British Gas
31%-36%35%34%

---11Co-operative Energy
---1%*

1171221E.ON
4%14%13%18%14%

2-4-6EDF
10%-7%b-4%

---**Extra Energy
---1%*

1--45First Utility
4%--6%4%

--549Npower
--8%6%6%

--111Ovo
--1%1%1%

---22Sainsbury's Energy
---3%1%

-1-12Scottish Hydro
-18%-2%1%

31418Scottish Power
12%37%6%1%6%

*-123Southern Electric
2%-2%3%2%

11146SSE (Scottish and
3%15%1%6%4%Southern Energy)

---22Swalec
---3%2%
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Q.25 And who was your previous gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 40 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2155466146Unweighted Base
20**4**54*71*150Weighted Base

---11Utilita
---1%*

---22Zog Energy
---2%1%

---22Other
---3%1%

SUMMARY CODES

1334052108SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
63%85%73%73%72%

1121014SSE ALL
5%34%3%14%9%

7114627Don't know
33%15%26%b9%18%
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Q.25 And who was your previous gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 40 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

52172487223677-146-146146Unweighted Base
3**22**75*50*8**17**36*84*-**150-**150150Weighted Base

-62420541427-50-5050British Gas
-29%32%41%61%26%40%32%-34%-34%34%

---1---1-1-11Co-operative Energy
---1%---1%-*-**

-597-6410-21-2121E.ON
-20%13%14%-36%11%12%-14%-14%14%

1112-1-5-6-66EDF
21%6%2%5%-8%-5%-4%-4%4%

---*---*-*-**Extra Energy
---1%---1%-*-**

--23--33-5-55First Utility
--3%7%--10%3%-4%-4%4%

-162-152-9-99Npower
-6%8%3%-3%15%f2%-6%-6%6%

--11-1-1-1-11Ovo
--1%1%-4%-1%-1%-1%1%

---2---1-2-22Sainsbury's Energy
---4%---1%-1%-1%1%

--2-1--1-2-22Scottish Hydro
--3%-10%--1%-1%-1%1%

12511115-8-88Scottish Power
24%7%7%2%10%8%4%6%-6%-6%6%

--21--12-3-33Southern Electric
--2%3%--2%3%-2%-2%2%

--52-115-6-66SSE (Scottish and
--6%3%-4%3%6%-4%-4%4%Southern Energy)

-12---12-2-22Swalec
-3%2%---2%2%-2%-2%2%

1------1-1-11Utilita
18%------1%-*-**
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Q.25 And who was your previous gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 40 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

52172487223677-146-146146Unweighted Base
3**22**75*50*8**17**36*84*-**150-**150150Weighted Base

---2---2-2-22Zog Energy
---3%---2%-1%-1%1%

--11---2-2-22Other
--2%2%---3%-1%-1%1%

SUMMARY CODES

21656356142858-108-108108SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
45%71%75%71%80%85%77%69%-72%-72%72%

-110311310-14-1414SSE ALL
-3%13%6%10%4%7%12%-9%-9%9%

1615512516-27-2727Don't know
37%29%20%10%20%11%14%19%-18%-18%18%
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Q.25 And who was your previous gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 40 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

88101993298279738340146Unweighted Base
91*109*102*30**8**88*76*79*89*37*150Weighted Base

293735143282526281750British Gas
32%34%35%48%34%32%33%34%31%47%34%

-----1-11-1Co-operative Energy
-----1%-1%1%-*

1516152-12121013221E.ON
17%15%15%8%-14%15%13%15%7%14%

2442-422426EDF
3%4%4%8%-4%3%3%4%6%4%

---*-*-****Extra Energy
---1%-*-1%*1%*

4443-323335First Utility
5%4%4%9%-3%3%4%3%8%4%

787--7377-9Npower
7%8%7%--7%4%8%7%-6%

1111-111111Ovo
1%1%1%2%-1%1%1%1%2%1%

---1-222212Sainsbury's Energy
---4%-2%3%3%2%3%1%

222-1-2--12Scottish Hydro
2%2%2%-10%-2%--2%1%
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Q.25 And who was your previous gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 40 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

88101993298279738340146Unweighted Base
91*109*102*30**8**88*76*79*89*37*150Weighted Base

65512372328Scottish Power
7%4%5%2%20%3%9%3%3%6%6%

222*-1321*3Southern Electric
2%2%2%2%-2%4%3%2%1%2%

3431-454416SSE (Scottish and
4%4%3%2%-5%6%5%5%2%4%Southern Energy)

112--2122-2Swalec
1%1%2%--2%1%2%2%-2%

111--1--1-1Utilita
1%1%1%--1%--1%-*

222--2-22-2Zog Energy
2%2%2%--2%-2%2%-1%

222-*2-12*2Other
2%2%2%-6%3%-1%2%1%1%

SUMMARY CODES

6778772156159566126108SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
73%72%75%69%64%68%77%71%69%70%72%

88101171087214SSE ALL
8%8%9%4%10%8%13%10%8%5%9%

1521164217121417527Don't know
16%19%16%14%30%19%16%18%19%15%18%
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Q.25 And who was your previous gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 40 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

299971883151312391019146Unweighted Base
2**8**10**8**7**17**8**3**15**12**13**3**11**10**22**150Weighted Base

114313324371521150British Gas
29%12%34%35%18%18%37%74%30%27%51%22%52%15%51%34%

-------------1-1Co-operative Energy
-------------6%-*

--1-241-233-21321E.ON
--9%-29%23%7%-12%27%24%-16%6%12%14%

--1--1---12-1--6EDF
--14%--9%---6%12%-7%--4%

-----*---------*Extra Energy
-----3%---------*

-----11-1----2-5First Utility
-----5%12%-6%----24%-4%

-11--12-21--1--9Npower
-17%12%--8%20%-12%5%--9%--6%

--------------11Ovo
--------------6%1%

-------------112Sainsbury's Energy
-------------9%5%1%

------2--------2Scottish Hydro
------23%--------1%

13--1---1-1--118Scottish Power
71%35%--11%---4%-6%--8%4%6%

-*--*---1-----23Southern Electric
-6%--6%---4%-----8%2%

---1-1--1----226SSE (Scottish and
---8%-8%--6%----16%8%4%Southern Energy)

---2-----------2Swalec
---29%-----------2%

--------1------1Utilita
--------4%------*
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Q.25 And who was your previous gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 40 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

299971883151312391019146Unweighted Base
2**8**10**8**7**17**8**3**15**12**13**3**11**10**22**150Weighted Base

-------------2-2Zog Energy
-------------16%-1%

---2-----------2Other
---28%-----------1%

SUMMARY CODES

2676411721081219518108SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
100%69%69%72%64%66%88%74%68%65%93%22%84%45%83%72%

-*-3*12-1----2314SSE ALL
-6%-37%6%8%23%-10%----16%16%9%

-33-25-134132-127Don't know
-31%31%-36%27%-26%22%35%7%78%16%-6%18%
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Q.25 And who was your previous gas supplier?
Base: All who have switched gas supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 41 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

785160486792782115201237Unweighted Base
53*53*73*59*54*106*78*19**15**205239Weighted Base

1210135101416533240British Gas
22%h19%18%8%17%14%20%26%19%16%17%

1---1----11Co-operative Energy
1%---1%----**

1-----1--11E (formerly Epower)
1%-----1%--**

81014772012223539E.ON
15%20%19%12%12%19%16%8%15%17%16%

--2--2---22Ebico
--2%--1%---1%1%

1----1---11Ecotricity
1%----1%---**

352116114-21921EDF
5%10%3%19%ik11%10%6%-13%9%9%

*-2-*-2--22Extra Energy
1%-2%-1%-2%--1%1%

1313323-178First Utility
1%6%1%6%5%2%4%-7%4%3%

1--2111--33Green Star Energy
1%--4%2%1%1%--1%1%

---2-2---22isupply Energy
---3%-2%---1%1%

56732127321621Npower
10%10%10%6%4%12%9%18%11%8%9%

1----1---11Ovo
3%----1%---1%1%

--2-11---22Sainsbury's Energy
--3%-2%1%---1%1%

-111111-3-3Scottish Hydro
-1%2%2%2%1%1%-19%-1%

3410108119-22627Scottish Power
6%7%14%17%14%10%11%-12%12%11%
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Q.30 And who was your previous electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 41 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

785160486792782115201237Unweighted Base
53*53*73*59*54*106*78*19**15**205239Weighted Base

2321421--77Southern Electric
3%6%2%1%7%2%2%--3%3%

4226473111314SSE (Scottish and
7%5%3%10%7%6%4%4%4%6%6%Southern Energy)

31133*48-*8Swalec
6%2%1%5%6%f*5%41%-*3%b

1----1---11Utilita
1%----1%---**

1----1---11Other
2%----1%---1%*

SUMMARY CODES

394253474479581814149181SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
74%78%72%79%80%74%74%96%93%72%76%

8761112119832032SSE ALL
16%13%8%18%22%f10%12%45%23%10%13%

79145516141-3435Don't know
13%16%20%8%9%15%18%4%-17%14%
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Q.30 And who was your previous electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 41 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

48591281884972512283237Unweighted Base
41*65*13220237*6**23**13970*239Weighted Base

872430101327940British Gas
21%11%18%15%27%g10%15%19%13%17%

--1-1---11Co-operative Energy
--*-2%g---1%*

1--1----11E (formerly Epower)
2%--*----1%*

8921354-5221239E.ON
20%14%16%17%12%-24%16%17%16%

--22----22Ebico
--1%1%----2%1%

--11----11Ecotricity
--**----1%*

1614192-117421EDF
3%9%11%9%6%-3%12%5%9%

-2*2---2-2Extra Energy
-3%*1%---1%-1%

1538---358First Utility
2%7%2%4%---2%7%3%

11121--123Green Star Energy
2%2%1%1%3%--1%3%1%

--22---2-2isupply Energy
--1%1%---1%-1%

27121922312521Npower
5%11%9%10%6%25%15%8%7%9%

11--1---11Ovo
2%1%--4%g---2%1%

--22---2-2Sainsbury's Energy
--1%1%---1%-1%

11121-12-3Scottish Hydro
3%1%1%1%3%-5%1%-1%
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Q.30 And who was your previous electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 41 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

48591281884972512283237Unweighted Base
41*65*13220237*6**23**13970*239Weighted Base

78122521416727Scottish Power
18%12%9%13%6%14%16%11%11%11%

1-643-*337Southern Electric
2%-5%2%8%g-2%2%4%3%

2571312-8314SSE (Scottish and
4%8%5%7%2%37%-6%5%6%Southern Energy)

-357111518Swalec
-4%4%3%3%16%5%4%1%3%

1---1---11Utilita
2%---2%---1%*

--11----11Other
--1%1%----2%*

SUMMARY CODES

31451031532761911144181SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
76%70%78%76%73%100%85%80%b62%76%b

48202663319732SSE ALL
9%13%15%13%16%52%12%13%10%13%

61217287-3181335Don't know
15%18%13%14%18%-15%13%19%14%
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Q.30 And who was your previous electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 41 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2316250148237148892424186237Unweighted Base
20**16156*14923914990*17**21**198239Weighted Base

528524402416333440British Gas
25%18%10%16%17%16%17%16%15%17%17%

-1-111---11Co-operative Energy
-*-***---**

--1-1-1--11E (formerly Epower)
--1%-*-1%--**

329725392514143539E.ON
13%18%13%17%16%17%16%4%18%17%16%

--2-2-2--22Ebico
--3%-1%-2%--1%1%

-1--1-1--11Ecotricity
-*--*-1%--**

1128921912221721EDF
4%7%15%6%9%6%13%10%8%9%9%

-2-222---22Extra Energy
-1%-1%1%1%---1%1%

-535853-178First Utility
-3%6%3%3%3%4%-5%4%3%

-3-2321--33Green Star Energy
-2%-1%1%1%1%--1%1%

-2-222---22isupply Energy
-1%-1%1%1%---1%1%

31451321139111821Npower
14%8%9%9%9%9%9%4%4%9%9%

-1-111---11Ovo
-1%-1%1%1%---1%1%

--21211-112Sainsbury's Energy
--3%j1%1%1%1%-4%*1%

-3-2321-123Scottish Hydro
-2%-1%1%1%1%-6%1%1%
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Q.30 And who was your previous electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 41 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2316250148237148892424186237Unweighted Base
20**16156*14923914990*17**21**198239Weighted Base

3141113271314342127Scottish Power
13%8%20%j9%11%9%15%16%18%11%11%

-4347432-57Southern Electric
-3%5%3%3%3%3%13%-2%3%

1858148623914SSE (Scottish and
3%5%9%5%6%5%7%9%14%5%6%Southern Energy)

24158533158Swalec
11%3%1%3%3%3%4%16%3%2%3%

1--111---11Utilita
3%--***---**

-1-111---11Other
-1%-1%*1%---1%*

SUMMARY CODES

1711745103181103771518145181SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
83%72%81%69%76%69%86%fh88%86%73%76%

320819321913652132SSE ALL
14%12%15%13%13%13%14%38%23%10%13%

32933035305213135Don't know
14%18%i6%20%e14%e20%e5%12%5%16%14%e
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Q.30 And who was your previous electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 41 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

52121711476122237Unweighted Base
48*9**18216**72*125239Weighted Base

8-345151940British Gas
16%-19%30%21%15%17%

--1--11Co-operative Energy
--*--1%*

1----11E (formerly Epower)
2%----1%*

132251132439E.ON
27%e17%14%4%18%19%16%

2----22Ebico
3%e----1%1%

-1--1-1Ecotricity
-6%--1%-*

3119-91021EDF
6%10%10%-12%8%9%

-*22*-2Extra Energy
-5%1%10%1%-1%

-182238First Utility
-8%5%10%3%3%3%

-121-23Green Star Energy
-8%1%7%-2%1%

--22--2isupply Energy
--1%12%--1%

2-18-81121Npower
5%-10%-11%9%9%

1-1-1-1Ovo
1%-*-2%-1%

--2-112Sainsbury's Energy
--1%-1%1%1%
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Q.30 And who was your previous electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 41 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

52121711476122237Unweighted Base
48*9**18216**72*125239Weighted Base

--1--33Scottish Hydro
--1%--2%1%

53192101627Scottish Power
10%34%11%10%13%12%11%

1-6-517Southern Electric
1%-4%-7%b1%3%

111215714SSE (Scottish and
2%6%6%4%7%5%6%Southern Energy)

3-51168Swalec
5%-3%6%1%5%3%

1----11Utilita
1%----**

--1--11Other
--1%--1%*

SUMMARY CODES

35614086497181SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
72%66%77%54%89%a77%76%

41252101732SSE ALL
9%6%13%10%14%14%13%

10124131835Don't know
20%6%13%7%4%14%c14%c
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Q.30 And who was your previous electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 41 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

32886110237Unweighted Base
29**8**83*117*239Weighted Base

42142040British Gas
13%27%17%17%17%

---11Co-operative Energy
---1%*

--1-1E (formerly Epower)
--1%-*

44141739E.ON
14%52%17%14%16%

--2-2Ebico
--2%-1%

---11Ecotricity
---1%*

3-71121EDF
11%-9%9%9%

---22Extra Energy
---2%1%

1-258First Utility
3%-3%4%3%

-1113Green Star Energy
-13%1%1%1%

---22isupply Energy
---2%1%

3-71221Npower
9%-8%10%9%

--111Ovo
--1%1%1%

---22Sainsbury's Energy
---2%1%
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Q.30 And who was your previous electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 41 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

32886110237Unweighted Base
29**8**83*117*239Weighted Base

--123Scottish Hydro
--1%2%1%

5-111027Scottish Power
18%-13%8%11%

1-247Southern Electric
4%-3%3%3%

1-5814SSE (Scottish and
2%-6%7%6%Southern Energy)

2--68Swalec
5%--5%c3%

---11Utilita
---1%*

--1-1Other
--1%-*

SUMMARY CODES

2266190181SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
75%79%73%77%76%

3-82032SSE ALL
11%-10%17%13%

61151335Don't know
21%8%18%11%14%
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Q.30 And who was your previous electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 41 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74210979155655106-237-237237Unweighted Base
5**41*109*84*17**48*56*112*-**239-**239239Weighted Base

-10141547920-40-4040British Gas
-25%13%18%26%14%16%18%-17%-17%17%

---1---1-1-11Co-operative Energy
---1%---1%-*-**

--1--1---1-11E (formerly Epower)
--1%--2%---*-**

-51916214120-39-3939E.ON
-11%17%19%14%30%ag2%18%g-16%-16%16%g

--2--2---2-22Ebico
--1%--3%---1%-1%1%

--1----1-1-11Ecotricity
--1%----1%-*-**

22981587-21-2121EDF
33%6%8%10%5%11%14%6%-9%-9%9%

---2---2-2-22Extra Energy
---2%---2%-1%-1%1%

-242--73-8-88First Utility
-4%4%3%--12%afh2%-3%-3%3%

--12--12-3-33Green Star Energy
--1%3%--2%2%-1%-1%1%

---2---2-2-22isupply Energy
---2%---2%-1%-1%1%

-499-2413-21-2121Npower
-10%8%10%-4%8%12%-9%-9%9%

--11-1-1-1-11Ovo
--1%1%-1%-1%-1%-1%1%

---2---2-2-22Sainsbury's Energy
---2%---2%-1%-1%1%

--21-1-2-3-33Scottish Hydro
--2%1%-1%-2%-1%-1%1%
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Q.30 And who was your previous electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 41 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74210979155655106-237-237237Unweighted Base
5**41*109*84*17**48*56*112*-**239-**239239Weighted Base

169123699-27-2727Scottish Power
18%14%8%14%19%13%16%8%-11%-11%11%

-15222*3-7-77Southern Electric
-1%4%2%12%3%1%3%-3%-3%3%

-2111-365-14-1414SSE (Scottish and
-4%10%j1%-7%10%4%-6%-6%6%Southern Energy)

-341--35-8-88Swalec
-8%3%1%--5%5%-3%-3%3%

1------1-1-11Utilita
13%------1%-*-**

--1--1---1-11Other
--1%--2%---*-**

SUMMARY CODES

233816513404086-181-181181SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
51%80%74%77%77%83%72%76%-76%-76%76%

-621526915-32-3232SSE ALL
-14%20%j6%12%12%16%14%-13%-13%13%

2718844814-35-3535Don't know
36%16%17%10%23%8%15%12%-14%-14%14%
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Q.30 And who was your previous electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 41 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

154170166441512113110112357237Unweighted Base
15217116645*14**130124110*13256*239Weighted Base

262832132231820231640British Gas
17%16%19%30%a17%18%15%18%17%28%17%

-----1-11-1Co-operative Energy
-----1%-1%*-*

111---11--1E (formerly Epower)
1%**---1%1%--*

25262792222019231239E.ON
16%15%16%21%16%17%16%17%17%20%16%

2-2---2---2Ebico
1%-1%---1%---1%

-11---1---1Ecotricity
-**---*---*

81511-11110811121EDF
5%9%6%-6%9%8%8%9%2%9%

222*-2-22*2Extra Energy
1%1%1%1%-2%-2%2%1%1%

6662-632628First Utility
4%3%4%4%-5%3%2%4%3%3%

222213-3323Green Star Energy
1%1%1%4%7%2%-3%2%3%1%
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Q.30 And who was your previous electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 41 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

154170166441512113110112357237Unweighted Base
15217116645*14**130124110*13256*239Weighted Base

2222-2-2222isupply Energy
1%1%1%4%-1%-2%1%3%1%

121614411581215521Npower
8%9%9%10%4%11%6%10%11%9%9%

1111-111111Ovo
1%1%*2%-1%1%1%1%1%1%

-----2122-2Sainsbury's Energy
-----1%1%2%1%-1%

332--1211-3Scottish Hydro
2%2%1%--1%1%1%1%-1%

2020204114151214427Scottish Power
13%12%12%8%6%10%12%11%10%8%11%

555-1262217Southern Electric
3%3%3%-6%1%5%1%1%1%3%

121312-151135114SSE (Scottish and
8%8%7%-7%4%9%3%4%2%6%Southern Energy)

668-2453428Swalec
4%3%5%-11%3%4%2%3%3%3%

111--1--1-1Utilita
***--*--*-*

111---1---1Other
1%1%1%---1%---*
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Q.30 And who was your previous electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 41 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

154170166441512113110112357237Unweighted Base
15217116645*14**130124110*13256*239Weighted Base

SUMMARY CODES

11413212931109695809741181SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
76%77%78%69%73%74%76%72%74%72%76%

252726-31224912332SSE ALL
16%16%15%-24%9%19%f8%9%6%13%h

2023207317211818935Don't know
14%14%12%17%20%13%17%16%13%16%14%
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Q.30 And who was your previous electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 41 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

31422201725105171420882232237Unweighted Base
3**14**23**18**16**24**10**5**17**15**18**8**10**24**36**239Weighted Base

12332212123356640British Gas
21%17%12%18%10%8%10%42%4%14%15%37%47%26%15%17%

-------------1-1Co-operative Energy
-------------3%-*

----------1----1E (formerly Epower)
----------4%----*

13234211231--31239E.ON
44%20%10%16%26%9%12%22%10%23%4%--13%35%16%

--2------------2Ebico
--7%------------1%

-----1---------1Ecotricity
-----3%---------*

--7-262-----11321EDF
--30%-13%25%18%-----7%4%7%9%

-----*-------2-2Extra Energy
-----2%-------7%-1%

----111-1---23-8First Utility
----5%4%10%-6%---18%13%-3%

----1---1--1---3Green Star Energy
----6%---7%--10%---1%

-----2---------2isupply Energy
-----8%---------1%

-233222-215----21Npower
-15%12%18%10%8%16%-10%7%29%----9%

--------------11Ovo
--------------4%1%

-------------2-2Sainsbury's Energy
-------------8%-1%

------21-------3Scottish Hydro
------17%22%-------1%
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Q.30 And who was your previous electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 41 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

31422201725105171420882232237Unweighted Base
3**14**23**18**16**24**10**5**17**15**18**8**10**24**36**239Weighted Base

-31-112-3242-4627Scottish Power
-23%5%-5%6%17%-17%11%21%20%-15%17%11%

--2-21----1---17Southern Electric
--8%-10%3%----8%---4%3%

---112-11-3--3314SSE (Scottish and
---4%5%10%-14%6%-16%--12%8%6%Southern Energy)

1--7-----------8Swalec
35%--40%-----------3%

--------1------1Utilita
--------4%------*

--------1------1Other
--------7%------*

SUMMARY CODES

31018171317958817551731181SIX LARGE SUPPLIERS
100%75%77%96%78%69%90%100%47%54%92%57%54%70%86%76%

1-2833221-4--3432SSE ALL
35%-8%44%16%13%17%36%6%-24%--12%12%13%

-34124--57133-435Don't know
-25%17%4%10%16%--29%46%3%33%28%-10%14%
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Q.30 And who was your previous electricity supplier?
Base: All who have switched electricity supplier in past 12 months, but last switch was not a combined supplier to combined supplier switch

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 42 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18079991386102118152378102030842044855213Unweighted Base
122410741700127314592777103529145045295270Weighted Base

455948473310264815176199Yes
4%6%aik3%4%2%4%g6%afg3%3%4%4%g

1167997163712101410264495728142743025010No
95%j93%96%j95%j97%aef95%e92%97%95%95%95%ej

5511552-3912Refused
*i*i*****-1%**

7131415112612254349Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.26 In the last 12 months, have you changed the payment method with your gas supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 42 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1037100930834234979193589265817735213Unweighted Base
845104333064472799174578312013995270Weighted Base

4161951683141213251199Yes
5%h6%ah3%4%4%2%2%4%d4%4%h

79497231724248762166550295713375010No
94%93%96%ij95%95%96%95%95%96%95%i

327102-92112Refused
*****-2%abc***

883245437291149Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%
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Q.26 In the last 12 months, have you changed the payment method with your gas supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 42 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4644263422519651965213-98357735855213Unweighted Base
4514300456525452545270-**73051439635270Weighted Base

2215321196196199-1213173199Yes
5%4%5%4%4%4%-2%3%4%d4%d

4054125431499949995010-71049437545010No
90%96%k94%k95%95%95%-97%ab96%95%95%k

131121212-12512Refused
******-****

22194474749-853049Don't know
5%aij*1%1%1%1%-1%1%1%1%j
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Q.26 In the last 12 months, have you changed the payment method with your gas supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 42 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

94052036693778041085213Unweighted Base
849470388339*82941225270Weighted Base

4515136145146199Yes
5%ae3%4%2%5%ab4%4%

79644937193878439435010No
94%95%96%g98%95%96%95%

--6-1512Refused
--*-***

8723--2849Don't know
1%2%e1%--1%c1%c
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Q.26 In the last 12 months, have you changed the payment method with your gas supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 42 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

66057245720175213Unweighted Base
62759*245421095270Weighted Base

2577097199Yes
4%12%abce3%5%c4%

56652237320055010No
90%88%97%abde95%de95%de

3-2112Refused
*b-***

33-10649Don't know
5%abc-**1%bc
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Q.26 In the last 12 months, have you changed the payment method with your gas supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 42 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11451915144271117673177310622316289744427715213Unweighted Base
10801896151078517369379111962264300644618095270Weighted Base

11675107102039745314610792199Yes
*1%m5%lm14%aklm6%3%5%6%ah2%5%ae2%11%ac4%celm

10381864143167816167374711202177283343017105010No
96%j98%ajkm95%j86%93%97%afgi94%94%96%ad94%96%ab88%95%bj

1011----110212-12Refused
1%ajkl**----**d**-*

32153-2-42242542749Don't know
3%ajkl1%jk*-1%fh-1%*1%1%1%1%1%fhjk
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Q.26 In the last 12 months, have you changed the payment method with your gas supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 42 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

316035643559632270442412126812998585213Unweighted Base
310535373522692271483413138514179185270Weighted Base

11413613065245349899182199Yes
4%4%4%9%a9%a11%a12%a6%a6%a9%acd4%

297733863376626247430356129013208355010No
96%96%96%90%91%89%86%93%93%91%95%bcdefgh

2221---11112Refused
****---****

1214131--755149Don't know
****--2%f***1%bcdhijk
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Q.26 In the last 12 months, have you changed the payment method with your gas supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 42 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

21290357260357505325884913394932934264774915213Unweighted Base
22**281348255364492344100*4743284972844744965125270Weighted Base

-1318791814116727982527199Yes
-5%d5%d3%3%4%4%d1%3%2%5%dg3%2%5%dg5%dg4%d

22262329246352464323984553184702734604664725010No
100%93%94%96%b97%b94%94%98%96%b97%bo94%96%b97%bco94%92%95%b

----1-3-13--21212Refused
----*-1%-*1%--1%***

-622210322-12431149Don't know
-2%fgh1%1%1%2%afgh1%2%g*-*1%1%1%2%afgh1%
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Q.26 In the last 12 months, have you changed the payment method with your gas supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 43 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

67553936449162914174197Unweighted Base
45*59*48*47*33*102*64*8**15**176199Weighted Base

19192116154218376675Monthly direct debit
43%33%44%34%46%42%28%34%47%37%38%

68565911212225Quarterly direct debit
12%14%11%12%15%9%17%26%7%12%12%

10128188319224448Pay by cheque, cash or
21%20%17%39%i25%30%e14%29%10%25%24%card on receipt of your

bill

7136421217-32831Prepayment meter (where
17%22%13%9%6%12%27%fg-19%16%16%you top up credit onto a

key or card)

1-----1-1-1Fuel direct (where a set
1%-----1%-4%-*amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

--1-1---1-1Weekly \ fortnightly
--2%-4%f---8%-1%payment scheme

1552266111113Payment card \ book
3%8%10%3%5%5%9%12%6%6%6%where you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

11-2-32--44Other
3%2%-4%-3%3%--2%2%

--1---1--11Don't know
--2%---1%--**
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Q.27 How did you previously pay for your gas?
Base: All who have changed gas payment method in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 43 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4757901623541511266197Unweighted Base
41*61*95*16831**4**12**13251*199Weighted Base

132238661035492075Monthly direct debit
31%37%41%39%31%61%40%37%38%38%

76122042218425Quarterly direct debit
17%10%12%12%13%39%13%13%7%12%

710303513-3311448Pay by cheque, cash or
16%17%32%21%41%-26%23%28%24%card on receipt of your

bill

12135301--211031Prepayment meter (where
30%ah22%h6%18%4%--16%20%16%hyou top up credit onto a

key or card)

1---1---11Fuel direct (where a set
2%---2%---1%*amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

1--1--1--1Weekly \ fortnightly
3%--1%--10%--1%payment scheme

157103-111113Payment card \ book
1%8%8%6%8%-7%8%3%6%where you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

-314--*314Other
-5%1%3%--4%2%2%2%

-1-1----11Don't know
-1%-1%----2%*
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Q.27 How did you previously pay for your gas?
Base: All who have changed gas payment method in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 43 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2215320195195197-1815164197Unweighted Base
22**15321**196196199-**12**13**173199Weighted Base

65811747475-486375Monthly direct debit
25%38%51%38%38%38%-33%60%37%38%

2212252525-112225Quarterly direct debit
7%14%10%13%13%12%-10%11%13%12%

8355484848-234348Pay by cheque, cash or
34%23%24%24%24%24%-18%21%25%24%card on receipt of your

bill

7222303031-2-2931Prepayment meter (where
31%14%8%15%15%16%-16%-17%16%you top up credit onto a

key or card)

-1-111---11Fuel direct (where a set
-*-***---**amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

-1-111--1-1Weekly \ fortnightly
-1%-1%1%1%--9%-1%payment scheme

-111131313-2-1013Payment card \ book
-7%7%7%7%6%-19%-6%6%where you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

14-444-*-44Other
4%2%-2%2%2%-4%-2%2%

-1-111---11Don't know
-1%-***---**
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Q.27 How did you previously pay for your gas?
Base: All who have changed gas payment method in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 43 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4716131146142197Unweighted Base
45*15**1361**45*146199Weighted Base

23546-175275Monthly direct debit
52%e34%34%-37%36%38%

7-17-71825Quarterly direct debit
15%-12%-15%12%12%

36411113548Pay by cheque, cash or
7%40%30%g100%24%24%24%gcard on receipt of your

bill

12219-72431Prepayment meter (where
26%11%14%-16%16%16%you top up credit onto a

key or card)

-----11Fuel direct (where a set
-----**amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

-----11Weekly \ fortnightly
-----1%1%payment scheme

-110-31013Payment card \ book
-9%7%-6%7%6%where you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

--4-144Other
--3%-2%2%2%

-1---11Don't know
-6%---1%*
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Q.27 How did you previously pay for your gas?
Base: All who have changed gas payment method in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 43 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2976893197Unweighted Base
25**7**70*97*199Weighted Base

74293675Monthly direct debit
28%57%41%37%38%

4-12925Quarterly direct debit
14%-17%9%12%

11-102748Pay by cheque, cash or
42%-14%28%c24%card on receipt of your

bill

42151131Prepayment meter (where
15%24%21%11%16%you top up credit onto a

key or card)

--1-1Fuel direct (where a set
--1%-*amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

---11Weekly \ fortnightly
---1%1%payment scheme

-13813Payment card \ book
-19%5%8%6%where you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

---44Other
---5%2%

--1-1Don't know
--1%-*
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Q.27 How did you previously pay for your gas?
Base: All who have changed gas payment method in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 43 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

21874103122339715014710493197Unweighted Base
1**16**75*107*10**20**39*74*53*146107*92*199Weighted Base

11023425414302055413475Monthly direct debit
46%63%31%39%56%22%37%40%39%38%39%37%38%

-211121368718151025Quarterly direct debit
-12%14%11%10%13%14%11%14%12%14%11%12%

131925165191334272148Pay by cheque, cash or
54%17%26%24%14%32%14%26%26%24%25%23%24%card on receipt of your

bill

-114152589625151631Prepayment meter (where
-9%19%14%20%26%19%12%11%17%14%18%16%you top up credit onto a

key or card)

--1--11--1-11Fuel direct (where a set
--1%--3%2%--*-1%*amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

--1----1-1-11Weekly \ fortnightly
--2%----2%-1%-1%1%payment scheme

--211-144588513Payment card \ book
--3%10%-4%10%5%9%5%7%5%6%where you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

--22--23-4-44Other
--3%2%--4%4%-3%-5%c2%

--1-----1-1-1Don't know
--1%-----2%-1%-*
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Q.27 How did you previously pay for your gas?
Base: All who have changed gas payment method in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 43 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11012912757275351848777197Unweighted Base
114*13613065*24**53*49*89*91*82*199Weighted Base

4755542710231737393375Monthly direct debit
42%40%41%41%40%44%34%41%43%40%38%

151817423777625Quarterly direct debit
13%13%13%7%8%5%14%8%8%7%12%

29353415913820212048Pay by cheque, cash or
25%26%26%23%36%25%17%23%23%25%24%card on receipt of your

bill

1317147361312111031Prepayment meter (where
11%13%11%10%13%12%27%14%12%12%16%you top up credit onto a

key or card)

------1---1Fuel direct (where a set
------1%---*amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

111---1---1Weekly \ fortnightly
1%1%1%---2%---1%payment scheme

4661114111111113Payment card \ book
4%4%4%16%a2%8%1%12%12%14%6%where you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

4441*322324Other
3%3%3%2%2%5%3%3%3%2%2%
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Q.27 How did you previously pay for your gas?
Base: All who have changed gas payment method in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 43 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11012912757275351848777197Unweighted Base
114*13613065*24**53*49*89*91*82*199Weighted Base

111-------1Don't know
1%1%1%-------*
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Q.27 How did you previously pay for your gas?
Base: All who have changed gas payment method in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 43 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

-13209102013117821872525197Unweighted Base
-**13**18**7**9**18**14**1**16**7**27**9**8**25**27**199Weighted Base

-662346162863101375Monthly direct debit
-49%32%21%32%25%44%100%37%34%28%63%46%38%47%38%

-232111-*34212325Quarterly direct debit
-13%15%28%7%6%7%-3%35%15%26%11%8%12%12%

-152362-7-9-16548Pay by cheque, cash or
-6%28%31%38%36%11%-42%-34%-18%23%20%24%card on receipt of your

bill

-33-143-311125431Prepayment meter (where
-24%18%-8%25%20%-19%8%5%11%25%18%16%16%you top up credit onto a

key or card)

------1--------1Fuel direct (where a set
------4%--------*amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

------1--------1Weekly \ fortnightly
------8%--------1%payment scheme

-111111--11--2113Payment card \ book
-8%7%13%14%8%6%--10%5%--10%5%6%where you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

---*------3--1-4Other
---6%------12%--3%-2%

---------1-----1Don't know
---------12%-----*
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Q.27 How did you previously pay for your gas?
Base: All who have changed gas payment method in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 44 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

208811361546116921252675113937352150455939Unweighted Base
140612241889145217043104116335455650605970Weighted Base

38504945259662713163183Yes
3%4%i3%3%1%3%g5%afg2%2%3%3%g

135311591826139116642975108934553648485728No
96%95%97%j96%98%aef96%e94%97%96%96%96%e

5511553-31013Refused
*i******-***

911131410289344046Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.31 In the last 12 months, have you changed the payment method with your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 44 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11961183346047751164216649298820865939Unweighted Base
969123036825023948194640348516515970Weighted Base

356582147363912248183Yes
4%h5%ah2%3%4%2%1%4%d3%d3%dh

923115235654822907187615333715895728No
95%94%97%aij96%96%96%96%96%96%96%i

336111-101113Refused
*****-2%abc***

7102843446241346Don't know
1%1%1%1%*2%c1%1%1%1%
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Q.31 In the last 12 months, have you changed the payment method with your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 44 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395196743116468540135939Unweighted Base
523468171652545970525471786460744295970Weighted Base

211352715718315726119163183Yes
4%3%4%3%3%3%4%1%2%4%cd3%cd

476452868250445728504468584759142345728No
91%97%ak95%k96%96%96%96%98%ab97%b96%96%k

141121312112413Refused
***********

251464246425552846Don't know
5%aij*1%j1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%j
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Q.31 In the last 12 months, have you changed the payment method with your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 44 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108160441283785947025939Unweighted Base
975547434439*91846825970Weighted Base

4014122-41138183Yes
4%e3%3%-5%ab3%3%

92952641933987645125728No
95%96%97%100%95%96%96%

--6-1613Refused
--*-***

6723--2646Don't know
1%1%e1%--1%c1%c
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Q.31 In the last 12 months, have you changed the payment method with your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 44 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74057285222665939Unweighted Base
69959*283323565970Weighted Base

2157484183Yes
3%8%c3%4%3%

64355274822665728No
92%92%97%ae96%e96%e

3-2113Refused
*bc-***

32-10546Don't know
5%abc-**1%bc
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Q.31 In the last 12 months, have you changed the payment method with your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 44 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13252184162980120081584811632748319150808595939Unweighted Base
12512157168088219976786613012677329450728985970Weighted Base

1135910910203859541299984183Yes
*1%m4%lm12%aklm5%3%4%a5%ah2%4%ae2%9%ac3%celm

12092127162077318774782312412588314149208095728No
97%j99%ajkm96%j88%94%97%fgi95%95%97%d95%97%ab90%96%bj

112--1---11213-13Refused
1%ajkl*--*---*d**-*

31142-2-42242341546Don't know
2%ajkl1%jk*-1%h-1%*1%1%1%1%1%fhjk
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Q.31 In the last 12 months, have you changed the payment method with your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 44 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

357740574047694295492450140514509455939Unweighted Base
3496401039927562955354501524157010065970Weighted Base

10012311663174942848374183Yes
3%3%3%8%a6%a9%a9%a5%a5%a7%ac3%

338638733863694277486402143714849325728No
97%a97%97%a92%94%91%89%94%94%93%96%bcdefh

132-----1-13Refused
***-----*-*k

91111---533-46Don't know
***---1%f**-1%bcdhijk
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Q.31 In the last 12 months, have you changed the payment method with your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 44 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253234642994105553871265083595553274825515685939Unweighted Base
26**3114412934135324071424903485543175435665895970Weighted Base

-1119613179512624792325183Yes
-3%4%dg2%3%3%2%3%2%2%4%dg2%2%4%d4%dg3%

262974192843985053941354763395293085285385515728No
100%96%95%97%b96%95%97%96%97%b97%b95%97%b97%b95%94%96%b

-1--1-3-13--21213Refused
-*--*-1%-*1%afk--****

-233110221-22541146Don't know
-1%1%1%*2%afghl1%1%*-*1%1%1%2%afghl1%
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Q.31 In the last 12 months, have you changed the payment method with your electricity supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 45 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

58464135368460912159180Unweighted Base
38*50*49*45*25*96*62*7**13**163183Weighted Base

13111814113213135356Monthly direct debit
34%22%37%31%44%e33%21%9%22%32%31%

3710741112212427Quarterly direct debit
9%14%19%15%16%12%19%30%8%15%15%

121281773310334349Pay by cheque, cash or
32%23%17%38%28%34%e15%47%22%27%27%card on receipt of your

bill

8148221218-52833Prepayment meter (where
21%h29%h16%5%8%13%29%fg-37%17%18%you top up credit onto a

key or card)

1-----1-1-1Fuel direct (where a set
2%-----1%-5%-*amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

-35214511810Payment card \ book
-6%10%k4%3%4%8%14%6%5%5%where you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

---2-2---22I only changed the bank
---4%-2%---1%1%\ building account bills

are paid from

13-2-23--55Other
2%6%-4%-2%5%--3%3%

--1---1--11Don't know
--2%---1%--1%*
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Q.32 How did you previously pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have changed electricity payment method in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 45 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3958821374331310460180Unweighted Base
35*65*82*14736*3**9**122*48*183Weighted Base

11202449713371556Monthly direct debit
31%31%29%33%20%48%29%30%31%31%

49142431122227Quarterly direct debit
11%13%18%16%8%33%14%18%b4%15%

711313217-3301649Pay by cheque, cash or
20%18%38%i22%48%ag-32%25%34%27%card on receipt of your

bill

1313726711201033Prepayment meter (where
36%ah20%9%18%18%19%16%17%21%18%you top up credit onto a

key or card)

1---1---11Fuel direct (where a set
2%---2%---1%*amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

-6391-18110Payment card \ book
-10%4%6%3%-9%6%2%5%where you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

--22---2-2I only changed the bank
--2%1%---1%-1%\ building account bills

are paid from

-515---325Other
-7%1%4%---3%5%3%

-1-1----11Don't know
-1%-1%----2%*
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Q.32 How did you previously pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have changed electricity payment method in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 45 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2013128153180153271711152180Unweighted Base
21**13527**15718315726**11**9**163183Weighted Base

54294956497254956Monthly direct debit
24%31%34%31%31%31%27%22%48%30%31%

12152127215212427Quarterly direct debit
5%15%19%14%15%14%20%15%10%15%15%

73484349436244349Pay by cheque, cash or
35%25%29%28%27%28%24%21%42%27%27%card on receipt of your

bill

722328332843-3033Prepayment meter (where
33%16%12%18%18%18%17%25%-18%18%you top up credit onto a

key or card)

-1-111---11Fuel direct (where a set
-*-***---**amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

-82810822-810Payment card \ book
-6%6%5%5%5%6%16%-5%5%where you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

-2-222---22I only changed the bank
-1%-1%1%1%---1%1%\ building account bills

are paid from

15-4542--55Other
4%3%-2%3%2%6%--3%3%

-1-111---11Don't know
-1%-1%*1%---1%*
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Q.32 How did you previously pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have changed electricity payment method in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 45 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3916117-41134180Unweighted Base
40*14**122-**41*138183Weighted Base

21625-134056Monthly direct debit
54%ae42%20%-32%29%31%

7-18-81927Quarterly direct debit
17%-15%-19%14%15%

3542-103949Pay by cheque, cash or
7%38%34%g-24%29%27%gcard on receipt of your

bill

8123-72533Prepayment meter (where
21%4%19%-18%18%18%you top up credit onto a

key or card)

-----11Fuel direct (where a set
-----**amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

-17-3710Payment card \ book
-9%6%-6%5%5%where you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

--2--22I only changed the bank
--1%--1%1%\ building account bills

are paid from

--5-155Other
--4%-2%3%3%

-1---11Don't know
-6%---1%*
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Q.32 How did you previously pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have changed electricity payment method in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 45 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2546982180Unweighted Base
21**5**74*84*183Weighted Base

31292256Monthly direct debit
16%20%40%27%31%

3-131127Quarterly direct debit
12%-17%14%15%

11-132649Pay by cheque, cash or
51%-17%31%27%card on receipt of your

bill

52121333Prepayment meter (where
21%51%17%16%18%you top up credit onto a

key or card)

--1-1Fuel direct (where a set
--1%-*amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

-13510Payment card \ book
-29%5%6%5%where you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

---22I only changed the bank
---2%1%\ building account bills

are paid from

--245Other
--2%5%3%

--1-1Don't know
--1%-*
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Q.32 How did you previously pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have changed electricity payment method in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 45 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2155810511243855511299783180Unweighted Base
1**13**59*109*10**20**38*59*54*12999*84*183Weighted Base

-812375611211344263056Monthly direct debit
-56%20%34%52%30%29%36%23%34%27%35%31%

-2101523561017161127Quarterly direct debit
-13%17%14%24%17%13%10%18%13%16%13%15%

132125166171732292049Pay by cheque, cash or
54%20%35%23%6%33%16%29%31%25%29%24%27%card on receipt of your

bill

11112022911924181433Prepayment meter (where
46%11%18%18%17%12%23%19%16%19%19%17%18%you top up credit onto a

key or card)

--1--11--1-11Fuel direct (where a set
--1%--3%2%--*-1%*amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

--19-131456310Payment card \ book
--1%8%-4%9%2%7%4%6%4%5%where you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

---2----2-2-2I only changed the bank
---1%----3%-2%-1%\ building account bills

are paid from

--32--32-5-55Other
--5%2%--8%4%-4%-6%c3%

--1-----1-1-1Don't know
--1%-----2%-1%-*
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Q.32 How did you previously pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have changed electricity payment method in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 45 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9912011556194842797969180Unweighted Base
100*123116*63*17**49*42*84*83*74*183Weighted Base

333637207181625272356Monthly direct debit
33%30%32%31%41%36%37%29%32%32%31%

15191871561010827Quarterly direct debit
15%15%15%11%6%11%13%12%12%11%15%

30373614812920201949Pay by cheque, cash or
30%30%31%22%45%25%21%23%24%25%27%card on receipt of your

bill

14191612161017141433Prepayment meter (where
14%16%14%20%9%13%24%20%17%19%18%you top up credit onto a

key or card)

------1---1Fuel direct (where a set
------1%---*amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

4647-3-97710Payment card \ book
4%5%4%11%-7%-10%9%10%5%where you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

---2---2222I only changed the bank
---3%---2%2%2%1%\ building account bills

are paid from

4441-422415Other
4%3%3%2%-8%4%3%5%2%3%
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Q.32 How did you previously pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have changed electricity payment method in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 45 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9912011556194842797969180Unweighted Base
100*123116*63*17**49*42*84*83*74*183Weighted Base

111-------1Don't know
1%1%1%-------*
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Q.32 How did you previously pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have changed electricity payment method in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 45 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

-1121712198412619792322180Unweighted Base
-**11**19**6**13**17**9**5**12**6**24**7**9**23**25**183Weighted Base

-7614521615335756Monthly direct debit
-62%34%10%32%32%26%16%45%16%22%44%40%20%30%31%

-142411--342-2327Quarterly direct debit
-10%20%36%30%6%12%--45%17%34%-8%13%15%

-14236216-8136649Pay by cheque, cash or
-7%22%36%22%37%18%30%49%-36%9%34%28%25%27%card on receipt of your

bill

-23-1422111126533Prepayment meter (where
-21%17%-6%26%28%54%5%11%6%14%26%27%20%18%you top up credit onto a

key or card)

------1--------1Fuel direct (where a set
------7%--------*amount is deducted from

your benefits before you
receive them)

--111-1--11---310Payment card \ book
--7%17%10%-9%--13%6%---12%5%where you can pay money

in whenever you choose
(ad hoc)

-------------2-2I only changed the bank
-------------7%-1%\ building account bills

are paid from

----------3--2-5Other
----------13%--10%-3%

---------1-----1Don't know
---------15%-----*
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Q.32 How did you previously pay for your electricity?
Base: All who have changed electricity payment method in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 46 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18079991386102118152378102030842044855213Unweighted Base
122410741700127314592777103529145045295270Weighted Base

77121216212181367792560542627Yes
6%11%k13%k17%aijk12%e13%e8%9%13%12%12%ek

1121926145110291246234094025237539004527No
92%ahij86%h85%h81%85%84%91%afg87%83%86%86%h

641136313912Refused
*i*******1%**

19233131296412131279105Don't know
2%2%2%2%2%2%e1%5%ab3%2%2%
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Q.35 In the last 12 months, did <you / you also> change the tariff you were on with your existing gas supplier (without switching supplier)?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 46 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1037100930834234979193589265817735213Unweighted Base
845104333064472799174578312013995270Weighted Base

44834935181081351454109627Yes
5%8%j15%aij12%14%7%9%15%abde8%12%bdij

78493927363851676154507260212634527No
93%ahi90%ah83%86%85%89%88%c83%90%ac86%ch

436121-102112Refused
*****-2%abc***

13187191147106226105Don't know
2%2%2%2%2%4%ab2%2%2%2%
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Q.35 In the last 12 months, did <you / you also> change the tariff you were on with your existing gas supplier (without switching supplier)?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 46 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4644263422519651965213-98357735855213Unweighted Base
4514300456525452545270-**73051439635270Weighted Base

2252674625625627-3838547627Yes
5%12%k16%ajk12%12%12%-5%7%14%acd12%cdk

3983704377451345134527-67346233454527No
88%i86%83%86%86%86%-92%ab90%ab84%86%

15-121212-12512Refused
**-***-****

30655103103105-181367105Don't know
7%aij2%1%2%2%2%-2%2%2%2%
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Q.35 In the last 12 months, did <you / you also> change the tariff you were on with your existing gas supplier (without switching supplier)?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 46 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

94052036693778041085213Unweighted Base
849470388339*82941225270Weighted Base

23305718118488627Yes
3%6%g15%afg20%14%12%12%fg

80743332363169835634527No
95%aef92%ae83%80%84%86%86%e

--6-1612Refused
--*-***

18871-1265105Don't know
2%2%2%-1%2%2%
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Q.35 In the last 12 months, did <you / you also> change the tariff you were on with your existing gas supplier (without switching supplier)?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 46 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

66057245720175213Unweighted Base
62759*245421095270Weighted Base

2211119474627Yes
4%19%ce5%22%ace12%ce

54748230616114527No
87%b81%94%abde76%86%b

3-1212Refused
1%bc-***

55-2821105Don't know
9%abcd-1%1%2%bc
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Q.35 In the last 12 months, did <you / you also> change the tariff you were on with your existing gas supplier (without switching supplier)?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 46 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11451915144271117673177310622316289744427715213Unweighted Base
10801896151078517369379111962264300644618095270Weighted Base

-282283712271126265134493495132627Yes
-1%m15%alm47%aklm13%10%16%ah22%aghi6%16%ae11%16%ac12%elm

1028182712594121436126549182077244938706574527No
95%ajk96%ajk83%j53%83%88%fg83%f77%92%ad81%87%b81%86%bdfgjk

1021----111212-12Refused
1%ajkl**----**d**-*

4239222810121342638421105Don't know
4%ajkl2%j1%j*5%afgh2%1%1%2%2%2%3%2%j
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Q.35 In the last 12 months, did <you / you also> change the tariff you were on with your existing gas supplier (without switching supplier)?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 46 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

316035643559632270442412126812998585213Unweighted Base
310535373522692271483413138514179185270Weighted Base

35143241546420812020480449627627Yes
11%12%12%67%a77%ah25%ae5%35%a32%a68%acd12%e

271430483057227623543798909512894527No
87%86%87%33%g23%73%92%af64%b67%b31%86%bcdfgh

232-1----112Refused
***-*----**

3854482*81315172105Don't know
1%2%1%**2%3%1%b1%b*2%bdghik
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Q.35 In the last 12 months, did <you / you also> change the tariff you were on with your existing gas supplier (without switching supplier)?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 46 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

21290357260357505325884913394932934264774915213Unweighted Base
22**281348255364492344100*4743284972844744965125270Weighted Base

23953264062421835417530258653627Yes
8%14%dh15%dh10%d11%d13%dh12%dh18%dh7%12%dh15%bdh10%d5%17%abdehk10%d12%dh

lm

20237288216318416291784332834122494414024444527No
92%84%83%85%87%ci85%85%78%91%abcfg86%83%88%ci93%abcef81%87%c86%c

ijkmnogijklmno

-1-11-3-13--21112Refused
-*-**-1%a-*1%--****

-481251484521057614105Don't know
-1%2%5%acdghl1%3%g2%4%gh1%*2%2%2%1%3%g2%

o
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Q.35 In the last 12 months, did <you / you also> change the tariff you were on with your existing gas supplier (without switching supplier)?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 47 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

169388612068481614207494528137139814633Unweighted Base
1146953148310611278241095626639039874644Weighted Base

6065165156131282331742387446Yes
5%7%11%jk15%aijk10%e12%ae3%7%11%10%10%ejk

106185312868621104205490323433334954061No
93%ahij89%h87%h81%86%85%94%afg88%85%88%87%fh

5621564-31114Refused
*1%*****-1%**

21293142386816151295122Don't know
2%3%2%4%aik3%3%2%6%ab3%2%3%
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Q.37 Have you ever changed your tariff with an existing gas supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed gas tariff with an existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 47 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

98493126403773860181539227116424633Unweighted Base
80196028133953690161527266612904644Weighted Base

33393693796784630290446Yes
4%4%13%aij10%10%5%9%11%abe7%10%bij

74989723523463598145455229311694061No
94%ah93%ah84%88%87%90%86%86%91%acd87%h

347131-103114Refused
*****-2%abc***

15198598258166830122Don't know
2%2%3%2%4%5%3%3%2%3%
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Q.37 Have you ever changed your tariff with an existing gas supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed gas tariff with an existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 47 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4433771358461746174633-93653630984633Unweighted Base
4283774382462846284644-**69347634174644Weighted Base

1837151446446446-3735371446Yes
4%10%k13%ajk10%10%10%-5%7%11%cd10%dk

3793316323404840484061-62942629604061No
89%88%85%87%87%87%-91%ab89%87%87%

161141414-12614Refused
******-****

30817120120122-241480122Don't know
7%aij2%2%3%3%3%-4%3%2%3%
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Q.37 Have you ever changed your tariff with an existing gas supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed gas tariff with an existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 47 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

91549531433067436524633Unweighted Base
826441331331**71136344644Weighted Base

2522402286351446Yes
3%5%12%afg5%12%10%10%fg

78241028192961431954061No
95%ae93%ae85%93%86%88%87%e

-1811714Refused
-**2%***

18984-1180122Don't know
2%2%3%-2%2%3%
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Q.37 Have you ever changed your tariff with an existing gas supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed gas tariff with an existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 47 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

63846234615824633Unweighted Base
60548*233516354644Weighted Base

3212166236446Yes
5%24%ace7%14%ace10%ce

50636213413724061No
84%75%91%abde84%87%bde

313214Refused
*1%***

64-3325122Don't know
11%abcd-1%2%3%bc
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Q.37 Have you ever changed your tariff with an existing gas supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed gas tariff with an existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 47 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1145188612193831536576568302191244239806534633Unweighted Base
1080186812824141516226659312130251439666774644Weighted Base

9562281532363931639335337076446Yes
1%3%m18%alm37%aklm15%a10%14%ah18%ah4%14%ae9%11%10%elm

1012176310292571195455567541977208434845774061No
94%ajk94%ajk80%j62%79%88%fi84%81%93%ad83%88%85%87%dfgijk

1131--11-12314114Refused
1%akl**--**-1%d****

4945244914161349749924122Don't know
5%ajkl2%2%1%6%afgh2%2%1%2%3%2%3%3%
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Q.37 Have you ever changed your tariff with an existing gas supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed gas tariff with an existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 47 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

282931623169216623383898368942784633Unweighted Base
27543105310722863*3633939059682924644Weighted Base

23929328780306122205213109446Yes
9%9%9%35%a47%a17%ae6%23%a22%a37%acd10%e

246327462754144322953526847371764061No
89%a88%89%63%50%81%90%f76%b76%b60%87%bcdfgh

343---122-14Refused
***---***-*

4862625271914157122Don't know
2%2%2%2%2%2%5%af2%2%2%3%k
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Q.37 Have you ever changed your tariff with an existing gas supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed gas tariff with an existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 47 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

20250304234317446290744573014222654074034434633Unweighted Base
20**24129622932443030283*4382874232544504094594644Weighted Base

-173224315736630246514205832446Yes
-7%11%de10%d10%d13%abdeh12%bdeh8%7%8%d15%abdegh5%5%14%abdegh7%10%de

oloo

20219253192279358256714032573472334203414134061No
100%91%cfkm85%84%86%83%85%86%92%acfjk90%cfk82%92%cfjkm93%acfij83%90%cfjkm87%cfk

lmnnklmn

-1--1-3-13--21314Refused
-*--*-1%afk-*1%afk--**1%*

-411131214755311871111122Don't know
-2%4%gh6%abdgho4%gh3%h2%7%dgh1%1%3%3%2%3%2%3%
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Q.37 Have you ever changed your tariff with an existing gas supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed gas tariff with an existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 48 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18079991386102118152378102030842044855213Unweighted Base
122410741700127314592777103529145045295270Weighted Base

1732264284182727512225610110881245Yes
14%21%k25%jk33%aijk19%27%aeg21%19%22%24%24%gk

102982212478241163196279722533533633922No
84%ahij77%h73%h65%80%af71%77%f77%74%74%74%fh

6451483331015Refused
*******1%ab1%**

162220302056128116988Don't know
1%2%1%2%i1%2%1%3%3%2%2%
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Q.41 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 48 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1037100930834234979193589265817735213Unweighted Base
845104333064472799174578312013995270Weighted Base

1021789591095150261239011951245Yes
12%17%j29%aij24%f19%15%21%b29%abde14%24%befij

73084122843291631143431216511833922No
86%ahi81%ah69%74%79%ag83%acd75%c69%85%acd74%ch

3661412103-15Refused
*1%***1%abc2%abc*-*b

1118577117214512188Don't know
1%2%2%2%2%1%2%2%1%2%
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Q.41 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 48 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4644263422519651965213-98357735855213Unweighted Base
4514300456525452545270-**73051439635270Weighted Base

441062132124312431245-618510931245Yes
10%25%k29%ak24%24%24%-8%16%d28%acd24%cdk

3753186318391039103922-65342128013922No
83%aij74%70%74%74%74%-89%abc82%ab71%74%bi

261151515-12715Refused
******-****

30466858588-1576288Don't know
7%aij1%1%2%2%2%-2%1%2%2%j
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Q.41 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 48 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

94052036693778041085213Unweighted Base
849470388339*82941225270Weighted Base

101671067133068851245Yes
12%14%27%afg34%37%ab21%24%bfg

72939527542451031803922No
86%ae84%ae71%62%62%77%acd74%ce

2-8-2715Refused
*-*-***

168552115088Don't know
2%2%1%4%1%1%2%
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Q.41 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 48 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

66057245720175213Unweighted Base
62759*245421095270Weighted Base

73143977601245Yes
12%24%e16%e36%ace24%ce

50644203113293922No
81%ab75%83%ab63%74%b

4-2315Refused
1%bc-***

441241788Don't know
7%abc1%1%1%2%bc
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Q.41 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 48 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11451915144271117673177310622316289744427715213Unweighted Base
10801896151078517369379111962264300644618095270Weighted Base

756557626461352475382589878024431245Yes
1%3%m37%alm80%aklm27%19%31%ah45%aghi11%33%ae18%55%ac24%cehlm

102518079341561195525336451961196135773463922No
95%ajk95%ajk62%j20%69%f80%afgi67%f54%87%ad65%80%ab43%74%bdfgjk

115--1-1211515-15Refused
1%ajkl*--1%-*****-*

38291837710123553672188Don't know
4%ajkl2%j1%*4%afgh1%1%1%2%2%1%3%c2%j
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Q.41 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 48 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

316035643559632270442412126812998585213Unweighted Base
310535373522692271483413138514179185270Weighted Base

69786981856710144149108812456441245Yes
22%25%23%82%ag37%a91%ae12%79%ab88%abd70%a24%e

237526242658121165403432891652663922No
76%aj74%75%18%61%h8%83%af21%c12%29%cd74%bcdfgh

565----11-15Refused
***----**-*

2938413522175888Don't know
1%1%1%1%2%*5%af**1%2%cdhjk
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Q.41 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 48 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

21290357260357505325884913394932934264774915213Unweighted Base
22**281348255364492344100*4743284972844744965125270Weighted Base

3788855921417427779016169681191021245Yes
15%28%bdh25%dh22%d25%dh29%abdhj22%d27%dh16%28%bdh32%abcde24%dh14%24%dh20%d24%dh

hjlmn

18198256189266340260693952303242123963703983922No
85%71%73%f74%f73%f69%76%f68%83%abcef70%65%75%f83%abcef75%f78%fgko74%fk

gijklmnogijklmno

-1-3--3-13--21315Refused
-*-1%afkln--1%-*1%--**1%*

-4576117515123106988Don't know
-1%h1%h3%h2%h2%h2%h5%ch*1%h2%h1%2%h1%2%h2%h
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Q.41 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 49 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

159586611788341626201483327537038284473Unweighted Base
1079929144010431300234184926039038404490Weighted Base

1161562662681784921374465699807Yes
11%17%k18%k26%aijk14%21%aeg16%17%17%18%18%gk

94575011517521098180169920731430783599No
88%ahij81%h80%h72%84%af77%82%f80%80%80%80%fh

6451483331015Refused
1%******1%ab1%**

12181822204010695469Don't know
1%2%1%2%2%2%1%2%2%1%2%
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Q.41 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who haven't switched gas supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 49 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

91184626363598875174519220515754473Unweighted Base
73887528053776714156505258512434490Weighted Base

571146327011061888571131807Yes
8%13%j23%aij19%f15%11%17%b22%abde11%18%befij

67074321213005593134396197310943599No
91%ahi85%ah76%80%83%g86%cd78%76%88%acd80%ch

3661412103-15Refused
*1%h***1%abc2%abc*-*b

812465514212371869Don't know
1%1%2%1%2%1%2%1%1%2%
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Q.41 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who haven't switched gas supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 49 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4013655356445744574473-92552029704473Unweighted Base
3863665381447544754490-**68946332864490Weighted Base

1969689807807807-4857698807Yes
5%19%k23%ak18%18%18%-7%12%d21%acd18%cdk

3372929289358635863599-62639825353599No
87%aij80%76%80%80%80%-91%abc86%ab77%80%b

261151515-12715Refused
******-****

28342676769-1364669Don't know
7%aij1%*1%1%2%-2%1%1%2%j
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Q.41 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who haven't switched gas supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 49 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

80149431082644837574473Unweighted Base
723444326828**47937494490Weighted Base

54486944120671807Yes
7%11%g21%afg14%25%ab18%18%fg

65538925202235230303599No
91%ae88%ae77%80%73%81%c80%ce

2-8-2715Refused
*-*-***

11745254169Don't know
2%1%1%6%1%1%2%
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Q.41 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who haven't switched gas supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 49 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

58349220316164473Unweighted Base
55252*219416714490Weighted Base

4012284469807Yes
7%24%ce13%e28%ace18%ce

47340188911863599No
86%ab76%86%ab71%80%b

4-2315Refused
1%bc-***

34-191369Don't know
6%abc-1%1%2%bc
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Q.41 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who haven't switched gas supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 49 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

113418251097417124613610668231621574442314473Unweighted Base
10721805114846612258162176322642226446129**4490Weighted Base

64539436226981682392585498025807Yes
1%2%m34%alm78%aklm21%17%27%ah31%ahi11%25%ae18%16%18%elm

1019173174710293480444516196116383577223599No
95%ajk96%ajk65%j22%76%83%fg72%68%87%ad74%80%76%80%dfgjk

115--1-1211515-15Refused
1%ajkl*--1%h-*****-*

3724723386353467269Don't know
3%ajkl1%1%*2%1%1%1%2%2%1%8%2%k
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Q.41 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who haven't switched gas supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 49 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2702304330564562265268798616444473Unweighted Base
2628298930004972296**24**9589396874490Weighted Base

4545685423827432705807437807Yes
17%19%18%77%ag32%a49%8%74%ab86%abd64%a18%

2148238724201111543192461272453599No
82%80%81%22%67%h51%82%26%c14%36%cd80%bcdgh

565----11-15Refused
***----**-*

21293332-263569Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%-10%1%*1%2%cdjk
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Q.41 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who haven't switched gas supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 49 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

16233300227317419286784242774132584003954304473Unweighted Base
15**22528922332040529888*4102644082514444134394490Weighted Base

25050426982461955549751527561807Yes
11%22%bdh17%d19%d22%bdh20%bdh15%21%d13%21%bdh24%abdhj20%bdh12%18%d14%18%dh

13170235172245317245653532033031963813333663599No
89%76%81%f77%77%78%82%f74%86%acefg77%74%78%86%aefgi81%f83%fglo80%f

iklmoklmo

-1-3--3-13--21315Refused
-*-1%afkl--1%-*1%--**1%*

-4356645148394969Don't know
-2%h1%2%h2%h1%1%5%acehkn*2%h2%h1%2%h1%2%h2%h
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Q.41 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who haven't switched gas supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 50 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18079991386102118152378102030842044855213Unweighted Base
122410741700127314592777103529145045295270Weighted Base

1672194314022797272136210010571219Yes
14%20%k25%jk32%aijk19%26%aeg21%21%22%23%23%gk

103483412468451153200080622033934003959No
85%ahij78%hi73%h66%79%af72%78%f76%75%75%75%fh

6621493231116Refused
*1%*****1%1%**

16152024234013776276Don't know
1%1%1%2%2%1%1%2%2%1%1%
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Q.43 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 50 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1037100930834234979193589265817735213Unweighted Base
845104333064472799174578312013995270Weighted Base

931849321057162301168791951219Yes
11%18%j28%aij24%f20%17%20%b28%abde14%23%bij

73884223143338622143439219611823959No
87%ahi81%ah70%75%78%82%ac76%c70%84%acd75%ch

4561411112116Refused
1%*****2%abc***

1011536214112432176Don't know
1%1%2%1%2%1%2%1%2%1%
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Q.43 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 50 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4644263422519651965213-98357735855213Unweighted Base
4514300456525452545270-**73051439635270Weighted Base

401032139121812181219-527710841219Yes
9%24%k31%ajk23%23%23%-7%15%d27%acd23%cdk

3843225308394639463959-66043028223959No
85%aij75%i68%75%75%75%-90%abc84%ab71%75%bi

341161616-22616Refused
1%j*****-****j

24408747476-1755176Don't know
5%aij1%2%1%1%1%-2%b1%1%1%j
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Q.43 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 50 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

94052036693778041085213Unweighted Base
849470388339*82941225270Weighted Base

85631059122758981219Yes
10%13%27%afg30%33%ab22%23%fg

75139927722654531713959No
88%ae85%ae71%67%66%77%c75%ce

1-7-1816Refused
*-*-***

12945184576Don't know
1%2%1%3%1%1%1%
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Q.43 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 50 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

66057245720175213Unweighted Base
62759*245421095270Weighted Base

66183747611219Yes
11%31%ce15%e36%ace23%ce

51840205513343959No
83%abd68%84%abd63%75%b

4-3216Refused
1%bc-***

401221376Don't know
6%abc1%1%1%1%b
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Q.43 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 50 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11451915144271117673177310622316289744427715213Unweighted Base
10801896151078517369379111962264300644618095270Weighted Base

651527635421282525122689528313881219Yes
1%3%m35%alm81%aklm24%18%32%ah43%aghi12%32%ae19%48%ac23%cehlm

102918189641481235595276751957200235603993959No
95%ajk96%ajk64%j19%71%f81%afgi67%f56%86%ad67%80%ab49%75%bdfgjk

123----1-13316-16Refused
1%ajkl*----*-1%d**-*

3324182871092650542276Don't know
3%ajkl1%j1%j*5%afgh1%1%1%1%2%1%3%ac1%j
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Q.43 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 50 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

316035643559632270442412126812998585213Unweighted Base
310535373522692271483413138514179185270Weighted Base

7028578136575338051121911036791219Yes
23%24%23%95%ag20%79%ae12%88%abc78%ab74%a23%e

23692640266935215973451623042363959No
76%75%76%5%79%h20%84%af12%21%d26%cd75%bcdfh

233----11-16Refused
***----**-*ik

323737-361739376Don't know
1%1%1%-1%h1%4%af*1%*1%bcdh
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Q.43 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 50 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

21290357260357505325884913394932934264774915213Unweighted Base
22**281348255364492344100*4743284972844744965125270Weighted Base

2779260831397724738315164651281021219Yes
8%27%bdh26%bdh23%dh23%dh28%abdh22%dh24%d15%25%dh30%abdeh22%dh14%26%bdh20%d23%dh

jl

20197253188273340260733992373392164013624023959No
92%70%73%74%75%f69%76%f73%84%abcef72%68%76%fk84%abcef73%79%fko75%fk

gijklmnogijklmno

-1-2--3-14--21316Refused
-*-1%--1%-*1%afkl--**1%*

-63681343247484576Don't know
-2%h1%2%h2%h3%ch1%3%h*1%1%1%2%1%1%1%
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Q.43 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 51 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

169388612068481614207494528137139814633Unweighted Base
1146953148310611278241095626639039874644Weighted Base

1171482622431674481544557668769Yes
10%16%k18%k23%aijk13%19%g16%g17%15%17%17%gk

100878511997931085191378521332332483784No
88%ahij82%h81%h75%85%af79%82%80%83%81%81%h

6621493231116Refused
1%1%*****1%1%**

16142024224013776175Don't know
1%2%1%2%2%2%1%3%2%2%2%
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Q.43 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed gas tariff in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 51 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

98493126403773860181539227116424633Unweighted Base
80196028133953690161527266612904644Weighted Base

63129571671982078543128769Yes
8%13%j20%aij17%14%13%15%b20%abde10%17%bij

72581521833206578139425207811413784No
91%ahi85%ah78%81%84%86%c81%78%88%acd81%ch

4561411112116Refused
1%*****2%abc***

911526212112432075Don't know
1%1%2%2%2%1%2%2%2%2%
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Q.43 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed gas tariff in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 51 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4433771358461746174633-93653630984633Unweighted Base
4283774382462846284644-**69347634174644Weighted Base

2464793768768769-3558671769Yes
6%17%k24%ajk17%17%17%-5%12%d20%acd17%cdk

3793084281377237723784-64041126883784No
89%aij82%i73%82%82%81%-92%abc86%ab79%81%bi

341161616-22616Refused
1%j*****-****j

23398737375-1555175Don't know
5%aij1%2%2%2%2%-2%1%1%2%j
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Q.43 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed gas tariff in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 51 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

91549531433067436524633Unweighted Base
826441331331**71136344644Weighted Base

71426467183554769Yes
9%9%19%afg23%26%ab15%17%fg

74139126152352130273784No
90%ae89%ae79%74%73%83%ac81%ce

1-7-1816Refused
*-*-***

12845174575Don't know
1%2%1%3%1%1%2%
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Q.43 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed gas tariff in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 51 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

63846234615824633Unweighted Base
60548*233516354644Weighted Base

5910301400769Yes
10%20%e13%e24%ace17%ce

50438200912213784No
83%b79%86%ab75%81%b

4-3216Refused
1%c-***

391221275Don't know
6%abc1%1%1%2%bc
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Q.43 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed gas tariff in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 51 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1145188612193831536576568302191244239806534633Unweighted Base
1080186812824141516226659312130251439666774644Weighted Base

6434063152782160307179590491278769Yes
1%2%m32%alm76%aklm18%13%24%ah33%aghi8%23%ae12%41%ac17%cehlm

10291798860971165344946151912187234063783784No
95%ajk96%ajk67%j23%77%f86%afgi74%f66%90%ad74%86%ab56%81%bdfgjk

123----1-13316-16Refused
1%ajkl*----*-1%d**-*

332416286992649532175Don't know
3%ajkl1%1%*5%afgh1%1%1%1%2%1%3%ac2%
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Q.43 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed gas tariff in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 51 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

282931623169216623383898368942784633Unweighted Base
27543105310722863*3633939059682924644Weighted Base

4545485262072227145769713229769Yes
17%18%17%91%ag34%a75%ae11%85%abc74%a78%a17%e

226625182542224085331131245613784No
82%81%82%9%63%h24%84%f15%25%d21%d81%bcdfgh

233----11-16Refused
***----**-*ik

313636-261639275Don't know
1%1%1%-3%h2%4%a*1%1%2%d
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Q.43 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed gas tariff in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 51 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

20250304234317446290744573014222654074034434633Unweighted Base
20**24129622932443030283*4382874232544504094594644Weighted Base

-4856415589471048529644467265769Yes
-20%dh19%dh18%dh17%dh21%abdh15%12%11%18%dh23%abdhj17%dh10%18%dh14%17%dh

20187237180260328248693882283202073953323863784No
100%77%80%79%80%76%82%83%88%acefg79%76%81%88%acefg81%84%fko81%fk

jklmnoklmno

-1-2--3-14--21316Refused
-*-1%--1%-*1%afkl--**1%*

-63681343236484575Don't know
-2%h1%3%h3%h3%h1%4%h*1%2%2%2%1%1%2%
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Q.43 In the last 12 months, did you compare the gas tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed gas tariff in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 52 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

208811361546116921252675113937352150455939Unweighted Base
140612241889145217043104116335455650605970Weighted Base

1271492983022405221144882746876Yes
9%12%k16%jk21%aijk14%e17%aeg10%14%15%15%15%ejk

125210491563111614312520102929345942284980No
89%ahij86%hi83%h77%84%f81%88%afg83%82%84%83%fh

5531473131014Refused
********1%**

22212533295417121276100Don't know
2%2%1%2%2%2%1%3%ab2%2%2%
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Q.36 In the last 12 months, did <you / you also> change the tariff you were on with your existing electricity supplier (without switching supplier)?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 52 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11961183346047751164216649298820865939Unweighted Base
969123036825023948194640348516515970Weighted Base

771156777371391784628147876Yes
8%9%18%aij15%15%9%13%b18%abde9%15%beij

875109329324191789174532279914754980No
90%ah89%ah80%83%83%90%acd83%80%89%acd83%ch

446131-102214Refused
*****-2%abc***

14196781193135628100Don't know
1%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%
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Q.36 In the last 12 months, did <you / you also> change the tariff you were on with your existing electricity supplier (without switching supplier)?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 52 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395196743116468540135939Unweighted Base
523468171652545970525471786460744295970Weighted Base

27718128787876787894566756876Yes
5%15%k18%ak15%15%15%12%5%11%d17%acd15%cdk

462390757543644980436461680053235994980No
88%aij83%80%83%83%83%86%93%abc88%ab81%83%b

24-141414-32514Refused
*j*-***-****

31521389100891117768100Don't know
6%aij1%2%2%2%2%2%2%1%2%2%j
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Q.36 In the last 12 months, did <you / you also> change the tariff you were on with your existing electricity supplier (without switching supplier)?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 52 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108160441283785947025939Unweighted Base
975547434439*91846825970Weighted Base

38437894182672876Yes
4%8%g18%afg9%20%ab14%15%fg

92249334853472439434980No
95%aef90%ae80%88%79%84%c83%ce

1-7-1714Refused
*-*-***

13106311260100Don't know
1%2%1%3%1%1%2%
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Q.36 In the last 12 months, did <you / you also> change the tariff you were on with your existing electricity supplier (without switching supplier)?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 52 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74057285222665939Unweighted Base
69959*283323565970Weighted Base

388195634876Yes
5%14%ce7%27%acde15%ce

60850261016964980No
87%ab85%b92%abde72%83%b

4-2214Refused
1%bc-***

4912724100Don't know
7%abc1%1%1%2%bc
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Q.36 In the last 12 months, did <you / you also> change the tariff you were on with your existing electricity supplier (without switching supplier)?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 52 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13252184162980120081584811632748319150808595939Unweighted Base
12512157168088219976786613012677329450728985970Weighted Base

1273185303982179385187689645231876Yes
*1%m19%alm60%aklm20%h11%21%ah30%aghi7%21%ae13%26%ac15%cehlm

1197209813383461506726749012444253643386424980No
96%ajk97%ajkm80%j39%75%88%afgi78%f69%91%ad77%86%ab71%83%bdfgijk

122----1-12314-14Refused
1%ajkl*----*-*d**-*

42292451013111534667525100Don't know
3%ajkl1%1%1%5%afgh2%1%1%1%2%e1%3%ac2%j
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Q.36 In the last 12 months, did <you / you also> change the tariff you were on with your existing electricity supplier (without switching supplier)?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 52 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

357740574047694295492450140514509455939Unweighted Base
3496401039927562955354501524157010065970Weighted Base

48259756971520622128737683876876Yes
14%15%14%95%ag70%a41%ae6%48%ac43%a87%acd15%e

29723360337640853104007768741254980No
85%84%85%5%29%h58%89%af51%b56%bd12%83%bcdfgh

222----11-14Refused
***----**-*ijk

4151452442210136100Don't know
1%1%1%*1%h1%5%af1%1%1%2%bcdhi
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Q.36 In the last 12 months, did <you / you also> change the tariff you were on with your existing electricity supplier (without switching supplier)?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 52 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253234642994105553871265083595553274825515685939Unweighted Base
26**3114412934135324071424903485543175435665895970Weighted Base

355624052905924496598472910895876Yes
11%18%dh14%d14%d13%d17%dh14%d17%d10%d19%adhl18%dhl15%d5%19%adhl16%dh15%dh

232503722403544283381144352744462655054524854980No
89%81%84%82%86%cfgk80%83%80%89%abcef79%80%84%93%abcef80%82%83%cg

gijkmoghijklmn
o

-1-11-3-14--2-214Refused
-*-**-1%-*1%acfkn--*-**

-47116157555105867100Don't know
-1%2%4%abcdh1%3%h2%3%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%2%
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Q.36 In the last 12 months, did <you / you also> change the tariff you were on with your existing electricity supplier (without switching supplier)?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 53 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1902997130092218522237103232445243455121Unweighted Base
127910751591115014632582104930647443155095Weighted Base

7291158157147277541645416478Yes
6%8%k10%k14%aijk10%e11%e5%5%10%d10%d9%dek

118295614019621277224797828341738024502No
92%ahij89%h88%h84%87%87%93%afg92%ab88%88%88%h

6611573-31114Refused
*i1%i*****-1%**

182331293552147985101Don't know
1%2%2%3%2%2%1%2%2%2%2%
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Q.39 Have you ever changed your tariff with an existing electricity supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed electricity tariff with an existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 53 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11091070284841121009200564244819095121Unweighted Base
892111530054286809177556285715055095Weighted Base

3570367401771645302115478Yes
4%6%j12%aij9%9%9%8%11%b8%9%bij

835103025623790712157489249313624502No
94%ah92%ah85%88%88%88%88%87%91%ac88%h

53614-1101214Refused
1%***-1%c2%abc***c

17137081204116026101Don't know
2%1%2%i2%2%2%2%2%2%2%
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Q.39 Have you ever changed your tariff with an existing electricity supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed electricity tariff with an existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 53 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5024001567446651214466655110661333335121Unweighted Base
496396358844675095446762882054136725095Weighted Base

1538475414478414645640380478Yes
3%10%k13%ajk9%9%9%10%7%7%10%cd9%dk

451351650139504502395055274449032204502No
91%i89%i85%88%88%88%88%91%ab91%88%88%i

231141414-22514Refused
*j*****-****j

27601189101891218967101Don't know
6%aij2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%
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Q.39 Have you ever changed your tariff with an existing electricity supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed electricity tariff with an existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 53 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

103956533983369340725121Unweighted Base
936504355535**73640105095Weighted Base

3427409288372478Yes
4%5%12%afg5%12%ab9%9%fg

89346430733363835664502No
95%aef92%ae86%95%87%89%88%e

1-7-1714Refused
*-*-***

91366-1065101Don't know
1%2%g2%-1%2%2%g
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Q.39 Have you ever changed your tariff with an existing electricity supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed electricity tariff with an existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 53 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

70250267416725121Unweighted Base
66151*263917225095Weighted Base

334182258478Yes
5%8%7%15%ace9%ce

57746242914344502No
87%b92%92%abe83%88%b

4-3114Refused
1%bc-***

48-2529101Don't know
7%abc-1%2%c2%c
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Q.39 Have you ever changed your tariff with an existing electricity supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed electricity tariff with an existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 53 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1324215713163241617326778232569255244746475121Unweighted Base
1251213013633521606856879162490260544286675095Weighted Base

108324813624749116510437439385478Yes
1%4%m18%alm39%aklm15%a11%13%a18%agh4%14%ae9%13%ac9%elm

1185201010952111266005897332337216439375654502No
95%ajk94%ajk80%j60%79%88%fi86%fi80%94%ad83%89%b85%88%bdfijk

131----1-12214-14Refused
1%akl*----*-1%d**-*

4235194101161936648417101Don't know
3%ajkl2%1%1%6%afgh2%1%2%1%2%e2%3%2%g
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Q.39 Have you ever changed your tariff with an existing electricity supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed electricity tariff with an existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 53 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

31193493350940872914227318231275121Unweighted Base
30143413342342*89*3144227888881305095Weighted Base

2643223132146643018020667478Yes
9%9%9%50%a52%a20%ae7%23%a23%a52%acd9%

2714304630651941247377598669604502No
90%a89%90%46%46%79%89%f76%b75%b46%88%bcdfgh

121-------14Refused
***-------*ijk

3544442231410133101Don't know
1%1%1%4%2%1%3%f1%1%3%2%ijk
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Q.39 Have you ever changed your tariff with an existing electricity supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed electricity tariff with an existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 53 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

232694002583614653381064592994602824604574845121Unweighted Base
23**256378252361442349118*4412824562705144584945095Weighted Base

11951153253351034196613247333478Yes
4%7%13%abdegh6%9%d12%bdeghm10%de8%8%7%15%abdegh5%5%16%abdegh7%9%de

molmojlmo

222333192303243723041054032563722524813794494502No
96%91%cfkn84%91%cfkn90%cfkn84%87%f89%91%cfkn91%cfkn82%93%acfjk94%acfjk83%91%cfkn88%cfkn

nn

-11-1-3-14--2-214Refused
-**-*-1%-*1%acfk--*-**

-47741763331758610101Don't know
-1%2%3%h1%4%acdghl2%2%1%1%4%acdghl2%2%1%2%2%
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Q.39 Have you ever changed your tariff with an existing electricity supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed electricity tariff with an existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 54 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

208811361546116921252675113937352150455939Unweighted Base
140612241889145217043104116335455650605970Weighted Base

1952474684703048222547212111871380Yes
14%20%k25%jk32%aijk18%26%aeg22%g20%22%23%23%gjk

118195113979571366222989127042637904487No
84%ahij78%hi74%h66%80%aef72%77%f76%77%75%75%fh

6621583131216Refused
*1%******1%**

242022232845161167188Don't know
2%2%1%2%2%1%1%3%abc1%1%1%
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Q.42 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 54 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11961183346047751164216649298820865939Unweighted Base
969123036825023948194640348516515970Weighted Base

11824210051189190291309972231380Yes
12%20%j27%aij24%f20%15%20%b29%abde13%23%befij

83296726153747739160486244113994487No
86%ahi79%ah71%75%78%g82%ac76%c70%85%acd75%ch

45716--103316Refused
****--2%abc***

1617547018513432788Don't know
2%1%1%1%2%3%2%1%2%1%
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Q.42 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 54 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395196743116468540135939Unweighted Base
523468171652545970525471786460744295970Weighted Base

5411271901225138012251555710012111380Yes
10%24%k27%k23%23%23%22%7%17%d27%acd23%cdk

435350951239344487393455278649831574487No
83%aij75%72%75%75%75%77%91%abc82%ab71%75%b

161151615122616Refused
***********

32391380888091975588Don't know
6%aij1%2%j2%1%2%1%2%b1%1%1%j
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Q.42 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 54 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108160441283785947025939Unweighted Base
975547434439*91846825970Weighted Base

126721168113229971380Yes
13%13%27%afg29%35%ab21%23%bfg

83946431142758636244487No
86%ae85%ae72%68%64%77%ac75%ce

117-1716Refused
***-***

81056195388Don't know
1%2%1%3%1%1%1%
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Q.42 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 54 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74057285222665939Unweighted Base
69959*283323565970Weighted Base

82144508331380Yes
12%23%e16%e35%ace23%ce

56845235914994487No
81%ab77%83%ab64%75%b

3-3316Refused
*-***

46-212188Don't know
7%abc-1%1%1%bc
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Q.42 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 54 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13252184162980120081584811632748319150808595939Unweighted Base
12512157168088219976786613012677329450728985970Weighted Base

5805917045213726460531210688974831380Yes
*4%m35%alm80%aklm26%h18%31%ah46%aghi12%32%ae18%54%ac23%cehlm

1192204210761771416225926862315217240883984487No
95%ajk95%ajk64%j20%71%f81%afgi68%f53%86%ad66%81%ab44%75%bdfgjk

1132--12112415116Refused
1%ajkl**--****d****

433212167893850731688Don't know
3%ajkl1%jk1%*3%fgh1%1%1%1%2%1%2%1%fjk
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Q.42 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 54 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

357740574047694295492450140514509455939Unweighted Base
3496401039927562955354501524157010065970Weighted Base

7829639066306448240122713806801380Yes
22%24%23%83%ag22%90%ae9%80%ab88%abd68%a23%e

267029993035126229533932951863244487No
76%75%76%17%78%h10%87%af19%c12%32%cd75%bcdfh

343---1---16Refused
***---*---*

404447-2-1635288Don't know
1%1%1%-1%h-3%af***1%bcdfh
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Q.42 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 54 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253234642994105553871265083595553274825515685939Unweighted Base
26**3114412934135324071424903485543175435665895970Weighted Base

48610566991459031829516566761441241380Yes
16%28%bdh24%dh23%d24%dh27%abdeh22%d22%17%27%bdh30%abdeh21%d14%25%dh21%d23%dh

jmn

212203302163053753081114022463812464554144544487No
84%71%75%f74%74%71%76%f78%f82%acfgj71%69%78%fk84%abcef73%77%fgko75%fk

klmnogjklmno

-1-1--3-14--21316Refused
-*-*--1%-*1%afkln--****

-45108126-527597888Don't know
-1%1%3%abcghi2%2%1%-1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%
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Q.42 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 55 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

184598613179601901228692132646843145108Unweighted Base
12391062160411961517263894731149442965101Weighted Base

1321683013092025511555382773909Yes
11%16%k19%k26%aijk13%21%aeg16%g17%17%18%18%gk

108387312838671282204777624940334534105No
87%ahij82%h80%h72%85%af78%82%f80%82%80%80%fh

6521573-31215Refused
*******-1%**

18161919273313865873Don't know
1%2%1%2%2%1%1%3%1%1%1%
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Q.42 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who haven't switched electricity supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 55 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1056996296240741034193574248718545108Unweighted Base
850103531344258843173562290014655101Weighted Base

751566677721372496641148909Yes
9%15%j21%aij18%16%14%17%b22%abde10%18%bj

75986424133414691145444222312924105No
89%ahi83%ah77%80%82%84%c79%77%88%acd80%ch

44715--102315Refused
****--2%abc***

1311475815412352273Don't know
2%1%2%1%2%2%2%1%2%1%
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Q.42 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who haven't switched electricity supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 55 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4614015583445451084454654109461733305108Unweighted Base
454400060144755101447562681454536815101Weighted Base

287511258089098081014669789909Yes
6%19%k21%k18%18%18%16%6%13%d21%acd18%cdk

397321346635884105358851774846828464105No
87%aij80%78%80%80%80%83%92%abc86%ab77%80%b

151141514122515Refused
***********

2932966736671864173Don't know
6%aij1%1%1%1%1%1%2%b1%1%1%j
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Q.42 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who haven't switched electricity supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 55 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

92357435042348843075108Unweighted Base
830517366323**53342635101Weighted Base

70597663128756909Yes
8%11%21%afg14%24%ab18%18%fg

75544828422039934524105No
91%aef87%ae78%86%75%81%c80%ce

117-1715Refused
***-***

51049-54773Don't know
1%2%g1%-1%1%1%
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Q.42 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who haven't switched electricity supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 55 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

65246256618215108Unweighted Base
61648*254418725101Weighted Base

4911324524909Yes
8%23%e13%e28%ace18%ce

52837219913284105No
86%ab77%86%ab71%80%b

2-3315Refused
*-***

37-181773Don't know
6%abc-1%1%1%c
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Q.42 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who haven't switched electricity supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 55 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

131220731247476140663666740274823605080285108Unweighted Base
12422047128452813962467584026772425507229**5101Weighted Base

465423416289518528031259789712909Yes
*3%m33%alm79%aklm20%15%27%ah33%aghi12%25%ae18%42%18%elm

11851956853112107524486553231517904088174105No
95%ajk96%ajk66%j21%77%f84%afg72%f66%86%ad74%81%58%80%dfgjk

1131---2112315-15Refused
1%ajkl**---***d**-*

4223714536383573-73Don't know
3%ajkl1%j1%*3%fg1%*1%1%1%1%-1%jk
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Q.42 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who haven't switched electricity supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 55 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

30533467347750624516129889727145108Unweighted Base
29583399340654724717**12**106610507565101Weighted Base

51364060642937111815909458909Yes
17%19%18%78%ag15%68%7%76%ab87%abd61%a18%

2413272227601182085112491362964105No
82%80%81%22%84%h32%93%23%c13%39%cd80%bcdh

232-------15Refused
***-------*ik

313438-2--25273Don't know
1%1%1%-1%h--***1%bcdh
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Q.42 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who haven't switched electricity supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 55 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

192613942553604623461144392964672874574574945108Unweighted Base
18**2503692513604383601274242814592795134705025101Weighted Base

358654866856220586210450598979909Yes
14%23%abdh18%d19%d18%d19%dh17%d16%14%22%bdh23%abdh18%d12%19%dh16%18%dh

161883001962853462891073622133482254433764124105No
86%75%81%78%79%79%80%84%85%acfgk76%76%81%86%acfgj80%82%fgo80%fo

lmoklmo

-1----3-14--21315Refused
-*----1%-*1%afkln--**1%*

-347876-327594873Don't know
-1%1%3%cgh2%2%2%-1%1%2%2%2%1%2%1%
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Q.42 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with those offered by other suppliers?
Base: All who haven't switched electricity supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 56 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

208811361546116921252675113937352150455939Unweighted Base
140612241889145217043104116335455650605970Weighted Base

1752194674483097782226710911341309Yes
12%18%k25%ajk31%aijk18%25%aeg19%19%20%22%22%egjk

119797513949781359226592027543638334544No
85%ahij80%ahi74%h67%80%af73%79%af78%78%76%76%fh

7441575131216Refused
*h*******1%**

2726242431531711882101Don't know
2%2%1%2%2%2%1%3%2%2%2%
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Q.44 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 56 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11961183346047751164216649298820865939Unweighted Base
969123036825023948194640348516515970Weighted Base

1052239671117192301339442021309Yes
11%18%j26%aij22%20%16%21%b27%abde12%22%beij

83998526473809735158485248914124544No
87%ahi80%ah72%76%78%81%c76%c71%85%acd76%ch

5471511103216Refused
*****1%c1%abc***

21186181205124935101Don't know
2%1%2%2%2%2%2%1%2%2%
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Q.44 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 56 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395196743116468540135939Unweighted Base
523468171652545970525471786460744295970Weighted Base

441073187116913091169141508811601309Yes
8%23%k26%ak22%22%22%20%6%14%d26%acd22%cdk

446355351239834544398356179151031974544No
85%aij76%i72%76%76%76%78%92%abc84%ab72%76%bi

36-161616-32416Refused
**-***-****

31501786101861521767101Don't know
6%aij1%2%j2%2%2%2%2%1%2%2%j
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Q.44 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 56 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108160441283785947025939Unweighted Base
975547434439*91846825970Weighted Base

97681131122939671309Yes
10%12%26%afg30%32%ab21%22%fg

86546931422661336464544No
89%ae86%ae72%67%67%78%ac76%ce

216-2716Refused
***-***

11106511061101Don't know
1%2%1%3%1%1%2%
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Q.44 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 56 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74057285222665939Unweighted Base
69959*283323565970Weighted Base

69154058201309Yes
10%25%ce14%e35%ace22%ce

57844239915074544No
83%ab75%85%ab64%76%b

3-4316Refused
*-***

50-2625101Don't know
7%abcd-1%1%2%c
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Q.44 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 56 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13252184162980120081584811632748319150808595939Unweighted Base
12512157168088219976786613012677329450728985970Weighted Base

5655516895212326654630910009084011309Yes
*3%m33%alm78%aklm26%h16%31%ah42%aghi12%30%ae18%45%ac22%cehlm

1183205711151891396325937432312223240654794544No
95%ajk95%ajk66%j21%70%f82%afgi69%f57%86%ad68%80%ab53%76%bdfgijk

124---11212416-16Refused
1%ajkl*---****d**-*k

513115581261144578318101Don't know
4%ajkl1%1%1%4%afgh2%1%1%2%2%2%2%2%fgjk
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Q.44 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 56 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

357740574047694295492450140514509455939Unweighted Base
3496401039927562955354501524157010065970Weighted Base

7529228657073039055130911687241309Yes
22%23%22%93%ag10%73%ae12%86%abc74%a72%a22%eg

269130313066482601423802113922774544No
77%76%77%6%88%ah26%84%af14%25%d27%d76%bcdfh

555-------16Refused
***-------*

485155243154106101Don't know
1%1%1%*1%h1%3%af*1%1%2%bcdh
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Q.44 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 56 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253234642994105553871265083595553274825515685939Unweighted Base
26**3114412934135324071424903485543175435665895970Weighted Base

38110763951367533788215964621431271309Yes
10%26%dhj24%dh22%d23%dh26%dhj19%d24%d16%24%dh29%abdeh20%d11%25%dhj22%dh22%dh

jm

232253262193063833201084092563842454694164524544No
90%72%74%75%74%72%79%fk76%83%abcef74%69%77%f86%abcef74%77%f76%fk

gklmnogijklmno

-3-1--3-14--3-116Refused
-1%cfk-*--1%-*1%acfkln--1%-**

-38911138-36108968101Don't know
-1%2%3%h3%h2%h2%-1%2%2%2%h2%1%1%2%
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Q.44 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 57 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1902997130092218522237103232445243455121Unweighted Base
127910751591115014632582104930647443155095Weighted Base

891062262051353661243546545626Yes
7%10%k14%jk18%aijk9%14%ag12%g11%10%13%12%gjk

115793913399191294215690426041636784354No
91%ahij87%hi84%h80%88%af84%86%85%88%85%85%fh

7441575131216Refused
1%*******1%**

252623242953171188099Don't know
2%2%1%2%2%2%2%3%2%2%2%
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Q.44 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed electricity tariff in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 57 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11091070284841121009200564244819095121Unweighted Base
892111530054286809177556285715055095Weighted Base

49133435532941663447101626Yes
6%12%j14%aij12%12%9%11%b16%abde7%12%bj

81896125043661694156471236013684354No
92%ahi86%h83%85%86%88%85%83%91%acd85%ch

5471511103216Refused
1%****1%c2%abc***

2018597920512473499Don't know
2%2%2%2%2%3%2%2%2%2%
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Q.44 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed electricity tariff in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 57 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5024001567446651214466655110661333335121Unweighted Base
496396358844675095446762882054136725095Weighted Base

2251089550626550762945548626Yes
4%13%k15%k12%12%12%12%4%8%d15%acd12%cdk

441340048238174354381753776948730544354No
89%ai86%i82%85%85%85%86%94%abc90%ab83%85%bi

36-161616-32416Refused
1%*-***-****

304817849984151976699Don't know
6%aij1%3%j2%2%2%2%2%1%2%2%j
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Q.44 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed electricity tariff in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 57 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

103956533983369340725121Unweighted Base
936504355535**73640105095Weighted Base

66345138135457626Yes
7%7%14%afg23%18%ab11%12%fg

85746029742658834884354No
92%ae91%ae84%74%80%87%c85%ce

216-2716Refused
***-***

1110631105999Don't know
1%2%2%3%1%1%2%
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Q.44 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed electricity tariff in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 57 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

70250267416725121Unweighted Base
66151*263917225095Weighted Base

426258319626Yes
6%12%10%e19%ace12%ce

56644235113774354No
86%b88%89%abe80%85%b

3-4316Refused
*-***

50-262399Don't know
8%abc-1%1%2%c
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Q.44 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed electricity tariff in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 57 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1324215713163241617326778232569255244746475121Unweighted Base
1251213013633521606856879162490260544286675095Weighted Base

5553432232271125228170456421205626Yes
*3%m25%alm63%aklm14%10%18%ah25%aghi7%18%ae10%31%ac12%celm

1182204010071241316015556762265209039094454354No
95%ajk96%ajk74%j35%82%f88%fg81%f74%91%ad80%88%ab67%85%bdfgjk

124---11212416-16Refused
1%akl*---****d**-*

51311257126114455811799Don't know
4%ajkl1%1%1%4%afgh2%1%1%2%2%2%3%2%k
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Q.44 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed electricity tariff in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 57 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

31193493350940872914227318231275121Unweighted Base
30143413342342*89*3144227888881305095Weighted Base

37644741724171954262656641626Yes
12%13%12%57%ag19%62%ae10%79%abc64%ab31%a12%

2588291229481670116365158314874354No
86%85%86%39%79%h37%87%f20%35%d67%cd85%bcdfh

555-------16Refused
***-------*

4549532221538399Don't know
2%1%2%4%2%1%4%af*1%2%d2%d
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Q.44 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed electricity tariff in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 57 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

232694002583614653381064592994602824604574845121Unweighted Base
23**256378252361442349118*4412824562705144584945095Weighted Base

13554365863341240288029376356626Yes
4%14%d14%dh14%dh16%dghj14%dh10%10%9%10%18%abdeg11%7%14%dh11%d12%d

hj

222153162062933673041063982463662344653894294354No
96%84%84%82%81%83%87%fl90%f90%acfkl87%f80%87%f90%acfkl85%87%fl85%fl

mnomno

-3-1--3-14--3-116Refused
-1%cfk-1%--1%-*1%acfkln--1%-**

-38910138-3510896899Don't know
-1%2%3%h3%h3%h2%-1%2%2%3%h2%1%2%2%
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Q.44 In the last 12 months, did you compare the electricity tariff you were on with any others available with your existing supplier?
Base: All who haven't changed electricity tariff in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 58 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

551396603562637104443113016318192112Unweighted Base
375429733700546124944112619019202236Weighted Base

610122172517*64249Gas
2%2%2%3%1%2%4%fg*3%2%2%

5456688680123622834203265Electricity
14%i13%9%12%15%f10%14%f22%ab18%ab11%12%

29834263557944910633429114316211854Both gas and electricity
80%80%87%ajk83%82%85%e77%72%75%84%cd83%cde

32--122--44Refused
1%hi*--***--**

1420171483720785064Don't know
4%5%h2%2%2%3%4%g5%4%3%3%
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Q.159 The last time you switched or compared tariff or supplier, was this regarding just gas, just electricity or both gas and electricity at the same time?
Base: All who have either switched supplier, changed tariff with existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 58 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

285403140217273856020913035402112Unweighted Base
2374231555190533259*21715224382236Weighted Base

41430435-7291349Gas
2%3%2%2%2%-3%2%3%2%

415916021153102117262265Electricity
17%ah14%10%11%16%ag16%10%11%14%12%

180328133215902644517512863471854Both gas and electricity
76%77%86%aij83%80%76%81%85%b79%83%ij

-1332--324Refused
-****--***

122129577513321464Don't know
5%h5%ah2%3%2%8%ac6%ac2%3%3%
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Q.159 The last time you switched or compared tariff or supplier, was this regarding just gas, just electricity or both gas and electricity at the same time?
Base: All who have either switched supplier, changed tariff with existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 58 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

107169230118702110187224018919417092112Unweighted Base
110*178632719942234199723914617718932236Weighted Base

6359494949-134449Gas
5%j2%3%2%e2%e2%e-1%2%2%2%e

1015310239265392252033209265Electricity
9%9%31%ajk2%12%fh2%94%afgh13%19%ab11%12%fhj

881552202184418511846811613815841854Both gas and electricity
80%i87%ai62%92%aeg83%e92%aeg3%80%78%84%83%ei

14-44411-34Refused
1%*-****1%-**

643145964595835364Don't know
6%2%4%3%3%3%2%6%b2%3%3%
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Q.159 The last time you switched or compared tariff or supplier, was this regarding just gas, just electricity or both gas and electricity at the same time?
Base: All who have either switched supplier, changed tariff with existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 58 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

26610517042253514702112Unweighted Base
242110*185322**56515662236Weighted Base

8539633649Gas
3%5%2%29%1%2%c2%c

4023204450197265Electricity
16%ae21%ae11%20%9%13%c12%

176731576850312831854Both gas and electricity
73%67%85%fg36%89%ab82%83%fg

112-134Refused
*1%*-***

17732384664Don't know
7%ae7%ae2%15%1%3%3%e
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Q.159 The last time you switched or compared tariff or supplier, was this regarding just gas, just electricity or both gas and electricity at the same time?
Base: All who have either switched supplier, changed tariff with existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 58 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1723072211852112Unweighted Base
16832**75612772236Weighted Base

511151849Gas
3%35%2%1%2%

194106136265Electricity
11%12%14%b11%12%

1281660811011854Both gas and electricity
76%48%80%86%ace83%e

2-214Refused
1%b-***

142262164Don't know
8%abc5%3%b2%3%b
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Q.159 The last time you switched or compared tariff or supplier, was this regarding just gas, just electricity or both gas and electricity at the same time?
Base: All who have either switched supplier, changed tariff with existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 58 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

242341068786106309450771436167612528602112Unweighted Base
21**2411109866104*298468862466177113379002236Weighted Base

2430131710161632282149Gas
8%2%3%1%1%2%2%2%4%d2%2%2%2%

1351251041835548473192163102265Electricity
6%14%11%12%17%f12%12%10%16%ad11%12%11%12%

1217392374685250397756341151311037511854Both gas and electricity
55%72%83%l86%al81%84%85%88%a73%85%ae83%84%83%el

1-311---32324Refused
3%-**1%f---1%d****

62828216763232402464Don't know
27%12%ajk2%j**2%f1%1%7%ad2%3%3%3%dfj
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Q.159 The last time you switched or compared tariff or supplier, was this regarding just gas, just electricity or both gas and electricity at the same time?
Base: All who have either switched supplier, changed tariff with existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 58 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

126014861433694296493450140614519462112Unweighted Base
1307156014967562965364501526157210072236Weighted Base

283432143101133311749Gas
2%2%2%2%1%2%3%2%2%2%2%

14517817179296043161171108265Electricity
11%11%11%11%10%11%10%11%11%11%12%

109313001247657255466370129813358681854Both gas and electricity
84%83%83%87%a86%87%a82%85%85%86%a83%

333---244-4Refused
***---***-*

37454468-2430301464Don't know
3%3%3%1%3%h-5%af2%2%1%3%bfh
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Q.159 The last time you switched or compared tariff or supplier, was this regarding just gas, just electricity or both gas and electricity at the same time?
Base: All who have either switched supplier, changed tariff with existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 58 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

914017711414722012339150143232113922201932112Unweighted Base
11**13817411315522014049*148153250119113*2392152236Weighted Base

12225531513175549Gas
13%2%1%2%3%2%2%2%4%*1%1%7%aefgn2%2%2%

362517142322127132314103144265Electricity
27%4%14%ho15%ho9%11%o16%ho24%adfgh5%8%9%12%o8%13%ho20%adfgh12%ho

kloklo

71261398713218610933133135221100891971591854Both gas and electricity
60%91%abcdi80%77%85%bi84%bi78%68%90%abdij88%bijmn89%abdij84%bi79%82%74%83%bi

jmnmnmn

-12--1--------14Refused
-1%1%--*--------1%*

-3764553352376664Don't know
-2%4%f5%f2%2%4%5%2%3%1%3%6%f3%3%3%
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Q.159 The last time you switched or compared tariff or supplier, was this regarding just gas, just electricity or both gas and electricity at the same time?
Base: All who have either switched supplier, changed tariff with existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 59 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

551396603562637104443113016318192112Unweighted Base
375429733700546124944112619019202236Weighted Base

328395677631491114239711517717372030Save money
87%92%k92%k90%90%91%90%92%93%90%91%k

4668738776150482117235274Get better customer
12%16%i10%12%14%12%11%17%9%12%12%service

131633432563178889105Wanted a fixed term \
3%4%4%6%k5%5%4%6%4%5%5%fixed price deal

131935322464115985100Wanted a dual fuel
3%4%5%5%4%5%e3%4%5%4%4%package

751626123311145055Wanted a ‘greener’
2%1%2%4%j2%3%2%1%2%3%2%tariff

1017121452919224853Get other benefits (e.g.
3%4%i2%2%1%2%g4%afg2%1%3%2%gloyalty points)

4410185248613036Wanted an online tariff
1%1%1%3%1%2%2%5%abc*2%2%

2710106175232328A better deal / tariff
*2%1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%

613123145212022Moved / moving house
2%ij**2%j1%1%1%1%*1%1%

42775104221520Ease / convenience /
1%*1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%hassle free

3155294--1515Easier / more convenient
1%*1%1%*1%1%--1%1%payment options (cheque,

cash, Direct Debit)

32321641-910To have a different
1%1%****1%1%-**meter (for free)

213234-1168Chosen / preferred
****1%*-1%1%**company (all references)

1-4-1311-45Never / not planning to
*-1%-***1%-**switch

-12113-1-34Better billing
-*****-1%-**
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Q.160 Thinking of the last time you switched or compared  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariffs, what were the main things you wanted to achieve?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 59 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

551396603562637104443113016318192112Unweighted Base
375429733700546124944112619019202236Weighted Base

-2-2-22--33To come off pre-pay
-*-*-**--**meter

1-1-11--112Reliability
*-*-**--***

84388105122123Other
2%ai1%*1%2%1%1%*1%1%1%

--1---1--11None
--*---*--**

*--1*-1--22Refused
*--**-*--**

148138111319443543Don't know
4%ahi2%2%1%2%1%4%afg3%2%2%2%
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Q.160 Thinking of the last time you switched or compared  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariffs, what were the main things you wanted to achieve?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 59 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

285403140217273856020913035402112Unweighted Base
2374231555190533259*21715224382236Weighted Base

213366143417362955120113973822030Save money
90%86%92%i91%89%86%93%b92%b87%91%bi

39381942274722318662274Get better customer
17%i9%12%12%14%3%11%12%e14%e12%eservice

624748718348116105Wanted a fixed term \
2%6%5%5%5%6%2%5%d4%5%fixed price deal

915768713138015100Wanted a dual fuel
4%4%5%5%4%2%2%5%d3%4%package

68404871244755Wanted a ‘greener’
3%2%3%3%2%2%1%3%2%2%tariff

1212274583241853Get other benefits (e.g.
5%ah3%2%2%2%5%d1%3%2%2%loyalty points)

7325333-130536Wanted an online tariff
3%i1%2%2%1%-1%2%1%2%

34212541419528A better deal / tariff
1%1%1%1%1%2%2%1%1%1%

1813175-216322Moved / moving house
*2%1%1%1%-1%1%1%1%

*4151371112520Ease / convenience /
*1%1%1%2%ag2%1%1%1%1%hassle free

186114--12315Easier / more convenient
1%2%ah*1%1%--1%1%1%payment options (cheque,

cash, Direct Debit)

23591-27210To have a different
1%1%***-1%***meter (for free)

2-535-1438Chosen / preferred
1%i-**2%ag-1%*1%*company (all references)

-2341--235Never / not planning to
-****--*1%c*switch

--431--314Better billing
--***--***
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Q.160 Thinking of the last time you switched or compared  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariffs, what were the main things you wanted to achieve?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 59 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

285403140217273856020913035402112Unweighted Base
2374231555190533259*21715224382236Weighted Base

-3-3---3-3To come off pre-pay
-1%ah-*---*-*meter

1-1111--12Reliability
*-***2%abc--**

461214911101223Other
2%2%1%1%3%ag1%1%1%3%ac1%

-1-1-1---1None
-*-*-1%abc---*

-1**1--1*2Refused
-****g--***

8142037533211543Don't know
3%h3%h1%2%2%5%c2%1%4%ac2%
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Q.160 Thinking of the last time you switched or compared  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariffs, what were the main things you wanted to achieve?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 59 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

107169230118702110187224018919417092112Unweighted Base
110*178632719942234199723914617718932236Weighted Base

93163129618202029182220812916017242030Save money
85%91%k91%91%91%91%87%88%90%91%91%k

922437246273248261920232274Get better customer
9%13%11%12%12%12%11%13%12%12%12%service

384168510585204693105Wanted a fixed term \
3%5%5%4%5%4%8%afgh3%3%5%5%fixed price deal

5876991009916588100Wanted a dual fuel
4%5%i2%5%e4%e5%e*4%3%5%4%eipackage

24675055505115255Wanted a ‘greener’
2%3%2%2%2%2%2%1%1%3%2%tariff

24274453449244653Get other benefits (e.g.
2%2%2%2%2%2%4%1%2%2%2%loyalty points)

13063036307113536Wanted an online tariff
1%2%2%1%2%1%3%1%*2%2%

412122328235-12728A better deal / tariff
4%aj1%4%aj1%1%1%2%-1%1%1%

11831922193112022Moved / moving house
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%*1%1%

-1821720173-31720Ease / convenience /
-1%*1%1%1%1%-2%1%1%hassle free

213-1415141-*1415Easier / more convenient
1%i1%-1%1%1%*-*1%1%payment options (cheque,

cash, Direct Debit)

182101010---1010To have a different
1%*1%1%*1%---1%*meter (for free)

152888-1168Chosen / preferred
1%*1%***-*1%**company (all references)

-5-4541--55Never / not planning to
-*-****--**switch

-4-444---44Better billing
-*-***---**
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Q.160 Thinking of the last time you switched or compared  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariffs, what were the main things you wanted to achieve?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 59 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

107169230118702110187224018919417092112Unweighted Base
110*178632719942234199723914617718932236Weighted Base

3--333---33To come off pre-pay
3%aij--***---**meter

-11222---22Reliability
-*****---**

31641823185441523Other
2%1%1%1%1%1%2%2%b2%1%1%

-1-111---11None
-*-***---**

-2-222-*-12Refused
-*-***-*-**

53333643367623343Don't know
5%i2%1%2%2%2%3%4%ab1%2%2%
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Q.160 Thinking of the last time you switched or compared  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariffs, what were the main things you wanted to achieve?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 59 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

26610517042253514702112Unweighted Base
242110*185322**56515662236Weighted Base

2079617042152414062030Save money
86%87%92%g97%93%90%91%g

2611236-75191274Get better customer
11%10%13%-13%12%12%service

919422673105Wanted a fixed term \
4%1%5%7%5%5%5%fixed price deal

10485-1287100Wanted a dual fuel
4%4%5%-2%6%c4%cpackage

4348-302455Wanted a ‘greener’
1%2%3%-5%ab2%2%tariff

9242-133953Get other benefits (e.g.
4%1%2%-2%3%2%loyalty points)

7128-112536Wanted an online tariff
3%1%2%-2%2%2%

1423162228A better deal / tariff
1%4%aeg1%2%1%1%1%

5218-41822Moved / moving house
2%2%1%-1%1%1%

3116-81220Ease / convenience /
1%1%1%-1%1%1%hassle free

816-8715Easier / more convenient
3%ae1%*-1%b*1%payment options (cheque,

cash, Direct Debit)

7-4-5610To have a different
3%ae-*-1%**meter (for free)

--6-448Chosen / preferred
--*-1%**company (all references)

--4--55Never / not planning to
--*--**switch
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Q.160 Thinking of the last time you switched or compared  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariffs, what were the main things you wanted to achieve?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 59 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

26610517042253514702112Unweighted Base
242110*185322**56515662236Weighted Base

--41124Better billing
--*4%***

2-2-223To come off pre-pay
1%e-*-***meter

1-1-2-2Reliability
*-*-*b-*

5215161523Other
2%2%1%3%1%1%1%

-1---11None
-1%ae---**

--2--22Refused
--*--**

8326133843Don't know
3%3%1%3%1%2%c2%c
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Q.160 Thinking of the last time you switched or compared  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariffs, what were the main things you wanted to achieve?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 59 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1723072211852112Unweighted Base
16832**75612772236Weighted Base

1482766311902030Save money
88%83%88%93%ace91%c

18396156274Get better customer
11%9%13%12%12%service

122180105Wanted a fixed term \
*8%3%6%ce5%cefixed price deal

322964100Wanted a dual fuel
2%7%4%5%4%package

3-223055Wanted a ‘greener’
2%-3%2%2%tariff

5-262253Get other benefits (e.g.
3%-3%b2%2%loyalty points)

21141936Wanted an online tariff
1%3%2%1%2%

32111328A better deal / tariff
2%7%1%1%1%

5-9822Moved / moving house
3%ab-1%1%1%

2-8920Ease / convenience /
1%-1%1%1%hassle free

1-8615Easier / more convenient
1%-1%*1%payment options (cheque,

cash, Direct Debit)

--6410To have a different
--1%**meter (for free)

--168Chosen / preferred
--***company (all references)

--415Never / not planning to
--***switch
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Q.160 Thinking of the last time you switched or compared  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariffs, what were the main things you wanted to achieve?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 59 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1723072211852112Unweighted Base
16832**75612772236Weighted Base

11-24Better billing
1%c3%-**

--3-3To come off pre-pay
--*b-*meter

--112Reliability
--***

3112723Other
2%2%2%b1%1%

--1-1None
--*-*

--1*2Refused
--***

7-152143Don't know
4%b-2%2%2%
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Q.160 Thinking of the last time you switched or compared  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariffs, what were the main things you wanted to achieve?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 59 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

242341068786106309450771436167612528602112Unweighted Base
21**2411109866104*298468862466177113379002236Weighted Base

1420899481491282403830397163412098212030Save money
66%87%90%94%akl87%95%agi86%96%agi85%92%e90%91%91%egl

32311813016296510952222168106274Get better customer
12%9%11%15%kl15%10%14%13%11%13%13%12%12%service

125250712173629757629105Wanted a fixed term \
5%1%5%l6%l7%4%4%4%6%4%6%b3%5%lfixed price deal

111483958333123766634100Wanted a dual fuel
7%5%4%4%5%3%7%afh4%5%4%5%4%4%package

-72226551523649233255Wanted a ‘greener’
-3%2%3%5%2%3%3%1%3%2%4%c2%tariff

-432172613161538292453Get other benefits (e.g.
-2%3%2%2%2%3%2%3%2%2%3%2%loyalty points)

-22014-8915433172036Wanted an online tariff
-1%2%2%-3%2%2%1%2%1%2%2%

-115122667919181128A better deal / tariff
-*1%1%1%2%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%

1-148818231871422Moved / moving house
3%-1%1%8%afgh*2%f*1%1%1%2%c1%f

-299115661415520Ease / convenience /
-1%1%1%1%*1%1%1%1%1%1%1%hassle free

1267-36231210515Easier / more convenient
3%1%1%1%-1%f1%f*1%1%1%1%1%payment options (cheque,

cash, Direct Debit)

-262-252294710To have a different
-1%1%*-1%1%****1%*meter (for free)

-1251124-8528Chosen / preferred
-**1%1%***-****company (all references)

113---1-415-5Never / not planning to
3%**---*-1%d**-*switch
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Q.160 Thinking of the last time you switched or compared  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariffs, what were the main things you wanted to achieve?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 59 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

242341068786106309450771436167612528602112Unweighted Base
21**2411109866104*298468862466177113379002236Weighted Base

--311-12-4224Better billing
--**1%-**-****

--22--3--3-33To come off pre-pay
--**--1%af--*-*c*meter

--11---2-2112Reliability
--**---*-****

2314422113518131023Other
8%1%1%*2%1%2%af*1%1%1%1%1%

---11----1-11None
---*1%af----*-**

--2-----2-2-2Refused
--*-----*d-*-*

4112624*542320301243Don't know
17%5%aj2%j*4%fh*1%*5%ad1%2%1%2%fhj
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Q.160 Thinking of the last time you switched or compared  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariffs, what were the main things you wanted to achieve?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 59 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

126014861433694296493450140614519462112Unweighted Base
1307156014967562965364501526157210072236Weighted Base

118214201357704268516388140614659282030Save money
90%91%91%93%90%96%ae86%92%93%a92%91%e

16419218277316846196206107274Get better customer
13%12%12%10%10%13%10%13%13%11%12%service

6272694413246887854105Wanted a fixed term \
5%5%5%6%4%4%e1%6%5%5%5%efixed price deal

62687636111718747348100Wanted a dual fuel
5%4%5%5%4%3%4%5%5%5%4%package

384645149221738402155Wanted a ‘greener’
3%3%3%2%3%4%4%2%3%2%2%tariff

373636156111436312053Get other benefits (e.g.
3%2%2%2%2%2%3%2%2%2%2%loyalty points)

25323111214828281336Wanted an online tariff
2%2%2%1%1%3%2%2%2%1%2%

17221713110124251428A better deal / tariff
1%1%1%2%*2%e*2%2%1%1%

16181631214108522Moved / moving house
1%1%1%***3%af1%**1%

101616934116131320Ease / convenience /
1%1%1%1%1%1%*1%1%1%1%hassle free
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Q.160 Thinking of the last time you switched or compared  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariffs, what were the main things you wanted to achieve?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 59 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

126014861433694296493450140614519462112Unweighted Base
1307156014967562965364501526157210072236Weighted Base

6877233912915Easier / more convenient
*1%*1%1%*1%1%1%1%1%payment options (cheque,

cash, Direct Debit)

79711-743210To have a different
1%1%1%**-2%af****meter (for free)

67631-24548Chosen / preferred
*****-1%****company (all references)

45411--3425Never / not planning to
*****--****switch

4441-124314Better billing
****-******

---2-222223To come off pre-pay
---*-******meter

-11-21-1122Reliability
-**-1%ah*-****

15151661281012723Other
1%1%1%1%**2%f1%1%1%1%

111---1---1None
***---*---*

222-1--*-12Refused
***-*--*-**
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Q.160 Thinking of the last time you switched or compared  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariffs, what were the main things you wanted to achieve?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 59 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

126014861433694296493450140614519462112Unweighted Base
1307156014967562965364501526157210072236Weighted Base

2428278711225221443Don't know
2%2%2%1%3%*3%f2%1%1%2%f
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Q.160 Thinking of the last time you switched or compared  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariffs, what were the main things you wanted to achieve?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 59 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

914017711414722012339150143232113922201932112Unweighted Base
11**13817411315522014049*148153250119113*2392152236Weighted Base

1112215010114219913046144140233107982151912030Save money
100%88%86%90%92%90%93%95%97%abcde92%93%n90%87%90%89%91%

kmno

2221818153110614164210211533274Get better customer
21%16%cj10%16%cj10%14%c7%13%10%11%17%cj9%18%cj6%15%cj12%cservice

-12156761541494129105Wanted a fixed term \
-1%12%abcdfg4%4%3%5%3%3%3%6%o8%o4%5%4%5%fixed price deal

hjklmo

1315697352-16551310100Wanted a dual fuel
13%2%8%aghjko5%g6%g3%g2%10%ghj1%-7%gh5%g5%g5%g5%g4%gpackage

-31042641246252655Wanted a ‘greener’
-2%6%acl3%1%3%3%1%1%2%3%2%4%1%3%2%tariff

-47645-22-9-33853Get other benefits (e.g.
-3%4%egj5%cegj3%2%-4%egj1%-4%gj-2%1%4%egj2%loyalty points)

-483231---5432236Wanted an online tariff
-3%gh4%abcgh2%1%2%1%---2%3%gh3%1%1%2%

---3143---3232828A better deal / tariff
---2%n*2%2%---1%2%2%1%4%aghno1%

--42131-113--3322Moved / moving house
--2%1%1%1%1%-*1%1%--1%2%1%

--13--111241-3120Ease / convenience /
--1%3%akl--1%2%1%1%2%1%-1%1%1%hassle free

-12-13--1-5122-15Easier / more convenient
-*1%-*1%--*-2%a1%1%1%-1%payment options (cheque,

cash, Direct Debit)

-31111---1--21-10To have a different
-2%af*1%**---1%--2%1%-*meter (for free)

--11*11--1---3-8Chosen / preferred
--*1%**1%--1%---1%-*company (all references)

--111-----1---15Never / not planning to
--1%1%1%-----*---**switch
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Q.160 Thinking of the last time you switched or compared  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariffs, what were the main things you wanted to achieve?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 59 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

914017711414722012339150143232113922201932112Unweighted Base
11**13817411315522014049*148153250119113*2392152236Weighted Base

---11----1-1---4Better billing
---1%1%----*-1%---*

------------22-3To come off pre-pay
------------1%a1%-*meter

------1------1-2Reliability
------1%------*-*

-221222--22124223Other
-1%1%1%1%1%1%--1%1%1%2%2%1%1%

----------1----1None
----------*----*

----1-----*----2Refused
----1%a-----*----*

-7434331131426343Don't know
-5%afh2%3%2%1%2%1%1%2%*3%f1%2%2%2%
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Q.160 Thinking of the last time you switched or compared  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariffs, what were the main things you wanted to achieve?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 60 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

551396603562637104443113016318192112Unweighted Base
375429733700546124944112619019202236Weighted Base

304281744314243523200228I was looking at a money
8%10%11%11%8%11%g10%4%12%d10%d10%dsaving website

283475826713912818193219I received an end of
8%8%10%12%k12%e11%e3%7%9%10%10%efixed term tariff notice

from my supplier

364468705512736716195218I received a price
10%10%9%10%10%10%8%6%8%10%10%increase notice from my

supplier

303184611983103715183205I moved home
8%7%11%j9%4%7%g23%afg5%8%10%9%fg

3150724755111331415170199I received a bill or
8%12%h10%7%10%9%7%11%8%9%9%direct debit \

prepayment statement
from my supplier

2236404239812097125140I experienced poor
6%8%5%6%7%7%5%7%4%7%6%customer service

17293833207126611100117To save money\reduce
5%7%5%5%4%6%6%5%6%5%5%costs\better deal

2716292527531711117697Talked to a friend,
7%ahij4%4%4%5%4%4%8%ab6%4%4%family member, or

neighbour

1218331619519347279I heard my energy
3%4%5%h2%4%4%2%2%2%4%4%supplier's prices were

going up

10142030233713376373I received an annual
3%3%3%4%4%3%3%2%4%3%3%summary or review from

my supplier

612193224368256068I saw a message on a
2%3%3%5%k4%e3%2%2%3%3%3%communication from my

supplier about how I
could make savings by
changing tariff or
payment method with my
current supplier
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 60 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

551396603562637104443113016318192112Unweighted Base
375429733700546124944112619019202236Weighted Base

4122128173810695065Media coverage about
1%3%3%4%k3%3%2%5%5%3%3%kenergy suppliers in

general

9161812103412254956I saw an advert on TV
3%4%h3%2%2%3%3%1%2%3%2%

1011161214268134448I received another
3%3%2%2%3%2%2%1%2%2%2%communication from my

supplier

5316128218133236I saw an advert online
1%1%2%2%1%2%2%1%2%2%2%

34141231811232832Find a cheaper tariff
1%1%2%2%1%1%3%g1%2%1%1%

376114184-22527Through salesperson who
1%2%1%2%1%1%1%-1%1%1%knocked at my door

34711916---2525I saw an advert'/
1%1%1%2%2%e1%e---1%1%e'article in the

newspaper

471126135*22224Cost (no detail)
1%i2%i*2%i1%1%1%*1%1%1%i

65747133221822Advert other
2%1%1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%

1161121531-1920Change\check\do it
**1%2%*1%1%1%-1%1%regularly

66342107-11919Meter\pre-payment
2%1%*1%*1%2%g-*1%1%meter\smart meter

42669641-1718Curiosity\interest
1%*1%1%2%f*1%1%-1%1%

4156-961-1515I was paying too much
1%*1%1%-1%1%g1%-1%1%g

2264573--1414Change in circumstances
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%--1%1%

536-753231014They rang me\contacted
1%h1%h1%h-1%f*1%1%1%1%1%me by phone (no detail

of whom)
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 60 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

551396603562637104443113016318192112Unweighted Base
375429733700546124944112619019202236Weighted Base

-2481103211114Fixed rate\contract
-*1%1%k*1%1%1%1%1%1%ended

2262354-31012I received a 'dead
1%1%1%*1%*1%-1%*1%notice' from my supplier

about my tariff

36112632-911Salesperson (nms)
1%2%ahi****1%2%b-**

2341244-11011Expensive
1%1%1%***1%-*1%*

5212271*-1010I was contacted\was
1%ai****1%**-1%*approached (no detail)

2232162--1010Bills were (too) high
1%1%***1%1%--1%*

22243511-99Just did\time to change
***1%1%***-**

2142225-189I saw someone post
1%*1%***1%f-***something on social

media (Facebook,
Instagram, twitter etc.)

1153252-279Contacted by
**1%****-1%**another\different

supplier

1323171--99Price increases
*1%***1%*--**

2-33-71--88Convenience
*-**-1%*--**

1-252411168I was told\it was
*-*1%****1%**recommended (no detail)

33-2611-257Through sales person in
1%i1%-*1%af**-1%**the street\shopping

centre\other public
place

21-4*7---77Wanted a greener\ethical
1%i*-1%*1%---**company
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 60 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

551396603562637104443113016318192112Unweighted Base
375429733700546124944112619019202236Weighted Base

-2-5241-257Wanted dual fuel\join
-*-1%i***-1%**the two together

--2332--325Wanted original\same
--**1%*--2%ab**supplier

221-311-145I saw a programme on TV
*1%*-***-***

11-432-1-45Fixed term was coming to
**-1%**-1%-**an end\was aware that

fixed term was finishing

1-4-112--44Supplier contacted me by
*-*-***--**phone

211-112-214Not my decision
1%h**-***-1%ab**(council\landlord

decided)

1----11--11Staff\employee discount
*----**--**

1292319144361084563Other
3%2%3%3%2%3%e1%8%ab4%2%3%

-242341--88None\nothing
-1%1%*1%**--**

5544836670128503031187248Don't know
15%ahj10%11%9%13%10%11%24%ab16%b10%11%

2132125--88Refused
1%*****1%f--**
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 60 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

285403140217273856020913035402112Unweighted Base
2374231555190533259*21715224382236Weighted Base

27351631963132316734228I was looking at a money
11%8%11%10%9%6%11%11%8%10%saving website

13191861912871616036219I received an end of
5%5%12%ij10%8%12%7%11%8%10%ijfixed term tariff notice

from my supplier

19371601972112815039218I received a price
8%9%10%10%f6%1%13%e10%e9%e10%efincrease notice from my

supplier

18751131891761415135205I moved home
8%18%ahj7%10%f5%10%6%10%8%9%f

16381431673221413945199I received a bill or
7%9%9%9%10%3%6%9%10%9%direct debit \

prepayment statement
from my supplier

232196109311178536140I experienced poor
10%ahi5%6%6%9%ag2%8%6%8%c6%customer service

11208610216398026117To save money\reduce
5%5%6%5%5%4%4%5%6%5%costs\better deal

101966791816612997Talked to a friend,
4%5%4%4%5%2%3%4%7%ac4%family member, or

neighbour

1211556316310501679I heard my energy
5%3%4%3%5%6%5%3%4%4%supplier's prices were

going up

51553667-2611073I received an annual
2%4%3%3%2%-1%4%d2%3%summary or review from

my supplier

51251608-3531268I saw a message on a
2%3%3%3%3%-1%3%3%3%communication from my

supplier about how I
could make savings by
changing tariff or
payment method with my
current supplier
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 60 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

285403140217273856020913035402112Unweighted Base
2374231555190533259*21715224382236Weighted Base

59515962848665Media coverage about
2%2%3%3%2%4%4%b3%b1%3%energy suppliers in

general

216364882936956I saw an advert on TV
1%4%j2%3%2%4%4%2%2%2%

8113042715261648I received another
3%3%2%2%2%2%2%2%4%c2%communication from my

supplier

57242976322536I saw an advert online
2%2%2%2%2%10%abcd1%1%1%2%

46222931124732Find a cheaper tariff
2%1%1%2%1%2%*2%2%1%

44172071418427Through salesperson who
2%1%1%1%2%2%2%1%1%1%knocked at my door

3319206-320225I saw an advert'/
1%1%1%1%2%-1%1%1%1%'article in the

newspaper

3813195-115824Cost (no detail)
1%2%1%1%2%-*1%2%1%

2416193-112922Advert other
1%1%1%1%1%-*1%2%ac1%

12171721117120Change\check\do it
*1%1%1%1%3%b*1%*1%regularly

12431632111519Meter\pre-payment
5%ahi1%h*1%1%4%acd*1%1%1%hmeter\smart meter

2412144-114318Curiosity\interest
1%1%1%1%1%-1%1%1%1%

357142-112215I was paying too much
1%1%*1%*-*1%1%1%

1311132--9614Change in circumstances
*1%1%1%*--1%1%1%
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 60 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

285403140217273856020913035402112Unweighted Base
2374231555190533259*21715224382236Weighted Base

426123117514They rang me\contacted
2%ah1%*1%1%1%1%*1%1%me by phone (no detail

of whom)

2-13122-213-14Fixed rate\contract
1%-1%1%1%-1%1%-1%ended

228112--6612I received a 'dead
1%**1%1%--*1%ac1%notice' from my supplier

about my tariff

317101-17311Salesperson (nms)
1%**1%*-**1%*

31692-36111Expensive
1%***1%-1%***

4-665--7310I was contacted\was
2%ahi-**1%ag--*1%*approached (no detail)

135911-8110Bills were (too) high
1%1%***1%-1%**

-1881-2539Just did\time to change
-*1%**-1%*1%*

13581-2529I saw someone post
*1%***-1%*1%*something on social

media (Facebook,
Instagram, twitter etc.)

12581--819Contacted by
*1%***--1%**another\different

supplier

21663-3519Price increases
1%***1%-1%c***

1448111338Convenience
*1%***2%1%*1%*

1-68---618I was told\it was
1%-**---***recommended (no detail)
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 60 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

285403140217273856020913035402112Unweighted Base
2374231555190533259*21715224382236Weighted Base

11652-1437Through sales person in
****1%-**1%*the street\shopping

centre\other public
place

133431-437Wanted a greener\ethical
1%1%**1%g1%-*1%*company

-3461--527Wanted dual fuel\join
-1%***--*1%*the two together

1-45--14-5Wanted original\same
*-**--1%*-*supplier

11341-2215I saw a programme on TV
1%****-1%***

1-432-1315Fixed term was coming to
*-***-****an end\was aware that

fixed term was finishing

-414--1214Supplier contacted me by
-1%ah**--1%***phone

12-31-1124Not my decision
1%h1%h-**-****(council\landlord

decided)

-111---111Staff\employee discount
-***---***

51044539-6451163Other
2%2%3%3%3%-3%3%3%3%

-4444-2428None\nothing
-1%**1%g-1%***

314816619948193614646248Don't know
13%11%11%10%15%g32%abcd17%abc10%11%11%

-4571-5228Refused
-1%***-2%abc***
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 60 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

107169230118702110187224018919417092112Unweighted Base
110*178632719942234199723914617718932236Weighted Base

81882719922819928310214228I was looking at a money
7%11%8%10%10%10%12%2%5%11%cd10%cdsaving website

41754120221920217519194219I received an end of
3%10%k12%k10%10%10%7%4%11%d10%d10%dkfixed term tariff notice

from my supplier

717140199218199191321182218I received a price
7%10%12%10%10%10%8%9%12%10%10%increase notice from my

supplier

20154311832051832279189205I moved home
18%aij9%9%9%9%9%9%5%5%10%cd9%d

615337176198178212021158199I received a bill or
6%9%11%9%9%9%9%14%ab12%8%9%direct debit \

prepayment statement
from my supplier

710625128139130111312113140I experienced poor
6%6%8%6%6%6%4%9%7%6%6%customer service

59715110117110761099117To save money\reduce
5%5%5%6%5%6%3%4%6%5%5%costs\better deal

77812899789810117697Talked to a friend,
6%4%4%4%4%4%3%7%6%4%4%family member, or

neighbour

464107679763586579I heard my energy
4%4%3%4%4%4%1%4%5%3%4%supplier's prices were

going up

25318627362114105973I received an annual
2%3%6%j3%3%3%5%3%6%3%3%summary or review from

my supplier

45866168617665768I saw a message on a
4%3%2%3%3%3%3%4%3%3%3%communication from my

supplier about how I
could make savings by
changing tariff or
payment method with my
current supplier
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 60 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

107169230118702110187224018919417092112Unweighted Base
110*178632719942234199723914617718932236Weighted Base

257550655014255565Media coverage about
2%3%2%3%3%3%6%afgh2%3%3%3%energy suppliers in

general

34835056506344956I saw an advert on TV
2%3%1%3%2%2%2%2%2%3%2%

13794348435224548I received another
1%2%3%2%2%2%2%1%1%2%2%communication from my

supplier

-3343136315113536I saw an advert online
-2%1%2%2%2%2%1%*2%2%

12832832284152632Find a cheaper tariff
1%2%1%1%1%1%2%1%3%1%1%

223225272524-2327Through salesperson who
2%1%1%1%1%1%1%2%c-1%1%knocked at my door

2204252525*521925I saw an advert'/
2%1%1%1%1%1%*3%ab1%1%1%'article in the

newspaper

31831924195312024Cost (no detail)
3%1%1%1%1%1%2%2%1%1%1%

11741722175311722Advert other
1%1%1%1%1%1%2%2%1%1%1%

-1641920191--2020Change\check\do it
-1%1%1%1%1%*--1%1%regularly

41051819181111519Meter\pre-payment
4%aj1%1%1%1%1%*1%*1%1%meter\smart meter

-1441618163431118Curiosity\interest
-1%1%1%1%1%1%2%ab2%b1%1%

-15-1415141-11415I was paying too much
-1%-1%1%1%*-1%1%1%

-12311141132-1314Change in circumstances
-1%1%1%1%1%1%1%-1%1%
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 60 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

107169230118702110187224018919417092112Unweighted Base
110*178632719942234199723914617718932236Weighted Base

581141414-3-1114They rang me\contacted
5%aij**1%1%1%-2%abc-1%1%me by phone (no detail

of whom)

212-1314131--1414Fixed rate\contract
2%i1%-1%1%1%*--1%1%ended

-1111112111-3912I received a 'dead
-1%*1%1%1%*-2%ab*1%notice' from my supplier

about my tariff

272101110113711Salesperson (nms)
2%j*1%***1%1%2%ab**

1819119211711Expensive
1%*****1%1%***

1729109121810I was contacted\was
1%*1%****1%***approached (no detail)

-8291091--1010Bills were (too) high
-******--1%*

-739991-199Just did\time to change
-*1%****-***

-727972-279I saw someone post
-*1%***1%-1%b**something on social

media (Facebook,
Instagram, twitter etc.)

-9-999-1179Contacted by
-1%-***-1%1%**another\different

supplier

-72999-1-89Price increases
-*1%***-1%-**

27-888--178Convenience
1%i*-***--1%**

-8-888---88I was told\it was
-*-***---**recommended (no detail)
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 60 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

107169230118702110187224018919417092112Unweighted Base
110*178632719942234199723914617718932236Weighted Base

-7167612147Through sales person in
-*****1%1%1%**the street\shopping

centre\other public
place

1525752-177Wanted a greener\ethical
1%*1%***1%-***company

-7-777---77Wanted dual fuel\join
-*-***---**the two together

-5-2523-145Wanted original\same
-*-***1%afgh-1%**supplier

-323532-145I saw a programme on TV
-*****1%-***

-5-555-1-45Fixed term was coming to
-*-***-*-**an end\was aware that

fixed term was finishing

-414441--44Supplier contacted me by
-******--**phone

12124221124Not my decision
1%*****1%fh****(council\landlord

decided)

-1-111---11Staff\employee discount
-*-***---**

450849634913345663Other
4%3%2%2%3%2%6%afgh2%2%3%3%

-6268621168None\nothing
-*1%***1%1%***

1320231219248219292517203248Don't know
11%11%10%11%11%11%12%17%ab10%11%11%

-81888-*-88Refused
-*****-*-**
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 60 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

26610517042253514702112Unweighted Base
242110*185322**56515662236Weighted Base

1914188473139228I was looking at a money
8%13%10%19%13%b9%10%saving website

46209263152219I received an end of
2%5%11%g10%11%10%10%gfixed term tariff notice

from my supplier

165192259153218I received a price
7%4%10%9%10%10%10%increase notice from my

supplier

1713175-32168205I moved home
7%12%9%-6%11%c9%c

1117171143146199I received a bill or
4%16%aeg9%g6%8%9%9%gdirect debit \

prepayment statement
from my supplier

174117-5187140I experienced poor
7%3%6%-9%ab6%6%customer service

1659523473117To save money\reduce
7%5%5%9%6%5%5%costs\better deal

165773346097Talked to a friend,
7%4%4%12%6%b4%4%family member, or

neighbour

8168-235379I heard my energy
3%1%4%-4%3%4%supplier's prices were

going up

3761-175573I received an annual
1%7%g3%-3%4%3%summary or review from

my supplier
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 60 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

26610517042253514702112Unweighted Base
242110*185322**56515662236Weighted Base

1364-135668I saw a message on a
1%3%3%g-2%4%3%gcommunication from my

supplier about how I
could make savings by
changing tariff or
payment method with my
current supplier

4457-144765Media coverage about
2%4%3%-3%3%3%energy suppliers in

general

111451104256I saw an advert on TV
5%1%2%5%2%3%2%

6637-64348I received another
2%5%e2%-1%3%c2%communication from my

supplier

5-31-92636I saw an advert online
2%-2%-2%2%2%

6-26-131732Find a cheaper tariff
3%-1%-2%1%1%

8118232027Through salesperson who
3%ae1%1%7%1%1%1%knocked at my door

5222181625I saw an advert'/
2%1%1%4%1%1%1%'article in the

newspaper

4-19-71624Cost (no detail)
2%-1%-1%1%1%

4117-71422Advert other
2%1%1%-1%1%1%

--20-21620Change\check\do it
--1%-*1%1%regularly

10-7-91019Meter\pre-payment
4%aef-*-2%b1%1%meter\smart meter
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 60 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

26610517042253514702112Unweighted Base
242110*185322**56515662236Weighted Base

2214-11718Curiosity\interest
1%2%1%-*1%1%

7-8-41115I was paying too much
3%ae-*-1%1%1%

-113-51014Change in circumstances
-1%1%-1%1%1%

3110-6614They rang me\contacted
1%*1%-1%*1%me by phone (no detail

of whom)

--14231014Fixed rate\contract
--1%8%*1%1%ended

21811912I received a 'dead
1%1%*3%*1%1%notice' from my supplier

about my tariff

4-715511Salesperson (nms)
2%e-*2%1%**

2-615311Expensive
1%-*3%1%b**

414--1010I was contacted\was
2%ae1%*--1%*approached (no detail)

217-2810Bills were (too) high
1%1%*-***

126-349Just did\time to change
*2%ae*-1%**

--8-369I saw someone post
--*-1%**something on social

media (Facebook,
Instagram, twitter etc.)

116-369Contacted by
*1%*-1%**another\different

supplier
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 60 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

26610517042253514702112Unweighted Base
242110*185322**56515662236Weighted Base

--9-179Price increases
--*-***

4-4-448Convenience
2%ae-*-1%**

1-6-338I was told\it was
1%-*-1%**recommended (no detail)

1-6--67Through sales person in
*-*--**the street\shopping

centre\other public
place

--7-7*7Wanted a greener\ethical
--*-1%ab**company

--7-167Wanted dual fuel\join
--*-***the two together

--4-145Wanted original\same
--*-***supplier

2-3-235I saw a programme on TV
1%e-*-***

--5-145Fixed term was coming to
--*-***an end\was aware that

fixed term was finishing

--4-134Supplier contacted me by
--*-***phone

113--44Not my decision
*1%*--**(council\landlord

decided)

1-1-111Staff\employee discount
*-*-***

73521144863Other
3%3%3%3%2%3%3%
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 60 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

26610517042253514702112Unweighted Base
242110*185322**56515662236Weighted Base

1-8-268None\nothing
*-*-***

3421183256176248Don't know
14%19%ae10%8%10%11%11%

1-6-278Refused
1%-*-***
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 60 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1723072211852112Unweighted Base
16832**75612772236Weighted Base

13280132228I was looking at a money
8%6%11%10%10%saving website

5223189219I received an end of
3%6%3%15%ace10%cefixed term tariff notice

from my supplier

12-74132218I received a price
7%-10%10%10%increase notice from my

supplier

20371111205I moved home
12%10%9%9%9%

15569109199I received a bill or
9%16%9%9%9%direct debit \

prepayment statement
from my supplier

1014585140I experienced poor
6%2%6%7%6%customer service

1114164117To save money\reduce
7%4%5%5%5%costs\better deal

94344997Talked to a friend,
6%13%4%4%4%family member, or

neighbour

41334179I heard my energy
2%3%4%3%4%supplier's prices were

going up

41284073I received an annual
2%4%4%3%3%summary or review from

my supplier
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 60 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1723072211852112Unweighted Base
16832**75612772236Weighted Base

2-115568I saw a message on a
1%-1%4%c3%ccommunication from my

supplier about how I
could make savings by
changing tariff or
payment method with my
current supplier

4-223965Media coverage about
2%-3%3%3%energy suppliers in

general

51193156I saw an advert on TV
3%3%3%2%2%

2493348I received another
1%12%1%3%2%communication from my

supplier

11161836I saw an advert online
1%3%2%1%2%

1-201132Find a cheaper tariff
1%-3%ab1%1%

2116627Through salesperson who
1%4%2%b*1%knocked at my door

4-12925I saw an advert'/
3%b-2%1%1%'article in the

newspaper

1-81524Cost (no detail)
1%-1%1%1%

2-101022Advert other
1%-1%1%1%

2-71120Change\check\do it
1%-1%1%1%regularly

1214319Meter\pre-payment
1%5%2%b*1%bmeter\smart meter
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 60 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1723072211852112Unweighted Base
16832**75612772236Weighted Base

127818Curiosity\interest
1%7%1%1%1%

2-7715I was paying too much
1%-1%1%1%

--9614Change in circumstances
--1%*1%

4-7414They rang me\contacted
2%ab-1%*1%me by phone (no detail

of whom)

---1414Fixed rate\contract
---1%c1%cended

--8412I received a 'dead
--1%b*1%notice' from my supplier

about my tariff

2-4411Salesperson (nms)
1%-1%**

-23611Expensive
-5%***

2-1810I was contacted\was
1%c-*1%*approached (no detail)

1-4410Bills were (too) high
1%-1%**

1-359Just did\time to change
1%-***

--189I saw someone post
--*1%*something on social

media (Facebook,
Instagram, twitter etc.)

--639Contacted by
--1%**another\different

supplier
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 60 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1723072211852112Unweighted Base
16832**75612772236Weighted Base

--279Price increases
--*1%*

1-528Convenience
*-1%**

1-248I was told\it was
1%-***recommended (no detail)

1-257Through sales person in
*-***the street\shopping

centre\other public
place

1-257Wanted a greener\ethical
*-***company

1-157Wanted dual fuel\join
*-***the two together

1-135Wanted original\same
1%-***supplier

1-315I saw a programme on TV
1%-***

---55Fixed term was coming to
---**an end\was aware that

fixed term was finishing

--224Supplier contacted me by
--***phone

1-3-4Not my decision
*b-*b-*(council\landlord

decided)

--111Staff\employee discount
--***

71203563Other
4%2%3%3%3%
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 60 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1723072211852112Unweighted Base
16832**75612772236Weighted Base

11348None\nothing
1%2%***

30195121248Don't know
18%ab2%13%b9%11%

--458Refused
--1%**
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 60 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

242341068786106309450771436167612528602112Unweighted Base
21**2411109866104*298468862466177113379002236Weighted Base

111991177151815335193114113228I was looking at a money
3%4%9%l14%akl6%5%4%18%aghi7%11%e9%13%c10%ghlsaving website

-1075134513371233918014079219I received an end of
-4%7%15%akl5%4%8%14%aghi8%10%10%9%10%hklfixed term tariff notice

from my supplier

-21106918214611422196118100218I received a price
-9%10%10%7%7%10%13%ah5%11%e9%11%10%eincrease notice from my

supplier

21911273217645953153105100205I moved home
8%8%10%8%20%afh2%14%afh7%h11%9%8%11%c9%h

1169983121743764915012476199I received a bill or
3%7%9%10%12%6%9%9%11%8%9%8%9%direct debit \

prepayment statement
from my supplier

11257719154058141267665140I experienced poor
6%5%5%8%k9%5%8%7%3%7%e6%7%6%ecustomer service

21261427243535141037840117To save money\reduce
11%5%6%5%6%8%f7%f4%3%6%e6%4%5%costs\better deal

-155231161222252275534497Talked to a friend,
-6%5%4%16%afgh4%5%3%5%4%4%5%4%family member, or

neighbour

-9442721017311861453479I heard my energy
-4%4%3%2%3%4%4%4%3%3%4%4%supplier's prices were

going up

-53335-816282251512273I received an annual
-2%3%4%-3%4%3%5%3%4%2%3%summary or review from

my supplier

-53924571618234562668I saw a message on a
-2%4%3%5%2%3%2%5%d3%5%ab1%3%bcommunication from my

supplier about how I
could make savings by
changing tariff or
payment method with my
current supplier
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 60 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

242341068786106309450771436167612528602112Unweighted Base
21**2411109866104*298468862466177113379002236Weighted Base

-242202913261649452065Media coverage about
-1%4%l2%2%3%3%3%3%3%3%2%3%energy suppliers in

general

292817-616231343401556I saw an advert on TV
7%4%3%2%-2%3%3%3%2%3%2%2%

18211821010111533311748I received another
4%3%2%2%2%3%f2%1%3%2%2%2%2%communication from my

supplier

-31419-26171125261036I saw an advert online
-1%1%2%-1%1%2%2%1%2%1%2%

-41810-61011627211232Find a cheaper tariff
-2%2%1%-2%2%1%1%2%2%1%1%

111113-232-225121427Through salesperson who
5%5%ajk1%*-8%afgi*-*1%1%2%1%fknocked at my door

-217623116322151125I saw an advert'/
-1%2%1%2%1%2%f1%1%1%1%1%1%'article in the

newspaper

--131114810222111324Cost (no detail)
--1%1%1%1%2%1%*1%1%1%1%

1-1011155841815722Advert other
4%-1%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

--1091221411914620Change\check\do it
--1%1%1%1%*2%*1%1%1%1%regularly

14122157421771219Meter\pre-payment
3%2%j1%j*1%2%f1%**1%1%1%c1%meter\smart meter

-1162121212717118Curiosity\interest
-*1%j*1%1%**2%ad*1%b*1%b

-186-24641261015I was paying too much
-*1%1%-1%1%1%1%1%*1%1%

-2102-2453128614Change in circumstances
-1%1%*-1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 60 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

242341068786106309450771436167612528602112Unweighted Base
21**2411109866104*298468862466177113379002236Weighted Base

-554*10*22136814They rang me\contacted
-2%ajk*1%*3%afg***1%*1%1%me by phone (no detail

of whom)

-2111-1492137714Fixed rate\contract
-1%*1%k-*1%1%*1%1%1%1%kended

-3461-373911112I received a 'dead
-1%*1%1%-1%1%1%1%1%b*1%notice' from my supplier

about my tariff

-28119--1103811Salesperson (nms)
-1%j1%j*1%fg3%afg--*1%*1%c*

-271-222386411Expensive
-1%1%*-1%**1%****

-172-611198310I was contacted\was
-*1%*-2%afg****1%**approached (no detail)

-2351135196410Bills were (too) high
-1%*1%1%*1%1%*****

--641--718379Just did\time to change
--1%*1%--1%***1%*

-144123227459I saw someone post
-***1%f1%1%****1%*something on social

media (Facebook,
Instagram, twitter etc.)

-144-51227369Contacted by
-***-2%afg*****1%*another\different

supplier

--63-23227729Price increases
--1%*-1%1%***1%**

-153-13326448Convenience
-***-*1%******

--43-332-8538I was told\it was
--**-1%1%*-****recommended (no detail)
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 60 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

242341068786106309450771436167612528602112Unweighted Base
21**2411109866104*298468862466177113379002236Weighted Base

-25--61--7527Through sales person in
-1%j*--2%afg*--****the street\shopping

centre\other public
place

--34--52-7437Wanted a greener\ethical
--**--1%a*-****company

-231-12316437Wanted dual fuel\join
-1%**-********the two together

--231123-5235Wanted original\same
--**1%***-****supplier

--23-11314325I saw a programme on TV
--**-********

-221-3-2-5325Fixed term was coming to
-1%**-1%ag-*-****an end\was aware that

fixed term was finishing

-112-21-13224Supplier contacted me by
-***-1%f*-*****phone

1-312--112124Not my decision
3%-**2%afgh--******(council\landlord

decided)

--1111---1111Staff\employee discount
--**1%f*---****

14273031415141548362763Other
6%2%2%4%3%5%f3%2%3%3%3%3%3%

-35--14126628None\nothing
-1%j*--*1%*1%****

7501316073242757317516186248Don't know
32%21%ajk12%j7%6%11%9%9%16%ad10%12%10%11%j

126-2-1-54638Refused
4%1%j1%-1%fh-*-1%d****
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 60 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

126014861433694296493450140614519462112Unweighted Base
1307156014967562965364501526157210072236Weighted Base

124152144102139528177199113228I was looking at a money
9%10%10%14%ag4%18%ae6%12%13%a11%10%egsaving website

112161137116366819177170142219I received an end of
9%10%9%15%a12%13%e4%12%11%14%ac10%efixed term tariff notice

from my supplier

11815113581246842153158103218I received a price
9%10%9%11%8%13%9%10%10%10%10%increase notice from my

supplier

1161431445524486312913774205I moved home
9%9%10%7%8%9%14%af8%9%7%9%

1141361226134493714113889199I received a bill or
9%9%8%8%11%9%8%9%9%9%9%direct debit \

prepayment statement
from my supplier

81939135253632849058140I experienced poor
6%6%6%5%8%h7%7%5%6%6%6%customer service

62827747132122848854117To save money\reduce
5%5%5%6%4%4%5%5%6%5%5%costs\better deal

6867732512133551553797Talked to a friend,
5%4%5%3%4%2%8%af3%4%4%4%family member, or

neighbour
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 60 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

126014861433694296493450140614519462112Unweighted Base
1307156014967562965364501526157210072236Weighted Base

495459217271364642779I heard my energy
4%3%4%3%2%5%3%4%4%3%4%supplier's prices were

going up

41495032916658553973I received an annual
3%3%3%4%3%3%1%4%4%4%3%esummary or review from

my supplier

44525432173447444868I saw a message on a
3%3%4%4%6%a1%1%3%3%5%acd3%efcommunication from my

supplier about how I
could make savings by
changing tariff or
payment method with my
current supplier

38414117413947512065Media coverage about
3%3%3%2%1%3%2%3%3%2%3%energy suppliers in

general

34373615510742441956I saw an advert on TV
3%2%2%2%2%2%1%3%3%2%2%

293636181871228213248I received another
2%2%2%2%6%ah1%3%2%1%3%cd2%communication from my

supplier

2633291169332301736I saw an advert online
2%2%2%1%2%2%1%2%2%2%2%

2123181188618251732Find a cheaper tariff
2%1%1%1%3%1%1%1%2%2%1%
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 60 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

126014861433694296493450140614519462112Unweighted Base
1307156014967562965364501526157210072236Weighted Base

171716454111214827Through salesperson who
1%1%1%1%2%1%3%af1%1%1%1%knocked at my door

15171551471417625I saw an advert'/
1%1%1%1%*1%2%1%1%1%1%'article in the

newspaper

11151310411416171424Cost (no detail)
1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%1%

16161441251316622Advert other
1%1%1%1%**1%1%1%1%1%

8131110-6118191020Change\check\do it
1%1%1%1%-1%*1%1%1%1%regularly

6999158109919Meter\pre-payment
*1%1%1%*1%2%1%1%1%1%meter\smart meter

14171444*11413818Curiosity\interest
1%1%1%1%1%**1%1%1%1%

589621011215715I was paying too much
*1%1%1%1%2%ae*1%1%1%1%

71073-33811314Change in circumstances
1%1%**-1%1%1%1%*1%

687311767414They rang me\contacted
*1%****2%f***1%me by phone (no detail

of whom)
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 60 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

126014861433694296493450140614519462112Unweighted Base
1307156014967562965364501526157210072236Weighted Base

68811-7114141114Fixed rate\contract
*1%1%1%-1%*1%1%1%1%ended

8866211911812I received a 'dead
1%1%*1%1%**1%1%1%1%notice' from my supplier

about my tariff

878113655111Salesperson (nms)
1%*1%**1%1%****

6873-2399311Expensive
*1%**-*1%1%1%**

65663-367710I was contacted\was
***1%1%-1%**1%*approached (no detail)

567224179410Bills were (too) high
****1%1%**1%**

5653-729939Just did\time to change
****-1%a*1%1%**

66631318739I saw someone post
*****1%*1%***something on social

media (Facebook,
Instagram, twitter etc.)

55532254559Contacted by
****1%*1%**1%*another\different

supplier
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 60 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

126014861433694296493450140614519462112Unweighted Base
1307156014967562965364501526157210072236Weighted Base

58743216669Price increases
****1%****1%*

3645-317858Convenience
***1%-1%***1%*

677--1235-8I was told\it was
***--****-*recommended (no detail)

66613*22337Through sales person in
****1%******the street\shopping

centre\other public
place

76712-32337Wanted a greener\ethical
1%***1%-1%****company

77712-32137Wanted dual fuel\join
1%***1%-1%****the two together

333-3-3--35Wanted original\same
***-1%ah-1%--**supplier

33331213445I saw a programme on TV
***********

224112-2425Fixed term was coming to
******-****an end\was aware that

fixed term was finishing

34311111124Supplier contacted me by
***********phone
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 60 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

126014861433694296493450140614519462112Unweighted Base
1307156014967562965364501526157210072236Weighted Base

13312121124Not my decision
****1%*1%****(council\landlord

decided)

111---111-1Staff\employee discount
***---***-*

37434128720946443563Other
3%3%3%4%2%4%2%3%3%4%3%

45611115628None\nothing
***********

1611771845730335915315585248Don't know
12%11%12%8%10%6%13%f10%10%8%11%bfh

88832235448Refused
1%*1%*1%*1%****
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 60 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

914017711414722012339150143232113922201932112Unweighted Base
11**13817411315522014049*148153250119113*2392152236Weighted Base

-10185232317518132511102721228I was looking at a money
-7%10%5%15%m10%12%m11%12%m9%10%9%9%11%10%10%saving website

-9138142916151131983134219I received an end of
-7%7%7%9%h13%h12%h3%3%7%12%h7%7%13%h16%aeghi10%hfixed term tariff notice

mnofrom my supplier

31921914271241510166131831218I received a price
26%14%efg12%e8%9%12%ef9%7%10%6%6%5%12%7%14%cefg10%increase notice from my

supplier

2916716271331016194152425205I moved home
15%6%9%6%11%e12%e9%5%7%10%8%4%13%e10%e11%e9%

-76712151232215301092228199I received a bill or
-5%3%6%8%7%9%7%15%akmno10%n12%no9%8%9%n13%no9%ndirect debit \

prepayment statement
from my supplier

-101075127-717194111713140I experienced poor
-7%6%6%3%6%5%-5%11%aeil8%4%10%l7%6%6%customer service

17949119210121711294117To save money\reduce
9%5%5%4%6%5%7%4%7%b8%b7%b10%bcd2%4%2%5%costs\better deal

2767687246108312997Talked to a friend,
18%5%3%6%4%4%5%5%3%4%4%7%3%5%4%4%family member, or

neighbour

-7946931549418779I heard my energy
-5%5%4%4%4%2%3%4%3%4%3%1%4%3%4%supplier's prices were

going up

-2121247-42115381273I received an annual
-1%7%agklmo1%1%2%5%-3%1%4%4%3%3%6%gl3%summary or review from

my supplier

-3115555--5102331068I saw a message on a
-2%7%ach5%h3%h2%4%h--3%h4%h2%2%1%5%ch3%hcommunication from my

supplier about how I
could make savings by
changing tariff or
payment method with my
current supplier
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 60 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

914017711414722012339150143232113922201932112Unweighted Base
11**13817411315522014049*148153250119113*2392152236Weighted Base

-4366918126554765Media coverage about
-3%2%5%h4%4%1%16%abcdef1%1%2%4%4%2%3%3%energy suppliers in

ghjklnogeneral

-3424523678161456I saw an advert on TV
-2%2%2%3%2%1%6%c4%c4%c3%1%6%c1%2%2%

1272243-3-41210748I received another
11%1%4%g2%1%2%2%-2%-2%1%2%4%g3%g2%communication from my

supplier

-432343--26211436I saw an advert online
-3%h2%2%2%2%2%--1%2%1%1%*2%2%

-6121121137512-32Find a cheaper tariff
-4%abckn1%1%1%*2%2%1%2%3%b4%abckn1%1%-1%

-32-3-11252223127Through salesperson who
-2%k1%-2%-1%3%k2%3%abk1%1%1%1%*1%knocked at my door

-2--23--114-43525I saw an advert'/
-1%--2%1%--1%1%2%-4%ajn1%2%1%'article in the

newspaper

-1--11111-7233424Cost (no detail)
-1%--***3%n1%-3%akn2%3%n1%2%1%

--12712-4-2---322Advert other
--*2%c5%acdefg*1%-2%c-1%---2%1%

kno

-11425-----2-2220Change\check\do it
-1%1%3%afgh1%2%af-----2%-1%1%1%regularly

-11--4-1---153519Meter\pre-payment
-1%*--2%-1%---1%5%afghjl1%2%f1%meter\smart meter

mn

-21-13--1-2323118Curiosity\interest
-1%*-*1%--1%-1%2%2%1%*1%

2--112----2113215I was paying too much
14%--1%1%1%----1%1%1%1%1%1%

--4-32--1-31-2-14Change in circumstances
--2%ab-2%1%--*-1%1%-1%-1%
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 60 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

914017711414722012339150143232113922201932112Unweighted Base
11**13817411315522014049*148153250119113*2392152236Weighted Base

-121-212*121--214They rang me\contacted
-1%1%1%-1%*5%acfl*1%1%1%--1%1%me by phone (no detail

of whom)

-2---31-12232--14Fixed rate\contract
-1%---1%1%-1%1%1%2%bc2%--1%ended

-1--1--3-2-1-1312I received a 'dead
-1%--1%--6%acdfhj-1%-1%-*1%1%notice' from my supplier

kmnabout my tariff

--2212----11-1-11Salesperson (nms)
--1%2%ab1%1%----1%1%-*-*

---1--1-222*2-111Expensive
---1%--1%-1%1%1%*1%-1%*

-12*-1--112--2-10I was contacted\was
-1%1%*-*--*1%1%--1%-*approached (no detail)

1-2--2----12--210Bills were (too) high
8%-1%--1%----*2%--1%*

--2121-------329Just did\time to change
--1%1%1%*-------1%1%*

-31---1-----3-29I saw someone post
-2%acfk*---*-----3%acfk-1%*something on social

media (Facebook,
Instagram, twitter etc.)

-11--211--1---29Contacted by
-1%1%--1%*2%c--*---1%*another\different

supplier

-12-------13--29Price increases
-1%1%-------*2%ack--1%*

-11------21-31-8Convenience
-**------1%*-3%abk*-*

---12-1----212-8I was told\it was
---1%1%-1%----1%1%1%-*recommended (no detail)
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 60 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

914017711414722012339150143232113922201932112Unweighted Base
11**13817411315522014049*148153250119113*2392152236Weighted Base

--2--1111----117Through sales person in
--1%--*1%2%1%----*1%*the street\shopping

centre\other public
place

--3--2---1---1-7Wanted a greener\ethical
--2%af--1%---1%---*-*company

----1111---12--7Wanted dual fuel\join
----*1%1%2%f---1%1%--*the two together

------3-------25Wanted original\same
------2%acfk-------1%*supplier

-2----1--12----5I saw a programme on TV
-1%a----*--*1%----*

----11---121---5Fixed term was coming to
----**---1%1%1%---*an end\was aware that

fixed term was finishing

--1------31----4Supplier contacted me by
--*------2%a*----*phone

----1111-------4Not my decision
----1%*1%3%abcf-------*(council\landlord

decided)

----1---1------1Staff\employee discount
----*---*------*

-3895435228635163Other
-2%5%b8%abcghk3%2%2%10%abcghj1%1%3%5%b2%2%*3%

oko

--1-12--1---1-28None\nothing
--1%-1%1%--1%---1%-1%*

-201926131824632201114102212248Don't know
-14%bf11%f23%abcde8%8%17%abcfkl13%f21%abcdf13%bf4%12%f9%9%6%11%bf

fgklnkln

-1--11----1---48Refused
-1%--1%*----*---2%a*
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Q.161 And what were the main reasons that caused you to do this?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 61 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

551396603562637104443113016318192112Unweighted Base
375429733700546124944112619019202236Weighted Base

50561018556187491720256292Yes, I just looked for
13%13%14%12%10%15%g11%13%11%13%13%information about my

existing tariff

173356523789331710131158Yes, I just looked for
5%8%8%k7%7%7%7%14%abc5%7%7%kinformation about my

existing energy use

13518235041925164818647969431085Yes, I looked for
36%42%48%k60%aijk46%52%eg42%37%50%d49%d49%dejkinformation about both

my existing tariff and
energy use

1601421991281812931554159529629No, neither
43%ahij33%h27%h18%33%af23%35%af32%31%28%28%fh

SUMMARY CODE

2022725075553449242688112513291536YES
54%63%k69%k79%aijk63%74%aeg61%64%66%69%69%egjk

-1---1---11Refused
-*---*---**

13152617213119466171Don't know
3%3%4%2%4%3%4%3%3%3%3%
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Q.162 When you last compared <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> tariffs or supplier, did you look for information about your tariff or your existing energy use?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 61 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

285403140217273856020913035402112Unweighted Base
2374231555190533259*21715224382236Weighted Base

33542022583582320556292Yes, I just looked for
14%13%13%14%10%14%11%13%13%13%information about my

existing tariff

18191201332522111421158Yes, I just looked for
7%5%8%i7%8%3%10%b8%b5%7%information about my

existing energy use

6419881594514117958091651085Yes, I looked for
27%47%j52%aj50%f42%28%44%e53%abde38%49%befjinformation about both

my existing tariff and
energy use

1161413635081212670355178629No, neither
49%ahi33%ah23%27%36%ag43%ac32%c23%41%acd28%ch

SUMMARY CODE

115271113713352012713911282421536YES
49%64%j73%aij70%f61%45%64%be74%abde55%69%befj

--1-1---11Refused
--*-*g---**

6105461978391771Don't know
2%2%3%3%3%11%abcd4%3%4%3%
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Q.162 When you last compared <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> tariffs or supplier, did you look for information about your tariff or your existing energy use?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 61 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

107169230118702110187224018919417092112Unweighted Base
110*178632719942234199723914617718932236Weighted Base

1421463249292249431223255292Yes, I just looked for
12%12%19%aj13%13%12%18%afgh8%13%13%13%information about my

existing tariff

613215145157146121014134158Yes, I just looked for
6%7%5%7%7%7%5%7%8%7%7%information about my

existing energy use

34886164973108597311342659701085Yes, I looked for
31%50%k50%k49%49%49%47%29%37%51%cd49%cdkinformation about both

my existing tariff and
energy use

4550673567628568607373478629No, neither
41%aij28%i22%28%28%28%25%50%ab41%ab25%28%

SUMMARY CODE

5412312411367153413681686410213591536YES
49%69%k74%k69%69%69%70%44%58%d72%acd69%cdk

-1-111--1-1Refused
-*-***--1%ab-*

104812607160111015671Don't know
9%aij3%4%3%3%3%5%7%abc1%3%3%
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Q.162 When you last compared <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> tariffs or supplier, did you look for information about your tariff or your existing energy use?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 61 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

26610517042253514702112Unweighted Base
242110*185322**56515662236Weighted Base

2521246558217292Yes, I just looked for
10%19%g13%24%10%14%c13%information about my

existing tariff

1311135135117158Yes, I just looked for
5%10%7%4%6%7%7%information about my

existing energy use

744595692977501085Yes, I looked for
31%40%52%fg39%53%48%49%ginformation about both

my existing tariff and
energy use

123344557159438629No, neither
51%aef31%25%32%28%28%28%e

SUMMARY CODE

1127613381539010851536YES
46%69%g72%ag68%69%69%69%g

1-----1Refused
*e-----*

6-60-164471Don't know
2%-3%-3%3%3%
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Q.162 When you last compared <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> tariffs or supplier, did you look for information about your tariff or your existing energy use?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 61 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1723072211852112Unweighted Base
16832**75612772236Weighted Base

24782180292Yes, I just looked for
14%22%11%14%13%information about my

existing tariff

625199158Yes, I just looked for
4%5%7%8%7%information about my

existing energy use

54123376831085Yes, I looked for
32%37%45%e53%ace49%einformation about both

my existing tariff and
energy use

6812263284629No, neither
40%ab36%35%ab22%28%b

SUMMARY CODE

83214709611536YES
50%64%62%e75%ace69%ce

--1-1Refused
--*-*

17-233171Don't know
10%abc-3%2%3%
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Q.162 When you last compared <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> tariffs or supplier, did you look for information about your tariff or your existing energy use?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 61 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

242341068786106309450771436167612528602112Unweighted Base
21**2411109866104*298468862466177113379002236Weighted Base

2251431227265512576217188105292Yes, I just looked for
11%10%13%14%7%9%12%14%hi16%d12%14%12%13%hinformation about my

existing tariff

111767011143163371219662158Yes, I just looked for
5%5%7%8%11%h5%7%7%8%7%7%7%7%information about my

existing energy use

55349653147872345092008856844011085Yes, I looked for
24%22%45%l61%akl45%h29%50%h59%aghi43%50%e51%b45%49%ehlinformation about both

my existing tariff and
energy use

913136312532164139143135494328301629No, neither
44%54%ajk33%aj14%31%f55%afgi30%f17%29%28%25%33%ac28%cfj

SUMMARY CODE

8907157236512732069831312239685681536YES
40%37%64%l83%akl62%h43%68%h81%aghi67%69%72%ab63%69%bhkl

--1---1--11-1Refused
--*---*--**-*

3202918778211852403071Don't know
16%8%ajk3%2%7%afgh2%2%2%4%3%3%3%3%
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Q.162 When you last compared <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> tariffs or supplier, did you look for information about your tariff or your existing energy use?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 61 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

126014861433694296493450140614519462112Unweighted Base
1307156014967562965364501526157210072236Weighted Base

169205186126317934225230149292Yes, I just looked for
13%13%12%17%ag10%15%e8%15%15%15%13%einformation about my

existing tariff

981131145522432511812275158Yes, I just looked for
7%7%8%7%7%8%6%8%8%7%7%information about my

existing energy use

6207587064471133071368628745341085Yes, I looked for
47%49%47%59%ag38%57%ae30%57%a56%a53%a49%eginformation about both

my existing tariff and
energy use

38444245111012296233280298222629No, neither
29%28%30%15%41%ah18%52%af18%19%22%d28%bcdfh

SUMMARY CODE

88710761005627165429195120612267581536YES
68%69%67%83%ag56%80%ae43%79%ab78%a75%a69%eg

-------11-1Refused
-------**-*

364140198122239472771Don't know
3%3%3%3%3%2%5%f3%3%3%3%
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Q.162 When you last compared <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> tariffs or supplier, did you look for information about your tariff or your existing energy use?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 61 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

914017711414722012339150143232113922201932112Unweighted Base
11**13817411315522014049*148153250119113*2392152236Weighted Base

-203112121991122154212233529292Yes, I just looked for
-15%j18%jkl11%8%9%6%23%gjkl15%j10%17%jkl10%21%gjkl15%j14%13%jinformation about my

existing tariff

29161981710-131413871013158Yes, I just looked for
14%7%9%c16%abcdef5%8%7%-9%9%5%6%6%4%6%7%information about my

ijkloexisting energy use

3626748901207323666313056541181141085Yes, I looked for
23%45%38%43%58%aghmn54%gn52%n48%44%42%52%n47%47%49%n53%gn49%ninformation about both

omy existing tariff and
energy use

73952284353431441566140286953629No, neither
63%29%30%25%28%24%31%30%28%37%abfk24%34%25%29%25%28%

SUMMARY CODE

4921147911015691341019318576841621561536YES
37%67%65%70%71%71%65%70%68%61%74%g64%74%g68%73%g69%

-1-------------1Refused
-1%a-------------*

-6851126-644328571Don't know
-4%5%5%1%5%fl4%-4%3%2%2%1%3%3%3%
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Q.162 When you last compared <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> tariffs or supplier, did you look for information about your tariff or your existing energy use?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 62 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2972504134433957582508010212211403Unweighted Base
20227250755534492426881*125*13291536Weighted Base

4969136150106224741728359404Looked at my bill or
24%26%27%27%31%f24%28%21%22%27%26%direct debit \

prepayment statement

427313114685236721428350392Looked at my annual
21%27%26%26%25%26%27%18%23%26%26%summary or review

77922212731174371094554565663Looked at my account
38%34%44%j49%ajk34%47%g41%55%ab43%42%43%gjdetails online

4447798968145451626216258Rang my supplier
22%i17%16%16%20%16%17%20%21%16%17%

76735172321923(Checked/searched)
3%ah2%h1%1%1%2%1%3%1%1%2%online / website /

internet

*332-54--99From meter reading
*1%1%*-1%1%g--1%1%

*-1--2---22Through comparison sites
*-*--*---**

1--1-2---22Supplier phoned me
1%--*-*---**

32-1241--66Family / friends / spoke
2%ahi1%-****--**to neighbours

1-2113---44Supplier contacted me
*-****---**(all other references)

2410101296122427Other
1%1%2%2%3%af1%2%1%1%2%2%

767511131431825Don't know
4%ahi2%1%1%3%aef1%*5%ab2%1%2%
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Q.163 And how did you find out more about your existing tariff or energy use?
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 62 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13725110031183220251299512981403Unweighted Base
1152711137133520127**13911282421536Weighted Base

22832933495543130367404Looked at my bill or
19%31%j26%26%27%15%22%27%28%26%direct debit \

prepayment statement

23613073484562930651392Looked at my annual
20%22%27%26%22%22%21%27%b21%26%summary or review

4212249557786145550589663Looked at my account
36%45%44%43%43%52%40%45%b37%43%details online

30511772154462517354258Rang my supplier
26%ah19%16%16%22%g22%18%15%22%ac17%

2-202031415423(Checked/searched)
2%i-2%i2%1%2%3%1%2%2%online / website /

internet

2359---539From meter reading
1%1%*1%---*1%1%

--22---1*2Through comparison sites
--**---***

--22---2-2Supplier phoned me
--**---*-*

4-243-2316Family / friends / spoke
4%ahi-**1%g-2%c*1%*to neighbours

--44---4-4Supplier contacted me
--**---*-*(all other references)

-620233-319527Other
-2%2%2%2%-2%2%2%2%

34182143410825Don't know
3%1%2%2%2%9%3%c1%3%c2%
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Q.163 And how did you find out more about your existing tariff or energy use?
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 62 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5111332111238140212391647910912061403Unweighted Base
54*123124113671534136816864*102*13591536Weighted Base

1631969358404358462532347404Looked at my bill or
29%26%29%26%26%26%27%40%ab31%26%26%direct debit \

prepayment statement

1331958349392349431128352392Looked at my annual
24%26%24%26%26%26%26%16%27%26%26%summary or review

1254210558466358479724628663Looked at my account
22%44%k44%k43%43%43%47%11%24%d46%cd43%cdkdetails online

721137232257234251730209258Rang my supplier
13%17%15%17%17%17%15%27%ab29%ab15%17%

31552023204221823(Checked/searched)
6%aj1%2%1%2%1%2%3%2%1%2%online / website /

internet

-63999--189From meter reading
-*1%1%1%1%--1%1%1%

-*1222---22Through comparison sites
-*1%***---**

-2-222--112Supplier phoned me
-*-***--1%b**

24-66612136Family / friends / spoke
4%aij*-****4%ab1%**to neighbours

-4-444---44Supplier contacted me
-*-***---**(all other references)

-2062327234322227Other
-2%3%2%2%2%2%4%2%2%2%

32012125214631525Don't know
6%aij2%1%2%2%2%2%9%ab3%1%2%
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Q.163 And how did you find out more about your existing tariff or energy use?
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 62 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

118691205143589851403Unweighted Base
11276*133815**39010851536Weighted Base

30293473109287404Looked at my bill or
27%38%e26%23%28%26%26%direct debit \

prepayment statement

22153526119254392Looked at my annual
19%19%26%37%31%b23%26%summary or review

36265936167472663Looked at my account
32%34%44%g40%43%44%43%gdetails online

2613224442205258Rang my supplier
23%17%17%29%11%19%c17%c

1319-101423(Checked/searched)
1%4%1%-3%1%2%online / website /

internet

4-5-269From meter reading
4%ae-*-1%1%1%

--2-2-2Through comparison sites
--*-*b-*

--2--22Supplier phoned me
--*--**

3131426Family / friends / spoke
2%ae1%*5%1%**to neighbours

--4--44Supplier contacted me
--*--**(all other references)

2224261527Other
2%2%2%13%1%1%2%

4-20-51525Don't know
4%-2%-1%1%2%
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Q.163 And how did you find out more about your existing tariff or energy use?
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 62 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

82204278731403Unweighted Base
83*21**4709611536Weighted Base

306129239404Looked at my bill or
37%b27%28%25%26%direct debit \

prepayment statement

238117244392Looked at my annual
27%39%25%25%26%summary or review

245211424663Looked at my account
28%24%45%e44%e43%edetails online

15478162258Rang my supplier
18%18%17%17%17%

1-51723(Checked/searched)
1%-1%2%2%online / website /

internet

--549From meter reading
--1%*1%

---22Through comparison sites
---**

---22Supplier phoned me
---**

1-426Family / friends / spoke
1%-1%**to neighbours

---44Supplier contacted me
---**(all other references)

1191627Other
1%6%2%2%2%

4161525Don't know
5%abc3%1%2%2%
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Q.163 And how did you find out more about your existing tariff or energy use?
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 62 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8856646466412929961528111228825211403Unweighted Base
8**90*71572365*12732069831312239685681536Weighted Base

22118619622338919170335235169404Looked at my bill or
23%23%26%27%33%26%28%27%22%27%24%30%c26%direct debit \

prepayment statement

21517719822287619169323240153392Looked at my annual
26%17%25%27%34%22%24%27%22%26%25%27%26%summary or review

3332863412046120320153510436227663Looked at my account
30%37%40%47%k30%36%38%46%gi49%d42%45%40%43%details online

12311911562381886219618375258Rang my supplier
14%25%j17%16%9%18%25%afi13%20%16%19%b13%17%f

-21111-4712222141023(Checked/searched)
-2%2%2%-3%2%2%1%2%1%2%2%online / website /

internet

--63*33218729From meter reading
--1%*1%2%af1%**1%1%*1%

---2---2-2*12Through comparison sites
---*---*-****

--11---1112-2Supplier phoned me
--**---****-*

-231-231-6436Family / friends / spoke
-3%ajk**-1%1%*-1%***to neighbours

--31-1-3-44-4Supplier contacted me
--**-1%-*-**-*(all other references)

-110165556621151227Other
-1%1%2%7%afg4%f2%1%2%2%2%2%2%

141733438422121325Don't know
7%5%j2%j*4%3%1%1%1%2%1%2%2%j
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Q.163 And how did you find out more about your existing tariff or energy use?
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 62 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

822990929569155388186109211106921403Unweighted Base
88710761005627165429195120612267581536Weighted Base

2332802611494313353307326186404Looked at my bill or
26%26%26%24%26%31%27%25%27%24%26%direct debit \

prepayment statement

2252882631504011851311318183392Looked at my annual
25%27%26%24%24%28%26%26%26%24%26%summary or review

3724704332986218167553550348663Looked at my account
42%44%43%47%g37%42%34%46%45%46%43%edetails online

176186180105384634187191135258Rang my supplier
20%17%18%17%23%11%18%f16%16%18%17%f

11111410-9222201023(Checked/searched)
1%1%1%2%-2%1%2%2%1%2%online / website /

internet

4433-116839From meter reading
****-**1%1%*1%

1*-2-1-2222Through comparison sites
**-*-*-****

11121--2222Supplier phoned me
****1%--****

44521115536Family / friends / spoke
****1%*1%****to neighbours

2222---4224Supplier contacted me
****---****(all other references)
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Q.163 And how did you find out more about your existing tariff or energy use?
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 62 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

822990929569155388186109211106921403Unweighted Base
88710761005627165429195120612267581536Weighted Base

11151612410420221527Other
1%1%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%

161717478613171025Don't know
2%2%2%1%4%ah2%3%1%1%1%2%
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Q.163 And how did you find out more about your existing tariff or energy use?
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 62 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

391112771021547626968716767641441371403Unweighted Base
4**92*11479*110*15691*34**101*93*18576*84*1621561536Weighted Base

22230122838161135265817144748404Looked at my bill or
39%23%27%15%25%24%18%34%35%djm28%32%djm23%17%29%m31%m26%mdirect debit \

prepayment statement

-203020184219914255517246239392Looked at my annual
-22%26%h25%17%27%h21%27%14%27%h30%hl22%29%h38%abehj25%26%hsummary or review

klo

24550414970381645387432375671663Looked at my account
40%48%c44%52%c45%45%42%46%45%41%40%43%44%35%45%43%details online

-181420222322414232617171920258Rang my supplier
-19%12%26%bcfn20%15%24%bcn12%14%25%bcfn14%23%c20%12%13%17%

--33222-122-22223(Checked/searched)
--3%4%2%1%2%-1%3%1%-2%1%1%2%online / website /

internet

-----2--*-231-19From meter reading
-----1%--*-1%4%ac1%-1%1%

-----2---------2Through comparison sites
-----1%a---------*

----------1---12Supplier phoned me
----------1%---1%*

-1--11----3-11-6Family / friends / spoke
-1%--1%1%----1%-1%*-*to neighbours

--1--1----2----4Supplier contacted me
--1%--1%----1%----*(all other references)

11-1362--26-32127Other
21%1%-1%3%4%n2%--2%3%-4%1%1%2%

-155313-231--2-25Don't know
-2%4%bfk6%abdefk2%*3%-2%3%b1%--1%-2%
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Q.163 And how did you find out more about your existing tariff or energy use?
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 63 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2972504134433957582508010212211403Unweighted Base
20227250755534492426881*125*13291536Weighted Base

6682160168105286853142402476Very easy (2)
33%30%31%30%30%31%32%38%34%30%31%

951442352531604341333750639726Quite easy (1)
47%53%46%46%46%47%50%46%40%48%47%

17235056328926418124146Neither easy (0)
8%9%10%10%9%10%10%5%14%9%10%nor difficult

17204661358524810126144Quite difficult (-1)
8%7%9%11%10%9%9%10%8%9%9%

6-151311231152935Very difficult (-2)
3%j-3%j2%j3%e3%e*1%4%2%2%j

SUMMARY CODES

162225394421265720217689210421202EASY
80%83%h78%76%77%78%81%84%74%78%78%

232061754510825915155179DIFFICULT
11%7%12%13%j13%12%9%11%12%12%12%

1---1----11Refused
*---*----**

-32427---99Don't know
-1%*1%1%1%---1%1%

0.9891.067h0.9450.9080.9170.9541.0311.1000.9140.9550.959Mean Score
1.0110.8301.0241.0311.0421.0030.8970.9611.0770.9880.994Standard Deviation
0.0030.0030.0030.0020.0030.0010.0030.0120.0110.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.164 And thinking about the information that you wanted about your existing <gas /electricity /gas and electricity > tariff or energy use, how easy or difficult was it...
To find the information that you wanted
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 63 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13725110031183220251299512981403Unweighted Base
1152711137133520127**13911282421536Weighted Base

40773534136284734774476Very easy (2)
35%28%31%31%31%28%34%31%31%31%

53134536633931154537125726Quite easy (1)
46%49%47%47%46%40%39%48%52%d47%

14271041281822110221146Neither easy (0)
12%10%9%10%9%8%15%abc9%9%10%nor difficult

626110125194811516144Quite difficult (-1)
5%9%10%9%10%15%6%10%7%9%

3527278-723535Very difficult (-2)
2%2%2%2%4%-5%c2%2%2%

SUMMARY CODES

932118891047155181018841991202EASY
81%78%78%78%77%68%73%78%82%d78%

8301381522741513822179DIFFICULT
7%11%12%11%13%15%11%12%9%12%

----1---11Refused
----*---**

-369-315-9Don't know
-1%1%1%-9%1%*-1%

1.0610.9440.9520.9650.9160.9030.9170.9531.0170.959Mean Score
0.9320.9631.0060.9841.0591.0411.0890.9950.9340.994Standard Deviation
0.0060.0040.0010.0010.0050.0470.0090.0010.0030.001Error Variance
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Q.164 And thinking about the information that you wanted about your existing <gas /electricity /gas and electricity > tariff or energy use, how easy or difficult was it...
To find the information that you wanted
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 63 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5111332111238140212391647910912061403Unweighted Base
54*123124113671534136816864*102*13591536Weighted Base

1237981413476413621926427476Very easy (2)
23%31%33%30%31%30%37%30%25%31%31%

21598103655725656703355633726Quite easy (1)
39%49%43%48%47%48%42%52%54%47%47%

91102512814612818213131146Neither easy (0)
16%9%10%9%10%9%11%3%13%d10%10%nor difficult

1111320135144135956132144Quite difficult (-1)
20%aij9%8%10%9%10%5%9%6%10%9%

123112835287313135Very difficult (-2)
2%2%5%j2%2%2%4%4%1%2%2%

SUMMARY CODES

34978184106812001069133528110601202EASY
62%79%k76%78%78%78%79%82%79%78%78%k

12136311631791631687164179DIFFICULT
21%aj11%13%12%12%12%10%12%7%12%12%

-1-111-1--1Refused
-*-***-1%ab--*

-8179721159Don't know
-1%*1%1%1%1%2%1%*1%

0.6210.980k0.9220.9500.9590.9501.0350.9750.9820.9540.959kMean Score
1.1000.9681.0940.9890.9950.9891.0381.0330.8421.0050.994Standard Deviation
0.0240.0010.0060.0010.0010.0010.0070.0140.0070.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.164 And thinking about the information that you wanted about your existing <gas /electricity /gas and electricity > tariff or energy use, how easy or difficult was it...
To find the information that you wanted
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 63 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

118691205143589851403Unweighted Base
11276*133815**39010851536Weighted Base

35194185139323476Very easy (2)
31%25%31%35%36%30%31%

48436377169528726Quite easy (1)
43%56%48%44%43%49%47%

148118230111146Neither easy (0)
12%11%9%11%8%10%10%nor difficult

11313024689144Quite difficult (-1)
10%3%10%10%12%8%9%

3329-62835Very difficult (-2)
2%4%2%-1%3%2%

SUMMARY CODES

83611055123088511202EASY
74%81%79%79%79%78%78%

145159252117179DIFFICULT
13%7%12%10%13%11%12%

--1-1-1Refused
--*-*-*

116--59Don't know
1%2%*--1%1%

0.9130.9600.9661.0360.9980.9540.959Mean Score
1.0340.9200.9930.9651.0230.9810.994Standard Deviation
0.0090.0120.0010.0660.0030.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.164 And thinking about the information that you wanted about your existing <gas /electricity /gas and electricity > tariff or energy use, how easy or difficult was it...
To find the information that you wanted
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 63 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

82204278731403Unweighted Base
83*21**4709611536Weighted Base

229131314476Very easy (2)
26%41%28%33%31%

3810225454726Quite easy (1)
45%49%48%47%47%

825283146Neither easy (0)
10%10%11%9%10%nor difficult

12-4884144Quite difficult (-1)
15%-10%9%9%

1-132135Very difficult (-2)
1%-3%2%2%

SUMMARY CODES

59193567681202EASY
71%90%76%80%78%

13-60105179DIFFICULT
16%-13%11%12%

---11Refused
---**

3-159Don't know
3%abc-**1%

0.8221.3170.8860.9990.959Mean Score
1.0350.6561.0140.9840.994Standard Deviation
0.0130.0210.0020.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.164 And thinking about the information that you wanted about your existing <gas /electricity /gas and electricity > tariff or energy use, how easy or difficult was it...
To find the information that you wanted
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 63 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8856646466412929961528111228825211403Unweighted Base
8**90*71572365*12732069831312239685681536Weighted Base

12421323819349922298378305171476Very easy (2)
7%27%30%33%29%27%31%32%31%31%31%30%31%

7383443373361148331145582451275726Quite easy (1)
80%43%48%47%51%48%46%47%46%48%47%48%47%

*1270634163657301169452146Neither easy (0)
6%14%10%9%6%12%11%8%10%9%10%9%10%nor difficult

1567716152871251198559144Quite difficult (-1)
7%6%9%10%10%12%9%10%8%10%9%10%9%

-6141411813132227835Very difficult (-2)
-7%ajk2%2%2%1%3%2%4%d2%3%1%2%

SUMMARY CODES

76255757552952485532439597564461202EASY
88%69%78%80%l79%75%77%79%78%78%78%79%78%

112828581636843814111267179DIFFICULT
7%13%11%12%12%12%11%12%12%12%12%12%12%

--1-1----11-1Refused
--*-1%af----**-*

-45-1--326539Don't know
-4%ajk1%j-1%g--*1%1%1%1%1%

0.8800.7940.9510.9870.9640.8870.9450.9770.9340.9650.9580.9610.959Mean Score
0.6571.1400.9800.9920.9880.9581.0050.9891.0510.9801.0100.9680.994Standard Deviation
0.0540.0160.0010.0020.0160.0070.0030.0020.0040.0010.0010.0020.001Error Variance
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Q.164 And thinking about the information that you wanted about your existing <gas /electricity /gas and electricity > tariff or energy use, how easy or difficult was it...
To find the information that you wanted
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 63 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

822990929569155388186109211106921403Unweighted Base
88710761005627165429195120612267581536Weighted Base

3514013832004513356391389239476Very easy (2)
40%a37%a38%a32%27%31%29%32%32%32%31%

42553048730583203101565572369726Quite easy (1)
48%49%48%49%50%47%52%47%47%49%47%

5267645611362111011866146Neither easy (0)
6%6%6%9%7%8%11%9%10%9%10%ijknor difficult

4461555515491411211568144Quite difficult (-1)
5%6%5%9%9%11%7%9%9%9%9%ijk

91010885322251335Very difficult (-2)
1%1%1%1%5%h1%1%2%2%2%2%ij

SUMMARY CODES

7769318705051293351589569616081202EASY
87%a87%a87%a80%78%78%81%79%78%80%78%

5470656323541713413981179DIFFICULT
6%7%6%10%14%13%9%11%11%11%12%ijk

111----11-1Refused
***----**-*

475323-5749Don't know
*1%1%1%1%1%-*1%1%1%

1.206a1.172a1.180a1.0170.8740.9600.9970.9920.9720.9980.959Mean Score
0.8450.8470.8520.9381.0750.9850.9000.9800.9880.9610.994Standard Deviation
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Q.164 And thinking about the information that you wanted about your existing <gas /electricity /gas and electricity > tariff or energy use, how easy or difficult was it...
To find the information that you wanted
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 63 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

822990929569155388186109211106921403Unweighted Base
88710761005627165429195120612267581536Weighted Base

0.0010.0010.0010.0020.0080.0030.0040.0010.0010.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.164 And thinking about the information that you wanted about your existing <gas /electricity /gas and electricity > tariff or energy use, how easy or difficult was it...
To find the information that you wanted
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 63 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

391112771021547626968716767641441371403Unweighted Base
4**92*11479*110*15691*34**101*93*18576*84*1621561536Weighted Base

1283230385236723255629343848476Very easy (2)
21%31%28%38%c34%33%39%ch20%23%27%31%38%c41%ch23%31%31%

24161374966321759469328338873726Quite easy (1)
40%44%53%j48%44%43%36%51%58%dejk49%50%j37%40%54%ej47%47%

-1194121610810101468918146Neither easy (0)
-11%8%5%11%10%11%24%10%11%8%9%10%6%11%10%nor difficult

2811771610-58181152016144Quite difficult (-1)
39%8%9%9%7%10%11%-5%8%10%15%h6%12%10%9%

-5-11632242136-35Very difficult (-2)
-5%bn-1%1%4%b3%b5%2%4%b1%1%3%4%b-2%

SUMMARY CODES

3699267861186824827114957681261211202EASY
61%75%81%85%78%76%75%71%81%76%81%75%81%78%78%78%

212118921142711201282616179DIFFICULT
39%13%9%10%8%14%15%5%7%12%11%16%9%16%10%12%

---------1-----1Refused
---------1%-----*

--2-3---1-1--119Don't know
--1%-2%a---1%-1%--1%1%1%

0.4450.8811.0111.1151.0570.9160.9520.8130.9550.8801.0030.9561.0940.8180.9860.959Mean Score
1.3781.0940.8650.9410.9331.0841.1280.9350.8711.0290.9341.0891.0181.0490.9190.994Standard Deviation
0.6330.0130.0070.0120.0090.0080.0170.0340.0080.0120.0050.0180.0160.0080.0060.001Error Variance
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Q.164 And thinking about the information that you wanted about your existing <gas /electricity /gas and electricity > tariff or energy use, how easy or difficult was it...
To find the information that you wanted
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 64 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2972504134433957582508010212211403Unweighted Base
20227250755534492426881*125*13291536Weighted Base

627914915994273823238379449Very easy (2)
31%29%29%29%27%30%31%39%b30%29%29%

911342282531674141253646624706Quite easy (1)
45%49%45%46%49%45%47%45%37%47%46%

192656592710134625131161Neither easy (0)
10%10%11%11%8%11%13%7%20%abd10%11%nor difficult

23264963419624614140161Quite difficult (-1)
11%10%10%11%12%10%9%8%11%11%10%

63231812353124750Very difficult (-2)
3%1%5%j3%3%4%e1%1%2%4%3%

SUMMARY CODES

153213377412262686207688410031155EASY
76%78%74%74%76%74%77%84%c67%75%75%

292972815313127717187211DIFFICULT
14%11%14%15%15%14%10%9%13%14%14%

132336---99Don't know
1%1%**1%1%---1%1%

0.8970.9650.8540.8540.8560.8630.9661.135abc0.8170.8700.879Mean Score
1.0540.9451.0891.0601.0601.0740.9440.9351.0481.0551.049Standard Deviation
0.0040.0040.0030.0030.0030.0020.0040.0110.0110.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.164 And thinking about the information that you wanted about your existing <gas /electricity /gas and electricity > tariff or energy use, how easy or difficult was it...
To understand the information that you found
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 64 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13725110031183220251299512981403Unweighted Base
1152711137133520127**13911282421536Weighted Base

36813263896064532276449Very easy (2)
31%30%29%29%30%21%33%29%31%29%

5813151661393960525113706Quite easy (1)
50%48%45%46%46%33%43%46%46%46%

9251251481441712020161Neither easy (0)
8%9%11%11%7%16%12%11%8%11%nor difficult

825125136255912125161Quite difficult (-1)
7%9%11%10%12%20%7%11%10%10%

3740419-736750Very difficult (-2)
3%2%4%3%4%-5%3%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

942118421002153151058461891155EASY
82%78%74%75%76%55%76%75%78%75%

12321651773451615633211DIFFICULT
10%12%14%13%17%20%12%14%14%14%

-36813-619Don't know
-1%*1%*9%-1%*1%

1.0020.9430.8510.8840.8520.6230.9190.8690.9290.879Mean Score
0.9760.9971.0661.0401.1131.0951.0821.0461.0451.049Standard Deviation
0.0070.0040.0010.0010.0060.0520.0090.0010.0040.001Error Variance
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Q.164 And thinking about the information that you wanted about your existing <gas /electricity /gas and electricity > tariff or energy use, how easy or difficult was it...
To understand the information that you found
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 64 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5111332111238140212391647910912061403Unweighted Base
54*123124113671534136816864*102*13591536Weighted Base

935678390449390592131393449Very easy (2)
17%29%32%k29%29%28%35%32%31%29%29%

21577106631704633733051620706Quite easy (1)
40%47%44%46%46%46%43%47%50%46%46%

10126241401611402137151161Neither easy (0)
18%10%10%10%11%10%13%5%7%11%11%nor difficult

81332015016115011610145161Quite difficult (-1)
15%11%8%11%10%11%6%10%10%11%10%

533124850482314650Very difficult (-2)
10%aj3%5%3%3%3%1%4%1%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

30933184102111531023132518210131155EASY
56%76%k76%k75%75%75%79%79%80%75%75%k

131663219821119813911191211DIFFICULT
25%aj13%13%14%e14%e14%e8%13%10%14%14%e

17179722249Don't know
1%1%*1%1%1%1%2%b2%b*1%

0.3920.890k0.911k0.8570.8790.8571.059afgh0.9661.0180.8620.879kMean Score
1.2271.0281.0961.0621.0501.0610.9291.0730.9321.0581.049Standard Deviation
0.0300.0010.0060.0010.0010.0010.0050.0150.0080.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.164 And thinking about the information that you wanted about your existing <gas /electricity /gas and electricity > tariff or energy use, how easy or difficult was it...
To understand the information that you found
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 64 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

118691205143589851403Unweighted Base
11276*133815**39010851536Weighted Base

33203947123308449Very easy (2)
29%27%29%47%31%28%29%

48406154165518706Quite easy (1)
43%53%46%24%42%48%46%

109137337115161Neither easy (0)
9%11%10%19%10%11%11%nor difficult

144143252102161Quite difficult (-1)
13%5%11%10%13%b9%10%

5242-123650Very difficult (-2)
5%3%3%-3%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

81611009112888251155EASY
72%80%75%71%74%76%75%

206186264139211DIFFICULT
17%8%14%10%17%13%14%

116-159Don't know
1%2%*-**1%

0.8050.9750.8821.0830.8580.8880.879Mean Score
1.1410.9131.0501.0661.1001.0311.049Standard Deviation
0.0110.0120.0010.0810.0030.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.164 And thinking about the information that you wanted about your existing <gas /electricity /gas and electricity > tariff or energy use, how easy or difficult was it...
To understand the information that you found
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 64 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

82204278731403Unweighted Base
83*21**4709611536Weighted Base

1812124295449Very easy (2)
21%57%26%31%29%

408205452706Quite easy (1)
48%40%44%47%46%

1115990161Neither easy (0)
13%3%13%9%11%nor difficult

12-6089161Quite difficult (-1)
14%-13%9%10%

1-202950Very difficult (-2)
1%-4%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

58203297471155EASY
70%97%70%78%c75%

13-80118211DIFFICULT
15%-17%b12%14%

2-169Don't know
2%-*1%1%

0.7591.5380.7550.937c0.879cMean Score
0.9960.5731.1111.0221.049Standard Deviation
0.0120.0160.0030.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.164 And thinking about the information that you wanted about your existing <gas /electricity /gas and electricity > tariff or energy use, how easy or difficult was it...
To understand the information that you found
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 64 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8856646466412929961528111228825211403Unweighted Base
8**90*71572365*12732069831312239685681536Weighted Base

12720421823328620598351287162449Very easy (2)
7%30%28%30%35%25%27%29%31%29%30%29%29%

4353343322954150319145561445262706Quite easy (1)
50%39%47%46%45%43%47%46%46%46%46%46%46%

312678041532822813410556161Neither easy (0)
36%13%9%11%6%12%10%12%9%11%11%10%11%nor difficult

-980725204172251369269161Quite difficult (-1)
-10%11%10%8%16%13%10%8%11%10%12%10%

-425213511161436341650Very difficult (-2)
-4%4%3%5%4%3%2%4%3%3%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

56253855052862365242449117314231155EASY
57%69%75%76%80%68%74%75%78%75%76%75%75%

-121069392551893917212685211DIFFICULT
-14%15%13%13%20%f16%13%12%14%13%15%14%

145-1--336639Don't know
7%4%ajk1%j-1%--*1%1%1%1%1%

0.6900.8450.8590.9050.9740.6940.8120.8990.9320.8660.8930.8570.879Mean Score
0.6471.1041.0661.0311.1111.1301.0711.0161.0641.0461.0461.0561.049Standard Deviation
0.0600.0150.0020.0020.0200.0100.0040.0020.0040.0010.0010.0020.001Error Variance
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Q.164 And thinking about the information that you wanted about your existing <gas /electricity /gas and electricity > tariff or energy use, how easy or difficult was it...
To understand the information that you found
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 64 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

822990929569155388186109211106921403Unweighted Base
88710761005627165429195120612267581536Weighted Base

3213773631954112452370368228449Very easy (2)
36%a35%a36%a31%25%29%27%31%30%30%29%

4305304912837619298551560346706Quite easy (1)
48%49%49%45%46%45%50%46%46%46%46%

5879647316441812413783161Neither easy (0)
6%7%6%12%10%10%9%10%11%11%11%ijknor difficult

5765665922542212111876161Quite difficult (-1)
6%6%7%9%13%13%11%10%10%10%10%ijk

17181615812636362150Very difficult (-2)
2%2%2%2%5%3%3%3%3%3%3%ij

SUMMARY CODES

7519088554781173161499209285741155EASY
85%a84%a85%a76%71%74%77%76%76%76%75%

7483827430652715715497211DIFFICULT
8%8%8%12%18%h15%14%13%13%13%14%ijk

475323-5749Don't know
*1%1%*1%1%-*1%*1%

1.111a1.107a1.119a0.935g0.7330.8530.8630.9150.9080.9070.879Mean Score
0.9230.9010.9081.0101.1301.0611.0251.0371.0301.0291.049Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0020.0080.0030.0060.0010.0010.0020.001Error Variance
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Q.164 And thinking about the information that you wanted about your existing <gas /electricity /gas and electricity > tariff or energy use, how easy or difficult was it...
To understand the information that you found
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 64 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

391112771021547626968716767641441371403Unweighted Base
4**92*11479*110*15691*34**101*93*18576*84*1621561536Weighted Base

1272731345034421234729363647449Very easy (2)
21%29%24%40%cfhn31%32%37%ch11%21%25%25%38%ch43%acfgh22%30%29%

n

33758355061311564419133298968706Quite easy (1)
79%40%51%j44%46%39%34%43%64%abdef44%49%j44%35%55%djko44%46%

gjklmo

-910511181114616152131219161Neither easy (0)
-10%9%6%10%12%e12%e41%6%17%cefhm8%3%15%e8%12%e11%nor difficult

-1213791914-510231131619161Quite difficult (-1)
-13%12%9%8%12%16%dh-5%11%12%14%4%10%12%10%

-7313712338138150Very difficult (-2)
-8%abj3%1%3%4%1%5%3%3%4%1%3%5%b1%3%

SUMMARY CODES

4648566851126519856413862651251161155EASY
100%69%75%84%go77%72%71%54%85%agjko69%75%82%78%77%74%75%

-191781225152912311162420211DIFFICULT
-21%dh15%10%11%16%16%5%9%13%17%15%7%15%13%14%

--2-31---11--119Don't know
--1%-2%*---1%1%--1%1%1%

1.2150.6990.8251.128cfg0.9670.8350.9140.5590.9360.7820.7991.0381.103o0.8070.9190.879Mean Score
o

0.4711.2481.0280.9541.0051.1361.0910.8890.8971.0341.0891.0441.0111.0480.9901.049Standard Deviation
0.0740.0170.0100.0120.0100.0080.0160.0300.0080.0120.0070.0160.0160.0080.0070.001Error Variance
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Q.164 And thinking about the information that you wanted about your existing <gas /electricity /gas and electricity > tariff or energy use, how easy or difficult was it...
To understand the information that you found
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 65 

To understandTo find the
the informationinformation
that you foundthat you wanted

14031403Unweighted Base
15361536Weighted Base

449476Very easy (2)
29%31%

706726Quite easy (1)
46%47%

161146Neither easy (0)
11%10%nor difficult

161144Quite difficult (-1)
10%9%

5035Very difficult (-2)
3%2%

SUMMARY CODES

11551202EASY
75%78%

211179DIFFICULT
14%12%

-1Refused
-*

99Don't know
1%1%

0.8790.959Mean Score
1.0490.994Standard Deviation
0.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.164 And thinking about the information that you wanted about your existing <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> tariff
or energy use, how easy or difficult was it...? - Summary Table
Base: All who, when switching/comparing tariffs/suppliers in past 12 months, also looked for information about existing gas and/or electricity tariff or energy use

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)



Table 66 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

551396603562637104443113016318192112Unweighted Base
375429733700546124944112619019202236Weighted Base

133198390426201708237538310101146I used an online\website
35%46%k53%jk61%aijk37%57%ag54%g42%44%53%cd51%gkprice comparison service

(e.g. USwitch, Money
Supermarket)

6677111106116171731925316360I rang my supplier
18%18%15%15%21%af14%17%15%13%16%16%

3233966852130461324191228I looked at my
9%8%13%jk10%10%10%10%11%13%10%10%supplier's own website

1722513224643371798122I looked at the websites
4%5%7%5%4%5%7%6%9%5%5%of other suppliers

202530343457189595109I rang other suppliers
5%6%4%5%6%5%4%7%3%5%5%

331527192256168117593A supplier salesperson
9%ahij3%4%3%4%4%4%6%6%4%4%knocked at my door

22182312302917546776A friend or family
6%ahi4%h3%2%6%af2%4%4%2%3%3%hmember told me about it

221021202041125105873A new supplier phoned me
6%ahij2%3%3%4%3%3%4%5%3%3%

1017222232336546271Written communication or
3%4%3%3%6%aef3%1%4%2%3%3%marketing material from

supplier

121713992814184151I spoke to a supplier
3%h4%hi2%1%2%2%3%1%4%2%2%salesperson in the

street\shopping centre \
public place

551068126142226I phoned a comparison
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%service

611188117451826Supplier rang\contacted
2%j*2%1%2%1%1%3%b2%1%1%me
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Q.165 And when you compared or switched <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariff, how did you find out about the deals offered?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 66 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

551396603562637104443113016318192112Unweighted Base
375429733700546124944112619019202236Weighted Base

661046164-12526Through a collective
2%1%1%1%1%1%1%-1%1%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council\charity\housing
association \ Big
Switch, ready to switch
etc.)

-43566--11012Articles in the media
-1%*1%1%e*--1%1%1%

216--72-1910Don't want to
1%h*1%h--1%1%-1%**change\swap

1133-71--88On the bill
****-1%*--**

3-3-1421146TV advert\TV programme
1%ahj-*-***1%1%**

-121121--33Which (magazine)
-******--**

10311711164242431Other
3%ahj1%1%1%2%1%1%2%2%1%1%

-1-212---22None
-*-***---**

*13114---55Refused
******---**

31352725494822612101119Don't know
8%ahi8%ahi4%4%9%aef4%5%4%6%5%5%
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Q.165 And when you compared or switched <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariff, how did you find out about the deals offered?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 66 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

285403140217273856020913035402112Unweighted Base
2374231555190533259*21715224382236Weighted Base

762088521015131211008701551146I used an online\website
32%49%j55%j53%f39%35%46%b57%abde36%51%befjprice comparison service

(e.g. USwitch, Money
Supermarket)

41702443015993922488360I rang my supplier
17%17%16%16%18%14%18%15%20%ac16%

16451672002881717429228I looked at my
7%11%11%10%8%13%8%11%b7%10%bsupplier's own website

10258711012459518122I looked at the websites
4%6%6%6%4%7%2%6%d4%5%dof other suppliers

14148087231147520109I rang other suppliers
6%3%5%5%7%2%6%5%4%5%

2412547023110552893A supplier salesperson
10%ahi3%3%4%7%ag1%4%4%6%ac4%knocked at my door

131745552117382876A friend or family
5%4%3%3%6%ag2%3%3%7%ac3%member told me about it

191242502216461973A new supplier phoned me
8%ahi3%3%3%7%ag2%3%3%4%3%

81152531819441871Written communication or
3%3%3%3%5%ag1%4%3%4%3%marketing material from

supplier

11132646512262151I spoke to a supplier
5%ah3%2%2%1%2%1%2%5%acd2%salesperson in the

street\shopping centre \
public place

24202421118726I phoned a comparison
1%1%1%1%1%1%*1%2%1%service

3516197--19726Supplier rang\contacted
1%1%1%1%2%--1%2%1%me
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Q.165 And when you compared or switched <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariff, how did you find out about the deals offered?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 66 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

285403140217273856020913035402112Unweighted Base
2374231555190533259*21715224382236Weighted Base

4418215-218626Through a collective
2%1%1%1%2%-1%1%1%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council\charity\housing
association \ Big
Switch, ready to switch
etc.)

111012--26312Articles in the media
**1%1%--1%*1%1%

14691-44110Don't want to
*1%***-2%abc***change\swap

-178---818On the bill
-***---***

14242-1426TV advert\TV programme
*1%h**1%-1%***

--321--3-3Which (magazine)
--***--*-*

442327415141231Other
2%1%1%1%1%1%2%1%3%ac1%

-2121--2-2None
-****--*-*

21241-1315Refused
1%****-****

1427751001919195426119Don't know
6%6%5%5%6%33%abcd9%ac4%6%c5%c
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Q.165 And when you compared or switched <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariff, how did you find out about the deals offered?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 66 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

107169230118702110187224018919417092112Unweighted Base
110*178632719942234199723914617718932236Weighted Base

43932167103211441033113155710691146I used an online\website
39%52%k51%52%51%52%47%10%32%d56%acd51%cdkprice comparison service

(e.g. USwitch, Money
Supermarket)

1928456321360321394034282360I rang my supplier
17%16%17%16%16%16%16%28%ab19%15%16%

121753920222820226212210228I looked at my
11%10%12%10%10%10%11%1%7%d11%d10%dsupplier's own website

51021410612210616212102122I looked at the websites
5%6%4%5%5%5%7%1%7%d5%d5%dof other suppliers

108117951099514111386109I rang other suppliers
9%aj5%5%5%5%5%6%7%7%5%5%

9731184938499146993A supplier salesperson
8%aij4%3%4%4%4%4%6%8%ab4%4%knocked at my door

6571370767061675276A friend or family
5%3%4%4%3%4%2%11%abc4%3%3%member told me about it

4561163716481285173A new supplier phoned me
3%3%3%3%3%3%4%8%ab5%3%3%

2591063716381384971Written communication or
2%3%3%3%3%3%3%9%ab4%3%3%marketing material from

supplier

34074551456354251I spoke to a supplier
3%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%3%2%2%salesperson in the

street\shopping centre \
public place

32122326233332126I phoned a comparison
3%1%1%1%1%1%1%2%2%1%1%service

22222426242332026Supplier rang\contacted
2%1%1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%me
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Q.165 And when you compared or switched <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariff, how did you find out about the deals offered?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 66 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

107169230118702110187224018919417092112Unweighted Base
110*178632719942234199723914617718932236Weighted Base

122421262151*2226Through a collective
1%1%1%1%1%1%2%1%*1%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council\charity\housing
association \ Big
Switch, ready to switch
etc.)

-1118128323612Articles in the media
-1%**1%*1%2%b2%b*1%

19-8108212710Don't want to
1%1%-***1%*1%**change\swap

-71888-1-88On the bill
-*****-*-**

-4146422126TV advert\TV programme
-*****1%1%ab1%**

-3-333---33Which (magazine)
-*-***---**

12642731274632231Other
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%4%ab2%1%1%

-2-1212--22None
-*-***1%fh--**

-5-555-1*45Refused
-*-***-1%***

12822410311910315201382119Don't know
11%aj5%7%5%5%5%6%14%ab7%4%5%
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Q.165 And when you compared or switched <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariff, how did you find out about the deals offered?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 66 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

26610517042253514702112Unweighted Base
242110*185322**56515662236Weighted Base

8144100893367591146I used an online\website
33%40%54%fg39%59%ab48%51%fgprice comparison service

(e.g. USwitch, Money
Supermarket)

3518308554289360I rang my supplier
15%16%17%22%10%18%c16%c

1415199234185228I looked at my
6%14%g11%g10%6%12%c10%cgsupplier's own website

108100-2391122I looked at the websites
4%7%5%-4%6%5%of other suppliers

939911588109I rang other suppliers
4%3%5%3%3%6%c5%c

40347-246193A supplier salesperson
17%aef3%3%-4%4%4%eknocked at my door

92653234676A friend or family
4%2%3%13%4%3%3%member told me about it

136521205073A new supplier phoned me
5%e5%3%3%3%3%3%

4660-76471Written communication or
2%5%3%-1%4%c3%cmarketing material from

supplier

20-282202751I spoke to a supplier
8%aef-1%10%4%b2%2%salesperson in the

street\shopping centre \
public place

1-23-71926I phoned a comparison
*-1%-1%1%1%service

1222-81826Supplier rang\contacted
1%2%1%-1%1%1%me
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Q.165 And when you compared or switched <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariff, how did you find out about the deals offered?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 66 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

26610517042253514702112Unweighted Base
242110*185322**56515662236Weighted Base

2-24-111426Through a collective
1%-1%-2%1%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council\charity\housing
association \ Big
Switch, ready to switch
etc.)

119-3912Articles in the media
1%1%1%-1%1%1%

128--1010Don't want to
*1%*--1%*change\swap

-18-448On the bill
-1%*-1%**

223-256TV advert\TV programme
1%e1%e*-***

--3-213Which (magazine)
--*-***

4225-92131Other
2%2%1%-2%1%1%

--2-212None
--*-***

--4-145Refused
--*-***

21108032382119Don't know
9%ae9%e4%13%4%5%5%
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Q.165 And when you compared or switched <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariff, how did you find out about the deals offered?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 66 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1723072211852112Unweighted Base
16832**75612772236Weighted Base

7153667031146I used an online\website
42%16%48%55%ace51%eprice comparison service

(e.g. USwitch, Money
Supermarket)

2210104224360I rang my supplier
13%29%14%18%c16%

8356160228I looked at my
5%9%7%13%ce10%cesupplier's own website

3-3980122I looked at the websites
2%-5%6%e5%of other suppliers

824158109I rang other suppliers
5%7%5%5%5%

123572293A supplier salesperson
7%b9%7%ab2%4%bknocked at my door

72264176A friend or family
4%6%3%3%3%member told me about it

61283873A new supplier phoned me
4%4%4%3%3%

55224071Written communication or
3%14%3%3%3%marketing material from

supplier

72222051I spoke to a supplier
4%b5%3%2%2%salesperson in the

street\shopping centre \
public place

2-91526I phoned a comparison
1%-1%1%1%service

5-61526Supplier rang\contacted
3%c-1%1%1%me
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Q.165 And when you compared or switched <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariff, how did you find out about the deals offered?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 66 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1723072211852112Unweighted Base
16832**75612772236Weighted Base

3-71726Through a collective
2%-1%1%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council\charity\housing
association \ Big
Switch, ready to switch
etc.)

-17412Articles in the media
-3%1%*1%

1-5410Don't want to
*-1%**change\swap

11-68On the bill
*4%-**

1-336TV advert\TV programme
*-***

--123Which (magazine)
--***

4-121531Other
2%-2%1%1%

---22None
---**

--235Refused
--***

2435140119Don't know
14%abc8%7%b3%5%b
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Q.165 And when you compared or switched <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariff, how did you find out about the deals offered?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 66 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

242341068786106309450771436167612528602112Unweighted Base
21**2411109866104*298468862466177113379002236Weighted Base

66952554632551636812039436574891146I used an online\website
30%29%47%l63%akl31%h18%35%h79%aghi44%53%e49%54%c51%eghilprice comparison service

(e.g. USwitch, Money
Supermarket)

13417215412271389290270251109360I rang my supplier
3%14%15%18%12%9%29%afhi11%19%15%19%b12%16%bfh

3171129781366568714117949228I looked at my
14%7%10%11%8%4%14%afh6%19%ad8%13%ab5%10%bdfhsupplier's own website

-6625328404331918041122I looked at the websites
-3%6%6%l2%3%8%afhi5%7%5%6%5%5%of other suppliers

27604166452923876544109I rang other suppliers
8%3%5%5%5%2%10%afh3%5%5%5%5%5%h

1304517-826-489464793A supplier salesperson
3%13%ajk4%j2%-28%afgi1%f-1%5%e3%5%4%efgijknocked at my door

-14382317627111462393776A friend or family
-6%j3%3%16%afgh2%6%afh1%3%3%3%4%3%fmember told me about it

16422413810121063363773A new supplier phoned me
3%3%4%3%1%13%afgi2%1%2%4%3%4%3%f

-1041205111910234863871Written communication or
-4%4%2%5%f4%f4%f1%5%d3%5%ab1%3%bfmarketing material from

supplier

153211-3913545163451I spoke to a supplier
7%2%3%j1%-13%afgi**1%3%1%4%ac2%cfgsalesperson in the

street\shopping centre \
public place

-211142-9871918926I phoned a comparison
-1%1%2%2%h-2%h1%1%1%1%1%1%service

-71093743101621526Supplier rang\contacted
-3%ajk1%1%2%f2%f1%*2%d1%2%1%1%fme
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Q.165 And when you compared or switched <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariff, how did you find out about the deals offered?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 66 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

242341068786106309450771436167612528602112Unweighted Base
21**2411109866104*298468862466177113379002236Weighted Base

11101416-*732371926Through a collective
3%1%1%2%15%afgh-*1%1%1%1%2%c1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council\charity\housing
association \ Big
Switch, ready to switch
etc.)

-3453-3-489312Articles in the media
-1%*1%3%afh-1%f-1%*1%*1%

12512-1-739110Don't want to
5%1%**2%afgh-*-1%ad*1%**change\swap

--531-3-44818On the bill
--**1%f-1%f-1%*1%**

-2411-1243426TV advert\TV programme
-1%***-**1%d****

--221-2--3-33Which (magazine)
--**1%f-1%--*-*c*

-52069565526151631Other
-2%2%j1%8%afgh2%1%1%1%1%1%2%1%

--2---2-12122None
--*---*-*****

-23--*1123325Refused
-1%j*--********

73962111117271434856454119Don't know
32%16%ajk6%j1%11%af6%f6%f2%7%d5%5%6%5%fj
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Q.165 And when you compared or switched <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariff, how did you find out about the deals offered?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 66 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

126014861433694296493450140614519462112Unweighted Base
1307156014967562965364501526157210072236Weighted Base

640791738437983811638989585241146I used an online\website
49%51%49%58%ag33%71%ae36%59%ab61%ab52%51%egprice comparison service

(e.g. USwitch, Money
Supermarket)

219261248144675465244221199360I rang my supplier
17%17%17%19%23%a10%14%16%14%20%acd16%f

126166156117303418196164138228I looked at my
10%11%10%16%ag10%6%4%13%a10%14%ac10%efsupplier's own website

618070491233179710358122I looked at the websites
5%5%5%6%4%6%4%6%7%6%5%of other suppliers

57736530182322767446109I rang other suppliers
4%5%4%4%6%4%5%5%5%5%5%

5054621715153644562993A supplier salesperson
4%3%4%2%5%h3%8%af3%4%3%4%hknocked at my door

5156531513162441412776A friend or family
4%4%4%2%4%h3%5%3%3%3%3%member told me about it

4353511612122534352873A new supplier phoned me
3%3%3%2%4%2%6%af2%2%3%3%

46585625214350464271Written communication or
3%4%4%3%7%ah1%1%3%3%4%3%efmarketing material from

supplier
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Q.165 And when you compared or switched <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariff, how did you find out about the deals offered?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 66 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

126014861433694296493450140614519462112Unweighted Base
1307156014967562965364501526157210072236Weighted Base

3439394513221825951I spoke to a supplier
3%3%3%1%2%2%5%a1%2%1%2%bdhsalesperson in the

street\shopping centre \
public place

131614955316211326I phoned a comparison
1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%1%1%service

1519181192515131926Supplier rang\contacted
1%1%1%1%3%a*1%1%1%2%c1%me

1819188312716181126Through a collective
1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council\charity\housing
association \ Big
Switch, ready to switch
etc.)

7871-3-812112Articles in the media
1%1%**-1%-1%1%b*1%

878241156610Don't want to
1%*1%*1%****1%*change\swap

74531-16348On the bill
1%****-*****

55512222536TV advert\TV programme
****1%******
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Q.165 And when you compared or switched <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariff, how did you find out about the deals offered?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 66 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

126014861433694296493450140614519462112Unweighted Base
1307156014967562965364501526157210072236Weighted Base

222--2222-3Which (magazine)
***--*1%**-*

2024267651213161231Other
2%2%2%1%2%1%3%1%1%1%1%

222-1-2--12None
***-*-*--**

555---244-5Refused
***---***-*

63707414201047445231119Don't know
5%5%5%2%7%h2%11%af3%3%3%5%bcdfh
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Q.165 And when you compared or switched <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariff, how did you find out about the deals offered?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 66 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

914017711414722012339150143232113922201932112Unweighted Base
11**13817411315522014049*148153250119113*2392152236Weighted Base

6788542951196518817912962601081191146I used an online\website
48%57%cim49%38%61%acijm54%m46%37%55%m52%m52%m52%m53%m45%55%m51%mprice comparison service

n(e.g. USwitch, Money
Supermarket)

-202220233719623253019225043360I rang my supplier
-15%13%18%15%17%14%12%15%16%12%16%20%21%fn20%f16%

-8321114161681114248192422228I looked at my
-6%18%abcefg10%9%7%11%17%o8%9%10%7%17%ehko10%10%10%supplier's own website

hklo

-315671688712967810122I looked at the websites
-2%8%co5%5%7%6%17%abcefh4%8%4%5%7%3%4%5%of other suppliers

jlmo

16610884-81110551414109I rang other suppliers
13%4%4%9%j5%4%3%-5%7%4%4%4%6%6%5%

-88936736699412393A supplier salesperson
-6%b5%8%bkl2%3%5%7%4%4%4%7%b3%5%1%4%knocked at my door

-554563144136311476A friend or family
-4%3%4%3%3%2%2%3%3%5%5%2%5%2%3%member told me about it

1444-7913812278373A new supplier phoned me
11%3%2%3%l-3%l7%bl1%2%5%l5%l1%6%bl3%l2%3%l

-4569331331131101171Written communication or
-3%3%5%k6%k1%2%3%2%2%5%2%1%4%5%k3%marketing material from

supplier

-351238-546--6651I spoke to a supplier
-2%3%1%1%1%6%adek-4%3%3%--3%3%2%salesperson in the

street\shopping centre \
public place

-2242-22213-33-26I phoned a comparison
-2%1%3%bk1%-1%4%bk1%1%1%-3%bk1%-1%service

1114-614*-32-1326Supplier rang\contacted
8%*1%4%acgl-3%*8%abcdfg*-1%2%-*2%1%me

hjlno
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Q.165 And when you compared or switched <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariff, how did you find out about the deals offered?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 66 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

914017711414722012339150143232113922201932112Unweighted Base
11**13817411315522014049*148153250119113*2392152236Weighted Base

21--24-1313-14526Through a collective
15%1%--1%2%-2%2%*1%-1%2%2%1%(group) switching

campaign organised by a
third party (e.g.
council\charity\housing
association \ Big
Switch, ready to switch
etc.)

-1----1-2321-1-12Articles in the media
-1%----1%-1%2%a1%1%-*-1%

-1---11-11-21-110Don't want to
-1%---*1%-1%1%-2%1%-**change\swap

-1--21----3--2-8On the bill
-*--1%1%----1%--1%-*

-2-1--1---2--1-6TV advert\TV programme
-1%-1%--1%---1%--*-*

-----1---2---1-3Which (magazine)
-----*---1%a---*-*

-16242322-2511-31Other
-*4%abcg2%2%b1%2%4%bg1%-1%5%abcfgo1%*-1%

--2--1---------2None
--1%a--*---------*

-1-2----------25Refused
-1%-2%a----------1%a*

1514521284991339187119Don't know
5%4%8%l4%1%5%l6%8%l6%l6%l5%3%8%l7%l3%5%l
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Q.165 And when you compared or switched <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> supplier or tariff, how did you find out about the deals offered?
Base: All who have switched supplier, changed tariff with an existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in past 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 67 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3672684093804407042808410712331424Unweighted Base
25028649946738083728479*127*12951501Weighted Base

1631693133042385371755283814950Yes, I feel I'm paying
65%59%63%65%63%64%62%66%65%63%63%less now

426711711381193651824298339Yes, I feel I'll be
17%24%k23%k24%k21%23%23%22%19%23%23%kpaying less in the long

term

31284034347028816109132No
12%h10%8%7%9%8%10%10%13%8%9%

---11----11Refused
---**----**

14222815253716247379Don't know
6%8%h6%3%7%4%6%2%3%6%5%
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Q.166 To the best of your knowledge, do you feel that you are now paying less than you would have if you had not switched your  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> tariff or
supplier?
Base: All who have switched supplier or tariff in the last 12 months and aimed to save money

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 67 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1992539621172252331438893591424Unweighted Base
1672651059128621532**14610322911501Weighted Base

1041646738161342292654181950Yes, I feel I'm paying
62%62%64%63%62%67%63%63%62%63%less now

31582482984153325249339Yes, I feel I'll be
19%22%23%23%19%14%23%24%b17%23%bpaying less in the long

term

222586110234117642132No
13%h10%8%9%11%11%8%7%14%ac9%

--11--1--1Refused
--**--1%c--*

101851621727511879Don't know
6%7%5%5%8%7%5%5%6%5%
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Q.166 To the best of your knowledge, do you feel that you are now paying less than you would have if you had not switched your  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> tariff or
supplier?
Base: All who have switched supplier or tariff in the last 12 months and aimed to save money

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 67 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

79114319612881423128913512112611641424Unweighted Base
81*11972151363149913651379211412811501Weighted Base

41767135859948860905571815950Yes, I feel I'm paying
50%64%k63%63%63%63%66%60%62%64%63%kless now

1927841311339311291821299339Yes, I feel I'll be
23%23%19%23%23%23%21%19%19%23%23%paying less in the long

term

99826122132122101016105132No
11%8%12%9%9%9%7%11%14%b8%9%

-1-111---11Refused
-*-***---**

1254127179718966179Don't know
15%aij5%6%5%5%5%6%10%ab5%5%5%
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Q.166 To the best of your knowledge, do you feel that you are now paying less than you would have if you had not switched your  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> tariff or
supplier?
Base: All who have switched supplier or tariff in the last 12 months and aimed to save money

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 67 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

174551181204339091424Unweighted Base
15560*127721**4559631501Weighted Base

883682014302593950Yes, I feel I'm paying
56%61%64%69%66%62%63%less now

3682935108215339Yes, I feel I'll be
23%14%23%23%24%22%23%paying less in the long

term

23910112999132No
15%ae15%8%3%6%10%c9%

--1--11Refused
--*--**

96621165679Don't know
6%10%5%5%4%6%5%
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Q.166 To the best of your knowledge, do you feel that you are now paying less than you would have if you had not switched your  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> tariff or
supplier?
Base: All who have switched supplier or tariff in the last 12 months and aimed to save money

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 67 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

107183998981424Unweighted Base
106*19**4089661501Weighted Base

639245633950Yes, I feel I'm paying
59%46%60%66%63%less now

24283229339Yes, I feel I'll be
22%11%20%24%23%paying less in the long

term

1065265132No
9%33%13%ab7%9%

---11Refused
---**

102283979Don't know
9%b10%7%b4%5%
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Q.166 To the best of your knowledge, do you feel that you are now paying less than you would have if you had not switched your  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> tariff or
supplier?
Base: All who have switched supplier or tariff in the last 12 months and aimed to save money

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 67 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

101306386467722528863718412406397851424Unweighted Base
7**12865671075*21329970719313086808211501Weighted Base

27239248350120190474112838434516950Yes, I feel I'm paying
34%56%60%68%akl67%56%64%67%h58%64%64%63%63%less now

-2215915810446417742297133206339Yes, I feel I'll be
-17%24%22%13%21%21%25%i22%23%20%25%c23%paying less in the long

term

32060498322738271067063132No
46%16%ajk9%7%11%15%afg9%5%14%ad8%10%8%9%f

--1----1-1-11Refused
--*----*-*-**

114432061719171267433679Don't know
20%11%aj7%j3%9%f8%f6%f2%6%5%6%4%5%fj
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Q.166 To the best of your knowledge, do you feel that you are now paying less than you would have if you had not switched your  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> tariff or
supplier?
Base: All who have switched supplier or tariff in the last 12 months and aimed to save money

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 67 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

85110089656422684743918949128671424Unweighted Base
884106110077042685163889769899281501Weighted Base

596707660459160347221647654596950Yes, I feel I'm paying
67%67%66%65%60%67%e57%66%66%64%63%eless now

2132612401594413694225239198339Yes, I feel I'll be
24%25%24%23%17%26%24%23%24%21%23%gpaying less in the long

term

43556453392144656285132No
5%5%6%7%14%ah4%11%f7%6%9%c9%cfijk

111--1-11-1Refused
***--*-**-*

3137433225112938345079Don't know
4%3%4%5%9%ah2%7%f4%3%5%5%f
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Q.166 To the best of your knowledge, do you feel that you are now paying less than you would have if you had not switched your  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> tariff or
supplier?
Base: All who have switched supplier or tariff in the last 12 months and aimed to save money

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 67 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7931157488151772910810916173461611321424Unweighted Base
9**92*11273*92*15191*35**107*116*17172*57*1751491501Weighted Base

5506046688662217266134493212574950Yes, I feel I'm paying
58%55%53%63%74%bgkno57%68%bn60%67%b57%78%abdgh68%b56%71%bgkno50%63%bnless now

kmno

23032201439141024352115162444339Yes, I feel I'll be
19%32%acfjl28%cfjl27%cf15%26%cf15%29%23%f30%cfjl12%20%28%cf14%29%cfjl23%cfpaying less in the long

term

171364151149109631917132No
17%7%12%8%4%10%12%11%8%8%5%9%6%11%12%9%

---1-----------1Refused
---1%a-----------*

158-6114-3572671479Don't know
7%6%7%m-7%m7%m5%-3%5%4%3%10%m4%9%m5%
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Q.166 To the best of your knowledge, do you feel that you are now paying less than you would have if you had not switched your  <gas / electricity /  gas and electricity> tariff or
supplier?
Base: All who have switched supplier or tariff in the last 12 months and aimed to save money

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 68 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

2812614152932816742957014710331250Price increases
20%21%22%20%16%22%g25%afg20%26%abd20%21%g

2172533873623447231525812610361220Price reductions
15%21%k20%k25%aijk20%e23%aeg13%16%23%d20%20%ek

85120212227199370744556542643Energy suppliers over
6%10%k11%k16%aijk12%e12%e6%13%10%11%11%ekcharging\profit margins

8092150175137288721653428497Poor customer service
6%7%8%k12%aijk8%9%e6%5%9%d8%d8%dek

4253906965159301019224254There is more
3%4%5%k5%k4%5%eg3%3%3%4%4%ekcompetition

312895895613850619219243Green \ environmental
2%2%5%jk6%ajk3%4%g4%2%3%4%d4%djkissues

275166644313035731169207Ofgem fining energy
2%4%k3%k4%k3%4%g3%2%6%abd3%3%gksuppliers

333471623310858617177200Plans to freeze energy
2%3%4%k4%k2%3%g5%afg2%3%3%3%gkprices

3126646144116221016156182Price comparison
2%2%3%k4%jk3%4%eg2%3%3%3%3%ewebsites in the news

1923577336113231513144172Simpler structures for
1%2%3%k5%aijk2%4%eg2%4%2%3%3%ktariffs

19165559289328512132149Energy on the government
1%1%3%jk4%ajk2%3%g2%1%2%3%2%gjk\ political agenda

1925444940897615116137Power to Switch campaign
1%2%2%k3%ak2%e3%e1%2%3%2%2%ek

1129395633948420111135Wholesale prices\price
1%2%k2%k4%aik2%e3%aeg1%1%4%bd2%2%ekreductions not being

passed on to customer

1016315129601911097108Introduction of
1%1%2%k4%aijk2%2%2%*2%2%d2%dkStandards of Conduct -

treat customers fairly
or communicate more
clearly
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 68 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

141235412467116889102Fewer energy tariffs
1%1%2%k3%ajk1%2%e1%2%1%2%2%k

171434352861123593101Other mentions of
1%1%2%2%jk2%2%e1%1%1%2%2%clearer information for

energy consumers

5112754306264128197Market investigation \
*1%1%k4%aijk2%e2%e*1%2%2%2%ekreferral to Competition

and Markets Authority
(CMA)

810264021549696884Power cut issues
1%1%1%k3%aijk1%2%e1%2%2%1%1%k

11112027124512385869Removal of some
1%1%1%2%k1%1%g1%1%1%1%1%discounts

41019169327174149Ofgem's Be an Energy
*1%1%k1%k1%1%1%*1%1%1%kShopper\Go Energy

Shopping
campaign\website

49152219292344249Prices not being reduced
*1%1%1%ak1%e1%e*1%1%1%1%ek(quickly enough)\prices

should be cheaper (no
mention of wholesale
prices)

69101210262572537All other general
*1%1%1%1%1%e*1%b1%b*1%negative comments

(greedy, crooks etc)

8413817125-62834(Being told to) shop
1%*1%1%1%af**-1%1%1%around\compare\switch

5615311162-32729People being ripped off
*1%1%h*1%1%*-*1%*

4271212132122427EON (any mention)
***1%j1%e******

745106136--2626Oil prices\oil prices
1%**1%***--1%*increase (no mention of

not passing saving on)
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 68 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

5281112121-12425Age UK and EON\scandal
***1%j1%e**-***of Age Concern and EON

5561012103--2525Age UK\Age Concern (all
***1%1%**--**other references)

38-1311102151823Bad
*i1%i-1%aik1%***1%**ipublicity\complaints\gen

eral problems

5385912-221721All the same\they're all
****1%e*e-1%***the same

2-1077111--1818Tariffs\bills are
*-1%jk*j***--**complicated

32681072-11718Confusing\misleading
***1%1%**-***information

1548576231318Price fixing\cartels
***1%k*******(being investigated)

5-39484121316Smart meters
*j-*1%ij*******

212113862-1416Large Six Supplier(s)
***1%aijk****-**(any mention)

1381544-21113Prices (all other
***k****-***references)

423436313913Expensive
********1%**

2136183--1212Monopoly\lack of
*******--**competition

2152342-1910Can save money (by
*******-***switching)

134127-51310Pensioners\elderly being
******-1%abc***conned\overcharged

*43245-2-710Some are good\some are
******-1%-**bad\some better than

others
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 68 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

1342234--1010Fracking
*******--**

4-41252--99Rebates\reimbursements\n
*-*****--**ot receiving rebates\not

being reimbursed - Had
to give money back

31233331-89NPower (any mention)
********-**

1322414-279Adverts
*****f**f-***

-14217---88Problems with
-*****---**switching\difficult to

switch

1-2435-2-57Small(er) companies are
*-****-1%ab-**cheaper

31212422-67British Gas (any
********-**mention)

1221411-146Easier to switch
*****f**-***

--23-32-235Meters\pre-payment
--**-**-***meters (all references)

1-2223---55On TV
*-****---**

1-31221--55Have not been
*-*****--**regulated\need to be

regulated

--23-41-235Director's\bosses
--**-**-***pay\bonuses

--5--5---55Short supply of
--*--*---**power\low reserves (in

UK)

1-13131--44They hide the best
*-*****--**tariffs\don't tell you

the best price(s)
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 68 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

11-223---44In papers
**-***---**

*-3-*3-*-34Energy companies being
*-*-**-*-**investigated\suspended\t

aken to court

*-21*3--213Tariffs\about tariffs
*-****--*ab**(no detail)

1-2-*12--33Solar panels
*-*-***--**

1-2-*21--33Sales calls\doorstep
*-*-***--**sales

*-2-2-1--33More power stations
*-*-*-*--**required\being built

--2-11--112Transparency\lack of
--*-**--*b**transparency

1--2-2---22Prices being capped
*--*-*---**

-2---2--2-2First Utility (any
-*---*--*ab-*mention)

--1--1--1-1Energy companies making
--*--*--*ab-*a loss\losing

money\profits are down

12123031205511497286Other
1%1%2%2%jk1%2%1%1%2%1%1%

5203264282804367223958711113561553Nothing
37%ahij27%hi23%h19%26%23%34%afg24%20%27%c26%cfhi

1991661961292293021606164566691Don't know
14%ahi14%hi10%9%13%af10%14%f17%abc11%11%12%fh

913144121910473141Refused
1%1%h1%*1%1%1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 68 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

2042517771071179451457273331250Price increases
21%20%21%21%19%23%23%21%20%21%

1251928881060159251298102561220Price reductions
13%16%24%aij21%f17%13%20%be23%abe15%20%befij

5783494541103338479123643Energy suppliers over
6%7%13%aij11%11%2%6%e14%abde7%e11%bdeijcharging\profit margins

6374357422751542333107497Poor customer service
6%6%10%aij8%8%8%7%10%bd6%8%bij

26401872163891716563254There is more
3%3%5%ij4%4%5%3%5%d4%4%jcompetition

20511712192441417649243Green \ environmental
2%4%j5%j4%f3%2%2%5%abd3%4%bdfjissues

27231571792811215045207Ofgem fining energy
3%2%4%ij4%3%*2%4%bde3%e3%deisuppliers

23471281772231614535200Plans to freeze energy
2%4%3%4%2%2%3%4%b2%3%bprices

23311271572651112739182Price comparison
2%2%3%3%3%3%2%4%bd2%3%websites in the news

13291301512121113722172Simpler structures for
1%2%4%j3%2%1%2%4%abde1%3%bjtariffs

9261121321621011127149Energy on the government
1%2%j3%j3%2%1%1%3%bd2%2%bj\ political agenda

18179811621289532137Power to Switch campaign
2%1%3%i2%2%1%1%3%d2%2%

817109109261810422135Wholesale prices\price
1%1%3%aij2%3%1%1%3%bde1%2%bjreductions not being

passed on to customer

1319748919257922108Introduction of
1%2%2%2%2%1%1%2%bd1%2%Standards of Conduct -

treat customers fairly
or communicate more
clearly
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 68 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

5988957277716102Fewer energy tariffs
*1%2%aij2%f1%1%1%2%b1%2%bfij

620748714197120101Other mentions of
1%2%j2%j2%1%*1%2%b1%2%jclearer information for

energy consumers

55858018-7781297Market investigation \
1%*2%aij2%2%-1%2%be1%2%bijreferral to Competition

and Markets Authority
(CMA)

52059691518542084Power cut issues
*2%j2%j1%2%1%1%2%1%1%j

71448627*2541369Removal of some
1%1%1%1%1%**2%bd1%1%discounts

11929463-341549Ofgem's Be an Energy
1%1%1%1%*-*1%b*1%bShopper\Go Energy

Shopping
campaign\website

3441351415321149Prices not being reduced
**1%ij1%1%g1%1%1%1%1%(quickly enough)\prices

should be cheaper (no
mention of wholesale
prices)

6526251224221037All other general
1%*1%*1%ag1%1%1%1%1%negative comments

(greedy, crooks etc)

682026815171234(Being told to) shop
1%1%1%1%1%*1%*1%1%around\compare\switch

35222465316529People being ripped off
**1%*1%3%abcd1%***

2420225-319427EON (any mention)
**1%*1%-1%1%**

5219196--18826Oil prices\oil prices
**1%*1%--1%**increase (no mention of

not passing saving on)
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 68 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

4517215-316625Age UK and EON\scandal
*****-****of Age Concern and EON

4218196-417425Age UK\Age Concern (all
****1%-1%***other references)

2319186-316523Bad
**1%*1%-****publicity\complaints\gen

eral problems

12181652216221All the same\they're all
****1%1%b**b**the same

*216171-115318Tariffs\bills are
*****-****complicated

3114135-115218Confusing\misleading
****1%-****information

1314107-113418Price fixing\cartels
****1%ag-****(being investigated)

637152-212316Smart meters
1%h****-****

13121512-12216Large Six Supplier(s)
*****1%bd-***(any mention)

2561123-8313Prices (all other
*****2%abcd-***references)

337103-19313Expensive
*****-****

-210102--11112Monopoly\lack of
-****--***competition

3-791--6410Can save money (by
*-***--***switching)

14582-33310Pensioners\elderly being
*****-*c***conned\overcharged

*1873-15310Some are good\some are
*****-****bad\some better than

others
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 68 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

-4610---7210Fracking
-***---***

23281--639Rebates\reimbursements\n
*****--***ot receiving rebates\not

being reimbursed - Had
to give money back

21572-1719NPower (any mention)
*****-****

21681-1349Adverts
*****-****

--862--628Problems with
--***--***switching\difficult to

switch

--752-1427Small(er) companies are
--***-****cheaper

12461-3327British Gas (any
*****-*c***mention)

-1551--516Easier to switch
-****--***

-235---5-5Meters\pre-payment
-***---*-*meters (all references)

1134221215On TV
*****1%abc****

11332--235Have not been
*****--***regulated\need to be

regulated

--55---5-5Director's\bosses
--**---*-*pay\bonuses

3-25---5-5Short supply of
*h-**---*-*power\low reserves (in

UK)

-144--1224They hide the best
-***--****tariffs\don't tell you

the best price(s)
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 68 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

-134--1224In papers
-***--****

--44---4-4Energy companies being
--**---*-*investigated\suspended\t

aken to court

--321-*213Tariffs\about tariffs
--***-****(no detail)

*213*-1113Solar panels
*****-****

1-23--*213Sales calls\doorstep
*-**--****sales

*1212-*213More power stations
*****g-****required\being built

--22--11-2Transparency\lack of
--**--**-*transparency

-122---212Prices being capped
-***---***

-2-2---2-2First Utility (any
-*h-*---*-*mention)

--11---1-1Energy companies making
--**---*-*a loss\losing

money\profits are down

522566818310581586Other
1%2%j2%j1%2%1%1%2%b1%1%j

3653977531299254651737595561553Nothing
37%ahi32%ah20%26%27%33%ac27%c22%34%acd26%ch

1391613835801113290347222691Don't know
14%ah13%h10%12%12%17%ac14%c10%13%ac12%c

9102040141414941Refused
1%1%1%1%f*2%abc2%abc*1%1%f
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 68 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

1089861391119124411261241241219971250Price increases
21%21%19%21%e21%e21%e17%14%20%d22%d21%de

719911551115122011151051321189611220Price reductions
14%21%k22%k21%e20%e21%e15%15%19%d22%d20%dek

2851696551642552915853532643Energy suppliers over
5%11%k13%k10%11%10%13%7%9%12%cd11%dkcharging\profit margins

3439759446495448493435426497Poor customer service
7%8%8%8%8%9%7%4%6%10%acd8%cd

1920331225254225292421207254There is more
4%4%4%4%4%4%4%3%3%5%d4%dcompetition

1120528213243213301010224243Green \ environmental
2%4%k4%4%4%4%4%1%2%5%acd4%cdkissues

71742119120719116178182207Ofgem fining energy
1%4%k3%4%3%4%2%2%1%4%cd3%cdksuppliers

417321188200188111214173200Plans to freeze energy
1%4%k3%k4%e3%e4%e2%1%2%4%cd3%dekprices

141511616118216121138162182Price comparison
3%3%2%3%3%3%3%1%1%4%cd3%cdwebsites in the news

81431715117115220810152172Simpler structures for
2%3%2%3%3%3%3%1%2%3%cd3%dtariffs

51232013114913118611132149Energy on the government
1%3%k3%k2%2%2%3%1%2%d3%d2%dk\ political agenda

159921117137117191614106137Power to Switch campaign
3%2%3%2%2%2%3%2%2%2%2%

1410814116135116191011114135Wholesale prices\price
3%2%2%2%2%2%3%1%2%3%d2%dreductions not being

passed on to customer

491910010710177992108Introduction of
1%2%1%2%2%2%1%1%2%2%d2%dStandards of Conduct -

treat customers fairly
or communicate more
clearly
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 68 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

3871188101891381381102Fewer energy tariffs
1%2%k2%2%2%2%2%1%2%2%d2%

877138910090117887101Other mentions of
2%2%2%2%2%2%2%1%1%2%d2%dclearer information for

energy consumers

27816879787101177997Market investigation \
*2%k2%k2%2%2%1%1%1%2%2%kreferral to Competition

and Markets Authority
(CMA)

468107382759437784Power cut issues
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%*2%cd1%d

55186268636176069Removal of some
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%*1%d1%d1%ddiscounts

4378494949*234449Ofgem's Be an Energy
1%1%1%1%e1%e1%e**1%1%d1%eShopper\Go Energy

Shopping
campaign\website

33974449445673549Prices not being reduced
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%(quickly enough)\prices

should be cheaper (no
mention of wholesale
prices)

32663037307352837All other general
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%*1%1%1%negative comments

(greedy, crooks etc)

22473234323562334(Being told to) shop
*1%1%1%1%1%*1%1%1%1%around\compare\switch

22432429245622229People being ripped off
*1%****1%1%***

-2332027206451827EON (any mention)
-1%****1%*1%**

12132426242431926Oil prices\oil prices
***********increase (no mention of

not passing saving on)
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 68 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

-2322025205341825Age UK and EON\scandal
-*****1%*1%**of Age Concern and EON

51732125214711725Age UK\Age Concern (all
1%*****1%1%***other references)

31921723176411823Bad
1%*****1%fh****publicity\complaints\gen

eral problems

11451921192421621All the same\they're all
**1%********the same

31241818181321418Tariffs\bills are
**1%********complicated

21511618162321318Confusing\misleading
***********information

11251518152221418Price fixing\cartels
**1%********(being investigated)

1151161616-141116Smart meters
******-*1%**

277161616-111416Large Six Supplier(s)
**1%aj***-****(any mention)

274101310351713Prices (all other
*******1%ab***references)

-10281385*-1213Expensive
-*****1%afgh*-**

283121212-2-1012Monopoly\lack of
******-*-**competition

1817107312710Can save money (by
***********switching)

18-9109121710Pensioners\elderly being
**-********conned\overcharged

-9*810812*710Some are good\some are
-**********bad\some better than

others
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 68 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

-91710721-910Fracking
-*******-**

17199911269Rebates\reimbursements\n
***********ot receiving rebates\not

being reimbursed - Had
to give money back

-8189811179NPower (any mention)
-**********

-63999-1-89Adverts
-*****-*-**

-71888-1-78Problems with
-*****-*-**switching\difficult to

switch

-7-777---77Small(er) companies are
-*-***---**cheaper

16-777-1157British Gas (any
**-***-****mention)

-414641-326Easier to switch
-******-1%abd**

-5-555---55Meters\pre-payment
-*-***---**meters (all references)

23-35322125On TV
**-********

-41555-1135Have not been
-*****-****regulated\need to be

regulated

-5-555---55Director's\bosses
-*-***---**pay\bonuses

-5-555---55Short supply of
-*-***---**power\low reserves (in

UK)
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 68 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

-32444--224They hide the best
-*****--***tariffs\don't tell you

the best price(s)

-31444--144In papers
-*****--***

2*2343**-34Energy companies being
*j**j*****-**investigated\suspended\t

aken to court

-3-333-*-33Tariffs\about tariffs
-*-***-*-**(no detail)

1112321*-33Solar panels
********-**

-21333---33Sales calls\doorstep
-*****---**sales

-3-333-*-23More power stations
-*-***-*-**required\being built

-2-222---22Transparency\lack of
-*-***---**transparency

-2-222---22Prices being capped
-*-***---**

--2222---22First Utility (any
--*aj***---**mention)

--1-1-1--11Energy companies making
--*j-*-*fh--**a loss\losing

money\profits are down

3622066866619577386Other
1%1%3%ajk1%1%1%3%afgh1%1%2%d1%d

161119218213361547134221131217710451553Nothing
31%aij25%25%25%26%25%29%fh36%abc29%b24%26%b

100513695896875939813978454691Don't know
19%aij11%10%11%12%11%14%16%ab13%10%12%
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 68 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

62533741374832041Refused
1%1%*1%1%1%1%1%**1%
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 68 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

20910590881949831250Price increases
21%19%21%20%21%21%21%

12594980112169591220Price reductions
13%17%g23%afg28%23%a20%20%g

63475254126489643Energy suppliers over
6%9%12%fg11%14%ab10%11%gcharging\profit margins

5440397-99378497Poor customer service
5%7%9%g-11%abd8%8%g

3115197243197254There is more
3%3%5%4%5%4%4%competition

2018202135196243Green \ environmental
2%3%5%g3%4%4%4%gissues

257168139163207Ofgem fining energy
3%1%4%fg3%4%3%3%fsuppliers

2210171-39156200Plans to freeze energy
2%2%4%fg-4%3%3%fprices

2513142129147182Price comparison
3%2%3%2%3%3%3%websites in the news

149145-30135172Simpler structures for
1%2%3%fg-3%3%3%gtariffs

89128-29114149Energy on the government
1%2%3%g-3%2%2%g\ political agenda

1110114124104137Power to Switch campaign
1%2%3%g2%3%2%2%g

1512110-27100135Wholesale prices\price
2%2%3%-3%2%2%reductions not being

passed on to customer
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 68 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

8594-2185108Introduction of
1%1%2%g-2%2%2%gStandards of Conduct -

treat customers fairly
or communicate more
clearly

7389-1785102Fewer energy tariffs
1%*2%fg-2%2%2%fg

1278311187101Other mentions of
1%1%2%3%1%2%2%clearer information for

energy consumers

-1284-157897Market investigation \
-2%g2%g-2%2%2%greferral to Competition

and Markets Authority
(CMA)

9470-87084Power cut issues
1%1%2%-1%1%1%

10454-115569Removal of some
1%1%1%-1%1%1%discounts

2245-54449Ofgem's Be an Energy
**1%g-1%1%1%gShopper\Go Energy

Shopping
campaign\website

6-42-123749Prices not being reduced
1%-1%f-1%1%1%f(quickly enough)\prices

should be cheaper (no
mention of wholesale
prices)

4628-52937All other general
*1%1%-1%1%1%negative comments

(greedy, crooks etc)

6524-33134(Being told to) shop
1%1%1%-*1%1%around\compare\switch

3620-52229People being ripped off
*1%*-1%**
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 68 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

5219-52127EON (any mention)
1%**-1%**

5516-71726Oil prices\oil prices
1%1%*-1%**increase (no mention of

not passing saving on)

3219-61925Age UK and EON\scandal
***-1%**of Age Concern and EON

*320122125Age UK\Age Concern (all
*1%g*2%c***other references)

1*22171523Bad
**1%2%b1%**publicity\complaints\gen

eral problems

3216-51321All the same\they're all
***-1%**the same

-217-41118Tariffs\bills are
-**-***complicated

4215-51218Confusing\misleading
***-1%**information

3414-31518Price fixing\cartels
*1%*-***(being investigated)

4211-21416Smart meters
***-***

1-15-31216Large Six Supplier(s)
*-*-***(any mention)

3110-2913Prices (all other
***-***references)

3-11-11213Expensive
*-*-***

1-11-4612Monopoly\lack of
*-*-*b**competition
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 68 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

3-8-1910Can save money (by
*-*-***switching)

2-6-3610Pensioners\elderly being
*-*-***conned\overcharged

-19-1710Some are good\some are
-**-***bad\some better than

others

--10-2810Fracking
--*-***

2171-79Rebates\reimbursements\n
***2%abc-**ot receiving rebates\not

being reimbursed - Had
to give money back

1-8-279NPower (any mention)
*-*-***

116-279Adverts
***-***

-17--88Problems with
-**--**switching\difficult to

switch

--7-257Small(er) companies are
--*-***cheaper

2-5-447British Gas (any
*-*-*b**mention)

--6--66Easier to switch
--*--**

--5-235Meters\pre-payment
--*-***meters (all references)

1-4--45On TV
*-*--**
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 68 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

-14--45Have not been
-**--**regulated\need to be

regulated

--5--55Director's\bosses
--*--**pay\bonuses

--5-325Short supply of
--*-*b**power\low reserves (in

UK)

--4-224They hide the best
--*-***tariffs\don't tell you

the best price(s)

131--44In papers
*1%ae*--**

--4-224Energy companies being
--*-***investigated\suspended\t

aken to court

*-3--33Tariffs\about tariffs
*-*--**(no detail)

1-3--33Solar panels
*-*--**

1-2-123Sales calls\doorstep
*-*-***sales

--3-2*3More power stations
--*-*b**required\being built

-11-112Transparency\lack of
-*ae*-***transparency

1-2--22Prices being capped
*-*--**

--2-2-2First Utility (any
--*-*b-*mention)
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 68 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

1----11Energy companies making
*e----**a loss\losing

money\profits are down

10470-246186Other
1%1%2%-3%ab1%1%

3631789811018612441553Nothing
37%ae33%ae23%27%20%26%c26%ce

14469453468556691Don't know
15%ae13%10%10%7%12%c12%c

4330-62841Refused
*1%1%-1%1%1%
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 68 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

135115815201250Price increases
19%18%20%22%21%

9795165961220Price reductions
14%15%18%e25%ace20%ce

574292290643Energy suppliers over
8%7%10%12%ce11%echarging\profit margins

404213237497Poor customer service
6%7%7%10%ace8%e

254120104254There is more
4%7%4%4%4%competition

21112597243Green \ environmental
3%2%4%4%4%issues

15-9499207Ofgem fining energy
2%-3%4%e3%suppliers

1019396200Plans to freeze energy
1%1%3%e4%e3%eprices

16-8780182Price comparison
2%-3%3%3%websites in the news

15-8175172Simpler structures for
2%-3%3%3%tariffs

1416272149Energy on the government
2%2%2%3%2%\ political agenda

2015956137Power to Switch campaign
3%2%2%2%2%

1455066135Wholesale prices\price
2%8%abce2%3%c2%reductions not being

passed on to customer
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 68 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

8-5545108Introduction of
1%-2%2%2%Standards of Conduct -

treat customers fairly
or communicate more
clearly

2-3664102Fewer energy tariffs
*-1%e3%ace2%e

1014149101Other mentions of
1%2%1%2%2%clearer information for

energy consumers

9-375197Market investigation \
1%-1%2%c2%referral to Competition

and Markets Authority
(CMA)

10-353884Power cut issues
1%-1%2%1%

92282969Removal of some
1%3%1%1%1%discounts

2-202649Ofgem's Be an Energy
*-1%1%1%Shopper\Go Energy

Shopping
campaign\website

7-162549Prices not being reduced
1%-1%1%1%(quickly enough)\prices

should be cheaper (no
mention of wholesale
prices)

21171737All other general
*2%1%1%1%negative comments

(greedy, crooks etc)

5-171134(Being told to) shop
1%-1%*1%around\compare\switch

21151229People being ripped off
*2%1%1%*
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 68 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

1-111427EON (any mention)
*-*1%*

2-14926Oil prices\oil prices
*-1%**increase (no mention of

not passing saving on)

1-91625Age UK and EON\scandal
*-*1%*of Age Concern and EON

2181425Age UK\Age Concern (all
*2%*1%*other references)

11101223Bad
*2%e***publicity\complaints\gen

eral problems

3111621All the same\they're all
*2%b***the same

2-8818Tariffs\bills are
*-***complicated

2-12418Confusing\misleading
*-***information

--11618Price fixing\cartels
--***(being investigated)

2-7716Smart meters
*-***

--7916Large Six Supplier(s)
--***(any mention)

--7613Prices (all other
--***references)

3-4613Expensive
*-***

--4812Monopoly\lack of
--***competition
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 68 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

1-5310Can save money (by
*-***switching)

3-4310Pensioners\elderly being
*-***conned\overcharged

1-4510Some are good\some are
*-***bad\some better than

others

--3710Fracking
--***

-2349Rebates\reimbursements\n
-3%abce***ot receiving rebates\not

being reimbursed - Had
to give money back

12349NPower (any mention)
*3%abce***

31239Adverts
*c2%abc***

1-258Problems with
*-***switching\difficult to

switch

-1337Small(er) companies are
-2%abce***cheaper

1-427British Gas (any
*-***mention)

--326Easier to switch
--***

2-225Meters\pre-payment
*-***meters (all references)

2-215On TV
*-***
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 68 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

1-125Have not been
*-***regulated\need to be

regulated

--235Director's\bosses
--***pay\bonuses

---55Short supply of
---*c*power\low reserves (in

UK)

---44They hide the best
---*c*tariffs\don't tell you

the best price(s)

-13-4In papers
-2%abce*-*

--*34Energy companies being
--***investigated\suspended\t

aken to court

--123Tariffs\about tariffs
--***(no detail)

1-*23Solar panels
*-***

--123Sales calls\doorstep
--***sales

--3-3More power stations
--*-*required\being built

--2-2Transparency\lack of
--*-*transparency

--2-2Prices being capped
--*-*

---22First Utility (any
---**mention)
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 68 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

--1-1Energy companies making
--*-*a loss\losing

money\profits are down

51374286Other
1%2%1%2%1%

204118684681553Nothing
29%b19%31%ab20%26%b

1318321225691Don't know
19%abc13%11%10%12%b

8-151441Refused
1%-1%1%1%
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 68 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

2344333901933315316430757068010402101250Price increases
19%20%23%lm22%17%20%19%24%gi21%21%20%23%21%

135434383269461362033744347859912281220Price reductions
11%20%m23%am30%aklm23%18%23%h29%agh16%24%ae19%25%ac20%em

5221122016028101138179182461522121643Energy suppliers over
4%10%m13%alm18%aklm14%13%a16%a14%a7%14%ae10%13%ac11%emcharging\profit margins

6615316611218709414216533240790497Poor customer service
5%7%10%lm13%aklm9%9%11%a11%a6%10%ae8%10%8%em

201108440103657648417021638254There is more
2%5%m5%m5%m5%5%7%a5%3%5%e4%4%4%emcompetition

29957248727456110114320835243Green \ environmental
2%4%m4%m5%m3%4%5%5%4%4%4%4%4%missues

2166625893043487413317434207Ofgem fining energy
2%3%m4%m7%aklm5%4%5%a4%3%4%e3%4%3%msuppliers

1376714162536597312617029200Plans to freeze energy
1%3%m4%m5%m3%3%4%5%3%4%e3%3%3%mprices

2165504653333466411915626182Price comparison
2%3%m3%m5%aklm3%4%4%4%2%4%e3%3%3%mwebsites in the news

1262534523130555312014527172Simpler structures for
1%3%m3%m5%aklm1%4%i3%4%ai2%4%e3%3%3%emtariffs

125260245192647529712424149Energy on the government
1%2%m4%alm3%m3%2%3%4%a2%3%e2%3%2%m\ political agenda

175238297182426607712314137Power to Switch campaign
1%2%m2%3%m3%2%3%2%2%2%2%2%2%m

936414931646403010511421135Wholesale prices\price
1%2%m2%m5%aklm1%2%5%afhi3%1%3%ae2%2%2%emreductions not being

passed on to customer
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 68 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

1233333038213537719018108Introduction of
1%2%2%m3%alm2%1%2%h3%h1%2%e2%2%2%mStandards of Conduct -

treat customers fairly
or communicate more
clearly

8333922514143532708221102Fewer energy tariffs
1%2%m2%m3%m2%2%2%3%a1%2%e2%2%2%m

14332727111163438638418101Other mentions of
1%2%2%3%aklm*1%2%3%a1%2%2%2%2%clearer information for

energy consumers

327481921928232572811697Market investigation \
*1%m3%alm2%m1%2%3%af2%1%2%e2%2%2%emreferral to Competition

and Markets Authority
(CMA)

1323311611023202658741084Power cut issues
1%1%2%l2%*1%3%a2%1%2%e1%1%1%

8202615471312323761869Removal of some
1%1%2%m2%m2%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%discounts

71915836911212845449Ofgem's Be an Energy
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%*1%Shopper\Go Energy

Shopping
campaign\website

4131219461117113841849Prices not being reduced
*1%1%2%aklm2%1%1%1%*1%e1%1%1%e(quickly enough)\prices

should be cheaper (no
mention of wholesale
prices)

81361017113152232537All other general
1%1%*1%k1%1%f1%af*1%1%1%1%1%negative comments

(greedy, crooks etc)

10128411055142031434(Being told to) shop
1%1%***1%af1%*1%1%1%*1%around\compare\switch

66125-55872221829People being ripped off
**1%1%-1%1%1%*1%e*1%*
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 68 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

281151579521161027EON (any mention)
**1%1%*1%1%1%*1%e*1%ac*

3986156842123326Oil prices\oil prices
***1%*1%1%1%*1%e***increase (no mention of

not passing saving on)

141371631242117925Age UK and EON\scandal
**1%lm1%lm*1%*1%a*1%e*1%ac*eof Age Concern and EON

112102-54791622325Age UK\Age Concern (all
*1%m1%m*-1%*1%*****other references)

1769156932020323Bad
***1%alm1%1%1%1%*1%e***publicity\complaints\gen

eral problems

3368217461514721All the same\they're all
***1%al1%*1%****1%*the same

16751-6631517218Tariffs\bills are
***1%m1%-1%h***e***complicated

3384*43741416218Confusing\misleading
***1%*1%*1%*****information

24751-5751216218Price fixing\cartels
***1%1%-1%h1%*****(being investigated)

2456-25551215216Smart meters
***1%l-*1%******

-645-1411-1612416Large Six Supplier(s)
-**1%m-**1%ah-*e***e(any mention)

1463-114499413Prices (all other
****-********references)

283*213-7512113Expensive
****1%f**-*****

-615-1372107512Monopoly\lack of
-**1%km-**1%***1%c*competition
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 68 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

1531131-549110Can save money (by
****1%f*f*-*****switching)

6*22-24-367210Pensioners\elderly being
*al***-**f-*****conned\overcharged

1234-223286310Some are good\some are
****l-********bad\some better than

others

12342-15286410Fracking
****1%ah-*******

-1541225-99-9Rebates\reimbursements\n
-***lm****-*e*-*ot receiving rebates\not

being reimbursed - Had
to give money back

-152-113279-9NPower (any mention)
-***-******-*

324--31145819Adverts
***--********

15111212268-8Problems with
****1%******-*switching\difficult to

switch

-241-13116617Small(er) companies are
-***-********cheaper

1133-13225437British Gas (any
****-********mention)

132--132-66-6Easier to switch
***--***-*e*-*

2-22---3-55-5Meters\pre-payment
*-**---*-**-*meters (all references)

-222112-23325On TV
-****f**-*****
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 68 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

13-1111114415Have not been
**-*1%********regulated\need to be

regulated

--41--12235-5Director's\bosses
--*l*--*****-*pay\bonuses

-212--1223235Short supply of
-***--******c*power\low reserves (in

UK)

-2-3---323314They hide the best
-*-*k---******tariffs\don't tell you

the best price(s)

1211-22-14224In papers
****-**-*****

-22----2224-4Energy companies being
-**----****-*investigated\suspended\t

aken to court

-1-2-12--33-3Tariffs\about tariffs
-*-*-**--**-*(no detail)

112-1*--123-3Solar panels
***-1%afg*--***-*

12-----2123-3Sales calls\doorstep
**-----****-*sales

2-*--2--123-3More power stations
*-*--*a--***-*required\being built

--11---1112-2Transparency\lack of
--**---****-*transparency

1-2---2-122-2Prices being capped
*-*---*-***-*

--2--2---2-22First Utility (any
--*--*a---*-*c*mention)
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 68 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

-1------1-1-1Energy companies making
-*------*-*-*a loss\losing

money\profits are down

1119362051017272363731286Other
1%1%2%lm2%lm2%1%2%2%1%2%e1%1%1%e

4996053401094820018519289066313841691553Nothing
40%ajkl28%jk20%j12%24%f26%fg21%f15%33%ad20%27%b19%26%bdfgjk

2232601604923806810037531561081691Don't know
18%ajkl12%jk9%j6%11%10%f8%8%14%ad10%12%b9%12%bdfgjk

21165--445271437441Refused
2%ajkl1%j*--1%**1%d*1%*1%j
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 68 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

668779788184561291013713832361250Price increases
19%19%20%24%a19%24%22%24%a24%a23%21%k

718831813217671561004004092751220Price reductions
20%21%20%29%a23%29%ae22%26%a26%a27%a20%

279379371114529334224241159643Energy suppliers over
8%9%k9%15%a18%a17%ae8%15%a15%a16%a11%eijkcharging\profit margins

22527028191316733171173118497Poor customer service
6%7%7%12%a11%12%ae7%11%a11%a12%a8%ijk

1431651683982514727347254There is more
4%4%4%5%3%5%3%5%5%5%4%competition

1321571653610298778243243Green \ environmental
4%4%4%5%3%5%e2%5%5%4%4%eissues

10012312447132311788259207Ofgem fining energy
3%3%3%6%a5%4%2%5%a5%a6%a3%suppliers

11312913729111912676539200Plans to freeze energy
3%3%3%4%4%4%3%4%4%4%3%prices

9811211338101910635646182Price comparison
3%3%3%5%a3%4%2%4%4%5%a3%websites in the news

99117114316216696736172Simpler structures for
3%3%3%4%2%4%e1%5%a4%a4%3%tariffs
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 68 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

87100105234197555726149Energy on the government
2%2%3%3%1%3%2%4%a4%a3%2%\ political agenda

708183275114474229137Power to Switch campaign
2%2%2%4%2%2%1%3%3%3%2%

3863603191311575838135Wholesale prices\price
1%2%2%4%a3%2%2%4%a4%a4%a2%ijkreductions not being

passed on to customer

597070209163403528108Introduction of
2%2%2%3%3%3%e1%3%2%3%2%Standards of Conduct -

treat customers fairly
or communicate more
clearly

535961147139333420102Fewer energy tariffs
1%1%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%

455555244155373227101Other mentions of
1%1%1%3%a1%3%1%2%2%3%a2%clearer information for

energy consumers

35515314511735301997Market investigation \
1%1%1%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%kreferral to Competition

and Markets Authority
(CMA)

3753521078420251784Power cut issues
1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%2%2%1%
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 68 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

3436431326225271569Removal of some
1%1%1%2%1%1%*2%2%1%1%discounts

232728743117141149Ofgem's Be an Energy
1%1%1%1%1%1%*1%1%1%1%Shopper\Go Energy

Shopping
campaign\website

2032281545321201949Prices not being reduced
1%1%1%2%a1%1%1%1%1%2%a1%(quickly enough)\prices

should be cheaper (no
mention of wholesale
prices)

16171872511313937All other general
***1%1%1%*1%1%1%1%negative comments

(greedy, crooks etc)

1419194--444434(Being told to) shop
***1%--1%***1%around\compare\switch

13131533641010729People being ripped off
****1%1%1%1%1%1%*

1213134183911427EON (any mention)
*****1%a1%1%1%**

1217153121510426Oil prices\oil prices
********1%**increase (no mention of

not passing saving on)
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 68 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

10121152721314725Age UK and EON\scandal
***1%1%1%a*1%1%a1%*of Age Concern and EON

131615311255525Age UK\Age Concern (all
***********other references)

1110104-1376423Bad
***1%-*1%****publicity\complaints\gen

eral problems

991033621010621All the same\they're all
****1%1%a*1%1%1%*the same

101211231*56618Tariffs\bills are
****1%a****1%*complicated

5984-1167418Confusing\misleading
***1%-******information

6963--276318Price fixing\cartels
****--*****(being investigated)

1012104-2-76416Smart meters
***1%-*-****

81313323*84516Large Six Supplier(s)
****1%1%*1%*1%*(any mention)

91110112264113Prices (all other
***********references)
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it
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Table 68 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

5119*1-1*2113Expensive
*****-*****

4642-3245212Monopoly\lack of
****-1%*****competition

9881-1-21110Can save money (by
****-*-****switching)

667--1211-10Pensioners\elderly being
***--*1%**-*conned\overcharged

566323154410Some are good\some are
****1%a1%a*****bad\some better than

others

6663-2255310Fracking
****-******

66721--5449Rebates\reimbursements\n
*****--****ot receiving rebates\not

being reimbursed - Had
to give money back

65732--5359NPower (any mention)
****1%--***a*

77712-11239Adverts
****1%a-*****
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
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Table 68 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

3331---1118Problems with
****---****switching\difficult to

switch

2211-1-6517Small(er) companies are
****-*-*a***cheaper

5551--32217British Gas (any
****--1%a****mention)

3561---2216Easier to switch
****---****

222----33-5Meters\pre-payment
***----**-*meters (all references)

3331-113215On TV
****-******

233--1--2-5Have not been
***--*--*-*regulated\need to be

regulated

22212--1135Director's\bosses
****1%a--****pay\bonuses

555-13-2315Short supply of
***-*1%a-****power\low reserves (in

UK)
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 68 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

111-2111324They hide the best
***-1%ah******tariffs\don't tell you

the best price(s)

1211--22114In papers
****--*a****

344----22-4Energy companies being
***----**-*investigated\suspended\t

aken to court

*21-2---223Tariffs\about tariffs
***-1%ah---***(no detail)

311*---***3Solar panels
****---****

111-------3Sales calls\doorstep
***-------*sales

**2*---***3More power stations
****---****required\being built

-------12-2Transparency\lack of
-------**-*transparency

222----2--2Prices being capped
***----*--*

222---2---2First Utility (any
***---*a---*mention)
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 68 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

111-------1Energy companies making
***-------*a loss\losing

money\profits are down

4753581576628302186Other
1%1%1%2%2%1%1%2%2%2%1%

1041113811359457801022482681451553Nothing
30%a28%a28%a12%19%h15%23%f16%17%14%26%bcdfgh

4534824806129394911813283691Don't know
13%12%12%8%10%7%11%8%8%8%12%bcdfh

192117---421-41Refused
1%1%*---1%f**-1%bcdh
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 68 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

46751655712899481646811741128961171250Price increases
17%22%eln11%22%eln14%24%celn24%celn33%abcde33%abcde20%eln21%eln13%23%celn17%n20%eln21%celn

fgklmnofgjklmno

950883689998240838015273701291421220Price reductions
34%16%20%dm12%22%dm19%dm20%dm28%adhkm17%23%dhmo27%adhjk23%dhmo13%23%dhmo24%dhkmo20%dm

olmno

23149317070401622487028326965643Energy suppliers over
7%10%dh11%dh11%dh17%abdeh13%dh10%dh11%dh5%14%dh13%dh9%h6%12%dh11%dh11%dhcharging\profit margins

jmno

51742173454341834334316505147497Poor customer service
21%6%10%e6%8%10%eo8%13%emo7%9%e8%5%9%e9%8%8%

21035152527126199168191931254There is more
9%3%8%acdefg5%6%efg5%3%4%4%3%3%2%4%3%5%4%competition

hjo

2721627191092112257281536243Green \ environmental
7%2%5%2%6%acejkm3%2%6%em4%3%4%2%5%cem3%6%acejmo4%issues

o

2201451612191229276171926207Ofgem fining energy
7%7%acdegh3%h2%4%h2%h5%h9%acdegh*3%h5%ehkm2%h3%h3%h4%h3%hsuppliers

kmnklmn

291461511981272213251731200Plans to freeze energy
7%3%3%2%4%2%2%5%2%2%4%4%5%k3%5%aghjkm3%prices

-71961213891510188201523182Price comparison
-2%4%j2%3%2%2%6%jm3%3%3%3%4%3%4%3%websites in the news

27196161367541813131825172Simpler structures for
7%2%4%ghj2%4%gh2%2%5%ghj1%1%3%gh4%ghj2%3%h4%ghj3%htariffs

-42039975104206191517149Energy on the government
-1%5%aghjkm1%2%2%2%3%2%1%4%gm2%3%3%3%2%\ political agenda

o

2114512127833111211520137Power to Switch campaign
7%*3%egho2%3%egho2%eho2%6%aefghj1%1%2%*4%aegho3%eho3%egho2%eho

o
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 68 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

19185817165491531096135Wholesale prices\price
4%3%h4%abcdeh2%2%3%beh4%bceh3%h1%3%h3%h1%2%2%1%2%reductions not being

passed on to customer

-59381628866-9820108Introduction of
-2%e2%e1%2%e3%aefj1%5%acdefg2%e2%e1%-2%e1%e3%acefjm2%eStandards of Conduct -

hjlmtreat customers fairly
or communicate more
clearly

-3133119441131476610102Fewer energy tariffs
-1%3%c1%3%2%1%3%2%1%3%2%1%1%2%2%

217351424197747812101Other mentions of
7%*2%1%1%3%jo*3%jo4%acdefj2%o1%1%1%1%2%jo2%clearer information for

lmnoenergy consumers

-4538149327284161297Market investigation \
-1%1%1%2%fh3%dfh2%fh2%h*2%fh*3%dfh1%3%adfh2%fh2%fhreferral to Competition

and Markets Authority
(CMA)

2243510647511547984Power cut issues
7%1%1%1%1%2%1%3%1%2%2%2%1%1%1%1%

-45294442-13286669Removal of some
-1%g1%1%2%gh1%1%3%gh*-2%agh1%1%g1%1%1%discounts

-1312661434-46949Ofgem's Be an Energy
-*1%*1%1%1%e1%1%1%1%-1%1%2%e1%Shopper\Go Energy

Shopping
campaign\website

--414713119638-49Prices not being reduced
--1%b*1%b1%bho*2%bhjo**2%bho2%abghjo*1%bho-1%b(quickly enough)\prices

should be cheaper (no
mention of wholesale
prices)

-31513342-14-7337All other general
-1%d*2%dfgn*1%1%3%abdfgh*-*1%dg-1%dg1%1%negative comments

kln(greedy, crooks etc)

-1-1586-232221334(Being told to) shop
-*-*1%cn1%acn1%acn-*1%*1%***1%around\compare\switch
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 68 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

1122-23--24524429People being ripped off
4%**1%-*1%--1%1%1%ahl*1%1%*

-31-132-1144-5227EON (any mention)
-1%d*-***-**1%1%d-1%d**

--2-33--147232-26Oil prices\oil prices
--*-1%*--*1%bj1%abj1%1%*-*increase (no mention of

not passing saving on)

-51-131-2142-5125Age UK and EON\scandal
-2%abdmn*-***-**1%1%-1%d**of Age Concern and EON

-32-7---315--2225Age UK\Age Concern (all
-1%dk*-2%abcdej---1%*1%k--***other references)

kmn

-14-2-5-1131-3123Bad
-*1%dk-*-1%dk-**1%*-1%**publicity\complaints\gen

eral problems

1122-2-21-14-1521All the same\they're all
4%**1%-*-1%cdgjl*-*1%acdghj-*1%d*the same

l

--2-33---32112118Tariffs\bills are
--*-1%1%---1%h******complicated

-13113-1*3--11218Confusing\misleading
-*1%**1%-1%*1%f--****information

--44143------2-18Price fixing\cartels
--1%abdfh1%abdefg*1%1%------*-*(being investigated)

ho

--31412--23----16Smart meters
--1%bc*1%bcd**--1%1%----*

-2*2-4--*-23-2116Large Six Supplier(s)
-1%*1%-1%--*-*1%ad-***(any mention)

-11-1111--12-3213Prices (all other
-**-***1%--*1%-1%**references)

2-1---3-*-22-1113Expensive
6%-*---1%-*-*1%-***
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 68 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

-12--5--1--1--112Monopoly\lack of
-**--1%acdf--*--*--**competition

--1-111-1-32--110Can save money (by
--*-***-*-**--**switching)

---5--1-*-12---10Pensioners\elderly being
---2%abcdfg--*-*-*1%a---*conned\overcharged

hklno

-2-112----12--110Some are good\some are
-1%-***----*1%--**bad\some better than

others

-----1--32--3--10Fracking
-----*--1%a1%--1%--*

-1--14---11---19Rebates\reimbursements\n
-*--*1%ac---**---**ot receiving rebates\not

being reimbursed - Had
to give money back

--2-22---1-1-1-9NPower (any mention)
--*-**---*-*-*-*

----1-1131--21-9Adverts
----*-*1%1%*--**-*

----1---2-3--118Problems with
----*---*-1%a--***switching\difficult to

switch

---1----1-31--27Small(er) companies are
---*----*-*a*--**cheaper

-1-2-----22----7British Gas (any
-*-1%-----1%a*----*mention)

-1--111------116Easier to switch
-*--***------***

------2---3----5Meters\pre-payment
------*---1%a----*meters (all references)
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 68 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

-41------------5On TV
-1%abcdfg*------------*

hjkl

----1---12-1---5Have not been
----*---*1%a-*---*regulated\need to be

regulated

-----12-----2--5Director's\bosses
-----**-----*--*pay\bonuses

-----1----2---25Short supply of
-----*----*---**power\low reserves (in

UK)

-2---1--1------4They hide the best
-1%a---*--*------*tariffs\don't tell you

the best price(s)

-1------1-2--1-4In papers
-*------*-*--*-*

---*-----22----4Energy companies being
---*-----*a*----*investigated\suspended\t

aken to court

-*-----2-1-----3Tariffs\about tariffs
-*-----1%abcdfh-*-----*(no detail)

jkln

--2--------1---3Solar panels
--*a--------*a---*

----1----*--1-13Sales calls\doorstep
----*----*--*-**sales

----1-----2*---3More power stations
----*-----**---*required\being built

----1-1--------2Transparency\lack of
----*-*a--------*transparency

----------12---2Prices being capped
----------*1%a---*
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 68 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

------2--------2First Utility (any
------*a--------*mention)

-------1-------1Energy companies making
-------1%abcfk-------*a loss\losing

money\profits are down

14113399-957948486Other
5%1%2%bd1%1%2%2%-2%1%1%3%abdl1%1%1%1%

27712273115105912011890113982141571581553Nothing
8%25%i28%fik25%i28%fik20%22%14%24%i26%ik20%31%fhijk39%abcef28%fik27%fik26%fik

ghijklmn
o

53781574273402250295627643570691Don't know
21%12%c18%abcde20%abcde10%c14%ceg10%15%ceg10%c8%10%c8%12%c6%12%c12%c

fghjlofghjklo

-6-4237-73-221541Refused
-2%acdfn-1%fn*1%2%acfn-1%fn1%fn-***1%1%
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Q.58 What have you heard about energy suppliers and the energy market in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
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Table 69 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

180101147971942121192850447525Unweighted Base
119109*172115*15624011929**51*435515Weighted Base

161227313837107106885Very satisfied (2)
14%11%16%27%aijk24%aef15%8%25%20%16%17%e

7059945691116731524240279Satisfied (1)
58%54%55%49%58%48%61%f53%46%55%54%

213029191656275118399Neither satisfied (0)
17%27%17%16%10%23%g22%g16%22%19%19%gnor dissatisfied

73754153122023Dissatisfied (-1)
6%3%4%4%3%6%2%2%4%5%4%

326-371-2911Very dissatisfied (-2)
3%2%3%-2%3%1%-5%2%2%

SUMMARY CODES

867012187129153832234308364SATISFIED
72%65%71%76%83%aef64%69%77%66%71%71%

1161357224152834DISSATISFIED
9%5%8%4%5%9%3%2%9%6%7%

11111211124Refused
1%1%1%1%*1%1%4%1%*1%

1283374-11314Don't know
1%2%4%3%2%3%4%-2%3%3%

0.7530.7000.7951.025ajk1.035aef0.6940.7691.0350.7450.8090.816Mean Score
0.8700.7920.8880.7860.7970.9220.6900.7361.0040.8340.848Standard Deviation
0.0040.0060.0060.0070.0030.0040.0040.0200.0210.0020.001Error Variance
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Q.59 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 69 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1291012824071181573235202525Unweighted Base
106104*2944179814**73*271157515Weighted Base

1310626917511482285Very satisfied (2)
12%9%21%ij16%17%33%15%18%14%17%

59631502245583314494279Satisfied (1)
56%61%51%54%56%56%46%53%60%54%

2218588415118562399Neither satisfied (0)
21%17%20%20%15%10%24%21%15%19%nor dissatisfied

3910166-214623Dissatisfied (-1)
3%8%4%4%6%-3%5%4%4%

52383-33611Very dissatisfied (-2)
5%h2%1%2%3%-4%1%4%2%

SUMMARY CODES

7173212293711344192116364SATISFIED
68%70%72%70%73%90%61%71%74%d71%

91113259-5171234DISSATISFIED
8%10%h5%6%9%-7%6%7%7%

1-331-4--4Refused
1%-1%1%1%-5%abc--1%

337131-26614Don't know
3%3%2%3%1%-3%2%4%3%

0.6860.6890.911ij0.8200.7991.2270.7060.8270.8050.816Mean Score
0.9240.8390.8110.8340.9090.6430.9210.8220.8710.848Standard Deviation
0.0070.0070.0020.0020.0070.0280.0130.0030.0040.001Error Variance
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Q.59 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 69 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7038842508508525-13950328525Unweighted Base
72*37840*498498515-**10741*360515Weighted Base

66410838385-20105585Very satisfied (2)
9%17%26%k17%17%17%-18%25%15%17%

3621818274274279-6620193279Satisfied (1)
50%58%44%55%55%54%-62%48%54%54%

19638929299-1177699Neither satisfied (0)
27%17%19%18%18%19%-10%18%21%d19%dnor dissatisfied

5152222223-141823Dissatisfied (-1)
6%4%4%4%4%4%-1%9%d5%4%

110-111111-6-511Very dissatisfied (-2)
2%3%-2%2%2%-6%ab-1%2%

SUMMARY CODES

4328328357357364-8630248364SATISFIED
59%75%k70%72%72%71%-80%ab74%69%71%

6252333334-742334DISSATISFIED
8%7%4%7%7%7%-7%9%6%7%

1--444-1-24Refused
2%j--1%1%1%-1%-1%1%

373131314-1-1114Don't know
4%2%6%3%3%3%-1%-3%3%

0.6130.8440.977k0.8240.8240.816-0.8850.9050.7930.816Mean Score
0.8330.8480.8280.8480.8480.848-0.9260.8860.8200.848Standard Deviation
0.0110.0020.0170.0010.0010.001-0.0060.0160.0020.001Error Variance
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Q.59 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 69 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

140108289376361525Unweighted Base
13296*30039*6**350515Weighted Base

161460317085Very satisfied (2)
12%15%20%7%15%20%17%

6961160194189279Satisfied (1)
53%64%53%49%74%54%54%

281261716599Neither satisfied (0)
21%13%20%17%10%18%19%nor dissatisfied

102117-1223Dissatisfied (-1)
8%2%4%19%ab-4%4%

4532-811Very dissatisfied (-2)
3%5%e1%5%-2%2%

SUMMARY CODES

8675220225259364SATISFIED
65%78%g73%56%90%74%d71%

146149-2034DISSATISFIED
11%e7%5%24%ab-6%7%

--1--14Refused
--*--*1%

4341-514Don't know
3%3%1%3%-1%3%

0.6490.8340.891g0.3521.0550.875d0.816dMean Score
0.9210.8850.8021.0460.5500.8540.848Standard Deviation
0.0060.0070.0020.0300.0500.0020.001Error Variance
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Q.59 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 69 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

952830692525Unweighted Base
97*29**29194*515Weighted Base

129451985Very satisfied (2)
13%31%15%20%17%

521216648279Satisfied (1)
53%41%57%51%54%

202542299Neither satisfied (0)
21%7%19%23%19%nor dissatisfied

1413423Dissatisfied (-1)
1%15%4%5%4%

326-11Very dissatisfied (-2)
3%6%2%-2%

SUMMARY CODES

642121167364SATISFIED
66%72%73%71%71%

4619434DISSATISFIED
4%21%7%5%7%

1---4Refused
1%---1%

8-5114Don't know
8%abc-2%1%3%

0.7930.7680.8090.8700.816Mean Score
0.8151.2320.8370.7880.848Standard Deviation
0.0080.0540.0020.0070.001Error Variance
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Q.59 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 69 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18321198331141405236516046461525Unweighted Base
177196103*39*11**37*41*60*35016544867*515Weighted Base

20372442177632276985Very satisfied (2)
11%19%m24%m10%22%4%17%11%18%13%17%14%17%h

102111432352020341938624435279Satisfied (1)
58%k57%k42%58%45%54%50%57%55%52%55%52%54%k

343522821010126633871199Neither satisfied (0)
19%18%21%20%20%26%24%21%19%20%19%17%19%nor dissatisfied

5584144681417623Dissatisfied (-1)
3%3%8%l9%7%10%10%10%2%9%e4%8%4%

335-12-1749211Very dissatisfied (-2)
2%2%5%-6%6%-2%2%2%2%2%2%

SUMMARY CODES

1221486827722274125610832044364SATISFIED
69%76%66%68%67%58%66%68%73%65%71%66%71%

891441647151826734DISSATISFIED
5%4%13%alm9%13%16%a10%11%4%11%e6%11%7%

4-------4-4-4Refused
2%l-------1%-1%-1%

95-1----8610414Don't know
5%k2%-3%----2%4%2%6%3%

0.7980.9060.7120.7140.6930.4030.7330.6570.879d0.6800.8300.7130.816hMean Score
0.7570.7921.0720.7901.1340.9470.8580.8690.8120.9080.8380.9160.848Standard Deviation
0.0030.0030.0120.0200.1170.0220.0180.0150.0020.0050.0020.0140.001Error Variance
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Q.59 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 69 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

33536837634173135858849525Unweighted Base
32035236037*16**38**34*94*99*51*515Weighted Base

74758162391818885Very satisfied (2)
23%a21%23%a18%10%7%27%19%18%16%17%

202217217196269505225279Satisfied (1)
63%a62%a60%53%35%68%28%53%52%50%54%e

233942757519211199Neither satisfied (0)
7%11%12%k19%30%19%15%20%21%21%19%ijknor dissatisfied

131011341546623Dissatisfied (-1)
4%3%3%7%25%3%13%a4%6%11%a4%

766---211-11Very dissatisfied (-2)
2%2%2%---5%1%1%-2%

SUMMARY CODES

2762922982672818687033364SATISFIED
86%a83%a83%a70%46%75%54%73%70%66%71%

191617341667634DISSATISFIED
6%5%5%7%25%3%18%a6%7%11%7%

-1--------4Refused
-*--------1%

2331-1411114Don't know
1%1%1%3%-3%12%a1%1%2%3%k

1.019a0.993a1.001a0.8310.3140.8150.6700.8590.8110.7220.816Mean Score
0.8070.7750.7850.8230.9880.6031.2250.8370.8560.8810.848Standard Deviation
0.0020.0020.0020.0210.0570.0120.0470.0080.0080.0160.001Error Variance
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Q.59 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 69 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12134245153331652185534542752525Unweighted Base
1**21**33*26**49*52*34*16**45*17**49*35**59*27**52*515Weighted Base

-54969926161097185Very satisfied (2)
-24%12%36%13%18%b25%b11%13%9%13%b28%15%b27%2%17%b

-82413282915827102416331330279Satisfied (1)
-41%72%j49%58%55%45%53%62%57%50%45%57%48%57%54%

-1431088382156961599Neither satisfied (0)
-6%11%11%21%16%23%22%18%9%31%n19%16%22%29%19%nor dissatisfied

12--311-312341223Dissatisfied (-1)
100%10%--6%2%2%-6%6%4%8%6%2%3%4%

-11-1--2-11-2-111Very dissatisfied (-2)
-5%2%-3%--15%-7%2%-4%-2%2%

SUMMARY CODES

-1328223538241033113125422031364SATISFIED
-65%84%bf85%71%73%70%63%75%65%63%73%72%76%60%71%

131-4112323361334DISSATISFIED
100%15%2%-9%2%2%15%6%13%6%8%10%2%5%7%

---1--1--2-----4Refused
---4%--2%--12%-----1%

-31--51-1---1-314Don't know
-14%3%--9%afl3%-1%---2%-7%3%

-1.0000.7970.9561.2650.7190.986b0.9820.4300.8330.6050.6760.9230.7521.0120.5880.816Mean Score
-1.1720.6560.6620.8720.6820.7841.2100.7281.0710.8420.9040.9340.7720.7000.848Standard Deviation
-0.0720.0130.0190.0150.0100.0200.0910.0100.0720.0130.0240.0160.0220.0100.001Error Variance
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Q.59 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current gas supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 70 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

180101147971942121192850447525Unweighted Base
119109*172115*15624011929**51*435515Weighted Base

1591616252012394456Completely trust (2)
12%9%9%14%16%f8%10%9%18%10%11%

6451925590107641524222262Tend to trust (1)
54%47%54%48%58%f45%54%52%47%51%51%

1931362320622651292109Neither trust (0)
16%28%k21%20%13%26%g22%17%23%21%21%gnor distrust

138111111249314044Tend to distrust (-1)
11%7%7%10%7%10%7%10%1%9%8%

66642173131822Strongly distrust (-2)
5%5%3%4%1%7%g2%5%5%4%4%

SUMMARY CODES

796010870115127761834267318TRUST
66%55%63%61%74%af53%64%61%65%61%62%f

19131715134111435866DISTRUST
16%12%10%13%8%17%g10%15%7%13%13%

1--11-2-123Refused
1%--1%*-2%-1%*1%

141047103221620Don't know
1%4%6%k4%5%4%3%7%4%4%4%

0.5860.4840.6250.6090.839af0.3840.649f0.5360.7590.5650.582fMean Score
1.0200.9580.8940.9890.8411.0320.8611.0030.9720.9540.958Standard Deviation
0.0060.0090.0060.0110.0040.0050.0060.0370.0200.0020.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 70 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1291012824071181573235202525Unweighted Base
106104*2944179814**73*271157515Weighted Base

17533461057242156Completely trust (2)
16%i5%11%11%10%32%9%9%13%11%

51621432125063013987262Tend to trust (1)
49%60%49%51%51%46%41%51%55%51%

18216889201195929109Neither trust (0)
17%21%23%21%20%9%26%22%19%21%nor distrust

101023331016251244Tend to distrust (-1)
9%10%8%8%10%6%8%9%8%8%

6412175-414422Strongly distrust (-2)
6%3%4%4%5%-5%5%3%4%

SUMMARY CODES

6967176258601137162108318TRUST
65%64%60%62%61%78%50%60%69%d62%

1614355015110391666DISTRUST
15%13%12%12%16%6%14%14%10%13%

1113--21-3Refused
1%1%*1%--3%b*-1%

31151831511420Don't know
3%1%5%4%3%7%7%4%2%4%

0.6230.5310.5820.5990.5141.1200.4490.5130.711c0.582Mean Score
1.0640.8730.9500.9471.0060.8651.0050.9750.8940.958Standard Deviation
0.0090.0080.0030.0020.0090.0530.0150.0040.0040.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 70 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7038842508508525-13950328525Unweighted Base
72*37840*498498515-**10741*360515Weighted Base

6405515156-1743656Completely trust (2)
8%11%12%10%10%11%-16%9%10%11%

2620722257257262-5623182262Tend to trust (1)
37%55%k54%52%52%51%-52%56%51%51%k

14809105105109-18880109Neither trust (0)
19%21%23%21%21%21%-17%19%22%21%nor distrust

10302424244-573044Tend to distrust (-1)
14%8%5%8%8%8%-5%16%d8%8%

8121212122-4-1822Strongly distrust (-2)
11%aj3%2%4%4%4%-4%-5%4%

SUMMARY CODES

3224727309309318-7327218318TRUST
45%65%k66%k62%62%62%-68%64%61%62%k

18423636366-974866DISTRUST
25%aij11%7%13%13%13%-9%16%13%13%

-1-333---23Refused
-*-1%1%1%---1%1%

982191920-7-1220Don't know
12%aj2%4%4%4%4%-7%-3%4%

0.1920.630k0.725k0.5800.5800.582-0.770b0.5650.5430.582kMean Score
1.1910.9010.8400.9480.9480.958-0.9320.8740.9710.958Standard Deviation
0.0230.0020.0170.0020.0020.002-0.0070.0150.0030.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 70 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

140108289376361525Unweighted Base
13296*30039*6**350515Weighted Base

181034414556Completely trust (2)
14%11%11%9%11%13%11%

6346164182182262Tend to trust (1)
48%48%55%47%40%52%51%

2327567175109Neither trust (0)
18%28%19%19%23%21%21%nor distrust

15722522744Tend to distrust (-1)
11%8%7%12%26%8%8%

82144-1322Strongly distrust (-2)
6%3%5%10%-4%4%

SUMMARY CODES

8256197223228318TRUST
62%59%66%56%51%65%62%

221037823966DISTRUST
17%10%12%22%26%11%13%

--1--13Refused
--*--*1%

53101-720Don't know
4%3%3%3%-2%4%

0.5530.5840.6200.3550.3640.6470.582Mean Score
1.0630.8870.9601.1401.0710.9340.958Standard Deviation
0.0080.0070.0030.0360.1910.0020.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 70 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

952830692525Unweighted Base
97*29**29194*515Weighted Base

74311356Completely trust (2)
7%15%11%14%11%

451615349262Tend to trust (1)
46%55%53%51%51%

2026519109Neither trust (0)
21%8%22%20%21%nor distrust

9125944Tend to distrust (-1)
9%3%9%9%8%

559322Strongly distrust (-2)
5%19%3%3%4%

SUMMARY CODES

522018462318TRUST
53%71%63%66%62%

136341266DISTRUST
14%22%12%13%13%

1---3Refused
1%---1%

11-8120Don't know
12%abc-3%1%4%

0.4760.4560.6110.6450.582Mean Score
0.9841.3470.9070.9590.958Standard Deviation
0.0120.0650.0030.0100.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 70 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18321198331141405236516046461525Unweighted Base
177196103*39*11**37*41*60*35016544867*515Weighted Base

15231441165401652456Completely trust (2)
9%12%14%10%8%4%14%9%11%10%12%6%11%

92101531551224211936922932262Tend to trust (1)
52%52%51%39%42%31%58%fh36%55%d42%51%48%51%fh

3844171031241774349613109Neither trust (0)
22%22%16%26%30%31%g10%28%g21%21%21%20%21%nor distrust

91711616510202435944Tend to distrust (-1)
5%9%11%16%m14%16%13%17%6%14%ae8%13%8%

7482162581417522Strongly distrust (-2)
4%2%8%l6%6%15%a6%8%2%8%e4%7%4%

SUMMARY CODES

108124671961329272328528236318TRUST
61%63%65%49%50%35%71%fh44%66%d52%63%54%62%dfh

17211992128152838521466DISTRUST
9%11%19%m22%m20%31%a19%25%a8%23%ae12%21%13%e

21------3-3-3Refused
1%*------1%-1%-1%

137-1-1-213817420Don't know
7%k3%-3%-2%-2%4%5%4%6%4%

0.6120.6480.5120.3220.319-0.0860.600h0.1970.706d0.3190.619b0.3350.582dfhMean Score
0.8990.8881.1151.0671.0701.1331.0781.1050.8431.1240.9391.0570.958Standard Deviation
0.0050.0040.0130.0360.1040.0320.0290.0240.0020.0080.0020.0190.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 70 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

33536837634173135858849525Unweighted Base
32035236037*16**38**34*94*99*51*515Weighted Base

54555644221010856Completely trust (2)
17%a16%16%11%26%5%6%11%10%16%11%

2182362621741816475121262Tend to trust (1)
68%a67%a73%a46%24%47%48%50%51%41%51%

273625829522209109Neither trust (0)
9%10%7%22%14%24%14%24%20%18%21%ijknor distrust

81475474914944Tend to distrust (-1)
3%4%2%13%25%19%10%10%14%17%8%ijk

866211444222Strongly distrust (-2)
3%2%2%6%6%3%12%4%4%4%4%ij

SUMMARY CODES

2722913182182018576129318TRUST
85%a83%a88%aj56%49%52%54%60%61%57%62%

162013758713171166DISTRUST
5%6%4%19%31%22%22%13%18%21%13%ijk

----------3Refused
----------1%

354111421220Don't know
1%1%1%3%6%3%11%2%1%4%4%ijk

0.954a0.924a0.998a0.4360.3990.3350.2910.5530.5100.4880.582Mean Score
0.7730.7570.6781.0621.3530.9521.1780.9530.9831.1100.958Standard Deviation
0.0020.0020.0010.0340.1140.0300.0430.0110.0110.0260.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 70 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12134245153331652185534542752525Unweighted Base
1**21**33*26**49*52*34*16**45*17**49*35**59*27**52*515Weighted Base

-2246863316452456Completely trust (2)
-8%7%17%12%15%19%18%7%5%11%10%9%9%8%11%

-6221424251772671918341627262Tend to trust (1)
-32%66%f54%48%49%51%43%58%38%39%51%58%61%52%51%

-655101084841679612109Neither trust (0)
-28%15%18%20%19%23%25%17%23%32%20%16%22%23%21%nor distrust

-222631-435452444Tend to distrust (-1)
-12%6%9%12%5%2%-9%19%11%11%9%8%7%8%

131131-131212-122Strongly distrust (-2)
100%13%2%3%7%3%-7%7%7%4%2%4%-2%4%

SUMMARY CODES

-82518293324102972521391931318TRUST
-39%74%f71%60%64%70%61%65%43%50%61%67%69%59%62%

15339411757482566DISTRUST
100%25%8%12%18%j8%2%7%17%j26%15%13%13%8%9%13%

-----11--1-----3Refused
-----1%2%--7%-----1%

-11-14111-122-520Don't know
-7%3%-2%8%3%6%1%-2%6%4%-9%4%

-2.0000.0960.7360.7310.4730.7420.9140.6980.4780.1610.4350.5960.6230.7040.6230.582Mean Score
-1.1970.7800.9501.0790.9150.7331.0721.0251.0980.9860.9160.9390.7540.8370.958Standard Deviation
-0.0720.0180.0380.0230.0170.0170.0770.0210.0710.0180.0250.0170.0210.0150.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 71 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

180101147971942121192850447525Unweighted Base
119109*172115*15624011929**51*435515Weighted Base

16112119272514475466Completely trust (2)
13%10%12%16%17%11%11%15%14%12%13%

614482538399581225203240Tend to trust (1)
51%40%48%46%53%f41%49%41%49%47%47%

20294728296531713104124Neither trust (0)
17%26%27%k24%19%27%26%25%26%24%24%nor distrust

14158710267233943Tend to distrust (-1)
11%i14%i4%6%6%11%6%5%6%9%8%

67543154112122Strongly distrust (-2)
5%6%3%4%2%6%3%2%2%5%4%

SUMMARY CODES

775410372110124721632258306TRUST
65%j50%60%62%71%af52%60%56%63%59%59%

19221311134112246066DISTRUST
16%i20%i8%10%8%17%g10%8%8%14%13%

1--11-2-123Refused
1%--1%*-2%-1%*1%

14823103311216Don't know
1%4%5%2%2%4%3%11%2%3%3%

0.5820.3400.647j0.671j0.793af0.4070.6110.6890.6960.5510.572jMean Score
1.0231.0580.8860.9630.8851.0410.9130.9320.8840.9930.979Standard Deviation
0.0060.0110.0060.0100.0040.0050.0070.0330.0160.0020.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 71 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1291012824071181573235202525Unweighted Base
106104*2944179814**73*271157515Weighted Base

20639541149312366Completely trust (2)
19%i6%13%13%12%27%12%11%14%13%

45601311954563012381240Tend to trust (1)
42%58%hj45%47%46%42%41%45%52%47%

22188097273226832124Neither trust (0)
21%17%27%23%28%19%30%25%20%24%nor distrust

11122038613261443Tend to distrust (-1)
10%11%7%9%6%4%4%10%9%8%

5611167-315522Strongly distrust (-2)
5%6%4%4%7%-4%5%3%4%

SUMMARY CODES

6467170249571039154104306TRUST
61%64%58%60%58%70%53%57%66%59%

161832531216411866DISTRUST
15%17%11%13%13%4%8%15%12%13%

1113--21-3Refused
1%1%*1%--3%b*-1%

3111152148316Don't know
3%1%4%3%2%7%6%3%2%3%

0.6160.4850.5870.5870.5110.9990.5740.4910.6750.572Mean Score
1.0720.9760.9520.9711.0160.8630.9431.0120.9350.979Standard Deviation
0.0090.0100.0030.0020.0090.0530.0130.0040.0040.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 71 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7038842508508525-13950328525Unweighted Base
72*37840*498498515-**10741*360515Weighted Base

7477626266-1764366Completely trust (2)
10%12%17%12%12%13%-16%16%12%13%

2219019234234240-5820161240Tend to trust (1)
31%50%k48%47%47%47%-55%49%45%47%k

199111122122124-181092124Neither trust (0)
26%24%26%24%24%24%-17%25%26%d24%nor distrust

10292424243-443443Tend to distrust (-1)
14%8%5%8%8%8%-4%11%9%8%

814-212122-5-1722Strongly distrust (-2)
10%aij4%-4%4%4%-5%-5%4%

SUMMARY CODES

2923626296296306-7527204306TRUST
41%63%k65%k59%59%59%-71%ab64%57%59%k

18432636366-945166DISTRUST
25%aij11%5%13%13%13%-9%11%14%13%

-1-333---23Refused
-*-1%1%1%---1%1%

672151516-4-1116Don't know
9%aj2%4%3%3%3%-4%-3%3%

0.1650.611k0.799k0.5680.5680.572-0.759b0.6920.5130.572kMean Score
1.1700.9350.7990.9710.9710.979-0.9470.8700.9970.979Standard Deviation
0.0210.0020.0160.0020.0020.002-0.0070.0150.0030.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 71 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

140108289376361525Unweighted Base
13296*30039*6**350515Weighted Base

171043615066Completely trust (2)
13%11%14%16%11%14%13%

6046142152168240Tend to trust (1)
45%48%47%38%40%48%47%

2828718285124Neither trust (0)
21%29%24%21%39%24%24%nor distrust

13726512743Tend to distrust (-1)
10%7%9%14%10%8%8%

84123-1222Strongly distrust (-2)
6%4%4%8%-4%4%

SUMMARY CODES

7756185213218306TRUST
58%58%62%54%51%62%59%

211138814066DISTRUST
16%12%13%22%10%11%13%

--1--13Refused
--*--*1%

6151-716Don't know
5%1%2%3%-2%3%

0.5200.5340.6090.4200.5190.6320.572Mean Score
1.0650.9400.9771.1790.8930.9510.979Standard Deviation
0.0080.0080.0030.0390.1330.0030.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 71 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

952830692525Unweighted Base
97*29**29194*515Weighted Base

74381766Completely trust (2)
7%13%13%18%e13%

481513243240Tend to trust (1)
49%53%46%45%47%

2138021124Neither trust (0)
22%9%27%22%24%nor distrust

7324943Tend to distrust (-1)
7%12%8%10%8%

5410422Strongly distrust (-2)
5%12%4%4%4%

SUMMARY CODES

541917160306TRUST
56%67%59%63%59%

127341366DISTRUST
12%24%12%14%13%

1---3Refused
1%---1%

9-6116Don't know
10%abc-2%1%3%

0.5190.4290.5770.6410.572Mean Score
0.9441.2430.9521.0230.979Standard Deviation
0.0100.0550.0030.0120.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 71 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18321198331141405236516046461525Unweighted Base
177196103*39*11**37*41*60*35016544867*515Weighted Base

20261644356471960666Completely trust (2)
11%13%16%10%37%8%13%10%13%11%13%9%13%

80102421621619241707020832240Tend to trust (1)
45%52%41%41%20%42%46%40%49%42%46%48%47%

473827133101117834110717124Neither trust (0)
26%19%26%33%30%27%26%28%24%25%24%26%24%nor distrust

10171231538251838643Tend to distrust (-1)
6%9%12%9%13%12%8%14%7%11%8%8%8%

7852-433121020322Strongly distrust (-2)
4%4%5%5%-10%8%6%3%6%4%4%4%

SUMMARY CODES

100128582061924302188926838306TRUST
56%65%57%51%57%50%59%50%62%54%60%57%59%

182518518612372958866DISTRUST
10%13%17%13%13%22%15%20%11%17%e13%12%13%

21------3-3-3Refused
1%*------1%-1%-1%

114-1---29713316Don't know
6%k2%-3%---2%3%4%3%4%3%

0.5760.6340.4980.4460.8040.2570.4840.3590.638d0.4310.5790.5270.572Mean Score
0.9420.9681.0630.9681.1251.1131.0791.0440.9351.0570.9870.9330.979Standard Deviation
0.0050.0050.0120.0290.1150.0300.0290.0210.0020.0070.0020.0150.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 71 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

33536837634173135858849525Unweighted Base
32035236037*16**38**34*94*99*51*515Weighted Base

61666454241110966Completely trust (2)
19%a19%a18%13%26%5%12%11%10%18%13%

2022402251341815434716240Tend to trust (1)
63%a68%a63%a34%22%49%46%45%48%32%47%

362644145136292718124Neither trust (0)
11%8%12%j38%32%35%17%31%27%35%24%ijknor distrust

1613183224711543Tend to distrust (-1)
5%4%5%7%14%6%12%8%11%9%8%j

566211233222Strongly distrust (-2)
2%2%2%5%6%3%5%3%3%4%4%ijk

SUMMARY CODES

2633062891782020535725306TRUST
82%a87%ai80%a47%48%54%58%57%58%50%59%

21182543361114766DISTRUST
7%5%7%12%20%8%17%11%14%13%13%ijk

----------3Refused
----------1%

-121-1311116Don't know
-*1%3%-3%8%1%1%2%3%ijk

0.929a0.992a0.900a0.4550.4710.4890.5330.5420.5110.5230.572Mean Score
0.8010.7450.8110.9991.2300.8081.0620.9220.9321.0230.979Standard Deviation
0.0020.0020.0020.0300.0890.0220.0340.0100.0100.0220.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 71 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12134245153331652185534542752525Unweighted Base
1**21**33*26**49*52*34*16**45*17**49*35**59*27**52*515Weighted Base

-3266961535482766Completely trust (2)
-13%5%23%12%17%19%6%11%16%10%10%14%9%13%13%

-4231022251692381819281223240Tend to trust (1)
-22%69%abfl37%45%48%46%58%53%46%37%54%47%45%45%47%

-76912109410216713911124Neither trust (0)
-32%19%33%24%18%28%24%22%9%32%20%23%34%22%24%nor distrust

13*15211328263543Tend to distrust (-1)
100%14%1%3%9%4%2%4%8%13%15%n6%11%13%10%8%

-32132-1313-3-122Strongly distrust (-2)
-13%6%3%7%4%-7%6%7%5%-5%-2%4%

SUMMARY CODES

-725162834221028112322361430306TRUST
-34%74%f61%58%65%65%65%63%63%47%65%61%53%58%59%

152284126410293666DISTRUST
100%27%7%6%16%8%2%11%14%21%21%j6%16%13%11%13%

-----11--1-----3Refused
-----1%2%--7%-----1%

-1--141-1--3--516Don't know
-7%--2%8%d3%-1%--9%--9%adf3%

-1.0000.0810.6600.7550.4760.765f0.8590.5240.5500.5490.3080.7610.5490.4990.6300.572Mean Score
-1.2530.8460.9561.0670.9610.7630.9751.0011.2091.0310.7451.0330.8400.9320.979Standard Deviation
-0.0780.0210.0380.0230.0190.0190.0590.0200.0860.0190.0170.0200.0260.0180.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 72 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

180101147971942121192850447525Unweighted Base
119109*172115*15624011929**51*435515Weighted Base

127161122159183846Completely trust (2)
10%6%9%10%14%f6%8%3%15%9%9%

554779438086581124189224Tend to trust (1)
46%43%46%37%51%f36%49%f37%47%43%43%

26304132277230514110129Neither trust (0)
22%27%24%27%17%30%g25%19%27%25%25%gnor distrust

12131617163112435259Tend to distrust (-1)
10%12%10%15%10%13%10%12%5%12%11%

97954223312530Strongly distrust (-2)
8%6%5%5%3%9%eg3%11%3%6%6%

SUMMARY CODES

67549554102101671232227270TRUST
56%50%55%47%65%af42%56%f41%62%52%52%f

21192523215315747889DISTRUST
18%18%15%20%13%22%eg13%23%8%18%17%

1--11-1-112Refused
1%--1%*-1%-1%**

461056136511925Don't know
3%6%6%5%4%6%5%18%2%4%5%

0.4230.3430.4720.3430.665af0.1790.515f0.1170.6760.3890.405fMean Score
1.0780.9990.9931.0300.9591.0720.8981.1570.9121.0211.022Standard Deviation
0.0070.0100.0070.0120.0050.0060.0070.0540.0170.0020.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your gas
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 72 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1291012824071181573235202525Unweighted Base
106104*2944179814**73*271157515Weighted Base

1542639846171946Completely trust (2)
15%i4%9%9%8%26%9%6%12%c9%

47521201883662711971224Tend to trust (1)
44%50%41%45%36%46%37%44%45%43%

192681101283216639129Neither trust (0)
18%25%28%24%28%21%29%24%25%25%nor distrust

1111364514-3371859Tend to distrust (-1)
10%11%12%11%14%-5%14%d12%11%

9714219-917530Strongly distrust (-2)
8%7%5%5%10%-12%b6%3%6%

SUMMARY CODES

625614622743103413790270TRUST
59%54%50%54%44%72%46%50%57%52%

1918506523-12542389DISTRUST
18%18%17%16%24%g-16%20%15%17%

1-12--2--2Refused
1%-**--3%abc--*

54152231415525Don't know
4%4%5%5%3%7%6%5%3%5%

0.4980.3440.3910.457f0.1881.0470.2890.3250.534c0.405Mean Score
1.1350.9760.9950.9951.1050.7391.1331.0210.9661.022Standard Deviation
0.0100.0100.0040.0030.0110.0390.0190.0050.0050.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your gas
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 72 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7038842508508525-13950328525Unweighted Base
72*37840*498498515-**10741*360515Weighted Base

4306424246-1542746Completely trust (2)
6%8%15%8%8%9%-14%b9%8%9%

2218017220220224-5020153224Tend to trust (1)
30%48%k42%44%44%43%-47%49%42%43%

179312125125129-181097129Neither trust (0)
23%25%29%25%25%25%-17%25%27%d25%nor distrust

10443575759-1234359Tend to distrust (-1)
13%12%8%11%11%11%-11%8%12%11%

10181292930-632130Strongly distrust (-2)
14%aj5%2%6%6%6%-5%8%6%6%

SUMMARY CODES

2621023262262270-6524180270TRUST
36%56%k56%53%53%52%-61%b59%50%52%k

20624868689-1766489DISTRUST
28%aij16%10%17%17%17%-16%16%18%17%

---222---12Refused
---***---**

9132242425-6-1825Don't know
13%aj3%4%5%5%5%-6%-5%5%

0.0020.441k0.616k0.3980.3980.405-0.5680.4490.3580.405kMean Score
1.2030.9750.9311.0131.0131.022-1.0631.0411.0091.022Standard Deviation
0.0240.0030.0210.0020.0020.002-0.0090.0220.0030.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your gas
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 72 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

140108289376361525Unweighted Base
13296*30039*6**350515Weighted Base

121029213546Completely trust (2)
9%10%10%5%11%10%9%

5539137221155224Tend to trust (1)
41%40%46%57%24%44%43%

2928735288129Neither trust (0)
22%30%24%13%39%25%25%nor distrust

151336523759Tend to distrust (-1)
11%14%12%12%26%11%11%

144134-2030Strongly distrust (-2)
11%e4%4%10%-6%6%

SUMMARY CODES

6649166242191270TRUST
50%51%55%62%35%54%52%

291749925789DISTRUST
22%18%16%22%26%16%17%

------2Refused
------*

92121-1425Don't know
7%2%4%3%-4%5%

0.2860.3960.4610.3500.2040.4440.405Mean Score
1.1480.9960.9881.1101.0311.0191.022Standard Deviation
0.0100.0090.0030.0340.1770.0030.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your gas
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 72 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

952830692525Unweighted Base
97*29**29194*515Weighted Base

73241246Completely trust (2)
7%12%8%12%9%

361413042224Tend to trust (1)
37%50%45%45%43%

2847521129Neither trust (0)
29%15%26%22%25%nor distrust

96311459Tend to distrust (-1)
9%19%11%14%11%

6119430Strongly distrust (-2)
6%4%7%5%6%

SUMMARY CODES

431815454270TRUST
44%62%53%57%52%

157501889DISTRUST
15%23%17%19%17%

----2Refused
----*

12-11225Don't know
12%abc-4%2%5%

0.3490.4730.3930.4650.405Mean Score
1.0091.0661.0211.0431.022Standard Deviation
0.0120.0410.0040.0120.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your gas
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 72 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18321198331141405236516046461525Unweighted Base
177196103*39*11**37*41*60*35016544867*515Weighted Base

12201221144331343346Completely trust (2)
7%10%12%5%8%4%10%7%9%8%10%5%9%

8185431551317251596519232224Tend to trust (1)
46%43%42%37%47%36%41%42%45%39%43%47%43%

42532773111311884011613129Neither trust (0)
24%27%26%18%25%31%32%18%25%24%26%20%25%nor distrust

14231011141143623471259Tend to distrust (-1)
8%12%10%28%aklm14%12%3%23%ag10%14%11%17%11%

108931644161427330Strongly distrust (-2)
6%4%9%8%6%15%a11%6%5%9%6%4%6%

SUMMARY CODES

93105551761521291927823535270TRUST
53%53%54%43%55%40%52%49%55%47%53%52%52%

243119142106185237741489DISTRUST
14%16%19%37%aklm20%27%14%29%a15%23%e17%22%17%

2-------2-2-2Refused
1%-------1%-*-*

15721-112161021425Don't know
9%k4%1%3%-2%2%4%5%6%5%6%5%

0.4460.4550.3860.0320.3730.0080.3890.2210.475d0.2560.4160.3240.405hMean Score
0.9780.9811.1041.1261.0791.1381.0931.0920.9771.0991.0270.9911.022Standard Deviation
0.0060.0050.0130.0400.1060.0320.0310.0240.0030.0080.0020.0170.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your gas
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 72 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

33536837634173135858849525Unweighted Base
32035236037*16**38**34*94*99*51*515Weighted Base

464646242366646Completely trust (2)
14%a13%13%6%26%5%9%6%6%12%9%

2242122151641318444219224Tend to trust (1)
70%aij60%a60%a42%24%35%54%47%42%38%43%

2752588111422258129Neither trust (0)
8%15%k16%k21%8%28%12%23%25%15%25%ijknor distrust

112424739315171059Tend to distrust (-1)
4%7%7%20%17%24%10%16%17%20%11%ijk

8109231267430Strongly distrust (-2)
3%3%2%5%17%3%5%6%7%7%6%ik

SUMMARY CODES

2702582611881521504826270TRUST
84%aij73%a73%a48%49%40%62%53%48%51%52%

2035329510520241489DISTRUST
6%10%9%25%34%27%15%22%24%27%17%ijk

----------2Refused
----------*

379222423425Don't know
1%2%2%6%9%5%11%2%3%7%5%jk

0.911aij0.753a0.757a0.2510.2680.1520.5680.3280.2240.3130.405Mean Score
0.7760.8800.8571.0371.5560.9671.0321.0201.0531.1771.022Standard Deviation
0.0020.0020.0020.0340.1620.0320.0330.0130.0130.0310.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your gas
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 72 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12134245153331652185534542752525Unweighted Base
1**21**33*26**49*52*34*16**45*17**49*35**59*27**52*515Weighted Base

-1234562515342346Completely trust (2)
-3%7%12%9%10%17%12%11%5%10%8%7%9%6%9%

18151116221582081714321323224Tend to trust (1)
100%37%46%42%33%43%44%49%46%47%36%39%55%l48%43%43%

-6971514951021289716129Neither trust (0)
-27%26%25%30%28%25%33%23%14%25%22%16%27%30%25%nor distrust

-2428421448384559Tend to distrust (-1)
-12%13%9%17%8%5%6%8%22%16%10%13%14%9%11%

-311411-415441130Strongly distrust (-2)
-13%2%5%9%3%4%-10%4%9%11%6%2%2%6%

SUMMARY CODES

181814212720102592216361526270TRUST
100%41%53%54%42%53%60%61%56%52%46%47%62%57%49%52%

-5531353185127114689DISTRUST
-25%14%13%26%10%10%6%18%26%25%21%19%16%11%17%

------1--1-----2Refused
------2%--7%-----*

-122151-1-231-525Don't know
-7%6%7%2%9%3%-3%-4%9%2%-10%5%

1.0000.0660.4700.5160.1610.5420.6640.6700.4060.2970.2270.2640.4540.4820.4690.405Mean Score
-1.1430.9081.0161.1050.9100.9950.7941.1201.0651.1551.1641.0290.9260.8421.022Standard Deviation
-0.0650.0260.0450.0240.0170.0320.0390.0250.0670.0250.0420.0200.0320.0150.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your gas
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 73 

Provide clearTreat you
Charge you aand helpfulfairly in their
fair price forinformation fordealings with

your gasyouyou

525525525Unweighted Base
515515515Weighted Base

466656Completely trust (2)
9%13%11%

224240262Tend to trust (1)
43%47%51%

129124109Neither trust (0)
25%24%21%nor distrust

594344Tend to distrust (-1)
11%8%8%

302222Strongly distrust (-2)
6%4%4%

SUMMARY CODES

270306318TRUST
52%59%62%

896666DISTRUST
17%13%13%

233Refused
*1%1%

251620Don't know
5%3%4%

0.4050.5720.582Mean Score
1.0220.9790.958Standard Deviation
0.0020.0020.002Error Variance
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Q.60 To what extent do you trust or distrust your gas supplier to...? - Summary Table
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have gas supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)



Table 74 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4612383072455045092389315110071251Unweighted Base
30125936129340156724792*1579651215Weighted Base

593956729299351837172227Very satisfied (2)
19%15%16%25%aij23%ef18%14%19%23%18%19%

1741462021442322921424576545666Satisfied (1)
58%h56%56%49%58%52%57%49%48%56%55%

4250685351116461723173213Neither satisfied (0)
14%19%19%18%13%20%g19%g18%15%18%18%gnor dissatisfied

141514151728138113958Dissatisfied (-1)
5%6%4%5%4%5%5%8%7%4%5%

87984227482033Very dissatisfied (-2)
3%3%3%3%1%4%g3%4%5%b2%3%g

SUMMARY CODES

23318525821732439217763112718893SATISFIED
77%71%72%74%81%aef69%72%68%71%74%74%

2223242221502012206091DISSATISFIED
7%9%7%8%5%9%g8%13%b13%ab6%7%

1--11-1-123Refused
*--**-1%-***

3210-492121316Don't know
1%1%3%h-1%2%1%1%1%1%1%

0.8790.7550.8020.8880.987aef0.7530.7620.7140.7790.8520.832Mean Score
0.8760.8820.8530.9250.7920.9370.8681.0181.0590.8370.883Standard Deviation
0.0020.0030.0020.0040.0010.0020.0030.0110.0080.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.63 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 74 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

288275659948303381335655151251Unweighted Base
23029267096824735*1356364091215Weighted Base

373614616760152410483227Very satisfied (2)
16%12%22%i17%24%ag43%abcd18%16%20%19%i

1361663565431241561361230666Satisfied (1)
59%57%53%56%50%42%45%57%d56%d55%d

31571181724123511758213Neither satisfied (0)
14%20%18%18%17%7%26%abe18%14%18%nor dissatisfied

112325471116302158Dissatisfied (-1)
5%8%h4%5%4%3%5%5%5%5%

9913258-3191133Very dissatisfied (-2)
4%3%2%3%3%-2%3%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

1732025027101833085465313893SATISFIED
75%69%75%73%74%86%d63%73%d77%d74%d

203238721919493291DISSATISFIED
9%11%h6%7%8%3%6%8%8%7%

1-13--3--3Refused
1%-**--2%abc--*

5110124235616Don't know
2%i*2%1%2%4%c3%1%1%1%

0.8070.6720.905i0.8170.8921.320abcd0.7630.7930.8750.832iMean Score
0.9140.9050.8540.8700.9320.7470.8820.8800.8890.883Standard Deviation
0.0030.0030.0010.0010.0030.0160.0060.0010.0020.001Error Variance
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Q.63 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 74 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13579630650812515087433201587561251Unweighted Base
14475830049812154987172401348251215Weighted Base

141436664227641625427143227Very satisfied (2)
10%19%k22%k13%19%fh13%23%afgh22%20%17%19%fhk

7243715529266629237514572446666Satisfied (1)
50%58%52%59%e55%59%e52%60%53%54%55%

33126491032131031092523161213Neither satisfied (0)
23%17%16%21%e18%21%e15%10%17%19%d18%dnor dissatisfied

11291817581741794258Dissatisfied (-1)
7%4%6%3%5%3%6%3%7%5%5%

916814331419732233Very dissatisfied (-2)
6%j2%3%3%3%3%3%3%2%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

8658022135689335653719999590893SATISFIED
60%77%k74%k71%74%71%75%83%abc74%71%74%k

1945273191316013126591DISSATISFIED
13%aj6%9%6%7%6%8%6%9%8%7%

--12321--13Refused
--*****--**

77261661031916Don't know
5%aij1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

0.5280.880k0.852k0.7650.8320.7650.879fh0.980ab0.8290.7930.832kMean Score
0.9940.8330.9280.8270.8830.8270.9180.8370.9050.8860.883Standard Deviation
0.0080.0010.0030.0010.0010.0010.0010.0020.0050.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.63 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 74 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

28119274837859551251Unweighted Base
25817376039*96*9101215Weighted Base

4425156533161227Very satisfied (2)
17%14%21%12%34%abd18%19%

137984222138523666Satisfied (1)
53%57%56%53%39%58%c55%c

44381211017143213Neither satisfied (0)
17%22%16%26%18%16%18%nor dissatisfied

20932244858Dissatisfied (-1)
8%e5%4%6%5%5%5%

10221--3033Very dissatisfied (-2)
4%1%3%--3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

1811235792570684893SATISFIED
70%71%76%65%74%75%74%

301153247791DISSATISFIED
12%ae6%7%6%5%8%7%

-1---13Refused
-*---**

31813516Don't know
1%*1%3%4%b1%1%

0.7270.7830.879g0.7361.070ab0.8160.832Mean Score
0.9720.7960.8790.7670.8590.9000.883Standard Deviation
0.0030.0030.0010.0160.0090.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.63 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 74 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

175287013411251Unweighted Base
16929**6693411215Weighted Base

23811977227Very satisfied (2)
13%28%18%23%e19%

8218377187666Satisfied (1)
49%65%56%55%55%

42112345213Neither satisfied (0)
25%ab3%18%b13%18%nor dissatisfied

81341358Dissatisfied (-1)
5%5%5%4%5%

8-151033Very dissatisfied (-2)
5%-2%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

10526496264893SATISFIED
62%93%74%e77%e74%e

161492491DISSATISFIED
10%5%7%7%7%

--1-3Refused
--*-*

6-1816Don't know
3%ac-*2%c1%c

0.6341.1620.826e0.923e0.832eMean Score
0.9490.6920.8570.8970.883Standard Deviation
0.0050.0170.0010.0020.001Error Variance
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Q.63 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 74 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3634802851233512511515379745411021491251Unweighted Base
34845727413737*11111616576245310591551215Weighted Base

507965321418333711910718443227Very satisfied (2)
14%17%24%lm24%m37%ah16%29%ah23%16%24%ae17%27%ac19%

190272140641169578743123658779666Satisfied (1)
55%59%jk51%47%29%62%i49%52%i57%52%55%51%55%i

7477412071711271476619518213Neither satisfied (0)
21%17%15%15%19%16%9%17%19%d15%18%12%18%gnor dissatisfied

19191192576372153558Dissatisfied (-1)
6%4%4%6%5%5%6%4%5%5%5%3%5%

661472166171628533Very dissatisfied (-2)
2%1%5%lm5%lm5%1%6%4%2%4%3%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

24035120597258790124550343771122893SATISFIED
69%77%m75%71%66%79%78%75%72%76%73%79%74%

262525164713125437811091DISSATISFIED
7%5%9%12%l10%6%12%8%7%8%8%7%7%

3------1213-3Refused
1%------****-*

54342-119610516Don't know
2%1%1%3%4%-1%1%1%1%1%3%c1%

0.7620.883m0.8550.7910.9090.8750.9070.8700.7970.8910.8080.997ac0.832Mean Score
0.8370.7830.9951.0601.1540.7791.0650.9350.8450.9430.8760.9170.883Standard Deviation
0.0020.0010.0030.0090.0390.0050.0100.0060.0010.0020.0010.0060.001Error Variance
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Q.63 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 74 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

752861864964281732222391361251Unweighted Base
710824830101*40*90*71*2332531391215Weighted Base

1952072082792124585436227Very satisfied (2)
27%a25%a25%a27%23%23%33%a25%a22%26%a19%

4615315215017512911613666666Satisfied (1)
65%a64%a63%a49%42%57%41%50%54%47%55%e

406269147117404120213Neither satisfied (0)
6%7%8%k14%17%13%10%17%16%14%18%ijknor dissatisfied

7152063331010958Dissatisfied (-1)
1%2%2%k6%9%3%4%4%4%7%5%ijk

34713-547433Very dissatisfied (-2)
*1%1%1%7%-7%f2%3%3%3%ijk

SUMMARY CODES

65573872977267253174191102893SATISFIED
92%ai90%a88%a76%65%80%75%75%75%73%74%

101927763814161391DISSATISFIED
1%2%3%k6%15%3%11%6%7%9%7%ijk

----------3Refused
----------*

555314355416Don't know
1%1%1%3%2%4%4%2%2%3%1%

1.187ai1.125a1.096a0.9870.6831.0410.9360.9420.8960.9090.832Mean Score
0.6140.6580.7060.8621.1450.7171.1380.8670.8800.9600.883Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0080.0320.0070.0180.0030.0030.0070.001Error Variance
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Q.63 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 74 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5541416310410395546938117681101011291251Unweighted Base
6**51*12664*98*93*98*57*60*37*10567*127*97*1291215Weighted Base

-13241622101621962013121728227Very satisfied (2)
-26%dk19%d25%dk22%dk11%16%36%acdef16%17%19%d19%9%17%22%dk19%d

hjkn

42373325763482634166133735470666Satisfied (1)
67%45%58%50%58%68%abegi49%45%56%44%58%49%57%55%55%55%

jmo

2926913121761081315302122213Neither satisfied (0)
33%18%20%14%13%13%18%10%17%20%13%22%24%fi21%17%18%nor dissatisfied

-2*42-93538494458Dissatisfied (-1)
-5%kn*7%kn3%-9%kn5%8%kn9%kn7%kn6%kn7%kn4%3%5%kn

-4*12363222311333Very dissatisfied (-2)
-7%cdn*2%2%4%6%dn5%n3%6%dn2%4%1%1%2%3%

SUMMARY CODES

43697487973644643228246857098893SATISFIED
67%70%77%75%80%dgj79%gj65%81%g72%60%78%68%67%72%76%74%

-6165314566107105791DISSATISFIED
-12%n1%9%n5%4%15%abckln9%n10%n16%ckln9%n10%n8%n5%6%n7%n

------1--1----13Refused
------1%--3%a----**

--21242-1-1-22116Don't know
--2%1%2%4%a2%-1%-1%-1%2%1%1%

0.6650.7640.966dgj0.9060.972dgj0.8600.6281.022dj0.7530.5690.8620.7260.6890.8510.912j0.832jMean Score
0.5211.1150.6730.9440.8220.7611.0571.0480.9111.1060.8820.9710.7680.7780.8600.883Standard Deviation
0.0540.0230.0030.0140.0070.0060.0120.0200.0120.0330.0070.0140.0050.0060.0060.001Error Variance
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Q.63 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current electricity supplier?
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 75 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4612383072455045092389315110071251Unweighted Base
30125936129340156724792*1579651215Weighted Base

513248397072281828125170Completely trust (2)
17%12%13%13%18%ef13%11%19%18%13%14%

1551211951452172661343873506617Tend to trust (1)
52%47%54%50%54%f47%54%41%46%52%d51%

5055666963137401830192240Neither trust (0)
17%21%18%24%k16%24%eg16%20%19%20%20%nor distrust

2830202433412891380102Tend to distrust (-1)
9%12%i6%8%8%7%11%10%8%8%8%

101616993667113250Strongly distrust (-2)
3%6%4%3%2%6%eg2%8%b7%b3%4%

SUMMARY CODES

20715324218528733816255100631787TRUST
69%j59%67%63%72%af60%65%60%64%65%65%

384636334277341623113152DISTRUST
12%18%ahi10%11%10%14%14%18%15%12%13%

1-111-3-224Refused
*-***-1%f-1%b**

651557159212832Don't know
2%2%4%2%2%3%4%2%1%3%3%

0.715j0.4850.690j0.6360.784af0.5380.6340.5460.6100.6530.639jMean Score
0.9731.0530.9450.9270.9111.0240.9311.1601.0900.9350.974Standard Deviation
0.0020.0050.0030.0040.0020.0020.0040.0150.0080.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 75 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

288275659948303381335655151251Unweighted Base
23029267096824735*1356364091215Weighted Base

2737961244611207168170Completely trust (2)
12%13%14%13%19%g33%abcd15%11%17%c14%

1181593315001161954338207617Tend to trust (1)
52%54%49%52%47%53%40%53%d51%d51%d

41521431974333213471240Neither trust (0)
18%18%21%20%18%8%24%e21%17%20%nor distrust

20295276261115436102Tend to distrust (-1)
9%10%8%8%11%3%8%9%9%8%

1310273812-8251750Strongly distrust (-2)
6%3%4%4%5%-6%4%4%4%

SUMMARY CODES

1461964276241623074408274787TRUST
64%67%64%64%66%86%abcd55%64%67%d65%d

333880114381197953152DISTRUST
14%13%12%12%16%3%14%12%13%13%

3-14--31-4Refused
1%-**--2%abc*-*

751929317131032Don't know
3%2%3%3%1%3%5%c2%3%3%

0.5810.6450.6400.6370.6471.193abcd0.5300.6030.6830.639Mean Score
1.0150.9450.9710.9521.0590.7211.0700.9401.0000.974Standard Deviation
0.0040.0030.0010.0010.0040.0140.0090.0020.0020.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 75 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13579630650812515087433201587561251Unweighted Base
14475830049812154987172401348251215Weighted Base

15965642170421284620103170Completely trust (2)
11%13%19%ajk8%14%fh8%18%afgh19%ab15%13%14%fh

6039915426561726535113062423617Tend to trust (1)
41%53%k51%53%51%53%49%54%47%51%51%

32158481132401131283729167240Neither trust (0)
22%21%16%23%20%23%18%16%22%20%20%nor distrust

137018431024359131572102Tend to distrust (-1)
9%9%6%9%8%9%8%5%11%d9%8%

11241617501734843850Strongly distrust (-2)
7%j3%5%3%4%3%5%4%3%5%4%

SUMMARY CODES

7549521030778730747917682526787TRUST
52%65%k70%k62%65%62%67%73%abc61%64%65%k

2494336015260932119110152DISTRUST
17%12%11%12%13%12%13%9%14%13%13%

1-12422--34Refused
1%j-*****--**

1212816321615632032Don't know
8%aij2%3%3%3%3%2%2%2%2%3%

0.4260.634k0.746k0.5690.6390.5690.6870.820abc0.6000.6000.639kMean Score
1.0890.9331.0120.9000.9740.9001.0200.9320.9840.9810.974Standard Deviation
0.0100.0010.0030.0020.0010.0020.0010.0030.0060.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 75 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

28119274837859551251Unweighted Base
25817376039*96*9101215Weighted Base

3420115430120170Completely trust (2)
13%12%15%9%31%abd13%14%

128903911936476617Tend to trust (1)
50%52%51%50%38%52%c51%c

52331511014183240Neither trust (0)
20%19%20%26%14%20%20%nor distrust

3018554775102Tend to distrust (-1)
12%e11%7%10%7%8%8%

9632-24150Strongly distrust (-2)
4%3%4%-3%4%4%

SUMMARY CODES

1621115052366597787TRUST
63%64%66%59%69%66%65%

39248749116152DISTRUST
15%14%11%10%10%13%13%

-1---24Refused
-*---**

5418261432Don't know
2%2%2%6%6%b1%3%

0.5830.6060.6750.6240.941ab0.6260.639Mean Score
0.9860.9510.9680.8101.0270.9720.974Standard Deviation
0.0040.0050.0010.0190.0130.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 75 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

175287013411251Unweighted Base
16929**6693411215Weighted Base

1268864170Completely trust (2)
7%19%13%e19%ace14%e

8417355159617Tend to trust (1)
50%59%53%46%51%

37412968240Neither trust (0)
22%14%19%20%20%nor distrust

1326423102Tend to distrust (-1)
8%7%10%7%8%

11-241650Strongly distrust (-2)
6%-4%5%4%

SUMMARY CODES

9622444222787TRUST
57%79%66%e65%65%

2328839152DISTRUST
14%7%13%11%13%

--114Refused
--***

13-81032Don't know
8%abc-1%3%3%

0.4750.9090.6370.701e0.639Mean Score
0.9910.7990.9551.0160.974Standard Deviation
0.0060.0230.0010.0030.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 75 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3634802851233512511515379745411021491251Unweighted Base
34845727413737*11111616576245310591551215Weighted Base

386550189152620987214525170Completely trust (2)
11%14%18%m13%25%13%23%af12%13%16%14%16%14%

172259132531761537240421254670617Tend to trust (1)
50%57%ajk48%39%44%55%46%43%53%47%52%45%51%j

8080404151619441538721031240Neither trust (0)
23%k18%15%30%akl14%15%17%27%h20%19%20%20%20%nor distrust

2633281541471755478319102Tend to distrust (-1)
7%7%10%11%11%13%6%11%7%10%8%12%8%

1114188-687282244650Strongly distrust (-2)
3%3%6%l6%-5%7%4%4%5%4%4%4%

SUMMARY CODES

210324182712675799250228469196787TRUST
60%71%ajm67%j52%69%68%68%56%66%63%65%62%65%fj

374746234191625846912725152DISTRUST
11%10%17%lm17%11%18%14%15%11%15%e12%16%13%

4------1314-4Refused
1%l------****-*

176622-23201228432Don't know
5%al1%2%2%6%h-1%2%3%3%3%2%3%

0.6130.727j0.6310.4230.8860.5850.7140.5010.6620.6010.6460.5910.639jMean Score
0.9120.9031.1021.0510.9411.0331.1180.9990.9321.0410.9651.0390.974Standard Deviation
0.0020.0020.0040.0090.0270.0090.0110.0070.0010.0020.0010.0070.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 75 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

752861864964281732222391361251Unweighted Base
710824830101*40*90*71*2332531391215Weighted Base

1611701701871313393725170Completely trust (2)
23%a21%a20%a17%19%14%18%17%15%18%14%

4925466174420353710612263617Tend to trust (1)
69%a66%a74%ajk43%51%39%52%45%48%45%51%

377129249248495131240Neither trust (0)
5%9%ik4%23%22%27%e12%21%20%22%20%ijknor distrust

12251093127202211102Tend to distrust (-1)
2%3%i1%9%6%14%10%9%9%8%8%ijk

24431331414450Strongly distrust (-2)
***3%2%3%5%6%6%3%4%ijk

SUMMARY CODES

6527167876227484914515988787TRUST
92%aj87%a95%ajk61%69%53%70%62%63%64%65%

1328141231510343616152DISTRUST
2%3%i2%12%8%17%14%15%14%11%13%ijk

----------4Refused
----------*

81014-2356432Don't know
1%i1%i*4%-2%4%2%2%3%3%ijk

1.135aj1.048a1.132aj0.6520.7820.4860.7160.5930.5950.6930.639Mean Score
0.5930.6740.5580.9970.8921.0151.0411.0651.0330.9720.974Standard Deviation

*0.001*0.0110.0190.0130.0150.0050.0050.0070.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 75 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5541416310410395546938117681101011291251Unweighted Base
6**51*12664*98*93*98*57*60*37*10567*127*97*1291215Weighted Base

-12171516717115*208171113170Completely trust (2)
-23%bghk14%g24%abghk17%g8%18%g18%g8%1%19%gk11%13%12%10%14%g

41963275353403237204733645174617Tend to trust (1)
74%37%50%42%54%57%jo41%55%62%fjmo54%45%49%50%53%57%jo51%

-8301115202731282115212127240Neither trust (0)
-15%24%i17%16%21%i28%i6%20%i23%i20%i22%i17%22%i21%i20%inor distrust

1610673652612712116102Tend to distrust (-1)
26%11%8%10%8%4%6%9%3%16%bhk12%k10%10%11%5%8%

-6244446415341250Strongly distrust (-2)
-12%abcdn1%6%4%4%4%11%abcn6%2%5%4%3%1%2%4%

SUMMARY CODES

43180426960574242216741816387787TRUST
74%61%64%66%71%65%58%74%70%55%63%60%64%64%68%65%

1121210117101267171017128152DISTRUST
26%23%abjkn9%16%b12%8%10%21%bkn10%19%b16%b14%13%13%7%13%

------2--1----14Refused
------2%a--3%a----**

-13-251-1-1281632Don't know
-2%3%-2%6%1%-1%-1%3%7%af1%4%3%

0.4700.4940.6860.6790.7310.6450.6340.6040.6220.3680.6200.5550.6460.6250.734g0.639Mean Score
0.9731.3070.8691.1400.9780.8641.0021.2230.9310.8761.0630.9710.9690.8930.7910.974Standard Deviation
0.1900.0320.0060.0210.0090.0080.0110.0280.0130.0210.0100.0140.0090.0080.0050.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 76 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4612383072455045092389315110071251Unweighted Base
30125936129340156724792*1579651215Weighted Base

493150467073341429134177Completely trust (2)
16%12%14%16%18%13%14%16%18%14%15%

1561221781502132681254375488606Tend to trust (1)
52%47%49%51%53%47%51%47%48%51%50%

5362785963135552427202253Neither trust (0)
18%24%22%20%16%24%g22%g26%17%21%21%gnor distrust

262722213544175137997Tend to distrust (-1)
9%10%6%7%9%8%7%5%8%8%8%

101418111034116133554Strongly distrust (-2)
3%5%5%4%2%6%g4%7%8%b4%4%

SUMMARY CODES

20515322819628334115957104621783TRUST
68%j59%63%67%71%af60%64%62%66%64%64%

364141334578281126114151DISTRUST
12%16%11%11%11%14%11%12%16%12%12%

1--11-1-123Refused
*--**-1%-***

531449125--2626Don't know
2%1%4%j1%2%2%2%--3%2%

0.707j0.5050.6320.6900.766af0.5470.6360.5830.6060.6470.637Mean Score
0.9601.0190.9870.9610.9331.0180.9591.0441.1260.9510.983Standard Deviation
0.0020.0040.0030.0040.0020.0020.0040.0120.0080.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 76 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

288275659948303381335655151251Unweighted Base
23029267096824735*1356364091215Weighted Base

24431021334411207769177Completely trust (2)
11%15%15%14%18%33%abcd15%12%17%c15%

1231443304891171950336201606Tend to trust (1)
54%49%49%51%47%55%37%53%d49%d50%d

39661432074634113177253Neither trust (0)
17%23%21%21%19%9%30%abce21%19%21%nor distrust

2222537126-7543697Tend to distrust (-1)
10%7%8%7%10%-5%8%9%8%

1315254410-9291754Strongly distrust (-2)
6%5%4%5%4%-6%5%4%4%

SUMMARY CODES

1481874326221613070413270783TRUST
64%64%64%64%65%88%abcd52%65%d66%d64%d

36367811535-158253151DISTRUST
16%12%12%12%14%-11%e13%e13%e12%e

1-13--3--3Refused
1%-**--2%abc--*

63172241710926Don't know
3%1%3%2%2%3%5%c2%2%2%

0.5540.6180.6600.6310.6591.242abcd0.5220.6050.6720.637Mean Score
1.0170.9940.9650.9721.0240.6201.0410.9660.9990.983Standard Deviation
0.0040.0040.0010.0010.0040.0100.0090.0020.0020.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 76 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13579630650812515087433201587561251Unweighted Base
14475830049812154987172401348251215Weighted Base

171005747177471304716113177Completely trust (2)
12%13%19%j9%15%fh9%18%fh20%abc12%14%15%fh

5140514625360625335312671409606Tend to trust (1)
35%53%k49%k51%50%51%49%53%53%49%50%k

41157511242531241293323188253Neither trust (0)
29%i21%17%25%e21%25%e18%14%17%23%d21%dnor distrust

1063244197415617136697Tend to distrust (-1)
7%8%8%8%8%8%8%7%10%8%8%

142515175417371073754Strongly distrust (-2)
9%aj3%5%3%4%3%5%4%5%4%4%

SUMMARY CODES

6950520330078330048217486522783TRUST
47%67%k68%k60%64%60%67%fh72%ab64%63%64%k

2488395815158932720103151DISTRUST
17%12%13%12%12%12%13%11%15%12%12%

--12321--13Refused
--*****--**

118614261412761126Don't know
7%aij1%2%3%2%3%2%3%4%b1%2%

0.3620.655k0.707k0.5680.6370.5680.6850.788ab0.5880.6090.637kMean Score
1.1240.9301.0330.9050.9830.9051.0310.9921.0030.9760.983Standard Deviation
0.0100.0010.0040.0020.0010.0020.0010.0030.0070.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 76 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

28119274837859551251Unweighted Base
25817376039*96*9101215Weighted Base

3222119332123177Completely trust (2)
12%13%16%8%34%abd13%15%

130863811934475606Tend to trust (1)
50%50%50%49%35%52%c50%c

55401541219182253Neither trust (0)
21%23%20%30%20%20%21%nor distrust

221362327997Tend to distrust (-1)
8%8%8%8%3%9%8%

14929-44254Strongly distrust (-2)
6%5%4%-4%5%4%

SUMMARY CODES

1621085002266598783TRUST
63%63%66%57%69%66%64%

36229136121151DISTRUST
14%13%12%8%7%13%12%

-1---13Refused
-*---**

521523926Don't know
2%1%2%6%b4%1%2%

0.5670.5850.6700.6030.956ab0.6190.637Mean Score
1.0080.9850.9710.7631.0370.9820.983Standard Deviation
0.0040.0050.0010.0170.0130.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 76 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

175287013411251Unweighted Base
16929**6693411215Weighted Base

1579164177Completely trust (2)
9%24%14%19%ce15%

7416340174606Tend to trust (1)
44%56%51%51%50%

48214854253Neither trust (0)
28%ab6%22%b16%21%nor distrust

94532897Tend to distrust (-1)
6%14%8%8%8%

10-281654Strongly distrust (-2)
6%-4%5%4%

SUMMARY CODES

8923432238783TRUST
52%80%64%e70%e64%e

1948145151DISTRUST
11%14%12%13%12%

--1-3Refused
--*-*

13-8526Don't know
8%abc-1%1%2%

0.4780.8940.6280.717e0.637Mean Score
0.9730.9370.9611.0230.983Standard Deviation
0.0060.0310.0010.0030.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 76 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3634802851233512511515379745411021491251Unweighted Base
34845727413737*11111616576245310591551215Weighted Base

40645519111227211057214928177Completely trust (2)
11%14%20%alm14%29%afh10%24%afh13%14%16%14%18%15%

163252127651166477938821853274606Tend to trust (1)
47%55%km46%47%31%60%gi40%48%51%48%50%47%50%i

93824830111622351678622627253Neither trust (0)
27%akl18%17%22%30%15%19%21%22%19%21%17%21%nor distrust

213626134117185245811697Tend to distrust (-1)
6%8%10%10%11%10%6%11%7%10%8%10%8%

1614168-5119302446754Strongly distrust (-2)
4%3%6%6%-4%10%a5%4%5%4%5%4%

SUMMARY CODES

20231618183227774100494289681102783TRUST
58%69%m66%m61%60%70%64%61%65%64%64%65%64%m

375142214161827826812723151DISTRUST
11%11%15%16%11%14%16%16%11%15%e12%15%12%

3------1213-3Refused
1%------****-*

14832-11318922426Don't know
4%k2%1%2%-1%1%2%2%2%2%2%2%

0.5720.7020.6590.5370.7740.6250.6260.5280.6560.6060.6340.6550.637Mean Score
0.9460.9221.0831.0470.9970.9551.1991.0350.9451.0430.9731.0510.983Standard Deviation
0.0030.0020.0040.0090.0280.0070.0130.0070.0010.0020.0010.0080.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 76 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

752861864964281732222391361251Unweighted Base
710824830101*40*90*71*2332531391215Weighted Base

1651771751961416454125177Completely trust (2)
23%a21%a21%a19%14%15%23%19%16%18%15%

4786065344620442911212765606Tend to trust (1)
67%a74%aik64%a45%52%49%41%48%50%47%50%

4828822271712435027253Neither trust (0)
7%j3%10%jk21%17%19%17%18%20%19%21%ijknor distrust

1192610410620201597Tend to distrust (-1)
2%1%3%jk10%10%11%8%8%8%11%8%ijk

1261335911454Strongly distrust (-2)
**1%1%7%3%7%4%4%3%4%ijk

SUMMARY CODES

6437837096526584615716890783TRUST
91%ai95%aik85%a64%66%64%65%67%67%65%64%

1210321171310293118151DISTRUST
2%1%4%jk11%17%14%15%12%12%13%12%ijk

----------3Refused
----------*

7374-2344426Don't know
1%*1%4%-2%4%2%2%3%2%ij

1.131ai1.154ai1.028a0.7310.5730.6410.6850.7160.6730.6890.637Mean Score
0.6020.5370.7110.9311.0800.9751.1461.0050.9920.9800.983Standard Deviation

**0.0010.0090.0280.0120.0180.0050.0040.0070.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 76 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5541416310410395546938117681101011291251Unweighted Base
6**51*12664*98*93*98*57*60*37*10567*127*97*1291215Weighted Base

-111712186191061219211113177Completely trust (2)
-22%gk13%19%gk19%gk7%20%gk17%11%3%20%gk13%17%k12%10%15%k

32365275055423333225036524770606Tend to trust (1)
57%45%51%42%51%60%djm43%57%54%58%48%54%40%48%54%d50%

18281918162251571815321929253Neither trust (0)
16%15%22%i31%i18%18%22%9%25%i19%17%22%25%i20%23%i21%inor distrust

14113477445105715997Tend to distrust (-1)
26%8%8%4%4%8%7%8%6%14%10%7%6%15%adlm7%8%

-5334375215383154Strongly distrust (-2)
-11%abn2%4%4%3%7%b10%bn3%2%5%5%7%b3%1%4%

SUMMARY CODES

33481396861614239237145735884783TRUST
57%66%65%61%69%66%63%74%65%61%68%67%57%60%65%64%

19135810141066158161810151DISTRUST
26%19%11%8%8%11%15%17%9%17%14%11%12%19%bl8%12%

------1--1----13Refused
------1%--3%a----**

--3-45--1-1-61626Don't know
--2%-4%5%j--1%-1%-5%j1%4%2%

0.3100.5910.6700.6870.7880.6200.6070.6390.6370.4620.6930.6350.5780.5060.6960.637Mean Score
0.9511.2250.8970.9650.9590.8631.1151.1490.8800.8831.0470.9551.0721.0060.8010.983Standard Deviation
0.1810.0280.0060.0150.0090.0080.0130.0240.0110.0210.0090.0130.0110.0100.0050.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 77 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4612383072455045092389315110071251Unweighted Base
30125936129340156724792*1579651215Weighted Base

442547356065251418119151Completely trust (2)
15%10%13%12%15%12%10%15%11%12%12%

1461041621192012131173071430531Tend to trust (1)
48%j40%45%41%50%af38%47%f32%45%45%d44%df

5162717465144491828212258Neither trust (0)
17%24%k20%25%k16%25%g20%19%18%22%21%gnor distrust

354040405073332026111156Tend to distrust (-1)
12%16%11%14%13%13%13%22%ab16%11%13%

172226161355138145981Strongly distrust (-2)
6%8%7%5%3%10%ag5%8%9%6%7%g

SUMMARY CODES

1901292091542612791424489549682TRUST
63%ahj50%58%53%65%af49%58%f48%57%57%56%f

5362665663128462840170237DISTRUST
17%24%18%19%16%23%g18%30%ab25%b18%19%

11-12-1-133Refused
**-*1%-1%-***

76158101693-3235Don't know
2%2%4%3%2%3%4%3%c-3%c3%c

0.559j0.2790.4730.4130.631aef0.2920.4610.2550.3400.4720.438fMean Score
1.0701.1131.0981.0531.0021.1451.0331.2181.1511.0601.087Standard Deviation
0.0030.0050.0040.0050.0020.0030.0050.0160.0090.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your electricity
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 77 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

288275659948303381335655151251Unweighted Base
23029267096824735*1356364091215Weighted Base

2434871123911196853151Completely trust (2)
10%12%13%12%16%31%abcd14%11%13%12%

1071362804241071647270199531Tend to trust (1)
47%46%42%44%43%45%35%42%49%d44%

43561532154243214776258Neither trust (0)
19%19%23%22%17%11%23%23%18%21%nor distrust

273890118383168849156Tend to distrust (-1)
12%13%13%12%16%10%12%14%12%13%

2223366615-12462381Strongly distrust (-2)
9%h8%5%7%6%-9%7%6%7%

SUMMARY CODES

1311703665361462666338251682TRUST
57%58%55%55%59%77%acd49%53%61%cd56%

49611261845332713472237DISTRUST
21%21%19%19%22%10%20%21%18%19%

1-23--3--3Refused
1%-**--2%abc--*

662330516181035Don't know
3%2%3%3%2%3%5%3%2%3%

0.3810.4200.4510.4250.4871.008abcd0.3710.3660.523c0.438Mean Score
1.1321.1061.0641.0771.1260.9311.1671.0881.0541.087Standard Deviation
0.0050.0050.0020.0010.0040.0230.0110.0020.0020.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your electricity
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 77 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13579630650812515087433201587561251Unweighted Base
14475830049812154987172401348251215Weighted Base

1589434515145106391695151Completely trust (2)
11%12%14%9%12%9%15%fh16%b12%12%12%

4734913223853123829312263344531Tend to trust (1)
32%46%k44%k48%e44%48%e41%51%ab47%42%44%k

39163521102581101483823191258Neither trust (0)
27%i22%17%22%21%22%21%16%17%23%d21%dnor distrust

11103415815658982620108156Tend to distrust (-1)
8%14%14%12%13%12%14%11%15%13%13%

193527268126549106181Strongly distrust (-2)
13%aj5%9%j5%7%5%8%4%7%7%d7%

SUMMARY CODES

6243917628368228339916179439682TRUST
43%58%k59%k57%56%57%56%67%ab59%53%56%k

301386885237851523629169237DISTRUST
21%18%23%17%19%17%21%15%22%20%d19%

--13331--13Refused
--*1%*1%*--**

1319318351817622535Don't know
9%aij2%1%4%3%4%2%2%2%3%3%

0.2140.481k0.4220.4540.4380.4540.4280.663abc0.4260.3810.438kMean Score
1.2081.0251.1681.0061.0871.0061.1391.0111.1091.0971.087Standard Deviation
0.0120.0010.0050.0020.0010.0020.0020.0030.0080.0020.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your electricity
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 77 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

28119274837859551251Unweighted Base
25817376039*96*9101215Weighted Base

3119104525103151Completely trust (2)
12%11%14%12%26%ab11%12%

110723431635406531Tend to trust (1)
43%42%45%42%37%45%44%

50421541116190258Neither trust (0)
19%24%20%28%17%21%21%nor distrust

34289744132156Tend to distrust (-1)
13%16%13%11%4%14%c13%c

261140196281Strongly distrust (-2)
10%e6%5%2%10%7%7%

SUMMARY CODES

140904462160509682TRUST
54%52%59%54%63%56%56%

5939136513194237DISTRUST
23%22%18%13%14%21%19%

-11--13Refused
-**--**

8123261535Don't know
3%1%3%6%6%b2%3%

0.3440.3490.507g0.5520.706ab0.3990.438Mean Score
1.1681.0731.0580.9381.2211.0891.087Standard Deviation
0.0050.0060.0020.0250.0180.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your electricity
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 77 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

175287013411251Unweighted Base
16929**6693411215Weighted Base

1168154151Completely trust (2)
6%19%12%e16%e12%e

6518298148531Tend to trust (1)
39%62%45%43%44%

47113968258Neither trust (0)
28%4%21%20%21%nor distrust

1729541156Tend to distrust (-1)
10%8%14%12%13%

15-452181Strongly distrust (-2)
9%-7%6%7%

SUMMARY CODES

7623379202682TRUST
45%82%57%e59%e56%e

32214062237DISTRUST
19%8%21%18%19%

--1-3Refused
--*-*

14210935Don't know
8%abc6%1%3%3%

0.2610.9900.4190.519e0.438Mean Score
1.0640.7891.0901.0971.087Standard Deviation
0.0070.0240.0020.0040.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your electricity
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 77 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3634802851233512511515379745411021491251Unweighted Base
34845727413737*11111616576245310591551215Weighted Base

345648149122519846712526151Completely trust (2)
10%12%17%am10%23%11%22%afh11%11%15%12%17%12%

148221111511560425834818346962531Tend to trust (1)
43%48%j41%38%39%55%afg37%35%46%41%44%40%44%

9184532981622411679022731258Neither trust (0)
26%l18%19%21%21%14%19%25%h22%20%21%20%21%nor distrust

286234326121534867013125156Tend to distrust (-1)
8%14%m13%23%aklm15%10%13%21%ah11%16%e12%16%13%m

2525238-9109522874681Strongly distrust (-2)
7%5%8%6%-8%8%5%7%6%7%4%7%

SUMMARY CODES

181277159652373687743225059488682TRUST
52%61%jm58%48%62%66%f59%47%57%55%56%57%56%f

5487573962024431389920532237DISTRUST
15%19%21%29%alm15%18%21%26%18%22%19%20%19%

3------1313-3Refused
1%l------****-*

1810431223221330535Don't know
5%akl2%2%2%2%2%2%2%3%3%3%3%3%

0.4170.493j0.4720.2400.713f0.5220.5210.2710.4420.4310.4290.5030.438Mean Score
1.0441.0551.1701.1051.0091.0831.2141.0961.0651.1231.0861.0921.087Standard Deviation
0.0030.0020.0050.0100.0300.0100.0130.0080.0010.0030.0010.0080.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your electricity
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 77 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

752861864964281732222391361251Unweighted Base
710824830101*40*90*71*2332531391215Weighted Base

1511491501371314343419151Completely trust (2)
21%a18%a18%a12%17%15%20%15%13%14%12%

531495499391630329410254531Tend to trust (1)
75%aij60%a60%a39%40%33%45%40%40%39%44%

1610210722102210495431258Neither trust (0)
2%12%k13%k22%24%24%14%21%21%22%21%ijknor distrust

74848216207353926156Tend to distrust (-1)
1%6%k6%k20%14%22%a10%15%15%19%13%ijk

4151522241519481Strongly distrust (-2)
1%2%k2%k2%4%3%6%7%8%3%7%ijk

SUMMARY CODES

6826456485223434612813673682TRUST
96%aij78%a78%a51%57%48%65%f55%54%53%56%

1063622372211505830237DISTRUST
1%8%k8%k22%18%25%15%22%23%22%19%ijk

----------3Refused
----------*

215135-2455535Don't know
*2%k2%k5%-2%5%2%2%3%3%k

1.156aij0.885a0.882a0.4060.5210.3630.6830.4220.3710.4390.438Mean Score
0.5440.8360.8341.0371.0661.0821.1081.1221.1361.0501.087Standard Deviation

*0.0010.0010.0120.0270.0150.0180.0060.0050.0080.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your electricity
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 77 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5541416310410395546938117681101011291251Unweighted Base
6**51*12664*98*93*98*57*60*37*10567*127*97*1291215Weighted Base

-1015121781177-20815912151Completely trust (2)
-20%g12%g19%g17%g9%12%g12%12%g-19%bcgk12%g12%g9%9%12%g

52254184445392933184131513961531Tend to trust (1)
84%44%43%29%45%m48%m40%51%m54%m48%39%45%40%40%48%m44%m

16291717212351192010302831258Neither trust (0)
16%13%23%i27%i17%23%i24%i9%18%23%19%14%23%i29%eio24%i21%inor distrust

-5191191016948131391613156Tend to distrust (-1)
-11%15%17%9%11%17%d16%7%20%d13%19%d7%16%10%13%

-73454775184155581Strongly distrust (-2)
-13%bn3%7%5%5%7%12%bn8%2%7%6%12%bn5%4%7%

SUMMARY CODES

53269306153513640186139674873682TRUST
84%64%55%47%63%57%52%63%66%cm48%58%58%52%49%57%56%

-12231514142316982117242118237DISTRUST
-24%18%24%14%16%24%28%bl16%23%20%25%19%22%14%19%

------1--1----13Refused
------1%--3%a----1%*

--5164--11326-635Don't know
--4%1%6%cj5%cj--1%3%3%3%5%cj-4%3%

0.8390.4660.4720.3570.651c0.4740.3270.3350.5450.2430.5120.3990.3540.3100.5140.438Mean Score
0.4051.2980.9961.1801.0630.9831.1121.2411.0770.8931.1671.1341.1791.0250.9511.087Standard Deviation
0.0330.0310.0070.0220.0120.0100.0130.0290.0170.0220.0120.0190.0130.0100.0070.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your electricity
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 78 

Charge you aProvide clearTreat you
fair price forand helpfulfairly in their

yourinformation fordealings with
electricityyouyou

125112511251Unweighted Base
121512151215Weighted Base

151177170Completely trust (2)
12%15%14%

531606617Tend to trust (1)
44%50%51%

258253240Neither trust (0)
21%21%20%nor distrust

15697102Tend to distrust (-1)
13%8%8%

815450Strongly distrust (-2)
7%4%4%

SUMMARY CODES

682783787TRUST
56%64%65%

237151152DISTRUST
19%12%13%

334Refused
***

352632Don't know
3%2%3%

0.4380.6370.639Mean Score
1.0870.9830.974Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.64 To what extent do you trust or distrust your electricity supplier to...? - Summary Table
Base: All who have different gas and electricity suppliers, or only have electricity supply

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)



Table 79 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

162789812399241621216690128037040384688Unweighted Base
1104965152811591303253791626239940954756Weighted Base

28423033328633759520277899671133Very satisfied (2)
26%i24%22%25%26%e23%22%29%ab22%24%24%

597524854617744133851014021322402593Satisfied (1)
54%54%56%53%57%f53%56%53%53%55%55%

1371482561901534441333373625730Neither satisfied (0)
12%15%k17%k16%k12%18%ag15%12%18%15%15%gknor dissatisfied

46375140399837516152174Dissatisfied (-1)
4%4%3%3%3%4%4%2%4%4%4%

26191720114724557181Very dissatisfied (-2)
2%i2%1%2%1%2%g3%g2%1%2%2%g

SUMMARY CODES

88175511879031081193371221730232073726SATISFIED
80%78%78%78%83%aef76%78%83%c76%78%78%

7255685950144611021223255DISSATISFIED
7%i6%4%5%4%6%g7%g4%5%5%5%g

231-322-167Refused
***-***-***

12416617138223438Don't know
1%*1%1%1%f1%1%1%*1%1%

0.9800.9510.9500.9631.058aef0.9270.9151.072abc0.9200.9570.960Mean Score
0.8760.8500.7900.8400.7580.8540.8730.8240.8270.8360.835Standard Deviation

*0.0010.0010.001**0.0010.0020.002**Error Variance
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Q.67 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 79 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

90890828013827861178516242315714688Unweighted Base
74093830124055701160505284812434756Weighted Base

206209692932202401296712931133Very satisfied (2)
28%ahi22%23%23%29%ag25%26%24%24%24%

377510167622363568825115856692593Satisfied (1)
51%54%56%j55%f51%55%50%56%d54%55%

98138486636932180431198730Neither satisfied (0)
13%15%16%j16%13%13%16%15%16%15%nor dissatisfied

3443941472742410045174Dissatisfied (-1)
5%h5%h3%4%4%2%5%4%4%4%

182637661518423081Very dissatisfied (-2)
2%h3%ah1%2%2%1%2%1%2%c2%

SUMMARY CODES

5837202369316855812838022569623726SATISFIED
79%77%79%78%80%80%75%79%77%78%

52691312134253314275255DISSATISFIED
7%h7%ah4%5%6%3%6%5%6%5%

2227--5-17Refused
****--1%abc-**

49243176719738Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%4%abc1%1%1%1%

0.9810.9000.969i0.9511.0141.0560.9500.9690.9320.960Mean Score
0.9080.8960.7950.8260.8810.7420.8800.8150.8700.835Standard Deviation
0.0010.001**0.0010.0030.002***Error Variance
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Q.67 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 79 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3943875380468846884688-84452732574688Unweighted Base
3783923416475647564756-**62447336034756Weighted Base

67955110113311331133-177988531133Very satisfied (2)
18%24%k26%k24%24%24%-28%abc21%24%24%k

2122168190259325932593-34627519472593Satisfied (1)
56%i55%i46%55%55%55%-56%58%54%55%i

6856886730730730-6971579730Neither satisfied (0)
18%14%21%aj15%15%15%-11%15%d16%d15%dnor dissatisfied

1513521174174174-1715141174Dissatisfied (-1)
4%3%5%4%4%4%-3%3%4%4%

9639818181-5116381Very dissatisfied (-2)
2%2%2%2%2%2%-1%2%d2%2%

SUMMARY CODES

2783124300372637263726-52337228003726SATISFIED
74%80%ik72%78%78%78%-84%abc79%78%78%ik

2419829255255255-2325204255DISSATISFIED
6%5%7%5%5%5%-4%5%6%d5%d

-3-777-2--7Refused
-*-***-*b--*b

8301383838-742138Don't know
2%aij1%*1%1%1%-1%1%1%1%

0.8440.982k0.8960.9600.9600.960-1.094abc0.9270.9450.960kMean Score
0.8460.8220.9210.8350.8350.835-0.7610.8270.8440.835Standard Deviation
0.002*0.002***-0.0010.001**Error Variance
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Q.67 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 79 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8004123380-77437474688Unweighted Base
7173743584-**82337724756Weighted Base

15363894-2778411133Very satisfied (2)
21%17%25%f-34%ab22%24%f

3722101966-39420992593Satisfied (1)
52%56%55%-48%56%c55%c

11172540-112589730Neither satisfied (0)
15%19%e15%-14%16%15%nor dissatisfied

4921104-22142174Dissatisfied (-1)
7%ae6%e3%-3%4%4%

29645-126881Very dissatisfied (-2)
4%aef2%1%-2%2%2%

SUMMARY CODES

5262732860-67229403726SATISFIED
73%73%80%fg-82%b78%78%fg

7827149-35211255DISSATISFIED
11%ae7%e4%-4%6%5%e

115--47Refused
***--**

2230-52838Don't know
*1%1%-1%1%1%

0.8020.8131.003afg-1.102ab0.9360.960fgMean Score
0.9840.8390.798-0.8440.8340.835Standard Deviation
0.0010.002*-0.001**Error Variance
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Q.67 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 79 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

56529215119254688Unweighted Base
53031**216420144756Weighted Base

94124735521133Very satisfied (2)
18%39%22%e27%ace24%e

29116116911102593Satisfied (1)
55%52%54%55%55%

973376251730Neither satisfied (0)
18%b9%17%ab12%15%bnor dissatisfied

19-8963174Dissatisfied (-1)
4%-4%3%4%

10-432781Very dissatisfied (-2)
2%-2%1%2%

SUMMARY CODES

38528164316623726SATISFIED
73%91%76%82%ace78%ce

29-13290255DISSATISFIED
6%-6%b4%5%

1-137Refused
*-***

17-12938Don't know
3%abc-1%*1%

0.8601.3010.9031.047ace0.960ceMean Score
0.8260.6310.8550.8040.835Standard Deviation
0.0010.014***Error Variance
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Q.67 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 79 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9621704134467816569073310101951273739787104688Unweighted Base
9041700140774516265675011361914284140137434756Weighted Base

159365382228461582173003877469222121133Very satisfied (2)
18%21%m27%alm31%alm28%24%29%a26%20%26%ae23%29%ac24%em

501972753367953613996111058153521924002593Satisfied (1)
55%j57%j54%49%58%55%53%54%55%54%55%54%55%j

16627519297151029817631141963892730Neither satisfied (0)
18%ajk16%14%13%9%16%13%16%i16%15%16%b12%15%binor dissatisfied

455247301192131928215519174Dissatisfied (-1)
5%l3%3%4%1%3%3%3%5%ad3%4%3%4%

102626195912134239691281Very dissatisfied (-2)
1%2%2%3%m3%f1%2%1%2%d1%2%2%2%

SUMMARY CODES

660133711355951405196159101445228131146123726SATISFIED
73%79%m81%m80%m87%ah79%82%a80%75%80%e78%82%ac78%em

55787349628334413412122431255DISSATISFIED
6%5%5%7%4%4%4%4%7%ad4%6%4%5%d

52---1--617-7Refused
1%akl*---*--*d**-*

18874-645191930838Don't know
2%ajkl*1%1%-1%**1%1%1%1%1%

0.8550.946m1.013lm1.019m1.0780.9851.055a1.020a0.8761.017ae0.9411.063ac0.960emMean Score
0.8110.7980.8430.9120.8310.8040.8220.7950.8660.8090.8370.8130.835Standard Deviation
0.001*0.0010.0010.0040.0010.0010.001***0.001*Error Variance
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Q.67 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 79 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

282531963183598253411377118312118094688Unweighted Base
278531863161655255445379129213178684756Weighted Base

96110281025213771301074003992801133Very satisfied (2)
35%a32%a32%a33%a30%a29%a28%31%a30%a32%a24%

1636189718763211292302126516734302593Satisfied (1)
59%a60%a59%a49%51%52%56%50%51%50%55%bcdh

14019720584315746160163107730Neither satisfied (0)
5%6%6%k13%12%13%12%12%12%12%15%bcdijknor dissatisfied

233628228137454328174Dissatisfied (-1)
1%1%1%3%3%3%2%3%3%3%4%ijk

1718181587624272081Very dissatisfied (-2)
1%1%1%2%3%2%2%2%2%2%2%ijk

SUMMARY CODES

259829242902534206360319105110727103726SATISFIED
93%aij92%a92%a82%81%81%84%a81%a81%a82%a78%

40544737162113697148255DISSATISFIED
1%2%1%6%6%5%3%5%5%5%5%ijk

111-1----17Refused
***-*----**

710711721112238Don't know
*****2%*1%1%*1%ijk

1.261aij1.222a1.225a1.064a1.0211.054a1.081a1.061a1.052a1.067a0.960Mean Score
0.6450.6580.6540.8870.9190.8360.7820.8620.8660.8810.835Standard Deviation

***0.0010.0030.0020.0020.0010.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.67 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 79 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

20269323236306452292724393214382593724504394688Unweighted Base
20**26031522931544031084*4293104492504164694604756Weighted Base

480926254907019103801247781113851133Very satisfied (2)
19%31%abdjk29%abdkl27%bdl17%20%23%23%24%l26%bl28%bdkl31%abdjk20%24%l18%24%bl

ll

12121149124191244164462411792301322192642782593Satisfied (1)
62%47%47%54%61%dfno56%no53%54%56%no58%no51%53%53%56%no60%adfno55%no

23849335383571660267327836266730Neither satisfied (0)
12%15%g16%g14%g17%eg19%ceg18%eg19%g14%g8%16%g11%20%abceg13%g14%g15%gnor dissatisfied

h

11014410131231311127202319174Dissatisfied (-1)
4%4%5%2%3%3%4%4%3%4%3%3%5%5%4%4%

-894555-976665681Very dissatisfied (-2)
-3%3%2%1%1%2%-2%2%1%2%2%1%1%2%

SUMMARY CODES

16201241186244334233653442593542093003773633726SATISFIED
81%77%76%81%d78%76%75%77%80%d83%adjkn79%d84%djkn72%80%d79%d78%d

118248151817321181913272825255DISSATISFIED
4%7%8%3%5%4%6%4%5%6%4%5%6%6%5%5%

-1----1-22--1--7Refused
-*----*-*1%--*--*

1222242-252151638Don't know
3%1%1%1%1%1%1%-*2%c*1%1%*1%1%

0.9790.9930.9561.041dl0.8910.9190.9130.9610.979d1.036dl1.016dl1.078abd0.8490.976d0.9200.960dMean Score
jkl

0.7250.9460.9490.7980.7720.7880.8450.7610.8300.8400.8270.8610.8480.8200.7810.835Standard Deviation
0.0280.0030.0030.0030.0020.0010.0020.0080.0020.0020.0020.0030.0020.0020.001*Error Variance
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Q.67 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service you receive from your current energy supplier?
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 80 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

162789812399241621216690128037040384688Unweighted Base
1104965152811591303253791626239940954756Weighted Base

2041542191592293781294974614737Completely trust (2)
19%ahi16%14%14%18%ef15%14%19%18%15%15%

598502767558714122948214219420892425Tend to trust (1)
54%ahi52%50%48%55%af48%53%f54%49%51%51%

1641813252682025421954684809938Neither trust (0)
15%19%k21%k23%ajk15%21%g21%g17%21%20%20%gknor distrust

8089137114103249671935365420Tend to distrust (-1)
7%9%9%10%k8%10%e7%7%9%9%9%

342456442610527210145158Strongly distrust (-2)
3%2%4%4%2%4%g3%1%3%4%d3%dg

SUMMARY CODES

802656986717943160761119126727033161TRUST
73%ahij68%h65%62%72%aef63%67%73%ab67%66%66%fh

114112193158129355932245511577DISTRUST
10%12%13%14%k10%14%aeg10%8%11%12%12%g

2411252-189Refused
*******-***

21112315262815426370Don't know
2%1%1%1%2%f1%2%1%1%2%1%

0.795ahij0.710h0.6350.5910.799aef0.6090.6890.834ab0.7230.6620.676fhMean Score
0.9380.9310.9640.9750.8970.9960.9100.8510.9500.9630.957Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0010.001*0.0010.0030.002**Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 80 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

90890828013827861178516242315714688Unweighted Base
74093830124055701160505284812434756Weighted Base

1511444175891473298388219737Completely trust (2)
20%ahi15%14%15%21%ag20%c19%ac14%18%c15%c

391483152820653598323114616492425Tend to trust (1)
53%51%51%51%51%52%46%51%d52%d51%d

1111716468281102498601216938Neither trust (0)
15%18%21%ij20%f16%15%19%21%b17%20%fjnor distrust

4686283366531342259106420Tend to distrust (-1)
6%9%j9%j9%8%8%8%9%9%9%j

2534981391912010334158Strongly distrust (-2)
3%4%3%3%3%1%4%e4%e3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

5426271945265550711532918498683161TRUST
73%ahi67%65%65%72%ag72%65%65%70%ac66%

71120381505721361362140577DISTRUST
10%13%j13%j12%10%8%12%13%11%12%j

3249--5219Refused
****--1%abc***

1319355812811331770Don't know
2%2%1%1%2%5%abc2%1%1%1%

0.826ahi0.6720.6340.6520.817ag0.871ac0.7090.6300.745ac0.676Mean Score
0.9460.9710.9490.9570.9480.8591.0100.9560.9430.957Standard Deviation
0.0010.001**0.0010.0040.002*0.001*Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 80 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3943875380468846884688-84452732574688Unweighted Base
3783923416475647564756-**62447336034756Weighted Base

4962164737737737-13760532737Completely trust (2)
13%16%15%15%15%15%-22%abc13%15%15%

1722042191242524252425-35527217782425Tend to trust (1)
46%52%ik46%51%51%51%-57%ab58%ab49%51%

9874490938938938-6581778938Neither trust (0)
26%aj19%22%20%20%20%-10%17%d22%cd20%dnor distrust

3034246420420420-3340344420Tend to distrust (-1)
8%9%11%9%9%9%-5%8%d10%d9%d

1412318158158158-1615123158Strongly distrust (-2)
4%3%4%3%3%3%-3%3%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

2212663255316131613161-49233223113161TRUST
58%68%ik61%66%66%66%-79%abc70%b64%66%bk

4446464577577577-4955467577DISTRUST
12%12%15%12%12%12%-8%12%d13%d12%d

-6-999-2-19Refused
-*-***-*b-**

16468707070-1544770Don't know
4%aj1%2%1%1%1%-2%bc1%1%1%

0.5860.697ik0.5830.6760.6760.676-0.927abc0.6870.6340.676Mean Score
0.9520.9481.0250.9570.9570.957-0.8900.9140.9660.957Standard Deviation
0.002*0.003***-0.0010.002**Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 80 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8004123380-77437474688Unweighted Base
7173743584-**82337724756Weighted Base

12350543-175542737Completely trust (2)
17%13%15%-21%ab14%15%

3471991844-41319422425Tend to trust (1)
48%53%51%-50%51%51%

13168728-143762938Neither trust (0)
18%18%20%-17%20%20%nor distrust

6833315-58347420Tend to distrust (-1)
10%9%9%-7%9%9%

3214108-24124158Strongly distrust (-2)
4%4%3%-3%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

4702492387-58824853161TRUST
66%66%67%-72%ab66%66%

10046423-81471577DISTRUST
14%12%12%-10%12%12%

234--49Refused
*1%ae*--**

14941-105070Don't know
2%2%1%-1%1%1%

0.6570.6580.678-0.810ab0.6540.676Mean Score
1.0220.9550.942-0.9500.9510.957Standard Deviation
0.0010.002*-0.001**Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 80 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

56529215119254688Unweighted Base
53031**216420144756Weighted Base

695308350737Completely trust (2)
13%18%14%17%ce15%

25818110310402425Tend to trust (1)
49%58%51%52%51%

1177446365938Neither trust (0)
22%22%21%18%20%nor distrust

46-192181420Tend to distrust (-1)
9%-9%9%9%

1118362158Strongly distrust (-2)
2%2%4%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

32823141213903161TRUST
62%76%65%69%ce66%e

571275243577DISTRUST
11%2%13%12%12%

3-139Refused
1%c-***

26-301370Don't know
5%abc-1%b1%1%b

0.6550.8950.6390.718c0.676Mean Score
0.9050.7660.9660.9600.957Standard Deviation
0.0020.020***Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 80 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9621704134467816569073310101951273739787104688Unweighted Base
9041700140774516265675011361914284140137434756Weighted Base

12924524411936113126150292445608129737Completely trust (2)
14%14%17%l16%22%af17%f17%f13%15%16%15%17%15%

44790873034075332395574985143920513732425Tend to trust (1)
49%53%j52%j46%47%51%53%51%51%51%51%50%51%j

18534224716425126137244373565796143938Neither trust (0)
20%20%18%22%k15%19%18%21%19%20%20%19%20%nor distrust

761331288218555912215626336159420Tend to distrust (-1)
8%8%9%11%l11%8%8%11%8%9%9%8%9%

264947354202839639513028158Strongly distrust (-2)
3%3%3%5%l2%3%4%3%3%3%3%4%3%

SUMMARY CODES

57611539734591114455217241277188426595023161TRUST
64%68%jm69%jm62%69%68%69%f64%67%66%66%68%66%j

10218217511822768716021935849186577DISTRUST
11%11%12%16%alm14%12%12%14%11%13%12%12%12%

72---1--729-9Refused
1%ajkl*---*--***-*

342111439583931581170Don't know
4%ajkl1%1%1%2%1%1%1%2%d1%1%2%1%

0.6680.696j0.712j0.5740.7620.715f0.715f0.5980.6890.6680.6710.7060.676fjMean Score
0.9380.9160.9701.0371.0110.9560.9630.9640.9460.9640.9540.9740.957Standard Deviation
0.001*0.0010.0020.0060.0010.0010.001***0.001*Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 80 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

282531963183598253411377118312118094688Unweighted Base
278531863161655255445379129213178684756Weighted Base

700724737111406477219216146737Completely trust (2)
25%aj23%a23%a17%16%14%20%af17%16%17%15%

1929212624253191302271946416504272425Tend to trust (1)
69%a67%a77%ajk49%51%51%51%50%49%49%51%

122241-131509463251261170938Neither trust (0)
4%i8%ik-20%20%21%17%19%20%20%20%ijknor distrust

2368-6325362712412286420Tend to distrust (-1)
1%i2%ik-10%10%8%7%10%9%10%9%ijk

311-3091811495736158Strongly distrust (-2)
**i-5%3%4%3%4%4%4%3%ijk

SUMMARY CODES

2629285031614301702912718608665733161TRUST
94%aj89%a100%ajk66%67%65%72%67%66%66%66%

2679-93345439172179122577DISTRUST
1%i2%ik-14%13%12%10%13%14%14%12%ijk

----1----19Refused
----*----**ijk

916-2166811270Don't know
*i1%i-**1%2%1%1%*1%bdhijk

1.189aj1.099a1.233ajk0.6400.6630.6440.801af0.6690.6480.6510.676Mean Score
0.5500.6420.4231.0210.9740.9670.9520.9921.0041.0070.957Standard Deviation

***0.0020.0040.0020.0020.0010.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 80 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

20269323236306452292724393214382593724504394688Unweighted Base
20**26031522931544031084*4293104492504164694604756Weighted Base

15853433554591580536758565748737Completely trust (2)
4%22%abcdfk17%b19%bckl11%12%19%bckl18%19%bckl17%bl15%23%abcdf14%12%11%15%bl

lkl

12117162119157210159312241652291171982682572425Tend to trust (1)
62%45%51%i52%i50%48%51%i37%52%i53%i51%i47%48%57%adeik56%deiko51%i

o

3395540759359247346934610084107938Neither trust (0)
15%15%17%18%24%gho21%g19%29%cghno17%15%21%g19%24%cghno18%23%gho20%gnor distrust

12731193457211329194315345125420Tend to distrust (-1)
4%10%b10%b8%11%bg13%abdeg7%16%beghj7%6%10%b6%8%11%begh6%9%b

hj

2138661810-1918111116514158Strongly distrust (-2)
8%5%c2%3%2%4%c3%-4%c6%acfiln3%4%c4%c1%3%3%c

SUMMARY CODES

13175214161192264217463052182961752543243063161TRUST
66%67%68%ik70%dikl61%60%70%dikl55%71%dikl70%dikl66%70%dikl61%69%dikl67%66%dik

34039244175311348375525505739577DISTRUST
13%16%b12%11%13%17%abceh10%16%11%12%12%10%12%12%9%12%b

jm

-3----1-22-11--9Refused
-1%abcfk----*-*1%-1%*--*

147378212751114770Don't know
7%1%2%h1%2%h2%1%1%*2%h1%*3%h1%2%1%

0.5180.706k0.712k0.769kl0.5850.5190.766dkl0.5720.747kl0.720k0.669k0.799dkl0.6050.686k0.665k0.676kMean Score
1.0101.0950.9510.9380.9051.0090.9460.9620.9861.0200.9351.0060.9630.8660.8590.957Standard Deviation
0.0570.0050.0030.0040.0030.0020.0030.0130.0020.0030.0020.0040.0030.0020.002*Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Treat you fairly in their dealings with you
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 81 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

162789812399241621216690128037040384688Unweighted Base
1104965152811591303253791626239940954756Weighted Base

2051472261772373891295673626755Completely trust (2)
19%ahij15%15%15%18%aef15%14%21%ab18%15%16%

585504760582708123648613718721062430Tend to trust (1)
53%52%50%50%54%af49%53%f52%47%51%51%

1601812912231984841734977730855Neither trust (0)
15%19%k19%k19%k15%19%g19%g19%19%18%18%gknor distrust

868215511790273771244383439Tend to distrust (-1)
8%9%10%k10%7%11%g8%5%11%d9%d9%dg

423365493412035615169189Strongly distrust (-2)
4%3%4%4%3%5%g4%2%4%4%4%g

SUMMARY CODES

790652986759945162561519326027333186TRUST
72%ahij68%65%65%73%aef64%67%74%abc65%67%67%f

1271152191661233931121859552628DISTRUST
12%12%14%k14%9%16%aeg12%g7%15%d13%d13%dg

2411252-189Refused
*******-***

24133010342914337278Don't know
2%h1%2%h1%3%af1%2%1%1%2%2%

0.766ahi0.6860.6200.6280.810aef0.6000.6650.871abc0.6570.6570.669fMean Score
0.9760.9541.0031.0020.9111.0290.9560.8771.0210.9900.988Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0010.001*0.0010.0030.003**Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 81 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

90890828013827861178516242315714688Unweighted Base
74093830124055701160505284812434756Weighted Base

1471524356061492195417222755Completely trust (2)
20%ah16%14%15%21%ag13%19%c15%18%c16%

381473154820813498924014656362430Tend to trust (1)
52%50%51%51%50%56%48%51%51%51%

113168566759962287538208855Neither trust (0)
15%18%19%j19%f14%14%17%19%17%18%fnor distrust

5090297379601536279109439Tend to distrust (-1)
7%10%j10%j9%9%9%7%10%9%9%j

27371221593032711940189Strongly distrust (-2)
4%4%4%4%4%2%5%b4%3%4%

SUMMARY CODES

5286251984268749811033618818593186TRUST
71%ahi67%66%66%71%ag69%66%66%69%67%

77127419539891862398149628DISTRUST
10%14%14%j13%13%11%12%14%12%13%j

3249--5219Refused
****--1%abc***

18173860171015282578Don't know
2%h2%1%1%2%6%abc3%ac1%2%c2%c

0.793ahi0.6670.6330.6510.773ag0.7330.7060.6320.733ac0.669Mean Score
0.9710.9960.9860.9811.0240.8951.0390.9900.9690.988Standard Deviation
0.0010.001**0.0010.0050.002*0.001*Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 81 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3943875380468846884688-84452732574688Unweighted Base
3783923416475647564756-**62447336034756Weighted Base

5163763755755755-14357548755Completely trust (2)
13%16%15%16%16%16%-23%abc12%15%16%c

1752048191243024302430-32627418122430Tend to trust (1)
46%52%ik46%51%51%51%-52%58%abd50%51%

8768678855855855-7580689855Neither trust (0)
23%aj17%19%18%18%18%-12%17%d19%d18%dnor distrust

3135551439439439-3935360439Tend to distrust (-1)
8%9%12%9%9%9%-6%7%10%d9%d

1714027189189189-1819149189Strongly distrust (-2)
4%4%7%aj4%4%4%-3%4%4%4%

SUMMARY CODES

2262685254318631863186-46833123593186TRUST
60%68%ik61%67%67%67%-75%ab70%65%67%ik

4849578628628628-5753509628DISTRUST
13%13%19%ajk13%13%13%-9%11%14%d13%d

-6-999-2-19Refused
-*-***-*b-**

18527787878-2194478Don't know
5%aij1%2%2%2%2%-3%ab2%1%2%

0.5880.695i0.5190.6690.6690.669-0.893abc0.6820.6320.669iMean Score
0.9900.9711.0980.9880.9880.988-0.9400.9250.9970.988Standard Deviation
0.003*0.003***-0.0010.002**Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 81 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8004123380-77437474688Unweighted Base
7173743584-**82337724756Weighted Base

12855558-174564755Completely trust (2)
18%15%16%-21%ab15%16%

3401861863-42119372430Tend to trust (1)
47%50%52%g-51%51%51%

12471642-116710855Neither trust (0)
17%19%18%-14%19%c18%cnor distrust

7136338-75350439Tend to distrust (-1)
10%10%9%-9%9%9%

3516132-25153189Strongly distrust (-2)
5%4%4%-3%4%4%

SUMMARY CODES

4692412421-59525013186TRUST
65%64%68%-72%ab66%67%

10652470-100503628DISTRUST
15%14%13%-12%13%13%

234--49Refused
*1%ae*--**

16746-115478Don't know
2%2%1%-1%1%2%

0.6510.6240.673-0.795ab0.6480.669Mean Score
1.0501.0010.976-0.9810.9840.988Standard Deviation
0.0010.003*-0.001**Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 81 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

56529215119254688Unweighted Base
53031**216420144756Weighted Base

7211318352755Completely trust (2)
14%35%15%17%ce16%

24916108210782430Tend to trust (1)
47%51%50%54%ce51%

1064417325855Neither trust (0)
20%b12%19%b16%18%nor distrust

47-224169439Tend to distrust (-1)
9%-10%b8%9%

2219372189Strongly distrust (-2)
4%2%4%4%4%

SUMMARY CODES

32126140014303186TRUST
61%86%65%71%ace67%e

681317240628DISTRUST
13%2%15%b12%13%

3-139Refused
1%c-***

31-291778Don't know
6%abc-1%1%2%b

0.6111.1630.6140.737ace0.669cMean Score
0.9920.8021.0030.9650.988Standard Deviation
0.0020.022***Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 81 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9621704134467816569073310101951273739787104688Unweighted Base
9041700140774516265675011361914284140137434756Weighted Base

13025324512834108137160295461628127755Completely trust (2)
14%15%17%17%21%f16%18%f14%15%16%16%17%16%

41787774639080318396600973145820343962430Tend to trust (1)
46%52%m53%m52%m50%49%53%53%51%51%51%53%51%m

17933722411523138123200346509740115855Neither trust (0)
20%jk20%jk16%15%14%21%g16%18%18%18%18%15%18%nor distrust

921441307321565912117126837564439Tend to distrust (-1)
10%8%9%10%13%9%8%11%9%9%9%9%9%

3567513632431478110815930189Strongly distrust (-2)
4%4%4%5%2%4%4%4%4%4%4%4%4%

SUMMARY CODES

54611319915181144275337601267191826635233186TRUST
60%67%m70%alm69%m70%65%71%ah67%66%68%66%70%c67%m

12821118010923809016825237653494628DISTRUST
14%12%13%15%14%12%12%15%13%13%13%13%13%

72---1--729-9Refused
1%ajkl*---*--***-*

4418123211484236671178Don't know
5%ajkl1%1%*1%2%1%1%2%d1%2%1%2%fgjk

0.6020.6590.720m0.6740.7590.6700.736f0.6250.6590.6760.6600.7190.669Mean Score
1.0050.9690.9781.0260.9870.9760.9850.9920.9920.9850.9880.9860.988Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0020.0060.0010.0010.0010.001**0.001*Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 81 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

282531963183598253411377118312118094688Unweighted Base
278531863161655255445379129213178684756Weighted Base

713755734119406577229226152755Completely trust (2)
26%ai24%a23%a18%16%15%20%af18%17%17%16%

1884243021163351322441996786934492430Tend to trust (1)
68%a76%aik67%a51%52%55%52%52%53%52%51%

138-204115407350211219144855Neither trust (0)
5%j-6%jk18%16%16%13%16%17%17%18%eijknor distrust

30-735526393411211778439Tend to distrust (-1)
1%j-2%jk8%10%9%9%9%9%9%9%ijk

4-1327121912545636189Strongly distrust (-2)
*-*j4%5%4%3%4%4%4%4%ijk

SUMMARY CODES

2597318628504541723092769079186003186TRUST
93%ai100%aik90%a69%67%69%73%a70%a70%69%67%

34-8782385946166173114628DISTRUST
1%j-3%jk13%15%13%12%13%13%13%13%ijk

----1----19Refused
----*----**ijk

16-22445688878Don't know
1%j-1%j1%2%1%2%1%1%1%2%cdijk

1.182ai1.237aik1.109a0.7110.6460.6730.791a0.7140.6990.7010.669Mean Score
0.5740.4250.6460.9961.0280.9780.9830.9940.9961.0000.988Standard Deviation

***0.0020.0040.0020.0030.0010.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 81 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

20269323236306452292724393214382593724504394688Unweighted Base
20**26031522931544031084*4293104492504164694604756Weighted Base

45559483754601379585663625653755Completely trust (2)
18%21%abcfk19%bcfkl21%bcfkl12%12%19%bcfkl16%18%bcfkl19%bcfkl12%25%abcdf15%12%12%16%bc

lhkl

11115151117170213143402271722521122022642412430Tend to trust (1)
56%44%48%51%54%eo48%46%47%53%o55%ejo56%dejkn45%49%56%dejkn52%o51%o

oo

241574058876016733176418580107855Neither trust (0)
11%16%18%g18%g19%g20%g19%g20%g17%g10%17%g16%g21%g17%g23%acefg18%gnor distrust

ho

-2630153552301430274018355235439Tend to distrust (-1)
-10%10%7%11%12%bhm10%17%abdeh7%9%9%7%8%11%h8%9%

m

21811842715-1813189171216189Strongly distrust (-2)
8%7%abcil4%3%1%6%acil5%l-4%l4%l4%l4%4%l3%4%4%l

SUMMARY CODES

15170211165207266203533062303081762643202943186TRUST
74%65%67%72%dk66%61%65%62%71%bdk74%abdjk69%k70%k63%68%k64%67%k

lo

24441223979451449415827526451628DISTRUST
8%17%bhm13%10%12%18%abdef14%17%11%13%13%11%13%14%11%13%

hlm

-3----1-22-11--9Refused
-1%abcfk----*-*1%-1%*--*

136211721-764145878Don't know
7%1%h2%h1%4%achjm2%h1%1%h-2%h1%h2%h3%achjm1%2%h2%h

0.8080.6370.705k0.801bk0.658k0.4940.661k0.6230.744k0.775bk0.652k0.830abc0.6380.647k0.6190.669kMean Score
dfkl

1.0741.1411.0030.9560.8841.0571.0480.9480.9811.0040.9511.0200.9870.9230.9170.988Standard Deviation
0.0640.0050.0030.0040.0030.0030.0040.0130.0020.0030.0020.0040.0030.0020.002*Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Provide clear and helpful information for you
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 82 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

162789812399241621216690128037040384688Unweighted Base
1104965152811591303253791626239940954756Weighted Base

1821221941332073191064360528632Completely trust (2)
16%ahij13%13%12%16%aef13%12%16%15%13%13%

544454679477641106045311416218782154Tend to trust (1)
49%ahi47%h44%41%49%af42%49%af43%41%46%45%fh

1742063112932135831896095829985Neither trust (0)
16%21%k20%k25%aik16%23%ag21%g23%24%20%21%gknor distrust

1151172231621493631043252534617Tend to distrust (-1)
10%12%15%k14%k11%14%eg11%12%13%13%13%k

6143837651170421026227263Strongly distrust (-2)
6%4%5%7%4%7%eg5%4%6%6%6%g

SUMMARY CODES

726576873611848137955915722224072785TRUST
66%ahij60%h57%h53%65%af54%61%f60%56%59%59%fh

1761603062382015331464277761880DISTRUST
16%17%20%jk21%jk15%21%aeg16%16%19%19%19%gk

2412352-1910Refused
*******-***

26193615383721438996Don't know
2%2%2%1%3%af1%2%1%1%2%2%

0.623ahij0.526h0.4550.3770.636aef0.3990.533f0.5740.4540.4870.489fhMean Score
1.0631.0141.0691.0731.0201.0931.0011.0271.0991.0601.061Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0040.003**Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your gas and electricity
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 82 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

90890828013827861178516242315714688Unweighted Base
74093830124055701160505284812434756Weighted Base

1281243595051262177342191632Completely trust (2)
17%ahi13%12%12%18%ag13%15%12%15%c13%

371441131618353198322012486022154Tend to trust (1)
50%ah47%44%45%46%52%c44%44%48%ac45%

11018168286711828104632220985Neither trust (0)
15%19%j23%ij21%f17%18%21%22%b18%21%bfjnor distrust

69105439536811355413136617Tend to distrust (-1)
9%11%15%ij13%12%8%11%15%bde11%13%bj

40571642234062816761263Strongly distrust (-2)
5%6%5%5%6%4%6%6%5%6%

SUMMARY CODES

4995651676234044510429815917932785TRUST
67%ahi60%h56%58%64%ag65%c59%56%64%ac59%ch

1091626027591211983580197880DISTRUST
15%17%20%j19%17%12%17%20%be16%19%bej

33491-52210Refused
*****-1%abc***

1929477916814433096Don't know
3%3%h2%2%2%5%ac3%2%2%c2%

0.665ahi0.518h0.4290.4700.600ag0.662ac0.542c0.4230.599ac0.489chMean Score
1.0541.0631.0571.0541.0950.9601.0711.0681.0411.061Standard Deviation
0.0010.001**0.0010.0050.002*0.001*Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your gas and electricity
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 82 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3943875380468846884688-84452732574688Unweighted Base
3783923416475647564756-**62447336034756Weighted Base

4653152632632632-12750449632Completely trust (2)
12%14%13%13%13%13%-20%abc11%12%13%

1541820165215421542154-32824015642154Tend to trust (1)
41%46%ik40%45%45%45%-53%ab51%ab43%45%i

9379885985985985-7693801985Neither trust (0)
24%20%20%21%21%21%-12%20%d22%d21%dnor distrust

4449969617617617-4852516617Tend to distrust (-1)
12%13%16%13%13%13%-8%11%d14%d13%d

2419837263263263-2324212263Strongly distrust (-2)
6%5%9%aj6%6%6%-4%5%6%d6%d

SUMMARY CODES

2012351217278527852785-45529020142785TRUST
53%60%ik52%59%59%59%-73%abc61%b56%59%bik

69698105880880880-7176728880DISTRUST
18%18%25%ajk19%19%19%-11%16%d20%cd19%d

-7-101010-2-210Refused
-*-***-*b-**

17709969696-20135896Don't know
4%aj2%2%2%2%2%-3%ab3%2%2%

0.4250.516i0.3110.4890.4890.489-0.810abc0.5220.4300.489biMean Score
1.0721.0461.1631.0611.0611.061-0.9841.0041.0721.061Standard Deviation
0.003*0.004***-0.0010.002**Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your gas and electricity
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 82 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8004123380-77437474688Unweighted Base
7173743584-**82337724756Weighted Base

10742464-150466632Completely trust (2)
15%11%13%-18%ab12%13%

3191731631-39616902154Tend to trust (1)
45%46%46%-48%45%45%

12572766-145811985Neither trust (0)
17%19%21%g-18%21%c21%gnor distrust

8746481-84513617Tend to distrust (-1)
12%12%13%-10%14%c13%c

5826179-36216263Strongly distrust (-2)
8%ae7%5%-4%6%6%

SUMMARY CODES

4262152095-54621562785TRUST
59%57%58%-66%ab57%59%

14572660-120729880DISTRUST
20%19%18%-15%19%c19%c

235-1410Refused
*1%e*-***

181359-127296Don't know
3%3%e2%-1%2%2%

0.4730.4420.489-0.666ab0.4540.489Mean Score
1.1451.0811.045-1.0341.0621.061Standard Deviation
0.0020.003*-0.001**Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your gas and electricity
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 82 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

56529215119254688Unweighted Base
53031**216420144756Weighted Base

586280287632Completely trust (2)
11%20%13%14%13%

235149689312154Tend to trust (1)
44%45%45%46%45%

1107455410985Neither trust (0)
21%23%21%20%21%nor distrust

701298247617Tend to distrust (-1)
13%4%14%12%13%

261126108263Strongly distrust (-2)
5%2%6%5%6%

SUMMARY CODES

29320124712172785TRUST
55%66%58%60%e59%

962424355880DISTRUST
18%6%20%18%19%

3-1410Refused
1%c-***

292362896Don't know
5%abc6%2%1%2%

0.4590.8240.4590.5250.489Mean Score
1.0360.8961.0711.0561.061Standard Deviation
0.0020.0290.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your gas and electricity
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 82 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9621704134467816569073310101951273739787104688Unweighted Base
9041700140774516265675011361914284140137434756Weighted Base

111222214852991115125252380522109632Completely trust (2)
12%13%15%j11%18%f14%15%f11%13%13%13%15%13%

41078764031877292336504885126918043502154Tend to trust (1)
45%46%45%43%47%45%45%44%46%45%45%47%45%

19035428415717125150256406579840145985Neither trust (0)
21%21%20%21%11%19%i20%i23%i21%20%21%19%21%inor distrust

9322117113229979817420940852988617Tend to distrust (-1)
10%13%12%18%aklm18%15%13%15%11%14%e13%12%13%em

5087774993748639916322538263Strongly distrust (-2)
6%5%5%7%5%6%6%6%5%6%6%5%6%

SUMMARY CODES

52010098534031063834506291137164923264592785TRUST
58%59%j61%j54%65%f58%60%55%59%58%58%62%59%j

14330724818138134145237308572754125880DISTRUST
16%18%18%24%aklm23%20%19%21%16%20%e19%17%19%e

73---1--7210-10Refused
1%ajkl*---*--*d**-*

43262241145145640821496Don't know
5%ajkl2%2%1%*2%g1%1%3%ad1%2%2%2%gj

0.512j0.501j0.536j0.3470.5510.4720.4990.4030.530d0.4620.4770.5560.489fjMean Score
1.0411.0451.0661.1011.1441.0871.0971.0551.0341.0781.0631.0481.061Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0020.0080.0020.0020.0010.001**0.002*Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your gas and electricity
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 82 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

282531963183598253411377118312118094688Unweighted Base
278531863161655255445379129213178684756Weighted Base

63262362484295467175182108632Completely trust (2)
23%aij20%a20%a13%11%12%18%af14%14%12%13%

2154197520042801122031885705623732154Tend to trust (1)
77%aij62%a63%a43%44%46%50%44%43%43%45%

-356335152549865276288197985Neither trust (0)
-11%k11%k23%21%22%17%21%22%23%21%ijknor distrust

-15914094335540182192123617Tend to distrust (-1)
-5%k4%k14%13%12%10%14%15%14%13%ijk

-342640202912757955263Strongly distrust (-2)
-1%k1%k6%8%6%3%6%6%6%6%ijk

SUMMARY CODES

2785259726293641402562557457454812785TRUST
100%aij82%a83%a56%55%58%67%af58%57%55%59%

-193165134538452257270178880DISTRUST
-6%k5%k20%21%19%14%20%21%21%19%eijk

----1----110Refused
----*----**ijk

-3832577714141196Don't know
-1%k1%k1%3%h2%2%1%1%1%2%cdhijk

1.227aij0.951a0.979a0.4220.3910.4520.692af0.4600.4430.4150.489Mean Score
0.4190.7800.7471.0781.1061.0670.9951.0781.0881.0811.061Standard Deviation

***0.0020.0050.0030.0030.0010.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your gas and electricity
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 82 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

20269323236306452292724393214382593724504394688Unweighted Base
20**26031522931544031084*4293104492504164694604756Weighted Base

25042362243461580604954424943632Completely trust (2)
10%19%abcdf13%l16%bkl7%10%15%bl18%l19%abcdf19%abcdf11%22%abcdf10%10%9%13%bkl

klklkljkln

910814499147174126322061342321011862372182154Tend to trust (1)
43%42%46%43%47%40%41%38%48%k43%52%aegij40%45%51%aejko48%k45%k

ko

25058587697781876628847908799985Neither trust (0)
11%19%18%25%ch24%22%25%ch21%18%20%20%19%22%18%21%21%nor distrust

43044224584311938255627547067617Tend to distrust (-1)
21%11%14%gh10%14%gh19%adefg10%23%adefg9%8%13%11%13%g15%gh15%gh13%gh

hjmohjmo

217171293326-25191817272418263Strongly distrust (-2)
8%7%il5%5%3%8%bfil8%bfil-6%i6%i4%7%il6%il5%4%6%

SUMMARY CODES

11159186135169217171472861942811552282862622785TRUST
53%61%k59%k59%k54%49%55%56%67%abdjk62%kl63%dkl62%k55%61%k57%k59%k

ln

647613454117571963447444809485880DISTRUST
29%18%19%15%17%27%abcde18%23%15%14%17%18%19%20%h19%19%

fghjlmno

-31---1-22-11--10Refused
-1%abcfk*---*-*1%-1%*--*

121021683-39621731496Don't know
7%1%3%ch1%5%acefhj2%1%-1%3%ch1%1%4%acefhj1%3%ch2%

kmomo

0.2700.566k0.495k0.551k0.428k0.2540.438k0.5060.655abc0.634abc0.535k0.599dk0.4090.466k0.453k0.489kMean Score
djkldjkl

1.2161.1351.0731.0350.9381.1141.1211.0361.0641.0910.9831.1481.0611.0310.9941.061Standard Deviation
0.0820.0050.0040.0050.0030.0030.0040.0150.0030.0040.0020.0050.0030.0020.002*Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Charge you a fair price for your gas and electricity
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 83 

Charge you aProvide clearTreat you
fair price forand helpfulfairly in their
your gas andinformation fordealings with

electricityyouyou

468846884688Unweighted Base
475647564756Weighted Base

632755737Completely trust (2)
13%16%15%

215424302425Tend to trust (1)
45%51%51%

985855938Neither trust (0)
21%18%20%nor distrust

617439420Tend to distrust (-1)
13%9%9%

263189158Strongly distrust (-2)
6%4%3%

SUMMARY CODES

278531863161TRUST
59%67%66%

880628577DISTRUST
19%13%12%

1099Refused
***

967870Don't know
2%2%1%

0.4890.6690.676Mean Score
1.0610.9880.957Standard Deviation

***Error Variance
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Q.68 To what extent do you trust or distrust your energy supplier to...? - Summary Table
Base: All who have gas and electricity supply from the same supplier and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)



Table 84 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

1148611678149183622749317394Completely trust (2)
8%ahi7%6%5%9%aef6%5%8%9%b6%7%

602535783578862118445113022721402498Tend to trust (1)
43%44%41%40%50%aef38%39%37%41%42%d42%f

3012814703773267833218514212021429Neither trust (0)
21%23%25%k26%k19%25%g27%ag24%25%24%24%gknor distrust

21519733526924358418865828681015Tend to distrust (-1)
15%16%18%19%k14%19%g16%18%15%17%17%g

89661199481230573143294369Completely distrust (-2)
6%5%6%6%5%7%aeg5%9%b8%6%6%g

SUMMARY CODES

7166218986561011136751415727624582891TRUST
51%h51%h47%45%59%aef44%44%44%49%48%48%ef

3042624543633258142459612511621384DISTRUST
22%21%24%25%jk19%26%aeg21%27%22%23%23%g

11811-9156222529Refused
1%h1%h1%h-1%******h

7956625739129861514225253Don't know
6%ahi5%3%4%2%4%g7%afg4%2%4%c4%g

0.330ahi0.325h0.2420.1980.454aef0.1710.253f0.1680.2900.2730.269fhMean Score
1.0611.0221.0351.0301.0071.0610.9851.1161.0801.0281.038Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.001**0.0010.0030.002**Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Landline phone providers
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 84 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

8376223318751655193130394Completely trust (2)
8%ahi6%6%6%8%8%9%c6%8%c7%

414466159121143849425714267212498Tend to trust (1)
42%i38%43%i42%40%48%c40%41%43%42%i

2073228791230200471528843471429Neither trust (0)
21%26%j24%24%f21%24%24%25%b21%24%bnor distrust

14918366984017520896422641015Tend to distrust (-1)
15%15%18%ij17%18%10%14%18%bde16%e17%e

6577220300681050204105369Completely distrust (-2)
7%6%6%6%7%5%8%6%6%6%

SUMMARY CODES

4965421814243345911031316198512891TRUST
51%i44%49%i48%48%56%ac49%46%51%ac48%i

2142608891141243301398463691384DISTRUST
22%21%24%i23%26%g15%22%24%e22%e23%e

11810263-147829Refused
1%ah1%*1%*-2%abce***c

47100982094482513882253Don't know
5%h8%ahj3%4%5%4%4%4%5%4%h

0.3270.2500.2590.2730.2470.460ac0.2970.2280.323c0.269Mean Score
1.0741.0291.0291.0281.0940.9811.0891.0201.0601.038Standard Deviation
0.0010.001**0.0010.0050.002*0.001*Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Landline phone providers
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 84 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

32294603323923346010434246394Completely trust (2)
6%6%8%j6%7%6%8%12%abc6%6%7%b

188199128922002488221028843728717512498Tend to trust (1)
36%43%k40%42%42%42%40%50%ab47%ab39%42%bk

141110017612541426125817214112811501429Neither trust (0)
27%24%25%24%24%24%24%16%21%d26%acd24%dnor distrust

7282711191610139179899968101015Tend to distrust (-1)
14%18%k15%17%e17%e17%e14%11%16%d18%d17%de

4227843318369318503936290369Completely distrust (-2)
8%6%6%6%6%6%7%5%6%7%d6%d

SUMMARY CODES

221228534925322880254334854132119972891TRUST
42%49%k49%k48%48%48%49%62%abc53%ab45%48%bk

114110515412341382123614813813211001384DISTRUST
22%24%21%23%23%23%21%16%22%d25%d23%d

41622329236641029Refused
1%*****1%1%b1%**

4317435210253210434223183253Don't know
8%aij4%5%4%4%4%6%afgh5%4%4%4%

0.2030.2660.3140.2610.2680.2630.3140.570abc0.322b0.2010.269bMean Score
1.0651.0331.0481.0351.0391.0341.0681.0141.0191.0331.038Standard Deviation
0.002*0.002***0.0020.0010.002**Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Landline phone providers
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 84 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

6844276159312394Completely trust (2)
7%8%6%2%6%7%7%

35622818661633719872498Tend to trust (1)
36%42%g43%g41%37%42%c42%cg

22011910681224711031429Neither trust (0)
22%22%25%32%27%b23%24%nor distrust

1729372931797821015Tend to distrust (-1)
18%17%17%8%20%17%17%

8426254360283369Completely distrust (-2)
9%aef5%6%8%7%6%6%

SUMMARY CODES

42427221421739622992891TRUST
43%50%g49%g43%43%49%c48%cg

255119983623910641384DISTRUST
26%e22%23%16%26%b23%23%

9414--2529Refused
1%e1%*--1%c*

7234145436205253Don't know
7%ae6%ae3%9%4%4%4%e

0.1700.337g0.282g0.2210.1770.283c0.269cgMean Score
1.1101.0321.0220.9731.0461.0361.038Standard Deviation
0.0010.002*0.0300.001**Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Landline phone providers
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 84 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

406194152394Completely trust (2)
6%10%7%6%7%

27424117310192498Tend to trust (1)
39%40%41%43%42%

180156855451429Neither trust (0)
26%25%24%23%24%nor distrust

113114804071015Tend to distrust (-1)
16%19%17%17%17%

402172153369Completely distrust (-2)
6%4%6%6%6%

SUMMARY CODES

31429136711712891TRUST
45%50%48%50%e48%

152146525601384DISTRUST
22%23%23%24%23%

11131129Refused
*2%e***

54-12574253Don't know
8%abcd-4%b3%4%b

0.2510.3370.2720.2680.269Mean Score
1.0151.0361.0391.0451.038Standard Deviation
0.0020.019***Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Landline phone providers
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 84 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

102140109421053546020918533756394Completely trust (2)
8%j6%7%5%5%7%f6%5%8%d6%7%6%7%f

547969663319753043394981201129721643342498Tend to trust (1)
43%jk45%ajk39%36%38%40%39%38%45%ad39%43%b37%42%bdfj

2635184202287018521333458784312142161429Neither trust (0)
21%24%25%m26%m35%afgh24%25%26%22%26%e24%24%24%emnor distrust

177313324201251361712843796368311841015Tend to distrust (-1)
14%14%19%alm23%alm12%18%20%i22%ahi14%19%ae16%20%ac17%elm

7612299711062558714822130366369Completely distrust (-2)
6%6%6%8%al5%8%a6%7%5%7%6%7%6%

SUMMARY CODES

6491110773360853573925591409148225023902891TRUST
52%ajk51%ajk46%j41%43%46%45%43%52%ad45%49%b43%48%bdfj

2534354222723519922637152785711342501384DISTRUST
20%20%25%lm31%aklm17%26%i26%i29%ai20%26%ae22%28%ac23%elm

155811146181126329Refused
1%ajkl*******1%*1%**

77975822926323114810521241253Don't know
6%ajkl4%j3%2%4%3%4%2%6%ad3%4%5%4%dfj

0.361ajk0.336ajk0.223j0.0670.2650.2010.1990.1270.374ad0.1850.289b0.1530.269bdfjMean Score
1.0511.0091.0381.0610.9361.0861.0471.0341.0261.0411.0311.0741.038Standard Deviation
0.001*0.0010.0010.0050.0020.0010.001***0.001*Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Landline phone providers
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 84 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

334354351461328329710157394Completely trust (2)
10%a9%a9%a6%4%5%7%6%6%6%7%

1823199920142831101921795845883822498Tend to trust (1)
52%a50%a50%a37%37%36%40%38%37%38%42%bcdfh

64476076418679143953784072471429Neither trust (0)
18%19%19%25%27%27%21%25%26%25%24%ijknor distrust

42354652516154110883173152061015Tend to distrust (-1)
12%14%13%21%a18%20%20%21%a20%a20%a17%ijk

1201771655325432410010476369Completely distrust (-2)
3%4%k4%7%9%8%5%7%7%8%6%ijk

SUMMARY CODES

2157235323663291232202126826894382891TRUST
62%aij59%a59%a44%42%41%47%45%44%44%48%bcdfgh

543723691214791531134174182821384DISTRUST
16%18%k17%28%a27%28%a25%27%a27%a28%a23%ijk

101212512187629Refused
***1%***1%*1%*

14917216922141930415034253Don't know
4%4%4%3%5%4%7%af3%3%3%4%d

0.546aij0.471a0.487a0.1490.1110.1010.254f0.1780.1770.1410.269bcdfghMean Score
0.9580.9980.9841.0641.0581.0621.0571.0551.0511.0671.038Standard Deviation
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Landline phone providers
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 84 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

***0.0020.0040.0020.0030.0010.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Landline phone providers
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 84 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

13429171632311839194330411528394Completely trust (2)
3%11%abcgkl7%c6%c4%6%c8%cl13%abcgkl8%bcl5%c8%bcl10%bcl8%cl3%5%7%cl

mnmn

1012818498172205162612211522321301892672892498Tend to trust (1)
37%41%42%dm33%41%dm38%39%43%45%dkm44%dm42%dm41%35%47%adjkm49%adefj42%dm

klmno

7611198296126112309677144651411471271429Neither trust (0)
27%19%27%ho28%beho23%24%27%beho21%20%22%26%ho20%26%ho26%ho21%24%hnor distrust

6467163801165821785797488796901015Tend to distrust (-1)
24%15%16%21%bjo19%22%abdeh14%15%16%16%18%15%16%17%15%17%

jno

-2725242434301339232430302323369Completely distrust (-2)
-9%bcf6%8%bcf6%6%7%bc9%bc8%bcf7%4%9%abcdf5%4%4%6%b

SUMMARY CODES

10162214114188237193792601712751602302823172891TRUST
40%52%dkm48%m39%45%44%47%m56%dkm53%dklm49%m50%dm50%dm42%50%dm54%adklm48%dm

6739687104149893411781121781171191131384DISTRUST
24%23%22%30%abcdf25%b28%abcdf22%24%24%23%22%24%21%21%19%23%b

jnjn

222-122-22-28-629Refused
7%**-**1%-*1%-*1%acf-1%cf*

115129251914-15181514501928253Don't know
3%5%i3%3%6%fhin4%i3%i-3%5%i3%4%i9%abcefg3%i5%i4%i

hijkmno

0.2120.328m0.286m0.0680.1950.1680.265m0.359m0.302m0.259m0.320km0.272m0.254m0.283m0.376akl0.269kmMean Score
m

0.8871.1451.0101.0671.0141.0551.0561.1491.0971.0431.0031.1461.0400.9290.9521.038Standard Deviation
0.0340.0040.0020.0040.0030.0020.0030.0100.0020.0030.0020.0040.0020.0020.002*Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Landline phone providers
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 85 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

1821111851412212691293658524618Completely trust (2)
13%ahij9%10%10%13%af9%11%f10%10%10%10%f

668582822611831130454914921823172684Tend to trust (1)
47%hi47%hi43%42%49%af42%47%f42%39%46%c45%cf

214205367280258601207591138931066Neither trust (0)
15%17%19%k19%k15%19%g18%17%20%18%18%gknor distrust

196208349266263581174631018541019Tend to distrust (-1)
14%17%k18%k18%k15%19%eg15%18%18%17%17%k

1241131581491133311004267435544Completely distrust (-2)
9%9%8%10%7%11%ag9%12%12%ab9%9%g

SUMMARY CODES

85069310077521052157367818527628413302TRUST
60%ahij56%h53%52%62%af51%58%f52%49%56%c55%cfh

32032150641537691227410516812901563DISTRUST
23%26%k27%k29%k22%29%aeg23%30%30%b25%26%gk

4333535-11113Refused
*******f-***

22711417197613744Don't know
2%ahij1%1%*1%1%1%2%c*1%1%

0.425ahij0.3030.2810.2270.465aef0.1940.372f0.2130.1790.326c0.306cfhMean Score
1.1531.1361.1281.1651.1071.1621.1301.2071.2001.1351.147Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0040.003**Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Banks
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 85 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

1221473335021161985315199618Completely trust (2)
12%ah12%h9%10%12%g10%13%ac9%12%ac10%

446550165322784069724215527932684Tend to trust (1)
46%45%45%45%43%50%d38%44%d48%acd45%d

155204695926140341506392431066Neither trust (0)
16%17%19%j18%f15%18%23%abc18%b15%18%bfnor distrust

13520766384617323946582431019Tend to distrust (-1)
14%17%18%j17%18%12%15%19%abde15%17%bj

93116323445991854314158544Completely distrust (-2)
10%9%9%9%10%9%8%9%10%9%

SUMMARY CODES

5686961986278052211632718679923302TRUST
58%h57%54%55%55%60%d51%53%60%acd55%

2283239851291272411489724011563DISTRUST
23%26%27%j26%29%g21%23%28%bd24%26%

426121-92213Refused
*****-1%abc***

20617301428132144Don't know
2%ahi1%*1%1%ag1%1%c*1%ac1%c

0.387ah0.3300.2760.3100.2860.3950.3360.2570.387ac0.306Mean Score
1.1691.1711.1281.1351.2081.1221.1471.1371.1651.147Standard Deviation
0.0010.001**0.0010.0060.002*0.001*Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Banks
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 85 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

70466735206155239613865407618Completely trust (2)
13%aj10%10%10%10%10%13%afgh16%abc11%9%10%

224211531423702674238030443031319182684Tend to trust (1)
43%45%44%45%45%45%42%50%ab52%ab43%45%

978281309481064950116127788491066Neither trust (0)
19%18%18%18%18%18%16%15%13%19%cd18%cdnor distrust

668251229071019907112102988071019Tend to distrust (-1)
13%18%k17%k17%17%17%16%12%16%d18%d17%dk

5940871462542463815549436544Completely distrust (-2)
11%9%10%9%9%9%11%fh6%8%10%d9%d

SUMMARY CODES

294258138628893289290240056837823253302TRUST
56%55%54%55%55%55%56%65%ab62%ab52%55%b

126123219313681561137019315714712431563DISTRUST
24%26%27%26%26%26%27%18%24%d28%ad26%d

-7111131114-313Refused
-*******b-**

632637443771342144Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%ab1%*1%

0.3460.3030.2740.3030.3050.3050.3140.578abc0.407ab0.2380.306bMean Score
1.2021.1381.1621.1371.1471.1371.2191.0941.1281.1511.147Standard Deviation
0.003*0.002***0.0020.0010.002**Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Banks
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 85 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

11163430386496618Completely trust (2)
11%11%10%8%9%11%10%

42824819652036221392684Tend to trust (1)
44%45%45%51%39%46%c45%c

1589280591938201066Neither trust (0)
16%17%18%24%21%ab17%18%nor distrust

1438876031757811019Tend to distrust (-1)
15%16%17%g9%19%17%17%

11950369396416544Completely distrust (-2)
12%ae9%8%7%10%9%9%

SUMMARY CODES

53931123952344926343302TRUST
55%57%55%59%49%56%c55%c

2631381129627111971563DISTRUST
27%25%26%15%29%ab25%26%

215-2813Refused
***-***

19718153744Don't know
2%ae1%e*2%1%1%1%

0.2790.3430.3070.4620.1850.326c0.306cMean Score
1.2161.1591.1291.0101.1631.1431.147Standard Deviation
0.0010.002*0.0280.002**Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Banks
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 85 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

7514298230618Completely trust (2)
11%24%abce10%10%10%

29121128710762684Tend to trust (1)
42%35%45%46%45%

13095044171066Neither trust (0)
19%15%18%18%18%nor distrust

116114724161019Tend to distrust (-1)
17%19%17%18%17%

754254211544Completely distrust (-2)
11%7%9%9%9%

SUMMARY CODES

36635158413063302TRUST
52%59%56%55%55%

191157266281563DISTRUST
27%26%26%27%26%

1-5513Refused
*-***

13-23744Don't know
2%abc-1%b*1%b

0.2540.5000.3210.2970.306Mean Score
1.1831.2371.1431.1391.147Standard Deviation
0.0020.027*0.001*Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Banks
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 85 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

153235165651980867833328554772618Completely trust (2)
12%j11%j10%7%10%10%f10%f6%12%ad9%11%b8%10%bdfj

597988748350723663885391237144723183662684Tend to trust (1)
47%j46%j44%j40%36%48%fi45%i41%46%44%46%b41%45%bfij

199373306188461201562664476198851821066Neither trust (0)
16%17%18%21%alm23%h16%18%20%ah17%19%e17%20%18%nor distrust

173358312176381361492774046148451741019Tend to distrust (-1)
14%17%m19%m20%lm19%18%17%21%ag15%19%e17%19%17%em

108191145100225986135230314442102544Completely distrust (-2)
9%9%9%11%aklm11%8%10%10%9%10%9%11%ac9%

SUMMARY CODES

7501223913416914474736171570173228644383302TRUST
60%ajk57%j54%j47%46%58%fi55%fi47%58%ad53%56%b49%55%bdfij

2805494572776019523541263492912872761563DISTRUST
22%25%27%m31%aklm30%25%27%32%agh24%28%ae25%31%ac26%em

75-1-1128413-13Refused
1%ak*-*-******-*

2314622624291539544Don't know
2%ajkl1%**1%1%**1%d*1%1%1%

0.419ajk0.335j0.284j0.1180.1380.360fi0.276f0.1140.392ad0.2360.334b0.1470.306bdfjMean Score
1.1401.1451.1371.1571.1761.1241.1571.1301.1471.1421.1411.1661.147Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0020.0070.0020.0020.001***0.002*Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Banks
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 85 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

5075285436125363714214283618Completely trust (2)
14%a13%a14%a8%8%7%8%9%9%8%10%f

1874206620853121241972036346414162684Tend to trust (1)
53%a51%a52%a41%42%37%45%f42%41%41%45%cdf

50662460415566126753063192071066Neither trust (0)
14%16%15%20%22%23%ae17%20%20%a21%18%ijknor distrust

41654451814946110842973061891019Tend to distrust (-1)
12%14%k13%20%15%21%19%19%a19%a19%17%ijk

18123123075336746139157104544Completely distrust (-2)
5%6%6%10%11%12%a10%9%10%10%9%ijk

SUMMARY CODES

2381259526283731492332407757824993302TRUST
68%aj65%a66%a49%50%43%53%f51%50%50%55%bcdfh

597775747224791771304354632931563DISTRUST
17%19%k19%30%27%33%a29%29%29%a29%26%ijk

33311--11213Refused
*****--****

172318521486644Don't know
*1%*1%1%*1%1%*1%1%

0.606aij0.530a0.551a0.1800.2100.0470.228f0.2260.1940.1860.306bcdfhMean Score
1.0401.0651.0621.1431.1521.1601.1571.1411.1541.1491.147Standard Deviation
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Banks
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 85 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

***0.0020.0050.0030.0030.0010.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Banks
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 85 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

-4838284241431556316443854046618Completely trust (2)
-15%abcgkl9%9%10%8%10%11%12%bck9%12%bck13%bckn16%abcgj7%8%10%c

mnklmn

10118180123205250161532191572551252373002902684Tend to trust (1)
40%38%41%42%50%eijmn47%ejo39%37%45%45%46%o39%43%53%adefg49%eijmn45%jo

ohijmnoo

55780566992872581559156103981111066Neither trust (0)
18%18%18%19%17%17%21%17%17%16%16%18%19%17%19%18%nor distrust

747100466510271286868935574911041019Tend to distrust (-1)
26%15%23%acdfh16%16%19%dh17%20%14%20%dh17%17%13%16%18%17%

lmo

23638393045462160315036413536544Completely distrust (-2)
7%11%bc9%13%abcdkl7%8%11%bc15%abcdk12%abcdl9%9%11%bc7%6%6%9%bc

l

SUMMARY CODES

10165218150247291204692761883191673223403363302TRUST
40%53%49%51%60%ijmn55%50%48%56%n54%57%jn53%59%ijmn60%aeijm57%jn55%n

n

88313885951481165012899144901141251411563DISTRUST
33%27%31%abcdl29%cd23%28%cd28%cd35%abcdl26%28%cd26%28%d21%22%24%26%d

13----1-23--1-113Refused
6%1%acfkn----*-*1%acfk--*-**

1563231-332563244Don't know
3%1%1%1%*1%*-1%1%*1%1%**1%

0.0130.3100.1850.1880.398ijm0.2620.2080.0910.2980.2610.341in0.2700.466aeg0.390ijm0.349in0.306inMean Score
nhijkmnn

1.0311.2431.1431.2081.0961.1161.1821.2631.2121.1461.1571.2261.1371.0351.0541.147Standard Deviation
0.0460.0050.0030.0050.0030.0020.0040.0130.0030.0040.0020.0050.0030.0020.002*Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Banks
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 86 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

7363774890119521826217261Completely trust (2)
5%h5%h4%3%5%f4%4%5%5%4%4%

4673835754266178803558917115921852Tend to trust (1)
33%h31%30%29%36%aef28%30%25%31%31%d31%df

3292984753863768003129315712371488Neither trust (0)
23%24%25%27%k22%26%g27%g26%28%24%25%gnor distrust

2932754763843807792689110912281428Tend to distrust (-1)
21%22%25%k26%jk22%25%g23%25%c19%24%c24%ck

1611712381801914341255384612750Completely distrust (-2)
11%14%k13%12%11%14%eg11%15%15%12%13%

SUMMARY CODES

54044665247470799940810719718102113TRUST
38%ahi36%34%33%41%aef32%35%30%35%36%d35%f

454447714563571121439314419318412178DISTRUST
32%36%k38%k39%k33%39%aeg34%40%35%36%36%gk

6531645-11415Refused
*******-***

813251294991541211171193Don't know
6%ahij3%3%2%3%3%5%afg3%2%3%3%h

-0.002ahij-0.091-0.121-0.1550.021af-0.176-0.052f-0.211-0.100-0.087-0.096fMean Score
1.1331.1551.1141.0891.1321.1201.0941.1451.1451.1171.122Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0010.001*0.0010.0040.003**Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Insurance companies
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 86 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

50631442085393214180261Completely trust (2)
5%5%4%4%6%g5%5%4%5%4%

315339117515882636718010475581852Tend to trust (1)
32%i28%32%i32%f28%34%28%30%34%acd31%fi

2283229181277211581718863731488Neither trust (0)
23%26%25%25%f22%30%b27%b25%b23%25%bnor distrust

1832919361195233361328983621428Tend to distrust (-1)
19%24%j25%j24%25%19%21%26%bde22%24%j

1301384656051451477461197750Completely distrust (-2)
13%11%13%12%15%ag7%12%13%e12%e13%e

SUMMARY CODES

365401131917963177621111886382113TRUST
37%i33%36%36%33%39%33%34%39%acd35%

313430140118003785020913595592178DISTRUST
32%35%38%j36%40%ag26%33%39%abde34%e36%bej

63515--121315Refused
1%h***--2%abc***c

6375461504310396084193Don't know
6%ah6%ah1%3%5%ag5%c6%ac2%5%ac3%ch

-0.031-0.090-0.111-0.082f-0.1690.113acd-0.074-0.143-0.024ac-0.096Mean Score
1.1591.1121.1131.1101.1821.0261.1231.1171.1371.122Standard Deviation
0.0010.001**0.0010.0050.002*0.001*Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Insurance companies
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 86 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

3518142214261214476223170261Completely trust (2)
7%aj4%6%j4%4%4%7%afgh7%abc4%4%4%

133150419116351847164021234622612671852Tend to trust (1)
26%32%ik27%31%31%31%30%40%ab37%ab29%31%bik

127117816713251482133015717314411511488Neither trust (0)
24%25%23%25%25%25%22%20%24%26%d25%dnor distrust

103111620112631425126616215413011281428Tend to distrust (-1)
20%24%k28%ajk24%24%24%23%18%21%25%cd24%dk

7857092654747656948770587750Completely distrust (-2)
15%12%13%12%13%12%13%10%12%13%d13%d

SUMMARY CODES

169168523318492108185425940824914372113TRUST
32%36%33%35%35%35%36%47%abc41%ab32%35%b

180168629319172172192225624120017152178DISTRUST
34%36%41%ajk36%36%36%36%28%33%d39%acd36%d

27112151234-615Refused
********-**

4412422151192152414315130193Don't know
8%aij3%3%3%3%3%6%afgh5%abc2%3%3%

-0.115-0.086-0.159-0.100-0.095-0.100-0.0650.173abc0.004ab-0.161-0.096bMean Score
1.1971.1091.1471.1141.1221.1141.1801.1431.1081.1111.122Standard Deviation
0.003*0.002***0.0020.0010.002**Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Insurance companies
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 86 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

5023180138206261Completely trust (2)
5%4%4%4%4%4%4%

27116413771222415011852Tend to trust (1)
28%30%32%g31%24%32%c31%cg

23512810971124011661488Neither trust (0)
24%23%25%27%26%25%25%nor distrust

1981401066926310731428Tend to distrust (-1)
20%25%g24%g23%29%ab23%24%g

143615355126582750Completely distrust (-2)
15%11%12%12%14%12%13%

SUMMARY CODES

32118715571426117072113TRUST
33%34%36%35%28%36%c35%c

34120016011338916552178DISTRUST
35%36%37%35%42%ab35%36%

515-11215Refused
1%e**-***

783291128156193Don't know
8%ae6%ae2%3%3%3%3%e

-0.127-0.098-0.094-0.085-0.242-0.072c-0.096cMean Score
1.1691.1101.1131.1081.1071.1221.122Standard Deviation
0.0010.002*0.0350.001**Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Insurance companies
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 86 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

326115106261Completely trust (2)
5%10%c4%5%4%

213188947211852Tend to trust (1)
30%31%31%31%31%

181147135731488Neither trust (0)
26%23%25%24%25%nor distrust

156126506051428Tend to distrust (-1)
22%20%23%26%c24%

869356297750Completely distrust (-2)
12%15%13%13%13%

SUMMARY CODES

2452410108272113TRUST
35%41%36%35%35%

2422110069022178DISTRUST
35%35%35%38%36%

2-9315Refused
*-***

32110457193Don't know
5%b1%4%b2%3%

-0.0760.003-0.087-0.115-0.096Mean Score
1.1221.2461.1181.1241.122Standard Deviation
0.0020.028*0.001*Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Insurance companies
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 86 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

68967424536313814611622635261Completely trust (2)
5%j4%j4%j3%3%5%4%3%5%ad4%4%4%4%fj

4436905192005323525433990994316272251852Tend to trust (1)
35%ajk32%j31%j23%27%31%f29%26%34%ad29%32%b25%31%bdfj

3035234312316118619632866782012482401488Neither trust (0)
24%24%26%26%31%g24%23%25%25%25%25%27%25%nor distrust

2224894362814819722540752490411722551428Tend to distrust (-1)
18%23%m26%lm32%aklm24%26%26%31%agh19%27%ae23%28%ac24%em

1302791981432790141174306444631119750Completely distrust (-2)
10%13%m12%16%aklm14%12%16%ah13%11%13%e12%13%13%m

SUMMARY CODES

511786593224582702853771055105818532602113TRUST
41%ajkl36%j35%j25%29%35%f33%29%39%ad32%36%b29%35%bdfj

35276863442476287366581830134818033742178DISTRUST
28%35%m38%m48%aklm38%37%42%a45%ah31%41%ae35%42%ac36%em

1041-11-113215-15Refused
1%ajkl**-**-**d**-*

818224542321151247016825193Don't know
6%ajkl4%jk1%1%2%3%f2%f1%5%ad2%3%3%3%dfjk

0.082ajkl-0.079j-0.100j-0.363-0.202-0.097fg-0.226-0.2640.025ad-0.191-0.072b-0.227-0.096bdfgjMean Score
1.1151.1331.1061.0841.0701.1181.1521.0821.1271.1091.1251.0981.122Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0010.0060.0020.0020.001***0.001*Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Insurance companies
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 86 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

2302362442091523545727261Completely trust (2)
7%a6%a6%a3%3%3%5%4%4%3%4%bh

140815311531194841241244134262641852Tend to trust (1)
40%a38%a38%a26%28%23%27%27%27%26%31%bcdfh

791916931211651471204174182651488Neither trust (0)
23%23%23%28%22%27%27%27%27%26%25%jknor distrust

661833810227791641164184402981428Tend to distrust (-1)
19%21%20%30%a27%31%a26%27%a28%a30%a24%ijk

29536934495527551201208138750Completely distrust (-2)
8%9%9%13%17%a14%11%13%13%14%13%ijk

SUMMARY CODES

163817671775214931391474684822912113TRUST
47%aj44%a44%a28%31%26%33%f31%31%29%35%bcdfh

956120211543231302391676206484362178DISTRUST
27%30%k29%43%a44%a45%ae37%41%a41%a43%a36%ijk

444-1--11115Refused
***-*--****

115131136971016212314193Don't know
3%3%3%1%2%2%4%1%1%1%3%bcdh

0.182aj0.111a0.135a-0.246-0.280-0.304-0.111f-0.199-0.204-0.258-0.096bcdfghMean Score
1.0951.1041.0941.0581.1551.0691.1081.0931.0961.0801.122Standard Deviation
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Insurance companies
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 86 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

***0.0020.0050.0020.0030.0010.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Insurance companies
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 86 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

1242013171520731152621221022261Completely trust (2)
3%8%abcdkl4%c4%c4%c3%5%c5%6%ck4%c5%c7%ck4%c2%4%4%c

11951327113213912046142105174851602162241852Tend to trust (1)
41%30%30%24%32%m26%29%32%29%30%31%m27%29%38%adefg38%adefg31%km

hjkmnohjkmno

77212487931351213411181142701301371431488Neither trust (0)
27%23%28%30%ehl23%25%30%ehl24%23%23%26%22%24%24%24%25%nor distrust

35611774102145773111574149751201511391428Tend to distrust (-1)
14%18%27%jo25%o25%o27%jo19%21%24%21%27%jo24%22%27%jo23%24%jo

24940415393602470635852544249750Completely distrust (-2)
7%16%bcdfn9%14%bc13%bc17%abcdf15%bcdn17%bcdn14%bcdn18%abcdf11%16%bcdfn10%7%8%13%bcn

nn

SUMMARY CODES

1111915284149153140531731212001061822262462113TRUST
44%38%km34%29%36%k29%34%37%35%k35%36%km33%33%40%adkm42%adegh35%km

jkmn

5105157115155238138551851362071271741931872178DISTRUST
20%34%36%39%b37%45%abcdf34%38%38%b39%bd37%40%bd32%34%32%36%b

hjlno

13--1-1-22--4-115Refused
6%1%acfk--*-*-*1%--1%-**

11498158101188615561114193Don't know
3%4%fk2%3%4%fk1%2%1%4%fk2%1%5%cfkn10%abcefg2%2%3%fk

hijklmno

0.222-0.041k-0.059k-0.204-0.104k-0.310-0.098k-0.138-0.110k-0.187-0.074k-0.174-0.050k0.001eg0.056aeg-0.096kMean Score
kmhjklm

1.0051.2261.0611.1041.1321.1241.1361.1821.1841.1911.0941.2131.0961.0181.0581.122Standard Deviation
0.0440.0050.0020.0040.0030.0020.0030.0110.0030.0040.0020.0050.0030.0020.002*Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Insurance companies
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 87 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

16514118615323427313745116483644Completely trust (2)
12%11%10%10%14%af9%12%f13%21%abd10%11%bf

717631950728908151360617821826313026Tend to trust (1)
51%51%50%50%53%f49%52%50%c39%52%c51%c

2882754503683237972617815511481381Neither trust (0)
20%22%24%k25%k19%26%aeg22%g22%28%ab23%23%gknor distrust

137115192120145330892925510564Tend to distrust (-1)
10%9%10%8%9%11%eg8%8%c5%10%c9%c

533472535412533129191212Completely distrust (-2)
4%3%4%4%3%4%3%3%2%4%c4%c

SUMMARY CODES

88277211368811142178674322233431153671TRUST
63%63%60%61%67%af57%63%f63%60%61%61%f

1901492641732004541224135701777DISTRUST
13%12%14%12%12%15%eg10%12%c6%14%c13%ce

4341524-2912Refused
*****f**f-***

46294031386840133499147Don't know
3%i2%2%2%2%2%3%f4%b6%ab2%2%

0.5910.610i0.5330.5670.674af0.4870.643af0.6240.777abd0.5450.571fMean Score
0.9590.9150.9440.9240.9340.9450.8990.9380.9070.9380.937Standard Deviation

*0.0010.0010.001**0.0010.0020.002**Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Water suppliers
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 87 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

1081563665191262078344202644Completely trust (2)
11%13%h10%10%13%ag10%12%10%12%c11%

4916231880258144610128717838563026Tend to trust (1)
50%51%51%51%f47%52%45%51%d52%d51%df

2012628941192189441628343411381Neither trust (0)
21%21%24%j24%f20%22%25%b24%b21%23%bfnor distrust

911113514491151865319162564Tend to distrust (-1)
9%9%10%9%12%ag9%10%9%10%9%

41451231684442013950212Completely distrust (-2)
4%4%3%3%5%g2%3%4%3%4%

SUMMARY CODES

60078022453099571121365212610583671TRUST
61%63%61%62%60%62%57%61%64%cd61%d

1321574746181592284458212777DISTRUST
14%13%13%12%17%ag11%13%13%13%13%

326111-63212Refused
*****-1%abc***

393270118287257144147Don't know
4%ah3%2%2%3%4%4%ac2%3%2%

0.5720.6130.5570.5770.5380.6140.5550.5480.620c0.571Mean Score
0.9690.9550.9210.9191.0290.8850.9530.9380.9340.937Standard Deviation
0.0010.001**0.0010.0040.001***Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Water suppliers
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 87 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

684837953863954310214660428644Completely trust (2)
13%10%11%10%11%10%14%afgh17%abc10%10%11%

226240136526813019268933846331822153026Tend to trust (1)
43%51%k51%k51%51%51%47%53%b52%50%51%k

134109314412031377120717414312511031381Neither trust (0)
26%i23%20%23%23%23%24%16%21%d25%cd23%dnor distrust

4742689499564499656765425564Tend to distrust (-1)
9%9%12%aj9%9%9%9%8%11%d10%9%

2316027193212193192323166212Completely distrust (-2)
4%3%4%4%4%4%3%3%4%4%4%

SUMMARY CODES

294288444432193658323243960937826423671TRUST
56%62%k62%61%61%61%61%70%abc62%60%61%k

70586116692777692859088592777DISTRUST
13%13%16%aj13%13%13%12%10%14%d13%d13%d

161111211121212Refused
********b***

2411111129147129182516101147Don't know
5%aij2%2%2%2%2%3%3%3%2%2%

0.5400.5740.5420.5620.5690.5630.6250.763abc0.5550.5330.571Mean Score
0.9940.9240.9790.9370.9370.9370.9380.9220.9500.9340.937Standard Deviation
0.002*0.001***0.0010.0010.001**Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Water suppliers
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 87 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

10459470-85525644Completely trust (2)
11%11%11%-9%11%d11%d

48627322122140724213026Tend to trust (1)
50%50%51%54%44%52%c51%c

21112310201224910541381Neither trust (0)
22%22%23%32%27%ab22%23%nor distrust

94544123107417564Tend to distrust (-1)
10%10%9%8%12%ab9%9%

4526136-39161212Completely distrust (-2)
5%e5%3%-4%3%4%

SUMMARY CODES

59033126822149229463671TRUST
60%60%62%54%54%63%c61%c

140805483146578777DISTRUST
14%15%13%8%16%ab12%13%

126-3612Refused
***-***

391295329112147Don't know
4%ae2%2%7%3%2%2%

0.5410.5310.5810.4910.4420.597c0.571cMean Score
0.9800.9830.9220.6550.9710.9290.937Standard Deviation
0.0010.002*0.0130.001**Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Water suppliers
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 87 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

7610290265644Completely trust (2)
11%17%10%11%11%

33730144112063026Tend to trust (1)
48%50%51%51%51%

166126805191381Neither trust (0)
24%20%24%22%23%nor distrust

693255236564Tend to distrust (-1)
10%4%9%10%9%

25410678212Completely distrust (-2)
4%7%4%3%4%

SUMMARY CODES

41340173114723671TRUST
59%67%61%62%61%

947361314777DISTRUST
13%11%13%13%13%

2-3412Refused
*-***

2616654147Don't know
4%bc2%2%2%2%

0.5490.6760.5610.5840.571Mean Score
0.9501.0430.9320.9390.937Standard Deviation
0.0010.019***Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Water suppliers
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 87 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

145235182821673859636028456282644Completely trust (2)
12%11%11%9%8%9%10%7%13%ad9%11%9%11%df

62811168644171053844366351374165325894373026Tend to trust (1)
50%52%j51%47%53%50%50%49%51%50%51%49%51%

2794973672395716420534457880411632181381Neither trust (0)
22%23%22%27%aklm28%h21%24%26%ah21%24%e23%24%23%nor distrust

105187172100148089157213351462103564Tend to distrust (-1)
8%9%10%11%lm7%10%10%12%a8%11%e9%11%c9%e

5170632853831399511718032212Completely distrust (-2)
4%3%4%3%2%5%f4%3%4%4%4%4%4%

SUMMARY CODES

773135110464991214575217311734193731515193671TRUST
61%j62%j62%j57%61%60%60%56%64%ad59%62%b58%61%dfj

15725723512819118120197308468642135777DISTRUST
12%12%14%14%9%15%i14%15%i11%14%e13%15%13%

65--11-28412-12Refused
*k*--1%g*-****-*

435333172282128628512027147Don't know
3%k2%2%2%1%4%2%2%2%3%2%3%2%

0.588j0.598j0.5650.4910.5770.5060.5370.4650.645ad0.5100.583b0.4980.571bdfjMean Score
0.9550.9170.9520.9300.8350.9860.9400.9130.9410.9300.9350.9460.937Standard Deviation
0.001*0.0010.0010.0040.0010.0010.001***0.001*Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Water suppliers
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 87 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

51654954878354443160159107644Completely trust (2)
15%a14%a14%a10%12%8%10%11%10%11%11%

2109235423513731302502307567554873026Tend to trust (1)
60%a59%a59%a49%44%47%51%50%48%48%51%g

52666766019278146913714002571381Neither trust (0)
15%17%16%25%26%27%e20%24%25%25%23%ijknor distrust

1972612527430585415816697564Tend to distrust (-1)
6%6%6%10%10%11%12%10%11%10%9%ijk

76919325122116525735212Completely distrust (-2)
2%2%2%3%4%4%4%3%4%3%4%ijk

SUMMARY CODES

2625290428984511652932739169145933671TRUST
75%aij72%a72%a60%56%55%61%60%58%59%61%cf

27335234599427970210223132777DISTRUST
8%9%9%13%14%15%16%14%14%13%13%ijk

533-1----112Refused
***-*----**

76939414101916283524147Don't know
2%2%2%2%4%3%4%2%2%2%2%

0.815aij0.767a0.770a0.5470.5130.4580.5290.5430.5160.5420.571fMean Score
0.8370.8550.8550.9270.9810.9410.9580.9390.9460.9370.937Standard Deviation
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Water suppliers
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 87 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

***0.0010.0030.0020.0020.0010.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Water suppliers
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 87 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

15136384136793854345841594039644Completely trust (2)
3%16%abcdfg8%13%bckn10%7%19%abcdef26%abcde11%bck10%11%bk13%bckn11%bck7%7%11%bck

hklnghklmnfghklmno

20145226145203247148622501922941552603413373026Tend to trust (1)
78%46%j51%j49%j49%j46%j36%44%51%j55%dijko53%jk49%j48%j60%adefh57%adeij51%j

ijklmnoklmo

46511064961431272810660120701451061381381Neither trust (0)
16%21%25%cg22%23%27%cg31%abcef19%22%17%22%22%26%cg19%23%g23%cgnor distrust

ghilmo

-2552284466151040346422436655564Tend to distrust (-1)
-8%j12%ej10%j11%j12%adehj4%7%8%j10%j12%ej7%8%j12%ej9%j9%j

11615111333723315131518813212Completely distrust (-2)
3%5%bcfj3%4%c3%6%abcdfi2%2%7%abcdfi4%c2%5%bcj3%1%2%4%c

jljln

SUMMARY CODES

211962621832442832271003042273521953193813763671TRUST
81%63%k59%62%k59%53%55%70%djkln62%k65%jk63%jk61%k58%67%adjkl64%jk61%jk

n

14167395799231273487738617468777DISTRUST
3%13%j15%j13%j14%j19%abcde5%8%15%j14%j14%j12%j11%j13%j12%j13%j

fijo

-3--1-2-22--1-212Refused
-1%acfk--*-1%-*1%--*-**

-8371683136116152156147Don't know
-3%cn1%2%4%bcfhkn1%8%abcdfg2%1%3%bcfn1%5%abcfhk4%bcfhkn1%1%2%cn

hiklmnon

0.7840.634k0.491k0.600k0.542k0.3560.733abc0.885abc0.523k0.590k0.584k0.605k0.571k0.603k0.574k0.571kMean Score
dfhklndefghklm

no
0.6451.0270.9260.9670.9340.9990.9000.9401.0240.9550.9120.9800.9170.8400.8380.937Standard Deviation
0.0170.0030.0020.0030.0020.0020.0020.0070.0020.0030.0020.0030.0020.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Water suppliers
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 88 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

8056785491124531229227268Completely trust (2)
6%ahi5%4%4%5%f4%5%3%5%4%4%

618491728507737110550211920920152343Tend to trust (1)
44%ahij40%h38%35%43%af36%43%af33%37%40%d39%dfh

37836058445645097835112016914901779Neither trust (0)
27%29%31%k31%k26%31%g30%g34%30%29%30%gknor distrust

231239385322316656205721129941177Tend to distrust (-1)
16%19%k20%k22%k19%21%eg17%20%20%20%20%k

70628610368208462038263321Completely distrust (-2)
5%5%5%7%aik4%7%aeg4%6%7%5%5%g

SUMMARY CODES

698547806561828122955513123822422612TRUST
49%ahij45%h43%h39%48%af40%47%af37%43%44%d44%dfh

3013024714253848642519215012571499DISTRUST
21%25%k25%k29%aijk22%28%aeg21%26%27%25%25%egk

433-722-1910Refused
*h**-*f**-***

301631124035131317488Don't know
2%h1%2%1%2%aef1%1%4%abc*1%c1%c

0.295ahij0.198h0.176h0.0610.281af0.0910.270af0.0910.1420.1900.180fhMean Score
0.9820.9780.9591.0040.9690.9990.9390.9611.0200.9800.983Standard Deviation

*0.0010.0010.001**0.0010.0030.002**Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Energy suppliers in general
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 88 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

61541432214793813288268Completely trust (2)
6%ahi4%4%4%5%5%6%c4%5%c4%

445514136119983458323813137112343Tend to trust (1)
46%ah42%h37%40%36%43%37%38%43%acd39%h

256338115615102695918310824541779Neither trust (0)
26%27%31%ij30%28%30%29%31%b27%30%jnor distrust

141236780968209281117462931177Tend to distrust (-1)
14%19%j21%j19%22%g14%17%21%bde18%20%j

506719826358104819172321Completely distrust (-2)
5%5%5%5%6%5%8%ab5%4%5%

SUMMARY CODES

506568150422203929227614457992612TRUST
52%ahi46%h41%44%41%47%43%41%48%acd44%h

1913049781231267381599373641499DISTRUST
20%25%j27%j24%28%ag20%25%27%be22%25%bj

33410--71210Refused
****--1%abc***

1920476721516283888Don't know
2%2%1%1%2%g3%c3%c1%2%ac1%c

0.342ahi0.207h0.1290.191f0.1220.282c0.1720.1300.279acd0.180chMean Score
0.9830.9890.9730.9761.0180.9591.0470.9750.9690.983Standard Deviation
0.0010.001**0.0010.0040.002***Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Energy suppliers in general
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 88 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

3518439227263232376626171268Completely trust (2)
7%aj4%5%4%4%4%5%8%abc4%4%4%

190188524420702338207626742826216342343Tend to trust (1)
36%40%i34%39%39%39%37%49%abc43%b37%39%bi

167137022615661775157020921416113851779Neither trust (0)
32%29%32%30%30%30%29%25%27%31%cd30%dnor distrust

799421531031117710321451011159501177Tend to distrust (-1)
15%20%k21%k20%20%20%20%12%19%d21%ad20%dk

3623444283319285363029258321Completely distrust (-2)
7%5%6%5%5%5%5%3%5%6%d5%d

SUMMARY CODES

225206928322972601230830449428818042612TRUST
43%44%i40%44%44%44%42%57%abc47%b41%44%b

114117619713151496131718213114412071499DISTRUST
22%25%27%k25%25%25%25%15%24%d27%ad25%d

2419109121110Refused
********b***b

166296687672127134388Don't know
3%aij1%1%1%1%1%3%afgh3%ab2%b1%1%b

0.2160.1830.1150.1790.1790.1800.1770.475abc0.237b0.1160.180bMean Score
1.0210.9701.0100.9800.9820.9820.9910.9300.9770.9820.983Standard Deviation
0.002*0.002***0.0010.0010.001**Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Energy suppliers in general
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 88 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

5328177132221268Completely trust (2)
5%5%4%4%3%5%4%

39921416841329718832343Tend to trust (1)
41%39%39%34%32%40%c39%c

26915713291426614201779Neither trust (0)
27%29%31%36%29%30%30%nor distrust

17410488672558551177Tend to distrust (-1)
18%19%20%18%28%ab18%20%

6028222157243321Completely distrust (-2)
6%5%5%3%6%5%5%

SUMMARY CODES

45324218611532921042612TRUST
46%44%43%37%36%45%c44%c

2341321108831210981499DISTRUST
24%24%25%22%34%ab23%25%

225--710Refused
***--**

2416482126788Don't know
2%ae3%ae1%5%1%1%1%

0.2220.2060.1650.169-0.0100.213c0.180cMean Score
1.0130.9910.9710.9091.0000.9740.983Standard Deviation
0.0010.002*0.0240.001**Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Energy suppliers in general
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 88 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

256128107268Completely trust (2)
4%10%ace4%5%4%

2622411239302343Tend to trust (1)
37%41%40%39%39%

242148256881779Neither trust (0)
35%abc23%29%29%30%nor distrust

114135684801177Tend to distrust (-1)
16%22%20%e20%e20%e

361151133321Completely distrust (-2)
5%1%5%6%5%

SUMMARY CODES

28730125010372612TRUST
41%51%44%44%44%

150147196121499DISTRUST
21%23%25%e26%e25%e

1-4310Refused
*-***

202442288Don't know
3%abc3%2%1%1%

0.1860.3830.1820.1700.180Mean Score
0.9390.9890.9850.9920.983Standard Deviation
0.0010.018***Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Energy suppliers in general
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 88 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

77966926626254215910923138268Completely trust (2)
6%ajkl4%4%3%3%3%3%3%6%ad3%5%4%4%dg

557882640264592843084321194114920253182343Tend to trust (1)
44%ajk41%j38%j30%30%37%36%33%44%ad35%40%b35%39%bdfij

32865250129770245278399725105315102691779Neither trust (0)
26%30%m30%m34%am35%32%32%31%27%32%ae30%30%30%emnor distrust

176399369233491602003474077709662121177Tend to distrust (-1)
14%18%m22%lm26%aklm25%21%23%a27%ah15%23%ae19%24%ac20%em

681078561840507614317926556321Completely distrust (-2)
5%5%5%7%l4%5%6%6%5%5%5%6%5%

SUMMARY CODES

634979709290653103334751354125822563562612TRUST
50%ajkl45%j42%j33%33%40%38%36%50%ad38%44%b40%44%bdfgij

2445064542945820025042255094912312681499DISTRUST
19%23%m27%lm33%aklm29%26%29%a32%ah20%29%ae24%30%ac25%em

812--1-19210-10Refused
1%ajkl**--*-**d**-*

442615271164523681788Don't know
4%ajkl1%j1%*3%afg1%f1%*2%d1%2%1%1%fj

0.332ajkl0.216jk0.143j-0.0460.0280.127f0.0670.0150.312ad0.0730.198b0.0780.180bdfgijMean Score
0.9900.9670.9780.9790.9340.9620.9660.9830.9860.9680.9781.0040.983Standard Deviation
0.001*0.0010.0010.0050.0010.0010.001***0.001*Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Energy suppliers in general
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 88 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

25025725230101721576137268Completely trust (2)
7%a6%a6%a4%3%3%5%4%4%4%4%

194820882103247961701825385573322343Tend to trust (1)
56%aij52%a53%a33%32%32%41%f35%35%33%39%bcdfgh

80510039972571021641354834893421779Neither trust (0)
23%25%25%34%a35%31%30%32%31%34%a30%ijknor distrust

40554851617770146833523662331177Tend to distrust (-1)
12%14%k13%23%a24%27%ae19%23%a23%a23%a20%ijk

57808342143822889056321Completely distrust (-2)
2%2%2%6%5%7%5%6%6%6%5%ijk

SUMMARY CODES

2198234523552761061862035956183682612TRUST
63%aij58%a59%a37%36%35%45%f39%39%37%44%bcdfgh

462628598219841841054404562891499DISTRUST
13%16%k15%k29%a28%34%ae23%29%a29%a29%a25%ijk

222-1--11110Refused
***-*--****

374250432678788Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%*1%*1%1%1%cdfh

0.557aij0.476a0.488a0.0590.059-0.0350.218f0.0820.0850.0600.180bcdfhMean Score
0.8510.8810.8740.9700.9461.0000.9690.9810.9860.9670.983Standard Deviation
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Energy suppliers in general
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 88 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

***0.0010.0030.0020.0020.0010.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Energy suppliers in general
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 88 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

-231211122320926152915351720268Completely trust (2)
-7%abcln3%4%3%4%5%6%5%4%5%5%6%bcln3%3%4%

1511914898158176153511991242211242272502812343Tend to trust (1)
58%38%34%33%38%33%37%35%41%kmn36%40%k39%42%kmn44%agkmn48%aefgh39%kn

ijklmno

6891571051221721343413795148961481661691779Neither trust (0)
23%28%36%abcdf36%abdfg30%32%33%24%28%27%27%30%27%29%29%30%nor distrust

ghiohi

452965696113714090821255193115931177Tend to distrust (-1)
16%17%22%b19%23%bdejo21%b17%28%abdeh18%23%bdejo22%bde16%17%20%16%20%b

jo

-211517174329930242919291424321Completely distrust (-2)
-7%cn3%6%c4%8%abcln7%bcn6%c6%c7%cn5%c6%c5%c3%4%5%c

SUMMARY CODES

15142160109170199173602261392501392622673012612TRUST
58%45%kmn36%37%41%37%42%42%46%kmn40%45%kmn44%48%gkmn47%kmn51%agjkl44%kmn

mn

4741117311315610049120106154701221301161499DISTRUST
16%24%25%b25%27%b29%abcde24%34%abcde25%30%abcde28%b22%22%23%20%25%b

hjo

-1---21-221-2-110Refused
-*---**-*1%*-*-**

17137851-56313124388Don't know
2%2%bfj3%abcfjk2%bfj2%j1%*-1%2%j1%4%abcfhi2%bfj1%1%1%

jk

0.4310.230k0.1080.1030.1300.0410.1590.0750.211k0.0740.176k0.210k0.273gkl0.248gkm0.308afg0.180kMean Score
mnnijklmn

0.7751.0480.9040.9620.9481.0241.0051.0671.0121.0321.0100.9891.0060.9010.9160.983Standard Deviation
0.0250.0040.0020.0030.0020.0020.0030.0090.0020.0030.0020.0030.0020.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens?
- Energy suppliers in general
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 89 

Energy
suppliers inInsuranceLandline phone

generalWater supplierscompaniesBanksproviders

59565956595659565956Unweighted Base
59875987598759875987Weighted Base

268644261618394Completely trust (2)
4%11%4%10%7%

23433026185226842498Tend to trust (1)
39%51%31%45%42%

17791381148810661429Neither trust (0)
30%23%25%18%24%nor distrust

1177564142810191015Tend to distrust (-1)
20%9%24%17%17%

321212750544369Completely distrust (-2)
5%4%13%9%6%

SUMMARY CODES

26123671211333022891TRUST
44%61%35%55%48%

1499777217815631384DISTRUST
25%13%36%26%23%

1012151329Refused
*****

8814719344253Don't know
1%2%3%1%4%

0.1800.571-0.0960.3060.269Mean Score
0.9830.9371.1221.1471.038Standard Deviation

*****Error Variance
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Q.72 And please tell me the extent to which you trust or distrust the following to be fair in the way they deal with customers or citizens? - Summary Table
Base: All who has gas and/or electricity supply and responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)



Table 90 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

33830853646852389423311315613811650Yes
24%25%28%k32%aijk31%ae29%e20%32%28%27%28%ek

97784612318881038203287120336633733941No
69%ahi69%hi65%h61%61%65%g74%afg57%65%d66%d66%dgh

5541754-31316Refused
*******-***

907012397140176653936306380Don't know
6%6%7%7%8%aef6%6%11%abc6%6%6%
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Q.71 In the last 12 months, have you seen any information from your energy supplier about their requirement to treat customers fairly?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 90 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

220288111613542964413910614061650Yes
23%23%30%aij27%31%ag23%22%30%abde24%28%bdij

70486623123362580130443222411443941No
72%ah70%ah63%67%f61%67%69%c64%69%ac66%fh

448151-111416Refused
*****-2%abc**c*c

4874254308722048208104380Don't know
5%6%7%j6%8%10%abc7%6%6%6%
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Q.71 In the last 12 months, have you seen any information from your energy supplier about their requirement to treat customers fairly?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 90 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

88131823314381645144420619818212601650Yes
17%28%k32%ajk27%28%27%29%23%30%d28%d28%dk

366308944534713933347946259938129223941No
70%i66%62%66%66%66%64%69%ac63%66%66%

172141614132416Refused
***********

6826836331378333476943254380Don't know
13%aij6%5%6%6%6%7%8%b7%6%6%
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Q.71 In the last 12 months, have you seen any information from your energy supplier about their requirement to treat customers fairly?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 90 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

20313812901127113211650Yes
21%25%g30%afg29%30%28%28%g

71037327862760730693941No
72%ae68%64%69%66%65%66%

119-21116Refused
***-***

6737266139296380Don't know
7%7%6%2%4%6%c6%c
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Q.71 In the last 12 months, have you seen any information from your energy supplier about their requirement to treat customers fairly?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 90 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

128217047961650Yes
18%36%e25%e34%ace28%ce

47336198014373941No
67%b61%70%ab61%66%b

1-7416Refused
*-***

1002150126380Don't know
14%abcd3%5%5%6%
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Q.71 In the last 12 months, have you seen any information from your energy supplier about their requirement to treat customers fairly?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 90 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

15255056538364233308417590106013582911650Yes
12%25%m34%alm43%aklm32%30%36%ah32%a22%32%ae27%32%ac28%em

989145010384641214725118251910203233705723941No
79%ajkl67%jk62%j53%61%61%59%63%71%ad62%66%64%66%dghjk

1042--2149714216Refused
1%ajkl**--********

10716176361461475518020034634380Don't know
9%ajk7%jk5%4%7%8%f5%4%7%6%7%b4%6%bfjk
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Q.71 In the last 12 months, have you seen any information from your energy supplier about their requirement to treat customers fairly?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 90 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

108312641209330911901276075844051650Yes
31%a31%a30%a44%ag31%35%ae28%40%a37%a40%a28%

2214250825483911883273058509135503941No
63%62%64%52%63%h61%68%f56%58%55%66%bcdfhijk

464212-22316Refused
******-****

20324323934161818677349380Don't know
6%6%6%4%5%3%4%4%5%5%6%cdf
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Q.71 In the last 12 months, have you seen any information from your energy supplier about their requirement to treat customers fairly?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 90 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

81101351041091561025010711016278841931411650Yes
31%35%abdeh31%bdh35%abdeh26%d29%dh25%d35%bdehj22%d32%bdh29%dh25%d15%34%abdeh24%d28%dh

jljljl

16184269159264337284793572153572214333554133941No
61%59%61%54%64%m63%m69%cgimn55%73%acfgi62%64%m70%cgimn79%abcef63%m70%cgikm66%imno

oklmnooghijklmnno
o

22---33-22--2-116Refused
7%1%---1%1%-*1%--*-**

11738314038211425223618271934380Don't know
2%6%9%cdh10%abcdef10%abcdh7%c5%10%c5%6%6%c6%5%3%6%6%c

hjoj
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Q.71 In the last 12 months, have you seen any information from your energy supplier about their requirement to treat customers fairly?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 91 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

50829543938763276922811714113711629Unweighted Base
33830853646852389423311315613811650Weighted Base

2171842822673395031098186783951Via a leaflet or letter
64%ahi60%53%57%65%aef56%e47%72%abc55%57%58%esent directly to you

2937976741143461420196230Via email
9%12%18%ajk14%k8%16%g20%ag12%13%14%14%gk

23265453379426513139157On my energy supplier(s)
7%9%10%11%k7%11%g11%4%8%10%10%website

8433953018194454On another website
2%1%6%ahjk2%1%3%g8%afg1%6%3%3%g

56131372110143237On another energy
1%2%2%3%1%2%4%g1%2%2%2%supplier website

4957777991134371118232262Somewhere else (e.g. a
15%19%14%17%17%15%16%9%12%17%16%newspaper article or

advertisement)

-1--1----11Refused
-*--*----**

1722018212984104357Don't know
5%j1%4%j4%j4%3%3%4%7%b3%3%j
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Q.167 And where did you see this information?
Base: All who have seen information from their energy supplier about the requirement to treat customers fairly in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 91 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

27127710551281348481469205151629Unweighted Base
2202881116135429644*13910614061650Weighted Base

1381576427601913179582259951Via a leaflet or letter
63%55%58%56%64%ag69%57%55%64%ac58%sent directly to you

28421592072322017830230Via email
13%15%14%15%f8%4%14%b17%be7%14%bf

13351051312621610831157On my energy supplier(s)
6%12%j9%10%9%3%12%10%8%10%website

415344951242954On another website
2%5%j3%4%2%2%1%4%2%3%

510223441229637On another energy
2%3%2%2%1%2%1%3%1%2%supplier website

32461792105162316964262Somewhere else (e.g. a
14%16%16%16%17%13%17%16%16%16%newspaper article or

advertisement)

--1-1---11Refused
--*-*g---**

1093748954291857Don't know
4%3%3%4%3%12%abcd3%3%5%3%
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Q.167 And where did you see this information?
Base: All who have seen information from their energy supplier about the requirement to treat customers fairly in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 91 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

92130521914051624141021926620311481629Unweighted Base
88*131823314381645144420619818212601650Weighted Base

47768131822950822128153124666951Via a leaflet or letter
54%58%56%57%58%57%62%78%abc68%ab53%58%bsent directly to you

111833420322820426310217230Via email
13%14%15%14%14%14%12%1%6%d17%acd14%cd

6126231361561372052148157On my energy supplier(s)
6%10%10%9%9%9%10%3%1%12%cd10%cdwebsite

934115054504-84654On another website
10%aj3%5%3%3%3%2%-5%d4%d3%d

12873437343133337On another energy
1%2%3%2%2%2%1%*2%3%d2%dsupplier website

2021227232260234283231197262Somewhere else (e.g. a
22%i16%12%16%16%16%13%16%17%16%16%newspaper article or

advertisement)

-1-111-1--1Refused
-*-***-*b--*

24875457543794057Don't know
2%4%3%4%3%4%2%4%5%3%3%
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Q.167 And where did you see this information?
Base: All who have seen information from their energy supplier about the requirement to treat customers fairly in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 91 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2251531227925413181629Unweighted Base
203138129011**27113211650Weighted Base

1341047064106816951Via a leaflet or letter
66%ae76%ae55%33%39%62%ac58%csent directly to you

204208355167230Via email
10%f3%16%fg28%20%ab13%14%f

85140343106157On my energy supplier(s)
4%4%11%fg30%16%ab8%10%fgwebsite

51492104054On another website
2%1%4%14%4%3%3%

4330-112537On another energy
2%2%2%-4%b2%2%supplier website

2423205146206262Somewhere else (e.g. a
12%17%16%9%17%16%16%newspaper article or

advertisement)

-----11Refused
-----**

12440-183857Don't know
6%3%3%-7%ab3%3%
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Q.167 And where did you see this information?
Base: All who have seen information from their energy supplier about the requirement to treat customers fairly in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 91 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

138217057631629Unweighted Base
12821**7047961650Weighted Base

8114455400951Via a leaflet or letter
64%b64%65%ab50%58%bsent directly to you

12267149230Via email
9%9%9%19%ace14%c

7144105157On my energy supplier(s)
6%3%6%13%ace10%cwebsite

31193154On another website
2%5%3%4%3%

1-152137On another energy
1%-2%3%2%supplier website

234117118262Somewhere else (e.g. a
18%19%17%15%16%newspaper article or

advertisement)

---11Refused
---**

5-252657Don't know
4%-4%3%3%
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Q.167 And where did you see this information?
Base: All who have seen information from their energy supplier about the requirement to treat customers fairly in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 91 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

15957055634460255299373604102513532761629Unweighted Base
15255056538364*233308417590106013582911650Weighted Base

9035233117830151187193372579818132951Via a leaflet or letter
59%j64%aj59%j47%47%65%afi61%f46%63%ad55%60%b45%58%bfjsent directly to you

15537784141841916216817060230Via email
10%10%14%22%aklm21%h8%13%22%agh10%16%e13%20%ac14%ehl

2346258121227653811911740157On my energy supplier(s)
1%6%m11%lm15%alm19%agh5%9%16%agh6%11%e9%14%ac10%ehlmwebsite

4102613-47232034401454On another website
3%2%5%l4%-2%2%5%gh3%3%3%5%3%

7127111489162130837On another energy
5%k2%1%3%1%2%2%2%3%2%2%3%2%supplier website

3183826574648669017120854262Somewhere else (e.g. a
21%15%15%17%12%20%15%16%15%16%15%18%16%newspaper article or

advertisement)

--1------1-11Refused
--*------*-**

62716938612203748957Don't know
4%5%3%2%5%4%2%3%3%3%4%3%3%
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Q.167 And where did you see this information?
Base: All who have seen information from their energy supplier about the requirement to treat customers fairly in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 91 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108712601211303921741315615423801629Unweighted Base
10831264120933091*1901276075844051650Weighted Base

634740704150528364303281192951Via a leaflet or letter
59%59%58%45%57%44%50%50%48%47%58%bcdfhsent directly to you

1621891756714442011711579230Via email
15%15%14%20%a15%23%a16%19%a20%a19%a14%

10412311447103113888556157On my energy supplier(s)
10%10%9%14%a11%16%a10%15%a15%a14%a10%website

38444315910425302354On another website
3%3%4%5%10%a5%3%4%5%6%a3%

19252481541515937On another energy
2%2%2%2%2%3%3%2%3%2%2%supplier website

1591851755173323929957262Somewhere else (e.g. a
15%15%15%16%7%17%18%15%17%14%16%gnewspaper article or

advertisement)

111---111-1Refused
***---1%a**-*

3641461256520171657Don't know
3%3%4%4%6%3%4%3%3%4%3%
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Q.167 And where did you see this information?
Base: All who have seen information from their energy supplier about the requirement to treat customers fairly in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 91 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8110139105109164964210610416980781851341629Unweighted Base
8**110135104*109*156102*50*107*110*16278*84*1931411650Weighted Base

6598776589555275665111424110765951Via a leaflet or letter
70%54%64%bd73%abcde53%61%b54%54%52%59%69%abcde53%49%56%46%58%bsent directly to you

hijlohjlo

220201320171461114159122430230Via email
30%18%f15%13%19%f11%13%13%10%13%9%12%14%13%22%acfhk14%

-131615181131215131391514157On my energy supplier(s)
-12%n1%6%14%n12%n10%n5%11%n13%n8%n16%cmn10%n8%n10%n10%nwebsite

-421-2365-65410554On another website
-4%l1%1%-2%2%13%abfgjk5%gl-4%6%gl5%gl5%gl4%3%

lmn

-1342-31722182137On another energy
-1%2%3%k2%-3%k1%7%abcfk2%1%1%10%abcefg1%1%2%supplier website

klno

-16229152412617172312213928262Somewhere else (e.g. a
-15%16%8%14%15%12%12%16%16%14%16%25%afjm20%m20%m16%newspaper article or

advertisement)

-1-------------1Refused
-1%a-------------*

-5446382332136757Don't know
-5%3%4%5%2%8%afk4%3%3%1%1%4%3%5%3%
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Q.167 And where did you see this information?
Base: All who have seen information from their energy supplier about the requirement to treat customers fairly in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 92 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

35333754948251895724613617114131720Too much choice
25%27%29%k33%aijk30%e31%e21%38%abc31%28%29%ek

656613919703773148163612225625132891About the right amount
47%50%49%48%45%48%54%afg34%46%d50%d48%dgof choice

1411192061241173521203156502589Too little choice
10%10%11%h8%7%11%ag10%g9%10%10%10%g

103731166321924Refused
1%h***1%f*1%1%***

2511562141432893101636374626763Don't know
18%ahij13%h11%10%17%aef10%14%f18%ab13%12%13%fh
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Q.73 Thinking about the range of different tariffs available to you from energy suppliers, would you say that you have...?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 92 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

230306116314272935617010954011720Too much choice
24%25%32%aij28%31%29%26%31%abd24%29%bij

466611177124824088627717218072891About the right amount
48%50%48%49%f43%45%43%49%d49%d48%dfof choice

98146336499901855338178589Too little choice
10%12%h9%10%9%9%9%10%11%10%

67122131163424Refused
1%1%****3%abc***c

17616340760915433125337268763Don't know
18%ahi13%11%12%16%ag17%c19%ac10%16%ac13%ch
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Q.73 Thinking about the range of different tariffs available to you from energy suppliers, would you say that you have...?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 92 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

116140518915241717152819220017113341720Too much choice
22%30%k26%29%29%29%27%23%28%d30%d29%dk

208228837125702885257631540130121672891About the right amount
40%49%k52%k49%e48%e49%e44%46%50%49%48%ekof choice

5443692496586498916350468589Too little choice
10%9%13%aj9%10%9%13%afgh7%8%11%d10%d

21022224222251024Refused
********1%b**

1435426264275864611720381461763Don't know
27%aij12%i9%12%13%12%16%afgh23%abc13%b10%13%bi
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Q.73 Thinking about the range of different tariffs available to you from energy suppliers, would you say that you have...?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 92 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

2361441318731213401720Too much choice
24%26%30%g17%34%abd29%29%g

42525121592445022552891About the right amount
43%46%50%g62%49%48%48%gof choice

12941412472490589Too little choice
13%aef8%9%10%8%10%c10%

4313-31624Refused
*1%*-***

186109449481596763Don't know
19%ae20%ae10%11%9%13%c13%ce
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Q.73 Thinking about the range of different tariffs available to you from energy suppliers, would you say that you have...?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 92 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

189157797291720Too much choice
27%25%27%31%c29%

26422137412232891About the right amount
38%37%48%e52%acde48%eof choice

6817284218589Too little choice
10%29%abce10%9%10%

2-11724Refused
*-***

1785393185763Don't know
25%abcd8%14%b8%13%b
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Q.73 Thinking about the range of different tariffs available to you from energy suppliers, would you say that you have...?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 92 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

22164552632967268276438625109514252951720Too much choice
18%30%m31%m37%aklm34%35%a32%34%a23%33%ae28%33%ac29%em

5591035867430873234297001296159524164752891About the right amount
44%48%52%alm49%44%42%49%h54%ahi48%48%47%53%ac48%hmof choice

118200172991987889727831151277589Too little choice
9%9%10%11%10%11%f10%f7%10%9%10%9%10%f

15621132216822224Refused
1%ajkl*******1%****

345278115252685726447428971151763Don't know
27%ajkl13%jk7%j3%13%f11%f8%f5%18%ad9%14%b6%13%bdfgjk
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Q.73 Thinking about the range of different tariffs available to you from energy suppliers, would you say that you have...?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 92 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

944111511142661111831465165363621720Too much choice
27%28%28%35%a37%a34%a32%34%a34%a36%a29%

1933217321363761322872317938064912891About the right amount
55%a54%a53%a50%45%54%a51%52%a51%49%48%of choice

23428828386304339165165106589Too little choice
7%7%7%11%10%8%9%11%11%11%10%ijk

8910312-33424Refused
******-****

38643545826222133496244763Don't know
11%11%11%3%7%h4%7%f3%4%4%13%bcdefghjk
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Q.73 Thinking about the range of different tariffs available to you from energy suppliers, would you say that you have...?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 92 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

78216111312615611556105131199106921421281720Too much choice
29%26%d36%abcdh39%abcdh31%bdh29%bdh28%bdh39%abcdh22%38%abcdh36%abcdh33%bcdh17%25%d22%29%bdh

jkojklojkojkojko

13171175109187259196552611472341282883333352891About the right amount
52%55%aefgi40%37%45%m49%efimn48%mn38%53%aefgi42%42%40%53%efgil59%aefgi57%aefgi48%efgimof choice

lmnlmnmnjklmnjklmnn

-2840293953421459205735584768589Too little choice
-9%9%10%9%10%g10%g10%12%g6%10%g11%g11%g8%11%g10%g

21-3122-221-42224Refused
7%*-1%n***-*1%*-1%***

331663960635419624865491044358763Don't know
13%10%15%bc13%c15%bc12%c13%c13%13%c14%c12%c15%bc19%abcfh8%10%13%c

jkmo
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Q.73 Thinking about the range of different tariffs available to you from energy suppliers, would you say that you have...?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 93 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

102120203138833111682851484563Very easy (2)
7%10%k11%k9%k5%10%g14%afg8%9%10%9%gk

40043365952241810984989117617462014Fairly easy (1)
28%35%k35%k36%k24%35%g42%afg26%32%34%d34%dgk

28721828216828548118966100789955Neither easy (0)
20%ahi18%h15%h12%17%15%16%19%18%16%16%hnor difficult

2622393903564506361608211710481246Fairly difficult (-1)
19%19%21%24%aijk26%aef20%e14%23%21%21%21%ek

167124207181247371605070559679Very difficult (-2)
12%10%11%12%14%aef12%e5%14%12%11%11%e

SUMMARY CODES

502553862660502140966611922822302577EASY
36%45%k46%k45%k29%45%g57%afg34%41%d44%d43%dgk

429363596536698100722013218716071925DIFFICULT
30%30%31%37%aijk41%aef32%e19%37%b33%32%32%e

64821073241420Refused
****1%**1%1%**

1868914588214203933641432509Don't know
13%ahij7%8%6%13%aef7%8%10%7%9%9%fh

0.0060.164k0.151k0.059-0.2420.118g0.515afg-0.1110.0450.118d0.098dgkMean Score
1.1951.1951.2331.2551.1911.2361.0941.2351.2301.2211.224Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0050.003**Error Variance
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Q.145 How easy or difficult do you believe it is to compare different tariffs for electricity or gas?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 93 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

83137336490731859369117563Very easy (2)
9%11%9%10%f8%9%9%11%b7%9%b

289459123817692454217513044932014Fairly easy (1)
30%37%ahj34%j35%f26%21%27%37%abde30%e34%bdefj

21119953281314257134464301955Neither easy (0)
22%ahi16%14%16%15%29%abcd21%ac13%18%ac16%cnor difficult

1692028581029217261117583511246Fairly difficult (-1)
17%16%23%aij20%23%13%17%22%de21%de21%deij

991064595121672068405186679Very difficult (-2)
10%9%12%i10%18%ag10%11%12%11%11%i

SUMMARY CODES

372596157422593185923416746102577EASY
38%48%ahj43%j45%f34%31%36%48%abde37%43%bdefj

268308131715413844617911635371925DIFFICULT
27%25%36%aij31%40%ag24%28%33%de32%de32%deij

36111911133320Refused
*1%***1%c2%abc***c

1221222564061033182190207509Don't know
12%ah10%h7%8%11%ag16%ac13%ac5%12%ac9%ch

0.1040.289ahj0.0390.151af-0.1890.0710.0840.144b0.0030.098bfhMean Score
1.1781.1811.2411.2051.2851.1601.2031.2421.1921.224Standard Deviation
0.0010.001**0.0020.0080.0030.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.145 How easy or difficult do you believe it is to compare different tariffs for electricity or gas?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 93 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

2945575497561499643136492563Very easy (2)
5%10%k11%k9%9%9%9%4%6%d11%acd9%cdk

151158625917742010177923516517616592014Fairly easy (1)
29%34%k36%k34%34%34%33%19%29%d37%acd34%cdk

103734100833953836120185128623955Neither easy (0)
20%aij16%14%16%16%16%17%21%ab21%ab14%16%bnor difficult

8810051481108124411111351901379121246Fairly difficult (-1)
17%21%k21%21%21%21%19%22%23%21%21%k

50542846056786067312870475679Very difficult (-2)
10%12%12%12%11%12%10%15%ab12%11%11%

SUMMARY CODES

180204133422722571227829919521221512577EASY
34%44%k47%k43%43%43%42%22%35%d48%acd43%cdk

137154723317141922171720831820713881925DIFFICULT
26%33%k32%k33%32%33%29%37%ab34%31%32%k

1121182018371620Refused
*******1%ab***

102346494175044228716559271509Don't know
20%aij7%7%8%8%8%12%afgh19%abc10%b6%9%bj

0.0500.0940.1380.0930.0980.0940.132-0.315-0.055d0.187acd0.098cdMean Score
1.1471.2301.2461.2271.2241.2271.2031.1481.1601.2301.224Standard Deviation
0.003*0.002***0.0020.0010.002**Error Variance
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Q.145 How easy or difficult do you believe it is to compare different tariffs for electricity or gas?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 93 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

87354347120410563Very easy (2)
9%6%10%f18%13%ab9%9%f

31514315291632915702014Fairly easy (1)
32%f26%35%f41%36%33%34%f

190946376116771955Neither easy (0)
19%ae17%15%15%13%16%c16%cnor difficult

18312093482049771246Fairly difficult (-1)
19%22%21%19%22%21%21%

9171509-107544679Very difficult (-2)
9%13%g12%g-12%d12%d11%d

SUMMARY CODES

40117819642344819802577EASY
41%f33%45%fg58%49%ab42%43%f

2741911443831115211925DIFFICULT
28%35%g33%g19%34%32%32%g

1511--1620Refused
*1%eg*--**

11481296344408509Don't know
12%ae15%ae7%7%5%9%c9%ce

0.141f-0.1050.110f0.608ab0.1720.0760.098fMean Score
1.1741.2151.2371.0311.2711.2181.224Standard Deviation
0.0010.003*0.0300.002**Error Variance
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Q.145 How easy or difficult do you believe it is to compare different tariffs for electricity or gas?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 93 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

273225305563Very easy (2)
4%6%8%e13%ace9%ce

189189088952014Fairly easy (1)
27%31%32%e38%ace34%e

1219500316955Neither easy (0)
17%b16%18%b13%16%bnor difficult

138186064801246Fairly difficult (-1)
20%30%21%20%21%

826345243679Very difficult (-2)
12%10%12%10%11%

SUMMARY CODES

21622113412002577EASY
31%37%40%e51%acde43%ce

220249517241925DIFFICULT
31%41%33%b31%32%

4-7720Refused
1%-***

1404249115509Don't know
20%abcd6%9%b5%9%b

-0.105-0.0920.025e0.241ace0.098ceMean Score
1.1681.1701.2121.2391.224Standard Deviation
0.0020.0250.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.145 How easy or difficult do you believe it is to compare different tariffs for electricity or gas?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 93 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

71157190145185489191196367426136563Very easy (2)
6%7%11%alm16%aklm9%7%10%h15%aghi7%11%ae8%15%ac9%ehlm

28974262835565225327559796121816563582014Fairly easy (1)
23%34%m37%am40%alm33%29%38%ah43%aghi30%37%ae33%40%ac34%ehm

2943662296628989715454740985699955Neither easy (0)
23%ajkl17%jk14%j7%14%13%11%12%20%ad12%17%b11%16%bdfghjknor difficult

1974403932165120821324650574110531931246Fairly difficult (-1)
16%20%m23%alm24%alm26%f27%af25%af19%19%22%e21%21%21%em

130260195942711111413427040959485679Very difficult (-2)
10%12%12%11%14%14%af13%10%10%12%e12%9%11%

SUMMARY CODES

35989981850183279415750992158520834942577EASY
29%42%m49%alm57%aklm42%36%48%ah58%aghi37%48%ae41%55%ac43%cehm

32770058731178318327380776114916472791925DIFFICULT
26%32%m35%am35%m39%af41%af38%af29%29%35%ae32%31%32%em

1542--21216519220Refused
1%ajkl**--***1%d****

2631954561071271535915048326509Don't know
21%ajkl9%jk3%j1%5%f9%fg3%f1%13%ad5%9%b3%9%bdfgjk

-0.0280.0490.138lm0.275aklm-0.020-0.1390.075h0.332aghi0.0610.1250.0590.306ac0.098hmMean Score
1.1471.2041.2441.2921.2561.2461.2671.2381.1681.2631.2161.2481.224Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0020.0080.0020.0020.0010.0010.001*0.002*Error Variance
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Q.145 How easy or difficult do you believe it is to compare different tariffs for electricity or gas?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 93 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

412460443119249554232241140563Very easy (2)
12%a11%a11%a16%ag8%18%ae12%15%a15%a14%a9%

134815491523314962131796356603932014Fairly easy (1)
38%a39%a38%a42%ag33%40%a40%a42%a42%a39%a34%

55062361075334960158165106955Neither easy (0)
16%16%15%10%11%9%13%f10%11%11%16%bcdfghnor difficult

62373474515980121893343392261246Fairly difficult (-1)
18%18%19%21%27%a23%20%22%22%22%21%ijk

26631432180455047149146120679Very difficult (-2)
8%8%8%11%15%9%10%10%9%12%c11%cijk

SUMMARY CODES

1760200919664331213082338679005322577EASY
50%a50%a49%a57%ag41%57%a52%a57%a57%ab53%a43%

889104810662391251711364834853461925DIFFICULT
25%26%27%32%42%ah32%30%32%31%34%32%ijk

101011212-44320Refused
******-****

296329347716620141720509Don't know
8%8%9%1%6%h1%4%f1%1%2%d9%bcdefh

0.318a0.301a0.280a0.312ag-0.0880.344a0.243a0.310a0.329ab0.210a0.098gMean Score
1.1681.1711.1761.2661.2761.2711.2281.2481.2381.2811.224Standard Deviation

***0.0020.0060.0030.0040.0010.0010.002*Error Variance
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Q.145 How easy or difficult do you believe it is to compare different tariffs for electricity or gas?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 93 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

-503122395649340394831503967563Very easy (2)
-16%acdefh7%i7%i9%i10%ci12%cin2%8%i11%cin9%i10%i9%i7%i11%cin9%i

iklmn

1210112879146167121511861232051061462172262014Fairly easy (1)
45%32%29%27%35%dm31%30%36%38%djkmn35%dm37%djmn33%27%38%adjkm38%adjkm34%dm

nn

3517546586580188231624814790101955Neither easy (0)
11%16%fg17%fgk16%g14%g12%19%fgkl13%17%fgk9%11%15%g27%abcef16%fg17%fgk16%fgknor difficult

ghijklmn
o

64012076941267937996513063851241021246Fairly difficult (-1)
23%13%27%abdeg26%abdgj23%bdo24%bdo19%o26%bdo20%o19%o23%bdo20%o16%22%do17%21%do

hjoo

24259383180442554476842385653679Very difficult (-2)
9%13%dl13%bdl13%dl7%15%abcdl11%18%abcdl11%d13%bdl12%dl13%dl7%10%9%11%dl

SUMMARY CODES

12151158101185223170542261622531361972562932577EASY
45%48%dmn36%34%45%dmn42%m41%38%46%dmn46%dmn46%dmn43%m36%45%dmn50%adijk43%dmn

mn

882179115125205123631531121981051231801551925DIFFICULT
32%26%40%abcde39%abcdh30%d38%abcdh30%d44%abcde31%d32%d36%bdo33%bd22%32%d26%32%bdo

ghjlojlojloghjlo

22-2-122241-2-120Refused
7%1%c-1%-**1%bcln*1%abcln*-*-**

1263030463935627404129784141509Don't know
5%8%7%10%hi11%bchin7%8%4%5%11%bchikn7%9%14%abcefh7%7%9%h

ijkno

0.0400.275afi-0.117-0.1160.189ik-0.0120.137im-0.2330.127im0.136imn0.069in0.071i0.185ikm0.110imn0.277ace0.098imnMean Score
kmnmnnnnfikmn

1.1191.3141.2071.2271.1751.3031.2331.1991.1921.3161.2481.2601.1041.1671.1831.224Standard Deviation
0.0570.0060.0030.0060.0040.0030.0040.0120.0030.0060.0030.0050.0030.0030.003*Error Variance
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Q.145 How easy or difficult do you believe it is to compare different tariffs for electricity or gas?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 94 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

138185111889531469205085425838137344373Unweighted Base
931917145911961199241688725141438374502Weighted Base

31538567551727510835348613716691892There is more
34%42%k46%ak43%k23%45%ag60%afg34%33%43%cd42%cdgkinformation available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

145159241218246426904384635762The information about
16%17%17%18%20%aef18%e10%17%20%17%17%etariffs from suppliers

is too complicated

1251472521961353891962460636720There is more
13%16%17%k16%11%16%g22%afg10%14%17%d16%dgkinformation available on

the internet from
suppliers

1681342261882473641045851606715There are too many
18%j15%15%16%21%aef15%e12%23%abc12%16%16%etariffs to choose from

8985212243199361704258529630The tariffs are all
10%9%15%jk20%aijk17%ae15%e8%17%14%14%14%ejkstructured differently

107119153114146253941331449493The information from
12%13%h10%10%12%10%11%5%7%12%cd11%cdsuppliers is clearer

these days

1189711299166194664126359426There are too many
13%ahi11%i8%8%14%aef8%7%16%abc6%9%9%suppliers

72699910498202432850265343You can’t trust the
8%7%7%9%8%e8%e5%11%b12%ab7%8%einformation that’s

available \ it’s
misleading

24212518344874127489Too complicated\don't
3%2%2%2%3%e2%e1%2%3%2%2%eunderstand it\confusing

13131712192610534655There are too few
1%1%1%1%2%1%1%2%1%1%1%tariffs to choose from

1479523102462635Do not use\have access
2%ahi1%1%*2%aef**1%1%1%1%to internet

551021247251623Can phone them
1%1%1%*1%af*1%f1%1%b*1%f

1348313--21516Takes too long\too much
***1%*1%e--***time
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy or very/fairly difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 94 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

138185111889531469205085425838137344373Unweighted Base
931917145911961199241688725141438374502Weighted Base

5712482--1515Don't understand
*i1%i*****--**jargon\language used

33364101321014I understand it
*******1%b***

2444473-21214Easy to do
*******-***

1157581--1414Not easy to compare like
***1%k***--**for like

25323642-1113Information on internet
*1%****1%1%-**(no detail)

2452661-21113Not interested\too lazy
****1%**-1%**

21733915-813No\lack of information
*******2%abc-**

341362221710Someone else does it for
****1%f**1%***me

325-52321710Too much information (to
*h**-*f**1%***read)

116127--269On TV
******--1%**

22327-1--88Difficult because of my
****1%af-*--**age\getting too old

2122142-177The amount of
*******-***information they need

-322331-267Never had any problems
-******-***

*-42*43--77Have never switched\done
*-*****--**it

212151--257Not computer
*****af*--***literate\not good on the

computer
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy or very/fairly difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 94 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

138185111889531469205085425838137344373Unweighted Base
931917145911961199241688725141438374502Weighted Base

1-3261--246In
*-***aef*--1%b**media\press\newspapers

223-3121-56There is lots of
***-***1%-**information

available\information is
there (if you look)

1-42-51-336Worked in the industry
*-**-**-1%ab**

21-332---66That's what I hear\what
**-***---**I've been told

1122-42-156Happy with current
****-**-***supplier

1211212-155Too many
*******-***matricies\calculations

11-324---55I have switched\done it
**-***---**before

21-11141-45Don't know how to do it
*i*-****f*-**

2--232--135On (back of) bill\letter
*--***--***

1-3-211-234Difficult to check
*-*-***-***without internet

*-3-*22*-34They are all the same
*-*-****-**

12-113--124Vision\hearing\learning
**-***--***difficulties\health

problems

-1-213--123Always changing prices
-*-***--***

21--111--33Online availability
**--***--**

--1212---22Don't tell you cost of
--****---**unit
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Table 94 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

138185111889531469205085425838137344373Unweighted Base
931917145911961199241688725141438374502Weighted Base

*2--11---22Small print
**--**---**

12142315163910765164Other
1%1%2%1%1%2%1%3%b1%1%1%

1----1--1-1None
*----*--*b-*

643942218267161216137166Don't know
7%ahij4%h3%2%7%aef3%2%5%4%4%4%eh

3534752--1414Refused
****1%**--**
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy or very/fairly difficult to compare tariffs
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Table 94 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

77985826653525848116420240514324373Unweighted Base
64090428913800702105413283711474502Weighted Base

242463116617001924116813173661892There is more
38%51%ahj40%45%af27%39%41%b46%abd32%42%bfjinformation available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

971065406181441764491191762The information about
15%12%19%ij16%21%ag16%15%17%17%17%itariffs from suppliers

is too complicated

98152461636851243494172720There is more
15%17%16%17%f12%11%10%17%d15%d16%dfinformation available on

the internet from
suppliers

1101294695741412260428204715There are too many
17%14%16%15%20%ag21%15%15%18%c16%tariffs to choose from

55934725241061154426139630The tariffs are all
9%10%16%aij14%15%10%13%15%b12%14%ijstructured differently

789830941875936312137493The information from
12%11%11%11%11%8%9%11%12%11%suppliers is clearer

these days

8175264338881546233131426There are too many
13%ahi8%9%9%12%ag15%c11%8%11%ac9%suppliers

52632222746933321394343You can’t trust the
8%7%8%7%10%ag3%8%8%8%e8%information that’s

available \ it’s
misleading

181160652416532989Too complicated\don't
3%i1%2%2%3%ag1%1%2%3%2%understand it\confusing

816294312-5302155There are too few
1%2%1%1%2%-1%1%2%1%tariffs to choose from

6522231214121935Do not use\have access
1%1%1%1%2%ag1%1%*2%ac1%to internet

5511185-381223Can phone them
1%1%**1%-1%*1%ac1%
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Table 94 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

77985826653525848116420240514324373Unweighted Base
64090428913800702105413283711474502Weighted Base

1213151-214-16Takes too long\too much
*****-1%b*b-*btime

34895--9515Don't understand
****1%g--***jargon\language used

231014*-210314I understand it
*****-1%***

4-10122-17614Easy to do
1%i-***-**1%*

1112131--12214Not easy to compare like
*****--***for like

139122-110313Information on internet
*****-****(no detail)

318112117313Not interested\too lazy
*****1%****

-58121--9413No\lack of information
-1%***--***

21755122510Someone else does it for
****1%ag1%c***c*me

-4564-13610Too much information (to
-***1%-**1%c*read)

23463--459On TV
*****--***

21635-2168Difficult because of my
****1%ag-*c**c*age\getting too old

22361--527The amount of
*****--***information they need

1247--1347Never had any problems
****--****

-347--1427Have never switched\done
-***--****it
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Table 94 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

77985826653525848116420240514324373Unweighted Base
64090428913800702105413283711474502Weighted Base

1-543--437Not computer
*-***--***literate\not good on the

computer

--643--426In
--***--***media\press\newspapers

21451--336There is lots of
*****--***information

available\information is
there (if you look)

21351-2226Worked in the industry
*****-*c***

*-5511-226That's what I hear\what
*-***1%acd-***I've been told

14-6---336Happy with current
*h*ah-*---***supplier

22241-14-5Too many
*****-**-*matricies\calculations

*2332-2225I have switched\done it
*****-*c***before

11341--415Don't know how to do it
*****--***

*1323-1125On (back of) bill\letter
*****ag-****

-2213-1224Difficult to check
-****ag-****without internet

2-23*--3*4They are all the same
*-***--***

112-4-1124Vision\hearing\learning
***-1%ag-****difficulties\health

problems

--33---3-3Always changing prices
--**---*-*
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Table 94 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

77985826653525848116420240514324373Unweighted Base
64090428913800702105413283711474502Weighted Base

1-13--1113Online availability
*-**--****

-212---2-2Don't tell you cost of
-***---*-*unit

--211-11*2Small print
--***-****

7144056927441164Other
1%2%1%1%1%2%2%2%1%1%

1--1--1--1None
*--*--*c--*

3628100134329276861166Don't know
6%ahi3%3%4%5%9%ac7%ac2%5%ac4%c

528131-73414Refused
1%****-2%abc***
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Table 94 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

313350053138454363385551868347231854373Unweighted Base
317358956639854493399550751341935394502Weighted Base

12114982561668188616752185613216921892There is more
38%42%45%42%42%42%43%11%32%d48%acd42%cdinformation available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

4761697679761680829589576762The information about
15%17%17%17%17%17%16%19%21%ab16%17%tariffs from suppliers

is too complicated

49558111632719633883748632720There is more
16%16%20%aj16%16%16%17%7%12%d18%acd16%cdinformation available on

the internet from
suppliers

45586836507156506510273539715There are too many
14%16%15%16%16%16%13%20%ab17%15%16%tariffs to choose from

3852566566630566636257507630The tariffs are all
12%15%12%14%14%14%12%12%14%14%14%structured differently

1840965436493436575949383493The information from
6%11%k11%k11%11%11%11%12%12%11%11%ksuppliers is clearer

these days

2835245373426373537959286426There are too many
9%10%8%9%9%9%11%15%ab14%ab8%9%bsuppliers

2328732301343301424540258343You can’t trust the
7%8%6%8%8%8%8%9%10%7%8%information that’s

available \ it’s
misleading

8729788979111576789Too complicated\don't
3%2%2%2%2%2%2%3%2%2%2%understand it\confusing

548251555141024355There are too few
1%1%*1%1%1%1%2%c1%1%1%tariffs to choose from

12682735278262735Do not use\have access
*1%1%1%1%1%2%fh5%abc1%*1%bto internet

320-2023202821323Can phone them
1%i1%-1%1%1%*2%ab**1%
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Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy or very/fairly difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 94 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

313350053138454363385551868347231854373Unweighted Base
317358956639854493399550751341935394502Weighted Base

49315161511-1516Takes too long\too much
1%aj*1%*****-**time

21021115113211215Don't understand
1%*****1%****jargon\language used

1951114113221014I understand it
**1%j***1%****

311-141414-321014Easy to do
1%i*-***-1%***

293141414---1414Not easy to compare like
1%*****---**for like

-121131313**11213Information on internet
-**********(no detail)

111210131034*913Not interested\too lazy
******1%1%***

-1031113112211013No\lack of information
-**********

28-101010-41410Someone else does it for
1%*-***-1%ab***me

1729109*2-810Too much information (to
********-**read)

16-79721439On TV
**-*****1%ab**

-8-888-5228Difficult because of my
-*-***-1%ab***age\getting too old

152777-1-77The amount of
******-*-**information they need

16-57522337Never had any problems
**-*****1%b**

-51676**-67Have never switched\done
-*******-**it
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy or very/fairly difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
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Table 94 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

313350053138454363385551868347231854373Unweighted Base
317358956639854493399550751341935394502Weighted Base

-7-777-2237Not computer
-*-***-****literate\not good on the

computer

23-56512146In
1%j*-********media\press\newspapers

-6-666-3-46There is lots of
-*-***-1%ab-**information

available\information is
there (if you look)

1424642-246Worked in the industry
*******-***

-6-666-1236That's what I hear\what
-*-***-**b**I've been told

-51666---66Happy with current
-*****---**supplier

24-45412-45Too many
**-*****-**matricies\calculations

-41555-1-45I have switched\done it
-*****-*-**before

12135321-45Don't know how to do it
*j*******-**

-4135321-35On (back of) bill\letter
-*******-**

122444-2114Difficult to check
******-*b***without internet

*3-444-*224They are all the same
**-***-**b**

22-24222-24Vision\hearing\learning
1%aj*-*****-**difficulties\health

problems

1113331--33Always changing prices
*j******--**
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Table 94 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

313350053138454363385551868347231854373Unweighted Base
317358956639854493399550751341935394502Weighted Base

-212321-123Online availability
-******-***

-2-2221--22Don't tell you cost of
-*-****--**unit

-2-222**-22Small print
-*-*****-**

9451054645410775064Other
3%aj1%2%1%1%1%2%1%2%1%1%

-1-111---11None
-*-***---**

251241514216514223592084166Don't know
8%aij3%3%4%4%4%5%12%abc5%b2%4%b

1111141414-32914Refused
******-1%***
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Table 94 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

73639731802970234294373Unweighted Base
676369340730**75935004502Weighted Base

28811414701535814311892There is more
43%f31%43%f48%47%ab41%42%finformation available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

92665973126601762The information about
14%18%18%g9%17%17%17%gtariffs from suppliers

is too complicated

107475592118571720There is more
16%13%16%7%16%16%16%information available on

the internet from
suppliers

119715266122558715There are too many
18%19%15%20%16%16%16%tariffs to choose from

54605173131474630The tariffs are all
8%16%g15%g9%17%ab14%14%gstructured differently

5942374188383493The information from
9%11%11%2%12%11%11%suppliers is clearer

these days

8139305170336426There are too many
12%ae11%9%4%9%10%9%suppliers

5344248245286343You can’t trust the
8%12%aeg7%6%6%8%8%information that’s

available \ it’s
misleading

176661177089Too complicated\don't
3%2%2%2%2%2%2%understand it\confusing

12538-34955There are too few
2%1%1%-*1%c1%tariffs to choose from

7423-23335Do not use\have access
1%1%1%-*1%1%to internet

2118-41923Can phone them
**1%-1%1%1%
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Table 94 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

73639731802970234294373Unweighted Base
676369340730**75935004502Weighted Base

1213-31216Takes too long\too much
*1%*-***time

518-*1215Don't understand
1%**-***jargon\language used

-113-11314I understand it
-**-***

519-41014Easy to do
1%e**-***

2-12-5814Not easy to compare like
*-*-1%b**for like

3-10131013Information on internet
*-*2%***(no detail)

2-11-*1313Not interested\too lazy
*-*-***

418-21013No\lack of information
1%**-***

-18--810Someone else does it for
-**--**me

127-2810Too much information (to
***-***read)

1-8--99On TV
*-*--**

-27-278Difficult because of my
-1%g*-***age\getting too old

116-267The amount of
***-***information they need

-16-167Never had any problems
-**-***

1-7-237Have never switched\done
*-*-***it
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Table 94 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

73639731802970234294373Unweighted Base
676369340730**75935004502Weighted Base

1-6-157Not computer
*-*-***literate\not good on the

computer

--6--66In
--*--**media\press\newspapers

323-*56There is lots of
*e*e*-***information

available\information is
there (if you look)

1-5--66Worked in the industry
*-*--**

124--66That's what I hear\what
***--**I've been told

2-3--46Happy with current
*-*--**supplier

1-5-155Too many
*-*-***matricies\calculations

-23-235I have switched\done it
-1%aeg*-***before

112-135Don't know how to do it
***-***

--4-135On (back of) bill\letter
--*-***

-13--44Difficult to check
-**--**without internet

--4--34They are all the same
--*--**

113--44Vision\hearing\learning
***--**difficulties\health

problems
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Table 94 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

73639731802970234294373Unweighted Base
676369340730**75935004502Weighted Base

--3--33Always changing prices
--*--**

1-2-123Online availability
*-*-***

-12--22Don't tell you cost of
-**--**unit

-11-112Small print
-**-***

9845265564Other
1%2%1%5%1%2%1%

--1--11None
--*--**

3019115212136166Don't know
4%5%3%8%2%4%c4%c

3210--1414Refused
*1%*--**
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Table 94 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

45144204718214373Unweighted Base
43746*208519244502Weighted Base

158158079081892There is more
36%33%39%47%ace42%ceinformation available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

8511388277762The information about
20%b23%19%b14%17%btariffs from suppliers

is too complicated

6511318326720There is more
15%23%15%17%16%information available on

the internet from
suppliers

799344280715There are too many
18%20%16%15%16%tariffs to choose from

517295276630The tariffs are all
12%16%14%14%14%structured differently

377208241493The information from
8%16%10%13%ce11%suppliers is clearer

these days

497210159426There are too many
11%16%10%8%9%suppliers

396173124343You can’t trust the
9%12%8%b6%8%information that’s

available \ it’s
misleading

20-432789Too complicated\don't
5%abc-2%1%2%understand it\confusing

71222555There are too few
2%2%1%1%1%tariffs to choose from

5-21935Do not use\have access
1%-1%*1%to internet
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Table 94 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

45144204718214373Unweighted Base
43746*208519244502Weighted Base

4210823Can phone them
1%4%abc**1%

5-5616Takes too long\too much
1%abc-***time

215715Don't understand
*2%c***jargon\language used

1-11214I understand it
*-*1%c*c

3-8314Easy to do
1%-***

--11314Not easy to compare like
--1%b**for like

1-7513Information on internet
*-***(no detail)

3-6413Not interested\too lazy
1%-***

1-7513No\lack of information
*-***

2-3410Someone else does it for
1%-***me

--4610Too much information (to
--***read)

2-429On TV
1%-***

3-338Difficult because of my
1%c-***age\getting too old

--257The amount of
--***information they need

1-427Never had any problems
*-***
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Table 94 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

45144204718214373Unweighted Base
43746*208519244502Weighted Base

--247Have never switched\done
--***it

1-147Not computer
*-***literate\not good on the

computer

1-426In
*-***media\press\newspapers

--516There is lots of
--***information

available\information is
there (if you look)

--426Worked in the industry
--***

-1326That's what I hear\what
-2%abce***I've been told

--426Happy with current
--***supplier

1-315Too many
*-***matricies\calculations

--325I have switched\done it
--***before

3-2-5Don't know how to do it
1%ab-*-*

1-135On (back of) bill\letter
*-***

--224Difficult to check
--***without internet

*--34They are all the same
*--**
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Table 94 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

45144204718214373Unweighted Base
43746*208519244502Weighted Base

1-124Vision\hearing\learning
*-***difficulties\health

problems

--133Always changing prices
--***

--213Online availability
--***

--122Don't tell you cost of
--***unit

1-1-2Small print
*-*-*

9-243164Other
2%-1%2%1%

---11None
---**

2229348166Don't know
5%b5%4%b2%4%b

2-8514Refused
*-***
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Table 94 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7101581135472815862371910001768260536407334373Unweighted Base
6861599140681116159774311301768273437297734502Weighted Base

23661662941161202282644659123314983941892There is more
34%39%45%lm51%aklm38%34%38%57%aghi37%45%ae40%51%ac42%ehlminformation available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

1132912371223512312916131045366795762The information about
16%18%17%15%22%f21%af17%14%18%17%18%b12%17%btariffs from suppliers

is too complicated

942602361302477129212271449596124720There is more
14%16%17%16%15%13%17%h19%ah15%16%16%16%16%information available on

the internet from
suppliers

10726022911936125120127294422608107715There are too many
16%16%16%15%22%af21%afg16%f11%17%15%16%14%16%ftariffs to choose from

622082281312998145150200430527103630The tariffs are all
9%13%m16%lm16%m18%16%19%af13%11%16%e14%13%14%emstructured differently

551681651062058101126184309388105493The information from
8%10%12%m13%m13%10%14%h11%10%11%10%14%c11%msuppliers is clearer

these days

81157127602273667517625035769426There are too many
12%j10%9%7%14%f12%af9%7%10%9%10%9%9%fsuppliers

45128113581162626413620729251343You can’t trust the
7%8%8%7%7%10%af8%f6%8%8%8%7%8%finformation that’s

available \ it’s
misleading

2028271511216262663801089Too complicated\don't
3%2%2%2%1%2%2%2%1%2%2%1%2%understand it\confusing

9191981101311223350555There are too few
1%1%1%1%*2%2%1%1%1%1%1%1%tariffs to choose from

818813481201633235Do not use\have access
1%j1%j1%*2%f1%1%f*1%1%1%*1%fto internet

37111317481520223Can phone them
**1%*2%h*1%**1%1%*1%
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Table 94 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7101581135472815862371910001768260536407334373Unweighted Base
6861599140681116159774311301768273437297734502Weighted Base

4642-42651213316Takes too long\too much
1%***-1%*******time

375-12327814*15Don't understand
***-1%********jargon\language used

1266-1822129614I understand it
***1%l-*1%af****1%c*

44511-346811414Easy to do
1%***1%-*******

146312433118614Not easy to compare like
****1%******1%c*for like

1633233411210413Information on internet
****1%a1%****e***(no detail)

661--11*7613-13Not interested\too lazy
1%ajk**--******-*

3424-143589413No\lack of information
***1%-*1%****1%*

361-1-2-649110Someone else does it for
***-1%f-*-*****me

1441321-368210Too much information (to
****2%afg**-*****read)

-63---22549-9On TV
-**---*****-*

116--31235718Difficult because of my
***--********age\getting too old

1142-2-234527The amount of
****-*-******information they need

322---2334617Never had any problems
***---*******

1-5----1617-7Have never switched\done
*-*l----**d**-*it
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Table 94 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7101581135472815862371910001768260536407334373Unweighted Base
6861599140681116159774311301768273437297734502Weighted Base

223-221-347-7Not computer
***-1%afg**-***-*literate\not good on the

computer

222-121125616In
***-*********media\press\newspapers

14-1-1*1426-6There is lots of
**-*-******-*information

available\information is
there (if you look)

3-22---3336-6Worked in the industry
*l-**---****-*

141--2*-336-6That's what I hear\what
***--**-***-*I've been told

321--1--516-6Happy with current
***--*--*d**-*supplier

--42-12114235Too many
--**-*******c*matricies\calculations

23--11-*325-5I have switched\done it
**--**-****-*before

41---1--41415Don't know how to do it
1%akl*---*--*****

11*31-2113325On (back of) bill\letter
*****-*******

122-1---224-4Difficult to check
***-1%afg---***-*without internet

2-2----2224-4They are all the same
*l-*----****-*

1211-12-13314Vision\hearing\learning
****-**-*****difficulties\health

problems

-31----3133-3Always changing prices
-**----****-*
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Table 94 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7101581135472815862371910001768260536407334373Unweighted Base
6861599140681116159774311301768273437297734502Weighted Base

111-11--11213Online availability
***-*f*--*****

---2----2-2-2Don't tell you cost of
---*l----*-*-*unit

*2----11*22-2Small print
**----*****-*

11221614191012323357764Other
2%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%2%1%2%1%1%

--1--1---1-11None
--*--*---*-**

60663467231513976914916166Don't know
9%ajkl4%jk2%j1%4%f4%f2%1%5%ad3%4%b2%4%bdfgjk

842---149513114Refused
1%ajkl**---**1%****
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Table 94 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

264030212993613240439367123312668144373Unweighted Base
264930573032673246480370135113858784502Weighted Base

123314321384339922561786937244151892There is more
47%a47%a46%a50%ag37%53%a48%a51%a52%ab47%a42%information available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

31239239591525848190182141762The information about
12%13%13%14%21%h12%13%14%13%16%17%cdfhijktariffs from suppliers

is too complicated

472547539118288651236257143720There is more
18%18%a18%18%g11%18%14%17%19%a16%16%information available on

the internet from
suppliers

384429447103386652208211129715There are too many
14%14%15%15%15%14%14%15%15%15%16%jtariffs to choose from

282330341103387439212206139630The tariffs are all
11%11%11%15%16%15%10%16%15%16%14%ijkstructured differently

3734174037427645016917197493The information from
14%a14%a13%a11%11%13%14%13%12%11%11%suppliers is clearer

these days

2592792875017373910011067426There are too many
10%9%9%7%7%8%10%7%8%8%9%dsuppliers

13115217447263820869169343You can’t trust the
5%5%6%7%10%8%5%6%7%8%8%ijkinformation that’s

available \ it’s
misleading
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Table 94 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

264030212993613240439367123312668144373Unweighted Base
264930573032673246480370135113858784502Weighted Base

3340408117421261789Too complicated\don't
1%1%1%1%4%ah1%1%2%2%2%2%ijkunderstand it\confusing

27273084231391055There are too few
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%tariffs to choose from

172122-31135335Do not use\have access
1%1%1%-1%h*****1%hto internet

171920411286523Can phone them
1%1%1%1%**1%1%*1%1%

3972-2124216Takes too long\too much
****-******time

7107*2*-13215Don't understand
****1%*-****jargon\language used

91311624288614I understand it
***1%a1%1%*1%1%1%*

101113--3133-14Easy to do
***--1%***-*

7691-4288114Not easy to compare like
****-1%*1%1%**for like

810113-2135313Information on internet
****-******(no detail)

9811-*---**13Not interested\too lazy
***-*---***
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Table 94 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

264030212993613240439367123312668144373Unweighted Base
264930573032673246480370135113858784502Weighted Base

2431-4-44113No\lack of information
****-1%-****

768-2-1-1210Someone else does it for
***-1%-*-***me

776---231-10Too much information (to
***---***-*read)

888----11-9On TV
***----**-*

65611111128Difficult because of my
***********age\getting too old

3432-2-2427The amount of
****-*-****information they need

677---1---7Never had any problems
***---*---*

354-1----17Have never switched\done
***-*----**it

554-1--1117Not computer
***-*--****literate\not good on the

computer

444-2-11-26In
***-1%ah-**-**media\press\newspapers
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Table 94 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

264030212993613240439367123312668144373Unweighted Base
264930573032673246480370135113858784502Weighted Base

4661---2216There is lots of
****---****information

available\information is
there (if you look)

4443---3336Worked in the industry
***1%a---****

566-1----16That's what I hear\what
***-*----**I've been told

335----11-6Happy with current
***----**-*supplier

222--1211-5Too many
***--*1%a**-*matricies\calculations

544-------5I have switched\done it
***-------*before

343---1---5Don't know how to do it
***---*---*

4553-2-3335On (back of) bill\letter
****-*-****

233-1--1214Difficult to check
***-*--****without internet

2222---2-24They are all the same
****---*-**
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Table 94 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

264030212993613240439367123312668144373Unweighted Base
264930573032673246480370135113858784502Weighted Base

113-1-1-114Vision\hearing\learning
***-*-*-***difficulties\health

problems

111-------3Always changing prices
***-------*

221---1---3Online availability
***---*---*

2222---2122Don't tell you cost of
****---****unit

111-------2Small print
***-------*

375044964319211464Other
1%2%1%1%2%1%1%1%2%2%1%

------1---1None
------*---*

115121123135513181817166Don't know
4%4%4%2%2%1%3%f1%1%2%4%bcdfh

121211--1*22-14Refused
***--****-*
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Table 94 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

192343492133024402711053772734402422784134174373Unweighted Base
20**233337215310428293117*3802744512413194364484502Weighted Base

81141227114217210926182131196881541362421892There is more
42%49%ceijk36%i33%46%ceijm40%ci37%i22%48%aceij48%ceijm43%cim36%i48%ceijk31%54%acefi42%cimninformation available on

mnnkmnnmnjklmnthe internet from price
comparison websites

22784314696434162446044517359762The information about
8%11%25%abcdf14%15%22%abdfh15%35%abcde16%16%13%18%16%17%13%17%otariffs from suppliers

ghjlmojlmofghjklmnis too complicated
o

44257204577391987407330386089720There is more
21%18%m17%m9%14%18%dm13%17%23%acdef15%16%m13%12%14%20%cdejm16%minformation available on

gjlmthe internet from
suppliers

62666414072301946508349556666715There are too many
30%11%20%hjlo19%hjo13%17%j10%17%12%18%hjo18%hjo20%hjlo17%j15%15%16%jtariffs to choose from

13965465665441433365927354068630The tariffs are all
7%17%ch19%acdef21%acdef18%cdeh15%ch15%ch12%9%13%13%11%11%9%15%ch14%chstructured differently

hgh

32829122947209463140174010044493The information from
15%12%m8%5%9%11%m7%8%12%jm11%m9%7%13%jm23%abdef10%11%jmsuppliers is clearer

ghijklmnthese days
o

41640292448131027213934422852426There are too many
22%7%12%chj13%chjo8%11%cj5%8%7%8%9%j14%acfghj13%chjo6%12%chj9%cjsuppliers

lo

12121213119351431203416212731343You can’t trust the
5%9%k6%10%k10%k4%12%abcdkn12%k8%k7%8%7%7%6%7%8%kinformation that’s

available \ it’s
misleading

--8519754224748689Too complicated\don't
--2%lo2%o*2%o2%lo4%ghlo1%1%5%abcdgh3%lo1%2%1%2%lounderstand it\confusing

klo

-6553421844244355There are too few
-2%1%2%1%1%1%1%2%2%1%1%1%1%1%1%tariffs to choose from

--42346-*-83-3235Do not use\have access
--1%1%1%1%2%abdgho-*-2%adgh1%-1%*1%to internet
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy or very/fairly difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 94 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

192343492133024402711053772734402422784134174373Unweighted Base
20**233337215310428293117*3802744512413194364484502Weighted Base

--12-25-22612-123Can phone them
--*1%-*2%abcln-*1%1%ac*1%-*1%

--22312---3221-16Takes too long\too much
--1%1%1%*1%---1%1%1%*-*time

--1-21--2*42-1115Don't understand
--*-1%*--1%*1%a1%-***jargon\language used

--11112-3-32---14I understand it
--*1%**1%-1%-1%1%---*

--1---11--62-3-14Easy to do
--*---*1%--1%abhk1%-1%-*

--2-2---2-4112214Not easy to compare like
--1%-1%---*-1%*****for like

-2-211----53---13Information on internet
-1%-1%**----1%abc1%abch---*(no detail)

--2--*111-24--213Not interested\too lazy
--*--**1%*-*2%acdkl--**

-125-1----1--1213No\lack of information
-1%1%2%abcdef-*----*--***

ghjkl

---1311-11121--10Someone else does it for
---*1%**-***1%*--*me

---2-21-122--1-10Too much information (to
---1%-**-*1%*--*-*read)

-----12---22-2-9On TV
-----*1%---*1%-*-*

-1-------121-218Difficult because of my
-1%-------***-***age\getting too old

-1--211--112---7The amount of
-*--1%**--**1%---*information they need

-1----2---3--117Never had any problems
-*----1%---1%--***
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy or very/fairly difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 94 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

192343492133024402711053772734402422784134174373Unweighted Base
20**233337215310428293117*3802744512413194364484502Weighted Base

----21------2-27Have never switched\done
----1%*------1%-**it

--1-1-2--11--117Not computer
--*-*-1%--**--***literate\not good on the

computer

-----12--1---126In
-----*1%a--*---***media\press\newspapers

--11-2----1--1-6There is lots of
--*1%-1%----*--*-*information

available\information is
there (if you look)

------12----2-26Worked in the industry
------*2%acfhkl----1%-**

n

--2--*------1116That's what I hear\what
--1%a--*------****I've been told

--2---1------126Happy with current
--1%---*------***supplier

----111-1----2-5Too many
----***-*----*-*matricies\calculations

-----*---11-2-15I have switched\done it
-----*---**-1%-**before

--21-------1-1-5Don't know how to do it
--1%1%-------1%-*-*

----*-1----2-115On (back of) bill\letter
----*-*----1%a-***

-----12----1---4Difficult to check
-----*1%----*---*without internet

---*-----2-2---4They are all the same
---*-----1%a-1%a---*

------1------214Vision\hearing\learning
------*------***difficulties\health

problems
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy or very/fairly difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 94 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

192343492133024402711053772734402422784134174373Unweighted Base
20**233337215310428293117*3802744512413194364484502Weighted Base

-----11-1------3Always changing prices
-----**-*------*

----1------1-1-3Online availability
----*------1%a-*-*

1-2------------2Don't tell you cost of
5%-*a------------*unit

-1*--------1---2Small print
-**--------*---*

1257466-4110825564Other
5%1%1%3%g1%1%2%-1%*2%3%adg1%1%1%1%

------1--------1None
------*a--------*

-816681316112101318181612166Don't know
-3%5%3%3%3%5%i1%3%4%3%7%abcfhi6%i4%3%4%

klm

-*-1-3--3---4-314Refused
-*-*-1%--1%---1%acf-1%*
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy or very/fairly difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 95 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

719501692512615118262711420621042424Unweighted Base
5025538626605021409666119*22822302577Weighted Base

28836462948524210125127812715611767There is more
57%66%k73%ajk74%ajk48%72%g77%afg66%56%70%c69%cgkinformation available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

1131392411811193661891857599674There is more
22%25%28%k27%24%26%28%15%25%27%d26%dinformation available on

the internet from
suppliers

97114144107133236931328422462The information from
19%21%17%16%26%aef17%14%11%12%19%cd18%cesuppliers is clearer

these days

34254520256038815100124There are too many
7%ah4%5%3%5%4%6%7%7%4%5%tariffs to choose from

32262115254426758395There are too many
6%ahi5%hi2%2%5%f3%4%6%2%4%4%suppliers

1115162015389994362The tariffs are all
2%3%2%3%3%3%1%8%ab4%2%2%structured differently

91921111525195114460The information about
2%3%2%2%3%2%3%4%5%ab2%2%tariffs from suppliers

is too complicated

98536128151926You can’t trust the
2%hi1%1%1%1%1%1%1%2%b1%1%information that’s

available \ it’s
misleading

451021147251522Can phone them
1%1%1%*2%af*1%f1%2%ab1%1%f

348-474211214There are too few
1%1%1%h-1%1%1%1%*1%1%tariffs to choose from

2444473-21214Easy to do
*1%*1%1%1%*-1%1%1%

232539132712I understand it
*1%*1%1%1%*2%ab1%**

1322-541-89Information on internet
*1%**-*1%1%-**(no detail)
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 95 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

719501692512615118262711420621042424Unweighted Base
5025538626605021409666119*22822302577Weighted Base

-322331-267Never had any problems
-1%**1%**-1%**

114125--257On TV
******--1%**

14124212-57Someone else does it for
*1%**1%af**1%b-**me

223-3121-56There is lots of
***-1%**1%-**information

available\information is
there (if you look)

1-42-51-336Worked in the industry
*-**-**-1%ab**

2111231-246Not interested\too lazy
*******-1%b**

1-326---236In
*-**1%aef---1%b**media\press\newspapers

2--332---55That's what I hear\what
*i--*1%ef*---**I've been told

12-314---55Takes too long\too much
**-***---**time

-122-32--55Happy with current
-***-**--**supplier

1--322---44I have switched\done it
*--***---**before

2--222--134On (back of) bill\letter
*--***--1%**

11---11--22Online availability
**---**--**

---1-1--1-1Always changing prices
---*-*--1%ab-*

-1---1---11Small print
-*---*---**
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 95 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

719501692512615118262711420621042424Unweighted Base
5025538626605021409666119*22822302577Weighted Base

---11----11Difficult because of my
---**----**age\getting too old

1----1--1-1Too complicated\don't
*----*--*b-*understand it\confusing

1----1---11Do not use\have access
*----*---**to internet

1-----1--11Not easy to compare like
*-----*--**for like

1---1---1-1The amount of
*---*---*b-*information they need

*---*--*--*They are all the same
*---*--*ab--*

581183245432533Other
1%1%1%1%1%2%1%4%b1%1%1%

1----1--1-1None
*----*--*b-*

35202214344511667890Don't know
7%ahij4%3%2%7%aef3%2%5%3%4%3%e

2324631--1111Refused
*1%*1%1%aef**--**
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 95 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

433550140520383866022613997392424Unweighted Base
3725961574225931859*23416746102577Weighted Base

222438108615851813815512393351767There is more
60%74%aj69%j70%f57%63%66%b74%abd55%69%bfjinformation available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

9214442959876938473154674There is more
25%24%27%26%24%14%16%28%de25%d26%deinformation available on

the internet from
suppliers

699429139369834294127462The information from
19%16%19%17%22%14%14%18%21%d18%suppliers is clearer

these days

293854103218116638124There are too many
8%ah6%h3%5%7%14%abcd5%4%6%c5%tariffs to choose from

2028448213212572495There are too many
5%h5%h3%4%4%4%5%3%4%4%suppliers

9163555624401662The tariffs are all
3%3%2%2%2%3%2%2%3%2%structured differently

101733481215361860The information about
3%3%2%2%4%2%2%2%3%2%tariffs from suppliers

is too complicated

661320613111126You can’t trust the
2%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%2%c1%information that’s

available \ it’s
misleading

4511184-381022Can phone them
1%1%1%1%1%-1%*2%c1%

159122-27514There are too few
*1%1%1%1%-1%*1%1%tariffs to choose from

4-10122-17614Easy to do
1%i-1%1%1%-**1%1%

22811*-29112I understand it
**1%**-1%1%**

13581-1719Information on internet
*1%***-****(no detail)
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 95 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

433550140520383866022613997392424Unweighted Base
3725961574225931859*23416746102577Weighted Base

1247--1347Never had any problems
****--**1%*

21453--257On TV
****1%--*1%c*

1-633-2237Someone else does it for
*-**1%ag-1%***me

21451--336There is lots of
1%****--*1%*information

available\information is
there (if you look)

21351-2226Worked in the industry
1%****-1%c***

3-35*--326Not interested\too lazy
1%ahi-***--***

--633--426In
--**1%g--***media\press\newspapers

*-5411-225That's what I hear\what
*-***2%acd-***I've been told

1235--23-5Takes too long\too much
****--1%b*-*time

13-5---235Happy with current
*h1%h-*---*1%*supplier

*2222-1224I have switched\done it
****1%g-****before

*1313-1124On (back of) bill\letter
****1%ag-****

1-12--1112Online availability
*-**--****

--11---1-1Always changing prices
--**---*-*

--11--1--1Small print
--**--*c--*
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 95 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

433550140520383866022613997392424Unweighted Base
3725961574225931859*23416746102577Weighted Base

--11---1-1Difficult because of my
--**---*-*age\getting too old

1---1---11Too complicated\don't
*---*g---**understand it\confusing

-1-1--1--1Do not use\have access
-*-*--*c--*to internet

1--1----11Not easy to compare like
*--*----**for like

1---1---11The amount of
*---*---**information they need

--*-*---**They are all the same
--*-*---**

59172932521533Other
1%1%1%1%1%3%2%1%1%1%

1--1--1--1None
*--*--*c--*

181458819513432990Don't know
5%i2%4%4%3%8%c6%c3%5%c3%

4-6101-52411Refused
1%i-***-2%ac*1%c*
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 95 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

167193530121302419213528925423319182424Unweighted Base
180204133422722571227829919521221512577Weighted Base

11214122271563176115691984711915921767There is more
62%69%68%69%68%69%66%24%56%d74%acd69%cdinformation available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

47519106590673591832942599674There is more
26%25%32%aj26%26%26%28%15%20%28%cd26%dinformation available on

the internet from
suppliers

1738461408462408555343363462The information from
9%19%k18%k18%18%18%18%27%ab20%17%18%ksuppliers is clearer

these days

9991411312411311141199124There are too many
5%5%4%5%5%5%4%7%5%5%5%tariffs to choose from

1075108495841116106795There are too many
5%4%3%4%4%4%4%8%ab5%3%4%suppliers

55075362539674962The tariffs are all
3%2%2%2%2%2%3%3%3%2%2%structured differently

3461147604713774660The information about
2%2%3%2%2%2%4%fh3%4%2%2%tariffs from suppliers

is too complicated

21952326233741526You can’t trust the
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%3%ab2%1%1%information that’s

available \ it’s
misleading

318-1922192811322Can phone them
2%i1%-1%1%1%1%4%abc1%1%1%

1121141414-2-1214There are too few
1%1%*1%1%1%-1%-1%1%tariffs to choose from

311-141414-321014Easy to do
2%i1%-1%1%1%-1%1%*1%

1839129322812I understand it
**1%***1%1%1%**
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 95 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

167193530121302419213528925423319182424Unweighted Base
180204133422722571227829919521221512577Weighted Base

-81999---99Information on internet
-*****---**(no detail)

16-57522337Never had any problems
1%*-***1%1%b1%ab**

15-57521427On TV
1%*-***1%1%b2%ab**

24-777-2137Someone else does it for
1%aj*-***-1%ab***me

-6-666-3-46There is lots of
-*-***-1%ab-**information

available\information is
there (if you look)

1424642-246Worked in the industry
**1%***1%-1%**

-423633**56Not interested\too lazy
-*****1%fh****

23-56512-46In
1%j*-****1%b-**media\press\newspapers

-5-555-1135That's what I hear\what
-*-***-1%1%**I've been told

-32555---45Takes too long\too much
-*****---**time

-5-555---55Happy with current
-*-***---**supplier

-4-444-1-34I have switched\done it
-*-***-1%-**before

-3134311-34On (back of) bill\letter
-*******-**

-2-222---22Online availability
-*-***---**

-1-111---11Always changing prices
-*-***---**
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 95 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

167193530121302419213528925423319182424Unweighted Base
180204133422722571227829919521221512577Weighted Base

-1-111---11Small print
-*-***---**

-1-111---11Difficult because of my
-*-***---**age\getting too old

--1-1-1--11Too complicated\don't
--*j-*-*fh--**understand it\confusing

--1-1-1-1-1Do not use\have access
--*-*-*fh-*b-*to internet

1--111---11Not easy to compare like
*j--***---**for like

-1-111---11The amount of
-*-***---**information they need

*--***-*--*They are all the same
*j--***-*b--*

52172933294332633Other
3%1%2%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%

-1-111---11None
-*-***---**

1267107990791126144990Don't know
7%aj3%3%3%4%3%4%13%abc7%ab2%3%b

-81111111-32511Refused
-*****-2%ab1%**
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 95 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

42618317802141818652424Unweighted Base
401178196423**44819802577Weighted Base

26410413831533113381767There is more
66%58%70%f64%74%ab68%69%finformation available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

98435262110536674There is more
25%24%27%9%25%27%26%information available on

the internet from
suppliers

5640352184360462The information from
14%22%g18%3%19%18%18%suppliers is clearer

these days

2898531799124There are too many
7%e5%4%15%4%5%5%tariffs to choose from

22667-167795There are too many
5%3%3%-3%4%4%suppliers

10448-85262The tariffs are all
3%2%2%-2%3%2%structured differently

8449-84960The information about
2%2%2%-2%2%2%tariffs from suppliers

is too complicated

8513122026You can’t trust the
2%e3%ae1%3%1%1%1%information that’s

available \ it’s
misleading

2116-31822Can phone them
1%1%1%-1%1%1%

1310-11414There are too few
*2%1%-*1%1%tariffs to choose from

519-41014Easy to do
1%1%*-1%*1%

-110-11112I understand it
-1%1%-*1%*
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 95 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

42618317802141818652424Unweighted Base
401178196423**44819802577Weighted Base

3-61279Information on internet
1%-*2%***(no detail)

-16-167Never had any problems
-1%*-***

1-6--77On TV
*-*--**

-16--57Someone else does it for
-1%*--**me

323-*56There is lots of
1%1%e*-***information

available\information is
there (if you look)

1-5--66Worked in the industry
*-*--**

2-4-*56Not interested\too lazy
1%-*-***

--6--66In
--*--**media\press\newspapers

-23--55That's what I hear\what
-1%e*--**I've been told

123-235Takes too long\too much
*1%*-***time

2-3--35Happy with current
*-*--**supplier

-13-224I have switched\done it
-1%*-***before

--3-134On (back of) bill\letter
--*-***

1-1-112Online availability
*-*-***
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 95 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

42618317802141818652424Unweighted Base
401178196423**44819802577Weighted Base

--1--11Always changing prices
--*--**

-1---11Small print
-1%ae---**

--1--11Difficult because of my
--*--**age\getting too old

1----11Too complicated\don't
*e----**understand it\confusing

--1--11Do not use\have access
--*--**to internet

1-----1Not easy to compare like
*-----*for like

--1--11The amount of
--*--**information they need

--*---*They are all the same
--*---*

4524242633Other
1%3%1%7%1%1%1%

--1--11None
--*--**

20764187290Don't know
5%4%3%6%2%4%3%

2-9--1111Refused
*-*--1%*
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 95 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

21120108211062424Unweighted Base
21622**113412002577Weighted Base

149127458591767There is more
69%54%66%72%c69%information available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

6411289310674There is more
30%49%25%26%26%information available on

the internet from
suppliers

367189231462The information from
17%33%17%19%18%suppliers is clearer

these days

1216347124There are too many
5%4%6%4%5%tariffs to choose from

73444195There are too many
3%14%4%3%4%suppliers

51233362The tariffs are all
2%5%2%3%2%structured differently

5-322260The information about
2%-3%2%2%tariffs from suppliers

is too complicated

2-131026You can’t trust the
1%-1%1%1%information that’s

available \ it’s
misleading

3210722Can phone them
1%8%1%1%1%

315514There are too few
2%5%**1%tariffs to choose from

3-8314Easy to do
1%-1%*1%
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 95 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

21120108211062424Unweighted Base
21622**113412002577Weighted Base

1-11012I understand it
*-*1%c*

1-549Information on internet
*-***(no detail)

1-427Never had any problems
*-***

1-427On TV
*-***

1-247Someone else does it for
*-***me

--516There is lots of
--***information

available\information is
there (if you look)

--426Worked in the industry
--***

--516Not interested\too lazy
--***

1-326In
*-***media\press\newspapers

--325That's what I hear\what
--***I've been told

--145Takes too long\too much
--***time

--325Happy with current
--***supplier

--314I have switched\done it
--***before

1-124On (back of) bill\letter
*-***
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 95 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

21120108211062424Unweighted Base
21622**113412002577Weighted Base

--112Online availability
--***

---11Always changing prices
---**

--1-1Small print
--*-*

---11Difficult because of my
---**age\getting too old

---11Too complicated\don't
---**understand it\confusing

--1-1Do not use\have access
--*-*to internet

--1-1Not easy to compare like
--*-*for like

---11The amount of
---**information they need

*---*They are all the same
*---*

4-121833Other
2%-1%1%1%

---11None
---**

102522690Don't know
5%10%5%b2%3%b

1-6311Refused
1%-1%**
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 95 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

34984877745079287394659950147419664582424Unweighted Base
35989981850183*279415750992158520834942577Weighted Base

21458258538556184263608614115314003671767There is more
60%65%72%lm77%aklm67%66%63%81%aghi62%73%ae67%74%ac69%egminformation available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

862432191262174122201248426555119674There is more
24%27%27%25%25%27%29%27%25%27%27%24%26%information available on

the internet from
suppliers

4915415910020529611916929436498462The information from
14%17%19%m20%m25%19%23%af16%17%19%17%20%18%suppliers is clearer

these days

293934221122119675710717124There are too many
8%ajkl4%4%4%2%4%5%f3%7%ad4%5%3%5%ftariffs to choose from

272728131714234451791695There are too many
8%ajkl3%3%3%1%3%3%3%4%3%4%3%4%suppliers

9162412*61716224053862The tariffs are all
2%2%3%2%1%2%4%2%2%3%3%2%2%structured differently

132514826512342657360The information about
4%3%2%2%3%2%1%2%3%d2%3%b1%2%btariffs from suppliers

is too complicated

311931643121420626You can’t trust the
1%1%1%1%1%2%f1%*1%1%1%1%1%information that’s

available \ it’s
misleading

37101216481419222Can phone them
1%1%1%*2%*2%1%1%1%1%1%1%

3381134331113214There are too few
1%*1%*1%1%1%**1%1%*1%tariffs to choose from

44511-346811414Easy to do
1%*1%*1%-1%1%1%*1%1%1%

-255-*821107512I understand it
-*1%1%-*2%afh**1%*1%*
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 95 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

34984877745079287394659950147419664582424Unweighted Base
35989981850183*279415750992158520834942577Weighted Base

-413222218649Information on internet
-**1%3%af1%1%**1%*1%*(no detail)

322---2334617Never had any problems
1%**---*******

-43---22347-7On TV
-**---*****-*

-61-1-2-43517Someone else does it for
-1%*-1%f-1%-*****me

14-1-1*1426-6There is lots of
**-*-******-*information

available\information is
there (if you look)

3-22---3336-6Worked in the industry
1%l-**---****-*

411---1*426-6Not interested\too lazy
1%ajkl**---*****-*

222-121115516In
1%**-1%1%*******media\press\newspapers

-41--2*-235-5That's what I hear\what
-**--1%f*-***-*I've been told

2-21-11223325Takes too long\too much
1%l-**-********time

32------5-5-5Happy with current
1%ak*------*d-*-*supplier

22--1--*314-4I have switched\done it
1%*--1%--****-*before

1-*31-2113224On (back of) bill\letter
*-*1%l1%-*******

11--1---11112Online availability
**--1%af---*****
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 95 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

34984877745079287394659950147419664582424Unweighted Base
35989981850183*279415750992158520834942577Weighted Base

-1-----1-11-1Always changing prices
-*-----*-**-*

-1----1--11-1Small print
-*----*--**-*

--1----1-11-1Difficult because of my
--*----*-**-*age\getting too old

---1--1--11-1Too complicated\don't
---*--*--**-*understand it\confusing

--1---1--11-1Do not use\have access
--*---*--**-*to internet

1-------1-1-1Not easy to compare like
*-------*-*-*for like

-1------1-1-1The amount of
-*------*-*-*information they need

*-------*-*-*They are all the same
*-------*-*-*

61395-477151829433Other
2%1%1%1%-2%2%1%1%1%1%1%1%

--1--1---1-11None
--*--*---*-**

24392344121275040791190Don't know
7%ajk4%j3%j1%5%f4%f3%f1%5%d3%4%2%3%fj

442---14659111Refused
1%j**---**1%****
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 95 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1684191618673961172782237898164922424Unweighted Base
1760200919664331213082338679005322577Weighted Base

117013541309318862431596556823921767There is more
66%67%67%73%71%79%ae68%76%a76%a74%a69%information available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

444517506113278249225246137674There is more
25%26%26%26%23%27%21%26%27%26%26%information available on

the internet from
suppliers

3543923827224604716216492462The information from
20%20%19%17%20%20%20%19%18%17%18%suppliers is clearer

these days

89969022388404524124There are too many
5%5%5%5%3%3%4%5%5%4%5%tariffs to choose from

7375761327924261595There are too many
4%4%4%3%2%2%4%3%3%3%4%suppliers

3947441416426261562The tariffs are all
2%2%2%3%1%2%2%3%3%3%2%structured differently

39393971221517860The information about
2%2%2%2%1%1%1%2%2%1%2%tariffs from suppliers

is too complicated

212220323557626You can’t trust the
1%1%1%1%2%1%2%1%1%1%1%information that’s

available \ it’s
misleading
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 95 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1684191618673961172782237898164922424Unweighted Base
1760200919664331213082338679005322577Weighted Base

161819411276522Can phone them
1%1%1%1%1%*1%1%1%1%1%

681041-242414There are too few
***1%1%-1%**1%1%tariffs to choose from

101113--3133-14Easy to do
1%1%1%--1%***-1%

8119513277512I understand it
*1%*1%1%1%1%1%1%1%*

7893-213539Information on internet
***1%-1%1%*1%1%*(no detail)

677---1---7Never had any problems
***---*---*

666----11-7On TV
***----**-*

435-2-1-127Someone else does it for
***-1%h-1%-***me

4661---2216There is lots of
****---****information

available\information is
there (if you look)

4443---3336Worked in the industry
***1%---**1%*
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 95 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1684191618673961172782237898164922424Unweighted Base
1760200919664331213082338679005322577Weighted Base

135-*---**6Not interested\too lazy
***-*---***

444-2-11-26In
***-2%ah-**-**media\press\newspapers

455-1----15That's what I hear\what
***-*----**I've been told

2421-111115Takes too long\too much
****-******time

335-------5Happy with current
***-------*supplier

444-------4I have switched\done it
***-------*before

3443-2-3334On (back of) bill\letter
***1%-1%-**1%*

111---1---2Online availability
***---*---*

----------1Always changing prices
----------*

111-------1Small print
***-------*

111-------1Difficult because of my
***-------*age\getting too old
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 95 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1684191618673961172782237898164922424Unweighted Base
1760200919664331213082338679005322577Weighted Base

--1-----1-1Too complicated\don't
--*-----*-*understand it\confusing

111-1----11Do not use\have access
***-1%a----**to internet

111-------1Not easy to compare like
***-------*for like

111-------1The amount of
***-------*information they need

***-------*They are all the same
***-------*

21282633311013733Other
1%1%1%1%3%1%1%1%1%1%1%

------1---1None
------*---*

74747792391313990Don't know
4%4%4%2%1%1%4%2%1%2%3%cdf

898--1*22-11Refused
***--****-*
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 95 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1114416094176228156462171552381311632402652424Unweighted Base
12**151158101*18522317054*2261622531361972562932577Weighted Base

81101126613715410322166125189841431222241767There is more
72%73%cij71%ci66%ci74%ceij69%ci61%ci40%73%ceij78%aceij75%ceij62%ci73%cij48%76%aceij69%ciinformation available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

44050164568371982387026375686674There is more
35%27%32%cdem16%24%30%cdem21%34%dm36%acdeg23%28%dm19%19%22%29%dem26%dminformation available on

jlmthe internet from
suppliers

3272612294718941293916329839462The information from
25%18%16%12%15%21%bej10%16%18%18%15%12%16%38%abdef13%18%jsuppliers is clearer

ghijklmnthese days
o

13654107771010519723124There are too many
9%2%4%5%2%4%4%12%acfhkl3%6%4%4%10%acfhlo3%8%chlo5%tariffs to choose from

no

2665573-51741742595There are too many
19%4%4%5%2%3%2%-2%1%3%3%9%acfghj2%9%acefgh4%suppliers

kljkl

-34927452*8343862The tariffs are all
-2%3%9%abcdef1%3%2%9%abcdeg1%*3%2%2%1%3%2%structured differently

ghjklnohlo

-16-1247434665960The information about
-*4%lo-1%1%2%12%abcdfg2%2%2%4%lo3%2%3%2%tariffs from suppliers

hjklmois too complicated

112--131-263-2326You can’t trust the
9%1%1%--1%2%2%-1%2%hl2%-1%1%1%information that’s

available \ it’s
misleading

--12-25-21612-122Can phone them
--*2%-1%3%abclo-1%1%2%c1%1%-*1%

-312-21-12-112-14There are too few
-2%b1%2%-1%*-*1%-1%*1%-1%tariffs to choose from

--1---11--62-3-14Easy to do
--1%---*2%--2%abhk2%b-1%-1%
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 95 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1114416094176228156462171552381311632402652424Unweighted Base
12**151158101*18522317054*2261622531361972562932577Weighted Base

--111-2-2-32---12I understand it
--1%1%*-1%-1%-1%2%---*

-2-1-1----33---9Information on internet
-1%-1%-*----1%2%abch---*(no detail)

-1----2---3--117Never had any problems
-1%----1%---1%--***

-----12----2-2-7On TV
-----*1%a----1%a-1%-*

---13---11-11--7Someone else does it for
---1%1%a---**-1%1%--*me

--11-2----1--1-6There is lots of
--*1%-1%a----*--*-*information

available\information is
there (if you look)

------12----2-26Worked in the industry
------*4%acfghk----1%-1%*

lno

--2--*11---2---6Not interested\too lazy
--1%--*1%2%abcf---1%---*

-----12--1----26In
-----*1%a--*----1%*media\press\newspapers

--2--*-------115That's what I hear\what
--1%a--*-------***I've been told

----2-----2-11-5Takes too long\too much
----1%-----1%-**-*time

--2----------125Happy with current
--1%a----------1%1%*supplier

-----*---11-2--4I have switched\done it
-----*---**-1%a--*before

----*-1----2-1-4On (back of) bill\letter
----*-1%----1%a-*-*
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 95 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1114416094176228156462171552381311632402652424Unweighted Base
12**151158101*18522317054*2261622531361972562932577Weighted Base

----1------1---2Online availability
----*------1%a---*

------1--------1Always changing prices
------1%a--------*

-1-------------1Small print
-1%a-------------*

-----------1---1Difficult because of my
-----------1%a---*age\getting too old

------1--------1Too complicated\don't
------1%a--------*understand it\confusing

----------1----1Do not use\have access
----------*----*to internet

------------1--1Not easy to compare like
------------*--*for like

------1--------1The amount of
------*--------*information they need

---*-----------*They are all the same
---*a-----------*

---4313-3-4712433Other
---4%adgkno1%1%2%-1%-2%5%abcdgh*1%1%1%

kno

------1--------1None
------*a--------*

-581586-85514810890Don't know
-3%5%1%3%4%3%-3%3%2%10%abcdfg4%4%3%3%

hijklmo

-*-1-2--2---3-211Refused
-*-1%-1%--1%---2%-1%*
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's very/fairly easy to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 96 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

66235049644185486822714417516301949Unweighted Base
429363596536698100722013218716071925Weighted Base

135139221207230401713874590702The information about
32%38%k37%39%k33%40%g32%29%39%37%36%ktariffs from suppliers

is too complicated

134109181168222304665036506592There are too many
31%30%30%31%32%30%30%38%c19%32%c31%ctariffs to choose from

7871196223184323613349486568The tariffs are all
18%19%33%jk42%aijk26%32%g28%25%26%30%30%jkstructured differently

86719184141150403421277331There are too many
20%i20%15%16%20%f15%18%25%abc11%17%17%suppliers

63609410092190352744246317You can’t trust the
15%17%16%19%13%19%g16%21%24%ab15%16%ginformation that’s

available \ it’s
misleading

27204632337122810108126There is more
6%6%8%6%5%7%10%g6%5%7%7%information available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

23212518344874117489Too complicated\don't
5%6%4%3%5%5%3%3%6%5%5%understand it\confusing

128111517236633846There is more
3%2%2%3%2%2%3%5%1%2%2%information available on

the internet from
suppliers

11991215197433441There are too few
2%2%2%2%2%2%3%3%2%2%2%tariffs to choose from

147952392462534Do not use\have access
3%ah2%1%1%3%af1%1%3%3%2%2%to internet

1058713161132730The information from
2%1%1%1%2%2%**2%2%2%suppliers is clearer

these days

5712482--1515Don't understand
1%i2%ahi**1%1%1%--1%1%jargon\language used

-15758---1313Not easy to compare like
-*1%1%k1%1%---1%1%for like
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 96 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

66235049644185486822714417516301949Unweighted Base
429363596536698100722013218716071925Weighted Base

21733915-813No\lack of information
**1%1%*1%1%4%abc-*1%

114529--21011Takes too long\too much
**1%1%*1%--1%1%1%time

325-52321710Too much information (to
1%h*1%-1%*1%1%**1%read)

-24143---77Not interested\too lazy
-1%1%*1%*---**

22316-1--77Difficult because of my
****1%f-*--**age\getting too old

1122-42--77The amount of
****-*1%g--**information they need

*-42*43--77Have never switched\done
*-1%***1%g--**it

212151--257Not computer
1%***1%f*--1%**literate\not good on the

computer

1211212-155Too many
******1%f-***matricies\calculations

21-11141-45Don't know how to do it
1%*-***2%afg1%-**

121-31-*-44Information on internet
*1%*-**-*-**(no detail)

1-3-211-234Difficult to check
*-*-***-1%**without internet

12-113--124Vision\hearing\learning
**-***--1%**difficulties\health

problems

--3--22--33They are all the same
--1%--*1%g--**

2--12-1-123Someone else does it for
*--**-*-***me
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 96 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

66235049644185486822714417516301949Unweighted Base
429363596536698100722013218716071925Weighted Base

1-1112---33I understand it
*-****---**

--1212---22Don't tell you cost of
--****---**unit

-1-111---22Always changing prices
-*-***---**

--2--2---22On TV
--*--*---**

-1---1---11I have switched\done it
-*---*---**before

1---1----11Can phone them
*---*----**

*1--1----11Small print
**--*----**

1----1--1-1Happy with current
*----*--*b-*supplier

-1---1---11That's what I hear\what
-*---*---**I've been told

1----1---11In
*----*---**media\press\newspapers

1---1----11On (back of) bill\letter
*---*----**

1---1----11Online availability
*---*----**

7512712144322631Other
2%2%2%1%2%1%2%2%1%2%2%

2919207482256115976Don't know
7%ahi5%h3%1%7%aef2%2%5%6%4%4%fh

111-*21--44Refused
***-***--**
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 96 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

346308126014874625619410066931949Unweighted Base
2683081317154138446*17911635371925Weighted Base

87895085701321659454173702The information about
32%29%39%i37%34%35%33%39%b32%36%itariffs from suppliers

is too complicated

81914144711201449362166592There are too many
30%30%31%31%31%31%27%31%31%31%tariffs to choose from

467743746999950386123568The tariffs are all
17%25%j33%aij30%26%19%28%33%be23%30%bjstructured differently

6246221256751335176108331There are too many
23%ahi15%17%17%19%28%ac19%15%20%c17%suppliers

46562092546423020284317You can’t trust the
17%18%16%16%17%4%17%e17%e16%e16%einformation that’s

available \ it’s
misleading

202579115114147830126There is more
7%8%6%7%f3%8%8%7%6%7%finformation available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

171160652316532889Too complicated\don't
6%4%5%4%6%2%3%5%5%5%understand it\confusing

683237935211846There is more
2%3%2%2%2%6%c3%2%3%c2%information available on

the internet from
suppliers

812203110-2231541There are too few
3%4%h2%2%2%-1%2%3%2%tariffs to choose from

6522231213121934Do not use\have access
2%1%2%1%3%g2%2%1%4%ac2%to internet

941825612181030The information from
3%ah1%1%2%2%1%1%2%2%2%suppliers is clearer

these days

34895--9515Don't understand
1%1%1%1%1%--1%1%1%jargon\language used

-112121--12113Not easy to compare like
-*1%1%*--1%*1%for like
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 96 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

346308126014874625619410066931949Unweighted Base
2683081317154138446*17911635371925Weighted Base

-58121--9413No\lack of information
-2%j1%1%*--1%1%1%

--10101-111-11Takes too long\too much
--1%1%*-*1%b-1%time

-4564-13610Too much information (to
-1%**1%-1%*1%c1%read)

-155211417Not interested\too lazy
-***1%2%abc1%***

21525-2-67Difficult because of my
1%***1%ag-1%c-1%c*age\getting too old

22361--517The amount of
1%1%***--***information they need

-347--1427Have never switched\done
-1%**--1%***it

1-543--437Not computer
*-**1%--*1%*literate\not good on the

computer

22241-14-5Too many
1%h****-1%*-*matricies\calculations

11341--415Don't know how to do it
*****--***

--44*--224Information on internet
--***--***(no detail)

-2213-1224Difficult to check
-1%**1%g-****without internet

112-4-1124Vision\hearing\learning
***-1%ag-1%***difficulties\health

problems

2-23---3-3They are all the same
1%-**---*-*

112211--23Someone else does it for
*****3%abcd--*c*me
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 96 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

346308126014874625619410066931949Unweighted Base
2683081317154138446*17911635371925Weighted Base

-123---123I understand it
-***---***

-212---2-2Don't tell you cost of
-***---*-*unit

--22---2-2Always changing prices
--**---*-*

-2-2---2-2On TV
-1%h-*---*-*

--11--1--1I have switched\done it
--**--1%abc--*before

1---1---11Can phone them
*---*g---**

--1-1--1*1Small print
--*-*g--***

-1-1---1-1Happy with current
-*-*---*-*supplier

--11---1-1That's what I hear\what
--**---*-*I've been told

--11----11In
--**----**media\press\newspapers

--11----11On (back of) bill\letter
--**----**

--11----11Online availability
--**----**

3623265-223631Other
1%2%2%2%1%-1%2%1%2%

1914425322514253276Don't know
7%ah5%3%3%6%g10%ac8%ac2%6%ac4%c

*214--21*4Refused
*1%**--1%abc***
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 96 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

146156523017151944172022942923912671949Unweighted Base
137154723317141922171720831820713881925Weighted Base

4457086632701633698882531702The information about
32%37%37%37%36%37%33%28%39%d38%d36%dtariffs from suppliers

is too complicated

3548769537591537548863440592There are too many
26%31%30%31%31%31%26%28%30%32%31%tariffs to choose from

3447559514568514555650458568The tariffs are all
24%31%26%30%30%30%26%18%24%33%acd30%dstructured differently

1927735289331289426349218331There are too many
14%18%15%17%17%17%20%20%24%ab16%17%suppliers

2226727279317279393836243317You can’t trust the
16%17%i12%16%17%16%19%12%17%17%d16%dinformation that’s

available \ it’s
misleading

98629105125106201014101126There is more
7%6%12%aj6%7%6%10%3%7%d7%d7%dinformation available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

8728788879101576689Too complicated\don't
6%5%3%5%5%5%5%5%4%5%5%understand it\confusing

24054146415863346There is more
2%3%2%2%2%2%2%2%3%2%2%information available on

the internet from
suppliers

43613741374823141There are too few
3%2%1%2%2%2%2%3%1%2%2%tariffs to choose from

12672734277262734Do not use\have access
1%2%3%2%2%2%3%8%abc1%*2%bto internet

12542830283652030The information from
1%2%2%2%2%2%1%2%2%1%2%suppliers is clearer

these days

21021115113211215Don't understand
1%1%1%1%1%1%2%1%*1%1%jargon\language used
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 96 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

146156523017151944172022942923912671949Unweighted Base
137154723317141922171720831820713881925Weighted Base

193131313---1313Not easy to compare like
1%1%1%1%1%1%---1%1%for like

-1031113112211013No\lack of information
-1%1%1%1%1%1%1%*1%1%

46210111011-1011Takes too long\too much
3%aj*1%1%1%1%1%*-1%1%time

1729109*2-810Too much information (to
1%*1%1%1%1%*1%-1%1%read)

16-777-3-47Not interested\too lazy
1%*-***-1%-**

-7-777-5217Difficult because of my
-*-***-1%ab1%b**age\getting too old

142777-1-67The amount of
1%*1%***-*-**information they need

-51676**-67Have never switched\done
-*1%*****-**it

-7-777-2237Not computer
-*-***-1%1%**literate\not good on the

computer

24-45412-45Too many
1%*-***1%1%-**matricies\calculations

12135321-45Don't know how to do it
1%j*1%***1%*-**

-4-444**134Information on internet
-*-********(no detail)

122444-2114Difficult to check
**1%***-1%b***without internet

22-24222-24Vision\hearing\learning
1%aj*-***1%1%-**difficulties\health

problems

-3-333--223They are all the same
-*-***--1%**
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 96 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

146156523017151944172022942923912671949Unweighted Base
137154723317141922171720831820713881925Weighted Base

-3-333-2-13Someone else does it for
-*-***-1%-**me

-12333---33I understand it
-*1%j***---**

-2-2221--22Don't tell you cost of
-*-****--**unit

1-11211--22Always changing prices
1%aj-*j****--**

-2-222---22On TV
-*-***---**

--1111---11I have switched\done it
--1%j***---**before

-1-111-11-1Can phone them
-*-***-**b-*

-1-111**-11Small print
-*-*****-**

--1111---11Happy with current
--*j***---**supplier

-1-111--1-1That's what I hear\what
-*-***--*b-*I've been told

-1-111--1-1In
-*-***--*b-*media\press\newspapers

-1--1-11--1On (back of) bill\letter
-*--*-*fh*--*

--1-1-1-1-1Online availability
--*-*-*fh-*b-*

42432531256342331Other
3%2%1%1%2%1%3%1%2%2%2%

13575637564123363576Don't know
10%aij4%2%4%4%4%6%10%abc3%3%4%b
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 96 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

146156523017151944172022942923912671949Unweighted Base
137154723317141922171720831820713881925Weighted Base

13-444-*-34Refused
1%*-***-*-**
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 96 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3102141400828415641949Unweighted Base
27419114438**31115211925Weighted Base

84625483118551702The information about
31%32%38%g36%38%36%36%tariffs from suppliers

is too complicated

90624413105460592There are too many
33%33%31%37%34%30%31%tariffs to choose from

44564693123422568The tariffs are all
16%29%g32%g36%40%ab28%30%gstructured differently

6033238155260331There are too many
22%e17%16%14%18%17%17%suppliers

4539235142266317You can’t trust the
16%20%16%14%14%17%16%information that’s

available \ it’s
misleading

241087-2793126There is more
9%5%6%-9%6%7%information available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

166661176989Too complicated\don't
6%3%5%9%5%5%5%understand it\confusing

9432-83546There is more
3%2%2%-3%2%2%information available on

the internet from
suppliers

11228-33641There are too few
4%e1%2%-1%2%2%tariffs to choose from

7422-23234Do not use\have access
3%2%2%-1%2%2%to internet

3222-52430The information from
1%1%2%-1%2%2%suppliers is clearer

these days

518-*1215Don't understand
2%1%1%-*1%1%jargon\language used
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 96 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3102141400828415641949Unweighted Base
27419114438**31115211925Weighted Base

1-12-5813Not easy to compare like
1%-1%-2%b1%1%for like

418-21013No\lack of information
1%*1%-1%1%1%

-110-1811Takes too long\too much
-*1%-*1%1%time

127-2810Too much information (to
*1%*-1%1%1%read)

--7--77Not interested\too lazy
--1%--**

-26-267Difficult because of my
-1%*-***age\getting too old

115-257The amount of
***-1%**information they need

1-7-237Have never switched\done
1%-*-***it

1-6-157Not computer
*-*-***literate\not good on the

computer

1-5-155Too many
*-*-***matricies\calculations

112-135Don't know how to do it
1%1%*-***

--4-134Information on internet
--*-***(no detail)

-13--44Difficult to check
-1%*--**without internet

113--44Vision\hearing\learning
***--**difficulties\health

problems
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 96 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3102141400828415641949Unweighted Base
27419114438**31115211925Weighted Base

--3--33They are all the same
--*--**

--2--33Someone else does it for
--*--**me

--3--33I understand it
--*--**

-12--22Don't tell you cost of
-**--**unit

--2--22Always changing prices
--*--**

--2--22On TV
--*--**

-1---11I have switched\done it
-1%ae---**before

--1-111Can phone them
--*-***

--1-1*1Small print
--*-***

-----11Happy with current
-----**supplier

1-1--11That's what I hear\what
*-*--**I've been told

--1--11In
--*--**media\press\newspapers

--1--11On (back of) bill\letter
--*--**

--1--11Online availability
--*--**

6321-22831Other
2%2%1%-1%2%2%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 96 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3102141400828415641949Unweighted Base
27419114438**31115211925Weighted Base

111251146476Don't know
4%6%4%13%1%4%c4%c

12*--44Refused
1%e1%ae*--**
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 96 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

240249657151949Unweighted Base
22024**9517241925Weighted Base

8011355255702The information about
36%44%37%35%36%tariffs from suppliers

is too complicated

678281233592There are too many
31%34%30%32%31%tariffs to choose from

466272244568The tariffs are all
21%26%29%e34%ce30%estructured differently

424166118331There are too many
19%18%17%16%17%suppliers

376160114317You can’t trust the
17%23%17%16%16%information that’s

available \ it’s
misleading

1036349126There is more
4%13%7%7%7%information available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

20-432689Too complicated\don't
9%abc-4%4%5%understand it\confusing

2-291646There is more
1%-3%2%2%information available on

the internet from
suppliers

4-172141There are too few
2%-2%3%2%tariffs to choose from

5-21934Do not use\have access
2%-2%1%2%to internet

1-191030The information from
1%-2%1%2%suppliers is clearer

these days

215715Don't understand
1%4%1%1%1%jargon\language used
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 96 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

240249657151949Unweighted Base
22024**9517241925Weighted Base

--11313Not easy to compare like
--1%*1%for like

1-7513No\lack of information
1%-1%1%1%

5-4211Takes too long\too much
2%abc-**1%time

--4610Too much information (to
--*1%1%read)

3-137Not interested\too lazy
1%c-***

3-327Difficult because of my
1%-***age\getting too old

--247The amount of
--*1%*information they need

--247Have never switched\done
--*1%*it

1-147Not computer
1%-*1%*literate\not good on the

computer

1-315Too many
1%-***matricies\calculations

3-2-5Don't know how to do it
1%ab-*-*

--224Information on internet
--***(no detail)

--224Difficult to check
--***without internet

1-124Vision\hearing\learning
*-***difficulties\health

problems
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 96 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

240249657151949Unweighted Base
22024**9517241925Weighted Base

---33They are all the same
---*c*

2-1-3Someone else does it for
1%b-*-*me

1--23I understand it
*--**

--122Don't tell you cost of
--***unit

--112Always changing prices
--***

2---2On TV
1%abc---*

---11I have switched\done it
---**before

1--11Can phone them
*--**

1-*-1Small print
*-*-*

--1-1Happy with current
--*-*supplier

-1--1That's what I hear\what
-3%--*I've been told

--1-1In
--*-*media\press\newspapers

---11On (back of) bill\letter
---**

--1-1Online availability
--*-*

6-121331Other
3%-1%2%2%
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 96 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

240249657151949Unweighted Base
22024**9517241925Weighted Base

12-402276Don't know
6%-4%3%4%

1-114Refused
*-***
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 96 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

36173357727879336325341818113116742751949Unweighted Base
32770058731178*318327380776114916472791925Weighted Base

1002662231133311712514927542761192702The information about
31%38%m38%m36%42%37%38%39%36%37%37%33%36%mtariffs from suppliers

is too complicated

7822219597341129910822736550191592There are too many
24%32%m33%m31%44%afg35%30%28%29%32%30%33%31%mtariffs to choose from

54191204119299212813417839047495568The tariffs are all
16%27%m35%alm38%alm37%29%39%ah35%a23%34%ae29%34%30%emstructured differently

54130100472166525113219927952331There are too many
17%19%17%15%27%afg21%f16%13%17%17%17%19%17%suppliers

42117104541056586212419427245317You can’t trust the
13%17%18%17%13%18%18%16%16%17%17%16%16%information that’s

available \ it’s
misleading

22354326618193645809828126There is more
7%5%7%8%7%6%6%9%6%7%6%10%ac7%information available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

2028271411215262662791089Too complicated\don't
6%4%5%4%1%4%5%7%3%5%e5%4%5%understand it\confusing

91618433711232342546There is more
3%2%3%1%4%1%2%3%3%2%3%2%2%information available on

the internet from
suppliers

617116-798182237341There are too few
2%2%2%2%-2%3%2%2%2%2%1%2%tariffs to choose from

818713471201532234Do not use\have access
2%j3%j1%*3%f1%2%f*3%1%2%1%2%to internet

61456-557151624730The information from
2%2%1%2%-2%1%2%2%1%1%2%2%suppliers is clearer

these days

375-12327814*15Don't understand
1%1%1%-1%1%1%*1%1%1%*1%jargon\language used
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 96 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

36173357727879336325341818113116742751949Unweighted Base
32770058731178*318327380776114916472791925Weighted Base

-46312433117613Not easy to compare like
-1%1%1%1%1%1%1%*1%*2%ac1%for like

3424-143589413No\lack of information
1%1%*1%-*1%1%1%1%1%2%1%

2621-3143810111Takes too long\too much
1%1%**-1%*1%*1%1%*1%time

1441321-368210Too much information (to
*1%1%*3%afg1%*-*1%*1%1%read)

25---1--347-7Not interested\too lazy
1%1%k---*--***-*

115--31134617Difficult because of my
**1%--1%*****1%*age\getting too old

1-42-2-234427The amount of
*-1%l1%-1%-1%***1%*information they need

1-5----1617-7Have never switched\done
*-1%l----*1%d**-*it

223-221-347-7Not computer
1%**-2%afg1%*-***-*literate\not good on the

computer

--42-12114235Too many
--1%l*-*1%****1%c*matricies\calculations

41---1--41415Don't know how to do it
1%ak*---*--*****

121--1*3-44-4Information on internet
***--**1%-**-*(no detail)

122-1---224-4Difficult to check
***-1%fgh---***-*without internet

1211-12-13314Vision\hearing\learning
****-**-*****difficulties\health

problems
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 96 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

36173357727879336325341818113116742751949Unweighted Base
32770058731178*318327380776114916472791925Weighted Base

2-2----2223-3They are all the same
*-*----****-*

3-------313-3Someone else does it for
1%akl-------***-*me

1-11-1--12213I understand it
*-**-*--*****

---2----2-2-2Don't tell you cost of
---1%al----*-*-*unit

-11----1112-2Always changing prices
-**----****-*

-2------2-2-2On TV
-*------*-*-*

-1---1---11-1I have switched\done it
-*---*---**-*before

--1-1-1--11-1Can phone them
--*-1%-*--**-*

*1-----1*11-1Small print
**-----****-*

--1--1---11-1Happy with current
--*--*---**-*supplier

1-------1-1-1That's what I hear\what
*-------*-*-*I've been told

-1------1-1-1In
-*------*-*-*media\press\newspapers

-1------1-1-1On (back of) bill\letter
-*------*-*-*

--1--1---11-1Online availability
--*--*---**-*

610791535171529331Other
2%1%1%3%1%1%1%1%2%1%2%1%2%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 96 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

36173357727879336325341818113116742751949Unweighted Base
32770058731178*318327380776114916472791925Weighted Base

362611231136472971576Don't know
11%ajkl4%j2%1%3%4%g1%2%6%ad3%4%2%4%fgjk

4------*3*4-4Refused
1%akl------****-*
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 96 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

956110511262171231611444444503221949Unweighted Base
889104810662391251711364834853461925Weighted Base

27435435685515646175166133702The information about
31%34%33%35%41%33%34%36%34%39%36%ktariffs from suppliers

is too complicated

29533335781345743167165105592There are too many
33%32%33%34%27%33%32%35%34%30%31%tariffs to choose from

24428429789386735186179124568The tariffs are all
27%27%28%37%a30%39%ae26%39%a37%a36%a30%structured differently

18620421037153029758452331There are too many
21%a19%20%16%12%18%21%16%17%15%17%suppliers

11013015444233515818363317You can’t trust the
12%12%14%18%19%20%e11%17%17%18%16%jkinformation that’s

available \ it’s
misleading

6379752161320384223126There is more
7%7%7%9%5%7%14%a8%9%7%7%information available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

3340398117421261789Too complicated\don't
4%4%4%4%9%ah4%3%4%5%5%5%understand it\confusing

28313351321111646There is more
3%3%3%2%1%2%2%2%2%2%2%information available on

the internet from
suppliers
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 96 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

956110511262171231611444444503221949Unweighted Base
889104810662391251711364834853461925Weighted Base

2119204221107641There are too few
2%2%2%2%2%1%1%2%1%2%2%tariffs to choose from

162021-21135234Do not use\have access
2%2%2%-2%1%1%1%1%1%2%to internet

192521234377530The information from
2%2%2%1%2%2%2%2%2%1%2%suppliers is clearer

these days

7107*2*-13215Don't understand
1%1%1%*1%*-*1%1%1%jargon\language used

6581-4288113Not easy to compare like
1%1%1%*-3%a1%2%2%*1%for like

2431-4-44113No\lack of information
***1%-2%a-1%1%*1%

1541-1-13111Takes too long\too much
***1%-1%-*1%*1%time

776---231-10Too much information (to
1%1%1%---1%1%*-1%read)

756-------7Not interested\too lazy
1%1%1%-------*

54511111127Difficult because of my
1%*1%*1%*1%**1%*age\getting too old
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 96 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

956110511262171231611444444503221949Unweighted Base
889104810662391251711364834853461925Weighted Base

2332-2-2427The amount of
***1%-1%-*1%1%*information they need

354-1----17Have never switched\done
***-1%----**it

554-1--1117Not computer
1%1%*-1%--****literate\not good on the

computer

222--1211-5Too many
***--*2%a**-*matricies\calculations

343---1---5Don't know how to do it
***---1%---*

131-------4Information on internet
***-------*(no detail)

233-1--1214Difficult to check
***-*--****without internet

113-1-1-114Vision\hearing\learning
***-1%-*-***difficulties\health

problems

2222---2-23They are all the same
***1%---*-**

333-------3Someone else does it for
***-------*me
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 96 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

956110511262171231611444444503221949Unweighted Base
889104810662391251711364834853461925Weighted Base

222111-1113I understand it
****1%1%-****

2222---2122Don't tell you cost of
***1%---1%***unit

111-------2Always changing prices
***-------*

222-------2On TV
***-------*

1---------1I have switched\done it
*---------*before

111----11-1Can phone them
***----**-*

-*--------1Small print
-*--------*

-------11-1Happy with current
-------**-*supplier

111-------1That's what I hear\what
***-------*I've been told

111-------1In
***-------*media\press\newspapers

111-------1On (back of) bill\letter
***-------*
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 96 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

956110511262171231611444444503221949Unweighted Base
889104810662391251711364834853461925Weighted Base

11--------1Online availability
**--------*

1621185312108731Other
2%2%2%2%2%1%1%2%2%2%2%

414747442456876Don't know
5%5%4%2%3%1%3%1%1%2%4%cd

444-------4Refused
***-------*
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 96 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

890189119126212115591601182021111151731521949Unweighted Base
8**82*17911512520512363*153112198105*1231801551925Weighted Base

22677314594393558415638456849702The information about
19%32%43%bfm27%36%46%abfjm32%55%abcde38%37%28%36%37%38%32%36%ftariffs from suppliers

ofghjlmois too complicated

52360363662221339417344365943592There are too many
61%28%33%j32%j29%30%j18%20%25%36%ij37%hij42%abhij29%33%j28%31%jtariffs to choose from

o

1356137535940931365225313760568The tariffs are all
18%43%acdef34%chi32%chi43%acdef29%i33%chi14%20%32%chi26%24%25%21%39%acdef30%chistructured differently

hikhikhi

21034242042111022203330252327331There are too many
27%12%19%j21%j16%20%j9%16%14%18%j17%28%abcfh20%j13%17%17%jsuppliers

jlo

-2019213118311331182813212528317You can’t trust the
-24%efkn11%18%k25%acefk9%26%acefkn20%k20%kn16%14%13%17%k14%18%k16%kninformation that’s

navailable \ it’s
misleading

-41055186415673101518126There is more
-5%6%4%4%9%f5%6%10%ef5%4%3%8%8%12%aeflm7%information available on

the internet from price
comparison websites

--8519654224748689Too complicated\don't
--5%4%1%4%5%8%lo2%2%12%abcdgh7%lo3%5%4%5%ounderstand it\confusing

klmno

-273-921533424446There is more
-2%4%l3%-4%l2%1%3%2%1%4%l1%2%2%2%information available on

the internet from
suppliers

-3443221724132341There are too few
-4%2%3%2%1%1%2%5%2%2%1%3%1%2%2%tariffs to choose from

--42346-*-73-3234Do not use\have access
--2%2%2%2%5%adgh-*-4%dh3%-2%1%2%to internet

-13---21521183630The information from
-1%1%---2%1%3%fk2%*1%6%acefkl1%4%fkl2%suppliers is clearer

mnthese days
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 96 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

890189119126212115591601182021111151731521949Unweighted Base
8**82*17911512520512363*153112198105*1231801551925Weighted Base

--1-21--2*42-1115Don't understand
--1%-2%*--1%*2%a2%-1%*1%jargon\language used

--2-2---2-41-2213Not easy to compare like
--1%-1%---1%-2%1%-1%1%1%for like

-125-1----1--1213No\lack of information
-2%1%5%acdefg-*----1%--*1%1%

hjkl

--22112---122--11Takes too long\too much
--1%1%1%*1%---*1%1%--1%time

---2-21-122--1-10Too much information (to
---2%-1%1%-1%2%1%--*-1%read)

--------1-22--27Not interested\too lazy
--------1%-1%2%ak--1%*

-1-------12--217Difficult because of my
-2%-------1%1%--1%1%*age\getting too old

-1--21---112---7The amount of
-1%--1%1%---1%*2%---*information they need

----21------2-27Have never switched\done
----1%1%------2%a-1%*it

--1-1-2--11--117Not computer
--1%-1%-1%--1%1%--***literate\not good on the

computer

----111-1----2-5Too many
----1%1%1%-1%----1%-*matricies\calculations

--21-------1-1-5Don't know how to do it
--1%1%-------1%-*-*

---*1*----2----4Information on internet
---*1%*----1%a----*(no detail)

-----12----1---4Difficult to check
-----1%1%----1%---*without internet

------1------214Vision\hearing\learning
------1%------1%1%*difficulties\health

problems
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 96 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

890189119126212115591601182021111151731521949Unweighted Base
8**82*17911512520512363*153112198105*1231801551925Weighted Base

---------2-2---3They are all the same
---------2%a-2%a---*

-----11---11---3Someone else does it for
-----*1%---1%1%---*me

-----1--2------3I understand it
-----*--1%a------*

1-2------------2Don't tell you cost of
11%-1%a------------*unit

-----1--1------2Always changing prices
-----*--1%a------*

----------2----2On TV
----------1%a----*

--------------11I have switched\done it
--------------1%a*before

---------11----1Can phone them
---------1%*----*

--*--------1---1Small print
--*--------1%a---*

------1--------1Happy with current
------1%a--------*supplier

------------1--1That's what I hear\what
------------1%a--*I've been told

-------------1-1In
-------------*-*media\press\newspapers

--------------11On (back of) bill\letter
--------------**

-------------1-1Online availability
-------------*-*

1252252-115122131Other
11%2%3%2%1%2%2%-1%1%3%1%1%1%1%2%
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 96 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

890189119126212115591601182021111151731521949Unweighted Base
8**82*17911512520512363*153112198105*1231801551925Weighted Base

-284351014584106476Don't know
-3%4%4%3%3%8%ak1%3%5%4%4%8%ahk3%3%4%

-----1--1---1-*4Refused
-----1%--1%---1%-**
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Q.146 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it's Fairly difficult/Very difficult to compare tariffs

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 97 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

551396603562637104443113016318192112Unweighted Base
375429733700546124944112619019202236Weighted Base

91108160157903081182837451516Easier (1)
24%25%22%22%16%25%g27%g22%20%23%23%g

2112514344473307582557712311421342About the same (0)
56%58%59%64%k60%61%58%61%65%59%60%as a year ago

29295424427914817110135Harder (-1)
8%h7%h7%h3%8%e6%e3%6%9%6%6%eh

-22-22---44Refused
-1%*-**---**

4439837282102541313212239Don't know
12%9%11%10%15%af8%12%f10%7%11%11%f

0.1880.2050.1650.2120.1030.200g0.270afg0.1760.1180.2000.191gMean Score
0.5710.5590.5510.4940.5260.5460.5190.5400.5410.5380.539Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.001*0.001*0.0010.0030.002**Error Variance
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Q.74 And would you say it is easier or harder to compare energy tariffs than a year ago?
Base: All who have either switched supplier, changed tariff with existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 97 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

285403140217273856020913035402112Unweighted Base
2374231555190533259*21715224382236Weighted Base

75113325437791447353103516Easier (1)
32%ah27%h21%23%24%24%21%23%23%23%

1142259901156186301259462411342About the same (0)
48%53%64%aij61%56%51%57%62%b55%60%ijas a year ago

242188109265177440135Harder (-1)
10%ahi5%6%6%8%8%8%5%9%ac6%

-2231-31-4Refused
-****-2%abc*-*

246215019939102614954239Don't know
10%15%ah10%10%12%16%12%10%12%11%

0.2360.257h0.1690.1930.1820.1860.1590.2040.1640.191Mean Score
0.6410.5560.5150.5330.5740.6000.5600.5190.5870.539Standard Deviation
0.0020.001**0.0010.0080.002*0.001*Error Variance
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Q.74 And would you say it is easier or harder to compare energy tariffs than a year ago?
Base: All who have either switched supplier, changed tariff with existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 97 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

107169230118702110187224018919417092112Unweighted Base
110*178632719942234199723914617718932236Weighted Base

1841381464515465512535451516Easier (1)
17%23%25%23%23%23%21%17%20%24%d23%

601087187119813421198144769511651342About the same (0)
55%61%57%60%60%60%60%52%54%62%cd60%das a year ago

81042412113512113152296135Harder (-1)
7%6%7%6%6%6%6%11%ab12%ab5%6%

-4-444-1114Refused
-*-***-1%b***

2417836207237208303024181239Don't know
22%aij10%11%10%11%10%13%20%ab14%10%11%

0.1260.1930.1950.1920.1910.1930.1800.0820.0870.208cd0.191cdMean Score
0.5380.5340.5660.5400.5380.5400.5270.5860.6080.5260.539Standard Deviation
0.003*0.001***0.0010.0020.002**Error Variance
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Q.74 And would you say it is easier or harder to compare energy tariffs than a year ago?
Base: All who have either switched supplier, changed tariff with existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 97 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

26610517042253514702112Unweighted Base
242110*185322**56515662236Weighted Base

69154226126363516Easier (1)
28%f13%23%f26%22%23%23%f

110701151133429451342About the same (0)
45%63%g62%g59%60%60%60%gas a year ago

22119512799135Harder (-1)
9%e10%e5%3%5%6%6%

--4--44Refused
--*--**

4114180370155239Don't know
17%ae13%10%12%12%10%11%

0.230f0.0330.196f0.2690.2000.1870.191fMean Score
0.6340.5220.5220.5180.5190.5420.539Standard Deviation
0.0020.003*0.0130.001**Error Variance
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Q.74 And would you say it is easier or harder to compare energy tariffs than a year ago?
Base: All who have either switched supplier, changed tariff with existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 97 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1723072211852112Unweighted Base
16832**75612772236Weighted Base

305178303516Easier (1)
18%15%23%24%23%

88224437881342About the same (0)
52%67%59%62%e60%as a year ago

1144871135Harder (-1)
7%13%6%6%6%

---44Refused
---**

38287109239Don't know
23%abc6%12%b9%11%

0.1500.0140.1930.2000.191Mean Score
0.5470.5520.5490.5320.539Standard Deviation
0.0020.011***Error Variance
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Q.74 And would you say it is easier or harder to compare energy tariffs than a year ago?
Base: All who have either switched supplier, changed tariff with existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 97 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

242341068786106309450771436167612528602112Unweighted Base
21**2411109866104*298468862466177113379002236Weighted Base

1482552121855105213117399293223516Easier (1)
6%20%23%24%17%18%22%25%h25%23%22%25%23%

81216525616616828354626310808325111342About the same (0)
40%50%59%l65%akl63%56%61%63%h56%61%62%b57%60%las a year ago

42167433273538321037659135Harder (-1)
19%9%j6%5%3%9%f8%f4%7%6%6%7%6%

-22--1-213224Refused
-1%j*--*-******

749133491747446353185133106239Don't know
35%20%ajk12%j6%17%fg16%afg9%7%11%10%10%12%11%fj

-0.1970.1410.1930.2070.1700.1110.1650.220h0.2080.1870.1810.2070.191hMean Score
0.6160.5860.5420.5200.4660.5610.5520.5160.5650.5320.5250.5590.539Standard Deviation
0.0250.002**0.0030.0010.001*0.001****Error Variance
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Q.74 And would you say it is easier or harder to compare energy tariffs than a year ago?
Base: All who have either switched supplier, changed tariff with existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 97 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

126014861433694296493450140614519462112Unweighted Base
1307156014967562965364501526157210072236Weighted Base

3484093981836715189372384239516Easier (1)
27%a26%a27%a24%23%28%ae20%24%24%24%23%

7639248714891593122589599666191342About the same (0)
58%59%58%65%ag54%58%57%63%61%61%60%as a year ago

70757538252836778561135Harder (-1)
5%5%5%5%9%h5%8%5%5%6%6%

222212-2234Refused
******-****

1231501494544446711713485239Don't know
9%10%10%6%15%ah8%15%af8%9%8%11%cdh

0.236a0.237a0.241a0.2040.1650.252ae0.1370.2090.2090.1940.191Mean Score
0.5460.5360.5420.5190.5840.5500.5550.5240.5320.5370.539Standard Deviation

****0.0010.0010.001****Error Variance
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Q.74 And would you say it is easier or harder to compare energy tariffs than a year ago?
Base: All who have either switched supplier, changed tariff with existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 97 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

914017711414722012339150143232113922201932112Unweighted Base
11**13817411315522014049*148153250119113*2392152236Weighted Base

-443725285231732326630335247516Easier (1)
-32%acgiln22%23%18%24%22%13%21%21%26%25%29%22%22%23%

87210273931279131969813967541501401342About the same (0)
71%52%58%65%d60%58%65%d64%65%do64%d56%56%48%63%d65%do60%das a year ago

111848181169912811128135Harder (-1)
9%8%5%4%5%8%8%12%6%6%5%7%10%5%4%6%

21---1--1------4Refused
15%1%---*--1%------*

110271026238511143313152519239Don't know
5%7%15%hjo8%17%abhjo10%5%11%7%9%13%j11%13%10%9%11%

-0.1070.260i0.2010.2040.1570.1760.1510.0200.1650.1680.250i0.2050.2240.1870.2010.191Mean Score
0.3270.6090.5200.5010.5030.5700.5430.5380.5210.5160.5450.5700.6350.5130.4940.539Standard Deviation
0.0150.0030.0020.0020.0020.0020.0030.0080.0020.0020.0010.0030.0050.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.74 And would you say it is easier or harder to compare energy tariffs than a year ago?
Base: All who have either switched supplier, changed tariff with existing supplier, compared tariff with other suppliers or compared tariff with existing supplier in the last 12 months

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 98 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1741281741481603311333948537624Unweighted Base
11913721418113238713236*54*561651Weighted Base

26264137158233611113130Internet\online
22%19%19%21%12%21%g25%g15%21%20%20%ginformation

1417323195529428793More (comparison)
12%12%15%17%7%14%g22%ag12%3%15%c14%cgwebsites

12152426174811157076More information
10%11%11%14%13%12%9%4%9%12%12%available

73171813256333944Clearer\more transparent
6%2%8%j10%j10%7%4%7%5%7%7%jinformation

7717413183152834Too
6%5%8%h2%9%ef5%3%3%9%5%5%complicated\difficult to

understand

551445185322428It is\they have made
5%4%7%2%4%5%4%8%3%4%4%things easier (general

mentions)

47975192-42326Too much
4%5%4%4%4%5%2%-7%4%4%choice\competition

347821010231722More choice\competition
2%3%3%5%2%3%8%afg6%5%3%3%

32382131111516Government\legislation\O
2%2%2%4%2%3%*3%2%3%3%fgem involvement

2536871-21416News\media
2%4%1%4%6%aef2%1%-4%3%2%advertising\coverage

\publicity

1294411-131115Too many tariffs
1%1%4%2%3%e3%-3%5%2%2%

1274213-1-1314Standardised\reduced
1%2%3%2%1%3%-4%-2%2%amount of tariffs

3434-851-1213I am more
2%3%1%2%-2%3%g2%-2%2%knowledgable\know more

about it now

21362461-1112Improved (comparison)
2%1%2%3%1%1%4%f2%-2%2%websites
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 98 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1741281741481603311333948537624Unweighted Base
11913721418113238713236*54*561651Weighted Base

23334711-1112Too much information
1%2%1%2%3%2%1%2%-2%2%

32322711-1011Suppliers have been made
3%2%2%1%2%2%1%3%-2%2%to make things easier

-43318-1259Clearer\easier to
-3%1%1%1%2%-4%4%1%1%understand bills

122316--167People know more\are
1%1%1%2%1%2%--1%1%1%better informed

-32225-2-57Not so much
-2%1%1%1%1%-6%ab-1%1%choice\competition

1-513211236No internet
1%-2%*2%1%1%3%3%1%1%access\ability\knowledge

2221142--66Personal experience
2%1%1%*1%1%1%--1%1%

-222-511-56Advancing technology
-2%1%1%-1%1%2%-1%1%

--331321-46Cheaper\prices
--1%1%1%1%1%3%-1%1%reduced\better deals

211131---44Impossible to compare
1%1%**2%af*---1%1%(with different tariffs)

1-2122-1-34Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
1%-1%1%1%1%-3%-1%1%g charges

-21113---44You can ring\they will
-1%1%*1%1%---1%1%talk to you over the

phone

2-2--211-33Too many\constant
2%-1%--1%1%2%-*1%changes to

charges\tariffs\informat
ion

-1111111-23Consistent\uniform
-1%1%*1%*1%3%-*1%wording\information

--12-21--33Quicker\faster to do
--1%1%-*1%--1%*
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 98 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1741281741481603311333948537624Unweighted Base
11913721418113238713236*54*561651Weighted Base

1-2--211-23Jargon\language used
*-1%--1%*2%-**

111-1-2-213It just is\how I feel
1%1%*-1%-1%f-3%ab**

-2--2-11-22Not enough information
-2%--1%f-1%3%b-**

2----2-1-12Have read\studied more
1%----*-2%ab-**

1---11---11Not comparing like for
1%---**---**like\inconsistency of

information

---11---1-1Companies
---1%1%---2%ab-*fined\prosecuted\receive

d too many complaints
(before action)

131913713309144651Other
11%h14%ahi6%4%10%8%7%4%7%8%8%

2231151-537Nothing
1%1%1%1%1%1%*-9%ab*1%

667568103-2124Don't know
5%5%3%3%4%2%7%f9%c-4%4%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 98 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1161253775001241861370175624Unweighted Base
9913441254610519**63*427142651Weighted Base

193278110205119320130Internet\online
19%24%19%20%19%28%18%22%b14%20%information

152949791416721593More (comparison)
15%21%h12%14%13%5%9%17%10%14%websites

8105768814591276More information
8%7%14%12%8%6%7%14%8%12%available

5112938611321144Clearer\more transparent
5%8%7%7%6%5%1%7%8%7%information

34273041421834Too
3%3%7%6%4%6%6%5%5%5%complicated\difficult to

understand

46182622320428It is\they have made
4%4%4%5%2%8%4%5%3%4%things easier (general

mentions)

53172251712626Too much
5%3%4%4%5%5%11%ac3%4%4%choice\competition

29121931115622More choice\competition
2%7%3%4%3%4%1%3%4%3%

3112134-212316Government\legislation\O
3%1%3%2%4%-3%3%2%3%fgem involvement

-31297-111416News\media
-2%3%2%7%ag-2%3%3%2%advertising\coverage

\publicity

12131332-11215Too many tariffs
1%1%3%2%3%12%-3%2%2%

1212132-49214Standardised\reduced
1%1%3%2%2%-6%2%1%2%amount of tariffs

24613---10313I am more
2%3%1%2%---2%2%2%knowledgable\know more

about it now

111084--10112Improved (comparison)
1%1%2%1%3%--2%1%2%websites
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 98 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1161253775001241861370175624Unweighted Base
9913441254610519**63*427142651Weighted Base

111093-23712Too much information
1%1%2%2%3%-3%1%5%ac2%

2*811---8211Suppliers have been made
2%*2%2%---2%2%2%to make things easier

2-763-2439Clearer\easier to
2%-2%1%2%-3%1%2%1%understand bills

-16522-327People know more\are
-1%2%1%2%10%-1%1%1%better informed

1-652-1337Not so much
1%-1%1%2%-2%1%2%1%choice\competition

21243-2416No internet
2%1%*1%3%-3%1%1%1%access\ability\knowledge

12351--616Personal experience
1%1%1%1%1%--1%*1%

11451-1416Advancing technology
1%1%1%1%1%-1%1%1%1%

-326--24-6Cheaper\prices
-2%1%1%--3%1%-1%reduced\better deals

2*222-31-4Impossible to compare
2%***2%-5%abc*-1%(with different tariffs)

11341--314Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
1%1%1%1%1%--1%1%1%g charges

--24---4-4You can ring\they will
--1%1%---1%-1%talk to you over the

phone

1123---223Too many\constant
1%**1%---*1%1%changes to

charges\tariffs\informat
ion

--321--213Consistent\uniform
--1%*1%--1%1%1%wording\information

1-23---3-3Quicker\faster to do
1%-*1%---1%-*
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 98 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1161253775001241861370175624Unweighted Base
9913441254610519**63*427142651Weighted Base

11121--123Jargon\language used
1%***1%--*1%*

11-21---33It just is\how I feel
1%h1%-*1%---2%c*

-122--12-2Not enough information
-1%**--1%*-*

--211--112Have read\studied more
--**1%--*1%*

1-11-1--11Not comparing like for
1%-**-3%--**like\inconsistency of

information

--11---1-1Companies
--**---*-*fined\prosecuted\receive

d too many complaints
(before action)

131128381329261551Other
13%h8%7%7%13%g8%14%c6%11%8%

13461-*347Nothing
1%2%1%1%1%-1%1%3%c1%

5712213-116724Don't know
5%6%3%4%3%-2%4%5%4%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 98 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2649699556623557675162503624Unweighted Base
26**517104*58565058764*40*57*547651Weighted Base

6111121161281181237117130Internet\online
23%21%i11%20%20%20%19%7%12%21%d20%dinformation

475158893885138793More (comparison)
14%14%14%15%14%15%7%3%4%16%cd14%cdwebsites

2611464766412686376More information
6%12%13%11%12%11%18%14%13%11%12%available

23484044404333844Clearer\more transparent
9%7%8%7%7%7%6%8%5%7%7%information

12853134313172634Too
2%5%5%5%5%5%5%3%12%ab5%5%complicated\difficult to

understand

12422428244222428It is\they have made
3%5%2%4%4%4%6%4%3%4%4%things easier (general

mentions)

42032526252271726Too much
15%4%3%4%4%4%3%5%12%ab3%4%choice\competition

-1931922193321822More choice\competition
-4%3%3%3%3%5%7%3%3%3%

-961616161-11516Government\legislation\O
-2%6%j3%3%3%1%-3%3%3%fgem involvement

-133161616-221216News\media
-3%3%3%2%3%-4%4%2%2%advertising\coverage

\publicity

21221515151141015Too many tariffs
7%2%2%2%2%2%1%2%7%ab2%2%

-1311314132--1414Standardised\reduced
-3%1%2%2%2%3%--3%2%amount of tariffs

11111213121--1313I am more
4%2%1%2%2%2%1%--2%2%knowledgable\know more

about it now

-931112111--1212Improved (comparison)
-2%3%2%2%2%1%--2%2%websites
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 98 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2649699556623557675162503624Unweighted Base
26**517104*58565058764*40*57*547651Weighted Base

-921012102-21012Too much information
-2%2%2%2%2%2%-3%2%2%

-731011101-3811Suppliers have been made
-1%3%2%2%2%1%-5%1%2%to make things easier

1627972-189Clearer\easier to
5%1%2%1%1%1%3%-1%2%1%understand bills

142777---77People know more\are
4%1%2%1%1%1%---1%1%better informed

-435752-167Not so much
-1%3%1%1%1%3%-2%1%1%choice\competition

-4346423-36No internet
-1%2%1%1%1%4%fh8%abc-1%1%access\ability\knowledge

-3356521-66Personal experience
-1%3%j1%1%1%2%1%-1%1%

-6-666---66Advancing technology
-1%-1%1%1%---1%1%

14-4642-246Cheaper\prices
4%1%-1%1%1%2%-3%1%1%reduced\better deals

-3134311-34Impossible to compare
-1%1%1%1%1%1%3%-1%1%(with different tariffs)

14-444---44Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
2%1%-1%1%1%---1%1%g charges

-4-444---34You can ring\they will
-1%-1%1%1%---1%1%talk to you over the

phone

-223331-133Too many\constant
-*2%*1%*1%-1%1%1%changes to

charges\tariffs\informat
ion

-3-333--123Consistent\uniform
-1%-1%1%1%--2%*1%wording\information
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 98 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2649699556623557675162503624Unweighted Base
26**517104*58565058764*40*57*547651Weighted Base

-3-333---33Quicker\faster to do
-1%-1%*1%---1%*

-21333---33Jargon\language used
-*1%***---**

1112321-123It just is\how I feel
3%*1%***1%-1%**

-1222211-12Not enough information
-*1%***2%2%b-**

-2-222---22Have read\studied more
-*-***---**

-1-111---11Not comparing like for
-*-***---**like\inconsistency of

information

-1-111--1-1Companies
-*-***--2%ab-*fined\prosecuted\receive

d too many complaints
(before action)

43984951493953751Other
16%8%8%8%8%8%4%23%ab9%7%8%

16*777*2-67Nothing
2%1%*1%1%1%1%4%-1%1%

11852024204222024Don't know
6%3%5%3%4%3%6%6%3%4%4%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 98 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

99274796149438624Unweighted Base
91*26**5186**153462651Weighted Base

242100123100130Internet\online
26%6%19%11%15%22%20%information

152751206393More (comparison)
16%10%15%13%13%14%14%websites

9659-145876More information
9%24%11%-9%12%12%available

4141-93544Clearer\more transparent
5%2%8%-6%8%7%information

4128-22934Too
5%3%5%-2%6%c5%complicated\difficult to

understand

1124-52228It is\they have made
2%5%5%-3%5%4%things easier (general

mentions)

3120181726Too much
3%4%4%9%5%4%4%choice\competition

4-16-51622More choice\competition
5%-3%-3%4%3%

-115-41216Government\legislation\O
-4%3%-3%3%3%fgem involvement

2-15-41016News\media
2%-3%-3%2%2%advertising\coverage

\publicity

1*14-41115Too many tariffs
1%2%3%-2%2%2%

--14-31114Standardised\reduced
--3%-2%2%2%amount of tariffs

5-7-3913I am more
6%ae-1%-2%2%2%knowledgable\know more

about it now
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 98 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

99274796149438624Unweighted Base
91*26**5186**153462651Weighted Base

1-10-9312Improved (comparison)
2%-2%-6%ab1%2%websites

2*9-5712Too much information
3%2%2%-3%1%2%

--10-2911Suppliers have been made
--2%-1%2%2%to make things easier

126-179Clearer\easier to
1%6%1%-1%1%1%understand bills

--71247People know more\are
--1%17%1%1%1%better informed

--7-257Not so much
--1%-1%1%1%choice\competition

142--66No internet
1%14%*--1%1%access\ability\knowledge

--62-56Personal experience
--1%24%-1%1%

1-5-326Advancing technology
1%-1%-2%*1%

1-6-246Cheaper\prices
1%-1%-1%1%1%reduced\better deals

1-3-224Impossible to compare
1%-1%-2%*1%(with different tariffs)

1-3--44Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
2%-1%--1%1%g charges

2-2--44You can ring\they will
2%-*--1%1%talk to you over the

phone

1---1-3Too many\constant
1%e---1%-1%changes to

charges\tariffs\informat
ion
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 98 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

99274796149438624Unweighted Base
91*26**5186**153462651Weighted Base

--3-3-3Consistent\uniform
--1%-2%b-1%wording\information

1-2-123Quicker\faster to do
2%-*-1%**

2-1-123Jargon\language used
2%e-*-***

--2-123It just is\how I feel
--*-1%**

-12--22Not enough information
-3%*--1%*

--2--22Have read\studied more
--*--**

1-1-111Not comparing like for
1%-*-***like\inconsistency of

information

--1--11Companies
--*--**fined\prosecuted\receive

d too many complaints
(before action)

84382183151Other
9%15%7%26%11%7%8%

116-257Nothing
1%4%1%-1%1%1%

7-18-71724Don't know
7%-3%-5%4%4%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 98 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

409222353624Unweighted Base
41*9**226375651Weighted Base

15-4966130Internet\online
36%ab-22%17%20%information

5-345393More (comparison)
13%-15%14%14%websites

51264576More information
12%7%11%12%12%available

1383244Clearer\more transparent
2%37%4%8%c7%information

2192234Too
5%7%4%6%5%complicated\difficult to

understand

1-101728It is\they have made
2%-5%5%4%things easier (general

mentions)

-181726Too much
-6%4%5%4%choice\competition

1-61622More choice\competition
2%-3%4%3%

-18716Government\legislation\O
-16%4%2%3%fgem involvement

1-41116News\media
2%-2%3%2%advertising\coverage

\publicity

1-21215Too many tariffs
3%-1%3%2%

-111214Standardised\reduced
-16%*3%c2%amount of tariffs

1-7513I am more
2%-3%1%2%knowledgable\know more

about it now
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 98 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

409222353624Unweighted Base
41*9**226375651Weighted Base

--8412Improved (comparison)
--3%1%2%websites

1-7312Too much information
4%-3%1%2%

--5611Suppliers have been made
--2%2%2%to make things easier

--549Clearer\easier to
--2%1%1%understand bills

--257People know more\are
--1%1%1%better informed

---77Not so much
---2%1%choice\competition

1-6-6No internet
2%b-2%b-1%access\ability\knowledge

--166Personal experience
--*1%1%

2-4-6Advancing technology
4%b-2%b-1%

-1-46Cheaper\prices
-13%-1%1%reduced\better deals

1-224Impossible to compare
2%-1%*1%(with different tariffs)

--324Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
--1%*1%g charges

--124You can ring\they will
--1%1%1%talk to you over the

phone

2-113Too many\constant
4%ab-1%*1%changes to

charges\tariffs\informat
ion
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 98 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

409222353624Unweighted Base
41*9**226375651Weighted Base

--123Consistent\uniform
--1%*1%wording\information

--123Quicker\faster to do
--1%**

--123Jargon\language used
--***

--3-3It just is\how I feel
--1%-*

---22Not enough information
---1%*

---22Have read\studied more
---**

--111Not comparing like for
--***like\inconsistency of

information

--1-1Companies
--1%-*fined\prosecuted\receive

d too many complaints
(before action)

43192651Other
9%28%9%7%8%

21247Nothing
4%7%1%1%1%

1-81624Don't know
2%-3%4%4%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 98 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7643142392187139224144480350274624Unweighted Base
5**68*32225521**81*140250149502370281651Weighted Base

-1468482193050291017753130Internet\online
-21%21%19%11%24%21%20%20%20%21%19%20%information

-851343717422271504393More (comparison)
-11%16%13%16%9%12%17%14%14%14%15%14%websites

1739303917261957482876More information
13%9%12%12%16%11%12%11%13%11%13%10%12%available

--1925341118836311344Clearer\more transparent
--6%10%l13%4%8%7%5%7%8%5%7%linformation

-322926111162827734Too
-4%7%4%9%7%8%4%4%6%7%b2%5%complicated\difficult to

understand

-3151013315622171128It is\they have made
-4%5%4%5%4%2%6%4%4%5%4%4%things easier (general

mentions)

141742884522101726Too much
14%7%j5%j1%11%10%af6%f2%3%4%3%6%c4%choice\competition

-21281-210101316622More choice\competition
-4%4%3%3%-2%4%7%d2%4%2%3%

-2510132561111616Government\legislation\O
-2%2%4%6%3%2%2%4%2%3%2%3%fgem involvement

-1132213541211616News\media
-1%4%j1%8%1%2%2%3%2%3%2%2%advertising\coverage

\publicity

-258-3175109615Too many tariffs
-2%2%3%-4%1%3%3%2%2%2%2%

--59-*473119614Standardised\reduced
--2%4%-1%3%3%2%2%2%2%2%amount of tariffs

-175-2-63104813I am more
-2%2%2%-3%-3%2%2%1%3%2%knowledgable\know more

about it now
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 98 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7643142392187139224144480350274624Unweighted Base
5**68*32225521**81*140250149502370281651Weighted Base

--57-126295712Improved (comparison)
--2%3%-1%2%2%2%2%1%2%2%websites

--8414321106612Too much information
--2%2%6%5%f2%1%1%2%2%2%2%

--5612*2559111Suppliers have been made
--2%2%4%2%*1%3%1%2%1%2%to make things easier

--63-13418459Clearer\easier to
--2%1%-2%2%2%*2%1%2%1%understand bills

--34---515347People know more\are
--1%2%---2%1%1%1%1%1%better informed

--34--1334527Not so much
--1%1%--1%1%2%1%1%1%1%choice\competition

-321--3-43526No internet
-4%ajk1%*--2%f-2%1%1%1%1%access\ability\knowledge

-232--2324246Personal experience
-3%1%1%--1%1%2%1%1%1%1%

-132-21215426Advancing technology
-1%1%1%-2%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

--3221-124416Cheaper\prices
--1%1%7%1%-*1%1%1%*1%reduced\better deals

--41--1222224Impossible to compare
--1%*--*1%1%*1%1%1%(with different tariffs)

1-22-212-4224Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
11%-1%1%-2%1%1%-1%1%1%1%g charges

--31--3-134-4You can ring\they will
--1%*--2%f-1%1%1%-1%talk to you over the

phone

-21--11--3133Too many\constant
-3%ajk*--2%*--1%*1%1%changes to

charges\tariffs\informat
ion
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 98 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7643142392187139224144480350274624Unweighted Base
5**68*32225521**81*140250149502370281651Weighted Base

--12---3-3123Consistent\uniform
--*1%---1%-1%*1%1%wording\information

--3--1-2-3-33Quicker\faster to do
--1%--2%-1%-1%-1%*

--21-1-112123Jargon\language used
--1%*-1%-*1%**1%*

-111-1--21213It just is\how I feel
-1%**-1%--1%****

-111--1112122Not enough information
-1%**--1%*1%**1%*

--11-1-1-2112Have read\studied more
--**-1%-*-****

--1--1--11111Not comparing like for
--*--1%--*****like\inconsistency of

information

---1--1--11-1Companies
---*--1%--**-*fined\prosecuted\receive

d too many complaints
(before action)

2101822-101118943272451Other
32%15%k6%8%-13%8%7%6%8%7%9%8%

2223--2335527Nothing
30%2%*1%--1%1%2%1%1%1%1%

-5118237932271724Don't know
-7%3%3%8%4%5%4%2%4%2%6%c4%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 98 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

40946645820790166128421437283624Unweighted Base
41848447322092*179125448469299651Weighted Base

8910110240153625969953130Internet\online
21%21%21%18%16%20%20%21%21%18%20%information

5572662810272061703593More (comparison)
13%15%14%13%11%15%16%13%15%12%14%websites

525962251023761643476More information
12%12%13%11%11%13%e5%14%14%11%12%eavailable

37394126511338353044Clearer\more transparent
9%8%9%12%a6%6%3%8%7%10%7%information

1414147111519191934Too
3%3%3%3%12%ah1%4%f4%4%6%5%fcomplicated\difficult to

understand

2025221227420221428It is\they have made
5%5%5%5%2%4%3%5%5%5%4%things easier (general

mentions)

151818539111618626Too much
4%4%4%2%3%5%9%a3%4%2%4%choice\competition

191919735118191022More choice\competition
5%4%4%3%3%3%1%4%4%3%3%

9118745213131116Government\legislation\O
2%2%2%3%4%3%2%3%3%4%3%fgem involvement
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 98 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

40946645820790166128421437283624Unweighted Base
41848447322092*179125448469299651Weighted Base

13131435321111816News\media
3%3%3%2%6%2%2%3%2%3%2%advertising\coverage

\publicity

1011910*6-15151115Too many tariffs
2%2%2%5%*4%e-3%3%4%2%

911121025113101214Standardised\reduced
2%2%3%5%2%3%1%3%2%4%2%amount of tariffs

910104-4578413I am more
2%2%2%2%-2%4%2%2%1%2%knowledgable\know more

about it now

4555-7-1012512Improved (comparison)
1%1%1%2%-4%e-2%2%2%2%websites

788532478712Too much information
2%2%2%2%3%1%3%2%2%2%2%

465641-68911Suppliers have been made
1%1%1%3%4%1%-1%2%3%2%to make things easier

47632325459Clearer\easier to
1%1%1%1%3%1%2%1%1%2%1%understand bills

355524-5577People know more\are
1%1%1%2%2%2%-1%1%2%1%better informed

566522-6667Not so much
1%1%1%2%2%1%-1%1%2%1%choice\competition
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 98 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

40946645820790166128421437283624Unweighted Base
41848447322092*179125448469299651Weighted Base

23322-23246No internet
*1%1%1%2%-1%1%*1%1%access\ability\knowledge

66614221356Personal experience
1%1%1%*4%ah1%1%*1%2%1%

666-1-23316Advancing technology
1%1%1%-2%-1%1%1%*1%

66631116446Cheaper\prices
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%reduced\better deals

1131-214414Impossible to compare
**1%*-1%*1%1%*1%(with different tariffs)

122-1123214Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
***-1%*1%1%**1%g charges

44411--4314You can ring\they will
1%1%1%*1%--1%1%*1%talk to you over the

phone

11111131113Too many\constant
****1%*2%***1%changes to

charges\tariffs\informat
ion

232-12-1313Consistent\uniform
1%1%1%-2%1%-*1%*1%wording\information

1332-212223Quicker\faster to do
*1%1%1%-1%1%**1%*
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 98 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

40946645820790166128421437283624Unweighted Base
41848447322092*179125448469299651Weighted Base

312--1122-3Jargon\language used
1%**--*1%**-*

1221--12-13It just is\how I feel
****--1%*-**

222-111-112Not enough information
***-1%1%1%-***

2221-1-1112Have read\studied more
****-*-****

111--1111-1Not comparing like for
***--*1%**-*like\inconsistency of

information

-11----11-1Companies
-**----**-*fined\prosecuted\receive

d too many complaints
(before action)

313533178121428332351Other
7%7%7%7%9%7%11%6%7%8%8%

55513215447Nothing
1%1%1%1%3%1%1%1%1%1%1%

15161542891113624Don't know
4%3%3%2%2%4%7%2%3%2%4%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 98 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

15646343472371146387235365551624Unweighted Base
1**55*45*30*35**70*42*12**41*41*78*38*44*63*55*651Weighted Base

-1810441211-1281589107130Internet\online
-33%abm22%13%13%17%27%-31%19%20%21%21%16%13%20%information

-7765102-95104781493More (comparison)
-12%16%19%j15%14%4%-21%j13%13%11%15%12%25%aj14%websites

-562575-45123381176More information
-10%13%7%15%9%11%-9%12%16%7%8%13%20%12%available

-33132212112316444Clearer\more transparent
-6%7%3%10%3%4%8%5%3%15%ak7%3%10%8%7%information

-4111314425216134Too
-7%2%2%2%5%2%30%9%6%6%5%2%9%2%5%complicated\difficult to

understand

-223122-253311328It is\they have made
-3%5%10%1%2%4%-5%11%c4%7%2%1%6%4%things easier (general

mentions)

-12-133135134--26Too much
-3%4%-3%5%6%11%7%11%bcf1%9%bc9%c--4%choice\competition

-*11-33-214141122More choice\competition
-1%3%3%-4%7%-4%2%5%3%8%2%3%3%

--21-51---2123116Government\legislation\O
--4%3%-6%2%---3%4%4%4%1%3%fgem involvement

-121-311322--1-16News\media
-2%4%3%-4%3%6%8%ab4%2%--1%-2%advertising\coverage

\publicity

---1313---124-*15Too many tariffs
---3%9%2%7%---1%4%9%aco-1%2%

--5112---2-*-2214Standardised\reduced
--10%afho4%2%3%---4%-1%-3%3%2%amount of tariffs

-4-1-3----2-12-13I am more
-8%a-2%-4%----2%-2%3%-2%knowledgable\know more

about it now

---1-1---132-4112Improved (comparison)
---2%-1%---3%3%4%-6%3%2%websites
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 98 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

15646343472371146387235365551624Unweighted Base
1**55*45*30*35**70*42*12**41*41*78*38*44*63*55*651Weighted Base

--2111--111-11212Too much information
--3%2%3%1%--2%2%1%-2%2%4%2%

-*1112----1--3111Suppliers have been made
-1%2%3%3%3%----1%--5%1%2%to make things easier

---1-1-21-2-1-19Clearer\easier to
---5%-1%-19%3%-2%-3%-2%1%understand bills

-1---21-1-1--2-7People know more\are
-2%---2%2%-2%-1%--3%-1%better informed

--1--2-----2-117Not so much
--2%--3%-----5%a-1%2%1%choice\competition

----1-11--21--16No internet
----2%-3%6%--2%3%--2%1%access\ability\knowledge

--1--1---1--2216Personal experience
--1%--1%---2%--4%2%2%1%

---11----211---6Advancing technology
---3%4%----4%2%2%---1%

---12---1---2--6Cheaper\prices
---4%4%---3%---4%--1%reduced\better deals

--1--1--11-*1--4Impossible to compare
--2%--1%--2%2%-1%1%--1%(with different tariffs)

-111-1--1------4Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
-1%2%3%-1%--2%------1%g charges

-----1--2---1--4You can ring\they will
-----1%--4%a---3%--1%talk to you over the

phone

-1-1-2----1----3Too many\constant
-1%-2%-2%----1%----1%changes to

charges\tariffs\informat
ion

----2------1---3Consistent\uniform
----6%------3%---1%wording\information

-1---2---------3Quicker\faster to do
-2%---2%---------*
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 98 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

15646343472371146387235365551624Unweighted Base
1**55*45*30*35**70*42*12**41*41*78*38*44*63*55*651Weighted Base

-1-1-------1---3Jargon\language used
-2%-2%-------2%---*

-------2----1--3It just is\how I feel
-------14%----2%--*

---1----1----1-2Not enough information
---3%a----2%----1%-*

--11-----------2Have read\studied more
--2%3%a-----------*

--1--1---------1Not comparing like for
--1%--1%---------*like\inconsistency of

information

------1--------1Companies
------3%a--------*fined\prosecuted\receive

d too many complaints
(before action)

-5425531333445451Other
-9%9%7%14%7%7%7%8%7%4%10%9%7%8%8%

-1--1*5-----1--7Nothing
-1%--3%1%11%abcfhk-----1%--1%

no

1111-1--123325324Don't know
100%1%3%2%-2%--2%5%4%8%4%9%6%4%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier or harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 99 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

128981311271092621132935420484Unweighted Base
91108*16015790308118*28**37*451516Weighted Base

26254037158033611111128Internet\online
29%23%25%24%17%26%28%20%30%25%25%information

1417303195329428591More (comparison)
15%15%19%20%11%17%24%g16%4%19%c18%cwebsites

12152326164811156974More information
13%13%14%16%18%15%9%2%12%15%14%available

63171812256323944Clearer\more transparent
7%3%11%j11%j14%e8%5%9%5%9%8%information

551445185322428It is\they have made
6%5%9%h2%5%6%4%11%4%5%5%things easier (general

mentions)

32382131111516Government\legislation\O
3%2%2%5%3%4%*3%3%3%3%fgem involvement

2536871-21416News\media
2%5%2%4%9%aef2%1%-6%3%3%advertising\coverage

\publicity

2365187131216More choice\competition
2%3%4%3%1%2%6%3%8%3%3%

1274213-1-1314Standardised\reduced
2%2%4%2%2%4%e-5%-3%3%amount of tariffs

3434-851-1213I am more
3%4%2%2%-3%4%2%-3%2%knowledgable\know more

about it now

21362461-1112Improved (comparison)
2%1%2%4%2%1%5%2%-2%2%websites

32322711-1011Suppliers have been made
4%2%2%1%2%2%1%3%-2%2%to make things easier

-43318-1259Clearer\easier to
-3%2%2%1%3%-5%6%b1%2%understand bills

122316--167People know more\are
1%2%1%2%1%2%--2%1%1%better informed

2221142--66Personal experience
2%1%1%1%1%1%1%--1%1%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 99 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

128981311271092621132935420484Unweighted Base
91108*16015790308118*28**37*451516Weighted Base

-22215-2-46Not so much
-2%1%1%1%2%-7%-1%1%choice\competition

-222-511-56Advancing technology
-2%1%1%-2%1%3%-1%1%

--331321-46Cheaper\prices
--2%2%1%1%1%4%-1%1%reduced\better deals

-21113---44You can ring\they will
-1%1%1%1%1%---1%1%talk to you over the

phone

-1111111-23Consistent\uniform
-1%1%1%1%*1%3%-1%1%wording\information

--12-21--33Quicker\faster to do
--1%1%-1%1%--1%1%

111-1-2-213It just is\how I feel
1%1%1%-1%-2%f-5%ab**

2----2-1-12Have read\studied more
2%----1%-3%-**

---11---1-1Companies
---1%1%f---3%ab-*fined\prosecuted\receive

d too many complaints
(before action)

---11--1--1Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
---1%1%--3%--*g charges

--1--1---11Too
--1%--*---**complicated\difficult to

understand

--1---1--11No internet
--1%---1%--**access\ability\knowledge

--1---1--11Too much information
--*---1%--**

912638158142630Other
10%hi11%hi4%2%8%5%6%5%10%6%6%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 99 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

128981311271092621132935420484Unweighted Base
91108*16015790308118*28**37*451516Weighted Base

1-11*21-213Nothing
1%-1%1%1%1%1%-6%ab*1%

56554882-1921Don't know
5%5%3%3%4%3%7%8%-4%4%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 99 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

86102292393911242304126484Unweighted Base
75*113*32543779*14**47*353103516Weighted Base

193276109195119318128Internet\online
25%28%23%25%24%38%24%26%18%25%information

152947771416701591More (comparison)
20%25%h15%18%18%7%12%20%14%18%websites

8105666814571274More information
10%9%17%i15%10%8%9%16%11%14%available

4112938611321044Clearer\more transparent
6%9%9%9%8%7%2%9%10%8%information

46182622320428It is\they have made
5%5%6%6%2%11%6%6%4%5%things easier (general

mentions)

3112134-212316Government\legislation\O
4%1%4%3%5%-3%3%3%3%fgem involvement

-31297-111416News\media
-2%4%2%9%ag-2%3%4%3%advertising\coverage

\publicity

286151119516More choice\competition
2%7%h2%3%1%6%2%3%5%3%

1212132-49214Standardised\reduced
2%1%4%3%2%-8%3%2%3%amount of tariffs

24613---10313I am more
2%4%2%3%---3%3%2%knowledgable\know more

about it now

111084--10112Improved (comparison)
1%1%3%2%5%--3%1%2%websites

2*811---8211Suppliers have been made
3%*2%2%---2%2%2%to make things easier

2-763-2439Clearer\easier to
2%-2%1%3%-4%1%3%2%understand bills

-16522-327People know more\are
-1%2%1%2%13%-1%2%1%better informed
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 99 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

86102292393911242304126484Unweighted Base
75*113*32543779*14**47*353103516Weighted Base

12351--616Personal experience
2%2%1%1%2%--2%1%1%

--651-1326Not so much
--2%1%1%-2%1%2%1%choice\competition

11451-1416Advancing technology
1%1%1%1%1%-2%1%1%1%

-326--24-6Cheaper\prices
-3%1%1%--4%1%-1%reduced\better deals

--24---4-4You can ring\they will
--1%1%---1%-1%talk to you over the

phone

--321--213Consistent\uniform
--1%1%1%--1%1%1%wording\information

1-23---3-3Quicker\faster to do
2%-*1%---1%-1%

11-21---33It just is\how I feel
2%h1%-*1%---2%ac*

--211--112Have read\studied more
--**1%--*1%*

--11---1-1Companies
--**---*-*fined\prosecuted\receive

d too many complaints
(before action)

--11---1-1Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
--**---*-*g charges

--11---1-1Too
--**---*-*complicated\difficult to

understand

-1-1----11No internet
-1%-*----1%*access\ability\knowledge

-1-1----11Too much information
-1%-*----1%*
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 99 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

86102292393911242304126484Unweighted Base
75*113*32543779*14**47*353103516Weighted Base

76172192813830Other
9%6%5%5%12%g11%17%ac4%8%6%

1113*-*3-3Nothing
1%1%*1%1%-1%1%-1%

4611183-113621Don't know
6%5%3%4%3%-3%4%6%4%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 99 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1838875431483432523238409484Unweighted Base
18**41381*46451546551*25**35*451516Weighted Base

6110111141261161236116128Internet\online
32%27%i13%25%25%25%24%11%17%26%25%iinformation

473158691865138691More (comparison)
19%18%18%19%18%19%9%5%7%19%18%websites

1601463746312686174More information
5%14%17%14%14%13%23%23%22%14%14%available

23384044404333844Clearer\more transparent
13%8%10%9%8%8%8%11%7%9%8%information

12422428244222428It is\they have made
4%6%3%5%5%5%8%7%5%5%5%things easier (general

mentions)

-961616161-11516Government\legislation\O
-2%7%j3%3%3%1%-4%3%3%fgem involvement

-133161616-221216News\media
-3%4%3%3%3%-7%7%3%3%advertising\coverage

\publicity

-1511316133311316More choice\competition
-4%2%3%3%3%7%11%2%3%3%

-1311314132--1414Standardised\reduced
-3%2%3%3%3%3%--3%3%amount of tariffs

11111213121--1313I am more
5%3%1%3%2%3%1%--3%2%knowledgable\know more

about it now

-931112111--1212Improved (comparison)
-2%4%2%2%2%1%--3%2%websites

-731011101-3811Suppliers have been made
-2%4%2%2%2%1%-8%ab2%2%to make things easier

1627972-189Clearer\easier to
7%1%2%2%2%2%3%-2%2%2%understand bills

142777---77People know more\are
6%1%2%2%1%1%---2%1%better informed
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 99 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1838875431483432523238409484Unweighted Base
18**41381*46451546551*25**35*451516Weighted Base

-3356521-66Personal experience
-1%4%j1%1%1%3%2%-1%1%

-425651-156Not so much
-1%3%1%1%1%2%-3%1%1%choice\competition

-6-666---66Advancing technology
-1%-1%1%1%---1%1%

14-4642-246Cheaper\prices
6%1%-1%1%1%3%-5%b1%1%reduced\better deals

-4-444---34You can ring\they will
-1%-1%1%1%---1%1%talk to you over the

phone

-3-333--123Consistent\uniform
-1%-1%1%1%--3%1%1%wording\information

-3-333---33Quicker\faster to do
-1%-1%1%1%---1%1%

1112321-123It just is\how I feel
4%*1%***1%-2%**

-2-222---22Have read\studied more
-*-***---**

-1-111--1-1Companies
-*-***--3%ab-*fined\prosecuted\receive

d too many complaints
(before action)

-1-111---11Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
-*-***---**g charges

--1111---11Too
--1%***---**complicated\difficult to

understand

--1111---11No internet
--1%***---**access\ability\knowledge

-1-111--1-1Too much information
-*-***--2%ab-*
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 99 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1838875431483432523238409484Unweighted Base
18**41381*46451546551*25**35*451516Weighted Base

22532930292512530Other
12%6%4%6%6%6%4%19%3%5%6%

-3*333*--33Nothing
-1%1%1%1%1%1%--1%1%

11451821182211721Don't know
8%3%6%4%4%4%4%10%3%4%4%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 99 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

72153855118340484Unweighted Base
69*15**4226**126363516Weighted Base

2329912399128Internet\online
34%11%23%12%18%27%25%information

152741206191More (comparison)
21%17%17%15%16%17%18%websites

8658-145674More information
12%43%14%-11%15%14%available

4140-93544Clearer\more transparent
6%4%9%-7%10%8%information

1124-52228It is\they have made
2%9%6%-4%6%5%things easier (general

mentions)

-115-41216Government\legislation\O
-7%4%-3%3%3%fgem involvement

2-15-41016News\media
2%-3%-3%3%3%advertising\coverage

\publicity

3-12-41216More choice\competition
4%-3%-3%3%3%

--14-31114Standardised\reduced
--3%-3%3%3%amount of tariffs

5-7-3913I am more
8%ae-2%-3%3%2%knowledgable\know more

about it now

1-10-9312Improved (comparison)
2%-2%-7%ab1%2%websites

--10-2911Suppliers have been made
--2%-2%2%2%to make things easier

126-179Clearer\easier to
1%11%2%-1%2%2%understand bills
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 99 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

72153855118340484Unweighted Base
69*15**4226**126363516Weighted Base

--71247People know more\are
--2%18%1%1%1%better informed

--62-56Personal experience
--1%27%-1%1%

--6-246Not so much
--1%-1%1%1%choice\competition

1-5-326Advancing technology
1%-1%-2%1%1%

1-6-246Cheaper\prices
2%-1%-1%1%1%reduced\better deals

2-2--44You can ring\they will
2%-*--1%1%talk to you over the

phone

--3-3-3Consistent\uniform
--1%-3%b-1%wording\information

1-2-123Quicker\faster to do
2%-*-1%*1%

--2-123It just is\how I feel
--*-1%**

--2--22Have read\studied more
--*--**

--1--11Companies
--*--**fined\prosecuted\receive

d too many complaints
(before action)

--1--11Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
--*--**g charges

--1--11Too
--*--**complicated\difficult to

understand
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 99 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

72153855118340484Unweighted Base
69*15**4226**126363516Weighted Base

-1---11No internet
-6%---**access\ability\knowledge

1---1-1Too much information
1%e---1%-*

4-252131430Other
6%-6%28%11%b4%6%

1-3-123Nothing
1%-1%-1%1%1%

5-16-71421Don't know
8%-4%-5%4%4%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 99 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

294171280484Unweighted Base
30**5**178303516Weighted Base

15-4964128Internet\online
49%-27%21%25%information

5-325391More (comparison)
18%-18%18%18%websites

5-264474More information
16%-15%14%14%available

1383144Clearer\more transparent
3%70%5%10%8%information

1-101728It is\they have made
3%-6%6%5%things easier (general

mentions)

-18716Government\legislation\O
-30%5%2%3%fgem involvement

1-41116News\media
3%-2%4%3%advertising\coverage

\publicity

1-21316More choice\competition
3%-1%4%3%

-111214Standardised\reduced
-30%*4%c3%amount of tariffs

1-7513I am more
3%-4%1%2%knowledgable\know more

about it now

--8412Improved (comparison)
--4%1%2%websites

--5611Suppliers have been made
--3%2%2%to make things easier

--549Clearer\easier to
--3%1%2%understand bills
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 99 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

294171280484Unweighted Base
30**5**178303516Weighted Base

--257People know more\are
--1%2%1%better informed

--166Personal experience
--*2%1%

---66Not so much
---2%1%choice\competition

2-4-6Advancing technology
5%-3%b-1%

-1-46Cheaper\prices
-25%-1%1%reduced\better deals

--124You can ring\they will
--1%1%1%talk to you over the

phone

--123Consistent\uniform
--1%1%1%wording\information

--123Quicker\faster to do
--1%1%1%

--3-3It just is\how I feel
--1%-*

---22Have read\studied more
---1%*

--1-1Companies
--1%-*fined\prosecuted\receive

d too many complaints
(before action)

--1-1Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
--1%-*g charges

1---1Too
3%---*complicated\difficult to

understand
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 99 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

294171280484Unweighted Base
30**5**178303516Weighted Base

--1-1No internet
--*-*access\ability\knowledge

--1-1Too much information
--*-*

1-111930Other
3%-6%6%6%

--133Nothing
--*1%1%

1-61421Don't know
3%-3%5%4%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 99 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2442421961857103185113371274210484Unweighted Base
1**48*25521218**55*105*213117*399293223516Weighted Base

-1467472192950281007553128Internet\online
-30%26%22%13%35%28%23%24%25%25%24%25%information

-850343717422071494391More (comparison)
-16%20%16%18%13%16%20%17%18%17%19%18%websites

1737303817261955472874More information
51%14%15%14%19%14%16%12%16%14%16%12%14%available

--1925331118836311344Clearer\more transparent
--7%12%l16%5%10%9%7%9%10%6%8%information

-3151013315622171128It is\they have made
-6%6%5%6%5%3%7%5%6%6%5%5%things easier (general

mentions)

-2510132561111616Government\legislation\O
-4%2%5%8%5%2%2%5%3%4%3%3%fgem involvement

-1132213541211616News\media
-2%5%j1%9%2%3%2%4%3%4%3%3%advertising\coverage

\publicity

-2951--88812416More choice\competition
-5%4%2%4%--4%7%d2%4%2%3%

--59-*473119614Standardised\reduced
--2%4%-1%4%3%2%3%3%3%3%amount of tariffs

-175-2-63104813I am more
-3%3%2%-4%g-3%2%2%1%4%2%knowledgable\know more

about it now

--57-126295712Improved (comparison)
--2%3%-1%2%3%2%2%2%3%2%websites

--5612*2559111Suppliers have been made
--2%3%5%3%*1%4%1%3%1%2%to make things easier

--63-13418459Clearer\easier to
--3%1%-3%3%2%1%2%1%2%2%understand bills

--34---515347People know more\are
--1%2%---3%1%1%1%2%1%better informed
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 99 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2442421961857103185113371274210484Unweighted Base
1**48*25521218**55*105*213117*399293223516Weighted Base

-232--2324246Personal experience
-4%1%1%--1%1%2%1%1%2%1%

--33--1233516Not so much
--1%1%--1%1%3%1%2%*1%choice\competition

-132-21215426Advancing technology
-2%1%1%-3%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

--3221-124416Cheaper\prices
--1%1%9%2%-1%1%1%2%*1%reduced\better deals

--31--3-134-4You can ring\they will
--1%*--3%f-1%1%1%-1%talk to you over the

phone

--12---3-3123Consistent\uniform
--*1%---2%-1%*1%1%wording\information

--3--1-2-3-33Quicker\faster to do
--1%--3%-1%-1%-1%1%

-111-1--21213It just is\how I feel
-2%**-1%--1%*1%**

--11-1-1-2112Have read\studied more
--**-1%-*-****

---1--1--11-1Companies
---1%--1%--**-*fined\prosecuted\receive

d too many complaints
(before action)

---1--1--1-11Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
---*--1%--*-**g charges

--1----1-11-1Too
--*----*-**-*complicated\difficult to

understand

--1-----1-1-1No internet
--*-----1%-*-*access\ability\knowledge

--1--1---1-11Too much information
--*--1%---*-**
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 99 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2442421961857103185113371274210484Unweighted Base
1**48*25521218**55*105*213117*399293223516Weighted Base

181111-3612525161430Other
49%16%ajk4%5%-6%6%5%4%6%5%6%6%

--13--22-3223Nothing
--*1%--2%1%-1%1%1%1%

-398237631871321Don't know
-6%4%4%10%6%6%3%2%5%2%6%4%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 99 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3353883781716413787344352224484Unweighted Base
34840939818367*15189*372384239516Weighted Base

8810110239153625949752128Internet\online
25%25%26%21%22%24%29%25%25%22%25%information

5572642810272061683591More (comparison)
16%18%16%15%15%18%22%16%18%15%18%websites

525962251023660643474More information
15%14%16%14%16%15%7%16%17%14%14%available

36384026511337343044Clearer\more transparent
10%9%10%14%a8%7%4%10%9%12%8%information

2025221227420221428It is\they have made
6%6%6%6%3%5%5%5%6%6%5%things easier (general

mentions)

9118745213131116Government\legislation\O
3%3%2%4%6%3%3%3%3%5%3%fgem involvement

13131435321111816News\media
4%3%4%2%8%h2%3%3%3%3%3%advertising\coverage

\publicity

141414534-1414816More choice\competition
4%3%4%3%4%3%-4%4%3%3%

911121025113101214Standardised\reduced
3%3%3%6%2%3%1%4%3%5%3%amount of tariffs
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 99 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3353883781716413787344352224484Unweighted Base
34840939818367*15189*372384239516Weighted Base

910104-4578413I am more
3%2%3%2%-2%5%2%2%2%2%knowledgable\know more

about it now

4555-7-1012512Improved (comparison)
1%1%1%3%-5%-3%3%2%2%websites

465641-68911Suppliers have been made
1%2%1%3%6%1%-2%2%4%2%to make things easier

47632325459Clearer\easier to
1%2%1%1%4%2%3%1%1%2%2%understand bills

355524-5577People know more\are
1%1%1%3%3%2%-1%1%3%1%better informed

66614221356Personal experience
2%1%2%*6%ah1%2%*1%2%1%

456421-5556Not so much
1%1%2%2%3%1%-1%1%2%1%choice\competition

666-1-23316Advancing technology
2%1%2%-2%-2%1%1%1%1%

66631116446Cheaper\prices
2%1%1%2%2%1%1%1%1%2%1%reduced\better deals

44411--4314You can ring\they will
1%1%1%*1%--1%1%*1%talk to you over the

phone
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 99 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3353883781716413787344352224484Unweighted Base
34840939818367*15189*372384239516Weighted Base

232-12-1313Consistent\uniform
1%1%1%-2%1%-*1%1%1%wording\information

1332-212223Quicker\faster to do
*1%1%1%-1%2%**1%1%

1221--12-13It just is\how I feel
****--1%*-**

2221-1-1112Have read\studied more
****-1%-****

-11----11-1Companies
-**----**-*fined\prosecuted\receive

d too many complaints
(before action)

-11---11--1Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
-**---1%*--*g charges

----1----11Too
----1%----**complicated\difficult to

understand

-------11-1No internet
-------**-*access\ability\knowledge

1111-1-1111Too much information
****-1%-****

222523936916191130Other
6%6%6%5%5%4%10%4%5%5%6%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 99 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3353883781716413787344352224484Unweighted Base
34840939818367*15189*372384239516Weighted Base

22211213333Nothing
1%1%*1%2%1%1%1%1%1%1%

13141342761112621Don't know
4%3%3%2%3%5%7%3%3%2%4%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 99 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

-423728285228733306027264343484Unweighted Base
-**44*37*25**28**52*31**7**32**32**66*30**33**52*47*516Weighted Base

-1710441211-1281589106128Internet\online
-39%b27%15%16%23%36%-40%24%23%27%28%20%13%25%information

-7764102-95104781491More (comparison)
-15%20%23%13%19%5%-27%16%15%14%20%15%30%18%websites

-562575-25123381174More information
-12%16%6%19%13%15%-8%16%19%9%10%16%24%14%available

-33132112112316444Clearer\more transparent
-7%9%3%12%4%3%15%7%3%18%ak9%3%12%9%8%information

-223122-253311328It is\they have made
-4%6%12%2%3%5%-7%14%5%10%2%2%7%5%things easier (general

mentions)

--21-51---2123116Government\legislation\O
--5%4%-9%3%---3%5%5%5%1%3%fgem involvement

-121-311322--1-16News\media
-2%5%4%-5%4%11%11%5%3%--2%-3%advertising\coverage

\publicity

-*11--3-214-4-116More choice\competition
-1%3%4%--9%-5%2%6%-11%-1%3%

--5112---2-*-2214Standardised\reduced
--12%afo5%3%4%---5%-2%-3%3%3%amount of tariffs

-4-1-3----2-12-13I am more
-10%ab-2%-5%----3%-3%4%-2%knowledgable\know more

about it now

---1-1---132-4112Improved (comparison)
---2%-1%---3%4%5%-7%3%2%websites

-*1112----1--3111Suppliers have been made
-1%2%4%4%5%----2%--6%1%2%to make things easier

---1-1-21-2-1-19Clearer\easier to
---5%-1%-35%3%-2%-4%-2%2%understand bills

-1---21-1-1--2-7People know more\are
-2%---3%2%-2%-2%--4%-1%better informed
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 99 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

-423728285228733306027264343484Unweighted Base
-**44*37*25**28**52*31**7**32**32**66*30**33**52*47*516Weighted Base

--1--1---1--2216Personal experience
--2%--1%---2%--6%3%2%1%

--1--2-----2--16Not so much
--2%--3%-----7%--3%1%choice\competition

---11----211---6Advancing technology
---3%5%----5%2%3%---1%

---12---1---2--6Cheaper\prices
---4%6%---4%---5%--1%reduced\better deals

-----1--2---1--4You can ring\they will
-----2%--5%---4%--1%talk to you over the

phone

----2------1---3Consistent\uniform
----8%------3%---1%wording\information

-1---2---------3Quicker\faster to do
-3%---3%---------1%

-------2----1--3It just is\how I feel
-------26%----2%--*

--11-----------2Have read\studied more
--2%3%-----------*

------1--------1Companies
------4%--------*fined\prosecuted\receive

d too many complaints
(before action)

---1-----------1Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
---4%-----------*g charges

-----1---------1Too
-----2%---------*complicated\difficult to

understand

----1----------1No internet
----3%----------*access\ability\knowledge

----------1----1Too much information
----------1%----*
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 99 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

-423728285228733306027264343484Unweighted Base
-**44*37*25**28**52*31**7**32**32**66*30**33**52*47*516Weighted Base

-2225231321222330Other
-5%5%8%18%4%9%13%9%6%1%7%5%4%6%6%

-----*2-----1--3Nothing
-----1%7%-----2%--1%

-111-1---23224321Don't know
-1%3%2%-3%---6%4%8%5%8%7%4%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is easier to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 100 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

463043215169201013117140Unweighted Base
29*29**54*24**42*79*14**8**17**110135Weighted Base

7716413173152733Too
24%23%29%17%30%22%24%14%28%25%25%complicated\difficult to

understand

47975192-42326Too much
15%23%16%28%11%24%18%-23%21%20%choice\competition

1294411-131115Too many tariffs
3%6%17%16%10%14%-12%18%10%11%

232347-1-1011Too much information
6%12%5%14%10%8%-8%-9%8%

11131231-56More choice\competition
4%3%2%13%2%3%21%14%-4%5%

1-4132-1236No internet
3%-8%4%7%3%-13%11%2%4%access\ability\knowledge

211131---44Impossible to compare
6%3%2%4%8%1%---4%3%(with different tariffs)

2-2--211-33Too many\constant
6%-3%--3%8%8%-3%3%changes to

charges\tariffs\informat
ion

1-2-12---33Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
5%-4%-2%3%---3%2%g charges

1-2--211-23Jargon\language used
2%-4%--3%4%7%-2%2%

-2--2-11-22Not enough information
-9%--4%-5%12%-1%2%

-11--2---22Internet\online
-3%2%--3%---2%2%information

1-1-1-11-12More information
2%-2%-3%-4%8%-1%1%available

--2--2---22More (comparison)
--3%--2%---1%1%websites
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is Harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 100 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

463043215169201013117140Unweighted Base
29*29**54*24**42*79*14**8**17**110135Weighted Base

1---11---11Not comparing like for
5%---2%1%---1%1%like\inconsistency of

information

-1--1----11Not so much
-3%--2%----1%1%choice\competition

1---1---1-1Clearer\more transparent
2%---2%---4%-*information

47745141--2121Other
13%23%13%16%13%18%8%--19%16%

122-13--324Nothing
2%5%4%-2%4%--16%1%3%

211-2-21-23Don't know
6%3%2%-4%-11%12%-2%3%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is Harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 100 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

302385107336196649140Unweighted Base
24**21**88*109*26*5**17**74*40*135Weighted Base

34262941421833Too
13%19%30%27%15%24%22%28%20%25%complicated\difficult to

understand

53172251712626Too much
21%16%20%20%19%18%42%16%16%20%choice\competition

12131332-11215Too many tariffs
3%9%14%12%10%44%-15%6%11%

1-1083-23611Too much information
2%-12%7%11%-11%4%15%c8%

-1542--516More choice\competition
-4%6%4%7%--7%2%5%

2-233-24-6No internet
10%-2%3%11%-12%5%-4%access\ability\knowledge

2*222-31-4Impossible to compare
6%2%2%2%8%-18%2%-3%(with different tariffs)

1123---223Too many\constant
5%3%2%3%---2%5%3%changes to

charges\tariffs\informat
ion

11231--213Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
3%4%2%2%2%--3%4%2%g charges

11121--123Jargon\language used
5%3%1%1%4%--1%4%2%

-122--12-2Not enough information
-4%2%2%--5%2%-2%

--211---22Internet\online
--2%1%4%---5%2%information

1-12---2-2More information
3%-1%2%---2%-1%available

--22---2-2More (comparison)
--2%1%---2%-1%websites
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is Harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 100 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

302385107336196649140Unweighted Base
24**21**88*109*26*5**17**74*40*135Weighted Base

1-11-1--11Not comparing like for
3%-1%1%-13%--2%1%like\inconsistency of

information

1---1---11Not so much
3%---3%---2%1%choice\competition

1--1----11Clearer\more transparent
3%--1%----2%*information

6411174-113721Other
24%21%12%15%16%-6%18%17%16%

-2341---44Nothing
-7%3%3%2%---10%c3%

1213---313Don't know
2%8%1%3%---4%2%3%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is Harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 100 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

81082412514012515192494140Unweighted Base
8**104*24**12113512113**15**22**96*135Weighted Base

12843033303172533Too
8%27%18%25%25%25%22%7%32%26%25%complicated\difficult to

understand

42032526252271726Too much
50%19%12%20%20%20%14%13%30%18%20%choice\competition

21221515151141015Too many tariffs
24%11%8%12%11%12%6%6%19%11%11%

-9291192-11011Too much information
-8%10%8%8%8%11%-5%10%8%

-42666--156More choice\competition
-4%7%5%5%5%--4%5%5%

-4236323-26No internet
-4%7%3%4%3%18%21%-3%4%access\ability\knowledge

-3134311-34Impossible to compare
-3%4%3%3%3%7%7%-3%3%(with different tariffs)

-223331-133Too many\constant
-2%7%2%3%2%5%-3%3%3%changes to

charges\tariffs\informat
ion

13-333---33Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
8%3%-3%2%3%---3%2%g charges

-21333---33Jargon\language used
-2%4%2%2%2%---3%2%

-1222211-12Not enough information
-1%6%1%2%1%7%6%-1%2%

-11222--112Internet\online
-1%5%2%2%2%--4%1%2%information

11-222---22More information
8%1%-1%1%1%---2%1%available

-2-222---22More (comparison)
-2%-1%1%1%---2%1%websites
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is Harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 100 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

81082412514012515192494140Unweighted Base
8**104*24**12113512113**15**22**96*135Weighted Base

-1-111---11Not comparing like for
-1%-1%1%1%---1%1%like\inconsistency of

information

--1-1-1--11Not so much
--3%-1%-6%--1%1%choice\competition

-1-111-1--1Clearer\more transparent
-1%-1%*1%-4%--*information

21452021201441221Other
26%14%20%17%16%17%5%29%19%13%16%

14-444-2-34Nothing
8%3%-3%3%3%-10%-3%3%

-3-2322-133Don't know
-3%-1%3%1%13%-3%3%3%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is Harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 100 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

27129413198140Unweighted Base
22**11**95*1**27**99*135Weighted Base

4127-22833Too
20%7%28%-9%29%25%complicated\difficult to

understand

3120181726Too much
12%10%21%100%28%17%20%choice\competition

1*14-41115Too many tariffs
3%4%15%-14%11%11%

2*9-4711Too much information
7%4%9%-15%7%8%

1-5-146More choice\competition
6%-5%-4%4%5%

132--66No internet
3%25%2%--6%4%access\ability\knowledge

1-3-224Impossible to compare
5%-3%-9%2%3%(with different tariffs)

1---1-3Too many\constant
5%---4%-3%changes to

charges\tariffs\informat
ion

1-2--33Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
6%-2%--3%2%g charges

2-1-123Jargon\language used
8%-1%-2%2%2%

-12--22Not enough information
-7%2%--3%2%

1-1--12Internet\online
4%-1%--1%2%information

1-1--22More information
3%-1%--2%1%available
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is Harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 100 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

27129413198140Unweighted Base
22**11**95*1**27**99*135Weighted Base

--2--22More (comparison)
--2%--2%1%websites

1-1-111Not comparing like for
3%-1%-2%1%1%like\inconsistency of

information

--1--11Not so much
--1%--1%1%choice\competition

--1--11Clearer\more transparent
--1%--1%*information

4413-41721Other
17%35%13%-16%17%16%

-13-134Nothing
-9%3%-3%3%3%

2-2-133Don't know
7%-2%-2%3%3%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is Harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 100 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1155173140Unweighted Base
11**4**48*71*135Weighted Base

1192233Too
13%14%19%31%25%complicated\difficult to

understand

-181726Too much
-13%17%24%20%choice\competition

1-21215Too many tariffs
10%-4%17%c11%

1-6311Too much information
13%-13%4%8%

--436More choice\competition
--7%4%5%

1-5-6No internet
8%-10%b-4%access\ability\knowledge

1-224Impossible to compare
8%-4%2%3%(with different tariffs)

2-113Too many\constant
15%-2%1%3%changes to

charges\tariffs\informat
ion

--223Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
--4%2%2%g charges

--123Jargon\language used
--2%2%2%

---22Not enough information
---3%2%

--112Internet\online
--2%2%2%information

-1-12More information
-14%-1%1%available
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is Harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 100 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1155173140Unweighted Base
11**4**48*71*135Weighted Base

--2-2More (comparison)
--3%-1%websites

--111Not comparing like for
--1%1%1%like\inconsistency of

information

---11Not so much
---1%1%choice\competition

---11Clearer\more transparent
---1%*information

338721Other
27%59%18%10%16%

21114Nothing
14%14%2%1%3%

--123Don't know
--3%3%3%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is Harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 100 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

52072433303639311097664140Unweighted Base
4**21**67*43*3**27**35*38*32**103*76*59*135Weighted Base

-321926111062727733Too
-13%31%22%61%22%31%26%19%26%35%b11%25%bcomplicated\difficult to

understand

141742884522101726Too much
18%21%26%j9%71%30%24%11%14%21%13%29%c20%choice\competition

-258-3175109615Too many tariffs
-7%8%19%-11%4%19%15%10%12%11%11%

--7413321106511Too much information
--10%9%39%12%8%6%4%9%8%8%8%

--33--2224426More choice\competition
--4%8%--6%5%6%4%5%4%5%

-321--3-33426No internet
-14%2%3%--8%-9%3%5%3%4%access\ability\knowledge

--41--1222224Impossible to compare
--5%2%--2%5%6%2%3%4%3%(with different tariffs)

-21--11--3133Too many\constant
-11%2%--5%2%--3%1%5%3%changes to

charges\tariffs\informat
ion

1-21-2-2-3213Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
15%-3%2%-6%-4%-3%2%2%2%g charges

--21-1-112123Jargon\language used
--3%1%-3%-2%4%1%1%3%2%

-111--1112122Not enough information
-5%1%2%--2%3%2%2%1%3%2%

--11--1-112-2Internet\online
--1%3%--3%-4%1%3%-2%information

--2--2---2112More information
--3%--6%---2%1%1%1%available

--2-----2-2-2More (comparison)
--2%-----5%-2%-1%websites
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is Harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 100 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

52072433303639311097664140Unweighted Base
4**21**67*43*3**27**35*38*32**103*76*59*135Weighted Base

--1--1--11111Not comparing like for
--2%--2%--2%1%1%1%1%like\inconsistency of

information

---1---1-1-11Not so much
---2%---2%-1%-1%1%choice\competition

--1--1---11-1Clearer\more transparent
--1%--3%---1%1%-*information

12611-746417111021Other
27%12%10%25%k-25%12%16%12%17%14%17%16%

221----132414Nothing
40%8%1%----2%8%1%5%1%3%

-22---13-3-33Don't know
-9%2%---2%8%-3%-6%c3%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is Harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 100 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74788036262941778559140Unweighted Base
70*75*75*38*25**28**36*77*85*61*135Weighted Base

1414147101519191833Too
20%19%18%19%41%4%15%25%23%29%25%complicated\difficult to

understand

151818539111618626Too much
22%24%24%12%11%31%31%20%21%10%20%choice\competition

1011910*6-15151115Too many tariffs
14%15%12%27%a2%23%-19%18%18%11%e

677431467611Too much information
9%9%10%11%12%5%10%8%9%10%8%

5552-114526More choice\competition
7%7%7%5%-3%4%5%6%3%5%

23322-22146No internet
3%4%4%5%8%-5%2%1%6%4%access\ability\knowledge

1131-214414Impossible to compare
2%2%3%2%-6%2%5%4%1%3%(with different tariffs)

11111131113Too many\constant
2%2%2%2%3%2%8%1%1%1%3%changes to

charges\tariffs\informat
ion

111-1112213Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
1%1%1%-4%2%2%2%2%2%2%g charges
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is Harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 100 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74788036262941778559140Unweighted Base
70*75*75*38*25**28**36*77*85*61*135Weighted Base

312--1122-3Jargon\language used
4%1%2%--2%3%2%2%-2%

222-111-112Not enough information
2%2%2%-3%4%2%-1%1%2%

1--1---2212Internet\online
2%--3%---3%2%2%2%information

------11--2More information
------2%1%--1%available

--2-----2-2More (comparison)
--2%-----2%-1%websites

111--1111-1Not comparing like for
1%1%1%--2%2%2%2%-1%like\inconsistency of

information

11-1-1-1111Not so much
1%1%-2%-3%-1%1%1%1%choice\competition

111----11-1Clearer\more transparent
1%1%1%----1%1%-*information

91010756511151121Other
12%14%13%20%19%21%14%15%17%19%16%

333-2-12124Nothing
4%3%4%-6%-2%3%1%3%3%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is Harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 100 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74788036262941778559140Unweighted Base
70*75*75*38*25**28**36*77*85*61*135Weighted Base

222--13-1-3Don't know
3%3%3%--3%7%-1%-3%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is Harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 100 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

114966209413812810128140Unweighted Base
1**11**8**4**8**18**11**6**9**9**12**8**11**12**8**135Weighted Base

-4111214425216133Too
-35%13%14%9%13%10%64%40%27%42%21%9%47%12%25%complicated\difficult to

understand

-12-133135134--26Too much
-13%21%-16%18%23%23%30%52%6%39%34%--20%choice\competition

---1313---124-*15Too many tariffs
---22%42%7%27%---9%18%36%-6%11%

--2111--11--11211Too much information
--19%14%16%6%--10%11%--9%11%29%8%

-----3-----1-116More choice\competition
-----18%-----14%-8%10%5%

------11--21--16No internet
------11%13%--15%13%--11%4%access\ability\knowledge

--1--1--11-*1--4Impossible to compare
--12%--5%--7%11%-6%6%--3%(with different tariffs)

-1-1-2----1----3Too many\constant
-5%-15%-9%----5%----3%changes to

charges\tariffs\informat
ion

-11--1--1------3Mistrust\dishonest\hidin
-7%11%--6%--7%------2%g charges

-1-1-------1---3Jargon\language used
-10%-13%-------11%---2%

---1----1----1-2Not enough information
---22%----8%----6%-2%

-1------------12Internet\online
-8%------------14%2%information

---1----1------2More information
---14%----12%------1%available

----2----------2More (comparison)
----21%----------1%websites
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is Harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 100 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

114966209413812810128140Unweighted Base
1**11**8**4**8**18**11**6**9**9**12**8**11**12**8**135Weighted Base

--1--1---------1Not comparing like for
--8%--4%---------1%like\inconsistency of

information

-------------1-1Not so much
-------------7%-1%choice\competition

------1--------1Clearer\more transparent
------6%--------*information

-32--3--113233121Other
-25%29%--19%--7%11%22%21%23%22%17%16%

-1--1-3--------4Nothing
-5%--12%-24%--------3%

1-------1--1-1-3Don't know
100%-------8%--7%-10%-3%
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Q.75 Why do you say that?
Base: All who think it is Harder to compare compared to a year ago

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 101 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

110971881281012831382859436523Yes
8%8%10%k9%6%9%g12%afg8%11%9%9%g

127611131677131115772778102131949245655377No
90%91%89%90%92%aef89%87%90%88%90%90%e

4361553121013Refused
***********

2116241424419766275Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%
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Q.76 In the last 12 months, have you contacted a current or previous energy supplier to complain at all?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 101 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

86121309428941342335133523Yes
9%10%8%9%10%7%6%10%d8%9%

868109433334529847170580312515015377No
89%89%90%90%89%88%90%89%91%90%

23813--103-13Refused
****--2%abc*-*b

1913406771110302475Don't know
2%h1%1%1%1%5%abcd2%1%1%1%
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Q.76 In the last 12 months, have you contacted a current or previous energy supplier to complain at all?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 101 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

4138889461521463603741438523Yes
8%8%12%ajk9%9%9%8%4%7%d10%cd9%d

458425261447205363473464381655539585377No
88%91%ik86%90%90%90%90%94%abc91%89%90%i

-6112131212-413Refused
-*******-**

2435126073611413114075Don't know
5%aij1%2%j1%1%1%2%2%2%b1%1%j
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Q.76 In the last 12 months, have you contacted a current or previous energy supplier to complain at all?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 101 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

87513795123372523Yes
9%9%9%12%13%ab8%9%

87648739213478642655377No
89%89%90%88%85%91%c90%c

118--913Refused
***--**

17942-105075Don't know
2%e2%1%-1%1%1%
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Q.76 In the last 12 months, have you contacted a current or previous energy supplier to complain at all?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 101 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

5113213246523Yes
7%21%abce7%10%ace9%

61645260320945377No
88%d76%92%abde89%d90%d

2-3513Refused
*-***

332221775Don't know
5%abc3%b1%1%1%b
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Q.76 In the last 12 months, have you contacted a current or previous energy supplier to complain at all?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 101 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

6582002592456118139182341365157523Yes
*3%m12%alm29%aklm12%h7%14%ah11%ah7%10%ae7%18%ac9%celm

11982087146962317470474611532452292446467305377No
95%ajk96%ajk87%j71%87%92%fg86%89%91%d89%91%ab81%90%bgjk

1012--1-210311213Refused
1%ajkl**--*-**d****

441911118474530651075Don't know
3%ajkl1%j1%**1%*1%2%d1%1%1%1%j
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Q.76 In the last 12 months, have you contacted a current or previous energy supplier to complain at all?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 101 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

2162612451184210664220236154523Yes
6%6%6%16%a14%a20%ae14%a14%a15%a15%a9%ijk

325237233711634252428376129713268485377No
93%a93%a93%a84%85%80%84%85%84%84%90%bcdefgh

345212-22313Refused
******-****

3332393-1978375Don't know
1%1%1%*-*2%f***1%bcdfj
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Q.76 In the last 12 months, have you contacted a current or previous energy supplier to complain at all?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 101 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

63331243959451233305622385838523Yes
22%10%b7%8%9%11%bdhn11%bdh8%7%8%10%b7%7%10%b6%9%

182674062613714693571314513154962944985035405377No
72%85%92%jo89%90%88%87%92%92%jko90%89%92%jko91%o89%91%jo90%o

21-1--2-23--1-213Refused
7%*-*--*-*1%--*-**

-1257366-4132961175Don't know
-4%acefgh1%2%fg1%1%1%-1%*1%1%2%1%2%1%

ikln
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Q.76 In the last 12 months, have you contacted a current or previous energy supplier to complain at all?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 102 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

165891541021222441443054426510Unweighted Base
11097*188128*10128313828**59*436523Weighted Base

---1-1---11Better Energy
---1%-*---**

34264227267034713109129British Gas
31%27%23%21%25%25%25%24%23%25%25%

2231531--88Co-operative Energy
2%2%2%1%5%aef1%1%--2%2%

10102810113712345260E.ON
9%11%15%8%11%13%9%12%7%12%11%

1-----11-11Economy Energy
1%-----1%2%-**

1----11--11Ecotricity
1%----**--**

87211372417144448EDF
7%7%11%10%7%9%12%2%7%10%9%

*-3435---88Extra Energy
*-2%3%3%e2%---2%1%

2510831742-2325First Utility
2%5%5%6%3%6%3%6%-5%5%

---2-2-2--2GB Energy Supply
---1%-1%-6%--*

1--121---22Green Star Energy
1%--1%2%*---1%*

-1--1----11Marks & Spencer Energy
-1%--1%----**

16152418163424426874Npower
15%15%13%14%16%12%17%14%3%16%c14%c

421535312812Ovo
4%i2%1%4%3%2%2%4%4%2%2%

1-6218---99Sainsbury's Energy
1%-3%1%1%3%---2%2%

1---1---1-1Scottish Hydro
*---1%---1%-*
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Q.79 Which energy company did you most recently complain to?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 102 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

165891541021222441443054426510Unweighted Base
11097*188128*10128313828**59*436523Weighted Base

181225201440204264575Scottish Power
16%12%13%16%14%14%15%13%43%ab10%14%

1643175--1414Southern Electric
1%6%2%3%1%3%4%--3%3%

--1---1--11Spark Energy
--*---1%--**

54875155-61824SSE (Scottish and
4%4%4%6%5%5%3%-10%4%5%Southern Energy)

-1111-33-14Swalec
-2%1%1%1%-2%f10%-*1%

1----1---11Utility Warehouse
1%----*---**

111-*211-23Utilita
1%1%1%-*1%*4%-*1%

-1----1--11Zog Energy
-1%----1%--**

-241-431-67Other
-2%2%1%-1%2%3%-1%1%

11--11---22Refused
1%1%--1%*---**

1155273-21012Don't know
1%1%3%4%2%3%2%-3%2%2%
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Q.79 Which energy company did you most recently complain to?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 102 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1051222754001101742281170510Unweighted Base
86*12130942894*13**42*335133523Weighted Base

--11---1-1Better Energy
--**---*-*

202284102283128629129British Gas
23%19%27%24%29%22%28%26%22%25%

21581-1538Co-operative Energy
3%1%2%2%1%-2%1%2%2%

91931431631401560E.ON
10%15%10%10%17%22%3%12%12%11%

1--1----11Economy Energy
1%h--*----1%*

11-11---11Ecotricity
1%1%-*1%---1%*

10142542723331048EDF
12%11%8%10%7%13%7%10%8%9%

--88---8-8Extra Energy
--3%2%---2%-1%

2617241-517325First Utility
3%5%5%6%1%-12%b5%2%5%

--22---2-2GB Energy Supply
--1%*---*-*

-1112--212Green Star Energy
-1%**2%--*1%*

--11---1-1Marks & Spencer Energy
--**---*-*

101747631024491874Npower
12%14%15%15%11%16%11%15%14%14%

12765-18312Ovo
2%2%2%1%6%g-2%2%2%2%

3-672-1719Sainsbury's Energy
3%-2%2%2%-3%2%*2%
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Q.79 Which energy company did you most recently complain to?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 102 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1051222754001101742281170510Unweighted Base
86*12130942894*13**42*335133523Weighted Base

-1--1---11Scottish Hydro
-*--1%---**

121843641026412575Scottish Power
14%14%14%15%11%18%15%12%19%14%

56314--25714Southern Electric
6%h5%h1%3%--6%1%5%c3%

-1-1----11Spark Energy
-1%-*----1%*

77101681214724SSE (Scottish and
8%6%3%4%9%g4%5%4%5%5%Southern Energy)

-124--13-4Swalec
-1%1%1%--2%1%-1%

---1----11Utility Warehouse
---*----1%*

12-3---213Utilita
1%2%h-1%---1%1%1%

--11---1-1Zog Energy
--**---*-*

-3462--437Other
-3%1%1%2%--1%2%1%

--211-1-12Refused
--**1%-1%c-1%*

119111119112Don't know
2%1%3%3%1%6%3%3%1%2%
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Q.79 Which energy company did you most recently complain to?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 102 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3838485448509449615443405510Unweighted Base
41*38889*46152146360*37*41*438523Weighted Base

-1-111---11Better Energy
-*-***---**

71031811912812091214101129British Gas
17%26%20%26%24%26%15%33%33%23%25%

-8-888-1-78Co-operative Energy
-2%-2%2%2%-3%-2%2%

3421449604910564960E.ON
6%11%16%11%11%11%17%13%14%11%11%

-1-1111--11Economy Energy
-*-***1%--**

-1-111---11Ecotricity
-*-***---**

434113948399314548EDF
9%9%12%8%9%8%16%7%3%10%9%

-62888---88Extra Energy
-2%2%2%1%2%---2%1%

31742325232-12425First Utility
8%4%4%5%5%5%3%-1%6%5%

-2-222---22GB Energy Supply
-*-***---**

12-222---22Green Star Energy
2%*-1%**---1%*

-1-111--1-1Marks & Spencer Energy
-*-***--2%ab-*

9541165746593105974Npower
22%14%13%14%14%14%14%9%23%13%14%

-111121212---1212Ovo
-3%1%3%2%2%---3%2%

-9-999---99Sainsbury's Energy
-2%-2%2%2%---2%2%
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Q.79 Which energy company did you most recently complain to?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 102 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3838485448509449615443405510Unweighted Base
41*38889*46152146360*37*41*438523Weighted Base

-1-111-1--1Scottish Hydro
-*-***-1%ab--*

124716627562131036175Scottish Power
28%aj12%18%13%14%13%21%27%abc6%14%14%

183141414--21214Southern Electric
2%2%3%3%3%3%--4%3%3%

-1-111---11Spark Energy
-*-***---**

11761724177131924SSE (Scottish and
2%4%7%4%5%4%11%afgh4%8%4%5%Southern Energy)

-4-444--134Swalec
-1%-1%1%1%--2%1%1%

1--111---11Utility Warehouse
2%j--***---**

-3*333--*33Utilita
-1%1%1%1%1%--1%1%1%

-1-111---11Zog Energy
-*-***---**

16-777---77Other
2%2%-2%1%2%---2%1%

-2-222--112Refused
-*-***--2%b**

-9411121111-1012Don't know
-2%4%2%2%2%2%3%-2%2%
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Q.79 Which energy company did you most recently complain to?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 102 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

103543436112369510Unweighted Base
87*51*3795**123*372523Weighted Base

--1-1-1Better Energy
--*-1%-*

241587210112129British Gas
28%28%23%35%8%30%c25%c

-17-728Co-operative Energy
-2%2%-5%ab*2%

14640-55560E.ON
16%12%11%-4%15%c11%c

1---1-1Economy Energy
1%e---1%-*

1--11-1Ecotricity
1%e--16%*-*

5833-84048EDF
5%15%g9%-6%11%9%

-*7-618Extra Energy
-1%2%-5%ab*1%

2-22-21325First Utility
2%-6%-17%ab1%5%b

--2-2-2GB Energy Supply
--*-1%b-*

--211-2Green Star Energy
--1%22%1%-*

--1-1-1Marks & Spencer Energy
--*-1%-*

14460-135974Npower
16%8%16%-10%16%14%

317-10212Ovo
3%2%2%-8%ab1%2%
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Q.79 Which energy company did you most recently complain to?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 102 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

103543436112369510Unweighted Base
87*51*3795**123*372523Weighted Base

--9-629Sainsbury's Energy
--2%-5%ab1%2%

--1--11Scottish Hydro
--*--**

910551155675Scottish Power
10%19%14%12%13%15%14%

348-21114Southern Electric
3%7%2%-2%3%3%

--1-1-1Spark Energy
--*-1%-*

2218-32124SSE (Scottish and
2%4%5%-2%6%5%Southern Energy)

1-2--44Swalec
2%-1%--1%1%

11-1--1Utility Warehouse
1%1%e-15%--*

3---3-3Utilita
4%ae---2%b-1%

--1-1-1Zog Energy
--*-1%-*

4-5-327Other
4%ae-1%-2%*1%

1-----2Refused
1%e-----*

-*10-4212Don't know
-1%3%-4%b*2%b
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Q.79 Which energy company did you most recently complain to?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 102 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5211217229510Unweighted Base
51*13**213246523Weighted Base

-1--1Better Energy
-7%--*

1365753129British Gas
26%44%27%21%25%

1--78Co-operative Energy
2%--3%c2%

92193060E.ON
17%14%9%12%11%

--1-1Economy Energy
--1%-*

--1-1Ecotricity
--1%-*

42182548EDF
8%13%9%10%9%

--268Extra Energy
--1%2%1%

2-71625First Utility
4%-3%7%5%

--2-2GB Energy Supply
--1%-*

-1*12Green Star Energy
-8%***

--1-1Marks & Spencer Energy
--*-*

7-283874Npower
15%-13%15%14%

1-8312Ovo
2%-4%1%2%
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Q.79 Which energy company did you most recently complain to?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 102 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5211217229510Unweighted Base
51*13**213246523Weighted Base

--449Sainsbury's Energy
--2%2%2%

--1-1Scottish Hydro
--*-*

102283475Scottish Power
21%14%13%14%14%

--9514Southern Electric
--4%2%3%

--1-1Spark Energy
--*-*

2-14824SSE (Scottish and
3%-7%3%5%Southern Energy)

--214Swalec
--1%1%1%

--1-1Utility Warehouse
--*-*

1-113Utilita
3%-**1%

---11Zog Energy
---**

--357Other
--1%2%1%

--112Refused
--***

--5812Don't know
--2%3%2%
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Q.79 Which energy company did you most recently complain to?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 102 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7642092302359114126182328366144510Unweighted Base
6**58*20025924**56*118*139182341365157523Weighted Base

---1---1-1-11Better Energy
---*---1%-*-1%*

1205850513372051789732129British Gas
16%36%j29%j19%22%24%32%f14%28%23%27%21%25%f

--17111517548Co-operative Energy
--*3%2%2%1%3%*2%1%2%2%

-1031196910112436481260E.ON
-17%j15%j7%24%16%9%8%13%10%13%7%11%

-1-1---111111Economy Energy
-1%-*---******

--11--1-111-1Ecotricity
--**--1%-***-*

181129129132326341448EDF
11%13%6%11%6%4%7%10%12%8%9%9%9%

--35222*26448Extra Energy
--2%2%10%3%1%*1%2%1%2%1%

2-419-*712619151025First Utility
29%-2%7%kl-1%6%8%3%6%4%6%5%

---2--2--2-22GB Energy Supply
---1%--1%--*-1%*

--*2--21-2-22Green Star Energy
--*1%--1%1%-1%-1%c*

---1---1-11-1Marks & Spencer Energy
---*---1%-**-*

-734323817222351542074Npower
-13%17%12%14%14%14%16%13%15%15%13%14%

-12811262108412Ovo
-2%1%3%3%3%2%4%1%3%2%2%2%
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Q.79 Which energy company did you most recently complain to?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 102 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7642092302359114126182328366144510Unweighted Base
6**58*20025924**56*118*139182341365157523Weighted Base

---9-125-9369Sainsbury's Energy
---3%k-2%2%4%-3%e1%4%c2%

--1---1--11-1Scottish Hydro
--*---*--**-*

2426434814222946502475Scottish Power
30%7%13%16%15%15%12%16%16%13%14%15%14%

-266-3*6497614Southern Electric
-4%3%2%-6%g*4%2%3%2%4%3%

--1-----1-1-1Spark Energy
--*-----*-*-*

-2912126781619524SSE (Scottish and
-4%5%5%2%4%5%5%4%5%5%3%5%Southern Energy)

--13-111-4134Swalec
--*1%-2%1%1%-1%*2%1%

--1-1----11-1Utility Warehouse
--*-3%----**-*

-112-1-112123Utilita
-1%*1%-3%-1%*1%*1%1%

--1----1-1-11Zog Energy
--*----1%-*-**

--52-2--62627Other
--2%1%-3%--3%d*2%1%1%

--11--1--2112Refused
--**--1%--****

1128--432108412Don't know
13%2%1%3%--4%2%1%3%2%3%2%
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Q.79 Which energy company did you most recently complain to?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 102 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

212247244103429363200213139510Unweighted Base
216261245118*42*106*64*220236154523Weighted Base

-111-1-1111Better Energy
-**1%-1%-**1%*

57747018132312435030129British Gas
26%28%29%16%31%22%19%20%21%20%25%

8664-416748Co-operative Energy
4%2%2%4%-3%1%3%3%3%2%

312929837420241160E.ON
14%11%12%7%6%7%7%9%10%7%11%

111--1-11-1Economy Energy
***--1%-**-*

1111---1111Ecotricity
***1%---****

242928937822241348EDF
11%11%11%8%8%7%13%10%10%8%9%

-2-3-4-6638Extra Energy
-1%-3%-3%-3%3%2%1%

10169926316151125First Utility
4%6%4%8%5%6%5%7%6%7%5%

22----2---2GB Energy Supply
1%1%----2%a---*
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Q.79 Which energy company did you most recently complain to?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 102 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

212247244103429363200213139510Unweighted Base
216261245118*42*106*64*220236154523Weighted Base

222112*2212Green Star Energy
1%1%1%1%2%2%1%1%1%1%*

111----1--1Marks & Spencer Energy
***----*--*

22282918915729282474Npower
10%11%12%16%21%14%11%13%12%16%14%

5455-2278512Ovo
2%1%2%4%-2%3%3%4%3%2%

4776-6-7969Sainsbury's Energy
2%3%3%5%a-6%a-3%4%4%2%

111-------1Scottish Hydro
***-------*

273432198141129312575Scottish Power
13%13%13%16%18%13%16%13%13%17%14%

6563-4267314Southern Electric
3%2%2%2%-4%3%3%3%2%3%

--1-----1-1Spark Energy
--*-----*-*

787533388824SSE (Scottish and
3%3%3%5%6%3%4%4%3%5%5%Southern Energy)
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Q.79 Which energy company did you most recently complain to?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 102 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

212247244103429363200213139510Unweighted Base
216261245118*42*106*64*220236154523Weighted Base

2221-131114Swalec
1%1%1%1%-1%4%a1%1%1%1%

1---------1Utility Warehouse
*---------*

111--1122-3Utilita
1%1%1%--1%2%1%1%-1%

----111-111Zog Energy
----2%1%1%-***

222---222-7Other
1%1%1%---2%1%1%-1%

---1-1-2212Refused
---1%-1%-1%1%**

4565-4288512Don't know
2%2%2%4%-3%4%4%3%3%2%
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Q.79 Which energy company did you most recently complain to?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 102 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5373425375743935325422315435510Unweighted Base
6**33*31*24**39*59*45*12**33**30**56*22**38**58*38*523Weighted Base

--1------------1Better Energy
--3%a------------*

391089198313313710114129British Gas
55%27%33%b33%23%32%b18%26%38%10%23%33%26%19%9%25%

----1---2-3--2-8Co-operative Energy
----4%---6%-5%--3%-2%

2833144-4333213760E.ON
29%24%afkl9%13%3%7%10%-11%11%5%15%4%22%afkl19%fl11%

---1--------1--1Economy Energy
---3%--------1%--*

-1------1------1Ecotricity
-2%------2%------*

-1313144-133-102548EDF
-5%10%3%7%23%acflo9%-4%10%5%-25%3%12%9%

--2--2------1-38Extra Energy
--6%--3%------3%-9%acf1%

--3241--112134125First Utility
--8%7%11%j2%--4%5%3%7%9%7%3%5%

---2-----------2GB Energy Supply
---7%-----------*

----1---*----1-2Green Star Energy
----3%---1%----1%-*

-1-------------1Marks & Spencer Energy
-3%a-------------*

-65273-24819555474Npower
-18%j15%j9%17%j6%-15%11%26%33%abcjk23%13%8%12%j14%j

--1--22-12111-112Ovo
--3%--4%5%-2%7%2%4%2%-2%2%

-----2---3---329Sainsbury's Energy
-----3%---9%---4%5%2%
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Q.79 Which energy company did you most recently complain to?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 102 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5373425375743935325422315435510Unweighted Base
6**33*31*24**39*59*45*12**33**30**56*22**38**58*38*523Weighted Base

------1--------1Scottish Hydro
------1%--------*

1241162333394-10675Scottish Power
16%8%11%6%3%10%50%abcfk24%8%11%15%18%-17%15%14%

lno

----2*----2-5-514Southern Electric
----4%1%----4%-13%-12%acjk3%

----1----------1Spark Energy
----2%----------*

-21-83241-1--3-24SSE (Scottish and
-5%2%-20%abcfjk6%4%35%2%-1%--5%-5%Southern Energy)

n

---3-1---------4Swalec
---12%-1%---------1%

----1----------1Utility Warehouse
----2%----------*

---1----1----1-3Utilita
---4%----3%----2%-1%

--------1------1Zog Energy
--------2%------*

---1-1--1-2-21-7Other
---4%-2%--3%-3%-4%2%-1%

-1-------1-----2Refused
-3%a-------2%-----*

-2--1-2-13---4112Don't know
-6%--2%-4%-2%9%---6%3%2%
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Q.79 Which energy company did you most recently complain to?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 103 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

165891541021222441443054426510Unweighted Base
11097*188128*10128313828**59*436523Weighted Base

18102615203019375969Very satisfied (2)
17%11%14%12%20%f11%13%12%12%14%13%

201552222659256896110Quite satisfied (1)
19%16%28%18%26%21%18%23%14%22%21%

8102520142821265663Neither satisfied (0)
7%10%13%16%k14%10%15%6%9%13%12%nor dissatisfied

13102018123613285161Quite satisfied (-1)
12%10%10%14%11%13%9%9%13%12%12%

4949655129127591430171215Very dissatisfied (-2)
45%51%i35%39%28%45%g43%g50%50%39%41%g

SUMMARY CODES

392678374690441015155180SATISFIED
35%27%41%j29%46%aef32%32%36%26%35%34%

6260856940163721638222275DISSATISFIED
56%62%i45%54%40%58%g52%59%63%51%53%g

1111-32-145Don't know
1%1%1%1%-1%1%-2%1%1%

-0.497-0.765-0.250j-0.528-0.023aef-0.604-0.505-0.605-0.768-0.414-0.464Mean Score
1.6061.4901.5081.4581.5301.4921.5221.5941.4991.5171.521Standard Deviation
0.0160.0250.0150.0210.0190.0090.0160.0850.0420.0050.005Error Variance
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Q.80 Thinking of the last time you complained, taking everything into account regarding the complaints process, how satisfied or dissatisfied
were you overall with the way in which your complaint was handled by the energy supplier?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 103 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1051222754001101742281170510Unweighted Base
86*12130942894*13**42*335133523Weighted Base

1813365514210401869Very satisfied (2)
21%ahi11%12%13%15%13%23%12%14%13%

1825679515377030110Quite satisfied (1)
21%21%22%22%16%26%17%21%23%21%

5174056736401363Neither satisfied (0)
6%14%13%13%8%26%15%12%10%12%nor dissatisfied

9114053813451361Quite satisfied (-1)
10%9%13%12%8%6%7%13%9%12%

35531231645041413858215Very dissatisfied (-2)
41%44%40%38%53%ag28%34%41%44%41%

SUMMARY CODES

37381031503051711048180SATISFIED
43%31%33%35%31%39%41%33%36%34%

44641642185851718371275DISSATISFIED
51%53%53%51%61%35%41%55%53%53%

*225--1225Don't know
1%2%1%1%--2%1%1%1%

-0.278-0.553-0.486-0.417-0.679-0.105-0.120-0.515-0.478-0.464Mean Score
1.6631.4941.4821.5021.5911.4631.6341.4931.5601.521Standard Deviation
0.0270.0190.0080.0060.0230.1260.0650.0080.0140.005Error Variance
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Q.80 Thinking of the last time you complained, taking everything into account regarding the complaints process, how satisfied or dissatisfied
were you overall with the way in which your complaint was handled by the energy supplier?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 103 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3838485448509449615443405510Unweighted Base
41*38889*46152146360*37*41*438523Weighted Base

5531259695910845869Very satisfied (2)
11%14%13%13%13%13%17%21%9%13%13%

3901810511010569794110Quite satisfied (1)
7%23%k20%23%e21%e23%e10%23%18%22%21%

644125863585345363Neither satisfied (0)
14%11%14%13%12%12%8%8%9%12%12%nor dissatisfied

94475159538564861Quite satisfied (-1)
21%11%8%11%11%11%13%14%15%11%12%

1815441184215184311320179215Very dissatisfied (-2)
44%40%46%40%41%40%51%34%50%41%41%

SUMMARY CODES

814329164180164161611152180SATISFIED
19%37%k33%36%35%35%27%44%27%35%34%

2719848235274237391827228275DISSATISFIED
65%51%54%51%53%51%65%48%65%52%53%

14-555---55Don't know
2%1%-1%1%1%---1%1%

-0.805-0.404-0.539-0.429-0.463-0.431-0.723-0.173-0.785-0.456-0.464Mean Score
1.4021.5311.5371.5141.5231.5121.5781.6151.4541.5211.521Standard Deviation
0.0530.0060.0280.0050.0050.0050.0410.0480.0490.0060.005Error Variance
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Q.80 Thinking of the last time you complained, taking everything into account regarding the complaints process, how satisfied or dissatisfied
were you overall with the way in which your complaint was handled by the energy supplier?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 103 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

103543436112369510Unweighted Base
87*51*3795**123*372523Weighted Base

12746-135769Very satisfied (2)
14%14%12%-10%15%13%

1388612182110Quite satisfied (1)
15%15%23%20%17%22%21%

8451-144463Neither satisfied (0)
9%8%14%-11%12%12%nor dissatisfied

79431124661Quite satisfied (-1)
8%18%11%16%10%12%12%

4723149363141215Very dissatisfied (-2)
54%ae44%39%64%51%b38%41%

SUMMARY CODES

2515132134139180SATISFIED
28%30%35%20%28%37%34%

5432192474187275DISSATISFIED
62%62%51%80%60%50%53%

*-4-125Don't know
1%-1%-1%*1%

-0.747-0.616-0.434-1.228-0.739-0.357c-0.464Mean Score
1.5541.5281.4951.3341.4871.5371.521Standard Deviation
0.0240.0430.0070.2970.0200.0060.005Error Variance
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Q.80 Thinking of the last time you complained, taking everything into account regarding the complaints process, how satisfied or dissatisfied
were you overall with the way in which your complaint was handled by the energy supplier?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 103 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5211217229510Unweighted Base
51*13**213246523Weighted Base

53273469Very satisfied (2)
10%22%13%14%13%

1343855110Quite satisfied (1)
27%32%18%22%21%

31332663Neither satisfied (0)
6%7%15%11%12%nor dissatisfied

7-213361Quite satisfied (-1)
14%-10%13%12%

2159396215Very dissatisfied (-2)
41%39%44%39%41%

SUMMARY CODES

1876589180SATISFIED
36%54%31%36%34%

285114129275DISSATISFIED
56%39%53%52%53%

1-225Don't know
2%-1%1%1%

-0.522-0.017-0.544-0.412-0.464Mean Score
1.5111.7301.5051.5261.521Standard Deviation
0.0450.2720.0110.0100.005Error Variance
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Q.80 Thinking of the last time you complained, taking everything into account regarding the complaints process, how satisfied or dissatisfied
were you overall with the way in which your complaint was handled by the energy supplier?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 103 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7642092302359114126182328366144510Unweighted Base
6**58*20025924**56*118*139182341365157523Weighted Base

263922312189274363669Very satisfied (2)
38%10%19%aj9%11%21%f16%f6%15%13%17%b4%13%bf

19445759242743688328110Quite satisfied (1)
16%15%22%22%21%17%21%19%23%20%23%18%21%

11024274315172339451863Neither satisfied (0)
24%18%12%10%17%5%13%12%13%12%12%11%12%nor dissatisfied

1717351614212040421861Quite satisfied (-1)
12%13%9%14%6%10%12%15%11%12%12%12%12%

12574115112643666714812787215Very dissatisfied (-2)
9%44%37%44%46%47%37%47%37%43%35%56%ac41%

SUMMARY CODES

315837982142356911114634180SATISFIED
55%25%41%jl31%32%38%36%25%38%32%40%b22%34%b

133911501332578787188169106275DISSATISFIED
21%57%46%58%k52%57%49%62%48%55%46%67%ac53%

--23--2-235-5Don't know
--1%1%--2%-1%1%1%-1%

0.622-0.654-0.218j-0.638-0.554-0.462-0.348f-0.781-0.322-0.540-0.242ab-0.974-0.464bfMean Score
1.4671.4301.5981.4501.5241.6821.5401.3731.5291.5131.5521.3161.521Standard Deviation
0.3080.0320.0120.0090.1010.0480.0210.0150.0130.0070.0070.0120.005Error Variance
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Q.80 Thinking of the last time you complained, taking everything into account regarding the complaints process, how satisfied or dissatisfied
were you overall with the way in which your complaint was handled by the energy supplier?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 103 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

212247244103429363200213139510Unweighted Base
216261245118*42*106*64*220236154523Weighted Base

4655561293321222169Very satisfied (2)
21%a21%a23%a10%22%3%4%10%9%13%13%f

576957259229505534110Quite satisfied (1)
26%27%23%21%22%21%14%23%23%22%21%

11192014281226241563Neither satisfied (0)
5%7%8%12%6%8%19%12%10%10%12%knor dissatisfied

22282716714628302361Quite satisfied (-1)
10%11%11%14%17%13%10%13%13%15%12%

798783511459349310260215Very dissatisfied (-2)
37%34%34%43%34%56%a53%42%43%39%41%

SUMMARY CODES

10212411337192512727755180SATISFIED
47%a48%a46%a31%44%24%19%33%33%36%34%e

1011151106721734012113384275DISSATISFIED
47%44%45%57%51%68%a63%55%56%54%53%j

122----23-5Don't know
*1%1%----1%1%-1%

-0.148a-0.091a-0.099a-0.580-0.187-0.973-0.926-0.552-0.581-0.444-0.464efMean Score
1.6381.6071.6231.4671.6211.3241.3041.4691.4741.5141.521Standard Deviation
0.0130.0110.0110.0210.0630.0190.0270.0110.0100.0160.005Error Variance
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Q.80 Thinking of the last time you complained, taking everything into account regarding the complaints process, how satisfied or dissatisfied
were you overall with the way in which your complaint was handled by the energy supplier?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 103 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5373425375743935325422315435510Unweighted Base
6**33*31*24**39*59*45*12**33**30**56*22**38**58*38*523Weighted Base

225169614555108269Very satisfied (2)
29%6%17%6%15%15%14%6%12%16%8%24%26%13%6%13%

17481316611167261311110Quite satisfied (1)
16%23%12%34%33%fjn27%13%13%33%19%12%8%16%22%28%21%

-441866-3371109263Neither satisfied (0)
-12%12%3%20%10%12%-9%11%12%4%27%16%5%12%nor dissatisfied

13624671225537561Quite satisfied (-1)
16%10%18%9%10%10%15%10%7%7%9%25%8%13%14%12%

2161311923209111332992118215Very dissatisfied (-2)
39%49%l41%48%22%38%44%72%33%43%58%acl39%23%36%47%l41%l

SUMMARY CODES

2991019241221510117162013180SATISFIED
45%28%28%40%48%f41%f27%18%45%35%20%32%41%35%34%34%f

31919141329261013153814122823275DISSATISFIED
55%59%l59%l57%32%49%58%l82%40%50%67%l64%32%49%61%l53%l

------1-21*----5Don't know
------2%-6%5%1%----1%

-0.211-0.747-0.561-0.6000.082ab-0.319f-0.621-1.296-0.170-0.429-0.975-0.4830.122-0.366f-0.687-0.464fMean Score
fo

1.9121.4211.5431.5241.3981.5581.5231.3411.5511.6251.4011.6561.5031.4891.4541.521Standard Deviation
0.7310.0550.0700.0930.0530.0430.0550.2000.0730.0850.0370.1250.0730.0410.0600.005Error Variance
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Q.80 Thinking of the last time you complained, taking everything into account regarding the complaints process, how satisfied or dissatisfied
were you overall with the way in which your complaint was handled by the energy supplier?
Base: All who made complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 104 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

193010501397106920082435100334547046315446Unweighted Base
130011311706132616072824103332850046375464Weighted Base

3941465145107251227139177Yes
3%4%3%4%3%4%2%4%5%ab3%3%

12361071163612591535267898931446444255202No
95%95%96%95%96%95%96%96%93%95%c95%c

4442653131114Refused
********1%**

21162014213316176371Don't know
2%1%1%1%1%1%2%*1%1%1%
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Q.81 Excluding any comment about their prices, do you believe you have had cause to complain to an energy supplier in the last year, but have not done so?
Base: All who haven't made a complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 104 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

10991062319243901056199610271419235446Unweighted Base
889111033814610855181600315815255464Weighted Base

24401121423571210355177Yes
3%4%3%3%4%4%2%3%4%3%

841105532264392810167568302014485202No
95%95%95%95%95%92%95%96%e95%95%

23914--122-14Refused
****--2%abc*-*b

23113361979332271Don't know
3%ahi1%1%1%1%4%abcd1%1%1%1%
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Q.81 Excluding any comment about their prices, do you believe you have had cause to complain to an energy supplier in the last year, but have not done so?
Base: All who haven't made a complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 104 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4914287601474854304764682111664336185446Unweighted Base
482429262747925449480865783256740025464Weighted Base

1213627152176153252316139177Yes
2%3%4%3%3%3%4%3%3%3%3%

448411958745695191457962379454238195202No
93%96%ik94%95%95%95%95%95%96%95%95%k

-7114141413-414Refused
-*******-**

22311259686291294071Don't know
5%aij1%2%j1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%j
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Q.81 Excluding any comment about their prices, do you believe you have had cause to complain to an energy supplier in the last year, but have not done so?
Base: All who haven't made a complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 104 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

98455237923174843475446Unweighted Base
894498397234**79643245464Weighted Base

4717110117149177Yes
5%ae3%3%4%2%3%3%

82947138123376441245202No
93%95%96%g96%96%95%95%g

119-2814Refused
***-***

17941-134371Don't know
2%e2%1%-2%1%1%
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Q.81 Excluding any comment about their prices, do you believe you have had cause to complain to an energy supplier in the last year, but have not done so?
Base: All who haven't made a complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 104 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

69046264420435446Unweighted Base
65147*262821165464Weighted Base

1528573177Yes
2%4%3%3%3%

60445252020175202No
93%96%96%e95%e95%e

2-3614Refused
*-***

30-202071Don't know
5%abc-1%1%1%c
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Q.81 Excluding any comment about their prices, do you believe you have had cause to complain to an energy supplier in the last year, but have not done so?
Base: All who haven't made a complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 104 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13262127142157217775773510372579286747307165446Unweighted Base
12522106148162517571275011622507295747227425464Weighted Base

3164552862823447410314632177Yes
2%3%4%4%m3%4%3%4%3%3%3%4%3%

11702022141659416967772311082380282245017025202No
93%96%m96%m95%96%95%96%95%95%95%95%95%95%m

914--1-59512314Refused
1%ajl**--*-******

4319631736442664671Don't know
3%ajkl1%***1%**2%d1%1%1%1%fk
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Q.81 Excluding any comment about their prices, do you believe you have had cause to complain to an energy supplier in the last year, but have not done so?
Base: All who haven't made a complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 104 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

337438213813591254400387120612388075446Unweighted Base
328837593755638253430386130613368535464Weighted Base

52808120191915455339177Yes
2%2%2%3%7%ah4%4%3%4%5%3%ijk

320536473636614233408366124912688085202No
97%a97%a97%a96%g92%95%95%96%95%95%95%g

676213-34314Refused
*****1%-****

2525323116910471Don't know
1%1%1%***1%1%1%1%1%jk
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Q.81 Excluding any comment about their prices, do you believe you have had cause to complain to an energy supplier in the last year, but have not done so?
Base: All who haven't made a complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 104 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

202874312763744993461184733285023064544985345446Unweighted Base
20**2804102703744753641314573194992965085095535464Weighted Base

31277121121613101410122119177Yes
17%4%2%3%3%2%6%adfhkn4%3%3%3%3%2%4%n3%3%

152613992593514563341254403054832854894845155202No
75%93%97%bjlo96%j94%96%j92%96%96%bj96%j97%bjlo96%j96%bj95%93%95%j

21-2--3-23--1-214Refused
8%*-1%--1%-*1%--*-**

-6511077-2122651771Don't know
-2%fh1%*3%acfghm1%2%-***1%1%1%3%acefgh1%

m
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Q.81 Excluding any comment about their prices, do you believe you have had cause to complain to an energy supplier in the last year, but have not done so?
Base: All who haven't made a complaint in past 12 months to current or previous supplier

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 105 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

77961541471292391063332410474Yes - I contacted my
5%8%k8%k10%ak8%8%9%9%6%8%8%kcurrent or previous

energy supplier

262329533181181012109130Yes - I contacted
2%2%2%4%aijk2%3%2%3%2%2%2%another energy supplier

4250708373119532327194245Yes - my current or
3%4%4%6%aik4%4%4%7%ab5%4%4%kprevious energy supplier

contacted me

24182826176118678396Yes - another energy
2%1%2%2%1%2%g2%2%1%2%2%supplier contacted me

12321041161511621451262197828248242865049No
87%ah85%h85%h80%85%84%84%79%86%d84%d84%dh

SUMMARY CODE

1551732582772374481806771727865YES
11%14%k14%k19%aijk14%14%15%19%abc13%14%14%k

6352573-31215Refused
*******-***

18111713163210744858Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%
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Q.82 Excluding complaints and giving routine meter readings, have you had any interaction with your own or another energy supplier in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 105 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

549831639084934316115474Yes - I contacted my
6%8%j9%j8%9%5%5%9%bde7%8%djcurrent or previous

energy supplier

17268810624269031130Yes - I contacted
2%2%2%2%3%1%1%3%d2%2%another energy supplier

27571562063961815862245Yes - my current or
3%5%j4%j4%4%3%3%5%4%4%jprevious energy supplier

contacted me

142357821514692296Yes - another energy
1%2%2%2%2%*1%2%d1%2%supplier contacted me

854103530854260790167563289214275049No
87%ahi84%84%85%83%86%88%ac83%86%c84%

SUMMARY CODE

1041825667131511859576211865YES
11%15%j15%j14%16%10%9%16%abde13%d14%dj

45615-2121-15Refused
****-1%bc2%abc*-*bc

14103251878242058Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%3%abcd1%1%1%1%
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Q.82 Excluding complaints and giving routine meter readings, have you had any interaction with your own or another energy supplier in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 105 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

2237572407474407673334406474Yes - I contacted my
4%8%k10%k8%8%8%9%4%6%9%acd8%cdkcurrent or previous

energy supplier

51032111512911614816106130Yes - I contacted
1%2%3%k2%2%2%2%1%3%d2%d2%danother energy supplier

2019131220245220242813200245Yes - my current or
4%4%4%4%4%4%3%3%2%4%c4%cprevious energy supplier

contacted me

17717859685121068096Yes - another energy
*2%k2%k2%2%2%2%1%1%2%2%ksupplier contacted me

457395858444275035444160878753436795049No
87%i85%82%84%84%84%85%91%ab88%ab83%84%

SUMMARY CODE

496841247628647631017366719865YES
9%15%k17%k15%14%14%14%8%11%16%acd14%cdk

351141514111515Refused
1%j**********

143385157526763758Don't know
3%aj1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.82 Excluding complaints and giving routine meter readings, have you had any interaction with your own or another energy supplier in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 105 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

5743375390371474Yes - I contacted my
6%8%9%g7%10%8%8%gcurrent or previous

energy supplier

2279724279130Yes - I contacted
2%1%2%5%5%ab2%2%another energy supplier

3318192146194245Yes - my current or
3%3%4%2%5%4%4%previous energy supplier

contacted me

203742157996Yes - another energy
2%f1%2%4%2%2%2%supplier contacted me

85147536313173539885049No
87%e86%83%80%80%85%c84%c

SUMMARY CODE

116676797172665865YES
12%12%16%fg18%19%ab14%14%g

119-11015Refused
***-***

126321113358Don't know
1%1%1%2%1%1%1%
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Q.82 Excluding complaints and giving routine meter readings, have you had any interaction with your own or another energy supplier in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 105 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

439183240474Yes - I contacted my
6%15%ce6%10%ace8%ccurrent or previous

energy supplier

1245560130Yes - I contacted
2%7%ace2%3%2%another energy supplier

274112102245Yes - my current or
4%6%4%4%4%previous energy supplier

contacted me

61414896Yes - another energy
1%1%1%2%2%supplier contacted me

59246246519295049No
84%77%87%ab82%84%b

SUMMARY CODE

8313356412865YES
12%23%ce13%17%ace14%c

2-4515Refused
*-***

24-161758Don't know
3%abc-1%1%1%
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Q.82 Excluding complaints and giving routine meter readings, have you had any interaction with your own or another energy supplier in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 105 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

3391912412256102137156319365110474Yes - I contacted my
*2%m11%alm27%aklm11%7%12%ah10%ah6%10%ae7%12%ac8%elmcurrent or previous

energy supplier

2641818113644291016961130Yes - I contacted
**2%lm9%aklm4%h1%4%ah3%ah1%3%ae1%7%ac2%celmanother energy supplier

17769754142948568915518758245Yes - my current or
1%4%m6%alm6%alm7%4%5%4%3%5%e4%6%ac4%mprevious energy supplier

contacted me

726352942021292374643296Yes - another energy
1%1%2%lm3%alm2%3%a2%2%1%2%ae1%4%ac2%emsupplier contacted me

11941999132752915865067910582364268643786715049No
95%ajkl92%ajk79%j60%80%85%g78%81%88%ad81%86%ab75%84%bdfgjk

SUMMARY CODE

2614434235240111185235281583646218865YES
2%7%m20%alm40%aklm20%a15%21%ah18%a10%18%ae13%24%ac14%celm

1023--1-39512315Refused
1%ajkl**--*-******

2819921635352451858Don't know
2%ajkl1%1%**1%**1%d1%1%1%1%
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Q.82 Excluding complaints and giving routine meter readings, have you had any interaction with your own or another energy supplier in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 105 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

266315314112437444209202148474Yes - I contacted my
8%8%8%15%a15%a14%a10%14%a13%a15%a8%current or previous

energy supplier

6693793484915657640130Yes - I contacted
2%2%2%5%a3%9%ae3%4%a5%a4%a2%another energy supplier

14716817041264220849664245Yes - my current or
4%4%4%5%9%a8%ae4%5%a6%a6%a4%previous energy supplier

contacted me

5159582410211345513296Yes - another energy
1%1%1%3%a3%a4%a3%3%a3%a3%a2%supplier contacted me

298134013394562220378362115511897485049No
85%85%85%74%74%71%81%f76%76%74%84%bcdefgh

SUMMARY CODE

4955915741907415381360372252865YES
14%15%14%25%a25%a29%ae18%a24%a24%a25%a14%

565213-33315Refused
******-****

222228312688458Don't know
1%1%1%***1%1%1%*1%j
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Q.82 Excluding complaints and giving routine meter readings, have you had any interaction with your own or another energy supplier in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 105 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

2334229405325734315723173449474Yes - I contacted my
6%11%cdj9%d10%d10%cd10%cdj6%5%7%d9%d10%cdj7%d3%6%d8%d8%dcurrent or previous

energy supplier

1811814181015101425913130Yes - I contacted
3%3%3%3%3%deh3%deh2%1%1%3%3%1%1%2%2%2%another energy supplier

-8192012372089152611242015245Yes - my current or
-3%4%h7%abchlo3%7%abchlo5%h5%h2%4%h5%h4%4%h4%3%4%hprevious energy supplier

contacted me

-776816617494481096Yes - another energy
-2%2%2%2%3%ad1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%2%2%supplier contacted me

212583632293424133471294332874552784915035015049No
84%82%82%78%83%77%85%km90%fgklm88%afgkl82%82%87%fkm90%abfgj89%afgkl85%km84%km

nomnoklmnomno

SUMMARY CODE

350745766112561452569939496078865YES
10%16%cdh17%cdh19%abcde16%cdh21%abcde14%d10%11%16%cdh18%abcde12%9%11%13%d14%cdh

hihijhi

21-1--3-23--3-215Refused
7%*-*--1%-*1%--*-**

-457684-3321441058Don't know
-1%1%2%af1%1%f1%-1%1%**1%1%2%f1%
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Q.82 Excluding complaints and giving routine meter readings, have you had any interaction with your own or another energy supplier in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 106 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2311592182252823741776966698833Unweighted Base
15517325827723744818067*71*727865Weighted Base

344370745711647137200220British Gas
22%25%27%27%24%26%26%20%9%28%c25%c

22333511-89Co-operative Energy
1%1%1%1%1%1%*1%-1%1%

1723284330641611298111E.ON
11%13%11%16%13%14%9%16%c2%14%c13%c

21---12--33Economy Energy
1%1%---*1%--**

*14526222711Ecotricity
*1%2%2%1%1%1%3%3%1%1%

14161621192325-26567EDF
9%9%6%8%8%5%14%af-3%9%d8%d

--4242---66Extra Energy
--1%1%2%*---1%1%

31271110194162633First Utility
2%7%k3%4%4%4%2%1%9%b4%4%

--3314-2-46Flow Energy
--1%1%*1%-2%-1%1%

---211---22GB Energy Supply
---1%**---**

-333-44--99Good Energy
-2%1%1%-1%2%g--1%1%

2-2242--156Green Star Energy
2%-1%1%2%1%--1%1%1%

-1--1----11iSupply Energy
-*--*----**

--1-1---1-1LoCo2
--*-*---2%ab-*

111-21---33Marks & Spencer Energy
*1%*-1%*---**
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Q.83 Which supplier did you have contact with most recently?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 106 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2311592182252823741776966698833Unweighted Base
15517325827723744818067*71*727865Weighted Base

22111617163613355866Npower
14%ahij6%6%6%7%8%7%4%7%8%8%

4612129187-23234Ovo
2%4%5%4%4%4%4%-3%4%4%

21445421-1010Sainsbury's Energy
1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%-1%1%

111-2-112-3Scottish Hydro
1%1%*-1%-1%2%b3%ab-*

2016373428582162873106Scottish Power
13%9%14%12%12%13%12%8%39%abd10%12%

431167115--2424Southern Electric
3%2%4%2%3%2%3%--3%3%

2--2-22--44Spark Energy
1%--1%-*1%--1%*

10101713132791113750SSE (Scottish and
6%6%7%5%6%6%5%2%16%abd5%6%Southern Energy)

51071811423-*23Swalec
3%h6%h3%h*3%3%2%34%abc-*3%bh

2931031461-2324Utility Warehouse
1%5%ik1%4%1%3%4%2%-3%3%

42---141-56Utilita
2%ahi1%---*2%afg1%-1%1%

1-1-1----11Other
*-*-1%----**

628108153222226Don't know
4%1%3%3%3%3%2%2%3%3%3%
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Q.83 Which supplier did you have contact with most recently?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 106 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1251725196531802063493257833Unweighted Base
10418256671315118**59*576211865Weighted Base

26361561863571515147220British Gas
25%20%28%26%23%41%25%26%22%25%

11764-1819Co-operative Energy
1%*1%1%2%-2%1%*1%

921799417168222111E.ON
9%12%14%13%11%5%10%14%10%13%

21-21--3-3Economy Energy
2%ah*-**--*-*

-4711---9211Ecotricity
-2%1%2%---2%1%1%

102235571127411767EDF
9%12%h6%8%7%8%12%7%8%8%

--651-15-6Extra Energy
--1%1%1%-2%1%-1%

210192851225633First Utility
2%5%3%4%4%3%3%4%3%4%

--66-123-6Flow Energy
--1%1%-6%3%b1%-1%

--22---2-2GB Energy Supply
--**---*-*

-369--17-9Good Energy
-2%1%1%--2%b1%-1%

11424--6-6Green Star Energy
1%1%1%*3%ag--1%-1%

--11---1-1iSupply Energy
--**---*-*

1---1---11LoCo2
1%h---1%g---1%*

--33--12-3Marks & Spencer Energy
--1%*--1%*-*
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Q.83 Which supplier did you have contact with most recently?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 106 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1251725196531802063493257833Unweighted Base
10418256671315118**59*576211865Weighted Base

51645541213451766Npower
5%9%8%8%8%4%4%8%8%8%

672027724181034Ovo
5%4%3%4%4%10%6%3%5%4%

32692-25310Sainsbury's Energy
3%1%1%1%1%-4%1%1%1%

-1221-21-3Scottish Hydro
-1%**1%-4%abc*-*

1817718422256534106Scottish Power
17%9%13%12%15%12%9%11%16%12%

47112041*15724Southern Electric
4%4%2%3%3%5%1%3%3%3%

-4-4---314Spark Energy
-2%ah-1%---1%**

910303811-3281950SSE (Scottish and
9%5%5%5%8%-6%5%9%c6%Southern Energy)

2714158-312823Swalec
2%4%3%2%5%g-5%2%4%3%

-618222-119424Utility Warehouse
-3%3%3%1%-2%3%2%3%

23151--246Utilita
2%h2%h*1%*--*2%c1%

--1-1--111Other
--*-1%g--***

24172331*17726Don't know
2%2%3%3%2%6%1%3%3%3%
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Q.83 Which supplier did you have contact with most recently?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 106 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

506631137318327321019675655833Unweighted Base
49*684124762864763101*73*66*719865Weighted Base

141871621522021551914184220British Gas
28%i27%i13%28%e25%e28%e5%26%22%26%25%ei

-72999-2-89Co-operative Energy
-1%2%1%1%1%-2%-1%1%

284249811198136696111E.ON
4%12%19%k13%13%13%13%9%9%13%13%

-21333---33Economy Energy
-*****---**

-10181182--1111Ecotricity
-1%1%1%1%1%2%--1%1%

6521056675611565567EDF
12%8%8%7%8%7%11%7%9%8%8%

-6-666---66Extra Energy
-1%-1%1%1%---1%1%

22472833286123033First Utility
3%4%6%4%4%4%6%2%3%4%4%

-333633--66Flow Energy
-*2%j*1%*3%afgh--1%1%

-2-222---22GB Energy Supply
-*-***---**

-9-7971--99Good Energy
-1%-1%1%1%1%--1%1%

-5156512136Green Star Energy
-1%1%1%1%1%1%2%2%*1%

--1-1-11--1iSupply Energy
--1%-*-1%fh1%ab--*

-1-111-1--1LoCo2
-*-***-2%ab--*

12-333--213Marks & Spencer Energy
3%aj*-***--3%ab**
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Q.83 Which supplier did you have contact with most recently?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 106 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

506631137318327321019675655833Unweighted Base
49*684124762864763101*73*66*719865Weighted Base

8471155665511585366Npower
16%aj7%9%7%8%7%11%7%12%7%8%

22563234322-23234Ovo
4%4%5%4%4%4%2%-3%4%d4%

-10-101010--3810Sainsbury's Energy
-2%-1%1%1%--4%ab1%1%

-3-333-1113Scottish Hydro
-1%-***-1%b2%**

58516871068719111481106Scottish Power
11%12%13%11%12%11%19%f15%22%ab11%12%

11851924195321824Southern Electric
2%3%4%2%3%2%5%4%4%3%3%

-312422--44Spark Energy
-*1%***2%afgh--1%*

24174250428724150SSE (Scottish and
3%6%6%6%6%5%8%10%3%6%6%Southern Energy)

31431823185511723Swalec
6%2%2%2%3%2%5%6%b1%2%3%

217522242211-2324Utility Warehouse
4%2%4%3%3%3%1%1%-3%3%

151666-1-56Utilita
1%1%1%1%1%1%-1%-1%1%

-111111-111Other
-*1%***1%-1%**

22042126215312126Don't know
3%3%4%3%3%3%5%4%2%3%3%
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Q.83 Which supplier did you have contact with most recently?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 106 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

132726249158646833Unweighted Base
11667*6797**172665865Weighted Base

322116713214220British Gas
28%31%25%15%2%32%ac25%c

-18-919Co-operative Energy
-1%1%-5%ab*1%b

12893-7103111E.ON
10%12%14%-4%15%c13%c

2--1-23Economy Energy
2%ae--18%-**

-28-11-11Ecotricity
-4%g1%-6%ab-1%b

3953-26667EDF
2%13%g8%g-1%10%c8%cg

--6-6-6Extra Energy
--1%-3%ab-1%

3-30230233First Utility
2%-4%22%18%ab*4%b

--6-6-6Flow Energy
--1%-3%ab-1%

--2-2-2GB Energy Supply
--*-1%b-*

-17-9-9Good Energy
-2%1%-5%ab-1%b

1-51416Green Star Energy
1%-1%15%3%ab*1%

--1-1-1iSupply Energy
--*-*-*

1-----1LoCo2
1%e-----*
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Q.83 Which supplier did you have contact with most recently?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 106 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

132726249158646833Unweighted Base
11667*6797**172665865Weighted Base

--3-213Marks & Spencer Energy
--*-1%**

14749-66066Npower
12%10%7%-4%9%c8%

6125130334Ovo
6%2%4%14%17%ab*4%b

--10-10110Sainsbury's Energy
--2%-6%ab*1%b

-12--33Scottish Hydro
-2%*--1%*

1768414100106Scottish Power
15%9%12%8%2%15%c12%c

3217-12224Southern Electric
2%3%2%-1%3%3%

2-2-4-4Spark Energy
1%-*-2%ab-*

8339124850SSE (Scottish and
7%5%6%10%1%7%c6%cSouthern Energy)

4119--2323Swalec
3%1%3%--3%c3%c

-122-20324Utility Warehouse
-2%3%-12%ab*3%b

4-1-516Utilita
4%ae-*-3%ab*1%

1-1--11Other
*-*--**

3219--1526Don't know
3%4%3%--2%3%c
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Q.83 Which supplier did you have contact with most recently?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 106 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8312338399833Unweighted Base
83*13**356412865Weighted Base

2329996220British Gas
28%13%28%23%25%

1-459Co-operative Energy
1%-1%1%1%

523866111E.ON
7%14%11%16%ce13%

1-113Economy Energy
1%-***

--9211Ecotricity
--2%b*1%

2-224367EDF
3%-6%10%e8%

--146Extra Energy
--*1%1%

5-72233First Utility
6%-2%5%c4%

--246Flow Energy
--*1%1%

--2-2GB Energy Supply
--1%-*

1-629Good Energy
2%-2%*1%

11226Green Star Energy
1%8%*1%1%

--1-1iSupply Energy
--*-*

--1-1LoCo2
--*-*
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Q.83 Which supplier did you have contact with most recently?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 106 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8312338399833Unweighted Base
83*13**356412865Weighted Base

1-113Marks & Spencer Energy
2%-***

61253466Npower
7%9%7%8%8%

31101934Ovo
4%7%3%5%4%

--3710Sainsbury's Energy
--1%2%1%

1-2-3Scottish Hydro
2%b-1%-*

1233952106Scottish Power
15%22%11%13%12%

4-10924Southern Electric
5%-3%2%3%

--314Spark Energy
--1%**

43232050SSE (Scottish and
5%20%6%5%6%Southern Energy)

3-14523Swalec
4%-4%b1%3%

3115524Utility Warehouse
3%7%4%b1%3%

--426Utilita
--1%*1%

---11Other
---**

4-13826Don't know
5%-4%2%3%
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Q.83 Which supplier did you have contact with most recently?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 106 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3014534031838117172215276557626207833Unweighted Base
26**14434235240*111185235281583646218865Weighted Base

645987172542499312719228220British Gas
24%31%j29%j20%18%23%23%21%33%ad22%30%b13%25%b

-235212218729Co-operative Energy
-1%1%1%4%1%1%1%*1%1%1%1%

41049481012153437748328111E.ON
15%7%14%l14%25%agh11%8%14%13%13%13%13%13%

-12--2--12213Economy Energy
-1%1%--2%--*****

-181--631106411Ecotricity
-1%2%j*--3%1%*2%1%2%1%

21421306514172542511667EDF
6%10%6%9%14%4%8%7%9%7%8%7%8%

---6-312-6246Extra Energy
---2%k-3%a1%1%-1%*2%c1%

-47223571542992533First Utility
-3%2%6%k7%5%4%6%1%5%e1%11%ac4%c

--14--2314236Flow Energy
--*1%--1%1%*1%*1%1%

--111-1--2-22GB Energy Supply
--**3%af-*--*-1%c*

--63-161-99-9Good Energy
--2%1%-1%3%a1%-1%1%-1%

--421-41-6-66Green Star Energy
--1%1%3%-2%*-1%-3%ac1%c

--1-----1-1-1iSupply Energy
--*-----*-*-*

-1------1-1-1LoCo2
-1%------*-*-*

--21-11--3213Marks & Spencer Energy
--1%*-1%1%--1%*1%*
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Q.83 Which supplier did you have contact with most recently?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 106 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3014534031838117172215276557626207833Unweighted Base
26**14434235240*111185235281583646218865Weighted Base

292332-1021152046501666Npower
10%6%7%9%-9%11%i7%7%8%8%7%8%

-1102313621331181634Ovo
-1%3%6%kl2%2%3%9%agh1%5%e3%7%ac4%e

--19-325-103710Sainsbury's Energy
--*3%k-3%1%2%-2%e1%3%c1%

-111--1-123-3Scottish Hydro
-1%**--1%-**1%-*

3194143118193239677729106Scottish Power
11%13%12%12%2%16%i10%14%14%12%12%13%12%

1698-37591521224Southern Electric
2%4%3%2%-2%4%2%3%3%3%1%3%

11-2---222224Spark Energy
3%1%-*---1%1%**1%*

32271837810203044550SSE (Scottish and
11%1%8%l5%7%6%4%4%7%5%7%b2%6%lSouthern Energy)

11075-74581521223Swalec
4%7%ajk2%1%-7%af2%2%3%3%3%1%3%

161076110161817624Utility Warehouse
2%4%3%2%14%afh1%6%f*2%3%3%3%3%f

1121-2-133336Utilita
5%1%1%*-2%-1%1%1%1%1%1%

-1-1-1-1-1111Other
-*-*-1%-*-****

2888*361062017926Don't know
6%6%2%2%1%3%3%4%2%3%3%4%3%
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Q.83 Which supplier did you have contact with most recently?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 106 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4865715631727214380331341233833Unweighted Base
49559157419074*15381*360372252865Weighted Base

11414514732191712777948220British Gas
23%25%26%17%26%11%15%21%21%19%25%efh

6794-2-6449Co-operative Energy
1%1%1%2%-1%-2%1%1%1%

65777334141515494746111E.ON
13%13%13%18%19%10%18%14%13%18%a13%

222--1-11-3Economy Energy
***--*-**-*

777*-*4***11Ecotricity
1%1%1%*-*5%af***1%

48555212513429321867EDF
10%9%9%7%7%8%5%8%9%7%8%

-223-316436Extra Energy
-**1%-2%1%2%1%1%1%

2326216417919191033First Utility
5%4%4%3%5%11%a11%a5%5%4%4%

33311222326Flow Energy
1%*1%1%2%1%2%1%1%1%1%

222--2-12-2GB Energy Supply
***--1%-*1%-*
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Q.83 Which supplier did you have contact with most recently?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 106 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4865715631727214380331341233833Unweighted Base
49559157419074*15381*360372252865Weighted Base

9991---1319Good Energy
2%1%2%1%---*1%1%1%

65611514516Green Star Energy
1%1%1%1%1%3%a1%1%1%*1%

1-1-------1iSupply Energy
*-*-------*

111-------1LoCo2
***-------*

222--1-12-3Marks & Spencer Energy
***--1%-*1%-*

35383814712529322066Npower
7%6%7%8%9%8%6%8%9%8%8%

22272914514621201934Ovo
4%5%5%7%7%9%a7%6%5%7%a4%

7997-7-1010710Sainsbury's Energy
1%1%2%3%a-5%a-3%3%3%1%

2231---1-13Scottish Hydro
**1%1%---*-**

5065642771912464732106Scottish Power
10%11%11%14%9%12%15%13%13%13%12%

121713642-68824Southern Electric
3%3%2%3%5%1%-2%2%3%3%
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Q.83 Which supplier did you have contact with most recently?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 106 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4865715631727214380331341233833Unweighted Base
49559157419074*15381*360372252865Weighted Base

122--2-22-4Spark Energy
***--1%-**-*

2530301435121201650SSE (Scottish and
5%5%5%7%4%4%1%6%5%6%6%Southern Energy)

151617512278523Swalec
3%3%3%3%1%1%3%2%2%2%3%

1719172-2488224Utility Warehouse
3%3%3%1%-2%5%2%2%1%3%

444-1121116Utilita
1%1%1%-1%1%2%***1%

111---1---1Other
***---1%---*

14181352911113726Don't know
3%3%2%3%3%6%1%3%4%3%3%
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Q.83 Which supplier did you have contact with most recently?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 106 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

351715665114531250539340415873833Unweighted Base
3**50*74*57*66*112*56*14**52*56*99*39*49*60*78*865Weighted Base

216221420306-179299141419220British Gas
71%32%j29%j25%30%j27%j10%-33%j16%29%j24%29%j23%24%25%j

11--21----11-129Co-operative Energy
29%3%--3%1%----1%2%-1%2%1%

-8796162-8613521216111E.ON
-17%dj10%16%j9%14%j3%-15%j11%13%12%3%20%dj21%dj13%j

--1--1----11---3Economy Energy
--1%--*----1%1%---*

--22222---1---111Ecotricity
--2%3%2%2%4%---1%---1%1%

-19-5142-291117-567EDF
-3%12%cm-7%c13%cm3%-3%16%acehjm11%cm2%15%cm-7%8%cm

o

-12-11-------1-6Extra Energy
-2%2%-1%1%-------2%-1%

-1--344222615-333First Utility
-3%--5%4%7%n18%3%3%6%n2%10%cmn-4%4%

---22--------116Flow Energy
---3%2%--------2%2%1%

---------2-----2GB Energy Supply
---------3%a-----*

--2--4---1--1--9Good Energy
--2%--4%a---3%--3%--1%

----131-*----1-6Green Star Energy
----2%2%1%-1%----2%-1%

----------1----1iSupply Energy
----------1%----*

------1--------1LoCo2
------2%a--------*

----1---1-----13Marks & Spencer Energy
----1%---3%a-----1%*
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Q.83 Which supplier did you have contact with most recently?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 106 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

351715665114531250539340415873833Unweighted Base
3**50*74*57*66*112*56*14**52*56*99*39*49*60*78*865Weighted Base

-77126327610353466Npower
-13%lm10%2%3%5%5%13%14%lm12%10%8%10%5%5%8%

-24-432-236-43234Ovo
-4%5%-6%2%3%-3%5%6%-9%m5%2%4%

-----1---332-2-10Sainsbury's Energy
-----1%---5%a3%5%a-3%-1%

------2----1---3Scottish Hydro
------4%ak----3%a---*

-733-102627910113511106Scottish Power
-15%l4%4%-9%l45%abcdfg16%14%l17%ln10%l27%acdfk7%8%l14%l12%l

hklmnolmn

--4-61---32-12424Southern Electric
--5%-8%ahjkmo1%---5%2%-3%3%5%3%

----11-------2-4Spark Energy
----1%1%-------4%a-*

-3333956222-18450SSE (Scottish and
-5%4%4%5%8%9%44%3%3%3%-2%13%aef5%6%Southern Energy)

---22-------1---23Swalec
---38%abcdef-------3%---3%

ghjklno

-13143-----233224Utility Warehouse
-3%5%2%6%f3%-----5%f6%f6%f3%3%

-1-1----2---11-6Utilita
-1%-1%----4%ak---3%2%-1%

--1-1----------1Other
--1%-1%----------*

--5*53111122-1326Don't know
--7%1%7%3%2%9%2%2%2%5%-1%4%3%
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Q.83 Which supplier did you have contact with most recently?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 107 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2311592182252823741776966698833Unweighted Base
15517325827723744818067*71*727865Weighted Base

56729510294164663422268324Very satisfied (2)
36%41%37%37%40%37%37%51%abc32%37%38%

656010210495163732227282331Quite satisfied (1)
42%35%39%38%40%36%40%33%38%39%38%

13182939235917488699Neither satisfied (0)
8%10%11%14%10%13%9%7%11%12%11%nor dissatisfied

1481818143213564759Quite satisfied (-1)
9%5%7%7%6%7%7%8%8%7%7%

8161512122811184250Very dissatisfied (-2)
5%9%6%4%5%6%6%1%11%d6%6%

SUMMARY CODES

1201321972071893271395649550655SATISFIED
77%76%76%74%80%73%77%84%70%76%76%

2224333026592461489109DISSATISFIED
14%14%13%11%11%13%13%10%19%12%13%

---2-2---22Don't know
---1%-*---**

0.9420.9410.9420.9681.0370.9070.9411.237c0.7120.9470.950Mean Score
1.1281.2361.1321.0791.0811.1561.1490.9931.2961.1261.135Standard Deviation
0.0060.0100.0060.0050.0040.0040.0070.0140.0250.0020.002Error Variance
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Q.84 How satisfied or dissatisfied overall were you with the way the supplier dealt with you?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 107 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1251725196531802063493257833Unweighted Base
10418256671315118**59*576211865Weighted Base

45722022566872922267324Very satisfied (2)
43%40%36%36%45%g37%49%b39%32%38%

40652202805171621296331Quite satisfied (1)
38%36%39%39%34%35%26%37%46%acd38%

91673871229731599Neither satisfied (0)
8%9%13%12%8%11%15%13%b7%11%nor dissatisfied

6124050924391359Quite satisfied (-1)
5%7%7%7%6%14%7%7%6%7%

51629391212282050Very dissatisfied (-2)
5%9%5%5%8%3%3%5%9%c6%

SUMMARY CODES

851374235361191344434163655SATISFIED
81%76%75%75%79%72%75%75%77%76%

1128698921366733109DISSATISFIED
10%16%12%12%14%17%10%12%16%13%

--22---2-2Don't know
--**---*-*

1.0940.9080.9340.9351.0220.8951.1010.9760.8420.950Mean Score
1.0811.2501.1091.1181.2111.1721.1011.1091.2081.135Standard Deviation
0.0090.0090.0020.0020.0080.0690.0190.0020.0060.002Error Variance
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Q.84 How satisfied or dissatisfied overall were you with the way the supplier dealt with you?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 107 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

506631137318327321019675655833Unweighted Base
49*684124762864763101*73*66*719865Weighted Base

1626935291324291333124268324Very satisfied (2)
34%39%i28%38%38%38%33%42%36%37%38%

1825555286330287442526276331Quite satisfied (1)
36%37%45%38%38%38%43%34%39%38%38%

37817889988117108199Neither satisfied (0)
5%11%14%12%11%12%10%9%15%11%11%nor dissatisfied

84285059509455059Quite satisfied (-1)
17%aj6%7%7%7%7%9%6%7%7%7%

43984550455624350Very dissatisfied (-2)
8%6%6%6%6%6%5%8%3%6%6%

SUMMARY CODES

3452490578654578775650544655SATISFIED
70%77%73%76%76%76%76%77%75%76%76%

12811695109951410792109DISSATISFIED
25%aj12%13%12%13%12%14%14%10%13%13%

-2-222---22Don't know
-*-***---**

0.7000.9870.8280.9570.9500.9570.8960.9730.9690.9440.950Mean Score
1.3241.1251.1031.1391.1351.1381.1141.2231.0411.1391.135Standard Deviation
0.0350.0020.0110.0020.0020.0020.0120.0160.0140.0020.002Error Variance
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Q.84 How satisfied or dissatisfied overall were you with the way the supplier dealt with you?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 107 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

132726249158646833Unweighted Base
11667*6797**172665865Weighted Base

4521253377241324Very satisfied (2)
39%31%37%38%45%36%38%

3932262256264331Quite satisfied (1)
33%48%39%22%32%40%38%

115821217799Neither satisfied (0)
10%7%12%7%12%12%11%nor dissatisfied

10348194959Quite satisfied (-1)
9%5%7%10%5%7%7%

116342103350Very dissatisfied (-2)
9%9%5%23%6%5%6%

SUMMARY CODES

84535144133505655SATISFIED
72%79%76%60%77%76%76%

2198121982109DISSATISFIED
18%14%12%33%11%12%13%

--2---2Don't know
--*---*

0.8420.8720.9620.4331.0470.9490.950Mean Score
1.2861.1761.1061.7251.1451.1051.135Standard Deviation
0.0130.0190.0020.3310.0080.0020.002Error Variance
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Q.84 How satisfied or dissatisfied overall were you with the way the supplier dealt with you?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 107 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8312338399833Unweighted Base
83*13**356412865Weighted Base

315126162324Very satisfied (2)
38%36%35%39%38%

281132170331Quite satisfied (1)
34%7%37%41%38%

102474099Neither satisfied (0)
12%15%13%10%11%nor dissatisfied

71292159Quite satisfied (-1)
8%7%8%5%7%

55221950Very dissatisfied (-2)
6%35%6%4%6%

SUMMARY CODES

606258332655SATISFIED
72%43%72%81%c76%

1265140109DISSATISFIED
14%42%14%10%13%

2---2Don't know
2%abc---*

0.9070.0290.8721.059c0.950Mean Score
1.1951.7941.1671.0481.135Standard Deviation
0.0170.2680.0040.0030.002Error Variance
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Q.84 How satisfied or dissatisfied overall were you with the way the supplier dealt with you?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 107 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3014534031838117172215276557626207833Unweighted Base
26**14434235240*111185235281583646218865Weighted Base

8551341271640707311920525570324Very satisfied (2)
31%39%39%36%39%36%38%31%42%35%39%32%38%

11541231431646729010222924883331Quite satisfied (1)
43%37%36%41%39%41%39%38%36%39%38%38%38%

518354121618342970702999Neither satisfied (0)
19%13%10%12%6%14%10%14%10%12%11%13%11%nor dissatisfied

11029207213191742431559Quite satisfied (-1)
3%7%8%6%17%ah2%7%8%h6%7%7%7%7%

172122-812171535311950Very dissatisfied (-2)
4%5%6%6%-7%6%7%5%6%5%9%c6%

SUMMARY CODES

191092572703186142163221434502153655SATISFIED
74%76%75%77%77%77%77%70%78%74%78%b70%76%

2165041710253632777435109DISSATISFIED
7%11%14%12%17%9%13%15%11%13%11%16%13%

--2----2-2-22Don't know
--*----1%-*-1%c*

0.9480.9820.9400.9470.9950.9710.9520.7861.0390.9071.008b0.7770.950Mean Score
1.0011.1031.1761.1211.0681.1001.1591.1871.1201.1401.0971.2271.135Standard Deviation
0.0330.0080.0040.0040.0300.0100.0080.0070.0050.0020.0020.0070.002Error Variance
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Q.84 How satisfied or dissatisfied overall were you with the way the supplier dealt with you?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 107 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4865715631727214380331341233833Unweighted Base
49559157419074*15381*360372252865Weighted Base

2552832926023502613313680324Very satisfied (2)
51%a48%a51%a31%31%32%31%37%37%32%38%

17222219784356029141145113331Quite satisfied (1)
35%38%34%44%47%39%35%39%39%45%38%

303935247191245452999Neither satisfied (0)
6%7%6%13%9%12%15%13%12%11%11%ijknor dissatisfied

2023279610818211559Quite satisfied (-1)
4%4%5%5%8%6%10%5%6%6%7%jk

19232313414722231650Very dissatisfied (-2)
4%4%4%7%5%9%8%6%6%6%6%

SUMMARY CODES

4275054891435811054274282193655SATISFIED
86%a85%a85%a75%78%71%67%76%76%76%76%

3845502292315414431109DISSATISFIED
8%8%9%12%13%15%18%11%12%12%13%ijk

-2---2--2-2Don't know
-*---1%--*-*

1.260a1.222a1.234a0.8810.9170.8050.7200.9570.9490.8960.950Mean Score
1.0040.9991.0301.1201.0791.2191.2391.1221.1271.1071.135Standard Deviation
0.0020.0020.0020.0070.0160.0100.0190.0040.0040.0050.002Error Variance
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.84 How satisfied or dissatisfied overall were you with the way the supplier dealt with you?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 107 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

351715665114531250539340415873833Unweighted Base
3**50*74*57*66*112*56*14**52*56*99*39*49*60*78*865Weighted Base

2152324284119317214622162424324Very satisfied (2)
65%29%31%43%43%36%34%24%33%37%47%56%abhkn33%39%31%38%

o

1193323244920620203013222428331Quite satisfied (1)
35%38%44%40%36%44%35%46%39%35%31%33%44%39%36%38%

-394818718891351499Neither satisfied (0)
-6%12%8%12%16%e12%9%15%e14%9%1%7%9%18%e11%nor dissatisfied

-2452342356475759Quite satisfied (-1)
-3%5%8%3%3%7%12%6%9%6%10%15%kl9%8%7%

-12612171437-12550Very dissatisfied (-2)
-24%abcdef7%k2%3%1%12%ek9%8%k4%7%k-1%4%6%6%k

ghklmn

SUMMARY CODES

33356475290391037417634374752655SATISFIED
100%67%75%83%79%80%69%70%72%73%77%89%bjo77%79%67%76%

-149644113781348812109DISSATISFIED
-27%aklm13%k10%6%4%19%kl21%14%k14%k13%k10%16%k13%k15%k13%k

----2----------2Don't know
----2%a----------*

1.6520.4500.8601.138o1.161bo1.113bjo0.7250.6430.8280.9181.036o1.346abh0.9231.015o0.7700.950oMean Score
jno

0.6131.5391.1430.9890.9750.8491.3261.2541.1861.1401.2090.9341.0531.0941.1681.135Standard Deviation
0.1250.0460.0180.0170.0150.0060.0330.1310.0280.0250.0160.0220.0270.0210.0190.002Error Variance
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.84 How satisfied or dissatisfied overall were you with the way the supplier dealt with you?
Base: All who contacted a supplier in past 12 months, NOT to make a complaint

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 108 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

75470311389831057194557522833030203578Yes
53%57%k60%k68%aijk62%e63%ae49%64%59%60%60%ek

56044363238752696653010420217162022No
40%ahij36%h33%h27%31%31%45%afg29%36%d34%34%fgh

7642883-31619Refused
*******-***

897612182117188632425320368Don't know
6%6%6%6%7%6%5%7%4%6%6%
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- An annual summary or review (containing details about your own energy tariff and energy use)
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 108 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

511594241530135659333322419113578Yes
52%48%65%aij60%60%48%52%64%abde55%60%bdeij

401564103017083147623810606482022No
41%ah46%ahj28%34%33%39%c37%c30%39%ac34%ch

5591711131419Refused
******c2%abc**c*c

596823530069245819295368Don't know
6%6%6%6%7%12%abc9%abc5%6%6%
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- An annual summary or review (containing details about your own energy tariff and energy use)
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 108 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

227285846331663571317340545536427273578Yes
43%61%k65%ak60%60%60%57%52%60%d61%d60%dk

211156022817602014176825431720214802022No
40%aij33%32%34%34%34%35%37%33%33%34%

291171917242319Refused
********b*b**b

8325523311366313559239229368Don't know
16%aij5%i3%6%6%6%8%11%abc6%5%6%bi
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- An annual summary or review (containing details about your own energy tariff and energy use)
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 108 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

47631527602452929213578Yes
49%57%g63%afg60%58%62%ac60%g

45819513161534115072022No
47%aef36%e30%38%37%b32%34%e

339-11119Refused
*1%*-***

4436266148256368Don't know
4%6%6%2%5%5%6%g
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- An annual summary or review (containing details about your own energy tariff and energy use)
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 108 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

29936164315883578Yes
43%61%e58%e67%ace60%e

2552110676752022No
36%b36%38%ab29%34%b

3-5519Refused
*-***

145212794368Don't know
21%abcd3%4%4%6%bc
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- An annual summary or review (containing details about your own energy tariff and energy use)
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 108 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

367135611696871354705878501456212230785003578Yes
29%63%am69%alm78%aklm68%a61%68%ah65%a54%64%ae61%b56%60%bem

71367844618649256244401102799516673562022No
57%ajkl31%jk27%j21%25%33%gi28%31%38%ad30%33%40%ac34%dgijk

1432--1-215417219Refused
1%ajkl**--*-*1%d****

16512765111541364819117832543368Don't know
13%ajkl6%jk4%j1%8%f5%4%4%7%d5%6%5%6%fgjk
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- An annual summary or review (containing details about your own energy tariff and energy use)
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 108 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

218725692500574210338206109811117513578Yes
62%a64%a62%a76%a71%a63%e46%72%a71%a75%ac60%e

114512471285158701752223834042162022No
33%31%32%21%24%33%49%af25%26%b21%34%bcdghj

354212-23319Refused
******-****ik

16919921223152222435538368Don't know
5%5%5%3%5%4%5%3%3%4%6%bcdhjk
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- An annual summary or review (containing details about your own energy tariff and energy use)
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 108 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

13196311184248319238862682123391962603793283578Yes
51%63%bdh70%abdef63%dh60%d60%d58%d60%d55%d61%d61%d62%d48%67%abdhj55%d60%dh

ghijklmokl

101021029512518615449193112179922471672112022No
38%33%n23%32%n30%n35%n38%celn34%n39%acefg32%n32%n29%45%abcef30%n36%cn34%n

lngijklmno

221--13-24--11319Refused
7%1%*--*1%-*1%acfl--**1%*

1122715402916827213730382049368Don't know
5%4%6%5%10%achjkm5%4%5%5%6%7%c9%achjko7%c3%8%cjo6%c

o
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- An annual summary or review (containing details about your own energy tariff and energy use)
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 109 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

842776139511641275217772626035135674178Yes
60%63%74%ajk80%aijk75%aef70%e62%73%c63%70%c70%cejk

5143994472463688274108319113321606No
36%ahij32%ahi24%h17%22%27%g35%afg23%34%abd26%27%ghi

6942894-31720Refused
*1%hi*****-***

484549425795321215156184Don't know
3%4%3%3%3%3%3%3%3%3%3%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- At least one bill or direct debit \ repayment statement
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 109 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

49582328073521657124413259910424178Yes
51%67%j76%aij70%69%64%64%74%abde63%70%bdj

4453717561344262581847995651606No
46%ahi30%ah20%27%28%30%c29%c23%34%acd27%ch

4511191-142420Refused
*****-2%abce**c*c

32331151542912319447184Don't know
3%3%3%3%3%6%abc5%abc3%3%3%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- At least one bill or direct debit \ repayment statement
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 109 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

290333651536814168369148759140031614178Yes
55%71%k72%k70%70%70%68%68%66%71%cd70%ck

186122218013981602140220423318311631606No
35%aij26%25%27%27%27%28%27%30%b26%27%

110118201825-720Refused
*******1%b-**

4611320156180160244124109184Don't know
9%aij2%3%3%3%3%3%5%ab4%b2%3%
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- At least one bill or direct debit \ repayment statement
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 109 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

38343433492865333384178Yes
39%79%ag77%ag72%71%71%70%g

5651068661024612251606No
58%aef19%20%26%27%26%27%ef

3211-31120Refused
***-***

307126117122184Don't know
3%f1%3%f2%2%3%3%f
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- At least one bill or direct debit \ repayment statement
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 109 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

43043186018344178Yes
61%74%65%78%ace70%ce

192169124791606No
27%b26%32%abe20%27%b

1-9520Refused
*-***

77-6045184Don't know
11%abcd-2%2%3%bc
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- At least one bill or direct debit \ repayment statement
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 109 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

4591618133276916252266010031735244235266524178Yes
36%75%am79%alm87%aklm81%ah68%76%ah77%ah65%74%ae69%72%70%em

6764903301113422219827483277413762301606No
54%ajkl23%jk20%j13%17%29%fgi23%21%31%ad23%27%26%27%dfgijkl

1622--3-413718220Refused
1%ajkl**--*-******

108541844219211097516716184Don't know
9%ajkl2%jk1%*2%3%g1%2%4%ad2%3%b2%3%dfgjk
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- At least one bill or direct debit \ repayment statement
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 109 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

250729182871626233410306122612528234178Yes
72%73%a72%a83%a79%a76%ae68%80%a80%a82%a70%

92610161033121521221302833001651606No
26%25%26%16%18%23%29%f19%19%16%27%bcdgh

454212-22320Refused
******-****ij

67819389313161816184Don't know
2%2%2%1%3%h1%3%f1%1%2%3%bcdfhijk
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- At least one bill or direct debit \ repayment statement
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 109 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

16206352202302391256913332544252332954124104178Yes
62%66%d80%abcde69%d73%djo73%dijo63%d64%68%d73%dj77%abdhi73%dj54%73%dj69%dj70%dj

ghijklmojmo

6957582851241424614482118742341441541606No
25%30%fkln17%28%fln21%23%n35%abcef32%fkln29%fkln24%n21%23%n43%abcef25%n26%n27%fln

gklnghijklmn
o

222---3-241-21320Refused
7%1%1%---1%-*1%ackl*-****

21012102619951181111161024184Don't know
6%3%3%3%6%acdfgh4%2%4%2%2%2%3%3%2%4%c3%

jn
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- At least one bill or direct debit \ repayment statement
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 110 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

2852734073753827611988212911291340Yes
20%22%21%26%aik22%e24%ae17%23%23%22%22%ek

102587013649671195212890324738535944226No
73%h71%h72%h66%70%68%77%afg69%69%71%71%h

9631793131519Refused
1%hi*******1%**

9279121111125210682643334403Don't know
7%6%6%8%7%7%6%7%8%7%7%
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- A price increase notification letter
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 110 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

1952119181105235331188583311340Yes
20%17%25%aij22%25%17%18%25%abde20%22%bdi

71693825043579646140468239712214226No
73%h76%ah68%71%68%72%73%c69%74%ac71%h

5591721131419Refused
1%****1%c2%abc**c*c

6078259337662043238102403Don't know
6%6%7%7%7%10%ab7%7%6%7%
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- A price increase notification letter
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 110 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

99104118011801333118715318413410061340Yes
19%22%25%k22%22%23%21%21%22%23%22%

342335849337134218372150561043331514226No
65%72%k69%71%71%71%70%70%71%71%71%k

381161916351419Refused
1%******1%b***b

7927442345401347567041278403Don't know
15%aij6%6%7%7%7%8%8%b7%6%7%
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- A price increase notification letter
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 110 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

17110910501220310751340Yes
17%20%24%fg31%22%23%22%g

75538130182667833034226No
77%aef69%69%67%74%70%71%

439-11219Refused
***-***

5156274137306403Don't know
5%10%aeg6%2%4%7%c7%c
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- A price increase notification letter
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 110 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

115145496581340Yes
16%24%19%28%ace22%ce

44844212316004226No
64%75%75%abe68%71%be

3-6419Refused
*-***

1361163100403Don't know
19%abcd1%6%b4%7%b
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- A price increase notification letter
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 110 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

1354524592945320721532451382611182221340Yes
11%21%m27%alm33%aklm27%27%a25%25%19%25%ae22%25%22%em

962155311385721335146139321938228735856404226No
76%ajkl72%jk68%65%67%67%71%72%h72%d69%70%71%71%hjk

1342--2-314517219Refused
1%ajkl**--*-*1%d****

14815483171344404322417936736403Don't know
12%ajkl7%jk5%j2%6%6%f5%3%8%ad5%7%b4%7%bdfgjk
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- A price increase notification letter
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 110 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

79893492225698158844524763381340Yes
23%23%23%34%a33%a29%ae19%30%a30%a34%a22%

253128592856480187363342102010386384226No
72%71%71%63%63%68%76%af67%66%63%71%bcdgh

555212-22319Refused
******-****

17022221719101424525529403Don't know
5%6%5%3%3%3%5%f3%3%3%7%bcdfghijk
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- A price increase notification letter
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 110 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

3731056369130963110010214088921131341340Yes
12%23%dl24%dl22%17%24%dl24%dl22%20%29%abcdh25%cdl28%acdhl17%20%23%dl22%dl

lm

20220301212310359286933622283842054144254054226No
79%70%68%72%75%begik67%70%65%74%egk66%69%65%76%abefg75%abefg69%71%e

niknikn

2211-13-24-111119Refused
7%1%**-*1%-*1%acfkl-*****

11834183445241825143024392850403Don't know
3%6%8%g6%8%g8%cgh6%13%acfghj5%4%5%8%7%5%9%cgh7%

mo
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- A price increase notification letter
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 111 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

2292454083673817001686411610691249Yes
16%20%k22%k25%aijk22%e23%e14%18%21%21%21%ek

1091913138810171221223795126541137334409No
77%ahi74%h73%70%71%72%81%afg75%73%74%74%h

67615123241520Refused
*1%h******1%**

85629269101158492529255308Don't know
6%5%5%5%6%e5%4%7%5%5%5%
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- A letter informing you your fixed term tariff is coming to an end
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 111 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

1401988961057192371357852921249Yes
14%16%24%aij21%20%19%21%22%b18%21%bij

77896625963708701130454254212844409No
80%ah78%ah70%74%74%67%71%73%77%acde74%eh

5782012122520Refused
*1%***1%c2%abc**c*c

526018925355264116577308Don't know
5%5%5%5%6%14%abcd6%5%5%5%
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- A letter informing you your fixed term tariff is coming to an end
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 111 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

819651921117124711191301291129901249Yes
15%21%k27%ajk21%21%21%18%15%19%22%cd21%dk

361351449438434397385555466845932494409No
69%75%ik69%73%74%73%77%afgh77%ab75%73%74%ik

39118201824-820Refused
1%*******-**

7819328275306278316837193308Don't know
15%aij4%4%5%5%5%4%8%ab6%4%5%j
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- A letter informing you your fixed term tariff is coming to an end
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 111 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

8584107292489521249Yes
9%15%g25%afg23%27%ab20%21%fg

84843430502764235034409No
86%aef79%ae70%70%70%75%c74%ce

521012920Refused
1%**3%abc***

4229219227232308Don't know
4%5%5%4%3%5%c5%c
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- A letter informing you your fixed term tariff is coming to an end
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 111 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

61182928741249Yes
9%30%ce10%37%ace21%ce

49940246013994409No
71%b67%87%abde59%74%b

4-5520Refused
1%-***

13718484308Don't know
20%abcd3%3%4%5%bc
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- A letter informing you your fixed term tariff is coming to an end
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 111 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

873184463994414419242642482510022471249Yes
7%15%m27%alm45%aklm22%19%22%33%aghi16%25%ae20%27%ac21%elm

1030173311754721465906458292087232337916184409No
82%ajk80%ajk70%j53%73%f77%f74%f64%78%ad70%75%b69%74%bdfjk

1452--1-514719220Refused
1%ajkl**--*-*1%****

12810959131033304116514427633308Don't know
10%ajkl5%jk4%j1%5%4%3%3%6%d4%5%b4%5%fgjk
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- A letter informing you your fixed term tariff is coming to an end
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 111 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

794919875358122177915665564571249Yes
23%23%a22%47%a41%a33%ae20%37%a35%a45%acd21%

2576293829603771643443389139665214409No
73%73%74%50%55%64%75%f60%b61%b52%74%bcdfgh

565212-22320Refused
******-****

1301571612091321454927308Don't know
4%4%4%3%3%2%5%3%3%3%5%bcdfhijk
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- A letter informing you your fixed term tariff is coming to an end
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 111 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

28611056671229125887512970711381191249Yes
7%27%abdhil25%adhl19%d16%23%dl22%dl17%18%d22%d23%dhl22%d13%24%dhl20%d21%dl

m

182153012193183852991103742493992304544074314409No
72%69%68%75%77%no72%73%77%76%no72%72%72%83%abcef72%73%74%n

ghjklmno

2212--3125--1-320Refused
7%1%*1%--1%**1%acdefk--*-**

l

4102917282617827192718202237308Don't know
14%3%7%6%7%do5%4%5%5%5%5%6%4%4%6%5%
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Q.94 Do you recall receiving any of the following from your gas or electricity supplier in the last 12 months? You may have received these via post or email.
- A letter informing you your fixed term tariff is coming to an end
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 112 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

11276559308001301165355823029929833512Unweighted Base
75470311389831057194557522833030203578Weighted Base

2512604254544847361718211811901390Read it in detail
33%37%37%46%aijk46%aef38%e30%36%36%39%39%ek

39133657947046599631511717214871776Glanced over it or skim
52%48%51%48%44%51%g55%ag51%52%49%50%gread it

10510113157102206852835330393Only saw what it was,
14%ah14%ah11%h6%10%11%15%afg12%11%11%11%hbut did not read it

1---1---1-1Refused
*---*---*ab-*

6632575141418Don't know
1%1%**1%*1%*1%**
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Q.95 Thinking about when you last received an annual summary, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 112 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

62756922552837675102333192811493512Unweighted Base
5115942415301356593*33322419113578Weighted Base

14420710171160231301439013161390Read it in detail
28%35%j42%aij38%41%32%43%b40%b35%39%bj

262298119315092674714911074721776Glanced over it or skim
51%50%49%50%47%51%45%49%52%d50%read it

10283198329641638223116393Only saw what it was,
20%ahi14%ah8%11%11%17%c11%10%13%c11%hbut did not read it

--11--1--1Refused
--**--*ac--*

566153-210618Don't know
1%h1%h**1%-**1%*
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Q.95 Thinking about when you last received an annual summary, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 112 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

225281743930823506308842460941024623512Unweighted Base
227285846331663571317340545536427273578Weighted Base

56112919512251388122716317814810471390Read it in detail
25%40%k42%k39%39%39%40%39%40%38%39%k

129142521215861776158619021416713851776Glanced over it or skim
57%ai50%46%50%50%50%47%47%46%51%50%read it

4029254340390343506148282393Only saw what it was,
18%aj10%12%11%11%11%12%13%b13%10%11%but did not read it

-1-111----1Refused
-*-***----*

21221417153221318Don't know
1%*****1%*1%**
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Q.95 Thinking about when you last received an annual summary, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 112 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

52934326062148828953512Unweighted Base
476315276024**52929213578Weighted Base

122951160725311011390Read it in detail
26%30%42%afg28%48%ab38%39%fg

25617913311622914821776Glanced over it or skim
54%e57%ae48%69%43%51%c50%cread it

9338260-46323393Only saw what it was,
20%aef12%9%-9%11%11%but did not read it

1----11Refused
*----**

529111418Don't know
1%e1%*3%***
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Q.95 Thinking about when you last received an annual summary, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 112 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

31536163115193512Unweighted Base
29936*164315883578Weighted Base

67135467591390Read it in detail
22%37%33%e48%ace39%ce

176168916871776Glanced over it or skim
59%ab45%54%ab43%50%bread it

556196136393Only saw what it was,
18%abc18%12%b9%11%bbut did not read it

--1-1Refused
--*-*

2-8718Don't know
1%-***
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Q.95 Thinking about when you last received an annual summary, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 112 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

387137711306181314995657601472204030474653512Unweighted Base
367135611696871354705878501456212230785003578Weighted Base

233665594425416724542947691411582321390Read it in detail
6%27%m48%alm64%aklm40%35%42%50%aghi33%43%ae38%46%ac39%elm

13788155020769254294364756102015482271776Glanced over it or skim
37%j65%ajkm47%jm30%51%54%f50%f43%52%d48%50%46%50%fjmread it

19810657321148455621118235439393Only saw what it was,
54%ajkl8%jk5%5%8%10%f8%7%14%ad9%12%b8%11%bdfgjklbut did not read it

1-----1-111-1Refused
*al-----*-***-*

7335-12113516118Don't know
2%akl**1%-***1%d*1%**
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Q.95 Thinking about when you last received an annual summary, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 112 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

220825642506523208304204100610217003512Unweighted Base
218725692500574210338206109811117513578Weighted Base

870103999132292184695986013951390Read it in detail
40%40%40%56%ag44%54%ae34%54%a54%a53%a39%

1055124612262061011311174204362991776Glanced over it or skim
48%49%49%36%48%h39%57%f38%39%40%50%bcdfhread it

25327427342152220747152393Only saw what it was,
12%11%11%7%7%7%10%7%6%7%11%bcdfhbut did not read it

111-------1Refused
***-------*

998531-64518Don't know
***1%1%*-1%*1%*
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Q.95 Thinking about when you last received an annual summary, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 112 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13200319183240336218752732123431922253723113512Unweighted Base
13**19631118424831923886*2682123391962603793283578Weighted Base

572127698313183341128714775751651261390Read it in detail
35%37%41%d38%33%41%d35%39%42%d41%d43%dl39%29%43%djl38%d39%d

81171509713615912940129109157971251751471776Glanced over it or skim
58%60%abcdf48%53%55%b50%54%b46%48%51%46%49%48%46%45%50%read it

hkn

1629172828231127163424583952393Only saw what it was,
7%3%9%o9%o11%o9%o10%o13%o10%o8%o10%o12%o22%acefg10%o16%acfgk11%obut did not read it

hjklmnomno

------1--------1Refused
------1%a--------*

-2511121*-1-2-218Don't know
-1%1%ac***1%2%c*-*-1%-1%*
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Q.95 Thinking about when you last received an annual summary, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 113 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9655618227511163146547120326226343099Unweighted Base
6425961004924949173248519929026773166Weighted Base

136115184200190356914559532636Very clearly (2)
21%19%18%22%20%21%19%23%20%20%20%

33831559853853797627610314915371789Quite clearly (1)
53%53%60%jk58%k57%56%57%52%51%57%57%k

8792120115122225672346344414Neither clearly (0)
14%15%12%12%13%13%14%12%16%13%13%nor unclearly

6154805575132422428198250Quite unclearly (-1)
9%h9%h8%6%8%8%9%12%ab10%7%8%

1920211625439486577Very unclearly (-2)
3%3%2%2%3%2%2%2%3%2%2%

SUMMARY CODES

474430783739727133236714820820692425CLEAR
74%72%78%j80%jk77%77%76%74%72%77%77%j

807410171100175512836263327UNCLEAR
13%h12%h10%8%11%10%11%14%12%10%10%h

0.7960.7570.8410.921ajk0.8340.8480.8190.8110.7700.8490.839Mean Score
0.9800.9770.8880.8560.9260.9170.9000.9800.9710.9060.917Standard Deviation
0.0010.0020.0010.0010.0010.0010.0020.0050.004**Error Variance
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Q.96 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the annual summary?
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 113 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5084892055250759285289172410013099Unweighted Base
4055052210266949777*29220087893166Weighted Base

891104235221141868416135636Very clearly (2)
22%22%19%20%23%24%23%b21%b17%20%b

200286128215362533915011724281789Quite clearly (1)
49%57%j58%j58%f51%51%51%58%bd54%57%fj

6957284357571045244115414Neither clearly (0)
17%ahi11%13%13%11%13%15%12%15%13%nor unclearly

34351761965462013787250Quite unclearly (-1)
8%7%8%7%11%ag8%7%7%11%ac8%

141646572049392577Very unclearly (-2)
3%3%2%2%4%ag5%3%2%3%2%

SUMMARY CODES

288397170520583675821815885622425CLEAR
71%79%j77%j77%74%75%74%79%b71%77%bj

485122125374930176111327UNCLEAR
12%10%10%9%15%ag12%10%9%14%ac10%

0.7770.8710.8420.8510.7780.8170.8420.890b0.7110.839bMean Score
0.9960.9380.8940.8911.0441.0340.9660.8750.9770.917Standard Deviation
0.0020.002**0.0020.0130.003*0.001*Error Variance
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Q.96 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the annual summary?
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 113 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

186250338927273097272937052235421963099Unweighted Base
185255440728113164281335339231424323166Weighted Base

3451878559636559777557497636Very clearly (2)
19%20%19%20%20%20%22%19%18%20%20%

91145024015891788159019921218113841789Quite clearly (1)
49%57%59%k57%57%57%56%54%58%57%57%

3832349372414372424946312414Neither clearly (0)
20%aij13%12%13%13%13%12%12%15%13%13%nor unclearly

1620427226249227234522183250Quite unclearly (-1)
8%8%7%8%8%8%7%11%abc7%8%8%

65812657765121295577Very unclearly (-2)
3%2%3%2%2%2%3%3%3%2%2%

SUMMARY CODES

125196831821492424215027628723818822425CLEAR
68%77%k78%k76%77%76%78%73%76%77%77%k

2226240291326292355631239327UNCLEAR
12%10%10%10%10%10%10%14%ab10%10%10%

0.7140.8480.8470.8370.8400.8360.8670.7510.8100.857d0.839Mean Score
0.9740.9120.9130.9130.9170.9140.9420.9900.9110.9050.917Standard Deviation
0.005*0.002***0.0020.0020.002**Error Variance
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Q.96 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the annual summary?
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 113 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

42030023472044325523099Unweighted Base
378275249023**48225833166Weighted Base

76385155121499636Very clearly (2)
20%f14%21%f23%25%ab19%20%f

1851611426627314581789Quite clearly (1)
49%59%g57%g25%56%56%57%g

6641309939357414Neither clearly (0)
17%ae15%12%40%8%14%c13%cnor unclearly

3930182240204250Quite unclearly (-1)
10%11%e7%9%8%8%8%

125581106577Very unclearly (-2)
3%2%2%3%2%3%2%

SUMMARY CODES

26119919411139419572425CLEAR
69%72%78%fg48%82%ab76%77%g

5135240349270327UNCLEAR
13%e13%10%12%10%10%10%

0.7270.7190.866fg0.5630.945ab0.8210.839fgMean Score
1.0010.8960.9041.0590.9180.9190.917Standard Deviation
0.0020.003*0.0560.002**Error Variance
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Q.96 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the annual summary?
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 113 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

25529142013853099Unweighted Base
24229**143814463166Weighted Base

367271323636Very clearly (2)
15%23%19%22%ce20%

129148028401789Quite clearly (1)
53%46%56%58%57%

426198163414Neither clearly (0)
18%b21%14%11%13%nor unclearly

31313283250Quite unclearly (-1)
13%ab10%9%b6%8%b

4-353777Very unclearly (-2)
2%-2%3%2%

SUMMARY CODES

16420107311632425CLEAR
68%69%75%e80%ace77%e

363167120327UNCLEAR
15%ab10%12%b8%10%b

0.6620.8100.7940.918ace0.839eMean Score
0.9400.9150.9330.8890.917Standard Deviation
0.0030.0290.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.96 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the annual summary?
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 113 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

174127010685871194465177071247185226724273099Unweighted Base
160124711096501234215397921232193427064603166Weighted Base

25215243152257812015624439355384636Very clearly (2)
16%17%22%l23%lm21%18%22%20%20%20%20%18%20%l

8067166537272232304483669112015322571789Quite clearly (1)
50%54%60%lm57%58%55%56%61%a54%58%57%56%57%

2621011563963728916924535163414Neither clearly (0)
16%jk17%ajk10%10%7%15%i13%11%14%13%13%14%13%jknor unclearly

1912366421239355011014020842250Quite unclearly (-1)
12%jk10%ajk6%6%10%9%6%6%9%7%8%9%8%k

92820205108134037631477Very unclearly (-2)
6%akl2%2%3%4%2%1%2%3%d2%2%3%2%

SUMMARY CODES

10688690852597309424639913151320853412425CLEAR
66%71%82%alm81%alm79%74%79%81%ah74%78%e77%74%77%lm

2915186611749436415017727156327UNCLEAR
18%ajkl12%k8%9%14%12%8%8%12%d9%10%12%10%k

0.5800.7400.943alm0.918lm0.8170.7800.915h0.907h0.7850.874e0.8510.7730.839lmMean Score
1.0770.9330.8490.9251.0030.9320.8620.8410.9690.8810.9110.9510.917Standard Deviation
0.0070.0010.0010.0010.0080.0020.0010.0010.001**0.002*Error Variance
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Q.96 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the annual summary?
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 113 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1933226822144801902831839319516453099Unweighted Base
192522852217528192315186101810366933166Weighted Base

483575550124425337235227160636Very clearly (2)
25%a25%a25%a24%22%17%20%23%22%23%20%

1147133913033141101771106106214071789Quite clearly (1)
60%a59%59%59%57%56%59%60%60%59%57%

17721120950194521949969414Neither clearly (0)
9%9%9%10%10%14%11%9%10%10%13%bcdhijknor unclearly

9512812926142815586337250Quite unclearly (-1)
5%6%6%5%7%9%8%6%6%5%8%bdhijk

22322614712322252077Very unclearly (-2)
1%1%1%3%3%4%2%2%2%3%2%ijk

SUMMARY CODES

1630191418534381522301478458485672425CLEAR
85%a84%a84%a83%a79%73%79%83%a82%a82%a77%

11816015540214018798957327UNCLEAR
6%7%7%8%11%13%10%8%9%8%10%dijk

1.025a1.005a1.002a0.963a0.8680.7310.8780.962a0.927a0.939a0.839Mean Score
0.8030.8340.8250.8750.9540.9710.8820.8600.8810.8950.917Standard Deviation

***0.0020.0050.0030.0040.0010.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.96 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the annual summary?
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 113 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12191285166210306192652401933091671773332533099Unweighted Base
12**18927816721929021174*2411963041722013402733166Weighted Base

44445354457461241487343434853636Very clearly (2)
34%23%c16%21%20%20%22%c17%17%24%cn24%cn25%cn21%14%19%20%c

4101153911311701133514698172881022171671789Quite clearly (1)
37%54%55%55%60%59%53%47%61%g50%57%51%51%64%adegi61%dgi57%

jno

32649173030311428223118423935414Neither clearly (0)
24%14%18%acfk10%13%10%15%18%12%11%10%10%21%abcef12%13%13%nor unclearly

ghkm

11026201125161123181717112914250Quite unclearly (-1)
4%5%10%12%bdflo5%8%8%15%bdflo9%9%6%10%6%9%5%8%

-75338534109637477Very unclearly (-2)
-4%2%2%2%3%3%4%2%5%abhn3%3%2%2%1%2%

SUMMARY CODES

9146198126175228158471871462461311452652202425CLEAR
71%77%i71%76%80%in78%i75%63%77%i75%81%din76%72%78%i81%din77%i

11731231432221426282723153618327UNCLEAR
4%9%11%14%bl7%11%10%18%abdfl11%14%bdl9%13%bl7%11%7%10%

1.0110.880i0.7450.8150.917in0.8450.8370.5830.8190.7920.931in0.8450.8420.7920.922in0.839iMean Score
0.9090.9520.9000.9610.8230.9270.9361.0490.8761.0740.9231.0210.8810.8640.8040.917Standard Deviation
0.0690.0050.0030.0060.0030.0030.0050.0170.0030.0060.0030.0060.0040.0020.003*Error Variance
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Q.96 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the annual summary?
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 114 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9655618227511163146547120326226343099Unweighted Base
6425961004924949173248519929026773166Weighted Base

17418036433930259116565869071058Yes
27%30%36%jk37%jk32%34%34%33%29%34%33%k

464409635580643113231313220517512087No
72%ahi69%hi63%63%68%65%64%66%71%65%66%

-13--313-13Refused
-**--**1%ab-**

4535477--1818Don't know
1%1%*1%**1%f--1%1%
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 114 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5084892055250759285289172410013099Unweighted Base
4055052210266949777*29220087893166Weighted Base

103167778902156121007252201058Yes
25%33%j35%j34%31%16%34%e36%be28%e33%bej

298334142017503376219112725622087No
73%ahi66%64%66%68%81%acd65%63%71%ac66%

-313-3-1-3Refused
-1%h**-3%abcd-*-*

4211135-210618Don't know
1%*1%*1%-1%*1%1%
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 114 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

186250338927273097272937052235421963099Unweighted Base
185255440728113164281335339231424323166Weighted Base

48839162938105893811995848721058Yes
26%33%40%ajk33%33%33%34%24%27%36%cd33%cdk

133170024418522085185423329523015412087No
72%i67%i60%66%66%66%66%75%ab73%ab63%66%i

-3-333---33Refused
-*-***---**

4121181818-2-1518Don't know
2%aij**1%1%1%-*-1%1%
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 114 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

42030023472044325523099Unweighted Base
378275249023**48225833166Weighted Base

7360915131978171058Yes
19%22%37%afg58%41%ab32%33%fg

3002141558928117522087No
79%ae78%ae63%37%58%68%c66%ce

3-31213Refused
1%ae-*4%***

3115-31318Don't know
1%*1%-1%1%1%
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 114 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

25529142013853099Unweighted Base
24229**143814463166Weighted Base

59123636211058Yes
24%39%25%43%ace33%ce

1761710648232087No
73%ab58%74%ab57%66%b

3-1-3Refused
1%abc-*-*

5110218Don't know
2%ab2%1%b*1%
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 114 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

174127010685871194465177071247185226724273099Unweighted Base
160124711096501234215397921232193427064603166Weighted Base

21222406409461011943783277318072511058Yes
13%18%37%lm63%aklm37%h24%36%h48%aghi27%38%ae30%55%ac33%cehlm

136101669623977319341405899118818812062087No
85%ajk81%ajk63%j37%63%f76%afgi63%f51%73%ad61%70%ab45%66%bdfj

-3----13-3313Refused
-*----**-****

3671-13761115218Don't know
2%j1%1%*-*1%1%*1%1%*1%
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 114 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1933226822144801902831839319516453099Unweighted Base
192522852217528192315186101810366933166Weighted Base

64276772431390197685485723851058Yes
33%34%33%59%ag47%a63%ae37%54%a55%a56%a33%

1266150214782121011171144654593032087No
66%66%67%40%52%h37%61%f46%44%44%66%bcdfgh

333---1---3Refused
***---1%---*

13141341-255518Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%-1%**1%1%
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 114 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12191285166210306192652401933091671773332533099Unweighted Base
12**18927816721929021174*2411963041722013402733166Weighted Base

-7184596095602573629348651531101058Yes
-38%l30%35%28%33%29%34%30%31%31%28%32%45%adefg40%aefhj33%

hjklnln

12118191105157194151491661342091241341861572087No
100%62%69%bc63%72%bc67%bc71%bc66%69%bc68%bc69%bc72%bc67%c55%57%66%bc

---3---------1-3Refused
---2%afk---------*-*

--3-11--211-21618Don't know
--1%-**--1%**-1%*2%ack1%
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 115 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9655618227511163146547120326226343099Unweighted Base
6425961004924949173248519929026773166Weighted Base

6778179177129300722141438500Yes
10%13%18%jk19%ajk14%17%g15%11%14%16%d16%k

571515823744817142641017824922262653No
89%ahi86%hi82%80%86%f82%84%89%b86%83%84%h

33343641-1313Don't know
1%*****1%*-**
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 115 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5084892055250759285289172410013099Unweighted Base
4055052210266949777*29220087893166Weighted Base

43813724257544336588500Yes
11%16%j17%j16%15%6%15%e18%abe11%16%bej

361424182622324207125016366952653No
89%ahi84%83%84%84%93%ac85%81%88%ac84%

1-131121-6513Don't know
*-1%**2%d-*1%*
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 115 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

186250338927273097272937052235421963099Unweighted Base
185255440728113164281335339231424323166Weighted Base

2040077451500451491931446500Yes
11%16%19%k16%16%16%14%5%10%d18%acd16%cd

164214432923472650234930437128319762653No
89%i84%81%83%84%83%86%95%abc90%ab81%84%b

1102131313-1-1113Don't know
1%*****-*-**
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 115 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

42030023472044325523099Unweighted Base
378275249023**48225833166Weighted Base

37184445101380500Yes
10%7%18%fg24%21%ab15%16%fg

34025620351738121932653No
90%ae93%ae82%76%79%85%c84%c

1112--1113Don't know
***--**
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 115 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

25529142013853099Unweighted Base
24229**143814463166Weighted Base

187130343500Yes
7%23%9%24%ace16%ce

22223130011012653No
92%ab77%90%ab76%84%b

3-8313Don't know
1%b-1%**
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 115 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

174127010685871194465177071247185226724273099Unweighted Base
160124711096501234215397921232193427064603166Weighted Base

342175281214079232126375343158500Yes
2%3%16%lm43%aklm17%h9%15%h29%aghi10%19%ae13%34%ac16%cehlm

15611999283691033814585541102155023523012653No
98%ajk96%ajk84%j57%83%f91%afgi85%f70%89%ad80%87%ab65%84%bdfj

176---264912113Don't know
*1%1%---*1%*****
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 115 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1933226822144801902831839319516453099Unweighted Base
192522852217528192315186101810366933166Weighted Base

2673383172325813533357366273500Yes
14%15%14%44%ag30%a43%ae18%35%a35%a39%a16%

1645193618872941341801526566674192653No
85%85%85%56%70%h57%82%f64%64%60%84%bcdfgh

1312132*-153213Don't know
1%1%1%**-1%****
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 115 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12191285166210306192652401933091671773332533099Unweighted Base
12**18927816721929021174*2411963041722013402733166Weighted Base

-334018285234740316021285552500Yes
-17%15%11%13%18%16%10%17%16%20%lm12%14%16%19%m16%

12156236148190236178672001642441511722842172653No
100%83%85%89%bfk87%81%84%90%83%83%80%88%b85%83%79%84%

--1112--11--21413Don't know
--**1%1%--**--1%*1%*
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 116 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9655618227511163146547120326226343099Unweighted Base
6425961004924949173248519929026773166Weighted Base

6069162157105271731836395449Yes
9%12%16%jk17%jk11%16%g15%g9%13%15%d14%dgk

578522842765841145641018125422722707No
90%ahi88%h84%83%89%aef84%84%91%ab87%85%85%

1----1---11Refused
*----*---**

25-23421-99Don't know
*i1%i-***1%*-**
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 116 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5084892055250759285289172410013099Unweighted Base
4055052210266949777*29220087893166Weighted Base

34663483905834432676449Yes
8%13%j16%j15%12%3%15%be16%be10%14%bej

368439185522714367324816787072707No
91%ah87%84%85%88%95%acd85%84%90%acd85%

--11----11Refused
--**----**

3-6731-449Don't know
1%-**1%2%acd-*1%*
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 116 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

186250338927273097272937052235421963099Unweighted Base
185255440728113164281335339231424323166Weighted Base

1735869403449403451729402449Yes
9%14%17%k14%14%14%13%4%9%d17%acd14%cd

168218833623982705240030737428520222707No
91%ai86%83%85%85%85%87%95%abc91%ab83%85%b

-1-111---11Refused
-*-***---**

-7299911-89Don't know
-*1%*****-**
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 116 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

42030023472044325523099Unweighted Base
378275249023**48225833166Weighted Base

411638911118303449Yes
11%f6%16%fg48%25%ab12%14%bf

33625820921236322742707No
89%e94%aeg84%52%75%88%ac85%c

--1---1Refused
--*---*

118-169Don't know
***-***
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 116 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

25529142013853099Unweighted Base
24229**143814463166Weighted Base

262135284449Yes
11%8%9%20%ace14%c

21527129611602707No
89%b92%90%ab80%85%b

---11Refused
---**

1-629Don't know
1%-***
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 116 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

174127010685871194465177071247185226724273099Unweighted Base
160124711096501234215397921232193427064603166Weighted Base

13516125228388121883366242206449Yes
*3%14%lm39%aklm22%ah9%15%h28%agh7%19%ae9%45%ac14%cehlm

1591206946396963824565701145156124552522707No
99%ajk97%ajk85%j61%78%91%afgi85%f72%93%ad81%91%ab55%85%bdfij

--1----1-11-1Refused
--*----*-**-*

1611--3346819Don't know
****--*******
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 116 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1933226822144801902831839319516453099Unweighted Base
192522852217528192315186101810366933166Weighted Base

2232952641812917053313341204449Yes
12%13%12%34%ag15%54%ae29%a31%a33%a29%a14%ik

1693198119443451641451317016924882707No
88%a87%88%a65%85%h46%71%f69%67%70%85%bcdefh

111-------1Refused
***-------*

7881--14319Don't know
****--1%****
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 116 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12191285166210306192652401933091671773332533099Unweighted Base
12**18927816721929021174*2411963041722013402733166Weighted Base

-322914295027935284120285451449Yes
-17%mn10%9%13%17%mn13%13%14%14%13%12%14%16%m19%mn14%

12157249152190238184652051672631521722852162707No
100%83%90%bcko91%bcko87%82%87%b87%85%85%87%b88%b86%84%79%85%b

-------------1-1Refused
-------------*-*

---1-2--11----59Don't know
---*-1%--**----2%acfn*
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 117 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9655618227511163146547120326226343099Unweighted Base
6425961004924949173248519929026773166Weighted Base

6170173163118268801940408466Yes
9%12%17%jk18%jk12%15%g16%g10%14%15%d15%k

576521830755827145440118025122522682No
90%ahi88%hi83%82%87%ef84%83%90%ab86%84%85%

1----1---11Refused
*----*---**

45263941-1616Don't know
1%1%*1%*1%1%*-1%1%
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All received annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 117 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5084892055250759285289172410013099Unweighted Base
4055052210266949777*29220087893166Weighted Base

43733493937464733678466Yes
11%14%16%j15%15%8%16%b17%be10%15%bj

360432184722634197024616627052682No
89%ah86%84%85%84%90%84%83%89%acd85%

--11----11Refused
--**----**

3-141241-10516Don't know
1%-1%*1%2%d-*1%1%
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All received annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 117 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

186250338927273097272937052235421963099Unweighted Base
185255440728113164281335339231424323166Weighted Base

2537067422466422451838409466Yes
13%15%17%15%15%15%13%5%12%d17%cd15%d

158217033723732680237530837327620082682No
86%85%83%84%85%84%87%95%abc88%b83%85%b

-1-111---11Refused
-*-***---**

212216161611-1416Don't know
1%*1%1%1%1%**-1%1%
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All received annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 117 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

42030023472044325523099Unweighted Base
378275249023**48225833166Weighted Base

3629398480372466Yes
9%11%16%fg19%17%14%15%g

34124520761940021982682No
90%ae89%e83%81%83%85%85%

--1---1Refused
--*---*

1116-21316Don't know
**1%-**1%
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All received annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 117 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

25529142013853099Unweighted Base
24229**143814463166Weighted Base

234182255466Yes
9%13%13%18%ace15%e

21526124811852682No
89%b87%87%b82%85%b

---11Refused
---**

4-7516Don't know
2%ab-1%*1%
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All received annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 117 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

174127010685871194465177071247185226724273099Unweighted Base
160124711096501234215397921232193427064603166Weighted Base

689180191184683178138329350116466Yes
4%7%16%lm29%aklm14%11%15%22%agh11%17%ae13%25%ac15%ehlm

15311509224571063754546081086159623413412682No
96%ajk92%ajk83%j70%86%f89%afg84%f77%88%ad83%87%b74%85%bfj

--1----1-11-1Refused
--*----*-**-*

1861-1258814216Don't know
*1%1%*-**1%1%*1%*1%
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All received annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 117 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1933226822144801902831839319516453099Unweighted Base
192522852217528192315186101810366933166Weighted Base

201288263156459332255267189466Yes
10%13%k12%30%a23%a30%ae17%25%a26%a27%a15%ijk

1713198419413701462211517587635022682No
89%aj87%a88%a70%76%70%81%f74%74%72%85%bcdfgh

111-------1Refused
***-------*

10121211-256216Don't know
1%1%1%*1%-1%1%1%*1%
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All received annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 117 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12191285166210306192652401933091671773332533099Unweighted Base
12**18927816721929021174*2411963041722013402733166Weighted Base

-3435183048281237234123314958466Yes
-18%13%11%14%17%13%16%15%12%13%13%16%14%21%acfgj15%

lmn

12155241148189239184622041722631491652902082682No
100%82%87%b89%b86%b83%87%b84%85%b88%b87%b87%b82%85%b76%85%b

-------------1-1Refused
-------------*-*

--11-2---1--4-716Don't know
--**-1%---*--2%acfh-3%acfhjl1%

no
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All received annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 118 

I thought about
switching

tariffs eitherI checked what
with thisI'm currently

supplier or aI looked intopaying for my
differentI looked intoswitchingenergy or found

supplier, butswitching to atariffs with myout about the
have not yetdifferentcurrenttariff that I'm

started lookingsuppliersupplieron

3099309930993099Unweighted Base
3166316631663166Weighted Base

4664495001058Yes
15%14%16%33%

2682270726532087No
85%85%84%66%

11-3Refused
**-*

1691318Don't know
1%**1%
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Q.98 Did you take any of the following actions as a result of receiving the annual summary? - Summary Table
Base: All who recall receiving an annual summary AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)



Table 119 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

126173111459421575182567926732134914079Unweighted Base
842776139511641275217772626035135674178Weighted Base

30732353252461681825110613314451685Read it in detail
36%42%k38%45%aik48%aef38%35%41%38%41%40%ek

397344663525498107435510916916501928Glanced over it or skim
47%44%47%45%39%49%ag49%g42%48%46%46%gread it

1281011861111442741084143442526Only saw what it was,
15%ah13%h13%h10%11%13%15%g16%12%12%13%hbut did not read it

118155161111462938Don't know
1%h1%1%*1%f*2%f1%2%1%1%
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Q.99 Thinking about when you last received a bill or direct debit\prepayment statement, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 119 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

61977526263286793134410222213134079Unweighted Base
49582328073521657124413259910424178Weighted Base

173303118814122744916610684031685Read it in detail
35%37%42%ij40%42%39%40%41%39%40%j

226378130016342944618512014951928Glanced over it or skim
46%46%46%46%45%37%45%46%48%e46%read it

86137296442842558311132526Only saw what it was,
17%ah17%ah11%13%13%20%abc14%12%13%13%hbut did not read it

1152334543191238Don't know
2%ahi1%1%1%1%3%acd1%1%1%1%
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Q.99 Thinking about when you last received a bill or direct debit\prepayment statement, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 119 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

282327148835704069358049979444828124079Unweighted Base
290333651536814168369148759140031614178Weighted Base

71137622614681681147221424317012581685Read it in detail
24%41%k44%k40%40%40%44%41%42%40%40%k

145154322417281924173219625618414791928Glanced over it or skim
50%46%43%47%e46%e47%e40%43%46%47%46%eread it

6439263453525455718443398526Only saw what it was,
22%aij12%12%12%13%12%15%14%11%13%13%but did not read it

112523338336842538Don't know
4%aij1%*1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.99 Thinking about when you last received a bill or direct debit\prepayment statement, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 119 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

42247031702458133144079Unweighted Base
383434334928**65333384178Weighted Base

1191811382829213471685Read it in detail
31%42%g41%g27%45%40%40%g

17918315611928515431928Glanced over it or skim
47%42%47%67%44%46%46%read it

7765381270418526Only saw what it was,
20%ae15%e11%6%11%13%13%but did not read it

8424-63038Don't know
2%e1%1%-1%1%1%
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Q.99 Thinking about when you last received a bill or direct debit\prepayment statement, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 119 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

44842183917404079Unweighted Base
43043*186018344178Weighted Base

105176968631685Read it in detail
24%39%e37%e47%ace40%ce

226208967801928Glanced over it or skim
53%ab46%48%b43%46%bread it

896255175526Only saw what it was,
21%abc14%14%b10%13%bbut did not read it

9-131638Don't know
2%abc-1%1%1%
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Q.99 Thinking about when you last received a bill or direct debit\prepayment statement, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 119 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

486163212696921585456338861756232334796004079Unweighted Base
4591618133276916252266010031735244235266524178Weighted Base

3650563950670198302452640104513932921685Read it in detail
8%31%m48%alm66%aklm43%38%46%ah45%ah37%43%e40%45%c40%elm

16393060123474264278449815111316432851928Glanced over it or skim
36%57%ajkm45%jm30%46%51%fg42%45%47%46%47%44%46%jmread it

24517182291857719625926745769526Only saw what it was,
53%ajkl11%jk6%j4%11%11%11%10%15%ad11%13%11%13%fjklbut did not read it

1413101-395211732638Don't know
3%ajkl1%j1%*-1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%j
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Q.99 Thinking about when you last received a bill or direct debit\prepayment statement, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 119 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

251528992856570232366295111611367664079Unweighted Base
250729182871626233410306122612528234178Weighted Base

1084124111863511002091046576464351685Read it in detail
43%a43%41%56%ag43%51%ae34%54%a52%a53%a40%e

108712971297228991621564755003161928Glanced over it or skim
43%44%45%36%42%40%51%f39%40%38%46%bcdfhkread it

30735035644293543889767526Only saw what it was,
12%12%12%7%12%h9%14%f7%8%8%13%bcdfhbut did not read it

293132253468538Don't know
1%1%1%*2%h1%1%*1%1%1%
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Q.99 Thinking about when you last received a bill or direct debit\prepayment statement, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 119 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

16209360202296404236813342544192332473943944079Unweighted Base
16**20635220230239125691*3332544252332954124104178Weighted Base

69415884114155894213610118986831851641685Read it in detail
35%45%dj45%dj42%d38%d40%d35%46%d41%d40%d44%dj37%28%45%dj40%d40%d

89815788145202132361541241901041421781711928Glanced over it or skim
53%47%45%44%48%52%abc52%b39%46%49%45%44%48%43%42%46%read it

21231254131311242274544684768526Only saw what it was,
12%6%9%12%o14%ko8%12%o13%13%ko11%10%19%acfgk23%acfgh12%o17%afkno13%knobut did not read it

nojklmno

-3642342122-21638Don't know
-1%2%c2%cefh1%1%2%2%e*1%*-1%*2%1%
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Q.99 Thinking about when you last received a bill or direct debit\prepayment statement, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 120 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

10596349858501373158856721828130293528Unweighted Base
703667119510481115189260621530230963613Weighted Base

1441312212242343711144673601719Very clearly (2)
20%20%18%21%21%20%19%21%24%19%20%

365379702635617109137412015118112082Quite clearly (1)
52%57%59%k61%k55%58%62%g56%50%58%c58%ck

10970138111131229672745355427Neither clearly (0)
15%ahij10%12%11%12%12%11%13%15%11%12%nor unclearly

6659955294141362027224271Quite unclearly (-1)
9%h9%h8%h5%8%7%6%9%9%7%8%h

17213219314810-48590Very unclearly (-2)
2%3%3%2%3%3%2%-1%3%d2%d

SUMMARY CODES

509510923859851146248816622424122801CLEAR
72%76%77%k82%aijk76%77%80%77%74%78%78%k

838012671125189472032309361UNCLEAR
12%h12%h11%h7%11%e10%8%9%10%10%10%h

--21--3--33Refused
--**--*afg--**

37657122311721Don't know
*1%*1%1%1%*1%*1%1%

0.7880.8180.8300.953aijk0.8390.8490.9060.9020.8670.8510.855kMean Score
0.9560.9570.9130.8290.9480.9090.8300.8410.9330.9110.909Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0030.003**Error Variance
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Q.100 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 120 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

50364623292851677104344195411263528Unweighted Base
3986812488304656895*35122698983613Weighted Base

941434705931262763458171719Very clearly (2)
24%h21%19%19%22%29%abcd18%20%19%20%

202394146317982844219013574932082Quite clearly (1)
51%58%j59%j59%f50%44%54%60%be55%58%efj

567329436067953249116427Neither clearly (0)
14%11%12%12%12%10%15%c11%13%12%nor unclearly

37511812125992914489271Quite unclearly (-1)
9%7%7%7%10%ag9%8%6%10%ac8%

917606426510522390Very unclearly (-2)
2%2%2%2%5%ag5%3%2%3%2%

SUMMARY CODES

296538193423914117025318146642801CLEAR
74%79%78%78%f72%73%72%80%abd74%78%bdf

4667241276851339196112361UNCLEAR
11%10%10%9%15%ag14%11%9%13%ac10%

--33--21-3Refused
--**--**-*

1317174358521Don't know
**1%1%1%3%abc1%c*1%1%

0.8430.8800.8520.874f0.7570.8580.7750.896bd0.7840.855bfMean Score
0.9640.9090.8940.8771.0591.1080.9380.8740.9540.909Standard Deviation
0.0020.001**0.0020.0120.003*0.001*Error Variance
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Q.100 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 120 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

216285442830923520310042867039324443528Unweighted Base
215291944931953605320341049935427373613Weighted Base

3859776634717636839864550719Very clearly (2)
18%20%17%20%20%20%20%20%18%20%20%

116168027518412079184423825520516092082Quite clearly (1)
54%58%61%58%58%58%58%51%58%d59%d58%d

3533649372424375526547312427Neither clearly (0)
16%j11%11%12%12%12%13%13%13%11%12%nor unclearly

2022030241271241306122188271Quite unclearly (-1)
9%8%7%8%8%8%7%12%abc6%7%8%

37214869086416136190Very unclearly (-2)
1%2%3%3%e2%3%e1%3%4%2%2%

SUMMARY CODES

154227735124752796248032135326921592801CLEAR
72%78%k78%77%78%77%78%71%76%79%d78%d

2329144327361327347735249361UNCLEAR
11%10%10%10%10%10%8%15%abc10%9%10%

-3-333---33Refused
-*-***---**

31261821183521421Don't know
1%*1%j1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

0.7810.8650.8310.8500.8550.8500.9010.7260.8130.882d0.855dMean Score
0.8950.9100.8970.9180.9090.9170.8391.0170.9300.8850.909Standard Deviation
0.004*0.002***0.0020.0020.002**Error Variance
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Q.100 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 120 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

32739827872251428673528Unweighted Base
298365294326**57728903613Weighted Base

47675946144555719Very clearly (2)
16%18%20%24%25%ab19%20%

15621117211032516672082Quite clearly (1)
52%58%58%g37%56%58%58%

5444335745359427Neither clearly (0)
18%aef12%11%28%8%12%c12%cnor unclearly

3231200248215271Quite unclearly (-1)
11%ae8%7%8%8%7%8%

71073-107890Very unclearly (-2)
2%3%2%-2%3%2%

SUMMARY CODES

20327823151646922222801CLEAR
68%76%g79%g61%81%b77%78%g

3940274257293361UNCLEAR
13%e11%9%8%10%10%10%

--3--33Refused
--*--**

2216161221Don't know
1%1%1%4%1%*1%

0.6910.8130.876g0.8060.954ab0.8370.855gMean Score
0.9440.9240.8960.9220.9050.9140.909Standard Deviation
0.0030.002*0.0400.002**Error Variance
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Q.100 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 120 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

34936157415603528Unweighted Base
33137*159316433613Weighted Base

3410307366719Very clearly (2)
10%26%e19%e22%e20%e

197219209392082Quite clearly (1)
60%56%58%57%58%

533186183427Neither clearly (0)
16%abc9%12%11%12%nor unclearly

342132103271Quite unclearly (-1)
10%b5%8%b6%8%

62384490Very unclearly (-2)
2%5%2%3%2%

SUMMARY CODES

23130122713052801CLEAR
70%82%77%e79%e78%e

404171147361UNCLEAR
12%9%11%9%10%

---33Refused
---**

7-8521Don't know
2%abc-1%*1%

0.6790.9340.837e0.906ce0.855eMean Score
0.8650.9860.9150.9060.909Standard Deviation
0.0020.0270.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.100 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 120 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

218146711786651404825557961479204930045243528Unweighted Base
199143412407401444625809021455215830375763613Weighted Base

352332681843279136174282438607113719Very clearly (2)
18%16%22%l25%alm22%17%23%h19%19%20%20%20%20%l

9583974939981265329560815126717533292082Quite clearly (1)
48%58%m60%jm54%56%57%57%62%a56%59%58%57%58%m

39199117721261579419123736662427Neither clearly (0)
19%ajkl14%jk9%10%8%13%10%10%13%11%12%11%12%knor unclearly

2112268601036445711815321853271Quite unclearly (-1)
11%k9%k6%8%k7%8%8%6%8%7%7%9%8%k

831302181812114149781190Very unclearly (-2)
4%2%2%3%5%fg4%f2%1%3%2%3%2%2%f

SUMMARY CODES

131107110175831123444657341097170423604422801CLEAR
66%75%m82%alm79%m78%75%80%h81%ah75%79%e78%77%78%lm

2915398801754566715920229665361UNCLEAR
15%ak11%k8%11%k12%12%f10%7%11%9%10%11%10%fk

-12-----3-3-3Refused
-**-----*-*-*

1965223661513921Don't know
1%1%*1%2%1%*1%*1%*1%ac1%

0.6500.7860.939alm0.905lm0.8400.7660.924h0.927h0.8150.882e0.8580.8420.855lmMean Score
1.0180.8940.8650.9591.0260.9580.9030.8090.9350.8900.9070.9160.909Standard Deviation
0.0050.0010.0010.0010.0080.0020.0010.0010.001**0.002*Error Variance
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Q.100 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 120 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

217725192471527199326249102710366983528Unweighted Base
217125382483580199371260113111467513613Weighted Base

561649615140437252278261179719Very clearly (2)
26%a26%a25%a24%a22%19%20%25%a23%24%a20%

1301152214923361102071566526714282082Quite clearly (1)
60%60%60%58%55%56%60%58%59%57%58%

1712081975221442510110570427Neither clearly (0)
8%8%8%9%10%12%10%9%9%9%12%cdijknor unclearly

9811212339133619727149271Quite unclearly (-1)
5%4%5%7%6%10%7%6%6%7%8%ijk

3133409108424321990Very unclearly (-2)
1%1%2%2%5%h2%2%2%3%2%2%ijk

SUMMARY CODES

1862217021074761532792089309326072801CLEAR
86%a86%a85%a82%a77%75%80%82%a81%a81%78%

129145163482344239610368361UNCLEAR
6%6%7%8%11%12%9%8%9%9%10%ijk

2222---2223Refused
****---****

81315235345521Don't know
*1%1%*2%1%1%**1%1%

1.047a1.047a1.021a0.972a0.8340.8170.9080.966a0.928a0.939a0.855Mean Score
0.8040.7950.8220.8631.0050.9350.8610.8840.9040.9060.909Standard Deviation

***0.0010.0050.0030.0030.0010.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.100 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 120 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

14191321171251369206712852213761861953513203528Unweighted Base
14**19131417325935722177*2902253791892253643353613Weighted Base

34750385473521942548143485560719Very clearly (2)
24%25%chn16%22%h21%21%24%chn25%h14%24%chn21%ch23%ch21%15%18%20%ch

7101178104164210121291851192161031182232042082Quite clearly (1)
51%53%i57%i60%i63%dgio59%i55%i37%64%dgio53%i57%i54%i52%i61%i61%i58%i

22645122244311435273423393737427Neither clearly (0)
15%14%m14%flm7%9%12%14%m18%flm12%12%9%12%17%acflm10%11%12%nor unclearly

11034131522111523162612103924271Quite unclearly (-1)
9%5%11%djo8%6%6%5%20%abcdef8%7%7%6%4%11%adjklo7%8%

ghjklmno

-752454-61018787790Very unclearly (-2)
-4%2%1%2%1%2%-2%4%k5%acklmn4%3%2%2%2%

SUMMARY CODES

11148228143218283173482271722971461662782642801CLEAR
76%77%i73%83%in84%acdin79%i78%i62%78%i77%i78%i77%i74%76%i79%i78%i

11739151927161529264419174532361UNCLEAR
9%9%12%9%7%8%7%20%abdehj10%11%12%10%8%12%k9%10%

klmo

------------1-23Refused
------------1%a-**

--33-31---4213121Don't know
--1%2%h-1%1%---1%1%*1%*1%

0.9090.8900.7520.968cin0.960chi0.918cin0.935n0.6790.8050.8460.8400.8750.8480.7790.8570.855Mean Score
n

0.8990.9620.9080.8380.8150.8340.8741.0620.8541.0070.9990.9560.9270.8960.8740.909Standard Deviation
0.0580.0050.0030.0040.0030.0020.0040.0160.0030.0050.0030.0050.0040.0020.002*Error Variance
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Q.100 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 121 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

10596349858501373158856721828130293528Unweighted Base
703667119510481115189260621530230963613Weighted Base

1321853432982695171736870821959Yes
19%28%k29%k28%k24%27%29%32%23%27%27%k

565479844748838136843114123122652637No
80%ahij72%71%71%75%72%71%65%77%d73%d73%d

1-1-11---11Refused
*-*-**---**

537277271916Don't know
1%*1%*1%**3%abc***
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 121 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

50364623292851677104344195411263528Unweighted Base
3986812488304656895*35122698983613Weighted Base

831786918321262384654197959Yes
21%26%28%j27%f22%24%24%29%b22%27%bfj

312498178821994386626716086962637No
78%ah73%72%72%77%ag70%76%71%77%ac73%

11-1-1-1-1Refused
**-*-1%ab-*-*

3491336-6516Don't know
1%1%**1%6%abcd-*1%*
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 121 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

216285442830923520310042867039324443528Unweighted Base
215291944931953605320341049935427373613Weighted Base

3879212384595784811172100780959Yes
18%27%k27%k26%27%26%27%14%28%d28%d27%dk

175211432623352631234129642225019492637No
81%aij72%72%73%73%73%72%84%abc71%71%73%

-1-111-1-11Refused
-*-***-*-**

3121141614354716Don't know
1%*****1%1%b1%b**
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 121 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

32739827872251428673528Unweighted Base
298365294326**57728903613Weighted Base

54668399193732959Yes
18%18%28%fg34%33%ab25%27%fg

24029720911638121452637No
80%ae81%ae71%62%66%74%c73%c

-11--11Refused
-**--**

5112141116Don't know
2%ae**4%1%**
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 121 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

34936157415603528Unweighted Base
33137*159316433613Weighted Base

5113339554959Yes
15%34%e21%e34%ace27%ce

27624124910812637No
83%abd66%78%ab66%73%b

--111Refused
--***

5-5716Don't know
1%abc-***
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 121 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

218146711786651404825557961479204930045243528Unweighted Base
199143412407401444625809021455215830375763613Weighted Base

201923633853397184340293666725233959Yes
10%13%29%lm52%aklm23%21%32%ahi38%aghi20%31%ae24%40%ac27%cehlm

17612348723551103633935591155148222953422637No
88%ajk86%ajk70%j48%77%f79%afg68%f62%79%ad69%76%ab59%73%bdfgj

11----1-111-1Refused
**----*-***-*

385-12238915116Don't know
2%aj1%*-1%***1%*1%**
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 121 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

217725192471527199326249102710366983528Unweighted Base
217125382483580199371260113111467513613Weighted Base

5466686212777518867503518335959Yes
25%26%25%48%ag38%a51%ae26%44%a45%a45%a27%

1610185618483021241841926266274162637No
74%73%74%52%62%h49%74%f55%55%55%73%bcdfgh

111----11-1Refused
***----**-*

131312*--111*16Don't know
1%1%1%*--*****
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 121 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

14191321171251369206712852213761861953513203528Unweighted Base
14**19131417325935722177*2902253791892253643353613Weighted Base

156755156100462450521015456135102959Yes
6%30%h24%30%h21%28%h21%31%h17%23%27%h28%h25%37%adfgh31%hjl27%h

jkln

13135239114203256175522391732771351662292302637No
94%70%76%cm66%79%bcm72%c79%bcm68%82%abcde77%bcm73%c71%74%c63%69%73%c

fikmo

------------1-11Refused
------------*-**

--17-2-11-*12-216Don't know
--*4%abcdef-1%-1%*-*1%1%-1%*

ghjklno
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 122 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

10596349858501373158856721828130293528Unweighted Base
703667119510481115189260621530230963613Weighted Base

5761149141106249532129358408Yes
8%9%12%jk13%jk9%13%eg9%10%10%12%11%k

64560410449041006163755319327327303197No
92%ahi91%h87%86%90%f87%91%f90%90%88%88%

222336-1-89Don't know
******-1%-**
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 122 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

50364623292851677104344195411263528Unweighted Base
3986812488304656895*35122698983613Weighted Base

27743043446454228872408Yes
7%11%j12%j11%11%6%12%b13%be8%11%bj

370606217726955018930819788223197No
93%ahi89%87%88%88%93%88%87%92%ac88%

1276311349Don't know
*****1%c****
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 122 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

216285442830923520310042867039324443528Unweighted Base
215291944931953605320341049935427373613Weighted Base

1434249368408368392136346408Yes
6%12%k11%12%11%11%10%4%10%d13%d11%dk

199257140028193189282737047731623863197No
93%88%89%88%88%88%90%95%abc89%87%88%

26189812259Don't know
1%*******1%**
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 122 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

32739827872251428673528Unweighted Base
298365294326**57728903613Weighted Base

2619364475316408Yes
9%5%12%f16%13%11%11%f

27234525712250225673197No
91%95%ae87%84%87%89%88%

-18-179Don't know
-**-***
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 122 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

34936157415603528Unweighted Base
33137*159316433613Weighted Base

164125262408Yes
5%10%8%16%ace11%ce

31333146513773197No
94%ab90%92%ab84%88%b

3-349Don't know
1%-***
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 122 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

218146711786651404825557961479204930045243528Unweighted Base
199143412407401444625809021455215830375763613Weighted Base

348143214202979174102305282125408Yes
1%3%12%lm29%aklm14%h6%14%h19%agh7%14%ae9%22%ac11%cehlm

195138310955241244315007251350184727474503197No
98%ajk96%ajk88%j71%86%93%afgi86%f80%93%ad86%90%ab78%88%bdfj

2321-21336819Don't know
1%***-********
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 122 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

217725192471527199326249102710366983528Unweighted Base
217125382483580199371260113111467513613Weighted Base

1982642411814510233279272213408Yes
9%10%10%31%ag22%a27%ae13%25%a24%a28%ac11%k

1968227022383971552682268498715373197No
91%a89%90%68%78%h72%87%f75%76%b71%88%bcdfgh

6542-113329Don't know
****-*1%****
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 122 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

14191321171251369206712852213761861953513203528Unweighted Base
14**19131417325935722177*2902253791892253643353613Weighted Base

-252015245422729335123234738408Yes
-13%n6%8%9%15%almn10%9%10%14%n13%n12%n10%13%n11%n11%n

14165293157235303199702621923281661993172953197No
100%86%93%abcfg91%91%k85%90%91%90%86%87%88%89%87%88%88%

ko

-121-1------2-29Don't know
-1%1%1%-*------1%-1%*
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 123 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

10596349858501373158856721828130293528Unweighted Base
703667119510481115189260621530230963613Weighted Base

506013411589216541932308359Yes
7%9%11%k11%k8%11%g9%9%11%10%10%gk

64960610589301021167155119627027773242No
92%ahi91%89%89%92%f88%91%91%89%90%90%

51335611-1112Don't know
1%******1%-**
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 123 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

50364623292851677104344195411263528Unweighted Base
3986812488304656895*35122698983613Weighted Base

27632693075223126760359Yes
7%9%11%j10%9%2%9%e12%abe7%10%bej

369615221327285149132019968363242No
93%h90%89%90%91%95%c91%88%93%ac90%

3461113-7212Don't know
1%1%***3%abcd-***
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 123 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

216285442830923520310042867039324443528Unweighted Base
215291944931953605320341049935427373613Weighted Base

1429346310356313461329315359Yes
6%10%10%10%10%10%11%3%8%d12%d10%d

197261940328743238287936348432224153242No
91%90%90%90%90%90%89%97%abc91%88%90%

57-111211122712Don't know
2%aij*-*****1%**
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 123 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

32739827872251428673528Unweighted Base
298365294326**57728903613Weighted Base

2114319788250359Yes
7%4%11%fg26%15%ab9%10%f

27534926151948726333242No
92%96%ae89%72%84%91%c90%c

21913712Don't know
1%**3%***
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 123 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

34936157415603528Unweighted Base
33137*159316433613Weighted Base

192122216359Yes
6%5%8%13%ace10%ce

30835146614243242No
93%b95%92%ab87%90%b

5-5312Don't know
1%abc-***
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 123 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

218146711786651404825557961479204930045243528Unweighted Base
199143412407401444625809021455215830375763613Weighted Base

24311919523257017271288207152359Yes
1%3%10%lm26%aklm16%ah5%12%h19%agh5%13%ae7%26%ac10%cehlm

195138511175451214355077281381186228214223242No
98%ajk97%ajk90%j74%84%94%afgi87%f81%95%ad86%93%ab73%90%bdfij

254--332489312Don't know
1%aj**--1%*******
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 123 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

217725192471527199326249102710366983528Unweighted Base
217125382483580199371260113111467513613Weighted Base

1502081851332512341226239154359Yes
7%8%7%23%ag12%33%ae16%a20%a21%a20%a10%ijk

2014232422924451752472189039055963242No
93%a92%a92%a77%88%h67%84%f80%79%79%90%bcdefh

8662-2133212Don't know
****-******
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 123 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

14191321171251369206712852213761861953513203528Unweighted Base
14**19131417325935722177*2902253791892253643353613Weighted Base

-2123142349191326263216214334359Yes
-11%7%8%9%14%afn8%17%afjmn9%12%8%9%9%12%10%10%

14171289158236308202642641983451732003212983242No
100%89%92%ik92%91%86%92%i83%91%88%91%ik91%89%88%89%90%

--21-1----2-3-412Don't know
--1%1%-*----*-1%a-1%a*
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 124 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

10596349858501373158856721828130293528Unweighted Base
703667119510481115189260621530230963613Weighted Base

5474153138114234722337359419Yes
8%11%k13%k13%k10%12%12%11%12%12%12%k

6455921038909997165553319226527283185No
92%ahi89%87%87%89%87%88%89%88%88%88%

--1--1---11Refused
--*--*---**

41314321-79Don't know
1%******1%-**
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 124 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

50364623292851677104344195411263528Unweighted Base
3986812488304656895*35122698983613Weighted Base

39703103506964430069419Yes
10%10%12%12%12%7%12%b13%b8%12%b

357609217226874978730719648273185No
90%89%87%88%88%92%87%87%92%acd88%

-1-1---1-1Refused
-*-*---*-*

2167221429Don't know
*****2%abc****
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 124 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

216285442830923520310042867039324443528Unweighted Base
215291944931953605320341049935427373613Weighted Base

2434048378416381382338356419Yes
11%12%11%12%12%12%9%5%11%d13%d12%d

190257240028093180281337147431323763185No
88%88%89%88%88%88%91%95%abc89%87%88%

-1-111---11Refused
-*-***---**

16289812249Don't know
1%*******1%**
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 124 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

32739827872251428673528Unweighted Base
298365294326**57728903613Weighted Base

2838353476326419Yes
9%10%12%15%13%11%12%

27032525842250025573185No
90%89%88%82%87%88%88%

--1--11Refused
--*--**

1161269Don't know
***3%***
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 124 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

34936157415603528Unweighted Base
33137*159316433613Weighted Base

198163228419Yes
6%22%ce10%e14%ace12%e

31029142814093185No
94%abcd78%90%bd86%88%b

---11Refused
---**

2-259Don't know
*-***
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 124 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

218146711786651404825557961479204930045243528Unweighted Base
199143412407401444625809021455215830375763613Weighted Base

1195154159125084163107312309110419Yes
5%7%12%lm22%aklm9%11%14%18%ahi7%14%ae10%19%ac12%elm

186133510835811324094957371344184027194653185No
93%ajk93%ajk87%j78%91%f89%f85%82%92%ad85%90%b81%88%bdfj

-1----1--11-1Refused
-*----*--**-*

242--31144819Don't know
1%ajkl**--1%*******
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 124 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

217725192471527199326249102710366983528Unweighted Base
217125382483580199371260113111467513613Weighted Base

161228212140309327222215161419Yes
7%9%9%24%ag15%25%ae10%20%a19%a21%a12%ijk

2003230522654401692782329079305903185No
92%a91%a91%a76%85%h75%89%f80%81%79%88%bcdfh

111----11-1Refused
***----**-*

654---11*-9Don't know
***---***-*
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 124 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

14191321171251369206712852213761861953513203528Unweighted Base
14**19131417325935722177*2902253791892253643353613Weighted Base

12827163341271031274419264446419Yes
5%15%n9%9%13%12%12%12%11%12%12%10%12%12%14%12%

13163287155226315194682591983341701973192853185No
95%85%91%b90%87%88%88%88%89%88%88%90%88%88%85%88%

--------------11Refused
--------------**

--11-1--*-1-1-49Don't know
--*1%-*--*-*-1%-1%a*
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 125 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

10596349858501373158856721828130293528Unweighted Base
703667119510481115189260621530230963613Weighted Base

5350807241172411514226254Yes
7%7%7%7%4%9%ag7%g7%5%7%7%g

64061410989631057169856019628328363315No
91%92%92%92%95%af90%92%91%94%92%92%f

11135--1-45Refused
*****af--*-**

103151111235452939Don't know
1%j*1%1%1%1%1%2%2%1%1%
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I used the QR code to find out more about my existing tariff or to compare tariffs
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 125 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

50364623292851677104344195411263528Unweighted Base
3986812488304656895*35122698983613Weighted Base

36441722213373415657254Yes
9%6%7%7%6%8%10%7%6%7%

358627228627895268631520908243315No
90%92%92%92%93%90%90%92%92%92%

-1541-1235Refused
-****-****

492531821221439Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%2%*1%2%1%
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I used the QR code to find out more about my existing tariff or to compare tariffs
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 125 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

216285442830923520310042867039324443528Unweighted Base
215291944931953605320341049935427373613Weighted Base

721034240253241131914219254Yes
3%7%8%8%e7%e8%e3%4%4%8%cd7%cde

201268040929143308292239347233524883315No
93%92%91%91%92%91%96%afgh95%ab95%b91%92%

-5-45411-45Refused
-*-*****-**

72473639363752739Don't know
3%aj1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I used the QR code to find out more about my existing tariff or to compare tariffs
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 125 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

32739827872251428673528Unweighted Base
298365294326**57728903613Weighted Base

2022206644199254Yes
7%6%7%25%8%7%7%

27534026992052726573315No
92%93%92%75%91%92%92%

1-4--55Refused
*-*--**

2334-72839Don't know
1%1%1%-1%1%1%
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I used the QR code to find out more about my existing tariff or to compare tariffs
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 125 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

34936157415603528Unweighted Base
33137*159316433613Weighted Base

13383154254Yes
4%8%5%9%ace7%ce

31234148814733315No
94%b92%93%b90%92%b

--425Refused
--***

6-181439Don't know
2%-1%1%1%
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I used the QR code to find out more about my existing tariff or to compare tariffs
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 125 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

218146711786651404825557961479204930045243528Unweighted Base
199143412407401444625809021455215830375763613Weighted Base

1577976572328999416020153254Yes
7%5%8%l9%l5%5%5%11%aghi6%7%7%9%c7%l

177133611306721364325507921339197627965193315No
89%93%m91%91%95%f93%f95%af88%92%92%92%90%92%f

132----1415-5Refused
***----****-*

6181131839182135439Don't know
3%ajkl1%1%*1%2%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I used the QR code to find out more about my existing tariff or to compare tariffs
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 125 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

217725192471527199326249102710366983528Unweighted Base
217125382483580199371260113111467513613Weighted Base

1751871967218362411111487254Yes
8%7%8%12%a9%10%9%10%a10%a12%a7%

197523242263502178332235101410266553315No
91%92%91%87%90%89%90%90%89%87%92%bcdh

444-----1-5Refused
***-----*-*

172220633166939Don't know
1%1%1%1%2%1%*1%1%1%1%
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I used the QR code to find out more about my existing tariff or to compare tariffs
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 125 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

14191321171251369206712852213761861953513203528Unweighted Base
14**19131417325935722177*2902253791892253643353613Weighted Base

3321889221138511713201722254Yes
21%16%abcde6%5%4%6%5%4%3%23%abcdef4%7%9%hl5%7%h7%h

fhijklmnhijklmn

11160291159246333207732771723591762003413103315No
79%84%93%go92%go95%dgo93%go93%go94%go95%adgo77%95%dgo93%go89%g94%go92%go92%go

---1----3--11--5Refused
---1%----1%a--**--*

--543242213-45339Don't know
--2%2%o1%1%2%2%1%1%1%-2%1%1%1%
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement?
- I used the QR code to find out more about my existing tariff or to compare tariffs
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 126 

I thought about
switching

tariffs eitherI checked what
I used the QRwith thisI'm currently
code to findsupplier or aI looked intopaying for my

out more aboutdifferentI looked intoswitchingenergy or found
my existingsupplier, butswitching to atariffs with myout about the
tariff or tohave not yetdifferentcurrenttariff that I'm

compare tariffsstarted lookingsuppliersupplieron

35283528352835283528Unweighted Base
36133613361336133613Weighted Base

254419359408959Yes
7%12%10%11%27%

33153185324231972637No
92%88%90%88%73%

51--1Refused
**--*

39912916Don't know
1%****
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Q.102 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the  bill or direct debit\prepayment statement? - Summary Table
Base: All who recall receiving an energy bill AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)



Table 127 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4192553393064676561968111211261319Unweighted Base
28527340737538276119882*12911291340Weighted Base

101109185189185329703055500585Read it in detail
36%40%46%k50%ajk49%e43%35%37%43%44%44%ek

129117171151134344903355481568Glanced over it or skim
45%43%42%40%35%45%g46%g40%43%43%42%gread it

404243284577301615122152Only saw what it was,
14%h15%h10%8%12%10%15%19%ab11%11%11%but did not read it

2---11---22Refused
1%---**---**

135871698342633Don't know
5%ahi2%2%2%4%f1%4%f4%3%2%2%
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Q.103 Thinking about when you last received a price increase notice, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 127 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2332108581041278341167554141319Unweighted Base
195211918110523533*1188583311340Weighted Base

67794324751101163387124585Read it in detail
34%37%47%ij43%47%34%53%b45%b37%44%bj

79100382476921241370145568Glanced over it or skim
40%47%42%43%39%35%35%43%44%42%read it

4424841282410118151152Only saw what it was,
23%ahi11%9%12%10%31%abcd9%9%15%ac11%but did not read it

-2-2--1-12Refused
-1%h-*--1%c-**

5720258-2201033Don't know
3%3%2%2%3%-2%2%3%2%
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Q.103 Thinking about when you last received a price increase notice, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 127 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

10210261721160131211671522431509111319Unweighted Base
99*104118011801333118715318413410061340Weighted Base

3047278516584516687360445585Read it in detail
30%45%k43%k44%44%44%45%40%45%44%44%k

4544176510566512577251438568Glanced over it or skim
46%42%42%43%43%43%37%39%38%44%42%read it

1810423124149128242817106152Only saw what it was,
18%j10%13%11%11%11%16%15%b13%11%11%but did not read it

2--222-1-12Refused
2%aj--***-*-**

424329323031061633Don't know
4%2%2%2%2%3%2%5%ab4%b2%2%
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Q.103 Thinking about when you last received a price increase notice, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 127 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1901199991118810731319Unweighted Base
171109105012**20310751340Weighted Base

46375007112450585Read it in detail
27%34%48%fg58%55%ab42%44%fg

8752425575469568Glanced over it or skim
51%ae47%40%42%37%44%42%read it

3317100-10130152Only saw what it was,
19%ae16%e10%-5%12%c11%cbut did not read it

-2---22Refused
-2%ae---**

6225-52433Don't know
3%2%2%-3%2%2%
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Q.103 Thinking about when you last received a price increase notice, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 127 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

125145486281319Unweighted Base
11514**5496581340Weighted Base

316192355585Read it in detail
27%42%35%54%ace44%ce

615266235568Glanced over it or skim
53%ab35%48%ab36%42%bread it

1937951152Only saw what it was,
16%b23%14%b8%11%bbut did not read it

1--12Refused
1%--**

3-131733Don't know
3%-2%3%2%
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Q.103 Thinking about when you last received a price increase notice, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 127 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1484604502615122020229452479511102091319Unweighted Base
13545245929453*20721532451382611182221340Weighted Base

111352322052481112177186399471114585Read it in detail
9%30%m51%alm70%aklm44%39%52%ah55%ah36%48%e42%51%ac44%elm

5625418771271008011623333648584568Glanced over it or skim
41%j56%ajkm41%j24%51%48%fg37%36%45%41%43%38%42%fjread it

615027143221626787413418152Only saw what it was,
45%ajkl11%jk6%5%5%10%7%8%15%ad9%12%8%11%jkbut did not read it

11------2-2-2Refused
1%*------*-*-*

612123-585151826633Don't know
4%j3%3%1%-2%4%2%3%2%2%3%2%
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Q.103 Thinking about when you last received a price increase notice, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 127 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

804935924234100140884134353191319Unweighted Base
79893492225698*15884*4524763381340Weighted Base

368436422169428833277282201585Read it in detail
46%47%46%66%ag43%56%ae39%61%a59%a60%a44%

31236536573395240136153108568Glanced over it or skim
39%39%40%29%40%33%48%f30%32%32%42%bcdfhread it

941101111114147303224152Only saw what it was,
12%12%12%4%15%h9%9%7%7%7%11%bcdhbut did not read it

222-------2Refused
***-------*

222223324399533Don't know
3%2%3%1%2%3%4%2%2%1%2%
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Q.103 Thinking about when you last received a price increase notice, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 127 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

377107636713383271049814585901111261319Unweighted Base
3**73*105*63*69*13096*31**100*102*14088*92*113*1341340Weighted Base

-3144242259381750486440365659585Read it in detail
-42%42%37%31%45%40%54%49%l47%45%45%39%49%l44%44%

3324025356046844436137314460568Glanced over it or skim
100%44%38%39%51%d46%47%26%44%42%43%42%33%39%44%42%read it

-9151210996681211201212152Only saw what it was,
-12%14%19%hk15%7%9%19%6%8%9%13%22%abcfg11%9%11%but did not read it

hjk

-----1----1----2Refused
-----1%----*----*

-163214-133-51333Don't know
-2%5%ce5%3%1%4%-1%3%2%-6%ce1%2%2%
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Q.103 Thinking about when you last received a price increase notice, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 128 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

34021229427739157815460979661123Unweighted Base
23022635734032067316063*110*9801153Weighted Base

5943608166142351415214244Very clearly (2)
26%i19%17%24%i21%21%22%23%14%22%21%

115121196196185359833167530628Quite clearly (1)
50%53%55%58%58%53%52%49%61%54%54%

2838564031105261215134162Neither clearly (0)
12%17%16%12%10%16%g16%19%14%14%14%gnor unclearly

191736162749125127188Quite unclearly (-1)
8%7%10%h5%8%7%8%8%11%7%8%

75677162-12425Very unclearly (-2)
3%2%2%2%2%2%2%-1%2%2%

SUMMARY CODES

1741642562772525021184582745872CLEAR
76%72%72%81%aij79%75%74%72%74%76%76%

2622422334641551395113UNCLEAR
11%10%12%7%11%10%9%8%12%10%10%

223-3221-67Don't know
1%1%1%-1%*1%1%-1%1%

0.8790.7990.7610.962i0.8720.8410.8570.8720.7540.8610.852Mean Score
0.9880.9200.9080.8600.9170.9190.9030.8660.8520.9260.916Standard Deviation
0.0030.0040.0030.0030.0020.0010.0050.0130.0070.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.104 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the price increase notice?
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 128 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18017375388623725996623371123Unweighted Base
14517981395120223**104*7572691153Weighted Base

34431591964882315855244Very clearly (2)
24%24%20%21%24%36%22%21%20%21%

73874615221061052421145628Quite clearly (1)
50%49%57%55%52%43%50%56%54%54%

24301061431831810536162Neither clearly (0)
16%17%13%15%f9%11%18%14%13%14%nor unclearly

121462682018582288Quite unclearly (-1)
8%8%8%7%10%3%7%8%8%8%

24191692313825Very unclearly (-2)
2%2%2%2%5%g7%3%2%3%2%

SUMMARY CODES

1071296217181541875579200872CLEAR
74%72%76%76%76%79%72%76%74%76%

14188185292117030113UNCLEAR
10%10%10%9%14%g9%10%9%11%10%

-1652--337Don't know
-*1%1%1%--*1%1%

0.8600.8430.8420.8600.8130.9950.8010.8670.8170.852Mean Score
0.9280.9510.9080.8851.0491.1090.9680.8900.9510.916Standard Deviation
0.0050.0050.0010.0010.0050.0490.0090.0010.0030.001Error Variance
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Q.104 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the price increase notice?
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 128 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7789014599511209981251901267951123Unweighted Base
75*9131531025115010281251451118831153Weighted Base

1319831218244218262925187244Very clearly (2)
17%22%20%21%21%21%21%20%22%21%21%

3150589554627555738662472628Quite clearly (1)
41%55%k58%k54%55%54%58%59%56%53%54%k

1911423144160145161016132162Neither clearly (0)
26%aj12%15%14%14%14%13%7%14%d15%d14%dnor unclearly

1069882888361546988Quite unclearly (-1)
13%i8%5%8%8%8%4%10%c3%8%8%

22132225223441825Very unclearly (-2)
2%2%2%2%2%2%3%3%3%2%2%

SUMMARY CODES

447031197728717729911587659872CLEAR
59%77%k78%k75%76%75%79%79%78%75%76%k

129010104113104919787113UNCLEAR
15%10%7%10%10%10%7%13%7%10%10%

-6167611157Don't know
-1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

0.5860.872k0.896k0.8470.8540.8450.9070.8470.9150.8440.852kMean Score
0.9990.9170.8430.9210.9150.9210.8720.9530.8950.9160.916Standard Deviation
0.0130.0010.0050.0010.0010.0010.0060.0050.0060.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.104 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the price increase notice?
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 128 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

14794871111719071123Unweighted Base
13288*92512**1889191153Weighted Base

2913198448185244Very clearly (2)
22%15%21%30%26%20%21%

6346514692511628Quite clearly (1)
48%52%56%47%49%56%54%

2920115321133162Neither clearly (0)
22%ae22%ae12%23%11%14%14%nor unclearly

7674-206588Quite unclearly (-1)
6%7%8%-11%7%8%

2320-61825Very unclearly (-2)
1%3%2%-3%2%2%

SUMMARY CODES

92607129141697872CLEAR
69%68%77%77%75%76%76%

9993-2783113UNCLEAR
7%10%10%-14%b9%10%

2-4--77Don't know
2%-*--1%1%

0.8450.6960.8671.0740.8280.8560.852Mean Score
0.8770.9210.9140.7541.0410.8900.916Standard Deviation
0.0050.0090.0010.0520.0060.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.104 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the price increase notice?
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 128 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

99114515581123Unweighted Base
92*11**4585891153Weighted Base

12293136244Very clearly (2)
13%19%20%23%e21%

527244325628Quite clearly (1)
57%63%53%55%54%

1517074162Neither clearly (0)
17%7%15%13%14%nor unclearly

91344388Quite unclearly (-1)
10%11%7%7%8%

2-131025Very unclearly (-2)
3%-3%2%2%

SUMMARY CODES

649337461872CLEAR
69%83%74%78%76%

1214753113UNCLEAR
13%11%10%9%10%

1-427Don't know
1%-1%*1%

0.6760.9090.8160.909e0.852Mean Score
0.9220.8650.9420.8900.916Standard Deviation
0.0090.0680.0020.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.104 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the price increase notice?
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 128 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

72399407245481931762624246999391841123Unweighted Base
67*39042027651*1811922924197359561971153Weighted Base

98410051143040589714721429244Very clearly (2)
14%21%24%18%28%16%21%20%23%20%22%b15%21%

3320223515923101118165210418522106628Quite clearly (1)
49%52%56%57%45%55%62%56%50%57%e55%54%54%

146547359281737689312635162Neither clearly (0)
21%k17%k11%13%18%16%9%12%16%13%13%18%14%nor unclearly

625322531612262959672288Quite unclearly (-1)
9%6%8%9%7%9%6%9%7%8%7%11%8%

410561447111520625Very unclearly (-2)
6%ak2%1%2%2%2%2%2%3%2%2%3%2%

SUMMARY CODES

4228533521037130158223307564737135872CLEAR
62%73%80%lm76%m74%72%82%h76%73%77%77%b68%76%m

10343831420163340748627113UNCLEAR
15%9%9%11%9%11%8%11%10%10%9%14%10%

151--21-337-7Don't know
1%1%*--1%1%-1%*1%-1%

0.5540.845m0.935m0.8070.9130.7570.9320.8290.8520.8520.890b0.6690.852bmMean Score
1.0500.9200.8770.9190.9610.9170.8610.9260.9440.9000.9030.9550.916Standard Deviation
0.0160.0020.0020.0030.0190.0040.0040.0030.0020.0010.0010.0050.001Error Variance
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Q.104 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the price increase notice?
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 128 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

68179678322183123753763952901123Unweighted Base
68080078624281*14073*4144353091153Weighted Base

19322120745151515909258244Very clearly (2)
28%a28%a26%a18%19%11%21%22%21%19%21%f

384463455147537740238250190628Quite clearly (1)
56%58%58%61%65%55%54%58%58%61%a54%

616774317309505436162Neither clearly (0)
9%8%9%13%8%21%a12%12%12%12%14%ijknor unclearly

31353716614729302188Quite unclearly (-1)
5%4%5%7%7%10%10%7%7%7%8%ijk

810103-4168325Very unclearly (-2)
1%1%1%1%-3%2%1%2%1%2%

SUMMARY CODES

577683662191689255328342248872CLEAR
85%a85%a84%a79%84%66%76%79%79%80%76%f

394547186189353924113UNCLEAR
6%6%6%8%7%13%12%8%9%8%10%ijk

3541---1-17Don't know
*1%1%*---*-*1%

1.068a1.067a1.038a0.8910.9570.6080.8290.9140.8890.9080.852fMean Score
0.8120.8030.8140.8150.7600.9180.9480.8610.8820.8060.916Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0030.0070.0070.0120.0020.0020.0020.001Error Variance
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Q.104 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the price increase notice?
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 128 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

365874655120732296851257467971081123Unweighted Base
3**63*84*49*57*11884*25**93*91*12577*67*100*119*1153Weighted Base

-21141273513218222119171726244Very clearly (2)
-33%acfjln17%24%12%30%acfjl15%10%19%25%17%24%25%17%22%21%

n

23250263255531354557240265760628Quite clearly (1)
77%51%59%d53%57%47%63%dk52%58%d61%d58%d52%38%57%d51%54%d

-41251020961471411191218162Neither clearly (0)
-6%14%11%17%17%o11%24%15%8%12%15%28%abcfg12%15%14%nor unclearly

hjmno

1395558464124410888Quite unclearly (-1)
23%5%10%11%9%5%9%14%6%4%10%5%7%10%7%8%

-3---11-224213625Very unclearly (-2)
-4%---1%1%-2%2%4%3%1%3%5%2%

SUMMARY CODES

25364373991661672789359437486872CLEAR
77%85%d76%77%69%77%78%62%77%86%abdl75%77%64%74%72%76%d

169556948616751314113UNCLEAR
23%10%10%11%9%5%10%14%9%7%13%9%8%13%12%10%

---131----1--117Don't know
---1%4%a1%----1%--1%1%1%

0.5451.0420.8210.9210.7551.012f0.8200.5740.8431.0140.7520.8910.7970.7660.7810.852Mean Score
1.0301.0020.8300.8950.8090.8560.8370.8670.8890.8450.9650.9490.9500.9521.0280.916Standard Deviation
0.3530.0150.0080.0180.0130.0060.0100.0340.0080.0080.0080.0120.0130.0090.0100.001Error Variance
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Q.104 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the price increase notice?
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 129 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

34021229427739157815460979661123Unweighted Base
23022635734032067316063*110*9801153Weighted Base

607213812693241621832346396Yes
26%32%39%k37%k29%36%g39%g29%29%35%34%k

170153219211226430974379631753No
74%ahi68%61%62%71%ef64%61%69%71%64%65%

1--31211-34Don't know
1%--1%***2%-**
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 129 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18017375388623725996623371123Unweighted Base
14517981395120223**104*7572691153Weighted Base

37652893356163229563396Yes
26%36%j36%j35%30%28%30%39%b23%34%bj

1071145226131401670461206753No
74%ah64%64%64%69%72%68%61%76%ac65%

1-331-2214Don't know
1%-**1%-2%ac***
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 129 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7789014599511209981251901267951123Unweighted Base
75*9131531025115010281251451118831153Weighted Base

1832156359396359372629337396Yes
23%35%37%35%34%35%29%18%26%38%cd34%d

58588976627506658811982542753No
77%j64%63%65%65%65%70%82%ab74%b61%65%

-4-4441--44Don't know
-*-****--**
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 129 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

14794871111719071123Unweighted Base
13288*92512**1889191153Weighted Base

3022345792284396Yes
22%25%37%fg58%49%ab31%34%g

10267576495632753No
77%ae75%e62%36%50%69%c65%c

1-41134Don't know
1%-*6%***
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 129 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

99114515581123Unweighted Base
92*11**4585891153Weighted Base

144110267396Yes
15%41%24%45%ace34%ce

786346320753No
85%ab59%76%ab54%65%b

--234Don't know
--***
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 129 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

72399407245481931762624246999391841123Unweighted Base
67*39042027651*1811922924197359561971153Weighted Base

1059146181184984140103292280116396Yes
15%15%35%lm65%aklm34%27%44%ah48%ah25%40%ae29%59%ac34%celm

57330271963213210815231444067281753No
85%ajk85%ajk65%j35%64%73%fg56%52%75%ad60%70%ab41%65%bdfgj

-13-11-123314Don't know
-*1%-2%*-******
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 129 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

68179678322183123753763952901123Unweighted Base
68080078624281*14073*4144353091153Weighted Base

235273265145389630234249177396Yes
34%34%34%60%a47%a68%ae41%57%a57%a57%a34%

44352551996434443177183132753No
65%66%66%40%53%h31%59%f43%42%43%65%bcdfgh

3331-1-2314Don't know
****-1%-1%1%**
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 129 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

365874655120732296851257467971081123Unweighted Base
3**63*84*49*57*11884*25**93*91*12577*67*100*119*1153Weighted Base

-2331152442201230284026224242396Yes
-37%37%31%42%j36%23%48%32%31%32%34%32%42%j36%34%

33953333376641364628450455876753No
100%63%63%67%58%64%77%cl52%68%68%68%65%67%58%64%65%

---1-----1111--4Don't know
---2%-----1%1%2%1%--*
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 130 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

34021229427739157815460979661123Unweighted Base
23022635734032067316063*110*9801153Weighted Base

314097745115239819216242Yes
14%18%27%ajk22%k16%23%g24%g12%17%22%21%gk

1971862602642675191205492760906No
86%ahi82%i73%77%84%aef77%75%86%83%78%79%i

1--21-2--22Refused
*--**-1%f--**

2--112-1-23Don't know
1%--***-2%ab-**
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 130 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18017375388623725996623371123Unweighted Base
14517981395120223**104*7572691153Weighted Base

18341902132941918336242Yes
12%19%23%j22%f14%18%18%24%b14%21%bfj

1271436227341731983572232906No
87%ah80%76%77%85%ag82%80%76%86%ac79%

-212--12-2Refused
-1%h**--1%*-*

11221-2-13Don't know
*****-2%ac-**
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 130 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7789014599511209981251901267951123Unweighted Base
75*9131531025115010281251451118831153Weighted Base

101943822624222616916214242Yes
14%21%25%22%e21%22%e13%6%14%d24%cd21%d

6471511579590379810813695665906No
85%78%75%78%79%78%86%fh93%abc86%b75%79%

-2-222-1-22Refused
-*-***-*-**

12-2321*-23Don't know
1%*-*****-**
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 130 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

14794871111719071123Unweighted Base
13288*92512**1889191153Weighted Base

1913209555178242Yes
14%14%23%g39%30%ab19%21%

113767117131738906No
85%e86%77%61%70%80%c79%c

--2-212Refused
--*-1%b**

1-2--33Don't know
*-*--**
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 130 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

99114515581123Unweighted Base
92*11**4585891153Weighted Base

12451175242Yes
13%38%11%30%ace21%c

817404413906No
87%b62%88%ab70%79%b

--2-2Refused
--*-*

--123Don't know
--***
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 130 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

72399407245481931762624246999391841123Unweighted Base
67*39042027651*1811922924197359561971153Weighted Base

225891261119461085718515290242Yes
3%6%21%lm46%aklm22%h10%24%h37%agh14%25%ae16%46%ac21%cehlm

6536432914939162145183358548799107906No
96%ajk93%ajk78%j54%78%90%afgi76%f63%86%ad75%84%ab54%79%bfj

-1-2---2122-2Refused
-*-1%---1%***-*

*12-----3-3-3Don't know
1%**-----1%d-*-*
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 130 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

68179678322183123753763952901123Unweighted Base
68080078624281*14073*4144353091153Weighted Base

128164159112298020166173134242Yes
19%21%20%46%a35%a57%ae27%40%a40%a43%a21%

550633624128526153244258173906No
81%79%79%53%65%43%73%f59%59%56%79%bcdfgh

222----22-2Refused
***----**-*

2122---2223Don't know
***1%---*1%1%*
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 130 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

365874655120732296851257467971081123Unweighted Base
3**63*84*49*57*11884*25**93*91*12577*67*100*119*1153Weighted Base

219135133013617183215121732242Yes
55%30%jmn15%10%23%25%15%23%18%20%26%m19%18%17%27%m21%

14371444488711977729161548386906No
45%69%84%o90%bfo77%75%85%o77%82%80%73%80%81%83%o73%79%

-1--------2----2Refused
-1%--------1%a----*

--*--------11-13Don't know
--1%--------2%1%-1%*
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 131 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

34021229427739157815460979661123Unweighted Base
23022635734032067316063*110*9801153Weighted Base

312978684012937415187206Yes
13%13%22%jk20%jk12%19%g23%g7%13%19%d18%dg

1981972782682795381235794789940No
86%hi87%hi78%79%87%aef80%77%91%85%81%82%

2-1415-1247Don't know
1%-*1%*1%-2%2%*1%
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 131 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18017375388623725996623371123Unweighted Base
14517981395120223**104*7572691153Weighted Base

17311591753141515532206Yes
12%17%19%j18%15%18%14%21%b12%18%b

1271486507721681987598237940No
87%h83%80%81%83%82%83%79%88%ac82%

11543-3417Don't know
1%*1%*2%g-3%abc**1%
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 131 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7789014599511209981251901267951123Unweighted Base
75*9131531025115010281251451118831153Weighted Base

81643318520618522913181206Yes
11%18%21%18%18%18%17%6%12%20%cd18%d

6674412083493783710313696697940No
88%81%78%81%81%81%82%94%abc86%79%82%

1516761-257Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%1%*-2%1%1%
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 131 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

14794871111719071123Unweighted Base
13288*92512**1889191153Weighted Base

1811174563132206Yes
14%12%19%39%33%ab14%18%b

113787457125782940No
85%88%81%61%66%85%ac82%c

1-5-157Don't know
1%-1%-*1%1%
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 131 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

99114515581123Unweighted Base
92*11**4585891153Weighted Base

11148146206Yes
12%12%10%25%ace18%c

8010406441940No
87%b88%89%ab75%82%b

1-427Don't know
1%-1%*1%
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 131 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

72399407245481931762624246999391841123Unweighted Base
67*39042027651*1811922924197359561971153Weighted Base

3147211810163810042164103103206Yes
4%4%17%lm43%aklm20%h9%20%h34%agh10%22%ae11%52%ac18%cehlm

653713461594016515219337356784694940No
96%ajk95%ajk82%j57%78%91%afgi79%f66%89%ad77%88%ab48%82%bdfj

-52-1-2-347-7Don't know
-1%*-2%f-1%-1%*1%-1%
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 131 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

68179678322183123753763952901123Unweighted Base
68080078624281*14073*4144353091153Weighted Base

1011301208412892514215894206Yes
15%16%15%35%ag15%63%ae34%a34%a36%a30%a18%

577665663156695148270275213940No
85%83%84%65%85%h37%66%f65%63%69%82%bcdefh

2542---2227Don't know
*1%*1%---*1%1%1%
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 131 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

365874655120732296851257467971081123Unweighted Base
3**63*84*49*57*11884*25**93*91*12577*67*100*119*1153Weighted Base

21413312309613171912121827206Yes
55%22%m16%6%22%m26%afhjm11%23%14%19%15%15%17%18%22%m18%

149704644887319817210664548291940No
45%78%83%94%abgkl78%74%87%k77%86%k80%85%k83%81%82%77%82%

o

--1---2--1-11-17Don't know
--1%---2%--1%-2%2%-1%1%
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 132 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

34021229427739157815460979661123Unweighted Base
23022635734032067316063*110*9801153Weighted Base

343581614213238720184211Yes
15%15%23%jk18%13%20%g24%g11%18%19%18%g

1951912742782775391235590793938No
85%i85%i77%82%86%aef80%76%87%82%81%81%

2-1113-1-34Don't know
1%-****-2%-**
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 132 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18017375388623725996623371123Unweighted Base
14517981395120223**104*7572691153Weighted Base

27321511793231715537211Yes
18%18%19%19%16%13%16%20%b14%18%

1171466607681702085602231938No
81%82%81%81%84%87%81%80%86%c81%

11241-3-14Don't know
1%****-3%ac-1%c*
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 132 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7789014599511209981251901267951123Unweighted Base
75*9131531025115010281251451118831153Weighted Base

1217026193210194171413183211Yes
15%19%17%19%18%19%14%9%12%21%cd18%d

6374012782893683010813198696938No
84%81%83%81%81%81%86%91%ab88%b79%81%

1314441--44Don't know
1%*1%****--**
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 132 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

14794871111719071123Unweighted Base
13288*92512**1889191153Weighted Base

2013175248156211Yes
15%14%19%17%25%ab17%18%

1117674710140758938No
84%86%81%83%75%83%c81%c

1-3--44Don't know
1%-*--**
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 132 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

99114515581123Unweighted Base
92*11**4585891153Weighted Base

8264136211Yes
9%21%14%23%ace18%e

849392450938No
91%ab79%86%b76%81%b

--134Don't know
--***
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 132 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

72399407245481931762624246999391841123Unweighted Base
67*39042027651*1811922924197359561971153Weighted Base

1357996102047855016114269211Yes
2%9%19%lm35%aklm20%11%25%h29%ah12%22%e15%35%ac18%ehlm

6635433818041161144208366572810128938No
98%ajkl91%ajk81%j65%80%89%afg75%71%87%ad78%85%b65%81%bfj

-121----31314Don't know
-***----1%****
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 132 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

68179678322183123753763952901123Unweighted Base
68080078624281*14073*4144353091153Weighted Base

961281248119591912613396211Yes
14%16%16%33%a24%42%ae25%30%a31%a31%a18%k

583671661159618154285299210938No
86%a84%84%66%75%57%75%f69%69%68%81%bcdfh

121311-3334Don't know
***1%1%1%-1%1%1%*
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 132 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

365874655120732296851257467971081123Unweighted Base
3**63*84*49*57*11884*25**93*91*12577*67*100*119*1153Weighted Base

-17166122012815192012121824211Yes
-27%19%12%21%17%15%30%16%21%16%15%18%18%20%18%

346684345977117797110464548294938No
100%73%81%88%79%83%85%70%84%79%84%83%80%82%79%81%

-----1-----11-14Don't know
-----1%-----2%2%-1%*
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice?
-  I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 133 

I thought about
switching

tariffs eitherI checked what
with thisI'm currently

supplier or aI looked intopaying for my
differentI looked intoswitchingenergy or found

supplier, butswitching to atariffs with myout about the
have not yetdifferentcurrenttariff that I'm

started lookingsuppliersupplieron

1123112311231123Unweighted Base
1153115311531153Weighted Base

211206242396Yes
18%18%21%34%

938940906753No
81%82%79%65%

--2-Refused
--*-

4734Don't know
*1%**
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Q.106 Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the price increase notice? - Summary Table
Base: All who recall receiving a price increase notification letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)



Table 134 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

342231329301460586157679810381203Unweighted Base
22924540836738170016864*116*10691249Weighted Base

91107216223222348663656543636Read it in detail
40%44%53%jk61%ajk58%aef50%e39%57%49%51%51%ejk

107113139112114284731846406471Glanced over it or skim
47%ahi46%ahi34%30%30%41%g44%g29%40%38%38%ghread it

211642263152226891105Only saw what it was,
9%6%10%7%8%7%13%f10%7%9%8%but did not read it

1-2-12--122Refused
*-*-**--1%**

999613147352634Don't know
4%4%2%2%3%2%4%4%5%2%3%
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Q.107 Thinking about when you last received an end of fixed term letter, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 134 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

164184842981222371346753571203Unweighted Base
140198896105719237*1357852921249Weighted Base

51864905311051981414123636Read it in detail
36%43%55%ij50%55%52%60%b53%b42%51%bj

5982326402691240294124471Glanced over it or skim
42%42%36%38%36%34%29%38%42%d38%read it

22235990164115634105Only saw what it was,
16%ah11%h7%8%8%11%8%7%12%c8%but did not read it

12-2---212Refused
*h1%h-*---***

752132213191134Don't know
5%3%2%3%1%3%3%2%4%3%
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Q.107 Thinking about when you last received an end of fixed term letter, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 134 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

799311801071120110731301681288901203Unweighted Base
81*9651921117124711191301291129901249Weighted Base

3050795575636575615957513636Read it in detail
37%53%k49%51%51%51%47%46%51%52%51%k

3835971424471424475136377471Glanced over it or skim
47%37%37%38%38%38%36%39%32%38%38%read it

127516921059312141577105Only saw what it was,
14%8%8%8%8%8%10%11%13%8%8%but did not read it

-2-222-1-22Refused
-*-***-1%-**

1221023332410552334Don't know
1%2%5%j2%3%2%8%afgh4%4%2%3%
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Q.107 Thinking about when you last received an end of fixed term letter, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 134 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9692100572279331203Unweighted Base
85*84*10729**2489521249Weighted Base

26345716138475636Read it in detail
31%41%53%fg72%56%50%51%g

4138390383369471Glanced over it or skim
48%e45%36%28%33%39%38%read it

131081-1881105Only saw what it was,
16%ae12%8%-7%8%8%but did not read it

1-2--22Refused
1%-*--**

4228-92534Don't know
5%2%3%-4%3%3%
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Q.107 Thinking about when you last received an end of fixed term letter, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 134 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

60172838381203Unweighted Base
61*18**2928741249Weighted Base

19799511636Read it in detail
31%40%34%58%ace51%ce

289147284471Glanced over it or skim
47%b50%50%ab32%38%bread it

923361105Only saw what it was,
15%b9%11%b7%8%but did not read it

2---2Refused
4%abc---*

2-141834Don't know
4%-5%b2%3%
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Q.107 Thinking about when you last received an end of fixed term letter, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 134 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

88320435360431541853834197849712321203Unweighted Base
87*31844639944*14419242642482510022471249Weighted Base

111062412781564121246185451502135636Read it in detail
13%33%m54%lm70%aklm35%45%63%ahi58%ahi44%55%e50%55%51%eilm

321681729923645514217429738288471Glanced over it or skim
37%j53%ajkm39%j25%53%fg44%fg29%33%41%36%38%36%38%gjread it

3830231428123451559016105Only saw what it was,
44%ajkl9%jk5%4%4%6%6%8%12%ad7%9%6%8%jkbut did not read it

12------212-2Refused
1%1%------***-*

4131084855132126834Don't know
5%4%2%2%8%af5%f2%1%3%3%3%3%3%
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Q.107 Thinking about when you last received an end of fixed term letter, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 134 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

772888845328125161925235114301203Unweighted Base
79491987535812217791*5665564571249Weighted Base

4064884482305910540355346279636Read it in detail
51%53%51%64%ag49%59%e44%63%a62%a61%a51%

297329326100505738167167141471Glanced over it or skim
37%36%37%28%41%h32%42%30%30%31%38%bcdhread it

627772219137313527105Only saw what it was,
8%8%8%6%8%7%7%5%6%6%8%dbut did not read it

222-------2Refused
***-------*

26242664351381034Don't know
3%3%3%2%3%2%6%2%1%2%3%
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Q.107 Thinking about when you last received an end of fixed term letter, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 134 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

28611157611257720877213069641301121203Unweighted Base
2**86*110*56*67*12291*25**88*75*12970*71*138119*1249Weighted Base

-4359344156411544396537297556636Read it in detail
-50%54%60%d62%d46%46%61%50%52%51%53%40%54%47%51%

2373817195641439274921254848471Glanced over it or skim
100%43%34%30%29%46%l46%16%44%36%38%30%35%35%40%38%read it

-3133585345121214119105Only saw what it was,
-3%12%o5%8%6%5%11%5%7%9%16%ahjko20%abcfg8%7%8%but did not read it

hjkmo

------1---2----2Refused
------1%---1%a----*

-3131223141-44634Don't know
-3%1%5%1%2%3%12%1%5%1%-5%3%5%f3%
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Q.107 Thinking about when you last received an end of fixed term letter, in how much detail did you look at it?
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 135 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

29520828827540453312956869241066Unweighted Base
19822035433433663213955*103*9501107Weighted Base

53468010680167382330232285Very clearly (2)
27%21%22%32%ij24%26%27%42%ab29%24%26%

99122210183186351781847550615Quite clearly (1)
50%56%59%k55%55%55%56%33%46%58%cd56%d

293648274084161120109140Neither clearly (0)
15%h16%h14%h8%12%13%12%20%20%b11%13%hnor unclearly

1110121526203254148Quite unclearly (-1)
5%5%4%4%8%aef3%2%3%5%4%4%

45334921-1415Very unclearly (-2)
2%2%1%1%1%1%1%2%-1%1%

SUMMARY CODES

1531692902892665181164177782900CLEAR
77%77%82%86%jk79%82%84%75%75%82%81%

1515161829295355563UNCLEAR
7%7%4%5%9%aef5%3%5%5%6%6%

2111122--44Don't know
1%*****1%--**

0.9570.8900.9921.120ajk0.9321.0261.0811.1010.9901.0001.004Mean Score
0.9040.8610.7640.8030.8730.8100.7660.9510.8360.8160.825Standard Deviation
0.0030.0040.0020.0020.0020.0010.0050.0160.0080.0010.001Error Variance
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.108 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the end of fixed term letter?
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 135 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

130158767866200331186133021066Unweighted Base
11016881693317432**1217082471107Weighted Base

375118822956154617053285Very clearly (2)
34%h31%23%25%32%g48%38%abc24%22%26%

4686479523921147427131615Quite clearly (1)
42%51%59%j56%53%36%39%60%bd53%d56%dj

1721101125153188039140Neither clearly (0)
16%13%12%13%9%11%15%11%16%13%nor unclearly

563741829211748Quite unclearly (-1)
5%4%5%4%4%5%8%c3%7%c4%

429113-17615Very unclearly (-2)
3%h1%1%1%2%-1%1%3%1%

SUMMARY CODES

831386677521482793596184900CLEAR
75%82%82%81%85%84%77%84%b75%81%b

98465211210282463UNCLEAR
8%5%6%6%6%5%8%c4%10%ac6%

1134---4-4Don't know
1%1%**---1%-*

0.9811.0700.9840.9881.0881.2731.062b1.039b0.8421.004bMean Score
1.0030.8360.7960.8170.8650.8680.9520.7500.9310.825Standard Deviation
0.0080.0040.0010.0010.0040.0230.0080.0010.0030.001Error Variance
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Q.108 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the end of fixed term letter?
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 135 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

6783615695710669571091421068041066Unweighted Base
68*8661669991107999108*10993*8891107Weighted Base

1521946255285255302724228285Very clearly (2)
22%25%28%26%26%26%27%25%26%26%26%

32482101560615560555553501615Quite clearly (1)
48%56%60%56%56%56%51%50%57%56%56%

1710417122140122181411111140Neither clearly (0)
25%aij12%10%12%13%12%16%13%11%12%13%nor unclearly

344144484451143448Quite unclearly (-1)
5%5%i1%4%4%4%4%10%ab4%4%4%i

-14114151412*1215Very unclearly (-2)
-2%*1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%

SUMMARY CODES

47701147815900815858277730900CLEAR
70%81%k88%jk82%81%82%79%75%83%82%81%k

358257635761354563UNCLEAR
5%7%i1%6%6%6%5%12%ab5%5%6%i

-31444--144Don't know
-*1%***--1%**

0.8700.9841.148jk1.0041.0041.0041.0000.8641.0461.0171.004Mean Score
0.8160.8500.6540.8240.8250.8240.8330.9760.7790.8090.825Standard Deviation
0.0100.0010.0030.0010.0010.0010.0060.0070.0060.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.108 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the end of fixed term letter?
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 135 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

777990072028261066Unweighted Base
67*72*9609**2208441107Weighted Base

1318247254222285Very clearly (2)
19%26%26%27%24%26%26%

30365463130459615Quite clearly (1)
45%49%57%38%59%54%56%

1913112224110140Neither clearly (0)
28%ae18%12%24%11%13%13%nor unclearly

25391103748Quite unclearly (-1)
3%6%4%11%5%4%4%

2112-31115Very unclearly (-2)
4%1%1%-1%1%1%

SUMMARY CODES

43547936183682900CLEAR
64%75%83%g65%83%81%81%g

55511144863UNCLEAR
7%7%5%11%6%6%6%

1-4--44Don't know
1%-*--1%*

0.7270.9271.021g0.8040.9991.0051.004gMean Score
0.9410.8720.8091.0130.8190.8340.825Standard Deviation
0.0120.0100.0010.1470.0030.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.108 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the end of fixed term letter?
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 135 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

48162377611066Unweighted Base
47*16**2467951107Weighted Base

7457216285Very clearly (2)
14%27%23%27%26%

296123456615Quite clearly (1)
62%38%50%57%56%

934283140Neither clearly (0)
19%18%17%b10%13%nor unclearly

*1182948Quite unclearly (-1)
1%6%7%b4%4%

2-5815Very unclearly (-2)
3%-2%1%1%

SUMMARY CODES

3611180673900CLEAR
76%65%73%85%c81%c

21233763UNCLEAR
4%6%9%b5%6%

-2124Don't know
-10%***

0.8230.9670.8531.064c1.004cMean Score
0.8200.9120.9250.7830.825Standard Deviation
0.0140.0590.0040.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.108 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the end of fixed term letter?
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 135 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

45280401340381391683483547128582081066Unweighted Base
44*27441337738*1281763873597498842231107Weighted Base

126511890719468611816624441285Very clearly (2)
27%24%29%24%17%15%26%h22%33%ad22%28%b18%26%bh

171412322252077106236172443482133615Quite clearly (1)
38%52%56%m60%m53%60%60%61%48%59%e55%60%56%em

95040418181643509011129140Neither clearly (0)
21%k18%ajk10%11%20%14%9%11%14%12%13%13%13%nor unclearly

21317162137151137321648Quite unclearly (-1)
6%5%4%4%6%10%afg4%4%3%5%4%7%c4%

25442*1551011415Very unclearly (-2)
5%2%1%1%4%*1%1%1%1%1%2%1%

SUMMARY CODES

282063503152796152322291609726174900CLEAR
65%75%85%lm84%lm71%74%86%hi83%h81%81%82%78%81%lm

51721204148201647432063UNCLEAR
10%6%5%5%10%11%af5%5%4%6%5%9%c6%

2-21-1-2234-4Don't know
4%ajkl-**-1%-****-*

0.7930.9131.076lm1.0150.7440.7881.072hi0.993h1.088d0.9641.041b0.8561.004bhMean Score
1.0790.8670.7980.7820.9570.8370.7620.7830.8450.8130.8110.8630.825Standard Deviation
0.0270.0030.0020.0020.0240.0050.0030.0020.0020.0010.0010.0040.001Error Variance
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Q.108 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the end of fixed term letter?
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 135 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

684788748303112146794814713951066Unweighted Base
70381677433110916179*5235134201107Weighted Base

22125924091272519147137112285Very clearly (2)
31%a32%a31%a28%25%16%24%28%27%27%26%f

397464440192649845297294245615Quite clearly (1)
56%57%57%58%59%61%57%57%57%58%56%

5863673611239545345140Neither clearly (0)
8%8%9%11%10%14%11%10%10%11%13%ijknor unclearly

2124208412619211248Quite unclearly (-1)
3%3%3%2%4%7%7%4%4%3%4%

544324-57515Very unclearly (-2)
1%1%1%1%2%2%-1%1%1%1%

SUMMARY CODES

6187236802839112364444431357900CLEAR
88%a89%a88%a86%83%76%82%85%84%85%81%

26282411615625291763UNCLEAR
4%3%3%3%5%10%7%5%6%4%6%ij

222-1----14Don't know
***-1%----**

1.152a1.166a1.156a1.0921.0180.8020.9881.0741.0381.0661.004fMean Score
0.7460.7300.7250.7460.8130.8750.8100.7880.8160.7690.825Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0020.0060.0050.0080.0010.0010.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.108 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the end of fixed term letter?
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 135 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

280985055115691680611185850117971066Unweighted Base
2**80*97*51*61*11283*19**83*66*11559*54*123104*1107Weighted Base

-251820112526420231923192429285Very clearly (2)
-31%f19%39%cfkln19%23%31%f21%25%34%cfn16%39%acfkl35%cfn19%28%26%f

n

24157213875371041337127238159615Quite clearly (1)
100%51%59%41%62%m66%adegh44%51%50%50%62%djm46%43%66%adegh57%56%

jmojm

-9148610173147125101410140Neither clearly (0)
-11%15%15%10%9%21%k16%17%11%11%8%19%11%10%13%nor unclearly

-262523263102-3348Quite unclearly (-1)
-3%7%3%8%2%4%12%7%5%8%dk4%-2%3%4%

-411----1*32-1215Very unclearly (-2)
-5%ack1%2%----1%1%2%4%-*2%1%

SUMMARY CODES

2667640491006314625690504210588900CLEAR
100%82%78%80%81%89%fhjn76%72%75%84%78%85%78%85%84%81%

-673523274124-3563UNCLEAR
-8%7%5%8%2%4%12%8%dk5%11%acdk7%-3%5%6%

----1-------2114Don't know
----2%-------3%a1%1%*

1.0000.9950.8891.1130.9351.098fn1.0340.8010.8941.124f0.8151.129f1.159f1.0201.068f1.004fMean Score
-0.9930.8140.9190.7820.6180.8180.9250.9050.8330.8920.9670.7360.6650.8140.825Standard Deviation
-0.0120.0070.0170.0110.0030.0100.0530.0100.0110.0070.0160.0110.0040.0070.001Error Variance
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Q.108 And how clearly or unclearly do you think the information was presented to you in the end of fixed term letter?
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 136 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

29520828827540453312956869241066Unweighted Base
19822035433433663213955*103*9501107Weighted Base

5781184173154293482840428496Yes
29%37%52%ajk52%jk46%e46%e35%51%39%45%45%ejk

139137166161181331902763512601No
70%ahi62%hi47%48%54%52%64%afg49%61%54%54%i

--3--3---33Refused
--1%--1%---**

2211*51--66Don't know
1%1%***1%1%--1%1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 136 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

130158767866200331186133021066Unweighted Base
11016881693317432**1217082471107Weighted Base

305540441680113735791496Yes
28%33%49%ij45%46%35%30%50%abd37%45%bdij

80110405507952083345153601No
72%ah66%ah50%54%54%65%69%ac49%62%ac54%c

-223---3-3Refused
-1%**---*-*

-156--1326Don't know
-1%1%1%--1%*1%1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 136 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

6783615695710669571091421068041066Unweighted Base
68*8661669991107999108*10993*8891107Weighted Base

2039975454496454423431426496Yes
29%46%k45%k45%45%45%39%31%33%48%cd45%cdk

4746090537601537647662453601No
70%aij53%54%54%54%54%59%69%ab67%ab51%54%

-3-2322--33Refused
-*-***2%fh--**

142666---66Don't know
1%*1%1%1%1%---1%1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 136 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

777990072028261066Unweighted Base
67*72*9609**2208441107Weighted Base

17264508114362496Yes
25%37%47%g87%52%b43%45%g

50465001104475601No
75%ae63%52%13%47%56%c54%

--3--33Refused
--*--**

--6-256Don't know
--1%-1%1%1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 136 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

48162377611066Unweighted Base
47*16**2467951107Weighted Base

16870402496Yes
33%46%29%51%ace45%c

318173387601No
67%b47%70%ab49%54%b

--223Refused
--1%**

-1146Don't know
-6%*1%1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 136 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

45280401340381391683483547128582081066Unweighted Base
44*27441337738*1281763873597498842231107Weighted Base

753168268135294219114381367129496Yes
16%20%41%lm71%aklm35%40%53%h56%ahi32%51%ae42%58%ac45%elm

3621624310725768216523936350993601No
82%ajk79%ajk59%j28%65%f59%fg47%43%67%ad48%58%b41%54%bdfj

-3------3-3-3Refused
-1%jk------1%d-*-*

1122-1-424526Don't know
2%*1%1%-1%-1%1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 136 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

684788748303112146794814713951066Unweighted Base
70381677433110916179*5235134201107Weighted Base

3003693372316010534326314276496Yes
43%45%44%70%ag54%65%ae43%62%a61%a66%a45%

39944143097495445192195140601No
57%54%56%29%45%h34%57%f37%38%33%54%bcdfh

223-------3Refused
***-------*

343312-5346Don't know
*1%*1%1%1%-1%1%1%1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 136 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

280985055115691680611185850117971066Unweighted Base
2**80*97*51*61*11283*19**83*66*11559*54*123104*1107Weighted Base

-3736253056301032244530197350496Yes
-46%37%49%49%50%36%51%39%37%39%51%35%59%adfgh48%45%

jn

2436025305753948417029344952601No
100%54%61%c49%49%50%64%c49%59%c63%c61%c49%64%c40%51%54%c

--2-----2------3Refused
--2%a-----2%a------*

---11----*--1126Don't know
---2%2%----1%--1%1%2%1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I checked what I'm currently paying for my energy or found out about the tariff that I'm on
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 137 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

29520828827540453312956869241066Unweighted Base
19822035433433663213955*103*9501107Weighted Base

4449125137104220311630310355Yes
22%22%35%jk41%ajk31%35%e22%29%29%33%32%ejk

1521692261942314031083973630742No
77%ahi77%ahi64%58%69%64%78%af71%71%66%67%h

--3--3---33Refused
--1%--1%---**

22-316---66Don't know
1%1%-1%*1%---1%1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 137 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

130158767866200331186133021066Unweighted Base
11016881693317432**1217082471107Weighted Base

20362983055072826554355Yes
18%21%37%ij33%29%24%24%37%abd22%32%bij

901295126181242491437190742No
81%ah77%ah63%66%71%76%76%c62%77%ac67%c

-223---3-3Refused
-1%**---*-*

1146--1336Don't know
1%1%1%1%--1%*1%1%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 137 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

6783615695710669571091421068041066Unweighted Base
68*8661669991107999108*10993*8891107Weighted Base

1228557328355328271521316355Yes
17%33%k34%k33%32%33%25%13%22%36%cd32%dk

56571110663742663799472564742No
83%aij66%66%66%67%66%73%86%ab78%ab63%67%

-3-2322--33Refused
-*-***2%fh--**

-6-666-1-66Don't know
-1%-1%1%1%-1%-1%1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 137 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

777990072028261066Unweighted Base
67*72*9609**2208441107Weighted Base

1317324496250355Yes
19%23%34%g42%44%ab30%32%g

54556295124584742No
81%ae76%65%58%56%69%c67%c

--3--33Refused
--*--**

-14--66Don't know
-1%*--1%1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 137 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

48162377611066Unweighted Base
47*16**2467951107Weighted Base

5-44305355Yes
11%-18%38%ace32%ce

4215198484742No
89%ab94%81%ab61%67%b

--223Refused
--1%**

-1146Don't know
-6%1%1%1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 137 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

45280401340381391683483547128582081066Unweighted Base
44*27441337738*1281763873597498842231107Weighted Base

-26111218829681806928625699355Yes
-10%m27%lm58%aklm21%23%39%h47%ahi19%38%ae29%45%ac32%ehlm

422432991583097107205284459620122742No
95%ajk89%ajk73%j42%79%f76%afg61%53%79%ad61%70%b55%67%bdfj

-3------3-3-3Refused
-1%jk------1%d-*-*

213--21224526Don't know
5%ajkl1%1%--1%**1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 137 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

684788748303112146794814713951066Unweighted Base
70381677433110916179*5235134201107Weighted Base

192247228191468721259242225355Yes
27%30%29%58%ag42%a54%ae27%50%a47%a54%a32%k

503562537139637357261269194742No
72%69%69%42%58%h45%73%f50%52%46%67%bcdfh

223-------3Refused
***-------*

665--2-32-6Don't know
1%1%1%--1%-1%*-1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 137 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

280985055115691680611185850117971066Unweighted Base
2**80*97*51*61*11283*19**83*66*11559*54*123104*1107Weighted Base

-322814244025519193720104140355Yes
-40%dh29%28%40%d36%d30%27%24%29%32%34%19%33%39%dh32%

24867353772581461477839428161742No
100%60%70%70%60%64%70%73%73%71%68%66%79%bo66%59%67%

--2-----2------3Refused
--2%a-----2%a------*

---1----1---1136Don't know
---2%----1%---2%1%2%a1%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I looked into switching tariffs with my current supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 138 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

29520828827540453312956869241066Unweighted Base
19822035433433663213955*103*9501107Weighted Base

353710410279164361122246278Yes
18%17%29%jk31%jk23%26%26%21%21%26%25%jk

1611832462312554641014381695820No
81%ahi83%ahi69%69%76%73%72%79%79%73%74%

--2--2---22Refused
--*--*---**

2131232--77Don't know
1%*1%*1%*2%--1%1%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 138 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

130158767866200331186133021066Unweighted Base
11016881693317432**1217082471107Weighted Base

19282312364252720343278Yes
17%16%28%ij25%24%17%22%29%b17%25%bi

911365816891312593499203820No
83%ah81%h71%74%75%79%77%71%82%ac74%

-2-2---2-2Refused
-1%h-*---*-*

-256211417Don't know
-1%1%1%1%3%1%1%1%1%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 138 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

6783615695710669571091421068041066Unweighted Base
68*8661669991107999108*10993*8891107Weighted Base

82284125627825622915252278Yes
12%26%k25%k26%25%26%20%9%16%28%cd25%dk

59633124735820735849978629820No
86%aj73%74%74%74%74%78%91%ab84%ab71%74%

-2--2-2--22Refused
-*--*-2%afgh--**

142777-1-77Don't know
2%*1%1%1%1%-1%-1%1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 138 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

777990072028261066Unweighted Base
67*72*9609**2208441107Weighted Base

118261690175278Yes
17%11%27%f70%41%ab21%25%bf

56646903129662820No
83%e89%ae72%30%58%78%ac74%c

--2--22Refused
--*--**

--7-267Don't know
--1%-1%1%1%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 138 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

48162377611066Unweighted Base
47*16**2467951107Weighted Base

8137232278Yes
18%6%15%29%c25%c

3814206558820No
82%88%84%ab70%74%

--2-2Refused
--1%b-*

-1157Don't know
-6%*1%1%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 138 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

45280401340381391683483547128582081066Unweighted Base
44*27441337738*1281763873597498842231107Weighted Base

-12741926175916436243156122278Yes
-4%18%lm51%aklm14%13%34%ahi42%ahi10%32%ae18%55%ac25%cehklm

4325833518433111117220319501719101820No
98%ajk94%ajk81%aj49%86%fg86%afg66%f57%89%ad67%81%ab45%74%bdfj

-2------2-2-2Refused
-1%------*-*-*

1241-1-4357*7Don't know
2%1%1%*-1%-1%1%1%1%*1%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 138 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

684788748303112146794814713951066Unweighted Base
70381677433110916179*5235134201107Weighted Base

1451841591401810133213221155278Yes
21%23%21%42%ag17%62%ae41%a41%a43%a37%a25%ik

555629607188906046306289262820No
79%a77%78%a57%82%h37%59%f58%56%62%74%bcdefh

--2-------2Refused
--*-------*

33521*-4337Don't know
**1%1%1%*-1%1%1%1%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 138 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

280985055115691680611185850117971066Unweighted Base
2**80*97*51*61*11283*19**83*66*11559*54*123104*1107Weighted Base

-25191321341741617271193529278Yes
-32%20%26%35%d30%21%22%19%26%23%19%16%28%28%25%

25575364078651567488848448771820No
100%68%78%72%65%70%79%78%81%73%77%81%82%71%69%74%

--2------------2Refused
--2%a------------*

--11-----*--1137Don't know
--1%2%-----1%--2%1%3%a1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I looked into switching to a different supplier
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 139 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

29520828827540453312956869241066Unweighted Base
19822035433433663213955*103*9501107Weighted Base

3230103878214525715230252Yes
16%14%29%ajk26%jk24%23%18%13%14%24%c23%jk

1641892492462544831114888712848No
83%ahi86%ahi70%74%75%76%80%87%86%b75%77%i

--2--2---22Refused
--*--*---**

2211*23--66Don't know
1%1%****2%afg--1%1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 139 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

130158767866200331186133021066Unweighted Base
11016881693317432**1217082471107Weighted Base

18302022064662418437252Yes
17%18%25%22%26%19%20%26%b15%23%b

911356107191282696518209848No
83%81%75%77%74%81%79%73%85%ac77%

-2-2---2-2Refused
-1%h-*---*-*

1146--14*6Don't know
1%1%*1%--1%1%*1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 139 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

6783615695710669571091421068041066Unweighted Base
68*8661669991107999108*10993*8891107Weighted Base

1220633237252237161215224252Yes
18%24%20%24%e23%24%e14%11%16%25%d23%d

56656131757848757919778658848No
82%76%79%76%77%76%84%89%ab84%b74%77%

-2--2-2--22Refused
-*--*-2%afgh--**

-33666---66Don't know
-*2%1%1%1%---1%1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 139 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

777990072028261066Unweighted Base
67*72*9609**2208441107Weighted Base

812232266181252Yes
12%16%24%g23%30%ab21%23%g

59617215154658848No
88%ae84%75%60%70%78%c77%

--2--22Refused
--*--**

--62*46Don't know
--1%17%**1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 139 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

48162377611066Unweighted Base
47*16**2467951107Weighted Base

4342204252Yes
9%16%17%26%ce23%e

4313202587848No
91%ab77%82%b74%77%

--2-2Refused
--1%b-*

-1146Don't know
-6%**1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 139 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

45280401340381391683483547128582081066Unweighted Base
44*27441337738*1281763873597498842231107Weighted Base

12386142924411275319918072252Yes
1%8%21%lm38%aklm24%18%23%33%agh15%27%e20%32%ac23%elm

4224932323329104135257303544698149848No
97%ajk91%ajk78%j62%76%81%f77%f66%85%ad73%79%b67%77%bfj

-2------2-2-2Refused
-1%------*-*-*

1-41-1-415426Don't know
2%l-1%*-1%-1%*1%*1%1%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 139 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

684788748303112146794814713951066Unweighted Base
70381677433110916179*5235134201107Weighted Base

124164151121286019165160143252Yes
18%20%20%37%ag26%37%a24%32%a31%a34%a23%k

575648617209799960356351273848No
82%a79%80%63%72%62%76%f68%68%65%77%bcdfh

--2-------2Refused
--*-------*

554*32-2236Don't know
1%1%**2%ah1%-**1%1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 139 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

280985055115691680611185850117971066Unweighted Base
2**80*97*51*61*11283*19**83*66*11559*54*123104*1107Weighted Base

-2921620229515152610152831252Yes
-36%aehjkm21%12%34%jm19%11%27%18%23%22%17%27%j23%30%jm23%j

n

25275434090731468518949389272848No
100%64%77%86%blo66%81%o89%abcdl73%82%o76%78%83%o71%75%69%77%o

o

--2------------2Refused
--2%a------------*

---1-----*--1316Don't know
---2%-----1%--1%2%1%1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter?
- I thought about switching tariffs either with this supplier or a different supplier, but have not yet started looking
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 140 

I thought about
switching

tariffs eitherI checked what
with thisI'm currently

supplier or aI looked intopaying for my
differentI looked intoswitchingenergy or found

supplier, butswitching to atariffs with myout about the
have not yetdifferentcurrenttariff that I'm

started lookingsuppliersupplieron

1066106610661066Unweighted Base
1107110711071107Weighted Base

252278355496Yes
23%25%32%45%

848820742601No
77%74%67%54%

2233Refused
****

6766Don't know
1%1%1%1%
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Q.110  Did you take any of the following action as a result of receiving the end of fixed term letter? - Summary Table
Base: All who recall receiving an end of fixed term letter AND read it in detail/skimmed it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)



Table 141 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

338358707644632111230211418317502047Yes
24%29%k37%ajk44%aijk37%ae36%e26%32%33%35%34%ejk

9838001076750970183280821735730353610No
70%ahij65%ahi57%h52%57%59%69%afg61%64%60%60%ghi

76748143-42125Refused
1%******-1%**

81641055698150582416266306Don't know
6%h5%6%4%6%5%5%7%c3%5%c5%c
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Q.168 Energy suppliers are required to notify customers about savings they could make by managing their account online, changing tariff or
changing their payment method with their current supplier. Do you recall seeing a message like this?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 141 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

214356144916973504316513684712047Yes
22%29%j39%aij34%37%22%26%39%abde28%34%bdeij

71181020343054556131415196111033610No
73%ahi66%ah55%61%59%67%ac65%ac56%67%ac60%ch

5613241-147325Refused
*1%***-2%abce***

465819426343214815880306Don't know
5%5%5%5%5%11%abc7%abc5%5%5%
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Q.168 Energy suppliers are required to notify customers about savings they could make by managing their account online, changing tariff or
changing their payment method with their current supplier. Do you recall seeing a message like this?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 141 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

89165528918162042182122619419516512047Yes
17%35%k40%ajk35%34%35%32%22%32%d37%acd34%dk

363281139631463601315545561637525763610No
69%aij60%i55%60%60%60%63%71%abc62%58%60%bi

1151212521442925Refused
******1%****

6920029271303274325535203306Don't know
13%aij4%4%5%5%5%4%6%b6%5%5%
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Q.168 Energy suppliers are required to notify customers about savings they could make by managing their account online, changing tariff or
changing their payment method with their current supplier. Do you recall seeing a message like this?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 141 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

17517316731034516382047Yes
18%32%g38%afg25%37%35%34%g

75634724512952828273610No
77%aef63%e56%75%c58%60%60%e

3314-31525Refused
*1%*-***

4626214-43216306Don't know
5%5%5%-5%5%5%
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Q.168 Energy suppliers are required to notify customers about savings they could make by managing their account online, changing tariff or
changing their payment method with their current supplier. Do you recall seeing a message like this?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 141 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

1502479610732047Yes
21%41%ce28%e45%ace34%ce

45032191711973610No
64%b55%67%ab51%60%b

1-10825Refused
*-***

100211885306Don't know
14%abcd4%4%4%5%b
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Q.168 Energy suppliers are required to notify customers about savings they could make by managing their account online, changing tariff or
changing their payment method with their current supplier. Do you recall seeing a message like this?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 141 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

13359377254978266385603686136116923552047Yes
11%27%m46%alm62%aklm39%35%44%ah46%ah26%41%ae33%39%ac34%elm

97514588513261104654536491830178031075033610No
77%ajkl67%ajk51%j37%55%61%fg52%50%68%ad54%61%b56%60%bdfgjk

1564-211318723225Refused
1%ajkl**-1%g***1%d****

136108549937294615515026540306Don't know
11%ajkl5%jk3%j1%5%5%3%4%6%d5%5%4%5%fgjk
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Q.168 Energy suppliers are required to notify customers about savings they could make by managing their account online, changing tariff or
changing their payment method with their current supplier. Do you recall seeing a message like this?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 141 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

1249151514644841732501408538486282047Yes
36%38%a37%a64%a58%a47%ae31%56%a54%a62%acd34%

2093232623522561142692826296803553610No
60%58%59%34%38%50%63%f41%b43%b35%60%bcdfghj

8910212-22325Refused
******-****

1541691741591628434222306Don't know
4%4%4%2%3%3%6%f3%3%2%5%bcdh
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Q.168 Energy suppliers are required to notify customers about savings they could make by managing their account online, changing tariff or
changing their payment method with their current supplier. Do you recall seeing a message like this?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 141 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

912215697144212132491261352441091052501572047Yes
35%39%bdh35%bdh33%dh35%bdh40%abdhj32%d34%d26%d39%bdh44%abdeh34%bdh19%44%abdeh27%d34%bdh

jlmnjlmn

14177248179235302266873461992871934043003733610No
56%57%56%61%cf57%57%65%cfgkl61%71%abcef57%52%61%cf74%abcef53%63%cfkn60%cf

nogiklmnogijklmno

223--14-34-21-325Refused
7%1%1%--*1%cf-1%1%cfl-1%*-1%*

112351734198715112414361657306Don't know
3%4%8%acfghj6%cj8%acefgh3%2%5%3%3%4%4%7%cghjk3%10%acefgh5%chj

kojkojko
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Q.168 Energy suppliers are required to notify customers about savings they could make by managing their account online, changing tariff or
changing their payment method with their current supplier. Do you recall seeing a message like this?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 142 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

51133757753675492827911816316801961Unweighted Base
338358707644632111230211418317502047Weighted Base

98107191164174339472157483560Annual summary
29%30%27%25%28%e31%e15%18%31%d28%d27%de

1221242442442503771073453647734Bill
36%35%35%38%39%f34%35%30%29%37%36%

2019312837539488699Price increase letter
6%5%4%4%6%5%3%4%4%5%5%

22285456529314915136160End of fixed term letter
7%8%8%9%8%8%5%8%8%8%8%

1218512535591310887106Internet\online (nms)
4%5%7%hk4%5%5%4%9%5%5%5%

2120333035491912883104Letter\separate letter
6%6%5%5%6%4%6%10%ab5%5%5%

1-1222---44Email from supplier
*-****---**

1728806230117391212162186Email
5%8%11%k10%k5%11%g13%g10%7%9%9%gk

2221-52-436Text message
1%***-*1%-2%ab**

1172311152217334753By phone
3%2%3%2%2%2%5%afg3%2%3%3%

7443477121618Leaflet
2%ahi1%1%*1%1%2%afg1%1%1%1%

81656103-31720On TV
2%ahij*1%1%1%1%1%-2%1%1%

1-23-51--66Supplier website
*-**-**--**

*121211--55Letter from supplier
*******--**

-2573831-1415Online account
-1%1%1%k1%1%1%1%-1%1%

-1---1---11Verbally\face to face
-*---*---**
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Q.169 And where did you see this?
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 142 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

51133757753675492827911816316801961Unweighted Base
338358707644632111230211418317502047Weighted Base

-1331412147Statement
-******2%ab1%**

1119382-11212When signing up
***1%i*1%1%-1%1%1%

2----11-112Informed by\speaking to
1%ahi----**-***supplier\customer

service adviser

1210921562-2022Website (no detail)
*1%1%k1%*1%g2%g2%-1%1%

*642166--1212Mail\post
*2%k1%***2%afg--1%1%

115--51--66App
**1%--**--**

1124241--77Newspaper\magazine
***1%***--**

3514119195412733Other
1%1%2%2%1%2%2%4%1%2%2%

---1-1---11Refused
---*-*---**

24243752556417152795137Don't know
7%7%5%8%9%f6%6%13%ab15%ab5%7%
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Q.169 And where did you see this?
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 142 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

257329134715574044616711735751961Unweighted Base
2143561449169735043*16513684712047Weighted Base

587741546991934385131560Annual summary
27%22%29%i28%26%21%21%28%28%27%i

611275355941401766487164734Bill
28%36%37%j35%40%40%40%36%35%36%j

1710718811*8672399Price increase letter
8%i3%5%5%3%1%5%5%5%5%

1013136135255911234160End of fixed term letter
4%4%9%ij8%7%11%5%8%7%8%i

1268781253126029106Internet\online (nms)
6%i2%6%i5%7%8%8%4%6%5%i

1422688024296527104Letter\separate letter
6%6%5%5%7%4%6%5%6%5%

--431--314Email from supplier
--***--***

10441301622421613730186Email
5%12%j9%j10%7%6%10%10%b6%9%j

-4261--516Text message
-1%h***--***

61631449-4361353By phone
3%4%h2%3%3%-3%3%3%3%

657135138618Leaflet
3%ah1%*1%1%2%2%1%1%1%

6481281212520On TV
3%ah1%1%1%2%ag2%1%1%1%1%

12451-1416Supplier website
*****-1%***

-144*--315Letter from supplier
-****--***

266132--13215Online account
1%2%h*1%1%--1%*1%
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Q.169 And where did you see this?
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 142 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

257329134715574044616711735751961Unweighted Base
2143561449169735043*16513684712047Weighted Base

-1-1---1-1Verbally\face to face
-*h-*---*-*

-337---7-7Statement
-1%**---*-*

15685-111112When signing up
1%1%**1%-1%1%*1%

11-11--112Informed by\speaking to
1%ah*-**--***supplier\customer

service adviser

1516202--17522Website (no detail)
*1%1%1%1%--1%1%1%

53512*-110*12Mail\post
2%ah1%*1%*-1%1%*1%

-2442-1326App
-1%**1%-**1%*

1-7611-6-7Newspaper\magazine
*-***2%b-*-*

47222761-24833Other
2%2%2%2%2%2%-2%2%2%

--1-1-1--1Refused
--*-*g-1%ac--*

232192113235168234137Don't know
11%ahi6%6%7%7%11%10%6%7%7%
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Q.169 And where did you see this?
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 142 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

85159726517211957172523625421714841961Unweighted Base
89*165528918162042182122619419516512047Weighted Base

1445787500559501594560453560Annual summary
16%28%k30%k28%27%28%26%23%31%27%27%k

2560798654731656779281557734Bill
28%37%34%36%36%36%34%47%ab42%b34%36%

479158899881115107499Price increase letter
4%5%5%5%5%5%5%8%b5%4%5%

1112326146160146131018133160End of fixed term letter
12%7%9%8%8%8%6%5%9%8%8%

4792291106911524100106Internet\online (nms)
5%5%8%5%5%5%7%1%2%6%cd5%cd

77818821048221151375104Letter\separate letter
8%5%6%5%5%5%9%afgh8%b7%5%5%

-31444---44Email from supplier
-*****---**

8160161741861741228176186Email
9%10%i6%10%e9%10%e5%1%4%11%cd9%cd

-3356521-56Text message
-*1%j***1%1%-**

340844524584103853By phone
3%2%3%2%3%2%3%2%5%ab2%3%

11521618161321318Leaflet
2%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

119-202020-431220On TV
1%1%-1%1%1%-2%b2%1%1%

-6-666---66Supplier website
-*-***---**

-5-555--*45Letter from supplier
-*-***--***

-1311215123--1515Online account
-1%*1%1%1%1%--1%1%
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Q.169 And where did you see this?
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 142 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

85159726517211957172523625421714841961Unweighted Base
89*165528918162042182122619419516512047Weighted Base

1--111---11Verbally\face to face
2%aij--***---**

321777-1-57Statement
3%aij*****-1%-**

210-121212---1212When signing up
3%aij1%-1%1%1%---1%1%

11-1211--22Informed by\speaking to
1%*-****--**supplier\customer

service adviser

21732122211-12122Website (no detail)
2%1%1%1%1%1%*-*1%1%

-111121212--11112Mail\post
-1%*1%1%1%--1%1%1%

-425651--66App
-*1%****--**

-7-777-1-67Newspaper\magazine
-*-***-1%-**

22742633266432633Other
2%2%1%1%2%1%3%2%2%2%2%

-1-111---11Refused
-*-***---**

61141411713611918241895137Don't know
7%7%5%6%7%7%8%12%ab9%6%7%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.169 And where did you see this?
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 142 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1871791564931315831961Unweighted Base
175173167310**34516382047Weighted Base

52354645101439560Annual summary
30%20%28%57%29%27%27%

32926013112597734Bill
18%53%aeg36%g36%32%36%36%g

12777-158299Price increase letter
7%4%5%-4%5%5%

107139329127160End of fixed term letter
6%4%8%28%9%8%8%

2695-2479106Internet\online (nms)
1%4%6%g-7%5%5%g

171673-993104Letter\separate letter
9%ae9%ae4%-3%6%c5%

--4-134Email from supplier
--*-***

88170-38144186Email
5%5%10%fg-11%9%9%

123-246Text message
1%1%*-1%**

4344-35053By phone
3%2%3%-1%3%c3%

8-11-31418Leaflet
4%aef-1%-1%1%1%

639-21520On TV
3%ae1%1%-1%1%1%

1-5-156Supplier website
*-*-***

-14-145Letter from supplier
-**-***
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Q.169 And where did you see this?
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 142 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1871791564931315831961Unweighted Base
175173167310**34516382047Weighted Base

1112-41115Online account
1%1%1%-1%1%1%

1----11Verbally\face to face
1%ae----**

214-247Statement
1%1%*-1%**

5-8-3912When signing up
3%aef-*-1%1%1%

1-1--22Informed by\speaking to
1%ae-*--**supplier\customer

service adviser

--21-101222Website (no detail)
--1%-3%ab1%1%

1-11--1212Mail\post
1%-1%--1%1%

--6--66App
--*--**

1-7-357Newspaper\magazine
*-*-1%**

5128-62533Other
3%1%2%-2%2%2%

--1--11Refused
--*--**

2111108217113137Don't know
12%ae6%6%18%5%7%7%
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Q.169 And where did you see this?
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 142 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1582377010061961Unweighted Base
15024**79610732047Weighted Base

298227295560Annual summary
19%35%29%e27%e27%e

6311299360734Bill
42%44%38%34%36%

8-365499Price increase letter
5%-5%5%5%

4223129160End of fixed term letter
3%9%3%12%ace8%ce

733561106Internet\online (nms)
5%11%4%6%5%

15-4148104Letter\separate letter
10%abc-5%4%5%

---44Email from supplier
---**

14348121186Email
10%10%6%11%c9%c

1-236Text message
*-***

6-192853By phone
4%-2%3%3%

1-71018Leaflet
1%-1%1%1%

1-81120On TV
1%-1%1%1%

--156Supplier website
--***

--235Letter from supplier
--***
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Q.169 And where did you see this?
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 142 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1582377010061961Unweighted Base
15024**79610732047Weighted Base

1-6815Online account
1%-1%1%1%

--1-1Verbally\face to face
--*-*

1-327Statement
1%-***

--7612When signing up
--1%1%1%

--112Informed by\speaking to
--***supplier\customer

service adviser

--101222Website (no detail)
--1%1%1%

-26512Mail\post
-7%1%*1%

--426App
--1%**

--527Newspaper\magazine
--1%**

1-171533Other
*-2%1%2%

--1-1Refused
--*-*

1936153137Don't know
13%ab12%8%b5%7%
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Q.169 And where did you see this?
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 142 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

14458573349978278364532676128516303311961Unweighted Base
13359377254978*266385603686136116923552047Weighted Base

12155226168187498187175386456104560Annual summary
9%26%m29%m31%m23%28%25%31%25%28%27%29%27%m

352392751853697129196274460608126734Bill
26%40%jm36%m34%46%f37%34%33%40%d34%36%35%36%m

326412821820263069811899Price increase letter
2%4%5%5%2%7%5%4%4%5%5%5%5%

224567851830653712212535160End of fixed term letter
1%4%7%lm14%aklm6%7%8%11%a5%9%e7%10%8%lm

12194134312134332748719106Internet\online (nms)
9%l3%5%6%l4%5%3%7%g5%5%5%5%5%

19363217212201844598518104Letter\separate letter
14%ajkl6%j4%3%2%5%5%3%6%4%5%5%5%f

-13--21-134-4Email from supplier
-**--1%*-***-*

833836241442784514015036186Email
6%6%11%l11%l5%5%11%h13%ah7%10%e9%10%9%l

123-121-33526Text message
1%**-1%f1%*-*****

2202110351210242947653By phone
1%3%3%2%4%2%3%2%3%2%3%2%3%

11043153271115318Leaflet
1%2%k*1%1%2%f1%*1%1%1%1%1%

16112157251515520On TV
*1%1%*1%2%f2%f*1%1%1%1%1%

1-232-1-426-6Supplier website
1%-*1%2%afh-*-1%**-*

2-2-1-1*22315Letter from supplier
2%ajkl-*-1%-*******
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Q.169 And where did you see this?
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 142 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

14458573349978278364532676128516303311961Unweighted Base
13359377254978*266385603686136116923552047Weighted Base

-329--492129615Online account
-**2%ak--1%1%*1%1%2%c1%

-1------1-1-1Verbally\face to face
-*------*-*-*

21131-3-257-7Statement
1%k***2%afh-1%f-***-*

-5-8-1272118512When signing up
-1%k-1%k-1%1%1%*1%*1%1%k

--2---1-112-2Informed by\speaking to
--*---*-***-*supplier\customer

service adviser

21046-19851720222Website (no detail)
1%2%k*1%-*2%1%1%1%1%1%1%

4143--165712-12Mail\post
3%ajkl*1%*--*1%1%1%1%-1%

1231--1233516App
1%***--*******

1223-1-616617Newspaper\magazine
1%***-*-1%*****

93156468872628533Other
7%ajkl*2%l1%5%af2%2%1%1%2%2%1%2%l

---11----11-1Refused
---*1%afg----**-*

255139224212718597812314137Don't know
19%ajkl9%jk5%4%5%8%f7%f3%9%d6%7%b4%7%fj
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Q.169 And where did you see this?
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 142 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1228146614264451702271387787755861961Unweighted Base
1249151514644841732501408538486282047Weighted Base

358426413140437638256260175560Annual summary
29%28%28%29%25%31%27%30%31%28%27%

457553521146419245286293181734Bill
37%37%36%30%24%37%32%33%35%b29%36%bgh

66747427710943413099Price increase letter
5%5%5%6%4%4%6%5%5%5%5%

101123123721829910510485160End of fixed term letter
8%8%8%15%a10%11%6%12%a12%a14%a8%

6370703714155545050106Internet\online (nms)
5%5%5%8%a8%6%4%6%6%8%a5%

688080175118343420104Letter\separate letter
5%5%5%4%3%4%6%4%4%3%5%

4441---2114Email from supplier
****---****

10213813051302517958779186Email
8%9%9%10%17%ah10%12%11%10%13%a9%

445---2-1-6Text message
***---1%-*-*

2935361463420151953By phone
2%2%2%3%3%1%3%2%2%3%3%
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Q.169 And where did you see this?
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 142 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1228146614264451702271387787755861961Unweighted Base
1249151514644841732501408538486282047Weighted Base

131516-21256218Leaflet
1%1%1%-1%h1%1%1%1%*1%

121414333459620On TV
1%1%1%1%2%1%3%a1%1%1%1%

-4-4---4346Supplier website
-*-1%---1%*1%*

255111*1125Letter from supplier
****1%1%*****

111212816-1111915Online account
1%1%1%2%1%2%a-1%1%1%1%

----------1Verbally\face to face
----------*

2522---4427Statement
****---****

888414255512When signing up
1%1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%

1111---1-12Informed by\speaking to
****---*-**supplier\customer

service adviser

1315154111910422Website (no detail)
1%1%1%1%1%*1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.169 And where did you see this?
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 142 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1228146614264451702271387787755861961Unweighted Base
1249151514644841732501408538486282047Weighted Base

59751--63612Mail\post
*1%*1%*--1%*1%1%

5551-1-1116App
****-*-****

2423-1-4537Newspaper\magazine
***1%-*-*1%**

1323225143128633Other
1%2%1%1%*1%2%1%1%1%2%

1111---1111Refused
****---****

83961041514114354328137Don't know
7%6%7%3%8%h4%3%4%5%4%7%dh
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Q.169 And where did you see this?
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 142 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

71241589814222111843122126235110832301441961Unweighted Base
9**12215697*14421213249*126135244109*105*2501572047Weighted Base

148382026583818313570231610039560Annual summary
11%39%abdeg25%20%18%27%dl29%dl36%dl24%26%29%dl21%15%40%abdef25%27%dl

hklmnghklmn

150532467703418495611041377748734Bill
11%41%jm34%25%46%abcjk33%26%36%39%jm41%jm45%abcjk38%35%31%30%36%jm

mnmn

-564310446101424121499Price increase letter
-4%4%4%2%5%3%9%5%7%6%2%4%5%9%aejl5%

-1510892014179166112013160End of fixed term letter
-12%7%8%6%9%11%2%6%7%6%6%11%8%8%8%

14984167175985146106Internet\online (nms)
16%3%6%8%3%8%5%3%6%4%4%7%5%5%4%5%

218981381441711478104Letter\separate letter
18%1%5%10%co5%o6%o6%o1%3%3%7%co10%acgo4%3%5%5%o

--1--1--1-----14Email from supplier
--*--1%--1%-----1%*

4615147271111613206161913186Email
43%5%10%14%eilo5%13%lo8%2%12%l10%8%5%15%eilo7%8%9%

------4------216Text message
------3%afkn------1%1%*

-2436621626138453By phone
-2%2%3%4%3%1%2%5%1%2%1%3%3%2%3%

-1222311111-21118Leaflet
-1%1%2%2%1%1%1%1%1%*-2%*1%1%

-1--2312215--2120On TV
-1%--1%2%1%4%n1%1%2%--1%*1%

--2--1---12----6Supplier website
--1%--*---1%1%----*

--------*-1--3-5Letter from supplier
--------*-*--1%a-*
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Q.169 And where did you see this?
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 142 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

71241589814222111843122126235110832301441961Unweighted Base
9**12215697*14421213249*126135244109*105*2501572047Weighted Base

-1-1----2-33--515Online account
-1%-1%----1%-1%2%ck--3%ackln1%

----------1----1Verbally\face to face
----------1%a----*

---211-1----1--7Statement
---2%acf1%1%-2%acf----1%--*

--12121--1-3-2112When signing up
--1%2%1%1%1%--*-2%af-1%1%1%

-------11-1----2Informed by\speaking to
-------1%a1%-*----*supplier\customer

service adviser

-23-23--1--227-22Website (no detail)
-1%2%f-2%1%--1%--2%2%3%af-1%

----15---1*12-112Mail\post
----1%2%acf---1%*1%1%-1%1%

---2----211---16App
---2%----1%1%1%---**

----11---21-1-17Newspaper\magazine
----1%1%---1%*-1%-1%*

-3834311-242-2133Other
-2%5%abcdhj3%3%1%*1%-2%2%2%-1%1%2%

k

-----1---------1Refused
-----*---------*

-317910102075813128512137Don't know
-2%11%chko9%co7%c5%15%acfghk14%cfhko4%6%5%11%chko8%c2%8%c7%c

lo
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Q.169 And where did you see this?
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 143 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

51133757753675492827911816316801961Unweighted Base
338358707644632111230211418317502047Weighted Base

273795926914933727218251To a great extent
8%10%13%k14%k11%13%11%6%15%d12%12%k

7581162142119267733443383460Somewhat
22%22%23%22%19%24%g24%30%23%22%22%

3845908973145451328221262Very little
11%13%13%14%12%13%15%11%15%13%13%

19319034831936154114859849071050Not at all
57%ahi53%49%50%57%aef49%49%52%46%52%51%

1-----1--11Refused
*-----*--**

4411210102112022Don't know
1%1%2%h*2%1%1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 143 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

257329134715574044616711735751961Unweighted Base
2143561449169735043*16513684712047Weighted Base

16401932123942218937251To a great extent
8%11%13%j12%11%10%13%14%b8%12%bj

389032837981114031198460Somewhat
18%25%23%22%23%25%24%23%21%22%

26561802233951918356262Very little
12%16%12%13%11%11%11%13%12%13%

12916673686318823846742701050Not at all
60%ahi47%51%51%54%53%51%49%57%ac51%

-1-1---1-1Refused
-*-*---*-*

531219211101022Don't know
2%h1%1%1%1%1%1%1%2%c1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 143 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

85159726517211957172523625421714841961Unweighted Base
89*165528918162042182122619419516512047Weighted Base

920636222251222291121216251To a great extent
11%12%12%12%12%12%13%6%11%13%d12%d

2035877415459416443134393460Somewhat
23%22%27%23%22%23%19%16%18%24%d22%d

1321235239261241221323225262Very little
15%13%12%13%13%13%10%7%12%14%d13%d

4386213791810489201301371147981050Not at all
48%52%48%51%51%51%58%71%abc59%b48%51%

-1-111----1Refused
-*-***----*

31632122211211822Don't know
3%j1%1%1%1%1%*1%1%1%1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 143 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1871791564931315831961Unweighted Base
175173167310**34516382047Weighted Base

126231258187251To a great extent
7%3%14%fg19%17%ab11%12%fg

3238389274372460Somewhat
18%22%23%21%22%23%22%

1924223236216262Very little
11%14%13%17%10%13%13%

11010581431718451050Not at all
63%ae60%ae49%35%50%52%51%

--1--11Refused
--*--**

3115151622Don't know
1%1%1%8%1%1%1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 143 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1582377010061961Unweighted Base
15024**79610732047Weighted Base

5249195251To a great extent
3%9%6%18%ace12%ce

358141274460Somewhat
24%31%18%26%c22%c

204119119262Very little
13%18%15%b11%13%

87104764751050Not at all
58%b42%60%ab44%51%b

---11Refused
---**

3-11722Don't know
2%-1%1%1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 143 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

14458573349978278364532676128516303311961Unweighted Base
13359377254978*266385603686136116923552047Weighted Base

527811391414501116318817972251To a great extent
4%5%11%lm25%aklm18%h5%13%h18%agh9%14%e11%20%ac12%ehlm

109618916519599015612833237585460Somewhat
7%16%m25%lm30%aklm25%22%23%26%19%24%e22%24%22%lm

2297915293252799017222636262Very little
17%j16%ajk12%10%12%12%14%13%13%13%13%10%13%

93364404189361571842524016498921581050Not at all
70%ajk61%ajk52%j34%46%59%afgi48%42%58%ad48%53%b45%51%bfj

--1----1-1-11Refused
--*----*-*-*c*

3964-47541819222Don't know
2%2%1%1%-1%2%1%1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 143 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1228146614264451702271387787755861961Unweighted Base
1249151514644841732501408538486282047Weighted Base

149190177131316412186172154251To a great extent
12%13%12%27%ag18%a26%ae9%22%a20%a25%a12%

264335311149456035261249179460Somewhat
21%22%21%31%a26%24%25%31%a29%a29%a22%

15018418038202023757958262Very little
12%12%12%8%12%8%16%f9%9%9%13%bcdfh

67078777816274104663253402291050Not at all
54%52%53%33%43%h42%47%38%40%37%51%bcdfgh

1111-111111Refused
****-*1%a****

16181632-257622Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%-2%1%1%1%1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 143 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

71241589814222111843122126235110832301441961Unweighted Base
9**12215697*14421213249*126135244109*105*2501572047Weighted Base

-181910161914121811348182826251To a great extent
-15%12%10%11%9%11%25%acegj15%8%14%8%17%11%16%k12%

klm

-3023313355301230234429225047460Somewhat
-25%n15%32%acfgn23%26%n23%25%24%17%18%26%n21%20%30%acfgn22%n

1131910112721622112316243522262Very little
11%11%12%10%8%13%16%l12%17%gl8%10%15%23%afgkl14%14%13%

mno

861944682109641955851405537135601050Not at all
89%50%60%abdhi48%57%bdhi51%bd49%39%44%63%abdhi57%bdhi50%35%54%bd38%51%bd

jkmo

---------1-----1Refused
---------1%a-----*

--1-221-*33143222Don't know
--1%-1%1%1%-*2%1%1%3%1%1%1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 144 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

51133757753675492827911816316801961Unweighted Base
338358707644632111230211418317502047Weighted Base

233071704912321625162193To a great extent
7%8%10%11%k8%11%g7%5%14%d9%9%

587113713788253622330350403Somewhat
17%20%19%21%14%23%g20%g20%17%20%20%g

35431008477135501430217261Very little
10%12%14%13%12%12%16%12%16%12%13%

215210391353408595167709710031169Not at all
63%ahi59%55%55%65%aef53%55%61%53%57%57%

1-----1--11Refused
*-----*--**

74811172211720Don't know
2%h1%h1%h*2%1%1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 144 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

257329134715574044616711735751961Unweighted Base
2143561449169735043*16513684712047Weighted Base

15251521633062014324193To a great extent
7%7%10%10%8%13%b12%b10%b5%9%b

28722993505362929671403Somewhat
13%20%j21%j21%f15%14%18%22%b15%20%bfj

25531832194262017362261Very little
11%15%13%13%12%13%12%13%13%13%

14120380694722326947463041169Not at all
66%ahi57%56%56%64%ag60%57%55%64%ac57%

-1-1---1-1Refused
-*-*---*-*

639182-291020Don't know
3%ah1%1%1%1%-1%1%2%ac1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 144 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

85159726517211957172523625421714841961Unweighted Base
89*165528918162042182122619419516512047Weighted Base

111512916619116825516169193To a great extent
12%9%10%9%9%9%11%3%8%d10%d9%d

1931763365402366371628359403Somewhat
22%19%22%20%20%20%16%8%14%d22%cd20%d

1221039243261243181822218261Very little
14%13%13%13%e13%e13%e8%10%11%13%13%e

439611571022116710251451511288901169Not at all
48%58%54%56%57%56%64%fh78%abc66%ab54%57%

-1-111----1Refused
-*-***----*

41511820182411520Don't know
4%aij1%*1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 144 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1871791564931315831961Unweighted Base
175173167310**34516382047Weighted Base

116177248139193To a great extent
6%4%11%f19%14%ab8%9%f

2131349167322403Somewhat
12%18%21%g11%20%20%20%g

2020220139216261Very little
11%12%13%10%11%13%13%

12111491551879451169Not at all
69%ae66%ae55%52%54%58%57%

--1--11Refused
--*--**

3211131520Don't know
2%1%1%8%1%1%1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 144 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1582377010061961Unweighted Base
15024**79610732047Weighted Base

4144144193To a great extent
3%5%5%13%ace9%ce

234120254403Somewhat
16%18%15%24%ace20%c

235108125261Very little
15%19%14%12%13%

94145145441169Not at all
63%b58%65%ab51%57%b

---11Refused
---**

5-10520Don't know
3%ab-1%*1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 144 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

14458573349978278364532676128516303311961Unweighted Base
13359377254978*266385603686136116923552047Weighted Base

3136211513738874914412766193To a great extent
2%2%8%lm21%aklm17%ah2%10%h14%ah7%11%e7%19%ac9%hlm

10671561701738841649730632380403Somewhat
8%11%20%lm31%aklm22%14%22%h27%ah14%22%e19%23%20%elm

15841144993546818917222833261Very little
11%14%j15%j9%11%13%12%13%13%13%13%b9%13%j

101420437212401842122654457259971721169Not at all
76%ajk71%ajk57%j39%50%69%afgi55%f44%65%ad53%59%b49%57%bdfj

--1----1-1-11Refused
--*----*-*-*c*

4933-25461417320Don't know
3%ajk2%k*1%-1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 144 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1228146614264451702271387787755861961Unweighted Base
1249151514644841732501408538486282047Weighted Base

103141125106145714152145116193To a great extent
8%9%9%22%ag8%23%ae10%18%a17%a19%a9%

212278266150396425255251177403Somewhat
17%18%18%31%a23%26%a18%30%a30%a28%a20%

14517916846241721889268261Very little
12%12%11%10%14%7%15%f10%11%11%13%f

77590189017792109773523522601169Not at all
62%a59%61%a37%53%h44%55%f41%41%41%57%bcdfh

1111-111111Refused
****-*1%a****

131413321258520Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%*1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 144 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

71241589814222111843122126235110832301441961Unweighted Base
9**12215697*14421213249*126135244109*105*2501572047Weighted Base

-161289201510141217672126193To a great extent
-13%8%8%7%9%11%21%acdef11%9%7%6%7%9%16%acefln9%

gkln

-282221275022827184519274544403Somewhat
-23%14%22%19%24%gn17%17%22%14%18%17%25%gn18%28%acfgj20%

n

1191814142523619132521182918261Very little
11%15%11%15%10%12%17%12%15%10%10%19%fl17%11%11%13%

8591035393113712566881566350154691169Not at all
89%48%66%abdhk55%64%bdo54%54%51%52%65%bdko64%bdhko57%b48%62%bdo44%57%b

o

---------1-----1Refused
---------1%a-----*

--21141-*32131220Don't know
--1%1%1%2%1%-*2%1%1%3%*1%1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 145 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

51133757753675492827911816316801961Unweighted Base
338358707644632111230211418317502047Weighted Base

253370664612523517172194To a great extent
7%9%10%10%7%11%g8%5%9%10%9%

435311710981186551526281323Somewhat
13%15%17%17%13%17%g18%g13%14%16%16%

3352907364144401021216248Very little
10%14%k13%11%10%13%13%9%12%12%12%

2312164233924356481798311710611262Not at all
68%ahij60%60%61%69%aef58%59%73%ab64%61%62%

1-----1--11Refused
*-----*--**

65636104-11920Don't know
2%h1%1%*1%1%1%-1%1%1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 145 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

257329134715574044616711735751961Unweighted Base
2143561449169735043*16513684712047Weighted Base

10291531653061514528194To a great extent
5%8%11%j10%8%14%b9%11%b6%9%bj

25572402735043322956323Somewhat
12%16%17%16%14%10%20%b17%b12%16%b

20491752103861816758248Very little
9%14%12%12%11%13%11%12%12%12%

156215870103223027988133241262Not at all
73%ahi60%60%61%66%62%59%59%69%acd62%

-1-1---1-1Refused
-*-*---*-*

4511182-113620Don't know
2%1%1%1%1%-1%1%1%1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 145 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

85159726517211957172523625421714841961Unweighted Base
89*165528918162042182122619419516512047Weighted Base

91523417219417222618167194To a great extent
10%9%12%9%10%9%10%3%9%d10%d9%d

1225851292322293301426283323Somewhat
13%16%18%16%16%16%13%7%13%d17%d16%d

1519436235248235131220214248Very little
17%12%13%13%e12%e13%e6%6%10%13%d12%de

5010391631097125811011601611319691262Not at all
56%63%56%60%62%60%71%afgh83%abc67%b59%62%

-1-111----1Refused
-*-***----*

312519201912-1820Don't know
3%aj1%2%1%1%1%*1%-1%1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 145 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1871791564931315831961Unweighted Base
175173167310**34516382047Weighted Base

56182244143194To a great extent
3%4%11%fg19%13%b9%9%fg

1923278-59253323Somewhat
11%13%17%-17%15%16%

2424201431207248Very little
14%14%12%38%9%13%12%

126119997320410211262Not at all
72%ae69%e60%35%59%62%62%

--1--11Refused
--*--**

1114161320Don't know
1%1%1%8%2%1%1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 145 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1582377010061961Unweighted Base
15024**79610732047Weighted Base

5-43145194To a great extent
3%-5%14%ace9%ce

20292210323Somewhat
13%6%11%20%ac16%c

204101122248Very little
13%17%13%11%12%

100185515901262Not at all
67%b76%69%ab55%62%b

---11Refused
---**

5-9520Don't know
3%ab-1%*1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 145 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

14458573349978278364532676128516303311961Unweighted Base
13359377254978*266385603686136116923552047Weighted Base

11863111151040834814612965194To a great extent
1%3%8%lm20%aklm19%agh4%10%h14%ah7%11%e8%18%ac9%hlm

8591141421227531428523725073323Somewhat
6%10%15%lm26%aklm16%10%14%24%agh12%17%e15%21%ac16%ehlm

14821015083144828416422225248Very little
10%14%j13%j9%10%12%11%14%12%12%13%b7%12%b

1084254862434319224429146579610751861262Not at all
81%ajkl72%ajk63%j44%55%72%afgi64%f48%68%ad59%64%b53%62%bfj

--1----1-1-11Refused
--*----*-*-*c*

2972-64441616420Don't know
2%1%1%*-2%af1%1%1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 145 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1228146614264451702271387787755861961Unweighted Base
1249151514644841732501408538486282047Weighted Base

109147130107265614142136127194To a great extent
9%10%9%22%a15%a22%ae10%17%a16%a20%a9%

165214203127306121198195147323Somewhat
13%14%14%26%ag17%24%a15%23%a23%a23%a16%

13516815945231216868665248Very little
11%11%11%9%13%5%12%f10%10%10%12%f

82897295720192117864194212841262Not at all
66%a64%65%a42%53%h47%61%f49%50%45%62%bcdfgh

1111-111111Refused
****-*1%a****

1212143132710420Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 145 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

71241589814222111843122126235110832301441961Unweighted Base
9**12215697*14421213249*126135244109*105*2501572047Weighted Base

-181561316106111418972326194To a great extent
-15%f9%7%9%8%8%13%9%10%8%8%7%9%17%acdfjk9%

m

-282014203820727114215173630323Somewhat
-23%agn13%14%14%18%g15%14%21%g8%17%g14%16%14%19%g16%g

1121910143018218132719172819248Very little
11%10%12%10%10%14%14%5%14%10%11%17%17%11%12%12%

8621026796123833470941556761160811262Not at all
89%51%65%bo69%bo67%bo58%63%69%55%70%bhko64%bo61%59%64%bo51%62%bo

---------1-----1Refused
---------1%a-----*

-21-141-*12-23220Don't know
-1%1%-1%2%1%-*1%1%-2%1%2%1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 146 

Compare your
current tariff
against other
tariffs from

Switch youryour supplier
tariff and/oror anotherCheck your

suppliersuppliercurrent tariff

196119611961Unweighted Base
204720472047Weighted Base

194193251To a great extent
9%9%12%

323403460Somewhat
16%20%22%

248261262Very little
12%13%13%

126211691050Not at all
62%57%51%

111Refused
***

202022Don't know
1%1%1%
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Q.170 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Summary Table
Base: All who recall seeing a savings note/reminder on correspondence

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)



Table 147 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

216227397364348683172699910351203Yes
15%18%k21%k25%aijk20%e22%e15%20%18%20%20%ek

106489613489691184217192124542436064276No
75%ahi73%h71%h67%69%70%79%afg69%76%abd71%71%h

87949164242329Refused
1%1%**1%**1%1%**

12299141117167238743932408479Don't know
9%8%7%8%10%aef8%6%11%c6%8%8%
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Q.171 Energy suppliers are now required to provide a Tariff Comparison Rate (TCR) for each tariff they offer. This is an indicative price per unit of energy,
taking into account all the charges and discounts. Prior to this interview, have you seen a TCR?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 147 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

1411918551024179271047942781203Yes
14%15%23%aij20%19%14%16%23%abde17%20%bdeij

75593625213589687137455243412494276No
77%ah76%ah68%71%72%71%71%70%75%acd71%h

510142721157629Refused
*1%*1%*1%2%abc***

7595299398812967259125479Don't know
8%8%8%8%9%15%abc10%abc7%8%8%
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Q.171 Energy suppliers are now required to provide a Tariff Comparison Rate (TCR) for each tariff they offer. This is an indicative price per unit of energy,
taking into account all the charges and discounts. Prior to this interview, have you seen a TCR?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 147 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

399961631070120210711321101269561203Yes
7%21%k23%k20%20%20%18%13%21%d22%d20%dk

380334351237324267374153566243131494276No
73%71%72%71%71%71%75%76%abc71%71%71%

41612529254431229Refused
1%*****1%****

9932540426473433469348322479Don't know
19%aij7%6%8%8%8%6%11%ab8%7%8%i
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Q.171 Energy suppliers are now required to provide a Tariff Comparison Rate (TCR) for each tariff they offer. This is an indicative price per unit of energy,
taking into account all the charges and discounts. Prior to this interview, have you seen a TCR?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 147 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

1149997882379241203Yes
12%18%g22%afg22%26%ab20%20%g

79639630172761233994276No
81%aef72%69%70%67%72%c71%ce

4415-31929Refused
*1%*-***

6750341367354479Don't know
7%9%8%9%7%8%8%
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Q.171 Energy suppliers are now required to provide a Tariff Comparison Rate (TCR) for each tariff they offer. This is an indicative price per unit of energy,
taking into account all the charges and discounts. Prior to this interview, have you seen a TCR?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 147 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

5784436921203Yes
8%14%16%e29%acde20%ce

50147220615114276No
71%b80%b78%abe64%71%b

3-11929Refused
*-***

1403181151479Don't know
20%abcd6%6%6%8%bc
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Q.171 Energy suppliers are now required to provide a Tariff Comparison Rate (TCR) for each tariff they offer. This is an indicative price per unit of energy,
taking into account all the charges and discounts. Prior to this interview, have you seen a TCR?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 147 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

64289477374461342324063688359622411203Yes
5%13%m28%alm42%aklm23%17%27%ah31%aghi14%25%ae19%27%ac20%elm

1021168510994711375675668282069220736815954276No
81%ajkl78%ajk65%j53%69%74%fg65%64%77%ad67%72%b66%71%bdfgjk

1765--326181125429Refused
1%ajkl**--***1%****

156183101391664686123424542060479Don't know
12%ajkl8%jk6%4%8%8%f8%f5%9%7%8%7%8%fjk
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Q.171 Energy suppliers are now required to provide a Tariff Comparison Rate (TCR) for each tariff they offer. This is an indicative price per unit of energy,
taking into account all the charges and discounts. Prior to this interview, have you seen a TCR?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 147 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

77491687633891183815925914111203Yes
22%a23%a22%a45%ag31%a34%ae18%39%a38%a41%a20%

2465280328133811783223298559035344276No
70%70%70%50%60%h60%73%f56%57%b53%71%bcdfgh

8911313234429Refused
*****1%*****

25729230034262837757358479Don't know
7%7%8%5%9%h5%8%5%5%6%8%bcdfh
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Q.171 Energy suppliers are now required to provide a Tariff Comparison Rate (TCR) for each tariff they offer. This is an indicative price per unit of energy,
taking into account all the charges and discounts. Prior to this interview, have you seen a TCR?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 147 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

1789866761247821718213353531561141203Yes
4%25%dehil22%dh22%dh18%d23%dehi19%d14%14%d24%dehi24%adehi17%d10%27%abdeh19%d20%dh

ijl

222212921922873603081104002453892454333823914276No
84%71%66%65%69%68%75%bckmn77%bckmn82%abcfg70%70%77%abcfk79%abcfg67%66%71%bmn

jklmnolmnklmno

2242-24-25--31229Refused
7%1%1%f1%-*1%f-*2%acefl--1%***

11248345047191218163320572883479Don't know
6%4%11%acefgh12%acefg12%acefg9%cghjo5%9%h4%5%6%6%10%cfghjo5%14%acefgh8%cghjo

johjohjojko
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Q.171 Energy suppliers are now required to provide a Tariff Comparison Rate (TCR) for each tariff they offer. This is an indicative price per unit of energy,
taking into account all the charges and discounts. Prior to this interview, have you seen a TCR?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 148 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

32620932429841858315674879961157Unweighted Base
21622739736434868317269*99*10351203Weighted Base

6462125129123213451523342380Bill
30%27%32%36%35%e31%26%22%23%33%32%

6463108107105193441934289342Annual summary
30%28%27%30%30%28%25%27%35%28%28%

23317039309637510148163On my energy supplier(s)
10%14%18%hk11%9%14%g22%afg7%10%14%14%gwebsite

323341444684191911119150Via a leaflet or letter
15%15%10%12%13%12%11%28%abc12%12%12%sent directly to you

6172933174919557485Via email
3%7%k7%k9%k5%7%11%g8%5%7%7%k

62231792514363948On another website
3%1%6%j5%j2%4%8%afg4%6%4%4%j

67161617272263746End of fixed term letter
3%3%4%4%5%e4%1%3%6%4%4%

35131410214233035On another energy
1%2%3%4%3%3%2%3%3%3%3%supplier website

9117713201313034Somewhere else (e.g. a
4%5%2%2%4%e3%1%4%1%3%3%newspaper article or

advertisement)

83567141311822Price increase letter
3%i2%1%2%2%2%1%5%1%2%2%

413-331--77On TV
2%h*1%-1%*1%--1%1%

322--16--77On the phone
1%h1%1%--*3%afg--1%1%

112-2111-34Online\internet (no
1%*1%-1%*1%2%ab-**detail)

1-22112--44Salesperson\rep
*-****1%--**

11---11--22Friends or family
*1%---**--**
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Q.172 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 148 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

32620932429841858315674879961157Unweighted Base
21622739736434868317269*99*10351203Weighted Base

---1-1--1-1Online account
---*-*--1%ab-*

-43557---1111Other
-2%1%1%1%1%---1%1%

1-2113--134Refused
*-****--1%**

11991317195263442Don't know
5%i4%2%3%5%3%3%3%6%3%3%
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Q.172 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 148 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

177179786936221281016843441157Unweighted Base
141191855102417927**104*7942781203Weighted Base

28562933215983425981380Bill
20%30%34%j31%33%29%32%33%29%32%j

37462542984442023781342Annual summary
26%24%30%29%25%15%19%30%d29%28%

192312014518-1611731163On my energy supplier(s)
14%12%14%14%10%-15%15%11%14%website

29348412030799241150Via a leaflet or letter
21%ah18%h10%12%17%28%9%12%15%12%sent directly to you

8146381416621585Via email
6%7%7%8%f2%5%6%8%5%7%f

1123539811032548On another website
*6%j4%j4%5%2%9%abc4%2%4%j

353839722271546End of fixed term letter
2%2%4%4%4%8%2%3%5%4%

33293232818735On another energy
2%1%3%3%2%7%8%abc2%2%3%supplier website

8518221224151334Somewhere else (e.g. a
6%h3%2%2%7%ag6%4%2%5%c3%newspaper article or

advertisement)

1119193149722Price increase letter
1%*2%2%2%4%4%c1%3%2%

4-47*-*437On TV
3%ahi-*1%*-*1%1%1%

16-7--1237On the phone
1%h3%ah-1%--1%*1%1%h

2-232--134Online\internet (no
1%ah-**1%--*1%*detail)

-1322--4-4Salesperson\rep
-***1%--1%-*

1-12--1-12Friends or family
1%-**--1%ac-**
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Q.172 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 148 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

177179786936221281016843441157Unweighted Base
141191855102417927**104*7942781203Weighted Base

--11----11Online account
--**----**

-3911--110-11Other
-1%1%1%--1%1%-1%

1-3311-124Refused
*-***5%-*1%*

59283482229842Don't know
4%5%3%3%5%9%2%4%3%3%
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Q.172 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 148 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

409631481023115610241331471388631157Unweighted Base
39*9961631070120210711321101269561203Weighted Base

1532440333379334463742298380Bill
37%33%24%31%32%31%35%34%33%31%32%

429147317342317253339270342Annual summary
9%29%k29%k30%e28%e30%e19%30%31%28%28%ek

1135261431631432017155163On my energy supplier(s)
2%14%16%k13%14%13%15%1%6%d16%cd14%cdwebsite

811725124150124262523101150Via a leaflet or letter
21%12%15%12%12%12%20%afgh22%ab18%b11%12%sent directly to you

17598085805157985Via email
2%8%6%7%7%7%4%1%4%8%d7%d

13794548452--4848On another website
3%4%5%4%4%4%2%--5%cd4%cd

-3974346432343846End of fixed term letter
-4%4%4%4%4%2%3%4%4%4%

13323235323-23135On another energy
2%3%1%3%3%3%2%-2%3%d3%dsupplier website

13033034303742234Somewhere else (e.g. a
3%3%2%3%3%3%3%6%ab4%2%3%newspaper article or

advertisement)

11822022202631122Price increase letter
3%2%1%2%2%2%2%6%ab2%1%2%

34-67623227On TV
7%aij*-1%1%1%1%3%ab2%b*1%

25-777--177On the phone
5%aij1%-1%1%1%--*1%1%

*313431-134Online\internet (no
1%*1%***1%-1%**detail)

-4-3431--44Salesperson\rep
-*-***1%--**

-2-222---22Friends or family
-*-***---**
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Q.172 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 148 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

409631481023115610241331471388631157Unweighted Base
39*9961631070120210711321101269561203Weighted Base

-1-111---11Online account
-*-***---**

-751011102-3811Other
-1%3%j1%1%1%1%-3%1%1%

-21444-1-24Refused
-*1%***-1%-**

33453642366653042Don't know
7%3%3%3%3%3%4%5%4%3%3%
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Q.172 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 148 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12110791372099041157Unweighted Base
11499*9788**2379241203Weighted Base

1544313365302380Bill
13%45%aeg32%g30%27%33%32%g

3127278468262342Annual summary
27%28%28%53%29%28%28%

1310140237117163On my energy supplier(s)
12%10%14%28%16%13%14%website

2511108121127150Via a leaflet or letter
22%ae11%11%8%9%14%12%sent directly to you

6574-216185Via email
5%5%8%-9%7%7%

2-471192548On another website
1%-5%f10%8%ab3%4%

13412113346End of fixed term letter
1%4%4%22%5%4%4%

1-35-102335On another energy
1%-4%-4%2%3%supplier website

5425-52834Somewhere else (e.g. a
5%4%3%-2%3%3%newspaper article or

advertisement)

1416-31922Price increase letter
1%5%2%-1%2%2%

2-5-177On TV
1%-1%-*1%1%

1-5-157On the phone
1%-*-1%1%1%

--4-224Online\internet (no
--*-1%**detail)

2-2-114Salesperson\rep
1%e-*-***
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Q.172 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 148 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12110791372099041157Unweighted Base
11499*9788**2379241203Weighted Base

1-1--22Friends or family
1%e-*--**

--1--11Online account
--*--**

228-2911Other
2%2%1%-1%1%1%

--3--44Refused
--*--**

9331-63442Don't know
8%ae3%3%-2%4%3%
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Q.172 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 148 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5884386501157Unweighted Base
57*8**4436921203Weighted Base

153147214380Bill
26%39%33%31%32%

152128195342Annual summary
27%25%29%28%28%

3138121163On my energy supplier(s)
6%11%9%17%ace14%cwebsite

12-6771150Via a leaflet or letter
21%b-15%b10%12%sent directly to you

-1196585Via email
-11%4%9%ce7%e

--123548On another website
--3%5%4%

-163946End of fixed term letter
-12%1%6%c4%c

2-82535On another energy
4%-2%4%3%supplier website

31161434Somewhere else (e.g. a
5%12%4%2%3%newspaper article or

advertisement)

1-101122Price increase letter
1%-2%2%2%

-16-7On TV
-13%1%b-1%

--437On the phone
--1%*1%

--224Online\internet (no
--***detail)

--314Salesperson\rep
--1%**
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Q.172 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 148 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5884386501157Unweighted Base
57*8**4436921203Weighted Base

--112Friends or family
--***

---11Online account
---**

1-6411Other
2%-1%1%1%

--124Refused
--***

8-201542Don't know
13%abc-4%b2%3%
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Q.172 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 148 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

64306452335441412193563787799412161157Unweighted Base
64*28947737446*1342324063688359622411203Weighted Base

810513912818387412811826230575380Bill
12%36%m29%m34%m39%28%32%31%32%31%32%31%32%m

77915010710396112710723526280342Annual summary
11%27%m31%m29%m21%29%26%31%29%28%27%33%28%m

726656581232693812512736163On my energy supplier(s)
11%9%14%17%l18%9%14%17%h10%15%e13%15%14%website

144159363202936599112327150Via a leaflet or letter
22%ajk14%12%10%6%15%f13%9%16%d11%13%11%12%sent directly to you

41235346513412164741185Via email
7%4%7%9%l13%h4%6%10%h6%8%8%5%7%

36142424924839291948On another website
5%2%3%6%kl5%3%4%6%2%5%3%8%ac4%

-42517155231234321446End of fixed term letter
-2%5%l4%l2%4%2%6%3%4%3%6%4%

311020-11015827231235On another energy
5%l*2%5%akl-1%4%4%2%3%2%5%c3%lsupplier website

713941836151930434Somewhere else (e.g. a
11%ajk5%jk2%1%2%6%afg1%1%4%2%3%2%3%newspaper article or

advertisement)

3946-36581420222Price increase letter
5%k3%k1%2%-2%3%1%2%2%2%1%2%

2141122126717On TV
3%ajl*1%*2%1%1%**1%1%*1%

121212--43437On the phone
2%1%*1%2%fg2%f--1%**1%1%

-*22---222224Online\internet (no
-***---*1%**1%*detail)

-221121--4224Salesperson\rep
-1%**2%f2%af*--**1%*
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Q.172 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 148 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

64306452335441412193563787799412161157Unweighted Base
64*28947737446*1342324063688359622411203Weighted Base

-11--1-1-22-2Friends or family
-**--1%-*-**-*

--1--1---1-11Online account
--*--1%a---*-1%c*

1461-35211010111Other
2%1%1%*-2%f2%f**1%1%*1%

2-2---2-224-4Refused
3%ajkl-*---1%-1%**-*

42011716115132939342Don't know
6%j7%ajk2%2%3%4%f5%f1%3%4%4%b1%3%f
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Q.172 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 148 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

75388484931285162765415383801157Unweighted Base
77491687633891*18381*5925914111203Weighted Base

256303282100216119190183119380Bill
33%33%32%30%23%33%23%32%31%29%32%

23327024895246323180182115342Annual summary
30%30%28%28%26%34%28%30%31%28%28%

89118113641425169810175163On my energy supplier(s)
11%13%13%19%a16%14%19%17%17%18%a14%website

1041191163412219656545150Via a leaflet or letter
13%13%13%10%13%12%11%11%11%11%12%sent directly to you

5459623177552503785Via email
7%6%7%9%8%4%6%9%8%9%7%

28373320312728272248On another website
4%4%4%6%3%7%9%a5%5%5%4%

32363622611430292846End of fixed term letter
4%4%4%6%7%6%5%5%5%7%a4%

16221820112126262035On another energy
2%2%2%6%a1%6%a1%4%4%5%3%supplier website

202521623176734Somewhere else (e.g. a
3%3%2%2%2%2%1%1%1%2%3%cnewspaper article or

advertisement)

172018622-910722Price increase letter
2%2%2%2%2%1%-2%2%2%2%
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Q.172 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 148 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

75388484931285162765415383801157Unweighted Base
77491687633891*18381*5925914111203Weighted Base

445*1113427On TV
1%*1%*1%*1%*1%*1%

76611132217On the phone
1%1%1%*1%1%4%a***1%

2431-2-4314Online\internet (no
****-1%-1%***detail)

2221-2-2214Salesperson\rep
****-1%-****

111-------2Friends or family
***-------*

111---1---1Online account
***---2%a---*

68101-1-88111Other
1%1%1%*-*-1%1%*1%

121-------4Refused
***-------*

24292963211110842Don't know
3%3%3%2%3%1%1%2%2%2%3%
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Q.172 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 148 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

17610365741317017697812855421451031157Unweighted Base
1**78*98*66*76*12478*21**71*82*13353*53*156114*1203Weighted Base

1233210273615828374921144633380Bill
100%30%33%m15%35%jm29%m19%39%39%jm46%abcjk37%jm40%jm27%29%m29%32%jm

m

-23351815352771610451296524342Annual summary
-30%g36%bdgl27%g20%29%g35%dg35%22%12%34%bdgl23%16%42%abdeg21%28%g

hkl

-1897122391101213341427163On my energy supplier(s)
-23%acefn9%11%16%18%ce12%4%14%14%10%6%8%9%24%acdefn14%website

-1062291683101122-81012150Via a leaflet or letter
-13%e7%34%abcefg12%e13%e10%e16%15%e14%e16%cen-16%e6%11%e12%cesent directly to you

hjklno

-5888134234115411185Via email
-6%8%b12%b10%b10%b5%8%4%5%8%b9%b7%7%b1%7%b

-153446-132-37848On another website
-1%5%4%6%3%8%f-1%4%1%-6%5%7%f4%

-33223422110146446End of fixed term letter
-4%3%3%2%3%5%8%2%1%8%g3%8%4%3%4%

-251233--32425435On another energy
-3%5%1%3%2%3%--4%1%7%fh3%3%4%3%supplier website

-421131-25156-434Somewhere else (e.g. a
-5%c2%1%1%2%1%-2%6%c1%9%acfln11%acfjkl-4%c3%newspaper article or

mnadvertisement)

-113-1-114321-422Price increase letter
-2%1%4%c-1%-3%1%5%c2%4%c3%-3%c2%

--1-12--2-1*1--7On TV
--1%-1%1%--3%-1%1%1%--1%

-11------41---17On the phone
-1%1%------5%ack1%---1%1%

--11------1--1-4Online\internet (no
--1%2%a------1%--1%-*detail)

-1---2-------2-4Salesperson\rep
-1%---1%-------1%-*
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Q.172 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 148 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

17610365741317017697812855421451031157Unweighted Base
1**78*98*66*76*12478*21**71*82*13353*53*156114*1203Weighted Base

-----------1--12Friends or family
-----------3%a--1%*

------1--------1Online account
------2%a--------*

--1-21--11311--11Other
--1%-2%1%--2%1%2%2%2%--1%

--2---1-------14Refused
--2%a---1%-------1%*

-2218551232423342Don't know
-2%2%1%10%abcfmn4%6%5%3%4%2%8%cf4%2%2%3%

o
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Q.172 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 149 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

32620932429841858315674879961157Unweighted Base
21622739736434868317269*99*10351203Weighted Base

172954532510722816130153To a great extent
8%13%14%k15%k7%16%g13%11%16%13%13%gk

49659610375181572421268313Somewhat
23%29%24%28%22%26%33%g34%21%26%26%

2017423533651561494114Very little
9%8%11%10%10%10%9%8%15%9%9%

122110201166212313753048522599Not at all
57%ah49%51%46%61%aef46%44%43%48%50%50%

754731733-2124Don't know
3%i2%1%2%1%3%2%4%-2%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 149 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

177179786936221281016843441157Unweighted Base
141191855102417927**104*7942781203Weighted Base

932113134181911726153To a great extent
6%17%j13%j13%10%2%9%15%b9%13%j

30442342763762721367313Somewhat
21%23%27%27%21%21%26%27%24%26%

189869321177829114Very little
13%i5%10%i9%12%2%6%10%10%9%

80101407503971656375152599Not at all
57%h53%48%49%54%61%54%47%55%c50%

44151864511424Don't know
3%2%2%2%3%14%5%c1%2%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 149 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

409631481023115610241331471388631157Unweighted Base
39*9961631070120210711321101269561203Weighted Base

41272213715313716411137153To a great extent
9%13%13%13%13%13%12%4%9%14%d13%d

1024754274312275381526270313Somewhat
26%25%33%j26%26%26%29%14%21%28%d26%d

2981410111410113141485114Very little
5%10%8%9%9%9%10%13%12%9%9%

2250769536599536647572449599Not at all
57%51%42%50%50%50%49%68%ab58%b47%50%

11842324231221524Don't know
3%2%3%2%2%2%1%2%1%2%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 149 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12110791372099041157Unweighted Base
11499*9788**2379241203Weighted Base

611137447100153To a great extent
5%11%14%g50%20%ab11%13%g

2923253-50250313Somewhat
26%24%26%-21%27%26%

12139022485114Very little
10%13%9%19%10%9%9%

63504813112470599Not at all
56%51%49%31%47%51%50%

4118-41924Don't know
4%1%2%-2%2%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 149 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5884386501157Unweighted Base
57*8**4436921203Weighted Base

5-36111153To a great extent
9%-8%16%c13%c

101114189313Somewhat
17%12%26%27%26%

424562114Very little
8%22%10%9%9%

365240316599Not at all
62%b65%54%b46%50%

2-91324Don't know
4%-2%2%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 149 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

64306452335441412193563787799412161157Unweighted Base
64*28947737446*1342324063688359622411203Weighted Base

1124991613279361179954153To a great extent
2%4%10%lm24%aklm14%h1%14%h19%ah10%14%10%22%ac13%hlm

8581301181041521178922325558313Somewhat
13%20%27%lm31%lm23%31%23%29%24%27%27%24%26%lm

6235332414263428869717114Very little
9%8%11%8%8%10%11%8%8%10%10%7%9%

471892331312476114172204396492107599Not at all
74%ajk65%ajk49%j35%52%56%f49%42%55%d47%51%45%50%fj

271232264101318524Don't know
2%2%2%1%3%2%3%1%3%2%2%2%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 149 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

75388484931285162765415383801157Unweighted Base
77491687633891*18381*5925914111203Weighted Base

961171068622498113116104153To a great extent
12%13%12%25%a24%a27%ae10%19%a20%a25%ad13%

191241220114254519184184133313Somewhat
25%26%25%34%a28%25%23%31%a31%a32%a26%

638080249126545832114Very little
8%9%9%7%10%7%8%9%10%8%9%

411463457110347543233225137599Not at all
53%51%52%32%37%41%52%39%38%33%50%bcdfgh

1415144*2598424Don't know
2%2%2%1%1%1%7%af2%1%1%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 149 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

17610365741317017697812855421451031157Unweighted Base
1**78*98*66*76*12478*21**71*82*13353*53*156114*1203Weighted Base

191175188881022581915153To a great extent
100%12%11%11%7%14%10%38%12%12%17%9%15%12%13%13%

-232026203314723152416163839313Somewhat
-29%20%40%acfgj26%27%18%32%33%f18%18%30%30%24%34%fgjn26%

n

-796512141679691410114Very little
-9%9%9%7%10%18%af3%9%9%7%11%17%9%9%9%

-375626455842532487626208543599Not at all
-47%57%bdm39%59%bdm47%54%26%45%59%bdm57%bdm48%37%55%b38%50%b

-23123--12111-724Don't know
-3%c3%c2%2%2%--2%2%1%2%1%-6%acf2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 150 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

32620932429841858315674879961157Unweighted Base
21622739736434868317269*99*10351203Weighted Base

16235247259418816114138To a great extent
7%10%13%k13%k7%14%g11%11%16%11%11%gk

3757799755165501816235270Somewhat
17%25%k20%27%k16%24%g29%g26%16%23%22%g

2019483036612068103117Very little
9%8%12%8%10%9%12%9%8%10%10%

136124215184230349813458567659Not at all
63%ahi55%54%51%66%aef51%47%49%59%55%55%

1----1---11Refused
1%----*---**

64362133311418Don't know
3%i2%1%2%1%2%2%5%b1%1%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 150 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

177179786936221281016843441157Unweighted Base
141191855102417927**104*7942781203Weighted Base

625107122152910819138To a great extent
5%13%j12%j12%9%6%9%14%b7%11%bj

23412012323832118957270Somewhat
16%22%24%23%21%10%20%24%21%22%

19168296203147327117Very little
13%8%10%9%11%12%13%9%10%10%

901064525571021557415173659Not at all
64%ah55%53%54%57%56%54%52%62%ac55%

--11---1-1Refused
--**---*-*

2412153438318Don't know
2%2%1%2%2%16%3%1%1%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 150 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

409631481023115610241331471388631157Unweighted Base
39*9961631070120210711321101269561203Weighted Base

71131812513812513212124138To a great extent
17%11%11%12%11%12%10%2%9%d13%d11%d

721744240269241291220237270Somewhat
18%22%27%22%22%22%22%11%16%25%cd22%d

21001410511710512141488117Very little
5%10%9%10%10%10%9%13%11%9%10%

2355282582659582788180495659Not at all
59%55%50%54%55%54%59%73%ab63%b52%55%

-1-111---11Refused
-*-***---**

*134181818*211118Don't know
1%1%3%2%2%2%*2%1%1%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 150 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12110791372099041157Unweighted Base
11499*9788**2379241203Weighted Base

5712444487138To a great extent
5%7%13%g50%19%ab9%11%g

2024223-45214270Somewhat
17%24%23%-19%23%22%

14119321892117Very little
12%11%10%19%8%10%10%

71555233128514659Not at all
62%56%54%31%54%56%55%

--1--11Refused
--*--**

4212-21518Don't know
4%2%1%-1%2%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 150 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5884386501157Unweighted Base
57*8**4436921203Weighted Base

5-3498138To a great extent
9%-8%14%c11%c

8191170270Somewhat
14%12%20%25%22%

424962117Very little
8%22%11%9%10%

375262353659Not at all
65%65%59%b51%55%

--1-1Refused
--*-*

2-6918Don't know
4%-1%1%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 150 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

64306452335441412193563787799412161157Unweighted Base
64*28947737446*1342324063688359622411203Weighted Base

-113691552575291098454138To a great extent
-4%8%lm24%aklm11%4%11%h18%agh8%13%e9%22%ac11%hklm

5401121121327511067119821357270Somewhat
9%14%23%lm30%alm27%20%22%26%19%24%22%24%22%lm

8196327415233137809620117Very little
13%6%13%ajl7%9%11%10%8%10%10%10%9%10%

482142551422486128189220439552107659Not at all
75%ajk74%ajk54%j38%52%64%af55%47%60%d53%57%b44%55%bfj

--1----1-11-1Refused
--*----*-**-*

2691-14310816318Don't know
3%j2%2%*-1%2%1%3%d1%2%1%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 150 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

75388484931285162765415383801157Unweighted Base
77491687633891*18381*5925914111203Weighted Base

7910290811949910710695138To a great extent
10%11%10%24%a21%a27%ae11%18%a18%a23%a11%

165214194108184417174174120270Somewhat
21%23%22%32%ag20%24%21%29%a29%a29%a22%

688280229168596530117Very little
9%9%9%6%10%9%10%10%11%7%10%

454508505125447445244240163659Not at all
59%55%58%37%49%40%55%f41%41%40%55%bcdfh

-1-----11-1Refused
-*-----**-*

7973*1365318Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%*3%1%1%1%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 150 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

17610365741317017697812855421451031157Unweighted Base
1**78*98*66*76*12478*21**71*82*13353*53*156114*1203Weighted Base

-77751511541120492213138To a great extent
-8%7%11%6%12%14%25%6%14%15%7%17%14%11%11%

-16172219329722112014143036270Somewhat
-21%18%33%cfgjn25%26%fgj12%32%32%fgjn13%15%25%26%19%32%acfgj22%

n

-1297698-81011481213117Very little
-15%9%11%8%8%10%-12%12%8%7%15%7%12%10%

1416328456650936488231229347659Not at all
100%53%64%bdm42%59%b53%64%bdm42%50%59%b61%bdm58%41%60%bdm41%55%b

--------------11Refused
--------------1%a*

-222221-*2-11-318Don't know
-3%c2%3%c2%2%1%-1%2%-2%1%-2%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 151 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

32620932429841858315674879961157Unweighted Base
21622739736434868317269*99*10351203Weighted Base

17194843239014613108127To a great extent
8%8%12%12%7%13%g8%8%14%10%11%g

3442658041131501213197222Somewhat
16%19%16%22%12%19%g29%afg17%13%19%18%g

1521403130611731391108Very little
7%9%10%9%9%9%10%4%13%9%9%

145139235203250384894359620722Not at all
67%ahi62%59%56%72%aef56%51%63%60%60%60%

459641735-1924Don't know
2%2%2%2%1%3%2%7%abc-2%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 151 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

177179786936221281016843441157Unweighted Base
141191855102417927**104*7942781203Weighted Base

8219511017179821127To a great extent
6%11%11%11%9%2%7%12%b8%11%

22351641962541615250222Somewhat
16%18%19%19%14%17%16%19%18%18%

1218788721287820108Very little
9%9%9%8%12%6%7%10%7%9%

941135026091131666457184722Not at all
67%60%59%60%63%59%64%58%66%c60%

5416213479424Don't know
3%2%2%2%2%16%6%abc1%1%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 151 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

409631481023115610241331471388631157Unweighted Base
39*9961631070120210711321101269561203Weighted Base

11091711512711512210114127To a great extent
4%11%10%11%11%11%9%2%8%d12%d11%d

517540192221193291013197222Somewhat
14%18%25%18%18%18%22%9%10%21%cd18%cd

391131011081017111383108Very little
7%9%8%9%9%9%5%10%10%9%9%

2960487639722639838687546722Not at all
75%i61%54%60%60%60%63%78%ab69%b57%60%

*1862324232*41524Don't know
1%2%3%2%2%2%1%*3%2%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 151 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12110791372099041157Unweighted Base
11499*9788**2379241203Weighted Base

7911034378127To a great extent
6%9%11%40%18%ab8%11%

2017180235175222Somewhat
18%17%18%18%15%19%18%

10128612184108Very little
9%12%9%11%9%9%9%

72605823133568722Not at all
63%60%60%31%56%61%60%

4219-51924Don't know
4%2%2%-2%2%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 151 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5884386501157Unweighted Base
57*8**4436921203Weighted Base

3-3293127To a great extent
5%-7%13%c11%

8173139222Somewhat
15%12%17%20%18%

614060108Very little
10%11%9%9%9%

386290385722Not at all
67%77%66%b56%60%

2-71524Don't know
4%-2%2%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 151 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

64306452335441412193563787799412161157Unweighted Base
64*28947737446*1342324063688359622411203Weighted Base

-83683813068221057255127To a great extent
-3%7%lm22%aklm17%h1%13%h17%ah6%13%e8%23%ac11%cehlm

539908982432956315917151222Somewhat
7%13%19%m24%alm18%18%14%23%g17%19%18%21%18%m

4224933213243630788820108Very little
6%8%10%9%4%10%11%9%8%9%9%8%9%

522152891662795140202244478612110722Not at all
82%ajk75%ajk61%j44%58%71%af60%f50%66%ad57%64%b46%60%bfj

35133215691619524Don't know
5%j2%3%1%3%1%2%1%2%2%2%2%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 151 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

75388484931285162765415383801157Unweighted Base
77491687633891*18381*5925914111203Weighted Base

77938776144611989787127To a great extent
10%10%10%22%a16%25%a14%16%a16%a21%a11%

12316414891204312141142104222Somewhat
16%18%17%27%a22%24%15%24%a24%a25%a18%

6680772912157535740108Very little
9%9%9%9%14%8%8%9%10%10%9%

493563550138447647290285176722Not at all
64%62%63%41%48%41%57%f49%48%43%60%bcdfgh

1416144*341211424Don't know
2%2%2%1%1%2%5%2%2%1%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 151 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

17610365741317017697812855421451031157Unweighted Base
1**78*98*66*76*12478*21**71*82*13353*53*156114*1203Weighted Base

-877412947722132115127To a great extent
-10%7%10%6%10%12%20%9%8%17%aeln3%6%14%e13%11%

-1811121628761314158123131222Somewhat
-23%fjn11%18%21%22%fjn9%27%19%17%11%15%22%20%27%afjn18%f

-9115571121138881011108Very little
-12%11%8%7%5%14%gk10%16%cfgk4%6%15%gk14%6%9%9%

1406638497651939578735309452722Not at all
100%52%68%bo58%64%b61%b65%b43%56%70%bo65%b65%b56%61%b46%60%b

-23422--*2211-524Don't know
-3%c3%c6%acj2%2%--1%2%1%2%1%-5%c2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 152 

Compare your
current tariff
against other
tariffs from

Switch youryour supplier
tariff and/oror anotherCheck your

suppliersuppliercurrent tariff

115711571157Unweighted Base
120312031203Weighted Base

127138153To a great extent
11%11%13%

222270313Somewhat
18%22%26%

108117114Very little
9%10%9%

722659599Not at all
60%55%50%

-1-Refused
-*-

241824Don't know
2%2%2%
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Q.173 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Summary Table
Base: All who are aware of TCR

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)



Table 153 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

329371651659598110430810018217272010Yes
23%30%k34%jk45%aijk35%e36%e26%28%33%34%d34%dejk

9627781122706972180778921633630153567No
68%ahij63%ahi59%h49%57%58%67%afg61%60%59%60%gh

99628135241925Refused
1%h1%h*****1%1%**

1117011787130184703737311385Don't know
8%ahj6%6%6%8%f6%6%10%ab7%6%6%
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Q.174 A Personal Projection is an estimated annual cost of a tariff, based on your expected energy use. Prior to this interview, have you seen a Personal Projection?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 153 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

200317146916803303714613904362010Yes
20%26%j40%aij33%35%19%23%40%abde26%e34%bdeij

69783019803017550124417191211153567No
71%ahi67%ah54%60%58%64%c65%ac55%67%ac60%ch

6810223-173525Refused
1%1%***-3%abce***c

7377231319663361189101385Don't know
7%6%6%6%7%17%abcd10%abc5%6%6%
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Q.174 A Personal Projection is an estimated annual cost of a tariff, based on your expected energy use. Prior to this interview, have you seen a Personal Projection?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 153 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

87162129317772006178023019916416402010Yes
17%35%k41%ajk34%34%34%32%23%27%37%acd34%cdk

357277839031163559312444358139925523567No
68%aij59%i54%59%60%59%62%67%ab66%ab57%60%bi

5111212521451825Refused
1%j*****1%1%b***

7327132339380344408344241385Don't know
14%aij6%4%6%6%7%6%10%ab7%5%6%b
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Q.174 A Personal Projection is an estimated annual cost of a tariff, based on your expected energy use. Prior to this interview, have you seen a Personal Projection?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 153 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

17217516451339415672010Yes
18%32%g38%afg35%43%ab33%34%g

74432524342548128203567No
76%aef59%56%65%52%60%c60%ce

3313-11825Refused
***-***

6246259-43292385Don't know
6%8%e6%-5%6%6%
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Q.174 A Personal Projection is an estimated annual cost of a tariff, based on your expected energy use. Prior to this interview, have you seen a Personal Projection?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 153 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

1282678010722010Yes
18%45%ce27%e45%ace34%ce

45231189411783567No
64%ab53%67%abd50%60%b

4-8725Refused
1%-***

1181159105385Don't know
17%abcd2%6%4%6%b
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Q.174 A Personal Projection is an estimated annual cost of a tariff, based on your expected energy use. Prior to this interview, have you seen a Personal Projection?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 153 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

10156176358593253362638637137316143962010Yes
8%26%m45%alm66%aklm46%ah33%42%ah49%agh24%42%ae32%44%ac34%elm

9951454841277934674606131834173331104573567No
79%ajkl67%ajk50%j31%47%61%fgi53%f47%68%ad53%61%b51%60%bdfgijk

17441-11519621425Refused
1%ajkl***-***1%d****

14414673211347444520018534242385Don't know
11%ajkl7%jk4%j2%7%f6%f5%3%7%d6%7%b5%6%fjk
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Q.174 A Personal Projection is an estimated annual cost of a tariff, based on your expected energy use. Prior to this interview, have you seen a Personal Projection?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 153 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

1148142113564721662771498368386122010Yes
33%35%k34%62%a56%a52%ae33%55%a53%a61%acd34%

2144235123862591112352716266683523567No
61%j58%60%34%38%44%60%f41%b42%b35%60%bcdfgh

679324244425Refused
****1%1%*****

20624125023172028606239385Don't know
6%6%6%3%6%4%6%4%4%4%6%bcdfh
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Q.174 A Personal Projection is an estimated annual cost of a tariff, based on your expected energy use. Prior to this interview, have you seen a Personal Projection?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 153 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

813920692135199135479612224096882401662010Yes
30%44%abdeg47%abdeg31%dh33%dh37%bdeh33%dh33%dh20%35%bdh43%abdeg30%dh16%42%abdeg28%dh34%bdh

hijlmhijklmhijlmhjlm

12165204171233301245853732082922024123083563567No
48%53%46%58%n56%n56%n60%fn60%n76%abcef60%n53%64%cfno75%abcef54%n60%fno60%cfno

gijklmnogijklmno

2243--4-25--2-125Refused
7%1%1%cfk1%cfk--1%cfkl-*1%abcefk--*-**

l

4728274534251019132320451967385Don't know
15%2%6%co9%cfgho11%acefgh6%co6%o7%o4%4%4%6%o8%cfgho3%11%acefgh6%cfho

jknojkno
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Q.174 A Personal Projection is an estimated annual cost of a tariff, based on your expected energy use. Prior to this interview, have you seen a Personal Projection?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 154 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

49934754354471593128710016116721933Unweighted Base
3293716516595981104308100*18217272010Weighted Base

125122237235228403873371614718Annual summary
38%33%36%36%38%e37%e28%33%39%36%36%e

99107182195186314842843513584Bill
30%29%28%30%31%28%27%28%24%30%29%

5754767794116532124219264Via a leaflet or letter
17%ahi15%12%12%16%f11%17%f21%ab13%13%13%sent directly to you

2240848045132481217196225On my energy supplier(s)
7%11%k13%k12%k7%12%g16%ag12%9%11%11%gkwebsite

1537645240963178152168Via email
4%10%k10%k8%k7%9%10%7%4%9%8%k

910192520403555363End of fixed term letter
3%3%3%4%3%4%e1%5%3%3%3%

26141762510173240On another website
1%2%2%3%k1%2%3%g1%4%2%2%

469147243452533On another energy
1%2%1%2%1%2%1%4%2%1%2%supplier website

88869165212830Price increase letter
3%h2%1%1%2%1%2%2%*2%2%

21885121-11718On the phone
1%*1%1%1%1%*-1%1%1%

235-352-2810Somewhere else (e.g. a
1%h1%h1%h-1%*1%-1%*1%newspaper article or

advertisement)

123--42--66On an App
*1%*--*1%g--**

22-1221--55Salesperson\rep
1%1%-****--**

--2--11-112Online account
--*--**-1%**

--1-1----11Online
--*-*----**
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Q.175 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 154 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

49934754354471593128710016116721933Unweighted Base
3293716516595981104308100*18217272010Weighted Base

1244172-2810Other
*1%1%1%*1%1%-1%*1%

-12214--234Refused
-*****--1%**

19162513244095135473Don't know
6%ah4%h4%2%4%4%3%5%7%ab3%4%
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Q.175 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 154 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

243298136815483853914511965531933Unweighted Base
2003171469168033037*14613904362010Weighted Base

71905496031151440513151718Annual summary
36%28%37%i36%35%37%27%37%d35%36%i

4110343448598849397129584Bill
21%32%j30%j29%30%22%33%29%30%29%j

48551542036151616478264Via a leaflet or letter
24%ah17%h10%12%19%ag15%11%12%18%ac13%hsent directly to you

15351752052051917229225On my energy supplier(s)
7%11%12%12%f6%13%13%b12%b7%11%bfwebsite

1430123148201713525168Via email
7%9%8%9%6%3%5%10%b6%8%b

42565310-2441663End of fixed term letter
2%1%4%i3%3%-1%3%4%3%i

2731373-431640On another website
1%2%2%2%1%-2%2%1%2%

35252942622433On another energy
2%2%2%2%1%6%b4%b2%1%2%supplier website

8220274-2181030Price increase letter
4%ahi1%1%2%1%-2%1%2%2%

35111542113318On the phone
1%2%1%1%1%5%abc1%1%1%1%

32491--7310Somewhere else (e.g. a
1%h1%*1%*--*1%1%newspaper article or

advertisement)

11451-1316On an App
*****-1%***

-135---315Salesperson\rep
-***---***

-1111-1-12Online account
-****-1%c-**

--1-1--1-1Online
--*-*g--*-*
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Q.175 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 154 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

243298136815483853914511965531933Unweighted Base
2003171469168033037*14613904362010Weighted Base

-4673--8310Other
-1%**1%--1%1%1%

-2341--414Refused
-1%***--***

711525814515341973Don't know
3%4%4%3%4%14%abc10%abc2%4%c4%
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Q.175 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 154 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

79156727716911929169523826018814791933Unweighted Base
87*162129317772006178023019916416402010Weighted Base

23583109634718634847169575718Annual summary
26%36%37%36%36%36%36%36%42%35%36%

2147883518582520648648448584Bill
23%29%28%29%29%29%28%43%abc29%27%29%

1720241225262227373230200264Via a leaflet or letter
20%12%14%13%13%13%16%16%18%b12%13%sent directly to you

71912720722420817410211225On my energy supplier(s)
8%12%9%12%11%12%8%2%6%d13%cd11%cdwebsite

5141221551681551327159168Via email
6%9%8%9%8%9%6%1%4%d10%cd8%d

-5495563557555263End of fixed term letter
-3%3%3%3%3%3%3%3%3%3%

425113640364-13940On another website
5%2%4%j2%2%2%2%-*2%d2%d

32373033303-23233On another energy
4%1%2%2%2%2%1%-1%2%d2%dsupplier website

12723030301442330Price increase letter
1%2%1%2%2%2%*2%2%1%2%

11431718171121518On the phone
1%1%1%1%1%1%*1%1%1%1%

3529109112810Somewhere else (e.g. a
4%aij*1%1%1%1%**1%*1%newspaper article or

advertisement)

-52666--156On an App
-*1%***--1%**

*314541--55Salesperson\rep
*******--**

-111211--22Online account
-******--**

-1-111---11Online
-*-***---**
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Q.175 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 154 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

79156727716911929169523826018814791933Unweighted Base
87*162129317772006178023019916416402010Weighted Base

172101010111810Other
2%*1%1%1%1%**1%1%1%

-32444-1-44Refused
-*1%***-*-**

75966173611111114973Don't know
8%ai4%2%3%4%3%5%6%b7%ab3%4%
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Q.175 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 154 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18818515401235915251933Unweighted Base
172175164513**39415672010Weighted Base

72585848140559718Annual summary
42%33%35%60%35%36%36%

3382459-93482584Bill
19%47%aeg28%g-24%31%c29%cg

4124196138219264Via a leaflet or letter
24%aef14%12%8%10%14%c13%sent directly to you

79210245173225On my energy supplier(s)
4%5%13%fg11%11%11%11%fgwebsite

84155-49116168Via email
5%2%9%fg-12%ab7%8%f

55542154663End of fixed term letter
3%3%3%14%4%3%3%

1138-162140On another website
*1%2%-4%ab1%2%

1329-102133On another energy
1%2%2%-3%1%2%supplier website

6121-52530Price increase letter
4%ae1%1%-1%2%2%

2-17-61218On the phone
1%-1%-2%1%1%

-19-2710Somewhere else (e.g. a
-1%1%-**1%newspaper article or

advertisement)

115-166On an App
1%**-***

1-4-145Salesperson\rep
*-*-***

--2-112Online account
--*-***
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Q.175 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 154 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18818515401235915251933Unweighted Base
172175164513**39415672010Weighted Base

--1-1-1Online
--*-*-*

11613710Other
1%1%*7%1%*1%

--4-234Refused
--*-***

8756-126073Don't know
5%4%3%-3%4%4%
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Q.175 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 154 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1332576010111933Unweighted Base
12826**78010722010Weighted Base

4210303362718Annual summary
33%38%39%b34%36%

299240306584Bill
23%33%31%29%29%

235127107264Via a leaflet or letter
18%b21%16%ab10%13%bsent directly to you

11-52162225On my energy supplier(s)
9%-7%15%ac11%cwebsite

10-52105168Via email
8%-7%10%c8%

21105063End of fixed term letter
1%4%1%5%ac3%c

2-132640On another website
1%-2%2%2%

3172233On another energy
2%5%1%2%2%supplier website

3-101830Price increase letter
2%-1%2%2%

1151118On the phone
1%4%1%1%1%

3-2510Somewhere else (e.g. a
2%abc-*1%1%newspaper article or

advertisement)

-15-6On an App
-3%1%b-*

1-135Salesperson\rep
*-***

---12Online account
---**
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Q.175 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 154 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1332576010111933Unweighted Base
12826**78010722010Weighted Base

---11Online
---**

-14510Other
-4%1%*1%

2--34Refused
1%ac--**

13-263473Don't know
10%abc-3%3%4%
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Q.175 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 154 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

10457672752691267345557644128915663671933Unweighted Base
101*56176358593*253362638637137316143962010Weighted Base

192182981823092116225240478595123718Annual summary
19%39%jm39%jm31%m32%36%32%35%38%35%37%31%36%m

191712021923078113157203381478106584Bill
19%30%m27%33%km33%31%31%f25%32%28%30%27%29%fm

488686441542455210316121252264Via a leaflet or letter
47%ajkl15%jk11%j8%16%f16%f12%f8%16%d12%13%13%13%fjsent directly to you

736948841947985616918243225On my energy supplier(s)
7%6%12%l15%alm5%8%13%i15%ahi9%12%e11%11%11%lwebsite

6416357131629763513312938168Via email
6%7%8%10%14%h6%8%12%ah5%10%e8%10%8%e

-1119322711321350451763End of fixed term letter
-2%3%6%aklm2%3%3%5%a2%4%3%4%3%

121324-2725436221840On another website
1%*2%l4%akl-1%2%4%ah1%3%e1%5%ac2%el

1912121-51882524933On another energy
1%2%2%2%1%-1%3%h1%2%2%2%2%hsupplier website

*101463459112024730Price increase letter
*2%2%1%3%2%1%1%2%1%1%2%2%

11512225461315418On the phone
1%*1%2%kl2%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

-623-2-4465610Somewhere else (e.g. a
-1%**-1%-1%1%**1%c1%newspaper article or

advertisement)

-311-112246-6On an App
-1%**-******-*

-131-41--5235Salesperson\rep
-***-1%af*--**1%*

-11---1-112-2Online account
-**---*-***-*
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Q.175 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 154 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

10457672752691267345557644128915663671933Unweighted Base
101*56176358593*253362638637137316143962010Weighted Base

--1----1-1-11Online
--*----*-*-**

-3351-23469110Other
-**1%1%-1%*1%*1%*1%

--32---4-4234Refused
--**---1%-**1%*

829251131111142943591373Don't know
8%ajk5%j3%2%3%4%3%2%5%3%4%3%4%
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Q.175 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 154 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1126138013204261632521437647665631933Unweighted Base
1148142113564721662771498368386122010Weighted Base

418515494146509638277281189718Annual summary
36%36%36%31%30%34%25%33%34%31%36%be

334424390142387145246237176584Bill
29%30%29%30%23%25%30%29%28%29%29%

15418718145183720847660264Via a leaflet or letter
13%13%13%10%11%13%13%10%9%10%13%bcdsent directly to you

1151561527631291712713299225On my energy supplier(s)
10%11%11%16%a18%a10%11%15%a16%a16%a11%website

10111911443212811797963168Via email
9%8%8%9%12%10%7%9%9%10%8%

35464023714638452863End of fixed term letter
3%3%3%5%4%5%4%4%5%a5%3%

22302616312827301940On another website
2%2%2%3%2%4%a5%a3%4%a3%2%

17222116-7221221633On another energy
2%2%2%3%ag-2%2%3%3%3%2%supplier website

20212264151010930Price increase letter
2%2%2%1%3%1%3%f1%1%2%2%

12111111-3113101118On the phone
1%1%1%2%a-1%*2%1%2%1%
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Q.175 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 154 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1126138013204261632521437647665631933Unweighted Base
1148142113564721662771498368386122010Weighted Base

333324334410Somewhere else (e.g. a
***1%1%1%2%**1%1%newspaper article or

advertisement)

2331---1216On an App
****---****

55511111115Salesperson\rep
******1%****

----------2Online account
----------*

---1-1-1111Online
---*-*-****

810841-176510Other
1%1%1%1%1%-1%1%1%1%1%

44422213344Refused
****1%1%1%**1%*

4247491169620211573Don't know
4%3%4%2%4%3%4%2%3%2%4%
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Q.175 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 154 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

713521190127204121409112523594732251551933Unweighted Base
8**13920692*13519913547*96*12224096*88*2401662010Weighted Base

4528525316949222632108342710451718Annual summary
53%38%l41%ghlm27%23%35%l36%l46%ghl27%26%45%abdgh35%30%43%abghl31%36%l

klmm

14160205062261737427428235746584Bill
10%30%29%22%37%cjm31%j19%36%j38%cjm34%j31%j29%26%24%28%29%j

-15312517302041220275172220264Via a leaflet or letter
-11%15%e27%abcef12%15%e15%e8%12%16%e11%5%19%ce9%12%13%esent directly to you

hijklno

212121619191617132014143229225On my energy supplier(s)
22%9%6%17%fin14%n10%12%2%7%10%8%15%in16%in13%n17%afhik11%nwebsite

no

-12161112203571121982112168Via email
-8%j8%12%j9%j10%j2%10%7%9%j9%j10%j9%9%j7%8%j

-61555511411326863End of fixed term letter
-4%n1%6%n4%2%4%1%1%3%5%n3%3%2%5%n3%

154-144326-2-4340On another website
16%3%f2%f-1%2%f3%f7%acdflm2%f5%afm-2%f-2%2%f2%f

-452-131-42223433On another energy
-3%2%2%-1%2%2%-3%1%2%2%1%2%2%supplier website

-432-2-1337113230Price increase letter
-3%1%2%-1%-1%3%2%3%1%1%1%1%2%

-11-351-122211-18On the phone
-**-2%3%a1%-1%1%1%2%1%*-1%

-22----2-1--2-310Somewhere else (e.g. a
-1%1%----4%acfk-1%--2%-2%1%newspaper article or

advertisement)

--121------2-1-6On an App
--*2%1%------2%af-*-*

-3--*1--------15Salesperson\rep
-2%a--**--------**

-----11--------2Online account
-----*1%--------*
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Q.175 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 154 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

713521190127204121409112523594732251551933Unweighted Base
8**13920692*13519913547*96*12224096*88*2401662010Weighted Base

-----1---------1Online
-----*---------*

--1-112-1-21--210Other
--1%-1%*2%-1%-1%1%--1%1%

-1----2------2-4Refused
-1%----1%------1%-*

-59165121446826473Don't know
-4%4%1%4%3%9%abcfkm3%4%3%2%8%acfkm2%3%3%4%
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Q.175 And where did you see this?
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 155 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

49934754354471593128710016116721933Unweighted Base
3293716516595981104308100*18217272010Weighted Base

1527828153123291024170205To a great extent
5%7%13%jk12%jk9%11%10%10%13%10%10%k

6185136149105251752528379431Somewhat
19%23%21%23%18%23%g24%g25%15%22%21%g

3743646351121351219177207Very little
11%12%10%10%9%11%11%12%10%10%10%

212212352362384588165531089761138Not at all
64%ahij57%54%55%64%aef53%54%53%59%57%57%

1-3--31--44Refused
*-*--**--**

341345183132125Don't know
1%1%2%1%1%2%1%1%2%1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 155 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

243298136815483853914511965531933Unweighted Base
2003171469168033037*14613904362010Weighted Base

12311621703421416326205To a great extent
6%10%11%j10%10%6%9%12%b6%10%bj

29753263666563631080431Somewhat
14%24%j22%j22%20%15%25%22%18%21%j

25321471614612013552207Very little
12%10%10%10%14%g2%13%10%12%10%

13416981595718128717652731138Not at all
67%ahi53%55%57%55%77%acd48%55%63%acd57%

1-331-2114Refused
*-***-1%ac***

-917224-416525Don't know
-3%hj1%1%1%-3%1%1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 155 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

79156727716911929169523826018814791933Unweighted Base
87*162129317772006178023019916416402010Weighted Base

1216130175205175301112181205To a great extent
14%10%10%10%10%10%13%6%7%11%d10%d

1335165397430398332232375431Somewhat
15%22%22%22%e21%e22%e14%11%19%d23%d21%de

1016233182206183241713177207Very little
12%10%11%10%10%10%10%9%8%11%10%

47927161999113610001381441088841138Not at all
53%57%55%56%57%56%60%72%ab66%ab54%57%

-4-444---24Refused
-*-***---**

516420252055-2125Don't know
6%aij1%1%1%1%1%2%2%c-1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 155 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18818515401235915251933Unweighted Base
172175164513**39415672010Weighted Base

810185551146205To a great extent
4%6%11%fg37%13%9%10%g

2729379294327431Somewhat
16%16%23%g15%24%21%21%

2021165133167207Very little
11%12%10%7%8%11%10%

11711388962099071138Not at all
68%ae64%e54%41%53%58%57%

--4-114Refused
--*-***

1322-61825Don't know
*2%1%-1%1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 155 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1332576010111933Unweighted Base
12826**78010722010Weighted Base

6239157205To a great extent
4%9%5%15%ace10%ce

212152255431Somewhat
16%9%19%24%c21%

1969389207Very little
15%b24%12%b8%10%

76164885571138Not at all
59%59%63%ab52%57%b

--224Refused
--***

6-61325Don't know
5%abc-1%1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 155 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

10457672752691267345557644128915663671933Unweighted Base
101*56176358593*253362638637137316143962010Weighted Base

-15651251011351024515912184205To a great extent
-3%9%lm21%aklm11%h4%10%h16%agh7%12%e7%21%ac10%cehlm

67018616924529016899332331100431Somewhat
6%12%24%lm29%alm26%21%25%26%a16%24%e20%25%21%elm

1463894182730538112618126207Very little
14%j11%j12%j7%9%10%8%8%13%d9%11%b7%10%bj

79402412245491602003044067319571801138Not at all
78%ajk72%ajk54%j42%53%63%f55%f48%64%ad53%59%b46%57%bfj

--4--1-3-4314Refused
--1%--*-*-****

21175146752021425Don't know
2%2%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 155 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1126138013204261632521437647665631933Unweighted Base
1148142113564721662771498368386122010Weighted Base

107144125102257216149146122205To a great extent
9%10%9%22%a15%26%ae11%18%a17%a20%a10%

228300286146457238238233179431Somewhat
20%21%21%31%a27%26%26%28%a28%a29%a21%

1091271213711198767545207Very little
9%9%9%8%7%7%5%9%9%7%10%b

69083080518282110863633732581138Not at all
60%58%59%39%49%h40%57%f43%45%42%57%bcdfh

121--1-22-4Refused
***--*-**-*

131818633198825Don't know
1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 155 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

713521190127204121409112523594732251551933Unweighted Base
8**13920692*13519913547*96*12224096*88*2401662010Weighted Base

-111816112317741525782022205To a great extent
-8%9%17%ch8%11%12%16%h4%13%h10%7%10%8%13%h10%

-383125266123520184218255347431Somewhat
-27%fgin15%27%gin19%30%aefgi17%10%21%15%18%19%28%gin22%28%fgijn21%n

jln

-1722717221361761416111921207Very little
-12%fg11%7%12%fg11%10%13%17%acfg5%6%17%cfg13%8%13%fg10%f

866132458191792955821595244142721138Not at all
100%48%64%abdkm49%60%bk46%59%bk61%57%67%abdkm66%abdek54%50%59%bko44%57%bk

oomo

-1------------34Refused
-1%------------2%a*

-62--23-*1-3-6225Don't know
-4%afl1%--1%2%f-*1%-3%f-2%f1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Check your current tariff
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 156 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

49934754354471593128710016116721933Unweighted Base
3293716516595981104308100*18217272010Weighted Base

162670744811821719161186To a great extent
5%7%11%k11%jk8%11%7%7%10%9%9%k

516511813280220672027320366Somewhat
15%18%18%20%13%20%g22%g20%15%19%18%g

3244677154124361112191214Very little
10%12%10%11%9%11%12%11%7%11%11%

2252293793784116221796012210301212Not at all
68%ahi62%58%57%69%aef56%58%59%67%60%60%

2-2--4---44Refused
1%-*--*---**

361636166322328Don't know
1%2%2%h*1%1%2%3%1%1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 156 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

243298136815483853914511965531933Unweighted Base
2003171469168033037*14613904362010Weighted Base

10241521622431415317186To a great extent
5%8%10%j10%7%7%9%b11%b4%9%bj

24652753105652526671366Somewhat
12%21%j19%j18%17%14%17%19%16%18%j

22381491694622214447214Very little
11%12%10%10%14%g5%15%10%11%11%

143180871101020127798102961212Not at all
71%ahi57%59%60%61%73%d54%58%68%acd60%

1-34--2114Refused
*-**--1%ac***

-919253-617528Don't know
-3%j1%1%1%-4%abc1%1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 156 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

79156727716911929169523826018814791933Unweighted Base
87*162129317772006178023019916416402010Weighted Base

9151231691861691888169186To a great extent
11%9%8%9%9%9%8%4%5%10%cd9%d

1429260330366330361326326366Somewhat
16%18%20%19%18%19%16%7%16%d20%d18%d

716737190212193221415185214Very little
8%10%13%11%11%11%9%7%9%11%11%

509901691061121110621501601169341212Not at all
57%61%58%60%60%60%65%80%abc70%ab57%60%

-4-444---24Refused
-*-***---**

717424282444-2328Don't know
8%aij1%1%1%1%1%2%2%-1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 156 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18818515401235915251933Unweighted Base
172175164513**39415672010Weighted Base

58172548130186To a great extent
3%4%10%fg37%12%b8%9%fg

2224322-78281366Somewhat
13%14%20%g-20%18%18%

2118175341163214Very little
12%11%11%22%11%10%11%

12112394962199711212Not at all
71%ae70%ae58%41%56%62%c60%

--4--14Refused
--*--**

3223-71928Don't know
1%1%1%-2%1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 156 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1332576010111933Unweighted Base
12826**78010722010Weighted Base

8-32147186To a great extent
6%-4%14%ace9%c

143115233366Somewhat
11%12%15%22%ace18%ce

19389103214Very little
15%11%11%10%11%

81205355741212Not at all
63%b76%69%ab54%60%b

--224Refused
--***

6-81428Don't know
5%abc-1%1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 156 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

10457672752691267345557644128915663671933Unweighted Base
101*56176358593*253362638637137316143962010Weighted Base

-1259115910341013115510779186To a great extent
-2%8%lm20%aklm10%h4%9%h16%agh5%11%e7%20%ac9%cehlm

4541571512340641597728927097366Somewhat
4%10%21%lm26%aklm25%16%18%25%agh12%21%e17%24%ac18%elm

1356925593338636914518233214Very little
12%10%12%9%10%13%11%10%11%11%11%8%11%

814294452565116722030245375910311801212Not at all
80%ajk77%ajk58%j44%55%66%f61%f47%71%ad55%64%ab46%60%bdfj

--4----3-44-4Refused
--*----*-**-*

310781461162121628Don't know
3%k2%1%1%1%1%2%2%1%2%1%2%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 156 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1126138013204261632521437647665631933Unweighted Base
1148142113564721662771498368386122010Weighted Base

9413011090266717140139111186To a great extent
8%9%8%19%a16%a24%ae12%17%a17%a18%a9%

183252238143347333223221169366Somewhat
16%18%18%30%ag20%26%a22%27%a26%a28%a18%

11013312439152213798551214Very little
10%9%9%8%9%8%9%9%10%8%11%

74688686519489112833843812741212Not at all
65%a62%64%41%53%h40%56%f46%46%45%60%bcdfh

121----11-4Refused
***----**-*

1418196242109828Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 156 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

713521190127204121409112523594732251551933Unweighted Base
8**13920692*13519913547*96*12224096*88*2401662010Weighted Base

-14139112212741524771625186To a great extent
-10%7%10%8%11%9%15%h4%12%10%7%8%7%15%achn9%

-282319265323418163720214236366Somewhat
-20%n11%21%n19%27%acfgi17%8%19%13%15%21%n24%in18%22%n18%n

n

-22231013221112162213101823214Very little
-16%cgi11%11%9%11%8%2%22%acfgij5%9%14%g12%7%14%g11%g

kln

869144558699873552851575250158761212Not at all
100%50%70%abdeh59%63%bko50%65%bko74%behko54%69%behko65%bko54%56%66%bko46%60%bko

ko

-------------134Refused
-------------*2%a*

-62--22-*114-5328Don't know
-5%afln1%--1%2%-*1%*4%afl-2%2%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Compare your current tariff against other tariffs from your supplier or another supplier
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 157 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

49934754354471593128710016116721933Unweighted Base
3293716516595981104308100*18217272010Weighted Base

1924626642111181020142171To a great extent
6%6%10%k10%k7%10%eg6%10%11%8%9%

385210211766185601519276310Somewhat
12%14%16%18%k11%17%g19%g15%10%16%15%gk

2851767057128401218195225Very little
8%14%k12%11%10%12%13%12%10%11%11%

2372403954024286591876112310901274Not at all
72%ahij65%61%61%72%aef60%61%61%67%63%63%

2-3--41--44Refused
1%-*--**--**

541245173331926Don't know
2%1%2%1%1%2%1%3%2%1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k
* small base



Table 157 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

243298136815483853914511965531933Unweighted Base
2003171469168033037*14613904362010Weighted Base

10231391462621114118171To a great extent
5%7%9%j9%8%6%7%10%b4%9%b

21512362644542222657310Somewhat
10%16%16%j16%14%11%15%16%13%15%j

20361661804522315346225Very little
10%11%11%11%14%5%16%11%11%11%

146198911106421029838533091274Not at all
73%ahi62%62%63%64%77%d57%61%71%acd63%

1-341-2114Refused
1%-***-1%ac***

1915224-516526Don't know
1%3%ah1%1%1%-3%1%1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 157 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

79156727716911929169523826018814791933Unweighted Base
87*162129317772006178023019916416402010Weighted Base

8141211561711561588155171To a great extent
9%9%7%9%9%9%7%4%5%9%cd9%d

1224849277310277331421272310Somewhat
13%15%17%16%15%16%14%7%13%d17%d15%d

1017933203222206191515195225Very little
11%11%11%11%11%12%8%7%9%12%d11%

5310321871116127311171571581219941274Not at all
60%64%64%63%63%63%68%79%ab73%ab61%63%

-4-444---34Refused
-*-***---**

517320262065-2126Don't know
6%aij1%1%1%1%1%3%2%c-1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 157 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

18818515401235915251933Unweighted Base
172175164513**39415672010Weighted Base

55159552110171To a great extent
3%3%10%fg37%13%ab7%9%fg

2325266-63242310Somewhat
13%14%16%-16%15%15%

2025178341174225Very little
12%14%11%22%10%11%11%

1231181014623110211274Not at all
72%ae67%62%41%59%65%c63%

--4-114Refused
--*-***

1322-61826Don't know
1%2%1%-1%1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 157 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1332576010111933Unweighted Base
12826**78010722010Weighted Base

8-27136171To a great extent
6%-4%13%ace9%c

10-101198310Somewhat
8%-13%18%ace15%e

20587112225Very little
15%21%11%10%11%

84215566121274Not at all
66%79%71%ab57%63%b

--324Refused
--***

7-61226Don't know
5%abc-1%1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 157 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

10457672752691267345557644128915663671933Unweighted Base
101*56176358593*253362638637137316143962010Weighted Base

11355102892898271448784171To a great extent
1%2%7%lm17%aklm8%4%8%15%agh4%10%e5%21%ac9%cehlm

6401301331832571366724322387310Somewhat
6%7%17%lm23%aklm19%13%16%21%ah11%18%e14%22%ac15%elm

14619357103439588014520223225Very little
13%11%12%10%11%13%11%9%13%11%12%b6%11%b

794344742885617423233645681810781961274Not at all
78%ajk77%ajk62%j49%61%69%f64%f53%72%ad60%67%b50%63%bdfj

--4--1-3-4414Refused
--1%--*-*-****

21275146771922426Don't know
2%2%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 157 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1126138013204261632521437647665631933Unweighted Base
1148142113564721662771498368386122010Weighted Base

861181057724711712012497171To a great extent
8%8%8%16%a15%a26%ae11%14%a15%a16%a9%

143201188129286925196192150310Somewhat
12%14%14%27%ag17%25%a17%23%a23%a24%a15%k

11714013446181213798358225Very little
10%10%10%10%11%4%9%9%10%9%11%f

78894390921693122934304303011274Not at all
69%a66%67%a46%56%h44%62%f51%51%49%63%bcdfh

131--1-22-4Refused
***--*-**-*

131818433187726Don't know
1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 157 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

713521190127204121409112523594732251551933Unweighted Base
8**13920692*13519913547*96*12224096*88*2401662010Weighted Base

-10111092713641420721721171To a great extent
-7%5%11%d7%14%acdhn10%13%d4%11%d8%7%3%7%12%dhn9%

-321812244015316103418203532310Somewhat
-23%afgijn9%13%18%gn20%gn11%7%17%8%14%19%gn22%gn14%19%gn15%gn

-19241112201532161914152125225Very little
-14%g12%11%9%10%11%6%22%acfgij5%8%14%g17%fg9%15%fg11%g

kln

8711505890109883555911675551161851274Not at all
100%51%73%abdeh62%67%bko55%65%bo73%bko57%75%abdeh69%bko57%58%67%bko51%63%bko

koko

-1-----------134Refused
-1%-----------*2%a*

-622-23-*1-2-5126Don't know
-4%afl1%2%f-1%2%f-*1%-2%f-2%f1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Switch your tariff and/or supplier
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 158 

Compare your
current tariff
against other
tariffs from

Switch youryour supplier
tariff and/oror anotherCheck your

suppliersuppliercurrent tariff

193319331933Unweighted Base
201020102010Weighted Base

171186205To a great extent
9%9%10%

310366431Somewhat
15%18%21%

225214207Very little
11%11%10%

127412121138Not at all
63%60%57%

444Refused
***

262825Don't know
1%1%1%
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Q.176 And to what extent, if at all, did this encourage you to...? - Summary Table
Base: All who are aware of PP

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)



Table 159 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

106110185135623361373431471536Internet or broadband
7%9%10%k9%4%11%ag12%ag10%c5%9%c9%cgprovider

7066157124662451062422372418Mobile phone network
5%5%8%jk9%jk4%8%g9%ag7%4%7%c7%cgk

85891369077236882835337400Landline phone calls
6%7%7%6%4%8%g8%g8%6%7%7%g

3348696034114621023178210Current account
2%4%k4%k4%k2%4%g5%afg3%4%4%4%gk

7176871459524811145164Cash ISA
1%1%k4%jk5%ajk3%3%2%2%2%3%3%jk

1020465314783739118129Balance transfer on a
1%2%k2%k4%ajk1%3%g3%ag1%2%2%2%gkcredit card

1127954141010461441226982727044238254537None
80%ahi78%h74%72%84%aef73%71%76%79%75%76%efh

3219342029532341685105Refused
2%2%2%1%2%2%2%1%3%2%2%

281525173439111196384Don't know
2%1%1%1%2%e1%1%3%ab2%1%1%
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Q.120 For which, if any, of the following services have you switched your provider in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 159 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

7814730145482950368108536Internet or broadband
8%12%ahj8%9%9%5%8%11%abe6%9%beprovider

5610725135761113429677418Mobile phone network
6%9%ahj7%7%6%5%5%8%abd5%7%b

74942263356693226793400Landline phone calls
8%8%6%7%7%5%5%8%bd6%7%

30551221812931515537210Current account
3%4%3%4%3%2%2%4%abd2%4%b

8221321432151313511164Cash ISA
1%2%4%aij3%2%2%b2%b4%abd1%3%bj

5279412451810515129Balance transfer on a
1%2%j3%j2%f1%1%1%3%abd1%2%bfjcredit card

78588427973804733148498253513564537None
80%ahi72%76%i76%77%76%78%c73%82%acd76%ci

17295792148293831105Refused
2%2%2%2%1%4%ac5%abc1%2%c2%c

17115665191710273084Don't know
2%1%2%1%2%9%abcd2%1%2%c1%c
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Q.120 For which, if any, of the following services have you switched your provider in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 159 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

444088147853547957826501536Internet or broadband
8%9%11%j9%9%9%8%1%4%d11%acd9%cdprovider

4731159362418362551722377418Mobile phone network
9%7%8%7%7%7%8%2%4%d8%acd7%cd

2631258349397352482926343400Landline phone calls
5%7%8%k7%7%7%7%3%4%8%cd7%cd

1715731185208188231413181210Current account
3%3%4%4%3%4%3%2%2%4%cd4%d

121292215016415014813141164Cash ISA
2%3%3%3%3%3%2%1%2%3%d3%d

14100141191291191034122129Balance transfer on a
3%2%2%2%2%2%1%*1%3%cd2%cdcredit card

387356853539804527399054877951532084537None
74%76%75%76%76%76%76%90%abc85%ab72%76%b

14751092105921315865105Refused
3%2%1%2%2%2%2%2%1%1%2%

146267483741018144084Don't know
3%aij1%1%1%1%1%1%2%b2%b1%1%b
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Q.120 For which, if any, of the following services have you switched your provider in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 159 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

104413834109391536Internet or broadband
11%f7%9%10%12%ab8%9%provider

6529316683307418Mobile phone network
7%5%7%15%9%ab7%7%

7632292176305400Landline phone calls
8%6%7%3%8%6%7%

279178339157210Current account
3%2%4%f9%4%3%4%f

311148138115164Cash ISA
*2%g3%g2%4%ab2%3%g

66116-2597129Balance transfer on a
1%1%3%fg-3%2%2%gcredit card

75344432582465036194537None
77%81%ae75%62%71%77%cd76%c

15975-1383105Refused
1%2%2%-1%2%2%

145613135784Don't know
1%1%1%8%abc1%1%1%
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Q.120 For which, if any, of the following services have you switched your provider in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 159 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

536233243536Internet or broadband
8%10%8%10%ce9%provider

512182182418Mobile phone network
7%4%6%8%7%

384179180400Landline phone calls
5%7%6%8%7%

17-84109210Current account
2%-3%5%ace4%

12-5894164Cash ISA
2%-2%4%ace3%

14-4372129Balance transfer on a
2%-1%3%ac2%ccredit card

53947222617064537None
77%b79%78%ab72%76%b

1214148105Refused
2%2%1%2%2%

212273484Don't know
3%abc3%1%1%1%
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Q.120 For which, if any, of the following services have you switched your provider in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 159 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

70155179132296894165171365382153536Internet or broadband
6%7%11%alm15%aklm14%ah9%11%13%ah6%11%ae8%17%ac9%celmprovider

641181439319407712814926933385418Mobile phone network
5%5%8%lm10%alm10%h5%9%h10%ah6%8%e7%9%ac7%elm

5512811799244879117129272293107400Landline phone calls
4%6%7%m11%aklm12%ah6%9%ah9%ah5%8%ae6%12%ac7%em

39407755121437737014015258210Current account
3%l2%5%l6%alm6%h2%4%h6%ah3%4%e3%6%ac4%ehl

1426655981435723812512637164Cash ISA
1%1%4%alm7%aklm4%2%4%ah6%ah1%4%ae2%4%ac3%elm

14324439492054428810326129Balance transfer on a
1%1%3%lm4%aklm2%1%2%4%agh2%3%e2%3%2%mcredit card

1005175812185561276086158742175236239555824537None
80%ajk81%ajk72%j63%64%79%afgi71%67%81%ad72%78%ab65%76%bdfgijk

412330114862757488916105Refused
3%ajkl1%2%1%2%1%1%2%g2%1%2%2%2%gl

2436167599143945681684Don't know
2%k2%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%1%1%2%1%
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Q.120 For which, if any, of the following services have you switched your provider in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 159 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

27334632796419571194197127536Internet or broadband
8%9%8%13%a14%a18%a16%a13%a13%a13%a9%provider

20425025184265835153150110418Mobile phone network
6%6%6%11%a9%11%a8%10%a10%a11%a7%k

2372852696829665414314489400Landline phone calls
7%7%7%9%a10%12%a12%a9%a9%a9%a7%

9812512639134123889651210Current account
3%3%3%5%a4%8%a5%6%a6%a5%a4%

77103973413319818046164Cash ISA
2%3%2%4%a4%6%ae2%5%a5%a5%a3%

567676346244646638129Balance transfer on a
2%2%2%5%a2%4%ae1%4%a4%a4%a2%credit card

275331163118506200326307102710576774537None
79%a78%78%a67%67%61%68%f67%67%67%76%bcdefgh

555763146155272319105Refused
2%1%2%2%2%3%1%2%1%2%2%

45474711581020201584Don't know
1%1%1%2%2%1%2%1%1%2%1%
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Q.120 For which, if any, of the following services have you switched your provider in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 159 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

2304226425321744313542525650536Internet or broadband
7%10%j10%j9%10%fj10%fj5%5%9%j9%6%13%abfij10%j10%fj8%9%fjprovider

4272419335316532172526505334418Mobile phone network
17%8%fj5%7%8%fj10%abfgij4%4%6%5%4%8%fj9%bfgjn9%bfgjn6%7%fj

n

2204526164325829213126324829400Landline phone calls
7%6%10%abdfhl9%bl4%8%bl6%6%6%6%6%8%l6%8%bl5%7%l

-616717192021417197271817210Current account
-2%4%3%4%4%5%2%3%5%3%2%5%o3%3%4%

-414381911-1491911191320164Cash ISA
-1%3%1%2%4%im3%-3%3%3%i4%im3%i2%3%i3%

-312112259-311153121114129Balance transfer on a
-1%3%hm*3%hm5%abcdeh2%-1%3%hmo3%hm1%2%2%2%hm2%hmcredit card

imo

172223242283163883121273742684432304074304514537None
66%71%73%78%76%73%76%89%abcde76%77%80%ekno72%75%76%76%76%

fghjklmn
o

212924316-1254412516105Refused
7%4%acfikl2%1%1%1%4%acefgi-2%fk1%1%1%2%k1%3%cfk2%

mklm

-1610113782233465684Don't know
-5%abcdef2%fh4%abcdef1%1%2%h1%*1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

ghjklghkl
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Q.120 For which, if any, of the following services have you switched your provider in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 160 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

194135212153264344855292549693Agree strongly (2)
14%ahij11%11%11%15%aef11%e7%15%b17%ab11%12%e

4303475053805568322748515014271662Tend to agree (1)
30%ahi28%27%26%33%aef27%e23%24%27%28%28%e

308257363229286600272851209531158Neither agree (0)
22%ah21%h19%h16%17%19%g23%afg24%ab21%19%19%ghnor disagree

2633004724053417893117910312581441Tend to disagree (-1)
19%24%k25%k28%ak20%25%g27%g22%18%25%c24%cgk

1161392672501574421744679648773Disagree strongly (-2)
8%11%k14%jk17%aijk9%14%g15%g13%14%13%13%gk

SUMMARY CODES

624482716533821117635913724219762355AGREE
44%ahij39%38%37%48%aef38%e31%38%43%39%39%e

379439739655497123148512518219072213DISAGREE
27%36%k39%k45%aijk29%40%ag41%ag35%32%38%c37%gk

1051357189-52833Refused
1%*1%**1%1%-1%1%1%

89456231988247910208228Don't know
6%ahij4%h3%2%6%aef3%4%f3%2%4%c4%cfh

0.245ahij0.033h-0.043h-0.1550.269aef-0.051e-0.1930.0520.136ab-0.0060.011efhMean Score
1.1891.2171.2601.2921.2401.2581.1901.2651.3071.2431.251Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0040.003**Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- It's too hard to work out whether I would save or not if I switched
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 160 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

1431154195341592378356237693Agree strongly (2)
15%ahi9%11%11%17%ag12%12%10%14%ac12%i

28231110441361301561459285331662Tend to agree (1)
29%25%28%27%32%ag29%23%27%d32%acd28%d

2172786451010147491566183351158Neither agree (0)
22%ah23%ah17%20%f16%25%ac24%abc18%20%c19%fhnor disagree

1713029511253188271219693241441Tend to disagree (-1)
17%25%j26%j25%f20%14%19%28%abde20%24%bdefj

911685066681051788531136773Disagree strongly (-2)
9%14%j14%j13%11%9%14%b15%abe8%13%bj

SUMMARY CODES

425426146418954607922212847692355AGREE
44%ahi35%40%i38%48%ag41%35%37%46%acd39%cdi

262470145719202934420915004602213DISAGREE
27%38%j39%aj38%f31%23%33%be43%abde28%37%bdefj

109133311209333Refused
1%h1%*1%f*1%3%abce**1%f

61491101804821348390228Don't know
6%ahi4%3%4%5%g11%abcd5%c2%5%ac4%c

0.237ahi-0.083-0.023-0.0330.246ag0.239acd0.005c-0.1150.262acd0.011ciMean Score
1.2181.2171.2641.2401.2871.1711.2581.2601.1971.251Standard Deviation
0.0010.001**0.0020.0070.0030.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- It's too hard to work out whether I would save or not if I switched
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 160 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

81525795936915959816574451693Agree strongly (2)
16%aij11%11%11%12%11%14%19%abc12%10%12%b

129133218814611659146319828221511591662Tend to agree (1)
25%28%26%28%28%28%28%32%ab35%ab26%28%

1238771391015115410191391791388281158Neither agree (0)
23%aj19%19%19%19%19%19%21%23%ab19%19%nor disagree

93114619112881437129214811511812041441Tend to disagree (-1)
18%24%k27%k25%e24%25%e21%13%19%d27%acd24%cdk

40632976717736711014946676773Disagree strongly (-2)
8%14%k14%k13%13%13%14%6%8%15%acd13%cdk

SUMMARY CODES

210185626720532350205929644728916102355AGREE
40%40%37%39%39%39%41%51%ab48%ab36%39%b

133177828919592209196325016416318792213DISAGREE
25%38%k40%k37%37%37%35%19%27%d42%acd37%cdk

320330333033-1133Refused
***1%1%1%**-*1%b

5414919195224199297617111228Don't know
10%aij3%3%4%4%4%4%9%abc3%3%4%b

0.253aij-0.007-0.0590.0030.0100.0040.0630.506abc0.261ab-0.1140.011bMean Score
1.2071.2551.2491.2461.2521.2461.2931.1541.1441.2561.251Standard Deviation
0.003*0.002***0.0020.0010.002**Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- It's too hard to work out whether I would save or not if I switched
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 160 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

11986472572582693Agree strongly (2)
12%16%ae11%12%8%12%c12%c

2901521198620413761662Tend to agree (1)
30%28%28%16%22%29%c28%c

227135783141439301158Neither agree (0)
23%ae25%ae18%36%abc16%20%c19%cnor disagree

19911411041029310611441Tend to disagree (-1)
20%21%25%fg25%32%ab23%24%g

92336395187551773Disagree strongly (-2)
9%f6%15%afg12%20%ab12%13%fg

SUMMARY CODES

41023816711127619592355AGREE
42%43%e38%27%30%42%ac39%c

29114717431448016132213DISAGREE
30%27%40%afg37%52%ab34%37%bfg

3519-12333Refused
*1%*-**1%

5025135-19172228Don't know
5%e5%3%-2%4%c4%c

0.158ae0.278ae-0.057-0.097-0.3550.084ac0.011ceMean Score
1.1891.1621.2671.1681.2571.2421.251Standard Deviation
0.0010.002*0.0370.002**Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- It's too hard to work out whether I would save or not if I switched
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 160 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

9813349231693Agree strongly (2)
14%b21%abc12%b10%12%b

196168705781662Tend to agree (1)
28%27%31%ab24%28%b

143126003931158Neither agree (0)
20%b20%21%b17%19%bnor disagree

147146166621441Tend to disagree (-1)
21%23%22%28%ace24%c

453296428773Disagree strongly (-2)
6%4%10%e18%acde13%ce

SUMMARY CODES

2942912198092355AGREE
42%b49%b43%ab34%39%b

1921691210902213DISAGREE
27%27%32%e46%acde37%ce

2-131133Refused
*-**1%

7029759228Don't know
10%abc4%3%2%4%b

0.247abc0.400ab0.132ab-0.2090.011bMean Score
1.1811.2111.2131.2831.251Standard Deviation
0.0020.0270.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- It's too hard to work out whether I would save or not if I switched
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 160 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

2052971484422124976936233263955693Agree strongly (2)
16%ajkl14%ajk9%j5%11%f16%afg11%f5%13%ad10%13%b6%12%bdfjk

3856764341665527623224980285914861751662Tend to agree (1)
31%jk31%ajk26%j19%28%f36%afgi27%f19%30%d26%29%b19%28%bfj

3184492801102212612520064151710351231158Neither agree (0)
25%ajkl21%jk17%j12%11%16%14%15%24%ad16%20%b14%19%bdfgijknor disagree

1584575193075816724744250293811432971441Tend to disagree (-1)
13%21%m31%alm35%alm29%h22%28%ah34%agh19%28%ae22%33%ac24%elm

572002682483754146312213560550223773Disagree strongly (-2)
5%9%m16%alm28%aklm19%ah7%17%ah24%agh8%17%ae11%25%ac13%cehlm

SUMMARY CODES

590973582210774003303181164119121252302355AGREE
47%ajk45%ajk35%j24%39%f52%afgi38%f24%43%ad36%42%ab26%39%bdfjk

21565778655595221393753715149816935202213DISAGREE
17%30%m47%alm63%aklm48%ah29%45%ah58%aghi27%45%ae33%58%ac37%cehlm

19851-118231129433Refused
1%ajkl***-**1%1%d*1%*1%

1167728761919221468220622228Don't know
9%ajkl4%jk2%1%3%3%2%2%5%ad2%4%b2%4%dfgjk

0.465ajkl0.199ajk-0.196j-0.628-0.170f0.334afgi-0.132f-0.5330.237ad-0.1670.107ab-0.5250.011bdfgjMean Score
k

1.0971.2091.2441.2171.3351.1981.3041.2071.1721.2831.2291.2401.251Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0020.0090.0020.0020.0010.0010.001*0.002*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- It's too hard to work out whether I would save or not if I switched
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 160 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

32636639141312634819169693Agree strongly (2)
9%9%10%5%11%h5%7%5%6%7%12%bcdefhijk

9871096111915194771153153022281662Tend to agree (1)
28%27%28%20%32%h14%26%f21%19%23%28%bcdfh

6757447411044765662152191441158Neither agree (0)
19%19%19%14%16%12%15%14%14%14%19%bcdefhnor disagree

89210611026258831971335405553261441Tend to disagree (-1)
25%26%a26%34%a28%37%ae30%a35%a35%a32%a24%

4886065691893316185351374220773Disagree strongly (-2)
14%15%a14%25%ag11%30%ae19%a23%a24%a22%a13%

SUMMARY CODES

1313146315101921251021493963932972355AGREE
37%36%38%25%42%h19%33%f26%25%29%c39%bcdefhj

1380166615954471163582188919295462213DISAGREE
39%a41%a40%a59%ag39%67%ae48%a58%a59%ab54%a37%

121514324234533Refused
****1%1%****1%

124131140115715212715228Don't know
4%3%3%1%2%1%3%1%2%1%4%bcdfh

-0.068-0.114-0.069-0.5440.023h-0.745-0.278f-0.510-0.532-0.406c0.011bcdefhiMean Score
jk
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- It's too hard to work out whether I would save or not if I switched
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 160 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

1.2331.2441.2461.2231.2291.1811.2631.2091.2171.2521.251Standard Deviation
***0.0020.0050.0030.0040.0010.0010.002*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- It's too hard to work out whether I would save or not if I switched
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 160 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

23541323964672551436653764456693Agree strongly (2)
8%11%9%11%9%12%c16%abchl18%bchln10%12%c12%c17%abchl14%bcn8%9%12%c

nn

106312781132151945114380157841391861631662Tend to agree (1)
40%20%29%o28%o32%dgjo28%o23%36%dgjo29%jo23%28%o26%26%33%adgjo28%o28%o

566816359869822965784641431041301158Neither agree (0)
20%21%fl18%22%fl14%16%24%afgkl15%20%l16%15%20%26%acfgh18%22%fgkl19%flnor disagree

ikln

661122749812573281268715966961731461441Tend to disagree (-1)
22%20%28%dejo25%dj24%d23%d18%20%26%dj25%dj29%adejo21%18%31%abdei25%dj24%dj

jklo

16550326587631562567644484265773Disagree strongly (-2)
4%21%abcdef11%c11%16%bcd16%abcdm15%cd11%13%c16%bcd14%cd14%cd9%7%11%13%cd

himnn

SUMMARY CODES

1298167113171215161761941242231362152302192355AGREE
48%31%38%39%41%o40%o39%o53%abcdf40%o35%40%o43%o39%o41%o37%39%o

ghjklmno

7126172106164212137441881432351101452152112213DISAGREE
26%40%d39%d36%d40%d40%d33%d30%38%d41%dij42%abdei35%d26%38%d36%d37%d

j

2332--5-26-15-533Refused
7%1%cfkl1%1%--1%cfkl-*2%acfkl-*1%cfk-1%cfk1%

-1819101920911020147391725228Don't know
-6%efhij4%3%5%h4%2%1%2%6%efhij2%2%7%acefhi3%4%4%

jkm

0.280-0.201-0.0330.026o-0.048-0.0390.069o0.298abc-0.013-0.097-0.0420.116o0.196abc0.031o-0.001o0.011oMean Score
fghklnofghklno

1.0611.3301.2081.2091.2831.3121.3181.2741.2291.3191.2791.3121.1921.1311.1901.251Standard Deviation
0.0470.0060.0030.0050.0040.0030.0050.0130.0030.0050.0030.0050.0030.0020.003*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- It's too hard to work out whether I would save or not if I switched
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 161 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

1249012279130228572374318415Agree strongly (2)
9%ahi7%6%5%8%e7%e5%7%13%abd6%7%e

4173725054255029033158016614731719Tend to agree (1)
30%30%i27%29%29%29%27%23%30%d29%d29%d

33327742927636967127610212810851315Neither agree (0)
24%h23%h23%h19%22%22%24%29%ab23%21%22%hnor disagree

280295497383368751336809812771455Tend to disagree (-1)
20%24%k26%k26%k22%24%g29%afg23%18%25%c24%cgk

1081051962091393731063069520618Disagree strongly (-2)
8%9%10%k14%aijk8%12%aeg9%8%12%10%10%gk

SUMMARY CODES

541462627504631113037210324017912134AGREE
38%ahi38%i33%35%37%e36%e32%29%43%abd35%d36%de

388401693592507112444211016717972073DISAGREE
28%33%k37%jk41%aijk30%36%g38%g31%30%35%c35%cgk

9516381510-62733Refused
1%*1%h***1%-1%1%1%

1408412979193167724019372432Don't know
10%ahij7%7%5%11%aef5%6%11%abc3%7%c7%cfh

0.134ahij0.041hi-0.080-0.1590.076aef-0.048-0.108-0.0410.146abd-0.045-0.026ehMean Score
1.1281.1271.1381.1841.1341.1771.0891.0881.2421.1421.150Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0040.003**Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- There are no real differences between suppliers in the prices they charge
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 161 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

8874245337781454203144415Agree strongly (2)
9%ahi6%7%7%8%7%8%c6%9%ac7%

297337105514592604717210064941719Tend to agree (1)
30%27%29%29%27%24%27%29%30%29%

2302897801107208561637333631315Neither agree (0)
24%23%21%22%22%29%abc25%c21%22%22%nor disagree

1833069471249207291169443661455Tend to disagree (-1)
19%25%j26%j25%f22%15%18%27%abde22%de24%dej

77122407521981548439116618Disagree strongly (-2)
8%10%11%j10%10%8%8%13%abde7%10%bdj

SUMMARY CODES

385412130017963386022612096382134AGREE
39%ahi33%35%36%36%31%35%35%39%ace36%

261428135417693044316413834832073DISAGREE
27%35%j37%j35%32%22%26%40%abde29%e35%bdej

71412321-198633Refused
1%1%ah*1%f*-3%abce**1%c

9389244334973468160169432Don't know
9%ah7%7%7%10%ag18%abcd11%ac5%10%ac7%c

0.153ahi-0.057-0.063-0.0340.0160.101c0.122ac-0.1230.124ac-0.026cMean Score
1.1321.1251.1571.1461.1731.0881.1171.1591.1261.150Standard Deviation
0.0010.001**0.0010.0070.002*0.001*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- There are no real differences between suppliers in the prices they charge
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 161 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

4331847361413363527949286415Agree strongly (2)
8%7%7%7%7%7%7%9%ab8%6%7%

122140418015351717153718227519612391719Tend to agree (1)
23%30%ik25%29%e29%29%e25%32%b32%b28%29%k

1609781571114131111181972041529471315Neither agree (0)
31%aij21%22%21%22%21%27%afgh23%25%b21%22%nor disagree

96115819113021450130714813112211991455Tend to disagree (-1)
18%25%k27%k25%e24%e25%e21%15%20%d27%acd24%cdek

2750388547618547713948530618Disagree strongly (-2)
5%11%k12%k10%10%10%10%4%8%d12%acd10%dk

SUMMARY CODES

165172222718972131190023435424515252134AGREE
32%37%ik32%36%36%36%33%41%ab40%ab34%36%

123166127818492068185422017017017292073DISAGREE
23%35%k39%ak35%e35%e35%e31%20%28%d39%acd35%cdek

216628332855-1133Refused
**1%1%1%1%1%1%-*1%b

73303473664273706113641228432Don't know
14%aij6%7%7%7%7%9%16%abc7%5%7%b

0.132aij-0.028i-0.140-0.028-0.026-0.028-0.0080.307abc0.134ab-0.107-0.026biMean Score
1.0481.1581.1641.1541.1501.1531.1261.0541.1081.1601.150Standard Deviation
0.002*0.002***0.0020.0010.002**Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- There are no real differences between suppliers in the prices they charge
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 161 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

9361254131370415Agree strongly (2)
9%ae11%ae6%3%3%8%c7%ce

3021751212517214481719Tend to agree (1)
31%32%28%13%19%31%acd29%c

2171419281514210851315Neither agree (0)
22%26%ae21%38%abc15%23%c22%cnor disagree

2149311331431010531455Tend to disagree (-1)
22%f17%26%fg35%34%ab22%24%bf

67255193228368618Disagree strongly (-2)
7%5%12%afg9%25%abd8%10%bfg

SUMMARY CODES

3942361467620318182134AGREE
40%ae43%ae34%16%22%39%acd36%cd

28011816521753814212073DISAGREE
29%f21%38%afg44%59%ab30%35%bfg

1422-12233Refused
*1%1%-**1%

8850282134350432Don't know
9%e9%e6%2%4%7%c7%c

0.157ae0.313aeg-0.111-0.354-0.6020.092acd-0.026ceMean Score
1.1271.0691.1540.9231.1651.1191.150Standard Deviation
0.0010.002*0.0240.002**Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- There are no real differences between suppliers in the prices they charge
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 161 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

587204144415Agree strongly (2)
8%b12%7%6%7%

174159106141719Tend to agree (1)
25%25%32%abe26%29%be

182136634491315Neither agree (0)
26%ab23%23%b19%22%bnor disagree

145166226711455Tend to disagree (-1)
21%26%22%28%ace24%ce

405224349618Disagree strongly (-2)
6%8%8%15%ace10%ce

SUMMARY CODES

2322211147582134AGREE
33%38%39%abe32%36%b

1862084610202073DISAGREE
27%34%30%43%ace35%ce

3-111333Refused
*-*1%1%

983208122432Don't know
14%abc6%7%b5%7%b

0.107ab0.0830.095ab-0.209-0.026bMean Score
1.0871.1921.1091.1921.150Standard Deviation
0.0020.026*0.001*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- There are no real differences between suppliers in the prices they charge
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 161 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

11516199391063664920720837738415Agree strongly (2)
9%ajk7%j6%4%5%8%f8%f4%8%6%7%b4%7%bfj

4056424722005524824028585286715401791719Tend to agree (1)
32%ajk30%j28%j23%28%32%af28%f22%32%ad26%30%b20%29%bdfj

3555313021283115715022370361211831321315Neither agree (0)
28%ajkl25%ajk18%j14%15%20%17%17%26%ad19%23%b15%22%bdfgijknor disagree

1425145092905918625144249995711343211455Tend to disagree (-1)
11%24%m30%alm33%alm30%24%29%ah34%agh19%29%ae22%36%ac24%cem

531352192123059111260149469421197618Disagree strongly (-2)
4%6%m13%alm24%aklm15%ah8%13%ah20%agh6%14%ae8%22%ac10%cehlm

SUMMARY CODES

521803572239653113073341059107519172172134AGREE
41%ajkl37%j34%j27%33%f41%afg35%f26%39%ad33%38%ab24%36%bdfj

19464972850290245362702647142615555182073DISAGREE
15%30%m43%alm57%aklm45%ah32%42%ah54%aghi24%43%ae31%58%ac35%celm

16781-1110201329433Refused
1%ajkl***-**1%1%*1%*1%

17117473131354473326017240428432Don't know
14%ajkl8%jk4%j2%7%f7%f5%f3%10%ad5%8%b3%7%bdfjk

0.363ajkl0.090ajk-0.172j-0.501-0.242f0.100afgi-0.122f-0.4600.195ad-0.1960.068ab-0.530-0.026bdfgiMean Score
jk

1.0041.0831.1741.2131.1981.1341.2051.1611.0551.1911.1201.1761.150Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0020.0080.0020.0020.001***0.002*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- There are no real differences between suppliers in the prices they charge
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 161 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

21525025236202221747553415Agree strongly (2)
6%6%6%5%7%4%5%5%5%5%7%cdfh

10551175120319970881053763832541719Tend to agree (1)
30%29%30%26%24%16%23%f25%24%25%29%bcdef

7218148101185660772442371651315Neither agree (0)
21%20%20%16%19%11%17%f16%15%16%22%bcdefhnor disagree

88110331007239812151435175393081455Tend to disagree (-1)
25%26%25%32%a28%40%ae32%a34%a34%a31%a24%

3894674441425014081273289188618Disagree strongly (-2)
11%12%11%19%a17%a26%ae18%a18%a18%a19%a10%

SUMMARY CODES

127014251455235901101264504583072134AGREE
36%35%36%31%31%20%28%f30%29%31%36%bcdefh

1270150014513811313552247908284962073DISAGREE
36%37%a36%50%a44%a66%ae50%a52%a53%a49%a35%

131514334236733Refused
****1%1%***1%1%

2312662711915821384432432Don't know
7%7%7%3%5%1%5%f2%3%3%7%bcdfh

-0.053-0.078-0.051-0.344-0.252-0.692-0.368f-0.363-0.384-0.334-0.026bcdefghMean Score
j
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- There are no real differences between suppliers in the prices they charge
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 161 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

1.1541.1631.1581.2051.2231.1551.1851.1861.1891.2101.150Standard Deviation
***0.0020.0050.0030.0030.0010.0010.002*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- There are no real differences between suppliers in the prices they charge
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 161 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

13516191328522241224231283034415Agree strongly (2)
4%11%abcdgk4%7%3%5%13%abcdfg16%abcdf8%ln6%8%ln10%bcdkln5%5%6%7%ln

lnklmnghklmn

5651177111215911252153103157951691681811719Tend to agree (1)
21%21%26%24%27%30%o27%37%mno31%mo30%o28%o30%o31%o30%o31%o29%o

26398849290103251156190671641051551315Neither agree (0)
9%20%22%fk29%acefg22%fk17%25%cfgk17%24%fgk17%16%21%30%acefg18%26%acfgi22%fknor disagree

ikohiklnok

11671296610414470231237717765881831281455Tend to disagree (-1)
44%21%29%abdeg23%d25%dj27%bdeij17%16%25%dij22%d32%abdeg20%16%32%abdeg22%d24%dj

ijohijlmohijlmo

15440245469531642395727454751618Disagree strongly (-2)
3%17%abcdef9%8%13%bcdh13%bcdh13%bcdh11%8%11%10%9%8%8%9%10%

ghmn

SUMMARY CODES

610013290125188164751941251991251971972162134AGREE
25%32%30%31%30%35%40%lmno52%abcde40%lmno36%36%39%lmn36%35%37%n36%ln

fghjklmn
o

121201699115821312339165115234921332301792073DISAGREE
47%39%bdeij38%bdeij31%38%bdeij40%abdeh30%27%34%d33%d42%abdeg29%24%41%abdeg30%d35%d

ijmhijmhijm

232--16-25--43733Refused
7%1%f*--*1%fkl-*1%aefkl--1%1%1%fkl1%

3254129384214414423333483133432Don't know
13%8%hj9%bchij10%bcfhij9%bchij8%hj3%3%3%12%abcfhi6%h10%abcfhi9%hij6%6%h7%hj

jj

-0.259-0.135-0.152-0.022-0.195-0.1360.100cf0.304abc0.060ckl-0.022-0.0930.127ac0.097acf-0.0940.036kl-0.026lnMean Score
klnofgklmnonofklnoklnon

1.0701.3051.0731.0861.1201.1821.2391.2531.1311.1871.1801.1681.0521.1081.0891.150Standard Deviation
0.0570.0060.0030.0040.0030.0030.0040.0130.0030.0050.0030.0050.0030.0020.002*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- There are no real differences between suppliers in the prices they charge
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 162 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

25319629923732449716683118785986Agree strongly (2)
18%16%16%16%19%aef16%14%23%ab21%ab15%16%

4423865453945488583619714515241767Tend to agree (1)
31%h31%h29%27%32%af28%31%27%26%30%30%

26119329720525149221256103796955Neither agree (0)
19%ahi16%16%14%15%16%18%g16%18%16%16%nor disagree

261252427336344707226719011161276Tend to disagree (-1)
18%21%23%k23%k20%23%eg19%20%16%22%c21%ck

1291632692561724751704289685816Disagree strongly (-2)
9%13%k14%k18%aijk10%15%g14%g12%16%14%14%gk

SUMMARY CODES

695582845632871135552718126323092754AGREE
49%ahi47%45%43%51%aef44%45%51%47%46%46%

389416695592516118239511317918012093DISAGREE
28%34%k37%k41%aijk30%38%aeg34%32%32%35%35%gk

841246139-62228Refused
1%*1%***1%-1%b**

5634452264652868144157Don't know
4%ahi3%h2%1%4%af2%2%2%1%3%3%h

0.320ahij0.167h0.0980.0150.310aef0.0640.1130.310ab0.2070.1240.143fhMean Score
1.2471.3111.3261.3761.2881.3401.3001.3501.3831.3121.322Standard Deviation
0.0010.0020.0010.0020.0010.0010.0020.0050.004**Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Switching is a hassle that I've not got time for
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 162 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

19117360179219435117528307986Agree strongly (2)
20%ahi14%16%16%20%ag18%18%15%19%ac16%i

29937210631476291631599985471767Tend to agree (1)
31%30%29%29%31%33%d25%29%33%acd30%d

17222755182013539130521265955Neither agree (0)
18%h18%ah15%16%14%20%20%abc15%16%16%nor disagree

1582648381103173251058263201276Tend to disagree (-1)
16%21%j23%j22%f18%13%16%24%abde19%e21%defj

1081485476901261579562161816Disagree strongly (-2)
11%12%15%ij14%13%7%12%16%abde10%14%bej

SUMMARY CODES

491545166422684869827515268542754AGREE
50%ahi44%45%45%51%ag51%43%44%52%acd46%c

266412138617942994018313884822093DISAGREE
27%33%j38%aij36%f31%21%29%e40%abde29%e35%bdefj

9910281-197228Refused
1%h1%h*1%f*-3%abce***b

3838781292917345155157Don't know
4%ah3%2%3%3%9%abc5%abc1%3%c3%c

0.331ahi0.1330.0920.1180.278ag0.449acd0.220c0.0300.323ac0.143cMean Score
1.2931.2671.3401.3151.3501.1971.3151.3411.2681.322Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.001*0.0020.0070.0030.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Switching is a hassle that I've not got time for
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 162 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

118736118835980841146214107660986Agree strongly (2)
23%aij16%16%16%16%16%20%afgh25%abc18%15%16%b

145140520215601760156820029020612631767Tend to agree (1)
28%30%28%30%29%30%28%33%ab34%ab28%30%

101731109836953838117147104693955Neither agree (0)
19%j16%15%16%16%16%16%17%17%16%16%nor disagree

71102317511371276113713911512610331276Tend to disagree (-1)
14%22%k24%k22%21%22%19%13%21%d23%ad21%dk

4667095728816728895154708816Disagree strongly (-2)
9%14%k13%k14%14%14%12%6%9%d16%acd14%cdk

SUMMARY CODES

263214132023952740240834550331319232754AGREE
50%46%45%46%46%46%48%58%abc51%ab43%46%b

117169427018652092186522816718017412093DISAGREE
22%36%k38%k35%35%35%32%19%30%d39%acd35%cdk

316124282443-828Refused
1%*****1%*-**b

39991613515613622501174157Don't know
7%aij2%2%3%3%3%3%6%abc2%2%3%b

0.454aij0.1120.1050.1250.1400.1280.253afgh0.611abc0.310ab0.0310.143bMean Score
1.2691.3241.3221.3191.3221.3191.3371.1921.2421.3351.322Standard Deviation
0.003*0.003***0.0020.0010.002**Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Switching is a hassle that I've not got time for
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 162 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

185119659191843986Agree strongly (2)
19%e22%ae15%4%10%18%cd16%c

28417812771219714671767Tend to agree (1)
29%33%29%31%21%31%c30%c

2051076439119767955Neither agree (0)
21%ae19%ae15%23%13%16%c16%cnor disagree

1828897772719341276Tend to disagree (-1)
19%16%22%fg18%30%ab20%21%f

903268210231550816Disagree strongly (-2)
9%f6%16%afg25%b25%ab12%14%bfg

SUMMARY CODES

46929819361428823102754AGREE
48%54%aeg44%35%31%49%ac46%c

27212016591750314842093DISAGREE
28%f22%38%afg42%55%ab32%35%bfg

2316--1928Refused
*1%*--**

332296-10116157Don't know
3%e4%e2%-1%2%c3%c

0.308ae0.506aeg0.060-0.287-0.3910.245acd0.143ceMean Score
1.2491.1861.3401.2601.3351.2991.322Standard Deviation
0.0010.002*0.0430.002**Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Switching is a hassle that I've not got time for
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 162 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

14516517308986Agree strongly (2)
21%ab27%ab18%b13%16%b

211208936371767Tend to agree (1)
30%34%31%b27%30%b

1179515310955Neither agree (0)
17%b16%18%ab13%16%bnor disagree

12955545871276Tend to disagree (-1)
18%9%19%d25%acde21%d

547287465816Disagree strongly (-2)
8%12%10%20%ace14%ce

SUMMARY CODES

3563614109442754AGREE
51%ab62%ab50%ab40%46%b

1831284110522093DISAGREE
26%20%30%45%acde35%cde

1-81328Refused
*-*1%*

4516843157Don't know
6%abc2%2%2%3%b

0.403abc0.582ab0.289ab-0.1150.143bMean Score
1.2531.3161.2661.3631.322Standard Deviation
0.0020.0320.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Switching is a hassle that I've not got time for
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 162 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

27044721653181511299355643091373986Agree strongly (2)
21%ajk21%ajk13%j6%9%20%afgi15%fi7%21%ad13%18%b8%16%bdfijk

4187024661816125725125390186615951721767Tend to agree (1)
33%ajk32%ajk28%j20%31%f33%af29%f19%34%ad26%31%b19%30%bdfj

266345244100249410118352343386195955Neither agree (0)
21%ajkl16%j14%j11%12%12%12%14%19%ad13%17%b11%16%bdghjnor disagree

1284284502704618621740839887810062701276Tend to disagree (-1)
10%20%m27%alm31%alm23%24%25%a31%aghi15%27%ae20%30%ac21%em

761912762744668158341189627545271816Disagree strongly (-2)
6%9%m16%alm31%aklm23%ah9%18%ah26%agh7%19%ae11%30%ac14%cehlm

SUMMARY CODES

6871149683234794083803461457129625082462754AGREE
55%ajk53%ajk41%j26%40%f53%afgi44%f27%54%ad39%49%ab27%46%bdfjk

20461972654492254374749587150515525412093DISAGREE
16%29%m43%alm62%aklm46%ah33%43%ah58%aghi22%46%ae30%60%ac35%celm

15661-1110171223528Refused
1%ajkl***-**1%g1%**1%*

864523441011141055214413157Don't know
7%ajkl2%j1%j*2%1%1%1%4%ad2%3%b1%3%dfghjk

0.585ajkl0.372ajk-0.062j-0.604-0.212f0.313afgi-0.027f-0.5090.482ad-0.1250.269ab-0.5600.143bdfgiMean Score
jk

1.1511.2671.3201.2811.3511.2851.3741.2721.1981.3541.2821.3241.322Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0020.0090.0020.0020.0010.0010.001*0.002*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Switching is a hassle that I've not got time for
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 162 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

5106146104949275010112492986Agree strongly (2)
15%15%15%6%17%h5%11%f7%8%9%d16%bcdefhk

10821194121517176831093603472281767Tend to agree (1)
31%30%30%23%26%15%24%f24%22%23%30%bcdefh

50056958395415841203209133955Neither agree (0)
14%14%15%13%14%11%9%13%13%13%16%bcdefhjknor disagree

801925892217711671334614622781276Tend to disagree (-1)
23%23%22%29%a24%31%a30%a30%a29%a28%a21%

51762560321352194104379403259816Disagree strongly (-2)
15%16%a15%28%ag17%36%ae23%a25%a26%a26%a14%

SUMMARY CODES

1592180818252201261101594614713202754AGREE
45%45%46%29%42%h20%35%f30%30%32%46%bcdefh

1318155014954291233612378398655362093DISAGREE
38%a39%a37%a57%ag41%a67%ae53%a55%a55%a53%a35%

91010325245528Refused
****1%1%***1%*

85838884311192213157Don't know
2%2%2%1%1%*2%f1%1%1%3%bcdfh

0.0790.0630.087-0.5010.003h-0.791-0.303f-0.437-0.435-0.3860.143bcdefhjMean Score
k
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Switching is a hassle that I've not got time for
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 162 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

1.3231.3411.3331.2951.3821.2321.3701.2781.3041.3351.322Standard Deviation
0.001**0.0020.0070.0030.0040.0010.0010.002*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Switching is a hassle that I've not got time for
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 162 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

94559765793773675588580937370986Agree strongly (2)
36%14%13%26%abcdf14%17%bc19%bcn25%abcdf15%17%15%25%abcdf17%b13%12%16%bc

ghjklnoghlnoghklno

66812784146152994415083163801582052001767Tend to agree (1)
24%22%29%o29%35%aegjk29%o24%31%31%gjo24%29%o25%29%o36%adefg34%aegjo30%gjo

ojkmno

-527741616580228640804314266100955Neither agree (0)
-17%c17%cgk14%15%12%20%cefgk16%17%cgk11%14%14%26%abcef12%17%cgk16%cgknor disagree

ghijklmn
o

561108518212867231118913870701511231276Tend to disagree (-1)
21%19%d25%djm17%20%d24%djm16%16%23%dj26%dijm25%dijm22%d13%27%abdij21%d21%dj

lmo

37152356384741558578440485774816Disagree strongly (-2)
10%23%abcde12%12%15%cd16%cd18%abcdh11%12%16%cd15%cd13%9%10%13%14%cd

fhiklmnmn

SUMMARY CODES

15113186160203246176812251412481592512782702754AGREE
60%36%42%55%abdfg49%go46%o43%56%abdfg46%o41%45%o50%gno46%o49%gno46%o46%o

hjknohjkno

813116186146212141381691462221091182091972093DISAGREE
31%42%abdhi36%d29%d35%d40%abdim34%d27%35%d42%abdhi40%abdim34%d22%37%dim33%d35%d

mm

2221--6-25*-4-528Refused
7%1%**--2%acefkl-*1%acefkl*-1%-1%ck*

1151663116291656311418157Don't know
2%5%afhjkl4%fl2%1%2%1%1%2%5%afhjkl1%2%6%acefhj2%3%fl3%fl

klm

0.597-0.1490.077o0.399abc0.126o0.080o0.096o0.447abc0.150o-0.0090.0480.288fgk0.347abc0.155o0.123o0.143oMean Score
fghjklnofghjklnonofghjklno

1.5051.4061.2671.3651.3121.3761.3891.3241.2791.3931.3341.3911.1971.2521.2551.322Standard Deviation
0.0990.0060.0040.0060.0040.0030.0050.0140.0030.0060.0030.0060.0030.0030.003*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Switching is a hassle that I've not got time for
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 163 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

1951412111472653319951101541694Agree strongly (2)
14%ahi11%11%10%15%aef11%e8%14%b18%ab11%12%e

39330845831748172826710713212371476Tend to agree (1)
28%ahi25%24%22%28%aef23%23%30%abc24%24%25%h

26421830520525249324760104828992Neither agree (0)
19%ahi18%h16%14%15%16%21%afg17%19%16%17%hnor disagree

3073164994374048562987810413761558Tend to disagree (-1)
22%26%k26%k30%aijk24%28%g25%22%19%27%cd26%cgk

177203366316229615219541089011062Disagree strongly (-2)
13%17%k19%k22%ajk13%20%ag19%g15%19%18%18%gk

SUMMARY CODES

589448669464745105936615823317792170AGREE
42%ahij37%h35%32%44%aef34%31%45%ab42%ab35%36%eh

483519865753633147151713121222772620DISAGREE
34%42%k46%k52%aijk37%47%ag44%g37%38%45%cd44%cdgk

841136127-52125Refused
1%*1%***1%-1%**

6739452972723556168179Don't know
5%ahij3%2%2%4%af2%3%2%1%3%c3%c

0.093ahij-0.112h-0.191h-0.3220.091aef-0.230-0.2400.070ab0.028ab-0.176-0.142efhMean Score
1.2771.2941.3191.3161.3211.3131.2521.3151.3991.2981.312Standard Deviation
0.0010.0020.0010.0020.0010.0010.0010.0050.004**Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- I worry that if I switch things will go wrong
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 163 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

1491124135351592984350230694Agree strongly (2)
15%ahi9%11%11%17%ag15%c13%c10%14%ac12%ci

2603018921199277551308064861476Tend to agree (1)
27%24%24%24%29%ag28%d20%23%29%acd25%d

17424056485413738155515284992Neither agree (0)
18%19%ah15%17%14%19%24%abc15%17%c17%cnor disagree

206313102113621963512110043981558Tend to disagree (-1)
21%25%j28%j27%f21%18%19%29%abde24%d26%defj

131218705920142181047511901062Disagree strongly (-2)
13%18%j19%j18%f15%9%16%be21%abde11%18%befj

SUMMARY CODES

409412130517344378421411567162170AGREE
42%ahi33%35%34%46%ag43%acd33%33%43%acd36%c

337531172622823385222517555882620DISAGREE
35%43%j47%aij45%f36%27%35%e50%abde35%e44%bdefj

79925--185325Refused
1%h1%h*1%f--3%abce***cf

4940861433720296367179Don't know
5%ahi3%2%3%4%10%abcd5%ac2%4%ac3%c

0.098ahi-0.190-0.199-0.1920.127ag0.250acd-0.052c-0.2920.106acd-0.142cMean Score
1.3101.2641.3181.2981.3521.2421.3001.3151.2671.312Standard Deviation
0.0020.0010.001*0.0020.0080.0030.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- I worry that if I switch things will go wrong
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 163 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

6854177583690587107162107422694Agree strongly (2)
13%12%11%11%12%11%15%afgh19%ab18%ab9%12%b

127116117412851471129018625517910371476Tend to agree (1)
24%25%24%24%25%24%26%29%ab30%ab23%25%

120749106860989863128161108708992Neither agree (0)
23%aij16%15%16%17%16%18%18%b18%16%17%nor disagree

101122522213861555138916915313912611558Tend to disagree (-1)
19%26%k31%ajk26%26%26%24%18%23%d28%acd26%dk

6986811996310629639981599211062Disagree strongly (-2)
13%19%k17%18%e18%e18%e14%9%10%21%acd18%cdek

SUMMARY CODES

195170325118672161187629441728614592170AGREE
37%36%35%36%36%36%41%afgh48%ab47%ab33%36%b

170209334123502618235226823419821822620DISAGREE
33%45%k48%k45%e44%e45%e37%27%33%d49%acd44%cdek

214123252333-625Refused
********-**b

361211715417715623551585179Don't know
7%aij3%2%3%3%3%3%6%abc2%2%3%b

0.048aij-0.158-0.189-0.170-0.144-0.1670.049afgh0.325ab0.230ab-0.281-0.142bMean Score
1.2661.3201.2881.3101.3111.3101.3081.2641.2671.2981.312Standard Deviation
0.003*0.002***0.0020.0010.002**Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- I worry that if I switch things will go wrong
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 163 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

12687473148613694Agree strongly (2)
13%16%ae11%3%5%13%ac12%c

2691381048817312231476Tend to agree (1)
27%e25%24%21%19%26%c25%c

1911136708118802992Neither agree (0)
19%ae21%ae15%19%13%17%c17%cnor disagree

20312511981531011421558Tend to disagree (-1)
21%23%28%fg39%34%ab24%26%g

1465884462547661062Disagree strongly (-2)
15%f11%19%afg15%28%ab16%18%fg

SUMMARY CODES

3952261521922118362170AGREE
40%ae41%ae35%24%24%39%ac36%c

34918320422156419082620DISAGREE
36%33%47%afg54%61%ab41%44%bfg

1315--1725Refused
*1%*--**

4424103116133179Don't know
5%ae4%e2%3%2%3%3%c

0.029ae0.137ae-0.211-0.438-0.608-0.049ac-0.142ceMean Score
1.2921.2671.3161.1011.2261.3161.312Standard Deviation
0.0020.003*0.0340.002**Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- I worry that if I switch things will go wrong
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 163 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

8813343247694Agree strongly (2)
13%22%abce12%10%12%

167167555331476Tend to agree (1)
24%28%27%b23%25%

1476532304992Neither agree (0)
21%abd9%19%ab13%17%bnor disagree

162166876891558Tend to disagree (-1)
23%27%24%29%ace26%

8484375331062Disagree strongly (-2)
12%13%15%e23%ace18%ce

SUMMARY CODES

2563010987792170AGREE
36%50%ab39%ab33%36%b

24623112412222620DISAGREE
35%40%40%e52%ace44%ce

1-81025Refused
*-***

5218047179Don't know
7%abc1%3%2%3%b

0.021ab0.204b-0.043ab-0.317-0.142bMean Score
1.2541.4011.2871.3351.312Standard Deviation
0.0020.0350.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- I worry that if I switch things will go wrong
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 163 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

1762941705417112957637831663757694Agree strongly (2)
14%ajk14%ajk10%j6%8%15%afgi11%f6%14%ad10%13%b6%12%bdfj

3375843881675521621021275072613201561476Tend to agree (1)
27%jk27%ajk23%j19%27%f28%af24%f16%28%ad22%26%b17%25%bdfj

2804062268026104107153562430886106992Neither agree (0)
22%ajkl19%ajk13%j9%13%14%12%12%21%ad13%17%b12%17%bdfghjknor disagree

22452752128558211255444546101212632951558Tend to disagree (-1)
18%24%m31%alm32%alm29%28%29%34%agh20%31%ae25%33%ac26%em

129293351290401151903893117517962661062Disagree strongly (-2)
10%14%m21%alm33%aklm20%15%22%ah30%aghi12%23%ae16%30%ac18%celm

SUMMARY CODES

513878558222713283042881129104119562142170AGREE
41%ajk41%ajk33%j25%36%f43%afg35%f22%42%ad32%38%ab24%36%bdfjk

35382087257698326444833858176320605612620DISAGREE
28%38%m52%alm65%aklm49%43%51%ah64%aghi32%53%ae40%62%ac44%celm

14651-118151021425Refused
1%ajkl***-**1%1%****

98542264811191265416415179Don't know
8%ajkl2%jk1%1%2%1%1%1%5%ad2%3%b2%3%bdfghjk

0.181ajkl0.028ajk-0.299j-0.673-0.257f-0.002afgi-0.274f-0.6740.133ad-0.358-0.054ab-0.631-0.142bdfgjMean Score
k

1.2331.2821.3111.2801.2981.3281.3411.2341.2551.3151.3011.2601.312Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0020.0090.0020.0020.0010.0010.001*0.002*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- I worry that if I switch things will go wrong
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 163 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

3854434475634254011311588694Agree strongly (2)
11%11%11%7%12%h5%9%f7%7%9%12%bcdfh

88699710061566876883033042101476Tend to agree (1)
25%25%25%21%23%14%19%f20%19%21%25%bcdefh

52459159884404864176169117992Neither agree (0)
15%15%15%11%14%9%14%f12%11%12%17%bcdfhijnor disagree

99111211118244811911405055153131558Tend to disagree (-1)
28%a28%28%a32%a27%36%a31%a33%a33%a31%a26%

619761721205651871064064432621062Disagree strongly (-2)
18%19%18%27%a22%35%ae24%a27%a28%a26%a18%

SUMMARY CODES

1270144014532121021011274164192982170AGREE
36%36%36%28%35%h19%28%f27%27%30%36%bcdefh

1610188218394491473782469119585742620DISAGREE
46%47%a46%a59%ag50%70%ae55%a60%a61%a57%a44%

898324234525Refused
****1%1%*****

929910295511192213179Don't know
3%2%3%1%2%1%2%1%1%1%3%bcdfh

-0.169-0.194-0.170-0.519-0.260h-0.830-0.424f-0.524-0.562-0.454-0.142bcdefhMean Score
1.3051.3171.3111.2921.3531.1951.2961.2831.2881.3191.312Standard Deviation
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- I worry that if I switch things will go wrong
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 163 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

***0.0020.0060.0030.0040.0010.0010.002*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- I worry that if I switch things will go wrong
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 163 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

73547393569692957496144584847694Agree strongly (2)
27%11%11%13%bc8%13%bcl17%abcdf20%abcdf12%14%bcl11%14%bcl11%8%8%12%bc

hlnohklno

96911691113127914012965133811121571441476Tend to agree (1)
34%22%26%g31%adfgj27%dg24%22%28%g26%dg19%24%25%g21%28%dg24%25%g

ko

250774756707528854875471498894992Neither agree (0)
7%16%17%16%14%13%18%k20%17%14%14%15%27%abcef15%16%17%nor disagree

ghjklmno

563114751141457428122104176681011931751558Tend to disagree (-1)
18%20%26%dj26%dj27%djo27%djo18%20%25%dj30%deijo32%adehi21%19%34%adehi30%deijo26%djo

jojklmno

275703786108911787601036786711031062Disagree strongly (-2)
7%24%abcdgh16%13%21%cim20%cim22%acdim12%18%c17%19%cm21%cim16%13%17%c18%cm

imnn

SUMMARY CODES

16104163130147196160691861151941251702051912170AGREE
61%33%37%44%abcdf36%37%39%bd48%abcdf38%d33%35%39%d31%36%32%36%d

gkloghklno

6137184113200253165452091642791361872642782620DISAGREE
25%44%di42%d38%48%dijm47%dijm40%32%43%di47%dim50%adehi43%di34%47%dim47%dijm44%di

jmn

222---5-25-13-525Refused
7%1%*---1%acfkl-*1%acfkl-*1%-1%cfk*

-20164101451817710361021179Don't know
-6%acfhij4%fj1%2%3%1%1%2%5%cfhijm1%3%7%abcefh2%4%fj3%f

klmijklm

0.612-0.255-0.1020.065ab-0.257-0.185-0.065b0.250ab-0.110-0.183-0.230-0.114-0.090-0.147-0.253-0.142Mean Score
cfgklocdefghj

klno
1.3071.3771.2801.2761.3031.3621.4191.3131.3101.3511.3091.3861.2461.2101.2541.312Standard Deviation
0.0710.0060.0040.0050.0040.0030.0050.0140.0030.0050.0030.0060.0030.0030.003*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- I worry that if I switch things will go wrong
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 164 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

604260306110029635150191Agree strongly (2)
4%ah3%3%2%4%3%3%2%6%abd3%3%h

173118149831662531043552436523Tend to agree (1)
12%ahij10%h8%h6%10%8%9%10%9%9%9%h

2411872231001993711808089581750Neither agree (0)
17%ahi15%ahi12%h7%12%12%15%afg22%abc16%ab11%13%hnor disagree

4013795584495438933508914015571786Tend to disagree (-1)
28%31%29%31%32%f29%30%25%25%31%cd30%c

453455832764648139346314022721382505Disagree strongly (-2)
32%37%k44%jk53%aijk38%45%aeg40%39%41%42%42%gjk

SUMMARY CODES

2331592081122283521334087586713AGREE
17%ahij13%h11%h8%13%f11%11%11%16%ab12%12%h

854834139012131192228781322936736954291DISAGREE
61%68%k73%jk83%aijk70%74%eg69%64%66%73%cd72%cdjk

1061038146-62329Refused
1%h*1%***1%-1%**

73426326828339610187204Don't know
5%ahij3%h3%h2%5%af3%3%2%2%4%c3%h

-0.764ahij-0.922ahi-1.073h-1.288-0.959af-1.072-0.988f-0.923b-0.868ab-1.049-1.024hMean Score
1.1811.1201.0930.9711.1291.1021.0841.0821.2381.0921.107Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0010.001*0.0010.0030.003**Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- I don't think I'd be able to switch even if I wanted to
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 164 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

494692147447218578191Agree strongly (2)
5%ah4%h3%3%5%ag3%3%2%5%ac3%

127131253431913052253187523Tend to agree (1)
13%ah11%ah7%9%10%15%acd8%7%11%acd9%ch

18019636463611445128334244750Neither agree (0)
18%ah16%ah10%13%12%23%abc20%abc10%15%ac13%chnor disagree

282346113414833044314710445521786Tend to disagree (-1)
29%28%31%29%32%22%23%30%de33%acde30%de

278459173221483575223717025142505Disagree strongly (-2)
29%37%j47%aij43%f38%27%37%be49%abde31%42%bdefij

SUMMARY CODES

1761773455781353673339265713AGREE
18%ahi14%ah9%11%14%ag19%acd11%10%16%acd12%ch

5618042867363166094384274610674291DISAGREE
57%65%j78%aij72%70%49%60%e79%abde64%e72%bdeij

8912263-195529Refused
1%h1%*1%*-3%abce***c

50461021673719377177204Don't know
5%ah4%3%3%4%10%abc6%ac2%5%ac3%c

-0.670ahi-0.884ah-1.164-1.043-0.922ag-0.587abcd-0.901ac-1.177-0.786acd-1.024chMean Score
1.1951.1571.0371.0961.1601.1871.1361.0421.1641.107Standard Deviation
0.0010.001**0.0010.0070.002*0.001*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- I don't think I'd be able to switch even if I wanted to
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 164 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

1714424155189156354019129191Agree strongly (2)
3%3%3%3%3%3%5%afgh5%ab3%3%3%

50409594545224556812082317523Tend to agree (1)
9%9%8%9%9%9%9%14%ab13%ab7%9%b

121541706607456658516196481750Neither agree (0)
23%aij12%10%13%12%13%12%18%ab16%ab11%13%bnor disagree

127141622815751780158120524819013441786Tend to disagree (-1)
24%30%k32%k30%30%30%29%29%31%30%30%k

158202131322142503221628923520420602505Disagree strongly (-2)
30%43%k44%k42%42%42%40%27%34%d46%acd42%cdk

SUMMARY CODES

6655383608711610103160101446713AGREE
13%12%12%12%12%12%14%fh18%ab17%ab10%12%b

285343754237894283379749448339434044291DISAGREE
54%73%k76%ak72%72%72%69%56%65%d77%acd72%cdk

3161262926362429Refused
1%******1%b***b

4713320169201172325915104204Don't know
9%aij3%3%3%3%3%4%7%abc2%2%3%b

-0.761aij-1.051-1.077-1.036-1.025-1.034-0.946-0.645abc-0.810ab-1.129-1.024bMean Score
1.1291.1001.0951.0961.1071.0961.1861.1901.1481.0631.107Standard Deviation
0.003*0.002***0.0020.0010.002**Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- I don't think I'd be able to switch even if I wanted to
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 164 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

4928107119155191Agree strongly (2)
5%ae5%ae2%3%2%3%3%e

11563332349438523Tend to agree (1)
12%ae11%ae8%9%5%9%c9%c

17389472760634750Neither agree (0)
18%ae16%ae11%17%c7%13%c13%cenor disagree

2741611316925614211786Tend to disagree (-1)
28%29%30%22%28%30%30%

31718019921951718732505Disagree strongly (-2)
32%33%46%afg48%56%ab40%42%fg

SUMMARY CODES

16491439569592713AGREE
17%ae17%ae10%12%7%13%c12%ce

59134133072777332934291DISAGREE
60%62%76%afg71%84%abd70%72%fg

3319--2229Refused
*1%*--**

4925115-17155204Don't know
5%ae5%e3%-2%3%c3%ce

-0.748ae-0.771ae-1.127-1.028-1.333-0.978c-1.024ceMean Score
1.1991.1981.0541.1640.9711.1181.107Standard Deviation
0.0010.003*0.0370.001**Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- I don't think I'd be able to switch even if I wanted to
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 164 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

1859671191Agree strongly (2)
3%8%abe3%3%3%

679264177523Tend to agree (1)
10%15%b9%b8%9%

1256388225750Neither agree (0)
18%abc10%14%b10%13%bnor disagree

197159016701786Tend to disagree (-1)
28%25%32%b28%30%

23824108711542505Disagree strongly (-2)
34%41%38%e49%ace42%ce

SUMMARY CODES

8514360248713AGREE
12%23%abce13%b11%12%

43539198818244291DISAGREE
62%66%70%e77%ace72%e

3-81229Refused
*-***

5319654204Don't know
8%abc1%3%b2%3%b

-0.885ab-0.760b-0.957ab-1.157-1.024bMean Score
1.1021.3571.1141.0781.107Standard Deviation
0.0020.033*0.001*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- I don't think I'd be able to switch even if I wanted to
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 164 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

6457531542319191226817119191Agree strongly (2)
5%ajkl3%3%2%2%3%f2%1%5%ad2%3%2%3%dfj

188192115281264555932419947943523Tend to agree (1)
15%ajkl9%jk7%j3%6%8%f6%5%12%ad6%9%b5%9%bdfgjk

275300131431470729047827368763750Neither agree (0)
22%ajkl14%jk8%j5%7%9%8%7%18%ad8%14%b7%13%bdfghijknor disagree

3396915462106327523835680398315572301786Tend to disagree (-1)
27%32%jm32%jm24%32%36%afg27%27%30%30%31%b26%30%bjm

269850804581101322467750809169519845212505Disagree strongly (-2)
21%39%m48%alm66%aklm51%ah42%54%ah58%ah30%51%ae39%58%ac42%cem

SUMMARY CODES

252249168441688747844626765063713AGREE
20%ajkl12%j10%j5%8%11%f9%f6%17%ad8%13%b7%12%bdfgjk

6071542135079116459670511061612267935417504291DISAGREE
48%71%m80%alm90%aklm82%a78%a81%a85%agh60%81%ae70%83%ac72%cem

121061-218151424529Refused
1%j***-**1%1%**1%*

1116325461216191386618518204Don't know
9%ajkl3%jk2%j*3%2%2%1%5%ad2%4%b2%3%bdfghjk

-0.493ajkl-0.997jk-1.171j-1.496-1.267-1.070fgi-1.270f-1.380-0.731ad-1.255-0.964ab-1.357-1.024bdfgiMean Score
jk

1.1811.0791.0530.8680.9771.0661.0090.9161.1750.9931.1200.9671.107Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0010.0050.0010.0010.0010.001**0.001*Error Variance
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- I don't think I'd be able to switch even if I wanted to
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 164 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

961061121771012393924191Agree strongly (2)
3%3%3%2%2%2%3%3%2%2%3%

33036037532222226788049523Tend to agree (1)
9%9%9%4%7%h4%6%5%5%5%9%bcdfh

427452461593333371009983750Neither agree (0)
12%11%12%8%11%6%8%7%6%8%13%bcdefhnor disagree

106912201213211721201264524402691786Tend to disagree (-1)
31%30%30%28%24%22%28%30%28%27%30%f

1467176317134261543442308368885652505Disagree strongly (-2)
42%44%43%56%a52%a64%ae51%a55%a57%a56%a42%

SUMMARY CODES

4264674864929333811611973713AGREE
12%12%12%6%10%6%9%8%8%7%12%bcdefh

253629832926637226464356128813288344291DISAGREE
72%74%a73%84%ag76%87%ae79%a84%a85%a83%a72%

101112324366529Refused
****1%1%1%****

10410811586315161913204Don't know
3%3%3%1%2%1%3%f1%1%1%3%bcdfh

-1.027-1.070-1.043-1.339-1.198-1.445-1.241f-1.309-1.331-1.317-1.024bcdefghMean Score
1.0971.0851.0980.9551.0640.9261.0270.9820.9820.9841.107Standard Deviation
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- I don't think I'd be able to switch even if I wanted to
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 164 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

***0.0010.0040.0020.0020.0010.0010.001*Error Variance
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- I don't think I'd be able to switch even if I wanted to
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 164 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

1721591426101110131222723191Agree strongly (2)
5%2%5%cflm2%2%3%6%acfghk7%acfhkl2%3%2%4%c4%c1%4%c3%c

lmomo

12431273125331950244828723773523Tend to agree (1)
6%8%7%9%k8%5%8%13%cgkn10%ck7%9%k9%k13%acfgjk7%12%acgjkl9%k

lnono

232576636407019742050401265763750Neither agree (0)
7%10%g13%gk23%abcef9%7%17%abcfgk13%gk15%bcfgk6%9%12%gk23%abcef10%g11%g13%fgklnor disagree

ghiklnololghijklno

77415383951599343177126178941142131771786Tend to disagree (-1)
27%24%35%adjlo28%d23%30%djl23%30%d36%abdjk36%adjlm32%djlo30%d21%38%abdej30%djl30%djlo

lmooklmo

12150159107235277177491661482521391712352282505Disagree strongly (-2)
46%48%abdhi36%36%57%abcde52%abcde43%dhn34%34%42%dh45%bdhim44%dhn31%41%dh39%d42%dhn

mnfghijmnofghijmnn

SUMMARY CODES

33152324039582961336040954497713AGREE
11%10%12%ck11%10%7%14%ck20%acfgh13%ck10%11%12%ck17%acfgh8%16%acfgkl12%ck

klmnoklmnomno

19225312190330435270923432744302332854484054291DISAGREE
72%72%d71%d65%d80%abdhi82%abdeh66%d64%d70%d79%abdhi78%abdhi73%djm52%79%abdhi69%d72%djm

jmnoijmnojmnjmnjmno

232--16-26--21629Refused
7%1%f1%--*1%acefkl-*2%acdefk--**1%f*

lm

122196819631015155381719204Don't know
3%7%abcefh4%j2%2%3%1%2%2%4%jl3%2%7%abcefh3%3%3%

jklmjklm

-1.121-1.170-0.947cf-0.902cf-1.272-1.281-0.914cf-0.732ac-0.914ac-1.160-1.129k-1.027kl-0.671ab-1.151k-0.908ac-1.024cfMean Score
gklogklogkloefgklofgklocefghjklfgklogklo

mno
1.1841.0821.1181.0621.0460.9901.2341.2661.0611.0201.0521.1301.2050.9471.1831.107Standard Deviation
0.0610.0040.0030.0040.0030.0020.0040.0130.0020.0030.0020.0040.0030.0020.003*Error Variance
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- I don't think I'd be able to switch even if I wanted to
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 165 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

122971691381193031044258426526Agree strongly (2)
9%8%9%10%7%10%g9%12%b10%8%9%g

4343715474305198833797713115741782Tend to agree (1)
31%30%29%30%30%28%32%f22%23%31%cd30%cd

438406661465531105138912820916331970Neither agree (0)
31%33%35%k32%31%34%33%36%37%ab32%33%nor disagree

1691622282051994161484860656763Tend to disagree (-1)
12%13%12%14%12%13%13%13%11%13%13%

757711810370242612158294372Disagree strongly (-2)
5%6%6%7%4%8%aeg5%6%10%abd6%6%g

SUMMARY CODES

555468717568639118648411918920002308AGREE
39%38%38%39%37%38%41%g33%34%39%cd39%c

244238346307269657209681189501136DISAGREE
17%19%18%21%k16%21%aeg18%19%21%19%19%g

96146121312-63036Refused
1%1%1%*1%*1%f-1%1%1%

164110156107258201784037459536Don't know
12%ahij9%8%7%15%aef6%7%11%c7%9%9%ef

0.2900.2250.2440.2210.291f0.2040.294f0.2270.1390.258c0.245cMean Score
1.0191.0261.0291.0700.9701.0771.0071.0681.1181.0241.036Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0010.001*0.0010.0030.003**Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Some energy suppliers are more trustworthy than others
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 165 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

921043184191071858309141526Agree strongly (2)
9%8%9%8%11%ag9%9%9%8%9%

281387108315032793815710855021782Tend to agree (1)
29%31%29%30%29%20%24%31%de30%de30%de

319405123016932776921211645261970Neither agree (0)
33%33%33%34%f29%35%33%33%32%33%fnor disagree

1061495006481152867475193763Tend to disagree (-1)
11%12%14%j13%12%14%10%14%d12%13%

62772253106274222994372Disagree strongly (-2)
6%6%6%6%7%4%7%7%6%6%

SUMMARY CODES

373490140119223865621513946432308AGREE
38%40%38%38%41%29%34%40%de39%de39%de

168226726958177351097042871136DISAGREE
17%18%20%19%19%18%17%20%b17%19%

1110153242199736Refused
1%h1%*1%*1%3%abc**1%c

1051013184331043387222195536Don't know
11%hi8%9%9%11%ag17%abc14%ac6%12%ac9%c

0.2730.2590.2290.2340.3020.1960.2280.2360.2770.245Mean Score
1.0461.0281.0331.0261.0881.0031.0571.0411.0231.036Standard Deviation
0.0010.001**0.0010.0060.002*0.001*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Some energy suppliers are more trustworthy than others
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 165 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

3543249468521473536143420526Agree strongly (2)
7%9%7%9%9%9%7%7%7%9%d9%

114144820615901779159318924420513281782Tend to agree (1)
22%31%k29%k30%e30%30%e26%28%34%ad30%30%k

202150324517391965174522626118415071970Neither agree (0)
39%aj32%34%33%33%33%32%30%30%34%d33%nor disagree

49602105671763671929983579763Tend to disagree (-1)
9%13%k15%k13%13%13%13%11%14%13%13%k

3727952317371318544441287372Disagree strongly (-2)
7%6%7%6%6%6%8%5%7%6%6%

SUMMARY CODES

149188025520582300206624230524917482308AGREE
29%40%ik36%k39%e39%e39%e34%35%41%d39%d39%dek

8788115798811359891471421248671136DISAGREE
17%19%22%k19%19%19%20%16%20%d20%d19%d

42232836288621136Refused
1%**1%1%1%1%1%b**1%b

82394544415354439415549307536Don't know
16%aij8%8%8%9%8%13%afgh18%abc8%7%9%b

0.1380.270ik0.1450.255e0.2440.257e0.1530.2540.2290.2460.245eiMean Score
1.0101.0371.0341.0311.0361.0321.0661.0061.0361.0431.036Standard Deviation
0.002*0.002***0.0020.0010.002**Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Some energy suppliers are more trustworthy than others
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 165 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

88453914132374526Agree strongly (2)
9%8%9%12%14%ab8%9%

28614513211334613471782Tend to agree (1)
29%26%30%32%38%ab29%30%

32317314331826215761970Neither agree (0)
33%31%33%46%c28%34%c33%cnor disagree

11777567289628763Tend to disagree (-1)
12%14%13%5%10%13%c13%c

6532273-42311372Disagree strongly (-2)
7%6%6%-5%7%c6%

SUMMARY CODES

37419017121747817212308AGREE
38%35%39%f44%52%ab37%39%

18210984121319391136DISAGREE
19%20%19%5%14%20%cd19%cd

4221--2736Refused
***--1%c1%c

9775344248433536Don't know
10%e14%aeg8%6%5%9%c9%c

0.2440.1990.2480.5410.502ab0.1990.245bMean Score
1.0471.0411.0390.7801.0241.0361.036Standard Deviation
0.0010.002*0.0170.001**Error Variance
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Some energy suppliers are more trustworthy than others
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 165 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

467228244526Agree strongly (2)
7%11%8%10%ace9%

180168667191782Tend to agree (1)
26%27%30%e30%e30%e

244199637361970Neither agree (0)
35%32%34%31%33%nor disagree

777354323763Tend to disagree (-1)
11%12%12%14%13%

393176154372Disagree strongly (-2)
6%4%6%7%6%

SUMMARY CODES

2262210949642308AGREE
32%38%38%e41%e39%e

116105294771136DISAGREE
17%17%19%20%e19%

2-101736Refused
*-*1%1%

1138245168536Don't know
16%abc14%9%7%9%b

0.1990.3210.2390.2650.245Mean Score
0.9911.0461.0201.0681.036Standard Deviation
0.0020.022*0.001*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Some energy suppliers are more trustworthy than others
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 165 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

55178180114247690147187339418109526Agree strongly (2)
4%8%m11%alm13%alm12%10%10%11%a7%10%ae8%12%ac9%em

3276645192726823626637381197115052771782Tend to agree (1)
26%31%m31%m31%m34%31%31%29%30%29%30%31%30%m

43573651228759243288441879109116812891970Neither agree (0)
35%k34%k30%32%29%32%33%34%33%33%33%32%33%nor disagree

1392622451172199112187320444650114763Tend to disagree (-1)
11%12%15%lm13%11%13%13%14%12%13%13%13%13%

74121119581152628515421931656372Disagree strongly (-2)
6%6%7%7%5%7%7%7%6%7%6%6%6%

SUMMARY CODES

38184269938693312356520998131019223862308AGREE
30%39%m42%am44%alm47%a41%41%40%37%40%38%43%ac39%m

213384364174321511742724736639661701136DISAGREE
17%18%22%alm20%16%20%20%21%18%20%e19%19%19%

16983-31111918271036Refused
1%ajkl***-**1%g1%1%1%1%1%

21319298331660485732021649145536Don't know
17%ajkl9%jk6%j4%8%f8%f6%4%12%ad7%10%b5%9%bdfgjk

0.1440.262m0.251m0.316m0.4060.2640.2580.2510.2370.2510.2310.318c0.245mMean Score
0.9661.0071.0871.0811.0481.0641.0671.0701.0021.0621.0301.0691.036Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0020.0060.0020.0010.001***0.001*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Some energy suppliers are more trustworthy than others
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 165 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

356400403100267050185179124526Agree strongly (2)
10%a10%10%a13%a9%13%a11%12%a11%a12%a9%

118913321324221811581454724852871782Tend to agree (1)
34%a33%a33%a29%28%29%32%31%31%28%30%

106512491243242991851354745023281970Neither agree (0)
30%31%31%32%34%35%30%31%32%33%33%knor disagree

411484480105436459215224139763Tend to disagree (-1)
12%12%12%14%14%12%13%14%14%14%13%

141173171492138231069967372Disagree strongly (-2)
4%4%4%6%7%7%5%7%6%7%6%ijk

SUMMARY CODES

1545173217263211082281956576644112308AGREE
44%a43%a43%a42%36%42%43%43%a42%a41%39%

55265865115463102823223222061136DISAGREE
16%16%16%20%21%19%18%21%21%20%19%ijk

161616326667536Refused
****1%1%1%***1%

32636536436241532687757536Don't know
9%9%9%5%8%3%7%f4%5%6%9%bcdfh

0.382a0.358a0.361a0.3030.1850.3060.3420.2850.2830.2780.245Mean Score
0.9951.0011.0011.0931.0601.0841.0441.0931.0691.0871.036Standard Deviation
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Some energy suppliers are more trustworthy than others
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 165 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

***0.0020.0040.0020.0030.0010.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Some energy suppliers are more trustworthy than others
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 165 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

-3533333547471140415834413339526Agree strongly (2)
-11%bc7%11%bc8%9%11%bc8%8%12%bcdn10%bc11%c7%6%7%9%c

1076137731301559237165112178691542031911782Tend to agree (1)
41%24%31%ejo25%31%ejo29%ej23%26%34%ejmo32%ejo32%ejmo22%28%e36%adeij32%ejmo30%ejo

kmo

510615510112516415750160781591072051902071970Neither agree (0)
19%34%g35%fg35%g30%g31%g38%afgkl35%g33%g22%29%g34%g38%afgkl33%g35%fg33%gnor disagree

43644415273372269497440668174763Tend to disagree (-1)
14%12%10%14%12%14%j9%16%j14%j14%j13%13%12%14%j13%13%j

-3229142440451224223225252027372Disagree strongly (-2)
-10%abcdfh7%c5%6%8%bc11%abcdfg9%c5%6%6%8%c5%4%5%6%c

lmhlmn

SUMMARY CODES

10110170106165203139482051532361021952362312308AGREE
41%35%38%36%40%e38%34%34%42%ej44%dejo42%dejo32%36%42%ej39%39%e

4687455761138235947110665911011011136DISAGREE
14%22%17%19%18%21%20%24%19%21%19%21%17%18%17%19%

262--26-253-31536Refused
7%2%acehkl1%--*2%acelm-*1%cel1%-1%*1%1%

m

52241324852251029415144523946536Don't know
20%7%9%11%hj12%chj10%h6%7%6%12%chj9%14%abcfhj9%7%8%9%h

o

0.3620.1580.2500.2670.2750.2010.1530.0920.2780.3310.312j0.1660.2420.2810.2620.245Mean Score
0.8061.1451.0091.0381.0351.0811.1371.0760.9991.1221.0601.1070.9630.9310.9581.036Standard Deviation
0.0340.0050.0020.0040.0030.0020.0040.0100.0020.0040.0020.0040.0020.0020.002*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Some energy suppliers are more trustworthy than others
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 166 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

1281292472261474491343679615730Agree strongly (2)
9%10%13%k16%ajk9%14%aeg11%g10%14%12%12%gk

516528836642661136150015020521662522Tend to agree (1)
37%43%k44%k44%k39%44%g43%g42%37%43%c42%cgk

39633048235744277734610117512891565Neither agree (0)
28%h27%25%25%26%25%30%afg29%31%ab25%26%nor disagree

160109147111193243903052445527Tend to disagree (-1)
11%ahij9%8%8%11%aef8%8%9%9%9%9%

343030224266971793117Disagree strongly (-2)
2%2%2%2%2%e2%e1%2%3%2%2%e

SUMMARY CODES

6446561083867808181063318628427813251AGREE
46%53%k57%k60%ajk47%58%aeg54%g52%51%55%54%gk

1941401771332353091003768538644DISAGREE
14%ahi11%9%9%14%aef10%8%11%12%11%11%e

1061137167-62430Refused
1%h*1%**1%1%-1%**

1659614294217196853026441497Don't know
12%ahij8%7%6%13%aef6%7%9%c5%9%c8%cfh

0.4400.546k0.645jk0.691ajk0.4570.650ag0.610g0.5470.5270.6000.590gkMean Score
0.9390.9120.8870.8990.9360.9180.8390.8890.9670.9060.912Standard Deviation

*0.0010.0010.001**0.0010.0020.002**Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Changing tariff with your existing supplier is a good way to save money
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 166 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

961584646291011592486138730Agree strongly (2)
10%13%j13%j12%11%7%14%be14%abe8%12%bej

362495163521753466421715936482522Tend to agree (1)
37%40%44%ij43%f37%33%34%46%abde39%d42%bdefj

2873399201321244641868454711565Neither agree (0)
29%ah27%25%26%26%33%ac29%c24%28%c26%nor disagree

781063324121151246300168527Tend to disagree (-1)
8%9%9%8%12%ag6%7%9%10%d9%

25226686311186237117Disagree strongly (-2)
3%2%2%2%3%ag*3%2%2%2%

SUMMARY CODES

458654209828044477830920797863251AGREE
47%53%j57%aij56%f47%40%48%60%abde47%54%bdefj

1031283984981461364362205644DISAGREE
11%10%11%10%15%ag7%10%10%12%ce11%

9119291-216430Refused
1%h1%h*1%*-3%abce***c

1201002643871104063202193497Don't know
12%ahi8%7%8%12%ag20%abcd10%c6%12%ac8%c

0.5030.591j0.614j0.616f0.4440.5120.570b0.652ab0.4670.590bfjMean Score
0.9140.9130.9050.8940.9930.7920.9660.9050.9050.912Standard Deviation
0.0010.001**0.0010.0040.002***Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Changing tariff with your existing supplier is a good way to save money
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 166 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

5559575651729652775049628730Agree strongly (2)
11%13%10%12%12%12%11%6%8%14%acd12%cd

170200133122322516223728427226419752522Tend to agree (1)
33%43%k46%k42%42%42%40%31%43%d44%ad42%dk

182118717613711560137718825116611331565Neither agree (0)
35%aij25%25%26%26%26%26%29%b27%26%26%nor disagree

33426644595274596710065362527Tend to disagree (-1)
6%9%k9%9%9%9%9%11%ab11%b8%9%

89314971169918261476117Disagree strongly (-2)
1%2%2%2%2%2%3%3%ab2%2%2%

SUMMARY CODES

226259640528833245288936232231326033251AGREE
43%55%k57%k55%e54%55%e50%37%52%d59%acd54%dk

41520785576435588612679438644DISAGREE
8%11%k11%11%11%11%12%14%ab13%b10%11%k

3161273027332830Refused
1%**1%1%1%*****b

72362564154934207816747258497Don't know
14%aij8%8%8%8%8%11%afgh19%abc8%6%8%b

0.5190.5990.5890.5990.5900.5980.5270.3150.481d0.651acd0.590cdMean Score
0.8650.9200.8900.9080.9110.9080.9380.9320.9020.9000.912Standard Deviation
0.002*0.001***0.0010.0010.001**Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Changing tariff with your existing supplier is a good way to save money
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 166 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

86306008179518730Agree strongly (2)
9%f5%14%afg20%20%ab11%12%fg

36821419031642519622522Tend to agree (1)
37%39%44%fg42%46%ab42%42%g

28716711001018012811565Neither agree (0)
29%ae30%ae25%26%20%27%c26%cnor disagree

9246374462429527Tend to disagree (-1)
9%8%9%9%7%9%c9%

35185911993117Disagree strongly (-2)
4%ae3%ae1%1%2%2%2%e

SUMMARY CODES

45324425032460424813251AGREE
46%44%58%afg62%66%ab53%54%fg

12764433481522644DISAGREE
13%ae12%10%10%9%11%11%

2417--2130Refused
*1%*--**c

11170299154391497Don't know
11%ae13%ae7%2%6%8%c8%ce

0.4340.4050.647afg0.7200.791ab0.5560.590fgMean Score
0.9490.8890.8940.9560.9240.9050.912Standard Deviation
0.0010.002*0.0250.001**Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Changing tariff with your existing supplier is a good way to save money
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 166 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

5011231435730Agree strongly (2)
7%19%ce8%18%ace12%ce

25520118710562522Tend to agree (1)
36%34%42%e45%ace42%e

210168255061565Neither agree (0)
30%ab26%29%ab21%26%bnor disagree

564276191527Tend to disagree (-1)
8%7%10%8%9%

1146437117Disagree strongly (-2)
2%7%abce2%2%2%

SUMMARY CODES

30632141814913251AGREE
44%53%50%e63%ace54%ce

678340228644DISAGREE
10%13%12%b10%11%

3-91130Refused
*-***

1164250126497Don't know
17%abc7%9%b5%8%b

0.4770.5690.4820.746ace0.590ceMean Score
0.8551.1170.8900.9230.912Standard Deviation
0.0010.024***Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Changing tariff with your existing supplier is a good way to save money
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 166 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

751812512223276123257231499522208730Agree strongly (2)
6%8%m15%alm25%aklm16%h10%14%h20%agh9%15%ae10%23%ac12%celm

39887679945092347411648975154621044182522Tend to agree (1)
32%40%m48%alm51%alm46%45%47%a50%a36%47%ae41%46%ac42%em

4136563701274018618324384971614201451565Neither agree (0)
33%ajk30%ajk22%j14%20%24%f21%19%32%ad22%28%b16%26%bdfgjknor disagree

114213145541681818525627146760527Tend to disagree (-1)
9%j10%j9%j6%8%11%f9%f7%10%8%9%b7%9%fj

334526141151519645310413117Disagree strongly (-2)
3%2%2%2%1%2%2%1%2%d2%2%1%2%

SUMMARY CODES

473105710506711244235349051206204526266253251AGREE
38%49%m62%alm76%aklm62%a55%62%ah70%agh45%62%ae52%69%ac54%celm

1472581716818969610432032457173644DISAGREE
12%j12%j10%8%9%12%f11%f8%12%d10%11%b8%11%bfj

15861-118181225530Refused
1%ajkl***-**1%1%**1%*

21018685161762534129620144651497Don't know
17%ajkl9%jk5%j2%9%f8%f6%f3%11%ad6%9%b6%8%bdfgjk

0.3570.475m0.694alm0.937aklm0.749ah0.5500.670ah0.831agh0.4430.703ae0.5360.886ac0.590celmMean Score
0.8880.8860.9000.8900.8770.9070.9140.8830.9050.9010.9010.9100.912Standard Deviation
0.001*0.0010.0010.0040.0010.0010.001***0.001*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Changing tariff with your existing supplier is a good way to save money
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 166 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

4375194942055215177326335245730Agree strongly (2)
12%13%12%27%ag17%a28%ae17%a21%a21%a24%a12%

1529179417643671432472177497604902522Tend to agree (1)
44%45%a44%49%a48%a46%48%a49%a48%a49%a42%

8579429701116271842682741641565Neither agree (0)
24%23%24%15%21%h13%19%f18%17%16%26%bcdefhijnor disagree

3223733633722363210711956527Tend to disagree (-1)
9%9%9%5%7%7%7%7%8%6%9%bdh

74807911*94252511117Disagree strongly (-2)
2%2%2%1%*2%1%2%2%1%2%g

SUMMARY CODES

196523132257572195398294107510957363251AGREE
56%58%a56%a76%ag66%a74%ae65%a70%a70%a73%a54%

3964534424822453613214467644DISAGREE
11%11%11%6%7%8%8%9%9%b7%11%bdh

101111324345530Refused
****1%1%1%****

27530032022151833465336497Don't know
8%7%8%3%5%3%7%f3%3%4%8%bcdfh

0.6000.6200.6080.983ag0.803a0.962ae0.800a0.844a0.833a0.933acd0.590Mean Score
0.9220.9200.9140.8770.8340.9330.8640.9060.9160.8700.912Standard Deviation
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Changing tariff with your existing supplier is a good way to save money
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 166 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

***0.0010.0030.0020.0020.0010.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Changing tariff with your existing supplier is a good way to save money
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 166 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

14443274366641580726240684558730Agree strongly (2)
5%14%c10%9%10%12%c16%bclmn10%16%abcfl21%abcde11%13%c12%c8%10%12%c

mnfiklmno

14109173122180236142592201422651351842512912522Tend to agree (1)
55%35%39%41%d44%djo44%djo35%41%45%djo41%48%adjno42%dj34%44%djo49%adgjm42%djo

no

48212399991271294511958129741871491421565Neither agree (0)
15%26%g28%g34%abcef24%g24%g31%abefg31%g24%g17%23%g23%g34%abcef26%g24%g26%gnor disagree

ghklhklghklno

22441244147381438265725377142527Tend to disagree (-1)
7%8%9%8%10%9%9%9%8%7%10%8%7%13%abdgho7%9%

-1510531298125107868117Disagree strongly (-2)
-5%abcdfg2%2%1%2%2%6%abcdfg2%2%2%2%2%1%1%2%

klmklm

SUMMARY CODES

15153216149223302206743002143271752522963503251AGREE
60%49%49%51%54%d57%dno50%52%61%acdjl61%acdjm59%cdjmn55%d46%52%59%acdjm54%dn

mnonoono

23951294458472250316632457750644DISAGREE
7%12%12%10%11%11%11%15%bd10%9%12%10%8%14%bdg8%11%

232---6-25--4-730Refused
7%1%cfk*---1%acefkl-*1%acefkl--1%-1%cfkl*

3365017474623319403336584442497Don't know
12%11%bfhij11%abfhi6%11%bfhijm9%hi6%2%4%12%abfhij6%11%bfhijm11%fhijm8%hi7%hi8%hi

mjmm

0.7100.5200.5080.5160.5970.6120.5620.4210.677cim0.824abc0.5990.6270.5520.4950.645cin0.590cMean Score
nodefhijkl

mno
0.7151.0370.9150.8510.8680.9200.9601.0000.9350.9470.8990.9240.8860.8750.8320.912Standard Deviation
0.0240.0040.0020.0030.0020.0020.0030.0080.0020.0030.0020.0030.0020.0020.001*Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers?
- Changing tariff with your existing supplier is a good way to save money
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 167 

There are no
Changing tariffreal

with yourSome energydifferencesIt's too hard
existingsuppliers areI don't thinkSwitching is abetweento work out

supplier is amoreI'd be able toI worry that ifhassle thatsuppliers inwhether I would
good way totrustworthyswitch even ifI switch thingsI've not gotthe prices theysave or not if
save moneythan othersI wanted towill go wrongtime forchargeI switched

5956595659565956595659565956Unweighted Base
5987598759875987598759875987Weighted Base

730526191694986415693Agree strongly (2)
12%9%3%12%16%7%12%

252217825231476176717191662Tend to agree (1)
42%30%9%25%30%29%28%

1565197075099295513151158Neither agree (0)
26%33%13%17%16%22%19%nor disagree

52776317861558127614551441Tend to disagree (-1)
9%13%30%26%21%24%24%

11737225051062816618773Disagree strongly (-2)
2%6%42%18%14%10%13%

SUMMARY CODES

325123087132170275421342355AGREE
54%39%12%36%46%36%39%

644113642912620209320732213DISAGREE
11%19%72%44%35%35%37%

30362925283333Refused
*1%***1%1%

497536204179157432228Don't know
8%9%3%3%3%7%4%

0.5900.245-1.024-0.1420.143-0.0260.011Mean Score
0.9121.0361.1071.3121.3221.1501.251Standard Deviation

*******Error Variance
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Q.121 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about energy suppliers? - Summary Table
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)



Table 168 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

1060986152611551177255799426640640564728Tariff price
75%80%k81%k79%k69%82%ag85%ag75%73%80%cd79%cgk

491376629512575106736613016817092008Customer service
35%j31%33%35%j34%34%31%37%30%34%34%

1391362081942133501155767555678The reputation of the
10%11%11%13%k12%e11%10%16%ab12%11%11%supplier

84568055113131303222221275A supplier I know
6%ahi5%4%4%7%aef4%e3%9%abc4%4%5%e

3441959156143611323225261Having a greener tariff
2%3%5%jk6%ajk3%5%g5%g4%4%4%4%gk

4960866052141631219226256Having a fixed term
4%5%5%4%3%5%g5%g3%3%4%4%gtariff

253997624812055913201223Having an online tariff
2%3%k5%ajk4%k3%4%5%g2%2%4%4%k

372844586877221527125167Preference for Large Six
3%2%2%4%aijk4%aef2%2%4%5%ab2%3%Supplier (British Gas,

Scottish Power, SSE,
Eon, Npower, EDF)

31263930157437215109126Getting a smart meter \
2%2%2%2%1%2%g3%ag1%3%2%2%gin home display

21192134115826198595Other incentives (e.g.
1%2%1%2%i1%2%g2%g*2%2%d2%dgNectar points, wine)

101430241146226116178Home energy related
1%1%2%k2%k1%1%g2%g2%2%1%1%gkincentives (e.g. boiler

maintenance, home
insulation)

8112330313651165471Reliability
1%1%1%k2%ajk2%ae1%e*3%abc1%1%1%ek

711199112962103446Preference to avoid
*1%1%1%1%1%1%1%2%ab1%1%Large Six Supplier

(British Gas, Scottish
Power, SSE, Eon, NPower,
EDF)
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 168 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

2391810202332732Clarity\simplicity (of
***1%aijk1%1%*1%1%1%1%kpricing\information\bill

)

6466499-22022Payment options
******1%-***

6264135-231318I am not changing\have
****1%aef*-1%1%**never changed\happy with

present company\have
supplier that I have
always had

3149872221417No problems\hassle
***1%*******free\easy

7262872141217Getting the
********1%b**supply\permanent

supply\don't get cut off

316469--11414Honesty\trustworthy
******--***

214658-111113Ease of contact\being
******-****able to speak to

someone\not being left
on hold

217254311912British company\UK based
***********call centre\English

speaking

22533812-1012Value\value for money
********-**

13-6182--1111Convenience
**i-*i***--**

*1342432168Communication\keeping me
***********informed

--622422168Company ethics
--*k********

*-171522-78Ease\speed of switching
*-**aijk****-**
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 168 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

1133-711158Saving money
****-******

2123431--88Not my decision\not my
*******--**choice (council\rented

property etc)

2-423221248Deal\good\better\best
*-*******b**deal

1-151521-78Online availability
*-******-**

122325--257Accurate billing
******--***

2212123--66Recommendation\word of
*******--**mouth

-312-41--55Money (no detail)
-***-**--**

-131-24--55Source of the energy
-***-**fg--**

5---1411145Pre-payment (meter)
*ahij---*******

221-23-1-45Standing charge\no
***-**-*-**standing charge

1-13122-145Reliability of supply
*-*****-***

111--131-34Stable prices\long term
***--**fg*-**deals

1--313--213Safe\secure
*--***--*ab**

1-121-2--33Reliability of service
*-***-*--**

---312--213Regular\frequency of
---***--*ab**bills
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 168 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

1--23---123Efficiency
*--**f---***

1--212---33Regular\frequency of
*--***---**meter readings

-1-212--123Service (no detail)
-*-***--***

1-2-12---22Dual fuel (discount)
*-*-**---**

11--21---22Cheap\cheaper\cheapest
**--**---**

---2-2---22Environmental\sources\aw
---*-*---**areness

1-1-11--112Fairness
*-*-**--***

-1-1-2---22No exit fee
-*-*-*---**

--1-1----11Someone else deals with
--*-*----**this (partner\family

etc)

--1--1---11Contract\not tied into
--*--*---**(long) contract

1----1--1-1Discounts (for low
*----*--*b-*incomes)

-1----1--11Freephone number\0800
-*----*--**number

95121615206563141Other
1%*1%1%j1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

25112410312711-125869Refused
2%ah1%1%1%2%af1%1%-2%d1%1%

4-3544312912None\nothing
*-*********
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 168 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

1319811257161166712950320398Don't know
9%ahi8%hi6%h4%9%aef5%6%8%9%b6%7%fh
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 168 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

725104028994044683136462287512554728Tariff price
74%84%ahj79%j80%f72%70%72%82%abde76%79%bdefj

332396125116993095719811865662008Customer service
34%32%34%34%33%30%31%34%34%34%

861294535551232072409177678The reputation of the
9%10%12%j11%13%11%11%12%11%11%jsupplier

633916420668123913489275A supplier I know
6%ahi3%4%4%7%ag6%6%c4%5%c5%i

24551802303061518159261Having a greener tariff
2%4%j5%j5%3%3%2%5%bd4%4%dj

33601602263042316762256Having a fixed term
3%5%4%4%3%2%4%5%4%4%tariff

19471551982411516739223Having an online tariff
2%4%j4%j4%f3%*2%5%abde2%4%bej

25231161313641510246167Preference for Large Six
3%2%3%i3%4%g2%2%3%3%3%Supplier (British Gas,

Scottish Power, SSE,
Eon, Npower, EDF)

27376010620398034126Getting a smart meter \
3%h3%h2%2%2%2%1%2%2%2%in home display

21245088728642195Other incentives (e.g.
2%2%1%2%f1%1%1%2%1%2%fNectar points, wine)

10174870815522078Home energy related
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%incentives (e.g. boiler

maintenance, home
insulation)

74595615-2531671Reliability
1%*2%ij1%2%-*2%d1%1%i

6832351212311246Preference to avoid
1%1%1%1%1%1%*1%1%1%Large Six Supplier

(British Gas, Scottish
Power, SSE, Eon, NPower,
EDF)
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 168 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

2228284-324532Clarity\simplicity (of
**1%i1%*-*1%*1%pricing\information\bill

)

28111751-111122Payment options
*1%**1%*-*1%d*

41121081131318I am not changing\have
****1%ag***1%ac*never changed\happy with

present company\have
supplier that I have
always had

2212107-114217No problems\hassle
****1%ag-****free\easy

4211107-141217Getting the
****1%ag-**1%ac*supply\permanent

supply\don't get cut off

2*1295-210314Honesty\trustworthy
****1%g-****

-211103--8513Ease of contact\being
-****--***able to speak to

someone\not being left
on hold

12975-47212British company\UK based
****1%ag-1%b***call centre\English

speaking

21993--9312Value\value for money
*****--***

1-1092-28111Convenience
*-***-****

-3563--638Communication\keeping me
-****--***informed

-1662--8-8Company ethics
-****--*b-*

*-88-2-6*8Ease\speed of switching
*-**-1%abd-***
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 168 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

1168---8-8Saving money
****---*-*

12552--448Not my decision\not my
*****--***choice (council\rented

property etc)

12462--538Deal\good\better\best
*****--***deal

1-652-2518Online availability
*-***-****

1-57---517Accurate billing
*-**---***

1146--2326Recommendation\word of
****--****mouth

-3232--415Money (no detail)
-****--***

-2342-14-5Source of the energy
-****-**-*

2212311225Pre-payment (meter)
*****ag*****

1-423-1225Standing charge\no
*-***g-****standing charge

1-431--415Reliability of supply
*-***--***

12-4---314Stable prices\long term
*h*h-*---***deals

--33---313Safe\secure
--**---***

-2121--123Reliability of service
-****--***

--33---3-3Regular\frequency of
--**---*-*bills
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 168 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

-1221--213Efficiency
-****--***

--321-12-3Regular\frequency of
--***-**-*meter readings

--33-1-2-3Service (no detail)
--**-*ab-*-*

-122---212Dual fuel (discount)
-***---***

1-121--112Cheap\cheaper\cheapest
*-***--***

--211--2-2Environmental\sources\aw
--***--*-*areness

-1111--2-2Fairness
-****--*-*

-112--1-12No exit fee
-***--*c-**

-1-1---1-1Someone else deals with
-*-*---*-*this (partner\family

etc)

--11---1-1Contract\not tied into
--**---*-*(long) contract

--1-1---11Discounts (for low
--*-*g---**incomes)

-1-1----11Freephone number\0800
-*-*----**number

842935617231041Other
1%*1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

201531627236181369Refused
2%ah1%1%1%1%1%6%abce1%1%1%c

336101117312None\nothing
**********
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 168 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

8873228327723156169141398Don't know
9%ahi6%6%6%8%16%abcd9%c5%9%ac7%c
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 168 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

365374158541924722419753054145937104728Tariff price
70%80%k82%k80%e79%e80%e74%62%76%d84%acd79%dek

132161724617642006176624228223014872008Customer service
25%35%k34%k34%34%34%34%32%38%abd33%34%k

425548057167757210610763506678The reputation of the
8%12%k11%11%11%11%15%afgh12%10%11%11%ksupplier

1323724244275244317027177275A supplier I know
3%5%k3%5%5%5%4%8%abc4%4%5%k

2120931238261238231918223261Having a greener tariff
4%4%4%5%4%5%3%2%3%5%cd4%d

2519732224256224322119216256Having a fixed term
5%4%4%4%4%4%5%2%3%5%cd4%dtariff

81813318122218240413205223Having an online tariff
2%4%k5%k3%4%3%6%afgh*2%d5%acd4%cdk

813325146165147202923115167Preference for Large Six
2%3%3%3%3%3%3%3%4%3%3%Supplier (British Gas,

Scottish Power, SSE,
Eon, Npower, EDF)

14911910712610719712107126Getting a smart meter \
3%2%3%2%2%2%3%1%2%2%d2%din home display

8771086958694137795Other incentives (e.g.
1%2%1%2%2%2%1%1%2%d2%d2%dNectar points, wine)

6571362786216766578Home energy related
1%1%2%1%1%1%2%fh1%1%1%1%incentives (e.g. boiler

maintenance, home
insulation)

359961716111775771Reliability
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

43944046406613946Preference to avoid
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%*1%1%Large Six Supplier

(British Gas, Scottish
Power, SSE, Eon, NPower,
EDF)
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 168 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

22652832284342532Clarity\simplicity (of
*1%1%1%1%1%1%*1%1%1%pricing\information\bill

)

119221222113*1822Payment options
***********

2104151716293618I am not changing\have
**1%****1%ab***never changed\happy with

present company\have
supplier that I have
always had

11511417144521117No problems\hassle
******1%1%***free\easy

3121131713573717Getting the
******1%1%ab1%**supply\permanent

supply\don't get cut off

*9514141414-1114Honesty\trustworthy
**1%j*****-**

-112111311214813Ease of contact\being
-*******1%abd**able to speak to

someone\not being left
on hold

*741012102*-1212British company\UK based
**1%j*****-**call centre\English

speaking

1102121212-111112Value\value for money
******-****

361911921-911Convenience
1%aj*******-**

162888-1-88Communication\keeping me
******-*-**informed

-8-888---88Company ethics
-*-***---**

2437871-278Ease\speed of switching
*******-***
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 168 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

341888--268Saving money
1%j*****--***

26-38352248Not my decision\not my
**-***1%afgh****choice (council\rented

property etc)

-6268621258Deal\good\better\best
-**********deal

-6168611-68Online availability
-*******-**

-4247431-67Accurate billing
-******fh*-**

15-5652*-66Recommendation\word of
**-*****-**mouth

-22445---55Money (no detail)
-*****---**

14-555---55Source of the energy
**-***---**

15-555--145Pre-payment (meter)
**-***--***

-5-45412-35Standing charge\no
-*-*****-**standing charge

-5-555-1-45Reliability of supply
-*-***-*-**

-212421-134Stable prices\long term
-******-***deals

31-333-1123Safe\secure
*aj*-***-****

-2113121-23Reliability of service
-******fh*-**

-121312--33Regular\frequency of
-**j****afgh--**bills
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 168 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

-3-2321-123Efficiency
-*-****-***

-3-1312--33Regular\frequency of
-*-****fh--**meter readings

3--333-1-23Service (no detail)
*aj--***-*-**

-2-222-1-22Dual fuel (discount)
-*-***-*-**

11-222-1-22Cheap\cheaper\cheapest
*j*-***-*-**

-2-222---22Environmental\sources\aw
-*-***---**areness

-11222---22Fairness
-*****---**

-2-222---22No exit fee
-*-***---**

-1-111-1--1Someone else deals with
-*-***-*b--*this (partner\family

etc)

-1-111---11Contract\not tied into
-*-***---**(long) contract

-1-111---11Discounts (for low
-*-***---**incomes)

-1-111---11Freephone number\0800
-*-***---**number

52783341338862741Other
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

1335861686271432869Refused
2%aj1%1%1%1%1%1%2%b1%1%1%bj

381111211132712None\nothing
1%**********
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 168 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

76277393313963346511848206398Don't know
15%aij6%5%6%7%6%9%afgh14%abc8%b5%7%b
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 168 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

75238535153580536534728Tariff price
77%f70%81%afg89%88%ab78%79%f

30018114851133015902008Customer service
31%33%34%g27%36%34%34%

8770518389567678The reputation of the
9%13%g12%g7%10%12%11%gsupplier

5345170-19243275A supplier I know
5%e8%aeg4%-2%5%c5%c

2020225184162261Having a greener tariff
2%4%5%g3%9%ab3%4%bg

4016200137208256Having a fixed term
4%3%5%2%4%4%4%tariff

1412193441169223Having an online tariff
1%2%4%fg11%ab4%4%4%g

272611915155167Preference for Large Six
3%5%ae3%3%1%3%c3%cSupplier (British Gas,

Scottish Power, SSE,
Eon, Npower, EDF)

4757513386126Getting a smart meter \
5%aef1%2%4%4%ab2%2%in home display

1910651157695Other incentives (e.g.
2%2%1%2%2%2%2%Nectar points, wine)

15458-96578Home energy related
1%1%1%-1%1%1%incentives (e.g. boiler

maintenance, home
insulation)

58583115571Reliability
1%1%1%g8%abc1%1%1%
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 168 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

94351212446Preference to avoid
1%1%1%2%2%ab1%1%Large Six Supplier

(British Gas, Scottish
Power, SSE, Eon, NPower,
EDF)

*131-62632Clarity\simplicity (of
**1%g-1%1%1%gpricing\information\bill

)

6415-21822Payment options
1%1%*-***

1214--1718I am not changing\have
***--**never changed\happy with

present company\have
supplier that I have
always had

*116121517No problems\hassle
***2%abc***free\easy

2310-21517Getting the
*1%*-***supply\permanent

supply\don't get cut off

2113-4914Honesty\trustworthy
***-***

-211-11113Ease of contact\being
-**-***able to speak to

someone\not being left
on hold

239-4712British company\UK based
*1%*-***call centre\English

speaking

1-10-11012Value\value for money
*-*-***

3-8-2911Convenience
*-*-***
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 168 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

3-7-248Communication\keeping me
*-*-***informed

-16-8-8Company ethics
-**-1%ab-*b

-27-258Ease\speed of switching
-**-***

4-4-348Saving money
*-*-***

-44--38Not my decision\not my
-1%aeg*--**choice (council\rented

property etc)

1-6-268Deal\good\better\best
*-*-***deal

1-7-178Online availability
*-*-***

--7--67Accurate billing
--*--**

123-146Recommendation\word of
***-***mouth

113--45Money (no detail)
***--**

214-425Source of the energy
***-*ab**

5---135Pre-payment (meter)
1%ae---***

-13-325Standing charge\no
-**-*b**standing charge

1-4--55Reliability of supply
*-*--**
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 168 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

1-3--44Stable prices\long term
*-*--**deals

-33--33Safe\secure
-*aeg*--**

--3-213Reliability of service
--*-***

--3--33Regular\frequency of
--*--**bills

1-2--33Efficiency
*-*--**

--2-2-3Regular\frequency of
--*-*b-*meter readings

--3--13Service (no detail)
--*--**

-12--22Dual fuel (discount)
-**--**

1-2--22Cheap\cheaper\cheapest
*-*--**

--2--22Environmental\sources\aw
--*--**areness

--1-112Fairness
--*-***

--2--22No exit fee
--*--**

--1--11Someone else deals with
--*--**this (partner\family

etc)

--1-1-1Contract\not tied into
--*-*b-*(long) contract
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 168 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

--1--11Discounts (for low
--*--**incomes)

--1-1-1Freephone number\0800
--*-*-*number

8725-73441Other
1%1%1%-1%1%1%

11743-55369Refused
1%1%1%-1%1%1%

318--912None\nothing
***--**

8554247123333398Don't know
9%ae10%ae6%3%3%7%c7%c
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 168 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

52240214920044728Tariff price
74%67%76%85%acde79%cde

193199658272008Customer service
27%32%34%e35%e34%e

7511326265678The reputation of the
11%18%11%11%11%supplier

34315087275A supplier I know
5%5%5%b4%5%

33313094261Having a greener tariff
5%5%5%4%4%

21373157256Having a fixed term
3%5%3%7%ace4%ctariff

9-97116223Having an online tariff
1%-3%e5%ace4%e

1947866167Preference for Large Six
3%6%3%3%3%Supplier (British Gas,

Scottish Power, SSE,
Eon, Npower, EDF)

927837126Getting a smart meter \
1%4%3%be2%2%in home display

71513695Other incentives (e.g.
1%1%2%2%2%Nectar points, wine)

82422678Home energy related
1%3%1%1%1%incentives (e.g. boiler

maintenance, home
insulation)

41372971Reliability
1%2%1%1%1%
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 168 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

8-231646Preference to avoid
1%-1%1%1%Large Six Supplier

(British Gas, Scottish
Power, SSE, Eon, NPower,
EDF)

21181132Clarity\simplicity (of
*2%e1%*1%pricing\information\bill

)

2112722Payment options
*2%abce***

3110418I am not changing\have
*2%ab***never changed\happy with

present company\have
supplier that I have
always had

216817No problems\hassle
*2%c***free\easy

4-10317Getting the
1%b-***supply\permanent

supply\don't get cut off

-18614Honesty\trustworthy
-2%abce***

2-4813Ease of contact\being
*-***able to speak to

someone\not being left
on hold

-16512British company\UK based
-2%abce***call centre\English

speaking

1-4712Value\value for money
*-***

3-7111Convenience
*b-***
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 168 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

1-438Communication\keeping me
*-***informed

1-618Company ethics
*-***

1-258Ease\speed of switching
*-***

2-518Saving money
*-***

2-6-8Not my decision\not my
*b-*b-*choice (council\rented

property etc)

--628Deal\good\better\best
--***deal

1-348Online availability
*-***

1-247Accurate billing
*-***

--336Recommendation\word of
--***mouth

--335Money (no detail)
--***

--5-5Source of the energy
--*-*

1-315Pre-payment (meter)
*-***

1-315Standing charge\no
*-***standing charge

--225Reliability of supply
--***
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 168 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

--214Stable prices\long term
--***deals

--313Safe\secure
--***

--123Reliability of service
--***

---33Regular\frequency of
---**bills

2-1-3Efficiency
*abc-*-*

--123Regular\frequency of
--***meter readings

2--13Service (no detail)
*c--**

1--22Dual fuel (discount)
*--**

1-112Cheap\cheaper\cheapest
*-***

1--12Environmental\sources\aw
*c--**areness

1-1-2Fairness
*-*-*

---22No exit fee
---**

---11Someone else deals with
---**this (partner\family

etc)

---11Contract\not tied into
---**(long) contract
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 168 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

1---1Discounts (for low
*---*incomes)

--1-1Freephone number\0800
--*-*number

71211241Other
1%2%1%1%1%

61342169Refused
1%2%1%1%1%

6-4112None\nothing
1%abc-***

812207106398Don't know
12%abc4%7%b5%7%b
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 168 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

8201653143781817462473112021893283539028254728Tariff price
65%76%m85%alm93%aklm87%a81%84%a92%aghi70%86%ae77%92%ac79%celm

36273557733469264304463878113017073012008Customer service
29%34%m34%m38%am35%34%35%36%33%34%34%33%34%m

11727519591239811612330936960969678The reputation of the
9%13%m12%10%12%13%f13%f9%12%11%12%b8%11%bmsupplier

801225321547282516211326114275A supplier I know
6%ajk6%jk3%2%2%6%fgi3%2%6%ad3%5%b2%5%bdfjk

391047543181946808917221149261Having a greener tariff
3%5%m4%5%9%agh2%5%h6%ah3%5%e4%5%4%eh

467276611231406010814820749256Having a fixed term
4%3%5%7%aklm6%4%5%5%4%4%4%5%4%tariff

1969716351932947215117745223Having an online tariff
2%3%m4%m7%aklm3%2%4%7%aghi3%5%e3%5%c4%em

266650241311926858215116167Preference for Large Six
2%3%3%3%1%4%fgi2%2%3%2%3%2%3%Supplier (British Gas,

Scottish Power, SSE,
Eon, Npower, EDF)

234935192241820616610719126Getting a smart meter \
2%2%2%2%1%3%f2%2%2%2%2%2%2%in home display

2524331321510214451821395Other incentives (e.g.
2%1%2%l1%1%2%1%2%2%2%2%1%2%Nectar points, wine)

93224131713193543671278Home energy related
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%incentives (e.g. boiler

maintenance, home
insulation)

429241461110152844611071Reliability
*1%m1%m2%m3%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%m
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it
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Table 168 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

614234751311103743446Preference to avoid
*1%1%ajlm*4%afh1%1%1%*1%e1%*1%eLarge Six Supplier

(British Gas, Scottish
Power, SSE, Eon, NPower,
EDF)

191395276132026632Clarity\simplicity (of
**1%m1%m3%afgh*1%**1%1%1%1%mpricing\information\bill

)

46102-354101219322Payment options
**1%*-*1%******

881-11--16218-18I am not changing\have
1%jk**-*f*--1%d**-*dnever changed\happy with

present company\have
supplier that I have
always had

2853124361116117No problems\hassle
****1%********free\easy

584-17-161116117Getting the
***-*1%afg-******supply\permanent

supply\don't get cut off

-3102-34-5912314Honesty\trustworthy
-*1%alm*-*f*f-*****

3243-35231111213Ease of contact\being
****-*1%******able to speak to

someone\not being left
on hold

*363-3125712-12British company\UK based
****-******-*call centre\English

speaking

1362-36-3912-12Value\value for money
****-*f1%af-***-*

2711122-6510111Convenience
*****f**-*****
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 168 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

144-*-3-54728Communication\keeping me
***-*-*f-*****informed

-342--4317628Company ethics
-***--*******

-53-1-2326728Ease\speed of switching
-**-*-*******

3212-11335538Saving money
****-********

7-1-11--62718Not my decision\not my
1%ajkl-*-**--*****choice (council\rented

property etc)

-16-3-2-268-8Deal\good\better\best
-**lm-1%afgh-*-***-*deal

1142--1335618Online availability
****--*******

-114--43257-7Accurate billing
-**1%alm--*a****-*

1411-2*-436-6Recommendation\word of
****-**-***-*mouth

-42--2-2145-5Money (no detail)
-**--*-****-*

-14---5--55-5Source of the energy
-**---1%afh--**-*

22-1-21-23415Pre-payment (meter)
**-*-**-*****

2111-112-55-5Standing charge\no
****-***-**-*standing charge

112-21--235-5Reliability of supply
***-1%afg*--***-*
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 168 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

111-1---214-4Stable prices\long term
***-1%afgh---***-*deals

-3----3-133-3Safe\secure
-*----*a-***-*

-2-1-1--213-3Reliability of service
-*-*-*--***-*

---3--2-12123Regular\frequency of
---*akl--*-****c*bills

-3---11-123-3Efficiency
-*---**-***-*

--21--21-33-3Regular\frequency of
--**--**-**-*meter readings

21------3-3-3Service (no detail)
**------*-*-*

1-2----2122-2Dual fuel (discount)
*-*----****-*

2------212212Cheap\cheaper\cheapest
*------******

-11--1---22-2Environmental\sources\aw
-**--*---**-*areness

-11--11--22-2Fairness
-**--**--**-*

---2--11-2112No exit fee
---*--**-****

-1------1-1-1Someone else deals with
-*------*-*-*this (partner\family

etc)

---1----1-1-1Contract\not tied into
---*----*-*-*(long) contract

-1---1---11-1Discounts (for low
-*---*---**-*incomes)
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 168 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

---1--1--1-11Freephone number\0800
---*--*--*-**number

6131671676192333841Other
*1%1%1%*1%1%*1%1%1%1%1%

3323122-7211452463769Refused
3%ajkl1%j1%*-1%*1%2%d1%1%1%1%gj

373-31*-7510112None\nothing
***-2%afgh**-*****

1951385411628351629610238018398Don't know
16%ajkl6%jk3%j1%3%4%f4%f1%11%ad3%7%b2%7%bdfghijk
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 168 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

275131843143685250501403138214258954728Tariff price
78%79%79%91%ag85%a93%ae90%a91%a91%a89%a79%

126414201431265911891395395443412008Customer service
36%a35%36%a35%31%35%31%35%35%34%34%

44750251471354036158177102678The reputation of the
13%12%13%a9%12%7%8%10%11%10%11%efsupplier

1822042121711710313527275A supplier I know
5%5%5%2%4%1%2%2%2%3%5%bcdefh

14516717130133228646941261Having a greener tariff
4%4%4%4%5%6%6%4%4%4%4%

13316116247173418909961256Having a fixed term
4%4%4%6%a6%6%a4%6%a6%a6%a4%tariff

14716315860153215877571223Having an online tariff
4%4%4%8%a5%6%a3%6%a5%7%ac4%

1091321322711108414537167Preference for Large Six
3%3%3%4%4%2%2%3%3%4%3%Supplier (British Gas,

Scottish Power, SSE,
Eon, Npower, EDF)

647071116513312817126Getting a smart meter \
2%2%2%1%2%1%3%f2%2%2%2%in home display

455654858926291395Other incentives (e.g.
1%1%1%1%2%1%2%2%2%1%2%Nectar points, wine)
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 168 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

344751541052126978Home energy related
1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%2%1%1%incentives (e.g. boiler

maintenance, home
insulation)

3454449610-21231571Reliability
1%1%1%1%2%2%e-1%1%1%1%e

2230263-321310346Preference to avoid
1%1%1%*-1%*1%1%*1%Large Six Supplier

(British Gas, Scottish
Power, SSE, Eon, NPower,
EDF)

1919226-15128632Clarity\simplicity (of
1%*1%1%-*1%1%*1%1%pricing\information\bill

)

1114102-1264222Payment options
****-******

1113141---11118I am not changing\have
****---****never changed\happy with

present company\have
supplier that I have
always had

10111122-132417No problems\hassle
****1%-*****free\easy
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 168 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

121513--1-21-17Getting the
***--*-**-*supply\permanent

supply\don't get cut off

598312165414Honesty\trustworthy
***********

910122-2-66213Ease of contact\being
****-*-****able to speak to

someone\not being left
on hold

711105---53512British company\UK based
***1%a---**1%*call centre\English

speaking

59823--44512Value\value for money
****1%a--****

7551--133111Convenience
****--*****

221--2-22-8Communication\keeping me
***--*-**-*informed

5761-113218Company ethics
****-******

121--2-13-8Ease\speed of switching
***--*-**-*
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 168 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

2332-3-3428Saving money
****-*-****

212---1---8Not my decision\not my
***---*---*choice (council\rented

property etc)

5452---3328Deal\good\better\best
****---****deal

55321114238Online availability
***********

12234--3157Accurate billing
****a1%a--**1%ac*

4551---1116Recommendation\word of
****---****mouth

343-------5Money (no detail)
***-------*

445-------5Source of the energy
***-------*

2331-111115Pre-payment (meter)
****-******

232-1--1215Standing charge\no
***-*a--****standing charge
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 168 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

133-1---115Reliability of supply
***-*---***

311-------4Stable prices\long term
***-------*deals

-12-------3Safe\secure
-**-------*

111-1----13Reliability of service
***-*----**

-3--12-3313Regular\frequency of
-*--**a-****bills

132-------3Efficiency
***-------*

12111--2223Regular\frequency of
*****a--****meter readings

111-------3Service (no detail)
***-------*

111-------2Dual fuel (discount)
***-------*

111--1--1-2Cheap\cheaper\cheapest
***--*--*-*

111----11-2Environmental\sources\aw
***----**-*areness
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it
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Table 168 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

111----22-2Fairness
***----**-*

-112-1-2222No exit fee
-***a-*-****

111-------1Someone else deals with
***-------*this (partner\family

etc)

1111---1111Contract\not tied into
****---****(long) contract

111-------1Discounts (for low
***-------*incomes)

---1-1-1111Freephone number\0800
---*-*-****number

203026735311131041Other
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

333838425398569Refused
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%c

101010-1-1-1112None\nothing
***-*-*-***

223235254169612293023398Don't know
6%6%6%2%3%1%3%2%2%2%7%bcdefgh
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Table 168 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

192463312223444492991023912724552284274744694728Tariff price
74%79%e75%76%83%eijmn84%adegi73%72%80%ej78%82%eijmn72%78%e84%adegi80%ej79%ej

jmnjmn

910213410412616010658143122209852382141972008Customer service
36%33%30%35%ej31%30%26%41%ehjkl29%35%ej38%ehjkl27%44%abegh38%ehjkl33%j34%ej

nnjklmnon

23550494860442235307342734966678The reputation of the
6%11%11%h17%abcgh12%h11%h11%16%cgh7%9%13%cgh13%ch13%cgh9%11%h11%hsupplier

jkn

-112217181715711192728282234275A supplier I know
-4%5%h6%h4%3%4%5%2%5%h5%h9%acfhjk5%h4%6%h5%h

lo

272711183816719111610341133261Having a greener tariff
7%2%6%cfo4%4%c7%acefgh4%5%4%3%3%3%6%cfo2%6%cfo4%c

jo

-532922218112010268322132256Having a fixed term
-2%7%aceghj3%5%jo4%2%7%egjo4%3%5%jo2%6%ejo4%5%ejo4%jotariff

kmo

-716414215810101810285814223Having an online tariff
-2%4%j1%4%4%jm1%5%jm2%3%3%3%5%bhjm10%abdefg2%4%jm

hjklmno

1912313131888101216151218167Preference for Large Six
4%3%3%1%3%2%4%hm6%cfhm2%3%2%5%acfhm3%2%3%3%Supplier (British Gas,

Scottish Power, SSE,
Eon, Npower, EDF)

-216151311343116221018126Getting a smart meter \
-1%4%aghlmo*1%2%m3%m2%1%1%2%2%4%acghlm2%3%hmo2%in home display

o

-343718354-1711631095Other incentives (e.g.
-1%1%1%2%g3%aceghj1%4%ceghjn1%-3%aceghj*3%aceghj1%2%g2%gNectar points, wine)

mnoonon

-286381023-112115878Home energy related
-1%2%g2%g1%1%g2%gh1%1%-2%g*2%g1%1%g1%gincentives (e.g. boiler

maintenance, home
insulation)
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 168 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

--71197516-11452471Reliability
--2%cgo4%abcdeg2%cgo1%g1%1%1%g-2%cgo1%1%*1%1%

hjko

122258915-5-32346Preference to avoid
3%1%*1%1%g1%eg2%abcdeg1%1%-1%-***1%Large Six Supplier

n(British Gas, Scottish
Power, SSE, Eon, NPower,
EDF)

--13-83-218--6132Clarity\simplicity (of
--*1%d-1%abdelo1%-**2%abdeln--1%dl*1%pricing\information\bill

o)

-4*-252-214--2222Payment options
-1%ad*-*1%d*-**1%--***

-2221112-11112218I am not changing\have
-1%*1%***1%h-*******never changed\happy with

present company\have
supplier that I have
always had

--316*111-31-1-17No problems\hassle
--1%*1%abcdgk**1%b*-1%*-*-*free\easy

-----141-14412117Getting the
-----*1%1%-*1%1%ahln****supply\permanent

supply\don't get cut off

--311-1-*-22-2314Honesty\trustworthy
--1%**-*-*-*1%-***

-121111-1--2-1313Ease of contact\being
-*1%****-*--*-*1%*able to speak to

someone\not being left
on hold

--1*11-11--114-12British company\UK based
--****-1%b*--**1%a-*call centre\English

speaking

---3-1--1-11-5-12Value\value for money
---1%abdfjl-*--*-**-1%abd-*

n
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 168 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

----11----2-34-11Convenience
----**----*-1%1%a-*

---2-3-1*1----28Communication\keeping me
---1%-1%a-1%**----**informed

---21-1-121----8Company ethics
---1%*-*-*1%a*----*

-112-1-----2--28Ease\speed of switching
-**1%-*-----1%--**

---1--1---1-1-38Saving money
---*--*---*-*-1%a*

--4--2---1--1--8Not my decision\not my
--1%abcfh--*---*--*--*choice (council\rented

property etc)

------2---13--18Deal\good\better\best
------1%a---*1%acdhkn--**deal

-1-12-----1-12-8Online availability
-*-**-----*-**-*

------2--1-1-3-7Accurate billing
------*--*-*-1%a-*

-2--1*--2-2----6Recommendation\word of
-1%--**--*-*----*mouth

----------3---25Money (no detail)
----------1%a---**

-----1----2-2--5Source of the energy
-----*----*-*a--*

-----1-1--11-115Pre-payment (meter)
-----*-1%--**-***

----2-----11-1-5Standing charge\no
----*a-----**-*-*standing charge

--3---1-------15Reliability of supply
--1%a---*-------**
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 168 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

--11------1----4Stable prices\long term
--**------*----*deals

-----12------1-3Safe\secure
-----**a------*-*

--2-1----1-----3Reliability of service
--*a-*----*-----*

--1---2--------3Regular\frequency of
--*---*a--------*bills

----1--1--1----3Efficiency
----*--1%ab--*----*

--1------11----3Regular\frequency of
--*------**----*meter readings

-------1------23Service (no detail)
-------1%a------*a*

----------1--2-2Dual fuel (discount)
----------*--*a-*

--------1-1---12Cheap\cheaper\cheapest
--------*-*---**

--2------------2Environmental\sources\aw
--*a------------*areness

------1---1----2Fairness
------*---*----*

--------1-1----2No exit fee
--------*-*----*

-----------1---1Someone else deals with
-----------*a---*this (partner\family

etc)

--1------------1Contract\not tied into
--*a------------*(long) contract

------1--------1Discounts (for low
------*a--------*incomes)
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 168 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

---------1-----1Freephone number\0800
---------*-----*number

-3431542313435241Other
-1%1%1%*1%1%1%1%**1%1%1%*1%

2534-111168-11021669Refused
7%2%cfkl1%1%fl-*3%acefkl1%1%fl2%cfkl-*2%cfkl*3%acefkl1%fl

nn

-*11-2-2-12111-12None\nothing
-***-*-1%abhjl-*****-*

2283725192540845292325411931398Don't know
9%9%cfkl8%cfkl9%cfkl5%5%10%abcfkl6%9%abcfkl8%cfkl4%8%cf7%cf3%5%7%cf
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Q.122 What factors matter most to you when choosing your energy supplier or tariff?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 169 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

95346858433272595865414720619842337Unweighted Base
650507705413568106664213720519342276Weighted Base

725960316892622720176223Very confident (2)
11%12%8%8%12%f9%10%19%abc10%9%10%

2021582351172172942014461606711Fairly confident (1)
31%31%33%28%38%aef28%31%32%30%31%31%f

1991582241371423442323969610718Neutral (0)
31%31%32%33%25%32%g36%ag29%33%32%32%g

74751047373182711122293326Not very confident (-1)
11%15%15%18%k13%17%eg11%8%11%15%d14%dek

41244038188739621116144Not confident (-2)
6%5%6%9%ij3%8%g6%g4%10%ab6%6%gat all

SUMMARY CODES

2742172941482853862637181782934CONFIDENT
42%43%42%36%50%aef36%41%52%abc40%40%41%f

115100143111912691101744409469NOT CONFIDENT
18%20%20%27%aijk16%25%aeg17%12%21%d21%d21%dg

8551685141419Refused
1%1%1%*1%1%1%1%2%b1%1%

5427381643593297118135Don't know
8%ahij5%5%4%8%6%5%7%3%6%6%

0.323h0.320h0.258h0.0770.472aef0.1230.291f0.589abc0.1850.2400.256fhMean Score
1.0681.0461.0231.0841.0011.0861.0181.0611.1221.0441.055Standard Deviation
0.0010.0030.0020.0040.0020.0010.0020.0080.0070.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.123 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best gas deal for you?
Base: All who have gas supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 169 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

6275861075188645110130610179132337Unweighted Base
5165901124192035690*28811767212276Weighted Base

63579317053103710075223Very confident (2)
12%h10%8%9%15%ag11%13%c9%10%10%

1481733836001113090373219711Fairly confident (1)
29%29%34%j31%31%33%31%32%30%31%

178204322638803586364233718Neutral (0)
34%h35%h29%33%f22%39%30%31%32%32%f

55741912656172919298326Not very confident (-1)
11%13%17%ij14%17%7%10%16%de14%14%j

30466511627*168443144Not confident (-2)
6%8%6%6%8%1%6%e7%e6%e6%eat all

SUMMARY CODES

21223047677016440127473294934CONFIDENT
41%39%42%40%46%g44%44%40%41%41%

8512025638188746276141469NOT CONFIDENT
16%20%23%j20%25%g8%16%23%bde20%e21%ej

8471721142319Refused
2%1%1%1%1%1%5%abc**1%c

343265113227156250135Don't know
7%5%6%6%6%8%5%5%7%6%

0.3390.2180.2360.2470.3050.518abc0.393c0.1920.2780.256Mean Score
1.0491.0691.0431.0311.1810.8411.0671.0651.0511.055Standard Deviation
0.0020.0020.0010.0010.0030.0080.0040.0010.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.123 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best gas deal for you?
Base: All who have gas supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 169 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3071808172232023202337-49827015272337Unweighted Base
2981755175225922592276-**37023516342276Weighted Base

2218113220220223-4522153223Very confident (2)
7%10%8%10%10%10%-12%9%9%10%

6758949708708711-12875506711Fairly confident (1)
22%34%k28%31%31%31%-34%32%31%31%k

11253554713713718-11083517718Neutral (0)
38%aj30%31%32%32%32%-30%35%32%32%

3824737322322326-3331261326Not very confident (-1)
13%14%21%ajk14%14%14%-9%13%16%d14%d

2111110144144144-1313117144Not confident (-2)
7%6%6%6%6%6%-4%6%7%d6%dat all

SUMMARY CODES

8977062929929934-17397660934CONFIDENT
30%44%ik36%41%41%41%-47%ab41%40%41%k

5935847466466469-4644378469NOT CONFIDENT
20%20%27%21%21%21%-12%19%d23%d21%d

432191919-21619Refused
1%j*1%j1%1%1%-1%**1%j

33899132132135-381073135Don't know
11%aij5%5%6%6%6%-10%abc4%4%6%

0.1180.290k0.1120.2560.2560.256-0.483abc0.2710.2040.256Mean Score
1.0281.0591.0461.0561.0561.055-0.9831.0121.0721.055Standard Deviation
0.0040.0010.0070.0010.0010.001-0.0020.0040.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.123 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best gas deal for you?
Base: All who have gas supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 169 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

65832413163729217882337Unweighted Base
602292135539*28617392276Weighted Base

6518130356156223Very confident (2)
11%f6%10%7%19%ab9%10%

1587447114116520711Fairly confident (1)
26%25%35%afg36%41%ab30%31%fg

205994121255575718Neutral (0)
34%34%30%31%19%33%c32%c

8247198340262326Not very confident (-1)
14%16%15%7%14%15%14%

482966610115144Not confident (-2)
8%e10%ae5%14%c4%7%6%at all

SUMMARY CODES

2239260117172677934CONFIDENT
37%31%44%fg43%60%ab39%41%f

13077264850377469NOT CONFIDENT
22%26%ae19%21%17%22%21%

338-21319Refused
1%1%1%-1%1%1%

4022692898135Don't know
7%7%5%6%3%6%c6%c

0.197f0.0150.314fg0.1500.606abd0.2090.256fMean Score
1.0971.0791.0201.1661.0731.0511.055Standard Deviation
0.0020.0040.0010.0390.0040.0010.001Error Variance
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Q.123 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best gas deal for you?
Base: All who have gas supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 169 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4134613005632337Unweighted Base
39446*12625582276Weighted Base

33411472223Very confident (2)
8%8%9%13%ace10%

11513373209711Fairly confident (1)
29%28%30%37%ace31%

12314428148718Neutral (0)
31%30%34%b27%32%b

52917985326Not very confident (-1)
13%20%14%15%14%

1849228144Not confident (-2)
5%8%7%5%6%at all

SUMMARY CODES

14817486280934CONFIDENT
38%36%39%50%ace41%

7013271114469NOT CONFIDENT
18%28%21%20%21%

2-10219Refused
1%-1%*1%

5036714135Don't know
13%abc7%5%b3%6%b

0.2720.0920.2000.388ac0.256Mean Score
1.0081.0991.0591.0631.055Standard Deviation
0.0030.0280.0010.0020.001Error Variance
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Q.123 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best gas deal for you?
Base: All who have gas supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 169 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

764907503163692852902781332100520502872337Unweighted Base
72387849817664*260289301128199519902852276Weighted Base

4386623172340548913417052223Very confident (2)
6%10%m12%m18%alm10%9%14%18%ah7%13%ae9%18%ac10%em

16329618666228798116370342596115711Fairly confident (1)
23%34%m37%am38%m35%33%34%39%a29%34%e30%40%ac31%m

290264121432472746845526465959718Neutral (0)
40%ajkl30%k24%24%38%f27%26%22%35%ad26%33%b21%32%bdfk

961407119745423818414230323326Not very confident (-1)
13%16%14%11%10%17%15%13%14%14%15%b8%14%b

394744142152717836012123144Not confident (-2)
5%5%9%lm8%3%6%9%6%6%6%6%8%6%at all

SUMMARY CODES

2063822489729110137171458476766167934CONFIDENT
29%44%m50%alm55%alm46%42%47%57%agh36%48%ae39%59%ac41%em

13518711433861695526720342446469NOT CONFIDENT
19%21%23%19%13%23%24%18%21%20%21%16%21%

137----1-16318219Refused
2%k1%----*-1%d*1%1%1%

793814321888855012311135Don't know
11%ajkl4%3%2%3%7%fg3%3%7%5%6%4%6%fgjk

0.1210.281m0.314m0.468am0.4190.2360.2880.521agh0.1670.368ae0.2120.556ac0.256emMean Score
0.9571.0421.1451.1490.9201.0621.1701.1121.0121.0981.0351.1421.055Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0030.0080.0130.0040.0050.0050.0010.0010.0010.0050.001Error Variance
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Q.123 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best gas deal for you?
Base: All who have gas supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 169 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

140915381561155651271903683812072337Unweighted Base
13311467148416163*1341813843972092276Weighted Base

1952022043152734555735223Very confident (2)
15%a14%a14%a19%ag8%20%a19%a14%a14%a17%a10%

5596066006326616816217084711Fairly confident (1)
42%a41%a40%a39%a42%46%a37%42%a43%a40%a31%

38341942836142239818249718Neutral (0)
29%29%29%23%22%17%22%21%21%23%32%bcdefh

1051301441713618434225326Not very confident (-1)
8%9%10%11%21%4%10%11%11%12%14%fijk

3544441031610333812144Not confident (-2)
3%3%3%6%5%12%ae5%9%10%a6%6%ijkat all

SUMMARY CODES

754808804943188102217227119934CONFIDENT
57%a55%a54%a58%a50%66%a56%a57%a57%a57%a41%

14017418927162228768036469NOT CONFIDENT
11%12%13%17%25%16%15%20%20%17%21%ijk

455---211-19Refused
***---1%**-1%

49615932211975135Don't know
4%4%4%2%3%1%6%2%2%2%6%bcdfijk

0.606a0.565a0.545a0.563a0.2820.580a0.585a0.436a0.427a0.519a0.256Mean Score
0.9350.9540.9621.1101.0461.2171.1001.1411.1601.0861.055Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0080.0170.0120.0070.0040.0040.0060.001Error Variance
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Q.123 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best gas deal for you?
Base: All who have gas supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 169 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12115141128178205155472091292051292641672532337Unweighted Base
11**10613312617419415150*1881201951212841632592276Weighted Base

119132581316421161523171715223Very confident (2)
6%17%abdfkl9%20%abcdfh5%7%11%8%11%bl13%bdl8%19%abcdfj6%10%6%10%bl

jklnkln

32952375174451562407142596071711Fairly confident (1)
24%28%39%bd30%30%38%bd30%30%33%d33%d36%bd35%d21%37%d27%31%d

2243937614149184930512713752101718Neutral (0)
22%23%29%30%35%eko21%33%k36%k26%25%26%22%48%acefg32%k39%aefgh32%ek

hjklmnoko

4151612253814729143712321950326Not very confident (-1)
37%14%12%10%14%20%dejm9%15%15%12%19%dejm10%11%12%19%adejm14%

-104612161841791462163144Not confident (-2)
-10%bcn3%4%7%b8%b12%abcmn7%b9%bcn7%b7%b5%b7%b3%1%6%bat all

SUMMARY CODES

34865626087611983568665777785934CONFIDENT
30%45%bd48%bdl49%bdl34%45%bd40%d38%44%bd47%bdl44%bd54%abdjl27%47%bdl33%41%bd

42620183754311146235118532553469NOT CONFIDENT
37%24%15%14%21%28%acdem21%22%24%cmn19%26%cemn15%19%15%21%21%

n

-1*1--4-14--41319Refused
-1%*1%--3%afkl-1%3%afkl--1%*1%1%

181071712529771014816135Don't know
12%7%7%6%10%fj6%3%4%5%6%4%8%5%5%6%6%

-0.0140.3150.438bdf0.541abd0.1250.1690.1960.1710.2320.368d0.1910.580abd0.0790.413bdk0.1810.256dMean Score
klfhjklfhijkll

1.0341.2460.9481.0870.9951.1081.1551.0491.1471.1351.0781.1110.9550.9680.8781.055Standard Deviation
0.1070.0150.0070.0100.0060.0060.0090.0240.0070.0110.0060.0110.0040.0060.0030.001Error Variance
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Q.123 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best gas deal for you?
Base: All who have gas supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 170 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12346057444801035125577321230725443063Unweighted Base
833658894592812139377020031124652976Weighted Base

104759351112139743638250324Very confident (2)
13%h11%10%9%14%aef10%10%18%ab12%10%11%

28021232618032741725467105826998Fairly confident (1)
34%32%36%h30%40%aef30%33%34%34%34%34%f

2411892521771844022745584721860Neutral (0)
29%29%28%30%23%29%g36%afg28%27%29%29%g

909912511597240912337368429Not very confident (-1)
11%15%k14%k19%aik12%17%aeg12%12%12%15%14%k

463750472811240834138180Not confident (-2)
6%6%6%8%3%8%aeg5%4%11%abd6%6%gat all

SUMMARY CODES

38428741923243955632710314210761322CONFIDENT
46%h44%47%h39%54%aef40%42%52%b46%44%44%fh

1361361751621253531313171507609NOT CONFIDENT
16%21%k20%27%aijk15%25%aeg17%16%23%21%20%egk

9551695-41621Refused
1%1%1%*1%1%1%-1%1%1%

62404319587333109145165Don't know
7%ahi6%h5%3%7%e5%4%5%3%6%c6%h

0.402ah0.310h0.339h0.1310.531aef0.1750.315f0.530abc0.2550.2960.307fhMean Score
1.0561.0711.0461.0921.0161.1120.9971.0631.1731.0521.067Standard Deviation
0.0010.0020.0020.0030.0010.0010.0010.0060.005**Error Variance
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Q.124 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best electricity deal for you?
Base: All who have electricity supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 170 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

78676014522427636124366134712263063Unweighted Base
6407781501247150411135015419732976Weighted Base

8173153235881448142120324Very confident (2)
13%i9%10%10%18%ag13%14%c9%12%c11%

20524154082217634107534323998Fairly confident (1)
32%31%36%i33%35%31%30%35%33%34%

20025239275710338106435281860Neutral (0)
31%h32%h26%31%f20%34%30%28%29%29%f

7011223935772933258129429Not very confident (-1)
11%14%16%j14%14%8%9%17%bde13%14%dj

3756841423822210254180Not confident (-2)
6%7%6%6%7%2%6%7%e6%6%at all

SUMMARY CODES

2863146941057264481556764431322CONFIDENT
45%40%46%i43%52%ag43%44%44%46%44%

1071693234991101155360183609NOT CONFIDENT
17%22%j22%j20%22%10%16%23%abde19%e20%dej

8572011153121Refused
1%h1%*1%*1%4%abc**1%b

3838851382714206764165Don't know
6%5%6%6%5%12%abcd6%4%7%c6%

0.377i0.2200.3120.2820.431ag0.510c0.401c0.2420.359c0.307Mean Score
1.0581.0661.0631.0411.1800.9161.0831.0701.0671.067Standard Deviation
0.0020.0020.001*0.0020.0080.0040.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.124 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best electricity deal for you?
Base: All who have electricity supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 170 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

372221643623203063232074367937819553063Unweighted Base
370213643422592976225971750432820992976Weighted Base

2824645230324230946634221324Very confident (2)
8%12%k10%10%11%10%13%fh13%10%11%11%

90744159718998718280194113689998Fairly confident (1)
24%35%k37%k32%34%32%39%afgh38%ab34%33%34%k

129606112690860690171132102619860Neutral (0)
35%aij28%26%31%e29%e31%e24%26%31%29%29%e

4930773331429331984842338429Not very confident (-1)
13%14%17%15%14%15%14%9%13%16%d14%d

2412332135180135451921141180Not confident (-2)
6%6%7%6%6%6%6%4%6%7%d6%dat all

SUMMARY CODES

11999020494813229483742601479101322CONFIDENT
32%46%k47%k42%44%42%52%afgh52%abc45%43%44%k

724301054666094661426663479609NOT CONFIDENT
20%20%24%21%20%21%20%13%19%d23%d20%d

462182118211721Refused
1%j**1%1%1%****1%j

461041313716513728441584165Don't know
12%aij5%3%6%e6%6%e4%9%abc5%4%6%bi

0.1610.337k0.2670.2740.3070.2740.409afgh0.527abc0.3130.2550.307kMean Score
1.0311.0651.1021.0571.0671.0571.0920.9971.0511.0811.067Standard Deviation
0.0030.0010.0030.001*0.0010.0020.0020.0030.001*Error Variance
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Q.124 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best electricity deal for you?
Base: All who have electricity supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 170 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

79940817753737123823063Unweighted Base
727369181539*37522992976Weighted Base

8026201575233324Very confident (2)
11%f7%11%f12%20%ab10%11%f

21510666716157742998Fairly confident (1)
30%29%37%afg40%42%ab32%34%g

2351174931171688860Neutral (0)
32%e32%27%27%19%30%c29%c

9557271552346429Not very confident (-1)
13%15%15%13%14%15%14%

543685110156180Not confident (-2)
7%e10%ae5%1%3%7%c6%cat all

SUMMARY CODES

295131868202329751322CONFIDENT
41%36%48%afg53%62%ab42%44%f

14994356662502609NOT CONFIDENT
20%25%ae20%15%16%22%c20%

349-21421Refused
*1%*-*1%1%

45238929120165Don't know
6%6%5%6%2%5%c6%c

0.255f0.0790.366fg0.5140.644ab0.2540.307fMean Score
1.0881.0951.0390.9521.0471.0761.067Standard Deviation
0.0020.0030.0010.0260.0030.001*Error Variance
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Q.124 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best electricity deal for you?
Base: All who have electricity supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 170 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4934616958123063Unweighted Base
46746*16418052976Weighted Base

388159119324Very confident (2)
8%17%e10%15%ace11%

13614522325998Fairly confident (1)
29%29%32%40%ace34%

14013519181860Neutral (0)
30%b28%32%b23%29%b

677233121429Not very confident (-1)
14%16%14%15%14%

26111635180Not confident (-2)
6%3%7%b4%6%at all

SUMMARY CODES

174226814431322CONFIDENT
37%47%41%55%ace44%e

938350156609NOT CONFIDENT
20%18%21%19%20%

1-12221Refused
*-1%*1%

5938022165Don't know
13%abc7%5%b3%6%b

0.2280.4670.2410.475ace0.307Mean Score
1.0371.0731.0671.0661.067Standard Deviation
0.0030.0270.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.124 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best electricity deal for you?
Base: All who have electricity supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 170 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9441176690253933693653791764129926883753063Unweighted Base
894113966927390*3343644061693128326023742976Weighted Base

6310798561533557813618724578324Very confident (2)
7%9%15%alm21%aklm17%10%15%a19%ah8%15%ae9%21%ac11%em

22640026910230122134165528470849148998Fairly confident (1)
25%35%m40%alm37%m33%36%37%41%a31%37%e33%40%ac34%m

333327145562687798255330878674860Neutral (0)
37%ajkl29%jk22%20%29%26%22%20%33%ad24%30%b20%29%bdfgjk

12218388361451524825117839434429Not very confident (-1)
14%16%13%13%15%15%14%12%15%14%15%b9%14%b

4665492021931211077315723180Not confident (-2)
5%6%7%7%2%6%9%i5%6%6%6%6%6%at all

SUMMARY CODES

2895073671584515518924366465810952271322CONFIDENT
32%45%m55%alm58%alm50%46%52%a60%agh39%51%ae42%61%ac44%em

169247137561570846935725155257609NOT CONFIDENT
19%22%20%20%17%21%23%17%21%20%21%b15%20%b

1371---1116519221Refused
1%ak1%*---**1%*1%*1%

905020442312111036215015165Don't know
10%ajkl4%j3%1%4%7%fg3%3%6%5%6%4%6%fjk

0.1740.279m0.430alm0.516alm0.4950.3190.3640.587agh0.2140.428ae0.2600.631ac0.307emMean Score
0.9821.0481.1281.1741.0221.0611.1751.0961.0331.0991.0521.1161.067Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0020.0060.0120.0030.0040.0030.0010.001*0.003*Error Variance
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Q.124 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best electricity deal for you?
Base: All who have electricity supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 170 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

182620312049217901772285055322943063Unweighted Base
17211940195422586*1862185235502972976Weighted Base

2812952935084443959657324Very confident (2)
16%a15%a15%a22%ag9%23%a20%a18%a17%a19%a11%

77784183595418083220239131998Fairly confident (1)
45%a43%a43%a42%a47%a43%a38%42%a43%a44%a34%

43850051137193046959754860Neutral (0)
25%26%26%16%22%16%21%18%18%18%29%bcdefhijk

12817518725131520646433429Not very confident (-1)
7%9%10%k11%16%8%9%12%12%11%14%efijk

315144831312324011180Not confident (-2)
2%3%2%4%3%7%6%6%7%4%6%ijkat all

SUMMARY CODES

105811351128145481231263153351881322CONFIDENT
61%ai59%a58%a65%a56%a66%a58%a60%a61%a63%a44%

159226231331628339610344609NOT CONFIDENT
9%12%k12%k15%19%15%15%18%19%15%20%bijk

345---211-21Refused
***---1%**-1%ijk

64757992512161412165Don't know
4%4%4%4%3%2%5%3%3%4%6%cdijk

0.695aij0.620a0.613a0.712a0.4370.693a0.604a0.560a0.538a0.663a0.307Mean Score
0.9050.9510.9441.0650.9881.1401.1101.1201.1361.0421.067Standard Deviation

***0.0050.0110.0080.0060.0030.0020.004*Error Variance
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Q.124 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best electricity deal for you?
Base: All who have electricity supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 170 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

16148248167231255217852261492671633202413303063Unweighted Base
16**13722616322323521591*2041402511543532343362976Weighted Base

22526291817231525172526252822324Very confident (2)
11%19%abdfj12%b18%abdfk8%7%10%17%bdkl13%bd12%10%17%abdkl7%12%b7%11%bd

kll

540884872927527655191627996106998Fairly confident (1)
32%29%39%d29%33%d39%d35%d30%32%d36%d36%d40%dm22%41%abdmo32%d34%d

2326149665359245233633315162119860Neutral (0)
16%23%27%30%30%23%28%26%25%24%25%21%43%acefg27%35%acefg29%k

hijklmnohkno

51827193242241131174715532858429Not very confident (-1)
33%13%12%12%15%18%e11%12%15%12%19%ej10%15%12%17%14%

-1161011172491811156211011180Not confident (-2)
-8%bn3%6%5%7%bn11%abcdef10%bn9%bn8%bn6%4%6%4%3%6%nat all

ln

SUMMARY CODES

765115779110998429168117881041231281322CONFIDENT
43%48%d51%bdl47%d41%d46%d45%d47%d45%d48%d46%d57%abdfh29%53%abdl38%d44%bd

jkl

52933294359492149286221743969609NOT CONFIDENT
33%21%15%18%20%25%cen23%en23%24%en20%25%cen14%21%17%20%20%n

-12---4-14--41321Refused
-1%1%---2%afkl-*3%acefhk--1%*1%1%

lm

19158221554117101220816165Don't know
9%7%7%j5%10%abcfj6%2%5%6%5%4%8%j6%4%5%6%

0.2230.400d0.486abd0.432d0.2740.2280.2300.3180.2600.353d0.2700.613abd0.1060.453bdj0.2250.307dMean Score
fhjklfhjklk

1.1031.2090.9701.1201.0211.0841.1621.2181.1591.1361.0821.0330.9741.0140.9431.067Standard Deviation
0.0870.0110.0040.0080.0050.0050.0070.0180.0060.0090.0050.0070.0030.0040.003*Error Variance
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Q.124 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best electricity deal for you?
Base: All who have electricity supply but not as part of a dual fuel deal

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 171 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

8545318026891090142036616121425012876Unweighted Base
573566995860891171039315424525952995Weighted Base

11485146154151284654045415500Very confident (2)
20%aij15%15%18%17%17%17%26%ab19%16%17%

2452614623854147521886011711761353Fairly confident (1)
43%46%46%45%46%44%48%39%48%45%45%

122108211148164333923148511589Neutral (0)
21%h19%21%17%18%19%23%20%19%20%20%

556910512195224321419318351Not very confident (-1)
10%12%11%14%ik11%13%e8%9%8%12%12%

1828414239828311116129Not confident (-2)
3%5%4%5%4%e5%e2%2%4%4%4%eat all

SUMMARY CODES

359346609539564103625310016215911853CONFIDENT
63%61%61%63%63%61%64%65%66%61%62%

7496147163134306401729434480NOT CONFIDENT
13%17%k15%19%ik15%e18%e10%11%12%17%16%ek

3243362--1111Refused
*******--**

151526626297755062Don't know
3%h3%h3%h1%3%f2%2%4%b2%2%2%h

0.685aj0.5590.5870.5740.6280.5550.705f0.810ab0.7010.5740.597Mean Score
1.0141.0541.0111.0901.0381.0720.9151.0071.0081.0471.044Standard Deviation
0.0010.0020.0010.0020.0010.0010.0020.0070.005**Error Variance
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Q.125 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best energy deal for you?
Base: All who receive a dual fuel discount

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 171 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

410423200823485289228316418602876Unweighted Base
3294532181255144384*29019436782995Weighted Base

6385344426741648331106500Very confident (2)
19%19%16%17%17%19%16%17%16%17%

14019710041143210321228803191353Fairly confident (1)
42%44%46%45%47%39%42%45%47%45%

73100411515741862378131589Neutral (0)
22%22%19%20%17%22%21%19%19%20%

31432722995162624376351Not very confident (-1)
9%10%12%12%12%8%9%12%11%12%

812107109214158229129Not confident (-2)
2%3%5%j4%5%4%5%4%4%4%at all

SUMMARY CODES

203282134715692844816912114251853CONFIDENT
62%62%62%62%64%58%58%62%63%62%

3956380408721041324105480NOT CONFIDENT
12%12%17%ij16%16%12%14%17%16%16%j

23511--82111Refused
1%1%**--3%abc***

1212374814711281662Don't know
4%ah3%2%2%3%9%abc4%c1%2%2%

0.694h0.683h0.5630.5930.6160.6540.5940.5940.5990.597Mean Score
0.9830.9861.0601.0421.0541.0541.0561.0481.0271.044Standard Deviation
0.0020.0020.001*0.0020.0130.0040.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.125 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best energy deal for you?
Base: All who receive a dual fuel discount

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j
* small base



Table 171 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1572455250287628762876-48530720582876Unweighted Base
1532545282299529952995-**36027923292995Weighted Base

1544141500500500-7336390500Very confident (2)
10%17%k15%17%17%17%-20%c13%17%17%k

641158128135313531353-16713210491353Fairly confident (1)
42%45%45%45%45%45%-46%47%45%45%

4248556589589589-6958459589Neutral (0)
28%aj19%20%20%20%20%-19%21%20%20%

1929535351351351-2332296351Not very confident (-1)
13%12%12%12%12%12%-6%11%d13%d12%d

511015129129129-1215102129Not confident (-2)
3%4%5%4%4%4%-3%5%4%4%at all

SUMMARY CODES

791599169185318531853-23916814381853CONFIDENT
52%63%k60%62%62%62%-66%60%62%62%k

2440549480480480-3446398480NOT CONFIDENT
16%16%18%16%16%16%-10%17%d17%d16%d

-81111111-1-111Refused
-*****-*-**b

7486626262-1773362Don't know
4%j2%2%2%2%2%-5%ab2%1%2%

0.4480.6130.5310.5970.5970.597-0.777abc0.5260.5790.597Mean Score
0.9641.0461.0611.0441.0441.044-0.9691.0341.0521.044Standard Deviation
0.006*0.005***-0.0020.0040.001*Error Variance
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Q.125 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best energy deal for you?
Base: All who receive a dual fuel discount

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 171 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2821962353-48823202876Unweighted Base
2471782529-**54323832995Weighted Base

4116430-122365500Very confident (2)
17%f9%17%f-22%ab15%17%f

98841158-26710581353Fairly confident (1)
40%47%46%-49%44%45%

5639485-88491589Neutral (0)
23%22%19%-16%21%c20%

3223295-44295351Not very confident (-1)
13%13%12%-8%12%c12%c

1112105-14114129Not confident (-2)
5%7%4%-3%5%c4%at all

SUMMARY CODES

139991587-38814231853CONFIDENT
56%56%63%-72%ab60%62%

4335400-58409480NOT CONFIDENT
17%20%16%-11%17%c16%c

--11--911Refused
--*--**

9546-95162Don't know
4%e3%2%-2%2%2%

0.5310.3930.611f-0.822ab0.5450.597fMean Score
1.0721.0571.039-0.9621.0541.044Standard Deviation
0.0040.006*-0.002**Error Variance
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Q.125 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best energy deal for you?
Base: All who receive a dual fuel discount

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 171 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

24711115714542876Unweighted Base
23313**119215512995Weighted Base

243165306500Very confident (2)
10%26%14%20%ace17%ce

9154997581353Fairly confident (1)
39%38%42%49%ace45%

543259269589Neutral (0)
23%b25%22%b17%20%

341181134351Not very confident (-1)
15%b11%15%ab9%12%b

12-6156129Not confident (-2)
5%-5%4%4%at all

SUMMARY CODES

115866410651853CONFIDENT
49%64%56%69%ace62%ce

471242190480NOT CONFIDENT
20%b11%20%ab12%16%b

---911Refused
---1%c*

17-271862Don't know
7%abc-2%b1%2%b

0.3720.7790.4520.738ace0.597ceMean Score
1.0600.9971.0750.9971.044Standard Deviation
0.0050.0900.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.125 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best energy deal for you?
Base: All who receive a dual fuel discount

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 171 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

3811008939548107446483784984189223924842876Unweighted Base
35710171011608109*433502895983201124715242995Weighted Base

51119194137236791154151349370130500Very confident (2)
14%12%19%lm23%alm21%16%18%17%15%17%15%25%ac17%l

1194504783065217922445242093310862671353Fairly confident (1)
33%44%m47%m50%alm48%41%45%50%ah43%46%44%51%ac45%m

972431668317919814122336652168589Neutral (0)
27%ajk24%ajk16%14%16%21%f20%16%23%d18%21%b13%20%bfjk

461301136111596110111223931140351Not very confident (-1)
13%13%11%10%10%14%12%11%11%12%13%b8%12%b

18524218425193345841219129Not confident (-2)
5%5%4%3%4%6%4%4%5%4%5%b2%4%bat all

SUMMARY CODES

17056967144375247316606571128214553971853CONFIDENT
47%56%m66%alm73%aklm69%h57%63%68%ah58%64%e59%76%ac62%celm

641831547915848113415832343249480NOT CONFIDENT
18%18%j15%13%14%19%16%15%16%16%17%b9%16%b

1361-3-71107311Refused
**1%*-1%-1%***1%*

26201322978313156662Don't know
7%ajkl2%j1%*2%2%1%1%3%d2%2%1%2%fj

0.4200.4560.674lm0.797aklm0.741h0.4870.6200.673h0.5460.6210.5290.915ac0.597clmMean Score
1.0741.0321.0440.9991.0341.0991.0451.0131.0431.0431.0560.9181.044Standard Deviation
0.0030.0010.0010.0020.0100.0030.0020.0010.0010.001*0.002*Error Variance
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Q.125 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best energy deal for you?
Base: All who receive a dual fuel discount

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 171 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1751202619984772053152229009186512876Unweighted Base
177420702038531209349232100210207092995Weighted Base

397444433121379351227233156500Very confident (2)
22%a21%a21%a23%a18%27%a22%23%a23%a22%a17%

96110741057269901871075075193471353Fairly confident (1)
54%a52%a52%a51%a43%54%a46%51%a51%a49%45%

25833032077363544133134104589Neutral (0)
15%16%16%15%17%10%19%f13%13%15%20%bcdfhijk

10914514843272419978965351Not very confident (-1)
6%7%7%8%13%7%8%10%9%9%12%cfhijk

153436161445273329129Not confident (-2)
1%2%k2%k3%7%h1%2%3%3%4%4%dfijkat all

SUMMARY CODES

1358151814903901282801587337525031853CONFIDENT
77%aij73%a73%a73%ag61%80%ae68%73%a74%a71%a62%

1231791855942282312412294480NOT CONFIDENT
7%9%9%k11%20%h8%10%12%12%13%16%cdefhijk

887323233511Refused
***1%1%1%1%**1%*

273536312588362Don't know
2%2%2%**1%2%1%1%*2%bcdh

0.930aij0.863a0.853a0.826ag0.5280.991ae0.801a0.816a0.824a0.767a0.597Mean Score
0.8350.8950.9050.9771.1440.8730.9520.9850.9911.0291.044Standard Deviation

***0.0020.0070.0020.0040.0010.0010.002*Error Variance
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Q.125 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best energy deal for you?
Base: All who receive a dual fuel discount

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 171 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

9175216132179300170412822102881641623102382876Unweighted Base
10**17421512919029719251*2862083031631903332532995Weighted Base

13629332534351141456441373731500Very confident (2)
7%21%bck14%25%abchk13%12%18%c21%14%22%bchkl21%bckln25%abchk19%ck11%12%17%ck

lnnln

58184518714290261578912760601791141353Fairly confident (1)
52%46%d39%40%46%d48%de47%d52%d55%abdef43%d42%d37%31%54%adefg45%d45%de

gmnmn

1285124485338948354927595862589Neutral (0)
9%16%24%f19%25%fho18%20%18%17%17%16%17%31%acefg17%25%fho20%

hjkmo

194112214616231224023194127351Not very confident (-1)
9%5%19%abdghi9%11%15%jo8%5%11%10%13%o14%o10%12%o11%12%o

jlmo

-1282101792691966168129Not confident (-2)
-7%hm4%2%5%6%h5%4%2%4%6%h4%3%5%3%4%at all

SUMMARY CODES

61171138411217612537199134191101972161451853CONFIDENT
59%67%dn52%65%dn59%59%65%dn73%dn69%abdkl64%dn63%dn62%51%65%dn57%62%dn

n

1224914316325437305929255735480NOT CONFIDENT
9%12%23%abdgh11%16%21%abhjm13%9%13%15%19%hm18%13%17%14%16%

jmoo

22------21----411Refused
17%1%------1%1%----2%acfk*

1627-65-184682662Don't know
7%4%chl1%6%acfhln-2%2%l-*4%chl1%4%chl4%chl*2%2%

0.7550.717kn0.4020.824abc0.5020.4480.672kn0.815kn0.696kln0.703kn0.5950.686kn0.5600.5450.5510.597knMean Score
dkln

0.8321.0921.0620.9971.0251.0731.0260.9540.9231.0731.1511.1251.0361.0050.9601.044Standard Deviation
0.0990.0070.0050.0080.0060.0040.0060.0220.0030.0060.0050.0080.0070.0030.004*Error Variance
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Q.125 Thinking of the factors that matter most to you, how confident are you that you are currently on the best energy deal for you?
Base: All who receive a dual fuel discount

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 172 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

197101854572266903845346428Strongly agree (2)
14%ahij8%hi4%3%4%9%ag8%g11%ab8%7%7%ghi

4613103491612866972977912810731280Tend to agree (1)
33%ahij25%ahi18%h11%17%22%g25%ag22%23%21%21%ghi

2892474413073306772778112810751284Neither agree (0)
21%20%23%21%19%22%g24%g23%23%21%21%nor disagree

31139362152862590332410512916181853Tend to disagree (-1)
22%32%k33%k36%ajk37%aef29%28%30%c23%32%c31%cek

110158356393347514155481188501016Strongly disagree (-2)
8%13%k19%jk27%aijk20%aef17%e13%14%21%abd17%17%ejk

SUMMARY CODES

65741143420635896438711717314191708AGREE
47%ahij33%ahi23%h14%21%31%ag33%ag33%31%28%29%ghi

421550977921973141747915424724682869DISAGREE
30%45%k52%ajk63%aijk57%aef46%e41%43%44%49%48%ek

219249262413*45964Refused
1%h1%1%1%2%f1%1%*1%1%1%

22111910212515385162Don't know
2%h1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

0.236ahij-0.162ahi-0.440h-0.740-0.536-0.229ag-0.138afg-0.133ab-0.270-0.313-0.298ghiMean Score
1.1861.1891.1331.0751.1271.2221.1761.2231.2591.1871.196Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0040.003**Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- Financially things are a bit of a struggle for me
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 172 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

1501311293021271031144243428Strongly agree (2)
15%ahi11%ah3%6%13%ag5%5%4%15%acde7%cdgh

334349573104323745936055371280Tend to agree (1)
34%ahi28%ah16%21%25%ag23%cd15%17%32%acde21%cdh

1912728081125159431657573191284Neither agree (0)
20%22%22%22%f17%22%26%abc22%b19%21%bfnor disagree

198322131615752774918012034211853Tend to disagree (-1)
20%26%j36%aij31%29%25%28%34%abde25%31%bij

78131791881135311207451211016Strongly disagree (-2)
8%11%j21%aij17%f14%16%b19%b21%ab7%17%bfij

SUMMARY CODES

4844797011344364551247497811708AGREE
50%ahi39%ah19%27%38%ag28%cd19%21%47%acde29%cdgh

276454210724574128030019485412869DISAGREE
28%37%j57%aij49%f43%41%b47%b56%abde33%48%bfij

13143557723917564Refused
1%1%1%1%1%1%6%abce**1%bc

1113385561414221262Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%7%abcd2%abc1%1%1%

0.294ahi0.020ah-0.572-0.344-0.060ag-0.262c-0.449-0.5210.221acde-0.298cdhMean Score
1.1981.1951.1011.1721.2911.1731.1361.1321.1931.196Standard Deviation
0.0010.001**0.0010.0070.002*0.001*Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- Financially things are a bit of a struggle for me
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 172 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

5331262367426369598551291428Strongly agree (2)
10%aj7%9%7%7%7%8%10%ab8%7%7%

1179941521118127311241561951539281280Tend to agree (1)
22%21%21%21%21%21%22%22%25%ab21%21%

1449751511132128311331511671269841284Neither agree (0)
28%aij21%21%22%21%21%21%19%21%22%d21%nor disagree

129147923116251851162622628118513841853Tend to disagree (-1)
25%32%k32%k31%31%31%32%32%30%31%31%k

628401079061013909107126838071016Strongly disagree (-2)
12%18%k15%17%17%17%15%14%14%18%cd17%cdk

SUMMARY CODES

170130621314851699149421528020512191708AGREE
32%j28%30%28%28%28%30%32%ab34%ab27%29%

191231833725302864253533440726821912869DISAGREE
36%50%k47%k48%48%48%47%47%44%49%c48%k

34565762595932964Refused
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%*1%1%b

1536849614912761662Don't know
3%aij1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%b*1%b

-0.059aij-0.335-0.242-0.308-0.300-0.306-0.240-0.196ab-0.160ab-0.339-0.298Mean Score
1.1811.1951.2031.1951.1961.1961.2001.2291.2001.1881.196Standard Deviation
0.003*0.002***0.0020.0010.002**Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- Financially things are a bit of a struggle for me
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 172 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

17032210349366428Strongly agree (2)
17%aef6%5%8%5%8%c7%e

3031428081117710211280Tend to agree (1)
31%aef26%ae19%28%19%22%21%e

206106946122309661284Neither agree (0)
21%19%22%30%25%ab21%21%nor disagree

20216314651028014611853Tend to disagree (-1)
21%30%g34%ag26%31%31%31%g

849383631707861016Strongly disagree (-2)
9%17%g19%ag7%19%17%17%g

SUMMARY CODES

47317410181422613871708AGREE
48%aef32%e23%37%25%30%c29%ce

28625623011345122482869DISAGREE
29%47%g53%afg33%49%48%48%g

7544-74664Refused
1%1%1%-1%1%1%

7842-64962Don't know
1%1%1%-1%1%1%

0.282aef-0.266e-0.4480.046c-0.383-0.278c-0.298eMean Score
1.2241.1991.1461.0891.1521.2101.196Standard Deviation
0.0010.002*0.0320.002**Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- Financially things are a bit of a struggle for me
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 172 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

522247127428Strongly agree (2)
7%b3%9%ab5%7%b

164126654371280Tend to agree (1)
23%b21%23%ab18%21%b

155146035011284Neither agree (0)
22%24%21%21%21%nor disagree

208188347901853Tend to disagree (-1)
30%30%29%33%ac31%

99114484571016Strongly disagree (-2)
14%19%16%19%ace17%

SUMMARY CODES

216149125641708AGREE
31%b24%32%ab24%29%b

30729128212472869DISAGREE
44%49%45%53%ace48%ce

101173064Refused
1%c2%1%1%c1%c

141282062Don't know
2%abc1%1%1%1%

-0.201b-0.425-0.205ab-0.438-0.298bMean Score
1.1841.1321.2201.1621.196Standard Deviation
0.0020.0230.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- Financially things are a bit of a struggle for me
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 172 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

12415711136972625922020936761428Strongly agree (2)
10%ajkl7%j7%j4%4%9%afi7%f5%8%d6%7%7%7%fj

3284983131413518217821764663411011791280Tend to agree (1)
26%ajk23%jk19%16%18%24%f21%f17%24%ad19%22%20%21%dfjk

2724553452124713917730456771711041801284Neither agree (0)
22%21%21%24%24%18%20%23%h21%22%22%20%21%hnor disagree

31868457227967251276432775107715722811853Tend to disagree (-1)
25%32%m34%am32%m34%33%32%33%29%33%e31%31%31%m

172334309201381131612654146038381781016Strongly disagree (-2)
14%15%18%lm23%aklm19%15%19%20%ah15%18%e16%20%c17%m

SUMMARY CODES

4516554241784425424027686684314682401708AGREE
36%ajkl30%jk25%j20%22%33%afgi28%f21%32%ad26%29%27%29%dfjk

49010188814801053644376971189168024104592869DISAGREE
39%47%m52%alm54%alm53%47%50%54%ah44%51%ae47%51%48%em

192314826518283654964Refused
2%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

261317615864022511062Don't know
2%ajkl1%1%1%*1%1%*1%d1%1%1%1%

-0.072ajkl-0.254jk-0.397j-0.536-0.463-0.200afgi-0.347f-0.492-0.197ad-0.380-0.283b-0.383-0.298dfjkMean Score
1.2261.1891.1831.1351.1261.2301.2071.1321.2121.1771.1931.2111.196Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0020.0060.0020.0020.0010.001**0.002*Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- Financially things are a bit of a struggle for me
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 172 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

22325425745213235838360428Strongly agree (2)
6%6%6%6%7%6%8%5%5%6%7%cd

74683886112752104992672801711280Tend to agree (1)
21%21%22%17%18%19%22%17%18%17%21%bcdh

69982081017764105923483512321284Neither agree (0)
20%20%20%23%22%20%20%23%22%23%21%nor disagree

115212971295228901651414955213091853Tend to disagree (-1)
33%32%32%30%30%31%31%32%33%31%31%

62974971216462119703073122161016Strongly disagree (-2)
18%19%a18%22%a21%22%ae16%20%a20%a21%a17%

SUMMARY CODES

96910931118173741361343503632311708AGREE
28%27%28%23%25%25%30%23%23%23%29%bcdh

1781204620073921522842118028325242869DISAGREE
51%a51%a50%a52%51%53%a47%53%a53%a52%a48%

303637926612111164Refused
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

25252864471314862Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%j

-0.353-0.366-0.341-0.455-0.411-0.447-0.256f-0.450-0.451-0.455-0.298bcdfhjkMean Score
1.1891.1921.1901.1851.2141.2111.2051.1611.1561.1821.196Standard Deviation
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- Financially things are a bit of a struggle for me
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 172 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

***0.0020.0050.0030.0030.0010.0010.002*Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- Financially things are a bit of a struggle for me
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 172 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

13327272446311440192633442935428Strongly agree (2)
3%11%abcfgl6%9%cf6%9%cf7%10%f8%f5%5%10%abcfgl8%f5%6%7%f

nn

546100667911999279155115591241371591280Tend to agree (1)
18%15%23%go22%go19%22%go24%go19%19%16%21%o18%23%go24%gho27%aefgh21%go

lo

159817288108983010674123541501241161284Neither agree (0)
4%19%18%24%e21%20%24%e21%22%21%22%17%28%abceh22%20%21%nor disagree

klno

14971509212514088361551282001061242261731853Tend to disagree (-1)
54%31%dj34%djk31%dj30%dj26%22%25%32%dj37%abdij36%abdij33%djk23%40%abdhi29%dj31%djk

kkjklmo

4657233951118236915188629145911016Strongly disagree (-2)
15%21%bcgm16%c11%23%abcdf21%abcfg20%cm25%abcdf19%cm15%c16%c19%cm17%c8%15%c17%cm

gmnmgmn

SUMMARY CODES

579127931041651304113174141921681661941708AGREE
21%25%29%g32%g25%31%g32%fg29%27%21%25%29%g31%g29%g33%afghl29%g

o

18162222126220251170722461792871682142712642869DISAGREE
69%52%djm50%dj43%53%bdjm47%d41%50%d50%dj52%djm52%bdjm53%bdjm39%48%d45%48%dj

254-244-716-1541064Refused
7%2%fm1%f-*1%1%f-1%fm5%abcdef-*1%f1%2%fm1%f

hijklmno

-783168--43393762Don't know
-2%cfhl2%hl1%h*1%h2%hl--1%h1%1%h2%hl1%1%h1%h

-0.651-0.384-0.325-0.132af-0.454-0.290-0.229gl-0.374-0.346-0.420-0.376-0.335-0.175af-0.216fg-0.218fg-0.298lMean Score
ghlnoghloll

1.0771.2821.1811.1691.2061.2691.2451.3121.2161.1141.1211.2761.2041.0621.1871.196Standard Deviation
0.0480.0050.0030.0050.0040.0030.0040.0140.0030.0040.0020.0050.0030.0020.003*Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- Financially things are a bit of a struggle for me
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 173 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

3893344673403788373159516012761530Strongly agree (2)
28%h27%h25%23%22%27%g27%g27%29%25%26%g

654568883648758142357316823923472754Tend to agree (1)
46%46%47%45%44%46%49%g47%43%46%46%

1751552432162274141485474659788Neither agree (0)
12%13%13%15%13%13%13%15%13%13%13%nor disagree

1331252321992563281052759603689Tend to disagree (-1)
9%10%12%k14%ajk15%aef11%9%8%11%12%d12%dek

29324842637116918123151Strongly disagree (-2)
2%3%3%3%4%aef2%1%3%3%2%3%e

SUMMARY CODES

104390313519871137226088826339836234284AGREE
74%ah74%h71%68%67%73%g76%ag74%71%71%72%gh

1621582802403203991213778726840DISAGREE
12%13%15%k17%ajk19%aef13%e10%10%14%14%d14%ek

1058410117-42428Refused
1%***1%*1%-1%**

20714716239154047Don't know
1%ahij1%1%*1%1%1%*1%1%1%

0.899ahi0.862h0.7960.7240.6730.855g0.921ag0.8820.8390.8090.816ghMean Score
0.9871.0171.0311.0581.0961.0110.9400.9781.0641.0261.027Standard Deviation

*0.0010.0010.0010.001*0.0010.0030.002**Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I always like to look for ways that I can save money, even if it is only a little
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 173 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

2793808431276254421688574641530Strongly agree (2)
29%ah31%ah23%25%27%21%26%25%28%ac26%h

431554173823484068227116317702754Tend to agree (1)
44%45%47%47%f43%42%42%47%46%46%

13214749467111730106467185788Neither agree (0)
13%12%13%13%12%16%16%ab13%b11%13%bnor disagree

901194665611282245429193689Tend to disagree (-1)
9%10%13%ij11%14%g11%7%12%d12%d12%dj

2815107114378218734151Strongly disagree (-2)
3%i1%3%i2%4%ag4%3%3%2%3%i

SUMMARY CODES

71093525813624660124439248712344284AGREE
73%76%ah70%72%70%64%68%71%e74%acde72%e

1171345736751653067517227840DISAGREE
12%11%16%ij13%17%ag15%10%15%d14%d14%di

57142712177228Refused
1%1%*1%*1%bc3%abc***b

11927416814151047Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%4%abc2%abc*1%1%

0.881h0.959ah0.7520.827f0.7560.6980.8480.7890.874ace0.816hMean Score
1.0240.9671.0391.0101.1101.0781.0191.0291.0171.027Standard Deviation
0.0010.001**0.0010.0060.002***Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I always like to look for ways that I can save money, even if it is only a little
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 173 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

136118719213211523132720319615411791530Strongly agree (2)
26%25%27%25%26%25%28%23%25%27%d26%d

205219533024442749244930537229520802754Tend to agree (1)
39%47%k46%k47%46%46%43%43%49%d47%d46%k

91588896887856929613283561788Neither agree (0)
17%aij13%12%13%13%13%13%15%b14%13%13%nor disagree

65537856046886058412056513689Tend to disagree (-1)
12%11%12%11%12%11%12%14%abc9%12%12%

91301013415113417381993151Strongly disagree (-2)
2%3%i1%3%3%3%2%4%ab3%2%3%

SUMMARY CODES

341338252337654272377650856944932594284AGREE
65%72%k73%k72%72%72%71%65%74%d73%d72%dk

746679573883873910115875606840DISAGREE
14%14%13%14%14%14%14%18%abc12%14%14%

119225282522-428Refused
********-**b

1625738473899-1047Don't know
3%aij1%1%1%1%1%1%1%bc-*1%bc

0.7780.8140.8630.8120.8150.8130.8410.6630.837d0.845d0.816dMean Score
1.0391.0310.9941.0241.0271.0241.0451.1081.0091.0111.027Standard Deviation
0.002*0.001***0.0010.0010.001**Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I always like to look for ways that I can save money, even if it is only a little
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 173 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

28712111061025911941530Strongly agree (2)
29%aef22%25%27%28%25%26%

42323420312047521112754Tend to agree (1)
43%43%47%52%52%ab45%46%

13593555497634788Neither agree (0)
14%17%ae13%11%11%13%c13%cnor disagree

9877503365580689Tend to disagree (-1)
10%14%g12%7%7%12%c12%c

2818108114124151Strongly disagree (-2)
3%3%2%3%2%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

71035431373173433064284AGREE
72%f65%72%f79%80%ab70%72%f

12694611479704840DISAGREE
13%17%ag14%10%9%15%c14%c

3218-22028Refused
***-***

8631-73347Don't know
1%1%1%-1%1%1%

0.869f0.6700.819f0.9220.989ab0.7910.816fMean Score
1.0391.0721.0230.9840.9041.0441.027Standard Deviation
0.0010.002*0.0260.001**Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I always like to look for ways that I can save money, even if it is only a little
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 173 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

161226357101530Strongly agree (2)
23%38%ace22%30%ace26%c

31820132710772754Tend to agree (1)
45%34%47%46%46%

1067418251788Neither agree (0)
15%b11%15%b11%13%bnor disagree

788352251689Tend to disagree (-1)
11%14%12%11%12%

2218147151Strongly disagree (-2)
3%2%3%2%3%

SUMMARY CODES

48042196217874284AGREE
68%72%69%76%ace72%c

1009433298840DISAGREE
14%16%15%b13%14%

1-81428Refused
*-*1%*

151201247Don't know
2%abc1%1%1%1%

0.7580.9230.7410.921ace0.816cMean Score
1.0361.1201.0331.0081.027Standard Deviation
0.0010.022***Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I always like to look for ways that I can save money, even if it is only a little
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 173 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

2884814603025717324040763689512362941530Strongly agree (2)
23%22%27%lm34%aklm28%23%28%h31%ah24%27%e24%33%ac26%l

5191007804424893654196231179157523214332754Tend to agree (1)
41%47%m48%m48%m45%48%48%48%44%48%e46%48%46%m

2163011967521999613240738171276788Neither agree (0)
17%ajkl14%j12%j9%10%13%11%10%15%ad12%14%b8%13%bdfjnor disagree

15229217868241059510633435562267689Tend to disagree (-1)
12%j13%ajk11%j8%12%14%f11%f8%12%11%12%b8%12%bfj

48662798221316866513417151Strongly disagree (-2)
4%ajk3%jk2%1%4%fg3%f2%1%3%d2%3%2%3%fjk

SUMMARY CODES

8071487126472614653865910301815246935587274284AGREE
64%69%m75%alm82%aklm73%70%76%ah79%ah67%75%ae70%81%ac72%elm

200358205773212610812242042075684840DISAGREE
16%jk17%ajk12%j9%16%f16%fg13%f9%16%d13%15%b9%14%bfj

9981-3112111622628Refused
1%***-**1%g***1%*

268941125371140747Don't know
2%ajkl*1%*****1%ad*1%1%1%d

0.6930.7190.896alm1.071aklm0.8200.7370.900ah1.012aghi0.7360.880ae0.7771.038ac0.816elmMean Score
1.0811.0530.9780.9111.0981.0460.9790.9281.0600.9951.0360.9431.027Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0010.0060.0010.0010.001***0.001*Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I always like to look for ways that I can save money, even if it is only a little
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 173 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

91210691044268771911364865043361530Strongly agree (2)
26%27%26%35%ag26%36%a30%a32%a32%a33%a26%

1683189519043581292592127577734652754Tend to agree (1)
48%47%48%47%44%48%47%50%a49%a46%46%

4064704735841394213013994788Neither agree (0)
12%12%12%8%14%h7%9%9%9%9%13%bcdefhjknor disagree

3864554506040363712112693689Tend to disagree (-1)
11%11%11%8%14%h7%8%8%8%9%12%bcdfh

85101965341517177151Strongly disagree (-2)
2%3%2%1%1%1%3%f1%1%1%3%bcdfh

SUMMARY CODES

259529652948626207450347124312778014284AGREE
74%a74%a74%a83%ag70%84%ae77%a81%a81%a80%a72%

47155654664434152139142100840DISAGREE
13%14%14%9%14%h8%12%f9%9%10%14%bcdfh

111113324445528Refused
****1%1%1%**1%*

2119215345109747Don't know
1%*1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

0.8500.8470.8441.102ag0.8221.127ae0.943a1.040a1.041a1.034a0.816Mean Score
1.0121.0231.0150.8961.0050.8771.0190.9110.9110.9331.027Standard Deviation
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I always like to look for ways that I can save money, even if it is only a little
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 173 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

***0.0010.0030.0020.0020.0010.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I always like to look for ways that I can save money, even if it is only a little
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 173 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

69982798715812236134112153851331001461530Strongly agree (2)
22%32%abcdl19%27%cn21%30%cln30%cln25%27%cln32%abcdl28%cln27%cn24%cn18%25%cn26%cn

nn

13121195137206229174632251412721442373212752754Tend to agree (1)
49%39%44%47%50%gko43%43%44%46%41%49%go45%43%57%abdef47%o46%o

ghijklmn
o

23568485666581757395232927988788Neither agree (0)
9%11%15%ef16%ef14%f12%14%f12%12%11%9%10%17%aefgh14%f15%f13%fnor disagree

o

33280215762332351376138646462689Tend to disagree (-1)
10%10%18%abcde7%14%jm12%8%16%jm10%11%11%12%12%11%11%12%jm

fghjkmo

1147771314319151616818151Strongly disagree (-2)
4%5%abcdln2%c2%c2%c3%c4%bc2%c4%bcdn4%abcdln3%c5%abcdln1%c*1%c3%c

SUMMARY CODES

18220277216293387296993582534252293714214214284AGREE
71%70%n63%74%n71%n73%n72%n69%73%n73%n77%adn72%n68%74%dn71%n72%n

44787286476472670527755716570840DISAGREE
14%15%20%abcdf10%15%m14%12%19%cm14%15%14%17%bcjm13%11%12%14%m

hjkm

272--14-22-111628Refused
7%2%acdefh*--*1%f-1%1%-***1%f*

klmn

-581-4512212101547Don't know
-2%cfl2%acfhl1%-1%1%l****1%2%acfhl*1%1%

0.8050.858n0.6130.887n0.7480.862n0.887n0.7450.828n0.864n0.874n0.7680.796n0.805n0.846n0.816nMean Score
1.0701.1341.0420.9660.9931.0521.0451.0801.0701.1181.0291.1280.9940.8660.9651.027Standard Deviation
0.0480.0040.0020.0030.0020.0020.0030.0090.0020.0040.0020.0040.0020.0010.002*Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I always like to look for ways that I can save money, even if it is only a little
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 174 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

115941408095236982251356429Strongly agree (2)
8%h8%h7%6%6%8%g8%g6%9%7%7%g

3312693892262836422895810810481215Tend to agree (1)
23%ahi22%h21%h16%17%21%g25%afg16%19%21%20%gh

2221662402031834242226766697830Neither agree (0)
16%ai13%13%14%11%14%g19%afg19%abc12%14%14%gnor disagree

445430649566671106735212217017982090Tend to disagree (-1)
32%35%34%39%aik39%aef34%e30%34%30%35%c35%cek

2612514573674486951928215510991336Strongly disagree (-2)
19%20%24%jk25%ajk26%aef22%e16%23%28%ab22%22%ek

SUMMARY CODES

4463635283073788793878015914041644AGREE
32%ahi30%h28%h21%22%28%g33%afg23%28%28%d27%gh

70668111069331120176254420432528973426DISAGREE
50%55%k58%k64%aijk66%aef57%e46%57%58%57%57%ek

125938156-42529Refused
1%h******-1%**

2613119202712554959Don't know
2%ahi1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

-0.295ahij-0.393h-0.477h-0.633-0.652-0.438g-0.217afg-0.523-0.490-0.447-0.456ghMean Score
1.2551.2511.2651.1791.1991.2581.2321.1941.3301.2391.245Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0040.003**Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I often make a decision on impulse
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 174 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

9410921633298827262133429Strongly agree (2)
10%ah9%h6%7%10%ag4%4%7%d8%de7%dh

249280673103218346877053771215Tend to agree (1)
26%ah23%h18%20%19%23%d14%20%d23%acd20%dh

15719846571911134135441219830Neither agree (0)
16%h16%h13%14%f12%17%21%abc13%13%14%nor disagree

283374140317613295719512615782090Tend to disagree (-1)
29%30%38%aij35%35%30%30%36%d35%d35%dij

1692498901114221391638013311336Strongly disagree (-2)
17%20%24%ij22%23%20%25%b23%b20%22%bj

SUMMARY CODES

3433898891363281531149675101644AGREE
35%ah32%ah24%27%30%27%d18%28%d31%acd27%dh

453623229328765509735820629093426DISAGREE
46%51%62%aij57%58%50%56%59%be55%57%eij

10810271-206229Refused
1%ah1%*1%*-3%abce***c

1413325361115171759Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%5%abcd2%abc*1%c1%c

-0.195ahi-0.310ah-0.570-0.463-0.418-0.409d-0.627-0.471d-0.365acd-0.456dhMean Score
1.2761.2761.2071.2311.3141.1951.1521.2531.2591.245Standard Deviation
0.0010.001**0.0010.0070.0020.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I often make a decision on impulse
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 174 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

5132354366428367625040339429Strongly agree (2)
10%aj7%8%7%7%7%9%6%7%8%d7%

829721511070120810771381291359491215Tend to agree (1)
16%21%k21%k20%20%20%19%15%22%d21%d20%dk

1166009072382772510412082623830Neither agree (0)
22%aij13%13%14%14%14%15%14%14%14%14%nor disagree

145168923918602086186422633521015402090Tend to disagree (-1)
28%36%k33%35%35%35%32%39%ab35%35%35%k

10810481731159133411611752221389681336Strongly disagree (-2)
21%22%24%22%22%22%24%26%ab23%22%22%

SUMMARY CODES

132129520514361636144420017917412891644AGREE
25%28%29%27%27%27%28%21%29%d29%d27%d

253273741230193420302540155734825083426DISAGREE
48%58%k58%k57%57%57%56%64%abc57%56%57%k

3161262926223429Refused
1%**1%*****b**b

183284959501011-1659Don't know
3%aij1%1%1%1%1%1%1%bc-*1%bc

-0.354-0.468-0.462-0.459-0.457-0.457-0.445-0.642-0.449d-0.418d-0.456dMean Score
1.2621.2411.2741.2381.2451.2391.2911.1841.2431.2541.245Standard Deviation
0.003*0.002***0.0020.0010.002**Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I often make a decision on impulse
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 174 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

10936270263334429Strongly agree (2)
11%aef7%6%4%7%7%7%

26510482171709561215Tend to agree (1)
27%aef19%19%19%18%20%20%

142905706129647830Neither agree (0)
14%16%e13%16%14%14%14%nor disagree

26417416341834316182090Tend to disagree (-1)
27%32%g38%afg46%37%34%35%g

1821341005620510741336Strongly disagree (-2)
19%24%g23%g15%22%23%22%g

SUMMARY CODES

3741401091923312911644AGREE
38%aef26%25%23%25%27%27%e

44630826392454926933426DISAGREE
45%56%g61%afg61%60%57%57%g

4319--2329Refused
*1%*--**

14932-94359Don't know
1%e2%e1%-1%1%1%

-0.151aef-0.493-0.531-0.482-0.504-0.463-0.456eMean Score
1.3201.2401.2151.1041.2211.2491.245Standard Deviation
0.0020.003*0.0330.002**Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I often make a decision on impulse
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 174 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

516202171429Strongly agree (2)
7%10%7%7%7%

14246004621215Tend to agree (1)
20%d7%21%d20%d20%d

11210392309830Neither agree (0)
16%18%14%13%14%nor disagree

2282710258072090Tend to disagree (-1)
32%45%36%34%35%

151115845871336Strongly disagree (-2)
22%18%21%25%ac22%

SUMMARY CODES

193108026331644AGREE
28%17%28%27%27%

37937160913953426DISAGREE
54%63%57%59%e57%

3-101129Refused
*-***

141281659Don't know
2%abc2%1%1%1%

-0.419-0.559-0.425b-0.505-0.456Mean Score
1.2451.1841.2341.2601.245Standard Deviation
0.0020.0250.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I often make a decision on impulse
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 174 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

98162119511574767018524434287429Strongly agree (2)
8%7%7%6%8%10%af9%f5%7%7%7%10%ac7%f

3094723101233717917020758962510671481215Tend to agree (1)
25%ajk22%jk18%j14%18%23%f20%f16%22%d19%21%b16%20%bfj

204292213120308896172410419693137830Neither agree (0)
16%akl14%13%14%15%12%11%13%15%d13%14%15%14%gnor disagree

37576161633878266311502889120117803102090Tend to disagree (-1)
30%35%m37%m38%m39%35%36%39%a33%36%e35%34%35%m

2234604052483815520933655678011312041336Strongly disagree (-2)
18%21%m24%m28%aklm19%20%24%26%ah21%24%e22%23%22%m

SUMMARY CODES

4076344291745225224627777586914092351644AGREE
32%ajk29%jk26%j20%26%33%af28%f21%29%d26%28%26%27%fj

598122110215861164215218391444198229115153426DISAGREE
47%56%m61%alm66%aklm58%55%60%h64%ah54%60%ae57%57%57%em

14961-318161325329Refused
1%ajkl***-**1%1%****

3681331346441550959Don't know
3%ajkl*1%*****2%ad*1%1%1%dl

-0.261ajkl-0.412jk-0.528j-0.693-0.439f-0.329afg-0.473f-0.643-0.395d-0.504-0.457-0.447-0.456fjMean Score
1.2491.2501.2401.1851.2141.2961.2881.1841.2381.2481.2391.2791.245Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0020.0070.0020.0020.0010.001**0.002*Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I often make a decision on impulse
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 174 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

248284281512352409910268429Strongly agree (2)
7%7%7%7%8%10%9%6%6%7%7%

7378258331006170912232291481215Tend to agree (1)
21%21%21%13%21%h13%20%f15%15%15%20%bcdfh

457521523107367773218222137830Neither agree (0)
13%13%13%14%12%14%16%14%14%14%14%nor disagree

124714301424276961931475495753612090Tend to disagree (-1)
36%36%36%36%33%36%33%36%37%36%35%

77992490021575136904244292811336Strongly disagree (-2)
22%23%23%28%a25%25%20%28%a27%a28%a22%

SUMMARY CODES

98611091114151841221313223312161644AGREE
28%28%28%20%28%h23%29%f21%21%21%27%bcdfh

20262354232449117132923897310056423426DISAGREE
58%59%58%65%a58%61%e53%64%a64%a64%a57%

91010323233429Refused
****1%1%*****

27272952471111859Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

-0.453-0.473-0.462-0.674-0.477h-0.551-0.355f-0.646-0.643-0.642-0.456bcdhMean Score
1.2461.2471.2451.2131.2881.2741.2641.2151.2121.2271.245Standard Deviation
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I often make a decision on impulse
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 174 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

***0.0020.0060.0030.0040.0010.0010.002*Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I often make a decision on impulse
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 174 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

22531203149391239344323223525429Strongly agree (2)
9%8%bd7%7%7%bd9%bd10%bd9%8%bd10%bd8%bd7%4%6%4%7%bd

973863675102772811258115681041341391215Tend to agree (1)
33%23%gm19%m12%18%m19%m19%m19%23%gm17%21%m21%m19%m24%gm23%gm20%m

-36695561614917754943341446275830Neither agree (0)
-12%16%cf19%abcef15%f11%12%f12%15%f14%f8%11%26%abcef11%13%f14%fnor disagree

jkoghijklmn
o

1093170116149153123441571332281081472532072090Tend to disagree (-1)
39%30%38%djko39%dhjko36%dk29%30%30%32%38%djko41%adehi34%d27%45%abdeh35%dk35%dk

jkoijklo

376776395164112431057012582110801301336Strongly disagree (-2)
12%24%cn17%21%c23%c31%abcdf27%acdgn30%cdgn22%c20%c23%c26%cn20%c14%22%c22%cn

ghlmn

SUMMARY CODES

1198117561061511164015192159911261681641644AGREE
42%31%dm26%m19%26%28%m28%m28%31%dm27%m29%m29%m23%30%dm28%m27%m

13169247179244316236862622033531902583333373426DISAGREE
51%54%56%d61%d59%d59%d58%d60%d54%58%d64%abdhn60%d47%59%d57%d57%d

o

242-1-4-22--21929Refused
7%1%cfk*-*-1%fk-*1%--**2%acefkl*

m

-585165-1113162559Don't know
-2%cfh2%cfh2%fh*1%f1%fh-***1%3%abcfgh*1%1%f

l

-0.121-0.406-0.407-0.576-0.493-0.532-0.483-0.538-0.366m-0.424-0.498-0.502-0.416-0.373m-0.482-0.456Mean Score
1.3201.3121.1951.1591.2361.3471.3361.3261.2661.2591.2601.2811.1441.1671.2041.245Standard Deviation
0.0730.0050.0030.0050.0040.0030.0050.0140.0030.0040.0030.0050.0030.0020.003*Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I often make a decision on impulse
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 175 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

380284335235512568154991479881234Strongly agree (2)
27%ahij23%hi18%16%30%aef18%e13%28%ab26%ab19%21%efhi

534471650452684106136114218117832107Tend to agree (1)
38%ahi38%hi34%31%40%aef34%31%40%c32%35%35%eh

20918932927719058223243978651005Neither agree (0)
15%15%17%k19%jk11%19%ag20%ag12%17%17%d17%dgknor disagree

19318839433922361327749769891114Tend to disagree (-1)
14%15%21%jk23%ajk13%20%g24%afg14%14%19%cd19%cdgjk

6280155137712371271951366435Strongly disagree (-2)
4%7%k8%k9%ajk4%8%g11%afg5%9%d7%7%gk

SUMMARY CODES

9147549856871196162951524132827713340AGREE
65%ahi61%ahi52%h47%70%aef52%e44%68%abc59%55%56%efhi

2562685494762948504046712713541549DISAGREE
18%22%k29%ajk33%aijk17%27%g34%afg19%23%27%d26%dgjk

114947164-42428Refused
1%****1%*-1%**

20132310203016445866Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

0.708ahij0.570ahi0.330h0.2140.799aef0.363e0.1200.720abc0.539b0.4090.440efhiMean Score
1.1451.1921.2261.2401.1361.2121.2311.1661.2701.2141.219Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0040.003**Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- Everything seems to be getting more complicated these days
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 175 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

240238728922312481305844721234Strongly agree (2)
25%ahi19%20%18%33%ag25%c20%c17%28%acd21%cg

376395129817483587921011616572107Tend to agree (1)
39%ai32%35%35%38%41%cd33%33%40%acd35%

150218626891114271226442121005Neither agree (0)
15%18%17%18%f12%14%19%b18%b13%17%bfnor disagree

123255729100510921897822231114Tend to disagree (-1)
13%21%j20%j20%f11%11%14%22%abde13%19%bdefj

661002633855095629475435Strongly disagree (-2)
7%8%7%8%f5%5%9%b8%b5%7%bf

SUMMARY CODES

61663320262670670127340174411293340AGREE
63%ahi51%55%53%71%ag65%acd53%50%68%acd56%cgi

18935599213901593014510762981549DISAGREE
19%29%aj27%j28%f17%15%23%be31%abde18%26%befj

99102712176328Refused
1%h1%h*1%f*1%c3%abc***c

121736605917241666Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%5%abc3%abc1%1%1%

0.629ahi0.3450.4120.3670.821ag0.744acd0.443c0.2760.749acd0.440cgiMean Score
1.1881.2421.2151.2151.1661.1151.2361.2241.1451.219Standard Deviation
0.0010.001**0.0010.0060.0020.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- Everything seems to be getting more complicated these days
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 175 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

1209611401037122910421923101687531234Strongly agree (2)
23%21%20%20%21%20%27%afgh36%abc28%ab17%21%b

158165626718622100186923736326914652107Tend to agree (1)
30%35%k37%k35%35%35%33%42%ab44%ab33%35%bk

115767114893100389411095818221005Neither agree (0)
22%aij16%16%17%17%17%15%11%13%19%acd17%cdnor disagree

74892141996111299811670599841114Tend to disagree (-1)
14%19%k20%k19%19%19%16%8%10%22%acd19%cdk

3135744389435389462226383435Strongly disagree (-2)
6%8%6%7%7%7%6%3%4%9%acd7%cd

SUMMARY CODES

278261740728993328291142967243822183340AGREE
53%56%57%55%56%55%60%afgh77%abc72%ab50%56%b

1051249184138515471387162938513671549DISAGREE
20%27%k26%k26%e26%26%e23%11%14%d31%acd26%cdk

3132252825321528Refused
1%**********b

2135752645312732766Don't know
4%aij1%1%1%1%1%2%1%*1%1%b

0.5240.4260.4530.4180.4380.4190.589afgh1.009abc0.819ab0.2770.440bMean Score
1.1871.2281.1901.2161.2191.2161.2311.0161.0791.2291.219Standard Deviation
0.003*0.002***0.0020.0010.002**Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- Everything seems to be getting more complicated these days
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 175 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

240136840914310201234Strongly agree (2)
24%ae25%ae19%24%16%22%c21%c

35721814911334816372107Tend to agree (1)
36%40%ae34%33%38%35%35%

1547475161727711005Neither agree (0)
16%13%17%f15%19%16%17%nor disagree

1428586891738591114Tend to disagree (-1)
15%15%20%fg24%19%18%19%g

7322343175335435Strongly disagree (-2)
7%f4%8%f3%8%7%7%f

SUMMARY CODES

59735423312249226573340AGREE
61%ae64%ae54%57%54%57%56%e

21510712111124811941549DISAGREE
22%19%28%afg27%27%25%26%fg

2420--2228Refused
*1%*--**

131140-75266Don't know
1%2%e1%-1%1%1%

0.569ae0.676ae0.3770.5160.3430.465c0.440ceMean Score
1.2211.1371.2291.1931.1901.2231.219Standard Deviation
0.0010.002*0.0380.002**Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- Everything seems to be getting more complicated these days
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 175 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

181115924481234Strongly agree (2)
26%abc19%21%19%21%

2312410497952107Tend to agree (1)
33%40%37%b34%35%

12984564061005Neither agree (0)
18%13%16%17%17%nor disagree

10385194811114Tend to disagree (-1)
15%14%18%e20%e19%e

388187201435Strongly disagree (-2)
5%14%ce7%9%ce7%

SUMMARY CODES

41235164112433340AGREE
59%b59%58%b53%56%b

141167066831549DISAGREE
20%27%25%e29%ace26%e

3-91128Refused
*-***

171301866Don't know
2%abc1%1%1%1%

0.605abc0.3710.478b0.3460.440bMean Score
1.1881.3231.2011.2421.219Standard Deviation
0.0020.0310.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- Everything seems to be getting more complicated these days
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 175 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

3154803091304420217416860862610931401234Strongly agree (2)
25%ajk22%jk18%j15%22%f26%afg20%f13%23%ad19%21%b16%21%bfj

45481358425568291310422954115318252822107Tend to agree (1)
36%j38%j35%j29%34%38%f36%32%35%35%36%b31%35%bj

221335261188291051362484515538201841005Neither agree (0)
18%15%16%21%aklm15%14%16%19%h17%17%16%20%ac17%hnor disagree

152394359209441241842974456699191951114Tend to disagree (-1)
12%18%m21%alm24%alm22%16%21%h23%ah17%20%e18%22%ac19%em

731171529413395914917126435085435Strongly disagree (-2)
6%5%9%alm11%alm7%5%7%11%agh6%8%e7%9%ac7%hl

SUMMARY CODES

76912938923861124934845901562177829184223340AGREE
61%ajk60%ajk53%j44%56%f64%afgi56%f45%58%d54%57%b47%56%bfj

2255105103045716324344661593312692801549DISAGREE
18%24%m30%alm34%alm29%h21%28%h34%agh23%28%ae25%31%ac26%ehlm

12871-318151324428Refused
1%ajl***-**1%1%****

31181151449462057966Don't know
2%ajkl1%1%1%*1%1%1%2%ad1%1%1%1%d

0.647ajkl0.536ajk0.324j0.1350.429f0.647afgi0.413f0.1270.527ad0.3690.478b0.2230.440bdfjkMean Score
1.1651.1811.2521.2401.2441.1811.2181.2381.2001.2301.2131.2281.219Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.0020.0080.0020.0020.0010.001**0.002*Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- Everything seems to be getting more complicated these days
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 175 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

6707607721156172822382421661234Strongly agree (2)
19%19%19%15%21%13%18%16%15%16%21%bcdfhj

1270146214492291011631514684843102107Tend to agree (1)
36%36%36%30%34%30%34%31%31%31%35%bcdfh

55363463414754110862942971921005Neither agree (0)
16%16%16%19%18%21%a19%19%a19%19%17%nor disagree

68678478817456123923613692261114Tend to disagree (-1)
20%19%20%23%a19%23%a21%24%a23%a22%a19%

28234031384175933148160100435Strongly disagree (-2)
8%8%a8%11%ag6%11%a7%10%a10%a10%a7%

SUMMARY CODES

1939222222213441622352337057274763340AGREE
55%55%56%45%55%h44%52%f46%46%47%56%bcdfh

96811241101258741821255095293261549DISAGREE
28%28%a28%34%ag25%34%a28%33%a34%a32%a26%

101111324245528Refused
****1%1%*****

34303454641415966Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

0.3930.3810.3990.1560.455h0.1270.353f0.1900.1810.2180.440bcdfhjMean Score
1.2291.2351.2261.2561.1911.2331.2071.2401.2471.2501.219Standard Deviation
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- Everything seems to be getting more complicated these days
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 175 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

***0.0020.0050.0030.0030.0010.0010.002*Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- Everything seems to be getting more complicated these days
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 175 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

8659476651081014011790131738991851234Strongly agree (2)
32%21%b21%bcl26%abcdl16%20%b25%bcdl28%abcdl24%bcdl26%abcdl24%bcdl23%bcdl16%16%14%21%bcdl

789163128139191131501621001861081892342292107Tend to agree (1)
26%28%37%go43%adefg34%36%go32%35%33%29%34%34%35%41%adefg39%gjo35%go

hjklohjlo

45268368088732278668646123811011005Neither agree (0)
14%17%15%12%19%cm16%18%16%16%19%m15%14%23%abcef14%17%17%nor disagree

hkmn

662873990975026857211257831301181114Tend to disagree (-1)
22%20%jm20%jm13%22%djm18%j12%18%17%21%jm20%djm18%j15%23%adhjm20%jm19%jm

-331913354447444133931462640435Strongly disagree (-2)
-10%acgimn4%4%9%cgimn8%cgimn11%abcfgi3%9%cgimn4%7%g10%cgimn9%cgimn5%7%7%cgn

mn

SUMMARY CODES

15154258204204299231912801903171812783263143340AGREE
57%49%58%dlo69%abcde49%56%56%64%bdlo57%lo55%57%lo57%51%57%dlo53%56%lo

fghjklno

69510652126141973012884151881301561581549DISAGREE
22%30%dm24%18%30%dijmn26%m24%21%26%m24%27%m28%m24%28%m27%m26%m

232---4-24--22928Refused
7%1%fk*---1%fk-*1%fkl--**1%aefkl*

-992364-3413132866Don't know
-3%acfhl2%cf1%1%1%1%-1%1%*1%2%acfh*1%f1%

0.7120.3020.526bdl0.739abc0.2630.4200.467l0.683abc0.463l0.538bdl0.465l0.4240.3590.4170.3500.440lMean Score
odefghjkldkloo

no
1.1901.3101.1661.1181.2131.2351.3061.1461.2751.1931.2461.2921.1861.1451.1651.219Standard Deviation
0.0590.0060.0030.0040.0040.0030.0040.0100.0030.0040.0030.0050.0030.0020.002*Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- Everything seems to be getting more complicated these days
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 176 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

573556904758936139546017426523512791Strongly agree (2)
41%45%k48%k52%aijk55%aef45%e39%49%47%46%47%ek

528454673464538112046112716918232119Tend to agree (1)
37%h37%h36%32%31%36%g39%ag36%30%36%c35%cgh

1319111380102225872245348415Neither agree (0)
9%ahi7%6%6%6%7%7%6%8%7%7%nor disagree

88781339976224992235342398Tend to disagree (-1)
6%6%7%7%4%7%g8%ag6%6%7%7%g

473448422710341633132171Strongly disagree (-2)
3%3%3%3%2%3%g4%g2%6%abd3%3%g

SUMMARY CODES

11011010157712221473251592230143541744910AGREE
78%82%k83%k84%k86%aef81%79%85%c78%82%c82%cek

1351121811421033271402868474570DISAGREE
10%9%10%10%6%11%g12%ag8%12%9%10%g

17312511179133337Refused
1%ahj*1%*1%1%1%*1%1%1%

2712125192313394456Don't know
2%ahij1%1%*1%1%1%1%2%1%1%

1.0921.171k1.204k1.244k1.358aef1.135e1.0441.256c1.0931.1851.181ekMean Score
1.0371.0061.0091.0300.9031.0511.0690.9491.1661.0091.021Standard Deviation
0.0010.0010.0010.001**0.0010.0020.003**Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I always check bank or building society statements when I get them, including online
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 176 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

377531184023034878031416727242791Strongly agree (2)
39%43%j50%aij46%51%ag41%49%b48%b44%47%bij

353462127818183026119412266382119Tend to agree (1)
36%37%35%36%f32%32%30%35%d38%acd35%df

11088209357582565209116415Neither agree (0)
11%ahi7%6%7%6%13%abc10%abc6%7%7%hnor disagree

7095225345541320261104398Tend to disagree (-1)
7%8%6%7%6%7%d3%7%d6%d7%d

3834941403231210452171Strongly disagree (-2)
4%h3%3%3%3%2%2%3%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

73099331184121789142508289813624910AGREE
75%81%j85%aij82%83%73%79%83%de82%e82%ej

108130319484851632365156570DISAGREE
11%h11%9%10%9%8%5%10%d9%d10%d

109173252247437Refused
1%h1%*1%1%1%bc4%abc**1%c

1712264411912142056Don't know
2%ah1%1%1%1%5%abcd2%ac*1%c1%c

1.0121.123j1.246aij1.1691.243g1.1121.284abce1.1811.1501.181jMean Score
1.0831.0330.9911.0191.0310.9990.9301.0391.0161.021Standard Deviation
0.0010.001**0.0010.0050.001*0.001*Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I always check bank or building society statements when I get them, including online
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 176 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

220219934324252780243535540027621102791Strongly agree (2)
42%47%k48%46%47%46%50%46%45%48%47%

168169124118712115187524430023215822119Tend to agree (1)
32%36%34%36%35%36%34%35%38%36%35%

5730843373414374418745275415Neither agree (0)
11%aij7%6%7%7%7%6%10%ab7%6%7%nor disagree

3629762352398352474438315398Tend to disagree (-1)
7%6%9%j7%7%7%7%5%6%7%d7%

2412918155171155162015136171Strongly disagree (-2)
5%aj3%3%3%3%3%2%2%2%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

388389058442964895431059970050736924910AGREE
74%83%k82%k82%82%82%84%81%83%83%d82%k

6042680507570507636454451570DISAGREE
12%9%11%10%10%10%9%7%9%10%d10%d

4232343734341837Refused
1%1%*1%1%1%**b**1%b

13346445545111311556Don't know
3%aij1%1%1%1%1%2%1%bc**1%bc

1.0361.197k1.171k1.1711.1801.1721.2461.1931.1791.1801.181kMean Score
1.1251.0061.0481.0261.0221.0260.9870.9770.9881.0341.021Standard Deviation
0.002*0.002***0.0010.0010.001**Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I always check bank or building society statements when I get them, including online
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 176 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

39724421281546122032791Strongly agree (2)
40%44%49%ag38%50%47%47%g

34020415241931816542119Tend to agree (1)
35%37%35%49%35%35%35%

9443265263318415Neither agree (0)
10%ae8%6%4%7%7%7%nor disagree

8728273248315398Tend to disagree (-1)
9%aef5%6%5%5%7%7%

4815106121135171Strongly disagree (-2)
5%aef3%2%4%2%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

73644836523477938584910AGREE
75%82%g84%ag87%85%82%82%g

13543379369449570DISAGREE
14%aef8%9%9%8%10%10%

5423-22937Refused
1%1%1%-*1%1%

101131-64256Don't know
1%2%ae1%-1%1%1%

0.9831.189g1.232ag1.1301.262a1.1841.181gMean Score
1.1480.9820.9900.9760.9621.0231.021Standard Deviation
0.0010.002*0.0260.001**Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I always check bank or building society statements when I get them, including online
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 176 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

28225122612482791Strongly agree (2)
40%43%43%53%ace47%ce

2511610747762119Tend to agree (1)
36%28%38%ab33%35%b

583216133415Neither agree (0)
8%b5%8%b6%7%bnor disagree

589206124398Tend to disagree (-1)
8%b15%abc7%b5%7%b

3628350171Strongly disagree (-2)
5%abc4%3%2%3%

SUMMARY CODES

53342230020244910AGREE
76%70%81%e86%acde82%de

9411289174570DISAGREE
13%abc19%abc10%b7%10%b

41131537Refused
1%2%*1%1%

122251656Don't know
2%abc4%abc1%1%1%

0.9990.9671.124e1.308acde1.181ceMean Score
1.1441.2321.0300.9511.021Standard Deviation
0.0020.028***Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I always check bank or building society statements when I get them, including online
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 176 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

4299658785181143754866171140165023384532791Strongly agree (2)
34%45%m52%alm59%aklm57%af49%56%afh47%42%50%ae46%50%c47%em

47282555926352266278466993112618143052119Tend to agree (1)
38%jk38%ajk33%30%26%35%i32%36%i37%d34%36%34%35%ij

16113386351037317724017536352415Neither agree (0)
13%ajkl6%j5%4%5%5%4%6%g9%ad5%7%6%7%dghjknor disagree

101153102431354529317322534950398Tend to disagree (-1)
8%j7%j6%5%6%7%6%7%6%7%7%6%7%

546035218301529858614724171Strongly disagree (-2)
4%ajkl3%2%2%4%4%fg2%2%3%3%3%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

9021790143778116664176510832133277741527584910AGREE
72%83%m85%alm88%alm83%84%88%afh83%79%84%ae82%84%82%em

1552141376421836712225831149574570DISAGREE
12%ajkl10%j8%7%10%11%g8%9%10%9%10%8%10%

131310113113181930737Refused
1%j1%1%****1%g1%1%1%1%1%

27151121347401648856Don't know
2%ajkl1%1%*1%**1%1%ad*1%1%1%d

0.9221.161m1.291alm1.379aklm1.2731.1871.355afh1.2101.1141.235ae1.1671.257c1.181emMean Score
1.1001.0150.9660.9481.0871.0680.9340.9951.0321.0091.0260.9891.021Standard Deviation
0.001*0.0010.0010.0060.0010.0010.001***0.001*Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I always check bank or building society statements when I get them, including online
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 176 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

1624194719174441692832088408645882791Strongly agree (2)
46%48%48%59%a57%a53%a46%55%a55%a58%a47%

129414411435211801721664864972792119Tend to agree (1)
37%36%36%28%27%32%37%32%b32%28%35%bcdgh

22623825232172531706947415Neither agree (0)
6%6%6%4%6%5%7%5%4%5%7%bcdhnor disagree

22925425638193226818552398Tend to disagree (-1)
7%6%6%5%6%6%6%5%5%5%7%

899996257178364229171Strongly disagree (-2)
3%2%2%3%2%3%2%2%3%3%3%

SUMMARY CODES

291833873352654249454374132513618674910AGREE
83%84%a84%a87%a84%85%83%87%a87%a86%a82%

3183523526326493411712782570DISAGREE
9%9%9%8%9%9%8%8%8%8%10%d

161819435555737Refused
***1%1%1%1%**1%1%

2725263136910556Don't know
1%1%1%**1%1%1%1%*1%

1.1951.228a1.2191.349a1.321a1.2671.2301.330a1.320a1.350a1.181Mean Score
0.9960.9880.9891.0081.0061.0250.9430.9600.9790.9961.021Standard Deviation
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I always check bank or building society statements when I get them, including online
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 176 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

***0.0010.0030.0020.0020.0010.0010.001*Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I always check bank or building society statements when I get them, including online
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 176 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

12154211143204299197641942052521682282032582791Strongly agree (2)
45%49%cdh48%ch49%ch49%cdh56%abcdf48%ch45%40%59%abcdf45%c53%abcdf42%36%44%c47%ch

hijnhijlmnoh

99515210513214512049214962241061922672122119Tend to agree (1)
35%30%34%gk36%gk32%27%29%34%44%abdeg28%40%agjkl33%35%gk47%abdef36%gjk35%gjk

jklmnoogijklmno

-2330173222331229142710724053415Neither agree (0)
-7%e7%e6%8%egk4%8%egk8%e6%4%5%3%13%abcefg7%e9%efgk7%egknor disagree

hjklmno

41530163639211129233715314548398Tend to disagree (-1)
14%5%7%5%9%e7%5%8%6%7%7%5%6%8%8%7%

-97992528517614168107171Strongly disagree (-2)
-3%2%3%2%5%abcdgn7%abcdfg3%3%b2%3%5%abcdgn2%2%1%3%b

hlmno

SUMMARY CODES

202493632483364443171134083014762744204694714910AGREE
80%80%82%84%dj81%83%dj77%79%83%dj86%bdjo86%abdjo86%bdjo77%83%d80%82%dj

42437244564501645295131395555570DISAGREE
14%8%8%8%11%12%d12%d11%9%8%9%10%7%10%9%10%

2822--3-62-141737Refused
7%2%acefkl*1%--1%-1%cfkl1%-*1%*1%cfkl1%

n

-993-3722212102456Don't know
-3%abcefg2%acfhl1%-1%2%fl1%l*1%*1%2%cfhl*1%1%

hkl

1.1911.252c1.228c1.239c1.1761.234c1.0901.1091.1181.366abc1.1971.252c1.1301.0761.1511.181cMean Score
dfhijl

1.0371.0050.9710.9901.0451.1271.1941.0801.0000.9690.9791.0750.9610.9510.9801.021Standard Deviation
0.0450.0030.0020.0030.0030.0020.0040.0090.0020.0030.0020.0040.0020.0020.002*Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements?
- I always check bank or building society statements when I get them, including online
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 177 

I always check
bank or
buildingI always like
societyEverythingto look for

statements whenseems to beways that I canFinancially
I get them,getting moreI often make asave money,things are a
includingcomplicateddecision oneven if it isbit of a

onlinethese daysimpulseonly a littlestruggle for me

59565956595659565956Unweighted Base
59875987598759875987Weighted Base

279112344291530428Strongly agree (2)
47%21%7%26%7%

21192107121527541280Tend to agree (1)
35%35%20%46%21%

41510058307881284Neither agree (0)
7%17%14%13%21%nor disagree

398111420906891853Tend to disagree (-1)
7%19%35%12%31%

17143513361511016Strongly disagree (-2)
3%7%22%3%17%

SUMMARY CODES

49103340164442841708AGREE
82%56%27%72%29%

570154934268402869DISAGREE
10%26%57%14%48%

3728292864Refused
1%***1%

5666594762Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%

1.1810.440-0.4560.816-0.298Mean Score
1.0211.2191.2451.0271.196Standard Deviation

*****Error Variance
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Q.127 Could you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements? - Summary Table
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)



Table 178 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

768887153612497182621110023837238294440Roughly every day
54%72%k81%ajk86%aijk42%84%ag94%afg67%67%75%cd74%cdgk

14911111970202214333342373449At least once a week
11%ahi9%hi6%5%12%aef7%e3%9%8%7%7%eh

3020171339374187080At least once a month
2%ahi2%1%1%2%aef1%e**2%1%1%e

3217151538338467079Less than once per month
2%ahi1%1%1%2%aef1%1%1%1%1%1%

4935433111543-1028120158Never - but I do have
4%ahi3%2%2%7%aef1%e-3%5%ab2%3%efaccess

35314714566571128116594552711Never - and I do not
25%ahij12%hi8%h5%33%aef4%e1%18%ab17%ab11%12%efhihave access

SUMMARY CODES

9791036168713469972905114527742943425047USE
69%84%k89%ajk93%aijk58%93%ag98%afg78%77%86%cd84%cdgk

102810701730137711122949114528745744625205HAVE ACCESS
73%87%k91%ajk95%aijk65%95%ag98%afg81%82%88%cd87%cdgk

12410311107152228Refused
1%h*1%*1%*1%*1%**

17810814209243643Don't know
1%ai1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%
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Q.128 How often do you use the internet?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 178 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

5861072272739395009842130029194440Roughly every day
60%87%ahj74%j78%af53%50%66%be86%abde55%74%bdefj

9154297359902459205161449At least once a week
9%ai4%8%i7%10%ag12%ac9%c6%10%ac7%ci

25747631637373280At least once a month
3%ahi1%1%1%2%2%1%1%2%c1%i

1816415921411333179Less than once per month
2%1%1%1%2%ag2%2%1%2%c1%

2811110109495236466158Never - but I do have
3%i1%3%i2%5%ag2%4%c2%4%ac3%ciaccess

209574314442675086139436711Never - and I do not
21%ahi5%12%i9%28%ag26%acd13%c4%26%acd12%cgihave access

SUMMARY CODES

720115031124420627129499327711435047USE
74%93%ahj84%j88%af66%66%78%be94%abde69%84%bdefj

747116032224529676133522334112095205HAVE ACCESS
77%94%ahj87%j90%af71%69%81%be96%abde73%87%bdefj

10512252-194428Refused
1%ah**1%*-3%abce***c

992440311159843Don't know
1%1%1%1%*6%abcd2%abc**1%c
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Q.128 How often do you use the internet?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 178 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

3793471550395244293963476--44404440Roughly every day
73%74%77%75%e74%e75%e66%--100%acd74%cde

313625337144837277-449-449At least once a week
6%8%7%7%8%7%11%afgh-74%abd-7%bd

3651170807010-80-80At least once a month
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%-13%abd-1%bd

56587279727-79-79Less than once per month
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%-13%abd-1%bd

121281712715812731158--158Never - but I do have
2%3%2%2%3%2%4%afgh18%abc--3%bcaccess

7655071599706604107711--711Never - and I do not
15%i12%10%11%12%11%15%afgh82%abc--12%bchave access

SUMMARY CODES

4193963621446550354477570-60844405047USE
80%85%k87%k85%e84%e85%e80%-100%ad100%ad84%dek

431409163845925193460460115860844405205HAVE ACCESS
82%87%k89%k87%e87%e87%e84%18%100%ad100%ad87%dek

21812728271---28Refused
***1%*1%*---*bd

142263643367---43Don't know
3%aij*1%1%1%1%1%---1%bcd
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Q.128 How often do you use the internet?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 178 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

74132533253679133894440Roughly every day
76%f59%76%af92%ab86%ab72%74%bf

7443328152373449At least once a week
8%8%8%3%6%8%c7%

101253-96980At least once a month
1%2%1%-1%1%1%

19750-76579Less than once per month
2%1%1%-1%1%1%

2016119-17135158Never - but I do have
2%3%3%-2%3%3%access

103135436236611711Never - and I do not
10%25%aeg10%5%4%13%c12%cehave access

SUMMARY CODES

84538737563785938955047USE
86%f70%86%af95%93%ab83%84%f

86540338743787640305205HAVE ACCESS
88%f73%89%af95%95%ab86%87%f

4417-22228Refused
*1%*-***

9724-53343Don't know
1%1%1%-1%1%1%
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Q.128 How often do you use the internet?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 178 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

46249204218754440Roughly every day
66%82%e72%e79%ace74%ce

544233158449At least once a week
8%6%8%7%7%

101392880At least once a month
1%2%1%1%1%

122392679Less than once per month
2%3%1%1%1%

21-8055158Never - but I do have
3%-3%2%3%access

1304377196711Never - and I do not
19%abcd6%13%b8%12%bhave access

SUMMARY CODES

53756235320875047USE
77%94%ce83%e88%ace84%e

55956243321425205HAVE ACCESS
80%94%e86%e91%ace87%e

1-111228Refused
*-*1%*

11-201243Don't know
2%abc-1%*1%
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Q.128 How often do you use the internet?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 178 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

7881509134379915252869111461822261736677734440Roughly every day
63%70%m80%alm90%aklm76%h69%80%ah88%aghi68%79%ae72%86%ac74%cehlm

101175131431179577221623340148449At least once a week
8%j8%j8%j5%5%10%afgi7%6%8%7%8%b5%7%bfj

23331771131515354472880At least once a month
2%2%1%1%*2%2%1%1%1%1%1%1%

3024214113810433671879Less than once per month
2%ajkl1%1%*1%2%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%

4666416424231586721508158Never - but I do have
4%j3%j2%j1%2%3%f3%f1%3%d2%3%b1%3%bfjaccess

2403371112329107682944326866744711Never - and I do not
19%ajkl16%ajk7%j3%15%fg14%fg8%f2%16%ad8%13%b5%12%bdfgjkhave access

SUMMARY CODES

9421740151285316563377212432117293142118365047USE
75%80%m90%alm97%aklm83%82%89%ahi96%aghi79%89%ae83%93%ac84%celm

9881805155385916965879512582203300343618445205HAVE ACCESS
79%83%m92%alm97%aklm85%86%92%ahi97%aghi82%91%ae86%94%ac87%elm

101071-1110141424428Refused
1%j***-**1%1%****

20111021244301335843Don't know
2%ajkl1%1%*1%***1%d*1%1%1%
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Q.128 How often do you use the internet?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 178 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

248129142873674221479369133613618614440Roughly every day
71%72%72%89%ag75%89%ae82%a88%a87%a86%a74%ik

27431530837263022819160449At least once a week
8%8%8%5%9%h6%5%5%6%6%7%cdh

445152653513101180At least once a month
1%1%1%1%2%*1%1%1%1%1%c

53555823451417479Less than once per month
2%1%1%*1%1%1%1%1%*1%bh

10111011910636202115158Never - but I do have
3%3%3%1%2%1%1%1%1%1%3%bcdfaccess

52254756119321234495946711Never - and I do not
15%a14%a14%a2%11%h2%8%f3%4%5%12%bcdefhhave access

SUMMARY CODES

285233353291719256515402144414799365047USE
81%83%82%95%ag86%96%ae89%a95%a94%a93%a84%ik

295334443410730262518409146415009515205HAVE ACCESS
84%86%85%96%ag88%97%ae91%a96%a95%a94%a87%ik

131313314234328Refused
*****1%*****
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Q.128 How often do you use the internet?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 178 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

161517623599743Don't know
***1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%j
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Q.128 How often do you use the internet?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 178 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

182133222133404282691003532563902114374194734440Roughly every day
69%68%73%j72%82%acefg80%acefg66%70%72%74%j70%66%80%acefg74%ej80%acefg74%ejo

hijmnohijmnohijmnohijmno

12234223030301144264333394736449At least once a week
5%7%8%8%7%6%7%8%9%k7%8%10%bk7%8%6%7%

-43-278-87114126780At least once a month
-1%1%-1%1%2%m-2%m2%m2%m1%2%mn1%1%1%

-96336511156775779Less than once per month
-3%acl1%1%1%1%1%1%2%2%1%2%1%1%1%1%

2817671525211816115178158Never - but I do have
8%2%4%bd2%2%3%d6%abcdfg1%2%2%3%d3%bd1%3%d1%3%daccess

hiklmo

34556473143642860428951317248711Never - and I do not
11%14%bdkl13%bdkl16%bdkl8%8%16%abdkl20%abdhk12%bdkl12%dl16%abdkl16%abdkl6%13%bdkl8%12%bdklhave access

l

SUMMARY CODES

192473642383754713131124162944502544954765235047USE
74%79%82%j81%91%acefg88%aefij76%78%85%jo85%j81%80%91%acefg84%j89%acefi84%ejo

hijmnomnohijmnojmno

212553812453824863371144273034662655004935315205HAVE ACCESS
83%82%86%83%92%acefg91%acefi82%80%87%io87%84%83%92%acefg87%io90%efijm87%ijo

hijmnojmnohijmnoo

27---14112-14-728Refused
7%2%acefhk---*1%cf1%**-*1%-1%cfln*

lmn

-652*44-1211111543Don't know
-2%acfhl1%f1%*1%1%-****2%acfhl*1%1%
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Q.128 How often do you use the internet?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 179 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

11571008152211661534247784224949741074853Yes - English only
82%82%80%80%90%aef80%e72%70%89%abd81%d81%de

5868149124117200824033325399Yes - English first\main
4%6%8%jk9%ajk7%6%7%11%abc6%6%7%kand speaks other

languages

15612214580333011703810455503No - Another first\main
11%ahi10%hi8%h6%2%10%g15%afg11%c2%9%c8%cghlanguage

2724707916112722813158199Bilingual - consider
2%2%4%jk5%aijk1%4%g6%afg8%abc2%3%3%gjkboth languages as main

7263692-51317Refused
*******-1%ab**

6433484-11415Don't know
*******-***
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Q.129 Can I check, is English your first or main language?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 179 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

80581831614021832150485283113864853Yes - English only
83%i66%86%aij80%88%ag77%76%81%d84%acde81%di

429325332771124124898399Yes - English first\main
4%8%j7%j6%8%6%6%7%6%7%jand speaks other

languages

98236165472312167277137503No - Another first\main
10%h19%ahj4%9%f3%11%10%c8%8%8%fhlanguage

2680891851442813433199Bilingual - consider
3%6%ahj2%4%f1%2%4%b4%b2%3%bfhboth languages as main

44817*-141317Refused
*****-2%abce***c

121315-761115Don't know
****-4%abcd1%abc***c
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Q.129 Can I check, is English your first or main language?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 179 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

370388156142894844429855578451135294853Yes - English only
71%83%aik78%k82%e81%e82%e77%90%abc84%b79%81%ek

4528959346395349504338314399Yes - English first\main
9%j6%8%7%7%7%7%5%6%7%d7%dand speaks other

languages

7036257432499436673351415503No - Another first\main
13%aij8%8%8%8%8%9%4%8%d9%d8%dlanguage

32130361601991604097182199Bilingual - consider
6%aj3%5%aj3%3%3%6%afgh1%1%4%cd3%cdboth languages as main

211-171717--1-17Refused
**-***--*b-*b

4921015105---15Don't know
1%aj*****1%afgh---*b
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Q.129 Can I check, is English your first or main language?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 179 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

78540235793375438064853Yes - English only
80%f73%82%f85%82%81%81%f

4037311271305399Yes - English first\main
4%7%g7%g4%8%6%7%gand speaks other

languages

11488298452410503No - Another first\main
12%ae16%aeg7%11%6%9%c8%celanguage

4018139-41152199Bilingual - consider
4%3%3%-4%3%3%both languages as main

2113--1217Refused
***--**

-311-21115Don't know
-*g*-***
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Q.129 Can I check, is English your first or main language?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 179 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

56444225619734853Yes - English only
80%75%79%84%ac81%

405180170399Yes - English first\main
6%9%6%7%7%and speaks other

languages

648297132503No - Another first\main
9%b14%b10%ab6%8%blanguage

2519974199Bilingual - consider
4%2%3%3%3%both languages as main

2-3917Refused
*-**c*

5-7315Don't know
1%abc-***
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Q.129 Can I check, is English your first or main language?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 179 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

8951795141474815868074011122023282940977564853Yes - English only
71%83%m84%am85%am79%89%ai85%a85%ai75%86%ae81%84%c81%em

82132107782848618516523433563399Yes - English first\main
7%6%6%9%akl14%afgh6%7%7%6%7%7%7%7%and speaks other

languages

19817310329930316136413945647503No - Another first\main
16%ajkl8%jk6%j3%5%4%4%5%14%ad4%9%b5%8%bdfghjklanguage

685748273834341178217228199Bilingual - consider
5%ajkl3%3%3%2%1%4%h3%h4%ad3%3%3%3%dhboth languages as main

8351-1178915317Refused
1%l***-**1%*****

63511**211412315Don't know
*********d****
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Q.129 Can I check, is English your first or main language?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 179 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

288533103297648254454374128813248664853Yes - English only
82%82%82%86%a86%a85%83%84%a84%a86%a81%

2132362404819373010810963399Yes - English first\main
6%6%6%6%6%7%7%7%7%6%7%and speaks other

languages

30033633435202330778250503No - Another first\main
9%8%8%5%7%4%7%5%5%5%8%bcdfhlanguage

961291212021713434622199Bilingual - consider
3%3%3%3%1%3%3%3%3%2%3%gboth languages as main

777213123217Refused
*****1%*****

4244*2177515Don't know
***1%*******j
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Q.129 Can I check, is English your first or main language?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 179 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

222763992353274293601304363154742542774984224853Yes - English only
84%88%abdek90%abdef80%bd79%bd80%bd88%abdek91%abdek89%abdek90%abdef85%abdek80%bd51%88%abdek71%d81%bd

lmklmlmlmlmklmllm

-172025244128525254724532441399Yes - English first\main
-6%4%8%cn6%8%cn7%4%5%7%8%chn8%c10%achino4%7%7%cand speaks other

languages

27102054355523520241663395503No - Another first\main
9%2%2%7%gjno13%acefgh7%fgjno1%3%5%gj1%4%j7%fgjno30%abcefg6%gjno16%acefgh8%fghjnlanguage

ijkmnohijklmnoijkmnoo

-6814825103531416481127199Bilingual - consider
-2%2%5%cghln2%5%cghln2%2%1%1%3%5%cghlno9%abcfgh2%5%cghln3%ghboth languages as main

ijklno

24----5-1*--1-417Refused
7%1%acfkln----1%acfkln-**--*-1%*

-34--21---1-21215Don't know
-1%1%ah--**---*-****
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Q.129 Can I check, is English your first or main language?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 180 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

1627162299773231051943443505Post graduate degree
1%2%k9%jk21%aijk5%10%ag9%g5%8%9%d8%dgjk(MA, MSc, PhD etc:)

9910239748915365927442869581086Degree
7%8%21%ajk34%aijk9%21%ag23%ag12%15%19%d18%dgjk

67117233204215323832732563621Professional
5%10%k12%ajk14%ajk13%aef10%e7%8%6%11%cd10%cekqualifications

53691549890216682384266373HND\HNC
4%6%k8%ajk7%k5%7%g6%6%15%abd5%6%bk

1321612951171103502463468603705A Levels\AS Levels
9%13%hk16%ahk8%6%11%g21%afg9%12%12%12%ghk

4163693571193496902238610210741262GCSE\O Levels\CSE
30%ahi30%ahi19%h8%20%22%e19%24%c18%21%21%h

79113742997161362131242294ONC\OND\City & Guilds
6%hi9%ahik4%h2%6%e5%e3%6%6%5%5%eh

67484518328559138156177GNVQ
5%ahi4%hi2%h1%2%3%5%afg4%c1%3%c3%gh

43420515869532266677889699865None
31%ahij17%hi8%h5%31%aef9%e6%22%abc16%14%14%efhi

22997211972103446Refused
2%ahij1%**1%f1%1%1%2%ab1%1%

259117311641163452Don't know
2%ahij1%1%*2%aef1%*3%ab1%1%1%
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Q.130 What is the highest level of education you have completed?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 180 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

171203644525346339147505Post graduate degree
2%10%j10%aj9%f6%2%10%be11%abe3%8%befj(MA, MSc, PhD etc:)

7327472799492311078161311086Degree
8%22%aj20%j20%af10%16%b17%b23%abde8%18%bfj

6287463535861163425122621Professional
6%7%13%aij11%9%6%10%12%abe7%10%beijqualifications

32722623116283326468373HND\HNC
3%6%j7%j6%7%4%5%8%abd4%6%bj

103226370633722065416204705A Levels\AS Levels
11%18%ahj10%13%f8%10%10%12%12%12%fh

2812297311053210361216744311262GCSE\O Levels\CSE
29%ahi19%20%21%22%19%19%19%26%acde21%

57451892415342617391294ONC\OND\City & Guilds
6%i4%5%i5%6%2%4%5%5%e5%

664464145323118380177GNVQ
7%ahi4%h2%3%3%1%2%2%5%acde3%h

26312245959227461126226452865None
27%ahi10%12%i12%29%ag31%acd20%ac6%27%acd14%cghi

7830415123121146Refused
1%1%1%1%1%*4%abce*1%1%c

145314111154112252Don't know
1%i*1%1%1%8%abcd1%*1%c1%c
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Q.130 What is the highest level of education you have completed?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 180 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

663904744450444560718475505Post graduate degree
13%aij8%7%8%8%8%8%1%3%d11%acd8%cd(MA, MSc, PhD etc:)

87856136954108595513230599941086Degree
17%18%19%18%18%18%18%3%10%d22%acd18%cd

4748185551619552696365492621Professional
9%10%12%10%10%10%10%7%11%d11%d10%dqualifications

1630944338373338352737307373HND\HNC
3%7%k6%k6%6%6%5%3%6%d7%d6%dk

6953097617702620853361607705A Levels\AS Levels
13%11%14%12%12%12%12%4%10%d14%acd12%d

9110041521098125811021601951459121262GCSE\O Levels\CSE
17%21%k21%21%21%21%22%22%24%21%21%

1923539257294258375049192294ONC\OND\City & Guilds
4%5%5%5%5%5%5%6%8%ab4%5%

1813423156174158192818130177GNVQ
3%3%3%3%3%3%3%3%3%3%3%

9268083753862756109402145304865None
18%i15%12%14%14%14%15%46%abc24%ab7%14%b

1027546464611051246Refused
2%aj1%1%1%e1%e1%e*1%b1%b*1%be

9357425242102361552Don't know
2%j1%1%1%1%1%1%3%abc1%b*1%b
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Q.130 What is the highest level of education you have completed?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 180 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

2644422596378505Post graduate degree
3%8%g10%ag14%10%b8%8%g(MA, MSc, PhD etc:)

11385886112168101086Degree
12%16%g20%afg27%24%ab17%18%g

77365094110479621Professional
8%7%12%fg10%12%10%10%fgqualifications

4228296353301373HND\HNC
4%5%7%g8%6%6%6%g

12565506589563705A Levels\AS Levels
13%12%12%12%10%12%12%

269109856416810281262GCSE\O Levels\CSE
27%aef20%20%10%18%22%c21%

5831194144230294ONC\OND\City & Guilds
6%6%4%3%5%5%5%

691398231138177GNVQ
7%aef2%2%5%3%3%3%e

1881265274104689865None
19%ae23%ae12%11%11%15%c14%ce

8527-43846Refused
1%1%1%-*1%1%

6632-34252Don't know
1%1%1%-*1%1%
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Q.130 What is the highest level of education you have completed?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 180 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

675234198505Post graduate degree
10%8%8%8%8%(MA, MSc, PhD etc:)

97105034711086Degree
14%17%18%e20%e18%e

695299246621Professional
10%8%11%10%10%qualifications

302166173373HND\HNC
4%4%6%7%ce6%

7411319299705A Levels\AS Levels
11%19%11%13%12%

142136164861262GCSE\O Levels\CSE
20%22%22%21%21%

344133122294ONC\OND\City & Guilds
5%7%5%5%5%

1628969177GNVQ
2%4%3%3%3%

1516439265865None
21%abc11%15%b11%14%b

9-211446Refused
1%-1%1%1%

11-211952Don't know
2%c-1%1%1%
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Q.130 What is the highest level of education you have completed?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 180 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

871701569213378113122328241392505Post graduate degree
7%8%9%m10%lm7%5%9%h10%h8%9%8%10%8%h(MA, MSc, PhD etc:)

17136032523132871663124686199121741086Degree
14%17%m19%lm26%aklm16%11%19%h24%aghi17%19%18%19%18%hm

96214199112249195163227394506114621Professional
8%10%m12%m13%lm12%12%11%13%a8%12%ae10%13%ac10%emqualifications

471221287616525910114123330865373HND\HNC
4%6%m8%lm9%alm8%7%7%8%5%7%e6%7%6%m

14924820110721719816234036560798705A Levels\AS Levels
12%11%12%12%10%9%11%12%h13%11%12%11%12%h

2754953421504718617925556270110841781262GCSE\O Levels\CSE
22%j23%j20%17%24%24%f21%20%21%21%21%20%21%j

651127839659484712317225143294ONC\OND\City & Guilds
5%5%5%4%3%8%afi6%4%5%5%5%5%5%

3960582053627386810914334177GNVQ
3%3%3%2%3%5%af3%3%3%3%3%4%3%

29134318150341351088147738977689865None
23%ajkl16%jk11%j6%17%f18%afg13%f6%18%ad12%15%b10%14%bdfjk

2114551147301639746Refused
2%ajkl1%*1%***1%1%d*1%1%1%

17269--1334312148452Don't know
1%jk1%jk1%j--2%afg**1%d1%1%*1%j
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Q.130 What is the highest level of education you have completed?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 180 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

22229829581296341162165104505Post graduate degree
6%7%7%11%10%12%a9%11%a11%a10%8%k(MA, MSc, PhD etc:)

59871969018140110753373502151086Degree
17%18%17%24%ag14%21%17%22%a22%a21%a18%

36340941192368048198210124621Professional
10%10%10%12%12%15%a11%13%a13%a12%10%qualifications

2122352355126452712312574373HND\HNC
6%6%6%7%9%8%6%8%a8%a7%6%

39848046187355454176177119705A Levels\AS Levels
11%12%12%12%12%10%12%12%11%12%12%

7628498661575594993053082021262GCSE\O Levels\CSE
22%21%22%21%18%17%22%20%20%20%21%

18221120735202723656850294ONC\OND\City & Guilds
5%5%5%5%7%5%5%4%4%5%5%

11312212413121321354224177GNVQ
3%3%3%2%4%h2%5%a2%3%2%3%

5996376535137435610911185865None
17%a16%16%a7%12%h8%12%f7%7%8%14%bcdfh

192322435467646Refused
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%**1%1%
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Q.130 What is the highest level of education you have completed?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 180 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

353637422299552Don't know
1%1%1%*1%**1%1%1%1%
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Q.130 What is the highest level of education you have completed?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 180 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

51733144554367282521191123159505Post graduate degree
20%6%7%f5%11%cefhim10%cefhm9%f5%6%7%f4%6%21%abcefg5%10%cfhmo8%cfm(MA, MSc, PhD etc:)

oohijklmno

743864586100572873658651144941211086Degree
26%14%19%j15%21%fhjo19%14%19%15%19%16%16%26%abcef17%20%fhjo18%j

ghjkmno

-3150354271201253536320465470621Professional
-10%j11%ej12%ej10%j13%adej5%8%11%ej15%acdej11%ej6%8%j9%j12%ej10%ejqualifications

-1425182930632124243925112722373HND\HNC
-4%6%d6%d7%bd6%d15%abcdef15%abcde5%d7%bd7%bd8%bd2%5%d4%6%bd

ghklmnofghklmno

35341216672541460346835605471705A Levels\AS Levels
10%17%acdeg9%7%16%acdgmn13%m13%m10%12%m10%12%m11%11%9%12%m12%m

mn

780103668012376231106812878701371131262GCSE\O Levels\CSE
25%25%bdij23%d23%d19%d23%d19%d16%23%d20%d23%d24%d13%24%d19%d21%d

222241114232653216312293620294ONC\OND\City & Guilds
6%7%bdl5%d4%3%4%d6%bd3%7%bd5%d6%d7%bdl2%6%bd3%5%d

-3101281162151230783121177GNVQ
-1%2%4%djo2%2%1%1%3%4%o5%adejkl2%1%6%adejkl4%do3%

nono

34163604043563289478656749680865None
12%13%k14%k20%abdgj10%8%14%k22%abdgj18%akl14%k15%kl18%kl13%k17%kl14%k14%kl

klnoklno

-6213310-311171746Refused
-2%cf**1%1%2%acefgh-1%***1%cf*1%cf1%

kmn

-2510-36-222336552Don't know
-1%1%l3%abcdfg-1%2%l-*1%*1%l1%1%1%1%

hiklno
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Q.130 What is the highest level of education you have completed?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 181 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

3681752311764884006194116739949Yes, I do
26%ahij14%12%12%29%aef13%e5%27%ab21%ab15%16%efhi

82827569154136182029260308Yes, my
6%i7%ai4%5%9%aef4%e2%6%5%5%5%ehusband\wife\partner

does

9759851599122110972592109024641341204780No
69%80%k84%ajk84%ajk64%83%ag93%afg69%74%81%cd80%cdgk

73641082281020Refused
****1%f***1%ab**

441-332--99Don't know
*h**-***--**
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Q.131 Do you or your husband\wife\partner have any long-term illness, physical or mental health problem or disability which limits your daily activities
or the work you can do? This includes problems due to old age.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 181 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

260134523-9493384355477949Yes, I do
27%ahi11%14%i-100%ag17%c13%c10%29%acde16%cghi

5736209230781120176101308Yes, my
6%i3%6%i5%8%ag6%3%5%d6%d5%dihusband\wife\partner

does

673106929854780-144527300111084780No
69%87%ahj81%j95%af-74%b82%be86%abde67%80%bfj

221420-1143120Refused
****f-*2%abc***c

*279-611-9Don't know
****-3%abcd**-*
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Q.131 Do you or your husband\wife\partner have any long-term illness, physical or mental health problem or disability which limits your daily activities
or the work you can do? This includes problems due to old age.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 181 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

80763101798948799150316127500949Yes, I do
15%16%14%15%16%15%21%afgh36%abc21%ab11%16%b

1325141260306262466864176308Yes, my
3%5%k6%k5%5%5%6%8%ab11%ab4%5%bkhusband\wife\partner

does

426371758042394766425252749743637984780No
81%79%81%81%e80%e81%e74%57%72%d86%acd80%cde

1132172017332620Refused
***********

36-5953--19Don't know
1%aj*-****fh--**
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Q.131 Do you or your husband\wife\partner have any long-term illness, physical or mental health problem or disability which limits your daily activities
or the work you can do? This includes problems due to old age.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 181 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

183996376126768949Yes, I do
19%ae18%e15%15%14%16%16%

5531223136258308Yes, my
6%6%5%2%4%5%5%husband\wife\partner

does

76042535213276637124780No
77%77%81%g83%83%ab79%80%

1214-31420Refused
***-***

-17--79Don't know
-**--**
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Q.131 Do you or your husband\wife\partner have any long-term illness, physical or mental health problem or disability which limits your daily activities
or the work you can do? This includes problems due to old age.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 181 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

1359468333949Yes, I do
19%ab16%16%b14%16%

354139130308Yes, my
5%7%5%6%5%husband\wife\partner

does

53247226319204780No
76%79%80%e81%e80%e

3-7920Refused
*-***

4-329Don't know
1%abc-***
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Q.131 Do you or your husband\wife\partner have any long-term illness, physical or mental health problem or disability which limits your daily activities
or the work you can do? This includes problems due to old age.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 181 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

19636227012039164158144417532841108949Yes, I do
16%17%j16%14%19%f21%af18%f11%15%16%17%b12%16%bf

5598100551056576510919925850308Yes, my
4%5%6%6%5%7%af7%5%4%6%e5%6%5%ehusband\wife\partner

does

10101725132771815456066610972177260340347464780No
80%80%79%81%77%73%77%84%aghi81%79%79%83%ac80%h

9642-12214619120Refused
1%***-***1%d****

233111*245539Don't know
*************
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Q.131 Do you or your husband\wife\partner have any long-term illness, physical or mental health problem or disability which limits your daily activities
or the work you can do? This includes problems due to old age.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 181 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

595670681108646058216214164949Yes, I do
17%17%17%14%22%ah11%13%14%14%16%16%cf

16720120454263721889475308Yes, my
5%5%5%7%a9%a7%5%6%6%7%a5%husband\wife\partner

does

277731903154606209443374123912797804780No
79%79%79%80%g71%83%83%81%b81%b77%80%g

799121122320Refused
****1%******

2*22*215539Don't know
***********j
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Q.131 Do you or your husband\wife\partner have any long-term illness, physical or mental health problem or disability which limits your daily activities
or the work you can do? This includes problems due to old age.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 181 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

354816649768231785898723311254949Yes, I do
12%17%bdl18%bdl23%abdhk12%d14%bd20%abdkl22%bdkl16%bd17%bd18%bdl23%abdhk6%20%abdkl9%16%bdl

ll

1162616193221728223619103719308Yes, my
4%5%d6%bd6%d5%d6%bd5%d5%6%d6%bd6%bd6%d2%6%bd3%5%dhusband\wife\partner

does

222473372163464333051053862744312295064215224780No
84%79%76%74%84%cefij81%cejm74%74%79%e79%78%72%93%abcef74%88%acefg80%cejm

mnghijklmnhijklmno
o

-11-2-8-5-121-120Refused
-**-*-2%abcdfg-1%ack-***-**

kmn

-141-2-------1-9Don't know
-*1%abdfh*-*-------*-*
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Q.131 Do you or your husband\wife\partner have any long-term illness, physical or mental health problem or disability which limits your daily activities
or the work you can do? This includes problems due to old age.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 182 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

140116129113134309563948411499Yes
10%ahi9%i7%8%8%e10%aeg5%11%9%8%8%e

126011031759133915642788110931550446425461No
89%90%93%jk92%k92%f90%95%afg89%90%92%91%fk

754-852-7916Refused
*h*h*-***-1%abd**

43322541-1011Don't know
********-**
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Q.132 And do you or your husband\wife\partner have any caring responsibilities for a member of your immediate family, or, a close relative outside
of your household who has any long-standing illness, physical or mental health problem or disability? This includes caring for relatives with problems due to old age.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 182 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

113713073551432036288155499Yes
12%ahi6%8%i7%15%ag10%d6%8%d9%d8%dgi

859115533654657804166592320215015461No
88%94%ahj91%j92%af85%85%92%e92%e91%e91%efj

33916-1131116Refused
****-*c2%abc***c

*381027*3*11Don't know
*****4%abcd****
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Q.132 And do you or your husband\wife\partner have any caring responsibilities for a member of your immediate family, or, a close relative outside
of your household who has any long-standing illness, physical or mental health problem or disability? This includes caring for relatives with problems due to old age.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 182 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

3340360439498439596262374499Yes
6%9%8%8%8%8%8%7%10%d8%8%

483426665247925445480865380454340605461No
92%91%91%91%91%91%91%93%c89%91%91%

163141614222416Refused
***********

66-81183*1211Don't know
1%aij*-********b
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Q.132 And do you or your husband\wife\partner have any caring responsibilities for a member of your immediate family, or, a close relative outside
of your household who has any long-standing illness, physical or mental health problem or disability? This includes caring for relatives with problems due to old age.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 182 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

9232361474403499Yes
9%f6%8%11%8%9%8%f

88651539723384542725461No
90%94%ag91%86%92%91%91%

1110-11216Refused
***-***

2181-811Don't know
***3%abc-**
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Q.132 And do you or your husband\wife\partner have any caring responsibilities for a member of your immediate family, or, a close relative outside
of your household who has any long-standing illness, physical or mental health problem or disability? This includes caring for relatives with problems due to old age.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 182 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

566218218499Yes
8%10%8%9%8%

63953261421365461No
91%89%92%90%91%

114716Refused
*1%***

5-5211Don't know
1%abc-***
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Q.132 And do you or your husband\wife\partner have any caring responsibilities for a member of your immediate family, or, a close relative outside
of your household who has any long-standing illness, physical or mental health problem or disability? This includes caring for relatives with problems due to old age.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 182 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

8114415811523868313016833141485499Yes
6%7%9%lm13%aklm12%11%a10%10%6%10%ae8%9%8%elm

11652014151576717668178011682504295746518105461No
93%jk93%ajk90%j87%88%89%90%90%93%ad90%91%90%91%dhj

10331-11112415116Refused
1%ajkl***-****d****

2351-*32567411Don't know
****-********
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Q.132 And do you or your husband\wife\partner have any caring responsibilities for a member of your immediate family, or, a close relative outside
of your household who has any long-standing illness, physical or mental health problem or disability? This includes caring for relatives with problems due to old age.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 182 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

283332330103345237163153131499Yes
8%8%8%14%a12%10%8%11%a10%13%ac8%

321536793661651259481410135714128715461No
92%92%92%86%88%90%91%89%90%b86%91%bdgh

466-21112216Refused
***-1%h******

2442*2255311Don't know
***********
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Q.132 And do you or your husband\wife\partner have any caring responsibilities for a member of your immediate family, or, a close relative outside
of your household who has any long-standing illness, physical or mental health problem or disability? This includes caring for relatives with problems due to old age.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 182 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

-274133214940937217927255534499Yes
-9%d9%dl11%bdgl5%9%bdl10%bdl6%7%6%14%abcdeg9%d5%10%bdl6%8%dl

hiklno

262833972593924813631344503274752915175115545461No
100%91%f90%88%95%acfjk90%f89%94%f92%f94%fjmn86%91%f95%acfjk90%f94%acfjk91%f

mnomnomn

-11---7-3-1-2-116Refused
-**---2%abcefg-1%-*-*-**

klmn

-141-3------21-11Don't know
-*1%abf*-1%a------**-*
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Q.132 And do you or your husband\wife\partner have any caring responsibilities for a member of your immediate family, or, a close relative outside
of your household who has any long-standing illness, physical or mental health problem or disability? This includes caring for relatives with problems due to old age.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 183 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

75195010267256913131154A: Under £100 \ Under
5%ahij2%3%h1%2%2%5%afg3%2%3%3%ghj£400 \ Under £5,000

2908984192161661003154398482B: £100 - £199 \ £400 -
21%ahij7%hi4%h1%13%aef5%9%f9%10%8%8%fhi£829 \ £5,000 - £9,999

257169202562782731334195547684C: £200 - £308 \ £830 -
18%ahij14%ahi11%h4%16%aef9%11%f12%17%abd11%11%fh£1,333 \ £10,000 -

£15,999

11411112559132196802933347409D: £309 - £389 \ £1,334
8%h9%ahi7%h4%8%6%7%8%6%7%7%h- £1,649 \ £16,000 -

£19,999

87145169941212571183341422496E: £390 - £489 \ £1,650
6%12%ahik9%hk6%7%8%10%g9%7%8%8%hk- £2,099 \ £20,000 -

£24,999

661271971691143001452751481559F: £490 - £679 \ £2,100
5%10%k10%k12%ak7%10%g12%afg8%9%9%9%gk- £2,899 \ £25,000 -

£34,999

218913616569258831739355410G: £680 - £869 \ £2,900
1%7%k7%k11%aijk4%8%ag7%g5%7%7%7%gk- £3,749 \ £35,000 -

£44,999

187013615734265821731333381H: £870 - £1,149 \
1%6%k7%k11%aijk2%9%ag7%g5%6%7%6%gk£3,750 - £4,999 \

£45,000 - £59,999

519941492519647815245268I: £1,150 - £1,549 \
*2%k5%jk10%aijk1%6%aeg4%g2%3%5%cd4%gjk£5,000 - £6, 649 \

£60,000 - £79,999

321661932322930527252283J: £1,550 or over \
*2%k3%jk13%aijk1%7%aeg3%g1%5%d5%d5%degijk£6,650 or over \ £80,000

or over

8192496241419Nothing\no work or
1%j*****1%*1%**scheme

3212784683214996961936410912151388Refused
23%23%25%22%29%aef22%e16%18%20%24%cd23%de
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Q.133 This card shows incomes in weekly, monthly and annual amounts. Which of the groups on the card represents your personal\you and your husband’s\wife’s\ partner’s combined
income before any deductions such as income tax or National Insurance? Please include income from earnings, self-employment, benefits, pensions, and interest from savings.
Just tell me the letter beside the row that applies to you.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 183 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

1458915960167190987348333454Don't know
10%ahj7%h8%h4%10%af6%8%f20%abc9%7%8%fh
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Q.133 This card shows incomes in weekly, monthly and annual amounts. Which of the groups on the card represents your personal\you and your husband’s\wife’s\ partner’s combined
income before any deductions such as income tax or National Insurance? Please include income from earnings, self-employment, benefits, pensions, and interest from savings.
Just tell me the letter beside the row that applies to you.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 183 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

54573711440---154154A: Under £100 \ Under
6%ah5%ah1%2%4%ag---9%acde3%cdeh£400 \ Under £5,000

200111159317165---482482B: £100 - £199 \ £400 -
20%ahi9%h4%6%17%ag---29%acde8%cdegh£829 \ £5,000 - £9,999

171151341502182---684684C: £200 - £308 \ £830 -
18%ahi12%h9%10%19%ag---41%acde11%cdegh£1,333 \ £10,000 -

£15,999

749523533574--409-409D: £309 - £389 \ £1,334
8%8%6%7%8%--12%abde-7%bde- £1,649 \ £16,000 -

£19,999

6812030443066--496-496E: £390 - £489 \ £1,650
7%10%j8%9%7%--14%abde-8%bde- £2,099 \ £20,000 -

£24,999

5014835848771--559-559F: £490 - £679 \ £2,100
5%12%ahj10%j10%f8%--16%abde-9%bdej- £2,899 \ £25,000 -

£34,999

237530838526--410-410G: £680 - £869 \ £2,900
2%6%j8%aij8%f3%--12%abde-7%bdefj- £3,749 \ £35,000 -

£44,999

285929135229--381-381H: £870 - £1,149 \
3%5%j8%aij7%f3%--11%abde-6%bdefj£3,750 - £4,999 \

£45,000 - £59,999

74121925018--268-268I: £1,150 - £1,549 \
1%3%j6%aij5%f2%--8%abde-4%bdefj£5,000 - £6, 649 \

£60,000 - £79,999

43124526518--283-283J: £1,550 or over \
*3%j7%aij5%f2%--8%abde-5%bdefij£6,650 or over \ £80,000

or over

18101541161119Nothing\no work or
*1%j******1%ac*scheme

2032389241212176556145132061388Refused
21%19%25%ij24%f19%28%bc96%abce15%b12%23%bcfi
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Q.133 This card shows incomes in weekly, monthly and annual amounts. Which of the groups on the card represents your personal\you and your husband’s\wife’s\ partner’s combined
income before any deductions such as income tax or National Insurance? Please include income from earnings, self-employment, benefits, pensions, and interest from savings.
Just tell me the letter beside the row that applies to you.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 183 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

93982583748013827168121454Don't know
10%ah8%7%7%8%71%abcd4%5%7%cd8%cd
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Q.133 This card shows incomes in weekly, monthly and annual amounts. Which of the groups on the card represents your personal\you and your husband’s\wife’s\ partner’s combined
income before any deductions such as income tax or National Insurance? Please include income from earnings, self-employment, benefits, pensions, and interest from savings.
Just tell me the letter beside the row that applies to you.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 183 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

2310424132152134203418101154A: Under £100 \ Under
4%aj2%3%3%3%3%3%4%ab3%2%3%£400 \ Under £5,000

48377553984823988317069236482B: £100 - £199 \ £400 -
9%8%8%8%8%8%12%afgh20%abc11%ab5%8%b£829 \ £5,000 - £9,999

515398958168158410016089434684C: £200 - £308 \ £830 -
10%12%12%11%11%11%14%fh18%abc15%ab10%11%b£1,333 \ £10,000 -

£15,999

2432656354407355545252303409D: £309 - £389 \ £1,334
5%7%k8%k7%7%7%7%6%9%7%7%- £1,649 \ £16,000 -

£19,999

2640165437494440574252402496E: £390 - £489 \ £1,650
5%9%k9%k8%8%8%8%5%9%d9%d8%dk- £2,099 \ £20,000 -

£24,999

3744177497559497612240494559F: £490 - £679 \ £2,100
7%9%11%k9%9%9%9%3%7%d11%acd9%cd- £2,899 \ £25,000 -

£34,999

2533845369409371391421375410G: £680 - £869 \ £2,900
5%7%6%7%7%7%6%2%3%d8%acd7%cd- £3,749 \ £35,000 -

£44,999

253005435338035427822351381H: £870 - £1,149 \
5%6%8%7%e6%e7%e4%1%4%d8%acd6%cde£3,750 - £4,999 \

£45,000 - £59,999

20215332442682442435260268I: £1,150 - £1,549 \
4%5%5%5%4%5%3%*1%6%acd4%cd£5,000 - £6, 649 \

£60,000 - £79,999

22226312582812592356271283J: £1,550 or over \
4%5%4%5%5%5%3%1%1%6%acd5%cd£6,650 or over \ £80,000

or over

41061619163121619Nothing\no work or
1%j*1%aj********scheme
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Q.133 This card shows incomes in weekly, monthly and annual amounts. Which of the groups on the card represents your personal\you and your husband’s\wife’s\ partner’s combined
income before any deductions such as income tax or National Insurance? Please include income from earnings, self-employment, benefits, pensions, and interest from savings.
Just tell me the letter beside the row that applies to you.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 183 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

14410841271227138512301582421679401388Refused
28%aij23%i18%23%23%23%22%28%ab27%ab21%23%bi

75319543884543886611466256454Don't know
14%aij7%8%7%8%7%9%13%ab11%ab6%8%b
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Q.133 This card shows incomes in weekly, monthly and annual amounts. Which of the groups on the card represents your personal\you and your husband’s\wife’s\ partner’s combined
income before any deductions such as income tax or National Insurance? Please include income from earnings, self-employment, benefits, pensions, and interest from savings.
Just tell me the letter beside the row that applies to you.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 183 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

562063214123154A: Under £100 \ Under
6%ae4%e1%5%2%3%3%e£400 \ Under £5,000

15360243359389482B: £100 - £199 \ £400 -
16%aef11%ae6%7%6%8%8%e£829 \ £5,000 - £9,999

14577456480567684C: £200 - £308 \ £830 -
15%ae14%e10%11%9%12%c11%c£1,333 \ £10,000 -

£15,999

8443280262328409D: £309 - £389 \ £1,334
9%e8%6%5%7%7%7%- £1,649 \ £16,000 -

£19,999

9540357686386496E: £390 - £489 \ £1,650
10%7%8%15%9%8%8%- £2,099 \ £20,000 -

£24,999

9931431387444559F: £490 - £679 \ £2,100
10%f6%10%f7%9%9%9%f- £2,899 \ £25,000 -

£34,999

4524341570314410G: £680 - £869 \ £2,900
5%4%8%fg14%8%7%7%fg- £3,749 \ £35,000 -

£44,999

3021322285285381H: £870 - £1,149 \
3%4%7%fg6%9%ab6%6%fg£3,750 - £4,999 \

£45,000 - £59,999

168239-51202268I: £1,150 - £1,549 \
2%2%5%afg-6%4%4%fg£5,000 - £6, 649 \

£60,000 - £79,999

914259257211283J: £1,550 or over \
1%3%g6%afg5%6%b4%5%fg£6,650 or over \ £80,000

or over

4115-41419Nothing\no work or
***-***scheme
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Q.133 This card shows incomes in weekly, monthly and annual amounts. Which of the groups on the card represents your personal\you and your husband’s\wife’s\ partner’s combined
income before any deductions such as income tax or National Insurance? Please include income from earnings, self-employment, benefits, pensions, and interest from savings.
Just tell me the letter beside the row that applies to you.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 183 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

1651491042720310791388Refused
17%27%ag24%g19%22%23%23%g

8161305360353454Don't know
8%11%ae7%7%7%8%8%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.133 This card shows incomes in weekly, monthly and annual amounts. Which of the groups on the card represents your personal\you and your husband’s\wife’s\ partner’s combined
income before any deductions such as income tax or National Insurance? Please include income from earnings, self-employment, benefits, pensions, and interest from savings.
Just tell me the letter beside the row that applies to you.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 183 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

2419038154A: Under £100 \ Under
3%b1%3%b2%3%b£400 \ Under £5,000

614277139482B: £100 - £199 \ £400 -
9%b7%10%ab6%8%b£829 \ £5,000 - £9,999

777348250684C: £200 - £308 \ £830 -
11%13%12%11%11%£1,333 \ £10,000 -

£15,999

389184178409D: £309 - £389 \ £1,334
5%16%abce6%8%7%- £1,649 \ £16,000 -

£19,999

561243196496E: £390 - £489 \ £1,650
8%2%9%8%8%- £2,099 \ £20,000 -

£24,999

624258234559F: £490 - £679 \ £2,100
9%7%9%10%9%- £2,899 \ £25,000 -

£34,999

3310185182410G: £680 - £869 \ £2,900
5%17%abce7%8%e7%e- £3,749 \ £35,000 -

£44,999

303169179381H: £870 - £1,149 \
4%6%6%8%ce6%e£3,750 - £4,999 \

£45,000 - £59,999

292116120268I: £1,150 - £1,549 \
4%4%4%5%4%£5,000 - £6, 649 \

£60,000 - £79,999

301115137283J: £1,550 or over \
4%2%4%6%c5%£6,650 or over \ £80,000

or over

-171119Nothing\no work or
-2%e***scheme
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.133 This card shows incomes in weekly, monthly and annual amounts. Which of the groups on the card represents your personal\you and your husband’s\wife’s\ partner’s combined
income before any deductions such as income tax or National Insurance? Please include income from earnings, self-employment, benefits, pensions, and interest from savings.
Just tell me the letter beside the row that applies to you.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 183 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

166116465491388Refused
24%18%23%23%23%

954203149454Don't know
14%abc6%7%6%8%
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.133 This card shows incomes in weekly, monthly and annual amounts. Which of the groups on the card represents your personal\you and your husband’s\wife’s\ partner’s combined
income before any deductions such as income tax or National Insurance? Please include income from earnings, self-employment, benefits, pensions, and interest from savings.
Just tell me the letter beside the row that applies to you.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 183 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

505537132261916856913419154A: Under £100 \ Under
4%ajkl3%2%1%1%3%f2%1%3%d2%3%2%3%f£400 \ Under £5,000

129209111332076615426022141665482B: £100 - £199 \ £400 -
10%ajk10%ajk7%j4%10%f10%f7%f4%10%ad7%8%7%8%dfj£829 \ £5,000 - £9,999

1562621927422125969732735760876684C: £200 - £308 \ £830 -
12%j12%j11%j8%11%16%afg11%f7%12%11%12%b8%11%bfj£1,333 \ £10,000 -

£15,999

65161134491367657917623335257409D: £309 - £389 \ £1,334
5%7%m8%jm6%7%9%f7%6%7%7%7%6%7%m- £1,649 \ £16,000 -

£19,999

881731647114637511921728041581496E: £390 - £489 \ £1,650
7%8%10%m8%7%8%9%9%8%8%8%9%8%- £2,099 \ £20,000 -

£24,999

781721821272265106141212346445113559F: £490 - £679 \ £2,100
6%8%11%lm14%aklm11%8%12%ah11%8%11%e9%13%ac9%em- £2,899 \ £25,000 -

£34,999

651331318118368113013427633971410G: £680 - £869 \ £2,900
5%6%8%m9%alm9%h5%9%ah10%ah5%8%ae7%8%7%ehm- £3,749 \ £35,000 -

£44,999

381381139312485313712825331368381H: £870 - £1,149 \
3%6%m7%m10%aklm6%6%6%11%agh5%8%ae6%8%6%em£3,750 - £4,999 \

£45,000 - £59,999

29819464132656867719121355268I: £1,150 - £1,549 \
2%4%m6%lm7%alm6%3%6%ah7%ah3%6%ae4%6%ac4%em£5,000 - £6, 649 \

£60,000 - £79,999

30768492133645998220121271283J: £1,550 or over \
2%4%5%lm10%aklm7%5%5%8%agh3%6%ae4%8%ac5%elm£6,650 or over \ £80,000

or over

7543-11510916319Nothing\no work or
1%***-********scheme
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.133 This card shows incomes in weekly, monthly and annual amounts. Which of the groups on the card represents your personal\you and your husband’s\wife’s\ partner’s combined
income before any deductions such as income tax or National Insurance? Please include income from earnings, self-employment, benefits, pensions, and interest from savings.
Just tell me the letter beside the row that applies to you.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 183 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

3825303251523914016026673665212271611388Refused
30%ajkl25%jk19%17%19%18%18%20%27%ad20%24%b18%23%bdghjk

141169111321259517224421039658454Don't know
11%ajkl8%j7%j4%6%8%6%6%9%ad6%8%6%8%dfj
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.133 This card shows incomes in weekly, monthly and annual amounts. Which of the groups on the card represents your personal\you and your husband’s\wife’s\ partner’s combined
income before any deductions such as income tax or National Insurance? Please include income from earnings, self-employment, benefits, pensions, and interest from savings.
Just tell me the letter beside the row that applies to you.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 183 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

929699143912262816154A: Under £100 \ Under
3%2%2%2%1%2%3%2%2%2%3%£400 \ Under £5,000

31634434823132249626736482B: £100 - £199 \ £400 -
9%9%9%3%5%4%11%af4%4%4%8%bcdfgh£829 \ £5,000 - £9,999

42347447172414342137140105684C: £200 - £308 \ £830 -
12%12%12%10%14%h8%9%9%9%10%11%cdf£1,333 \ £10,000 -

£15,999

25928328352313032979879409D: £309 - £389 \ £1,334
7%7%7%7%10%a6%7%6%6%8%7%- £1,649 \ £16,000 -

£19,999

2863393346330533413114387496E: £390 - £489 \ £1,650
8%8%8%8%10%10%8%9%9%9%8%- £2,099 \ £20,000 -

£24,999

31438937195437847186189132559F: £490 - £679 \ £2,100
9%10%9%13%a14%a15%a10%12%a12%a13%a9%- £2,899 \ £25,000 -

£34,999

2312792886921483214013887410G: £680 - £869 \ £2,900
7%7%7%9%a7%9%7%9%a9%a9%7%- £3,749 \ £35,000 -

£44,999

2012512386220433313814179381H: £870 - £1,149 \
6%6%6%8%7%8%7%9%a9%a8%6%£3,750 - £4,999 \

£45,000 - £59,999
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.133 This card shows incomes in weekly, monthly and annual amounts. Which of the groups on the card represents your personal\you and your husband’s\wife’s\ partner’s combined
income before any deductions such as income tax or National Insurance? Please include income from earnings, self-employment, benefits, pensions, and interest from savings.
Just tell me the letter beside the row that applies to you.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 183 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

13916116639163422859854268I: £1,150 - £1,549 \
4%4%4%5%6%6%5%6%6%a5%4%£5,000 - £6, 649 \

£60,000 - £79,999

1111471407818571812812991283J: £1,550 or over \
3%4%3%10%ag6%11%ae4%8%a8%a9%a5%ijk£6,650 or over \ £80,000

or over

8109313145419Nothing\no work or
***********scheme

8399389371515093913103131941388Refused
24%23%23%20%17%17%20%20%20%19%23%bcdfg

2843103153682438828443454Don't know
8%8%8%5%3%5%8%f5%5%4%8%bcdfgh
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.133 This card shows incomes in weekly, monthly and annual amounts. Which of the groups on the card represents your personal\you and your husband’s\wife’s\ partner’s combined
income before any deductions such as income tax or National Insurance? Please include income from earnings, self-employment, benefits, pensions, and interest from savings.
Just tell me the letter beside the row that applies to you.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 183 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

111881914131146124151711154A: Under £100 \ Under
3%4%2%3%5%abefgi3%3%1%3%2%2%1%3%3%2%3%£400 \ Under £5,000

n

13045202245391342204727257132482B: £100 - £199 \ £400 -
5%10%bdl10%bdgl7%5%9%bd10%bdl9%9%bd6%9%bd9%d5%13%abdfgk5%8%bd£829 \ £5,000 - £9,999

lm

34658354760603449237126377658684C: £200 - £308 \ £830 -
12%15%bdeg13%deg12%dg11%dg11%dg15%bdeg24%abcde10%7%13%deg8%7%13%deg10%11%dg£1,333 \ £10,000 -

fghjklmn£15,999
o

4284721193127436134824214542409D: £309 - £389 \ £1,334
14%9%dgil11%adgikl7%5%6%7%3%7%dg4%9%dgil7%dg4%8%dgl7%d7%dg- £1,649 \ £16,000 -

£19,999

12149283246301030274433435549496E: £390 - £489 \ £1,650
4%7%11%ho9%8%9%7%7%6%8%8%10%h8%10%8%8%- £2,099 \ £20,000 -

£24,999

33264225634391228305424267462559F: £490 - £679 \ £2,100
11%10%dhk14%adefg7%14%adeghk6%9%d8%6%9%d10%dh8%5%13%adehkm11%dhk9%dhk- £2,899 \ £25,000 -

hjkmm£34,999

1183316254430729234923283845410G: £680 - £869 \ £2,900
6%6%7%5%6%8%7%5%6%7%9%d7%5%7%8%7%- £3,749 \ £35,000 -

£44,999

2221511324022930204725304036381H: £870 - £1,149 \
8%7%n3%4%8%mn7%mn5%6%6%6%9%mn8%mn5%7%n6%6%n£3,750 - £4,999 \

£45,000 - £59,999

39211130411232092116292320268I: £1,150 - £1,549 \
13%3%5%4%7%abcfgh8%abcfgh3%2%4%3%4%5%5%4%3%4%£5,000 - £6, 649 \

ijoijmo£60,000 - £79,999

-71672240151214121910411950283J: £1,550 or over \
-2%4%2%5%o8%acefgh4%8%cefghm3%3%3%3%7%acefgh3%8%acefgh5%£6,650 or over \ £80,000

jmnonojmnojmnoor over

--11-331--31-2419Nothing\no work or
--**-1%1%*--1%*-*1%*scheme
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Q.133 This card shows incomes in weekly, monthly and annual amounts. Which of the groups on the card represents your personal\you and your husband’s\wife’s\ partner’s combined
income before any deductions such as income tax or National Insurance? Please include income from earnings, self-employment, benefits, pensions, and interest from savings.
Just tell me the letter beside the row that applies to you.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 183 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

566505482111812817713710079211641431388Refused
19%21%cn11%18%cn20%cn21%cn20%cn20%cn36%abcef39%abcef18%cn25%cfn39%abcef11%24%cfn23%cfn

ijklmnoijklmnoijklmno

2223560262539920273827434338454Don't know
6%7%8%h21%abcdef6%5%10%hk6%4%8%h7%8%hk8%h8%h7%8%hk

ghijklno
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.133 This card shows incomes in weekly, monthly and annual amounts. Which of the groups on the card represents your personal\you and your husband’s\wife’s\ partner’s combined
income before any deductions such as income tax or National Insurance? Please include income from earnings, self-employment, benefits, pensions, and interest from savings.
Just tell me the letter beside the row that applies to you.
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 184 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

72035051832583878928615515915991913Unweighted Base
47436963638367089529713816115621862Weighted Base

172697523168110601944276338Less than £16,000
36%ahij19%hi12%h6%25%af12%20%f14%27%abd18%18%fhi

841422681941883971013762588687£16,000 or more
18%38%k42%ak51%aijk28%44%aeg34%27%39%d38%d37%dgk

1591202261362323091015547539642Refused
33%33%36%36%35%35%34%40%30%35%34%

60386630817835278159194Don't know
13%h10%10%8%12%f9%12%20%abc5%10%c10%c
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.134 Can I just check, is your own \ your own and your partner's total income, before tax and any other deductions more or less than £16,000 per year?
Base: All who answered "nothing/no work or scheme", refused or don't know their household income

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 184 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

360338118115843292166526004451913Unweighted Base
297344119216012611946426873381862Weighted Base

878116324890---338338Less than £16,000
29%ah24%ah14%15%35%ag---100%acde18%cdegh

6610850863453--687-687£16,000 or more
22%32%j43%aij40%f20%--100%abde-37%bdefj

9811541655784-642--642Refused
33%34%35%35%32%-100%abce--34%bce

463910516233194---194Don't know
15%ah11%9%10%13%100%abcd---10%bcd
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Consumer Engagement Survey 2016 - Data Tables

Q.134 Can I just check, is your own \ your own and your partner's total income, before tax and any other deductions more or less than £16,000 per year?
Base: All who answered "nothing/no work or scheme", refused or don't know their household income

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 184 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

229145318616701908167523847426711121913Unweighted Base
223141218716311859163422835823512121862Weighted Base

46254352823372835513849148338Less than £16,000
20%18%19%17%18%17%24%afgh39%abc21%b12%18%b

5953588599687599885778545687£16,000 or more
27%38%k47%ajk37%37%37%39%16%33%d45%acd37%dk

84492365766405786410878421642Refused
38%i35%i19%35%e34%35%e28%30%33%35%34%i

341312717419417420543198194Don't know
15%aj9%15%j11%10%11%9%15%ab13%b8%10%b
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Q.134 Can I just check, is your own \ your own and your partner's total income, before tax and any other deductions more or less than £16,000 per year?
Base: All who answered "nothing/no work or scheme", refused or don't know their household income

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 184 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2842391340825315051913Unweighted Base
249210136210**26614461862Weighted Base

6846213335274338Less than £16,000
27%ae22%e16%27%13%19%c18%

64545652106535687£16,000 or more
26%26%41%afg19%40%37%37%fg

8783455494492642Refused
35%39%33%44%35%34%34%

2928129131145194Don't know
12%13%9%10%12%10%10%
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Q.134 Can I just check, is your own \ your own and your partner's total income, before tax and any other deductions more or less than £16,000 per year?
Base: All who answered "nothing/no work or scheme", refused or don't know their household income

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 184 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

285158887061913Unweighted Base
26115**8577091862Weighted Base

501182105338Less than £16,000
19%4%21%b15%18%

857306289687£16,000 or more
33%48%36%41%e37%

866287248642Refused
33%37%33%35%34%

4028368194Don't know
16%abc11%10%10%10%
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Q.134 Can I just check, is your own \ your own and your partner's total income, before tax and any other deductions more or less than £16,000 per year?
Base: All who answered "nothing/no work or scheme", refused or don't know their household income

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 184 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

56473643617757215224314103288116942191913Unweighted Base
53070544018751*20121134399087116382231862Weighted Base

11814066141135383221612330731338Less than £16,000
22%ajk20%jk15%j8%21%f17%f18%f9%22%ad14%19%14%18%dfj

1562681709317718516931836959889687£16,000 or more
29%38%m39%m50%aklm33%36%40%49%ahi32%42%ae36%40%37%em

1952211626420676911334529656180642Refused
37%31%37%34%39%33%33%33%35%34%34%36%34%

6175421632818291118317222194Don't know
11%11%10%9%6%14%9%8%11%10%10%10%10%
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Q.134 Can I just check, is your own \ your own and your partner's total income, before tax and any other deductions more or less than £16,000 per year?
Base: All who answered "nothing/no work or scheme", refused or don't know their household income

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m
* small base



Table 184 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

118713081314179621151283733782331913Unweighted Base
11311258126219059*1201293964012421862Weighted Base

22423424415101521373923338Less than £16,000
20%19%19%8%17%13%16%9%10%10%18%bcdh

4064684658021514316617399687£16,000 or more
36%37%37%42%35%43%34%42%43%a41%37%

3704164087823434915315398642Refused
33%33%32%41%39%36%38%39%38%41%34%

1311401451751016403721194Don't know
12%11%11%9%9%8%12%10%9%9%10%
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Q.134 Can I just check, is your own \ your own and your partner's total income, before tax and any other deductions more or less than £16,000 per year?
Base: All who answered "nothing/no work or scheme", refused or don't know their household income

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k
* small base



Table 184 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

69593123106151125342131771471172291141831913Unweighted Base
6**88*85*115109*13912338**1971641421062541091851862Weighted Base

-141813151937751303119203528338Less than £16,000
-16%d21%d12%14%14%30%abdeg17%26%abdkl18%d22%dm18%d8%32%abdegk15%d18%d

klmomlmo

11333387359412161446831783392687£16,000 or more
15%15%39%o33%o67%abcde42%degho34%o54%31%o27%o48%acdeg30%o31%o30%o50%acdeg37%go

fghjkmnohjmohjmo

54023391351399796830481331354642Refused
75%45%bcfln27%cl34%cfl12%37%cfl32%cl23%40%bcfln42%bcfln21%45%abcfj52%abcfg12%29%cl34%cfl

lnhjklmn

121112571062621138242810194Don't know
9%24%abdefg13%bhj22%abdef7%7%5%6%3%13%bhj9%h8%9%h26%abdefg5%10%bhj

hjklhjklhjkln
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Q.134 Can I just check, is your own \ your own and your partner's total income, before tax and any other deductions more or less than £16,000 per year?
Base: All who answered "nothing/no work or scheme", refused or don't know their household income

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 185 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

147109240133512383393151548629Yes - once
10%9%13%ahjk9%3%8%g29%afg9%9%11%11%fg

87151-526-32830Yes - more than once
1%h1%h1%h*-*2%afg-1%1%1%fgh

12431107163513201646285780132550144795305No
88%90%i86%91%aik96%aef92%ae68%91%90%88%89%ei

1034-1053-51218Refused
1%ahi**-1%f**-1%ab**

231-122--66Don't know
***-***--**
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Q.135 Have you moved house in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 185 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

91329199564652237394176629Yes - once
9%h27%ahj5%11%f7%11%d6%11%d11%d11%dfh

4234292-2151330Yes - more than once
*h2%ahj*1%*-**1%1%h

87587534744423882166586308414695305No
90%i71%94%aij88%93%ag85%91%ce88%89%89%i

54818-116--18Refused
1%***-1%bc3%abc--*bc

-146-6---6Don't know
-***-3%abcd---*
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Q.135 Have you moved house in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 185 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

8244897533627535942733564629Yes - once
16%aj10%13%aj10%11%10%13%afgh3%5%d13%acd11%cd

81832330237-13030Yes - more than once
2%aj*****1%-*1%d1%d

427420361446805290469561083857238425305No
82%90%ik86%89%e89%e89%e85%96%abc94%ab87%89%beik

383141814342418Refused
1%j*******b***b

24-3633---6Don't know
*j*-****fh---*
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Q.135 Have you moved house in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 185 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

146614125112466629Yes - once
15%aef11%9%14%12%10%11%

7321-62130Yes - more than once
1%1%*-1%*1%

82448339023380141905305No
84%88%g90%g86%87%89%89%g

3112-11518Refused
***-***

-14--46Don't know
-**--**
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Q.135 Have you moved house in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 185 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

8613283244629Yes - once
12%22%abce10%10%11%

3118930Yes - more than once
*1%1%*1%

60545253321035305No
86%d76%89%de89%d89%d

416518Refused
1%1%***

3-226Don't know
*c-***
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Q.135 Have you moved house in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 185 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

1231871791393635117123316312453176629Yes - once
10%9%11%16%aklm18%afh5%14%afh9%h12%d9%9%20%ac11%chl

9414442641416191130Yes - more than once
1%l*1%l*2%afh*1%*1%**1%ac1%

11171965148473915972974311702343296245967095305No
89%j91%ajk88%j84%80%95%afgi86%90%gi87%90%e90%ab79%89%bgij

872*-11213516118Refused
1%jk***-****d****

1131-*-233326Don't know
****-*-******
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Q.135 Have you moved house in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 185 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

362419401842890107188200108629Yes - once
10%10%10%11%9%17%a24%af12%13%a11%11%

191818213925330Yes - more than once
1%*****2%af***1%

311735773573668265441333132913608915305No
89%89%89%88%90%82%e74%87%87%88%89%cef

76812*122318Refused
****1%******

***2-2-5526Don't know
****-*a-****
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Q.135 Have you moved house in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 185 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

3335125585843749425325576461629Yes - once
13%11%12%i8%14%aefim11%11%5%10%12%i10%8%10%11%i10%11%

--3--43-434-53330Yes - more than once
--1%--1%1%-1%1%1%-1%**1%

222763842693554713591354353024982934825005235305No
87%88%87%92%l86%88%88%94%gjln89%87%90%92%gln88%88%89%89%

-31---412*--2-418Refused
-1%cfk*---1%acfkl*1%*--*-1%*

-12--2----1--1-6Don't know
-**a--*----*--*-*
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Q.135 Have you moved house in the last 12 months?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 186 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

27332547340530885831011114012261477Yes
19%26%k25%k28%ak18%28%ag26%g31%ab25%24%25%gk

1137903142210491400225086124541938474511No
81%ahij74%75%72%82%aef72%74%69%75%76%d75%dfh
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Q.136 Would you be willing for Ofgem, or a research agency appointed by them, to contact you again about any of these issues in the future?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 186 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

249321886119428326709993821477Yes
26%26%24%24%30%ag13%11%29%abde23%de25%de

72791128043844666168572249512764511No
74%74%76%76%f70%87%abc89%abc71%77%c75%cf
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Q.136 Would you be willing for Ofgem, or a research agency appointed by them, to contact you again about any of these issues in the future?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e - a/f/g - a/h/i/j



Table 186 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

107116519513071472131216511211612451477Yes
20%25%k27%k25%25%25%23%13%19%d28%acd25%cdk

416351552039464498395955275749231944511No
80%aij75%73%75%75%75%77%87%abc81%ab72%75%b
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Q.136 Would you be willing for Ofgem, or a research agency appointed by them, to contact you again about any of these issues in the future?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 186 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

28510110781527611401477Yes
29%aef18%25%f37%30%ab24%25%f

69644832732464335564511No
71%82%aeg75%g63%70%76%c75%cg
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Q.136 Would you be willing for Ofgem, or a research agency appointed by them, to contact you again about any of these issues in the future?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 186 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

136186826391477Yes
19%30%24%e27%ace25%e

56541215917234511No
81%abc70%76%b73%75%b
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Q.136 Would you be willing for Ofgem, or a research agency appointed by them, to contact you again about any of these issues in the future?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 186 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

1904464843565820230637350896811713061477Yes
15%21%m29%alm40%aklm29%26%35%afh29%a19%29%ae23%34%ac25%elm

1068171711975281415665619282181233039175944511No
85%ajkl79%ajk71%j60%71%74%g65%71%g81%ad71%77%b66%75%bdfgjk
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Q.136 Would you be willing for Ofgem, or a research agency appointed by them, to contact you again about any of these issues in the future?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c - a/d/e - a/f/g/h/i - a/j/k/l/m



Table 186 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

831988967263981991315195253451477Yes
24%25%24%35%a33%a37%ae29%a34%a33%a34%a25%

267330313034493197338319100710476634511No
76%75%76%65%67%63%71%f66%67%66%75%bcdefgh
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Q.136 Would you be willing for Ofgem, or a research agency appointed by them, to contact you again about any of these issues in the future?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f - a/g/h - a/i/j/k



Table 186 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

2961129711413510435938817185741421271477Yes
6%31%abdh25%dh33%abcdg28%bdh25%dh25%dh25%d19%d25%dh31%abcdh27%dh14%25%dh22%d25%dh

hjkn

242163291972993993061083962603842334724254634511No
94%69%75%m67%72%75%m75%m75%81%acefg75%m69%73%86%abcef75%fm78%flmo75%fmo

jklmnoghijklmn
o
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Q.136 Would you be willing for Ofgem, or a research agency appointed by them, to contact you again about any of these issues in the future?
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 187 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

NATION
1174101316381248141126501011--50725072England

83%82%86%jk86%j83%85%g86%g--100%acd85%cdg

131124153151179277103-559-559Scotland
9%10%8%10%i10%9%9%-100%abd-9%bd

105911035611718057355--355Wales
7%ahi7%hi5%4%7%e6%5%100%abc--6%bch

AGE
298249441184--1172571031011117216-34
21%h20%h23%ah13%--100%afg16%18%20%20%fgh

624676955852-3107-1802772650310735-64
44%55%ik50%k59%aik-100%aeg-51%49%52%52%egk

4893034984181708--1171791411170865+
35%ahij25%26%29%j100%aef--33%b32%28%29%efj

SOCIAL GRADE
---14544188521845615112481454AB
---100%aijk24%e27%aeg16%16%27%d25%d24%deijk

--1895-49895544110315316381895C1
--100%ahjk-29%31%38%afg29%27%32%c32%ghjk

-1228--3036762499112410131228C2
-100%ahik--18%22%g21%g26%ab22%20%21%ghik

1410---48962429810513111741410DE
100%ahij---29%af20%25%f30%abc23%23%24%fhij

INCOME
79534541110868862134810120613511658Below £16,000p.a.
56%ahij28%hi22%h7%40%aef20%30%f28%37%abd27%28%fhi

39772511911180707209968817229830233493£16,000p.a. or more
28%59%k63%ak81%aijk41%68%aeg59%g49%53%60%cd58%cdgk

1591202261362323091015547539642Refused
11%10%12%h9%14%aef10%9%15%abc8%11%11%e

60386630817835278159194Don't know
4%ah3%3%h2%5%aef3%3%8%abc1%3%c3%ch
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Q. Breaks X Breaks
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 187 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

DISABILITY
3681752311764884006194116739949Disabled
26%ahij14%12%12%29%aef13%e5%27%ab21%ab15%16%efhi

104310531664127812202707111126144443345038Not disabled
74%86%k88%ak88%ak71%87%ag95%afg73%79%85%cd84%cdgk

TENURE
496734124612141345202631921733731363690Owned/ Mortgage
35%60%k66%ajk83%aijk79%aef65%ae27%61%60%62%62%ek

34325845617585562584798610671232Rent private
24%ahj21%h24%ah12%5%18%g50%afg22%c15%21%c21%cfgh

5382161705224647825258118800976Rent local authority
38%ahij18%hi9%h4%14%15%21%afg16%21%ab16%16%ghi

INTERNET USER
768887153612497182621110023837238294440Uses Internet frequently
54%72%k81%ajk86%aijk42%84%ag94%afg67%67%75%cd74%cdgk

21114915198279284453856513608Uses Internet
15%ahij12%hi8%7%16%aef9%e4%11%10%10%10%ehiinfrequently

403181188976861721175122671869Does not use Internet
29%ahij15%hi10%h7%40%aef6%e1%21%ab22%ab13%15%efhi

TYPE OF CONSUMER
18715419518124933113764110543717Has mains electricity
13%i13%10%12%15%aef11%12%18%ab20%ab11%12%only

122410741700127314592777103529145045295270Has mains gas
87%87%90%k88%85%89%g88%g82%80%89%cd88%cdg

140612241889145217043104116335455650605970Has mains electricity
100%100%100%100%100%100%e99%100%99%100%100%e

121910701694127114552773102629044645175254Has mains gas and
86%87%89%k87%85%89%g88%82%80%89%acd88%cdgelectricity

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METER
1321722261861963781422954634716Yes

9%14%k12%k13%k11%12%12%8%10%12%d12%dk

1103931147411721376244386227543839684681No
78%76%78%81%j81%ae79%e74%78%78%78%78%e
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Q. Breaks X Breaks
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 187 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

155111175821172561494358421523Don't know
11%ah9%h9%h6%7%8%13%afg12%ab10%8%9%gh

SUPPLIER
1162987144710991388243587229547739234696Any of the Six Large

82%ahi80%hi76%76%81%aef78%e74%83%ab85%ab77%78%ehsupplier(s)

1541663222772115211874756816919Any Small or Medium
11%13%k17%jk19%ajk12%17%g16%g13%10%16%c15%cgksized supplier(s)

97157619152-3739Mix of Six Large
1%1%1%1%*1%1%afg*-1%1%supplier and Small or

Medium sized supplier

METHOD OF PAYMENT
726837150612821378226870523440037174351Direct Debit
51%68%k79%ajk88%aijk81%aef73%e60%66%72%73%d73%dejk

16813215395210253862747476549Standard Credit
12%ahi11%hi8%7%12%aef8%7%8%8%9%9%h

44925620968935253628689806981PPM
32%ahij21%ahi11%h5%5%17%g31%afg24%abc16%16%16%ghi

TARIFF TYPE
416467830650717125539012221120302362Fixed term (all energy
29%38%k44%ajk45%ajk42%e40%e33%34%38%40%d39%eksupplies)

771593832646739148561716326224162841SVT (all energy
55%ahij48%i44%44%43%48%g53%afg46%47%48%47%gisupplies)

121322121827151144459Mixed (fixed term for at
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%*3%abd1%1%least one (but not all)

energy suppliers)

2051462091412283281456667568701Don't know
15%ahij12%11%10%13%f11%12%19%abc12%11%12%

CARER
140116129113134309563948411499Carer
10%ahi9%i7%8%8%e10%aeg5%11%9%8%8%e

127011121766134115752798111531651146615488Non-carer
90%91%93%jk92%k92%f90%95%afg89%91%92%92%fk
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Q. Breaks X Breaks
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 187 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

FAMILY
-19728419943503274056585681Child under 5 AND ABC1C2
-16%ak15%ak14%ak*11%g28%afg11%10%12%11%gk

221----711501718186221Child under 5 AND DE
16%ahij----2%g13%afg5%3%4%4%fghij

ETHNIC ORIGIN
12431122164213271671270695835254944345335White

88%91%aik87%91%aik98%aef87%e82%99%ab98%ab87%89%befi

15810624212233385210310615628Non-white
11%hj9%13%ahj8%2%12%ag18%afg1%2%12%acd10%cdgh

9-1055163--2424Refused
1%j-1%j**1%*--**j

ENGLISH AS ONLY MAIN LANGUAGE
12151076167112901650267792429053044325252Yes

86%88%88%89%k97%aef86%e79%81%95%abd87%d88%de

183146214159484122426623614703No
13%12%11%11%3%13%g21%afg19%abc4%12%c12%cg

SWITCHED - RECENTLY
1711712932641924842254367790900Switched in last 12
12%14%15%k18%ajk11%16%g19%afg12%12%16%c15%gkmonths

12391057160211901517262494731249342835087Not switched in last 12
88%ahi86%h85%82%89%aef84%e81%88%88%b84%85%ehmonths

SWITCHED - EVER
6416571066934934187149320025028483298Ever switched
45%54%k56%k64%aijk55%e60%aeg42%56%c45%56%c55%cek

770571828521774123767915530922242689Never switched
55%ahij46%h44%h36%45%f40%58%afg44%55%abd44%45%fh

SWITCHING - METHOD
160235462445267814220589011541301Price comparison service
11%19%k24%ajk31%aijk16%26%aeg19%g16%16%23%cd22%cdegk

1721782722442464751455874735867Direct contact with
12%15%14%17%k14%15%e12%16%13%14%14%ksupplier

230173220145274408865666646768Contact with a
16%ahi14%h12%10%16%aef13%e7%16%12%13%13%ehsalesperson
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Q. Breaks X Breaks
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 187 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

39406258739630129177199Other
3%3%3%4%4%aef3%3%4%2%3%c3%

SEGMENTS
1051492893412125341385175758884Switched on

7%12%k15%jk23%aijk12%17%aeg12%14%13%15%15%egjk

3163315764584588923329213814511682Tuned in
22%27%k30%k32%ajk27%29%28%26%25%29%28%k

546455685477679109239313120118322164On Standby
39%ah37%h36%33%40%aef35%34%37%36%36%36%h

4422943451773605903098114610311258Unplugged
31%ahij24%ahi18%h12%21%19%26%afg23%26%ab20%21%fhi

FINANCIALLY THINGS ARE A BIT OF A STRUGGLE
65741143420635896438711717314191708Agree
47%ahij33%ahi23%h14%21%31%ag33%ag33%31%28%29%ghi

2892474413073306772778112810751284Neutral
21%20%23%21%19%22%g24%g23%23%21%21%

421550977921973141747915424724682869Disagree
30%45%k52%ajk63%aijk57%aef46%e41%43%44%49%48%ek

CHANGING TARIFF AND COMPARING
SUPPLIER IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS

14818634133228458513952958601007Changed tariff with
11%15%k18%k23%aijk17%e19%ae12%15%17%17%17%ekexisting supplier

2322915275223549272908313613521572Compared tariff with
16%24%k28%jk36%aijk21%30%aeg25%g23%24%27%26%gkthose from other

suppliers

2192705365013628992658712313161526Compared tariff with
16%22%k28%ajk34%aijk21%29%aeg23%25%22%26%25%gjkthose from existing

supplier

15920234134724662318162938941049Compared tariff with
11%16%k18%k24%aijk14%20%aeg15%18%17%18%18%gkthose from other

suppliers (2014 Survey
equivalent)

15818734331222457520162768621000Compared tariff with
11%15%k18%k21%aijk13%19%g17%g17%14%17%17%gkthose from existing

supplier (2014 Survey
equivalent)
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Q. Breaks X Breaks
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 187 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER
(COMPLETELY/TEND TO TRUST)

102182312459131246196878725237433754001Treat you fairly in
72%ahij67%h66%63%73%aef63%67%f71%67%67%67%fhtheir dealings with you

100681812319651247198479025337233944020Provide clear and
71%ahij67%65%66%73%aef64%67%f71%67%67%67%fhelpful information for

you

92271510967711117167171620231629863504Charge you a fair price
65%ahij58%h58%h53%65%aef54%61%f57%56%59%59%fhfor your electricity

SWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHS
11596133106902271332830392450Switched but didn't

8%8%7%7%5%7%g11%afg8%5%8%8%gcompare (Switched
supplier but did not
compare tariff with
those from other
suppliers, in the last
12 months)

74921941771133131102143473536Switched and did compare
5%7%k10%jk12%ajk7%10%g9%g6%8%9%d9%gk(Switched supplier and

did compare tariff with
those from other
suppliers, in the last
12 months)

CHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHS
55688489104158331930247296Changed tariff but did
4%5%4%6%k6%ae5%e3%5%5%5%5%enot compare (Changed

tariff with existing
supplier  but did not
compare tariff with
those from existing
supplier, in the last 12
months)

1021292732531934531113768651756Changed tariff and did
7%11%k14%jk17%aijk11%15%aeg9%11%12%13%13%ekcompare (Changed tariff

with existing supplier
and did compare tariff
with those from existing
supplier, in the last 12
months)
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Q. Breaks X Breaks
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 187 

SOCIAL GRADEAGENATION
DEC2C1AB65+35-6416-34WalesScotlandEnglandTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

209511391551117121302679114737552450575956Unweighted Base
141012281895145417083107117235555950725987Weighted Base

PES - SEGMENTS
145125209111135349106--590590Eastern
10%h10%h11%h8%8%11%g9%--12%acd10%cdgh

143126182115171292104--567567EME
10%h10%10%8%10%9%9%--11%acd9%cd

13110318712664321161--546546London
9%8%10%9%4%10%g14%afg--11%acd9%cdg

8480767810216848101-217318Manweb
6%i6%i4%5%6%e5%4%29%abc-4%c5%bci

1251271661361882581092-553555Midlands
9%10%9%9%11%af8%9%1%-11%acd9%cd

86631039710817268--348348Northern
6%5%5%7%6%6%6%--7%acd6%cd

14810013910315424591--490490Norweb
10%ahij8%7%7%9%8%8%--10%acd8%cd

21394439517318-143-143Scottish Hydro
1%3%k2%3%k3%e2%2%-26%abd-2%bdk

1078410911012420184-410-410Scottish Power
8%i7%6%8%7%6%7%-73%abd-7%bd

869617317716227498--534534Seeboard
6%8%9%k12%aijk9%9%8%--11%acd9%cdk

606318310810221696--413413Southern
4%5%10%ajk7%jk6%7%8%g--8%acd7%cdjk

766596569315446251-43294SWALEC
5%h5%5%4%5%5%4%71%abc-1%c5%bc

1098014111215821767--442442SWEB
8%6%7%8%9%aef7%6%--9%acd7%cd

827578778915766--313313Yorkshire
6%i6%i4%5%5%5%6%--6%acd5%cd

83787109171826NA
1%**1%**1%*1%ab**
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Q. Breaks X Breaks
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g - a/h/i/j/k



Table 187 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

NATION
800106731364334739159539302313515072England
82%87%j85%j86%f78%82%84%87%ab82%85%bfj

11886337444116847298206559Scotland
12%ahi7%9%i9%12%ag4%7%9%e12%acde9%ei

5879217261942755172101355Wales
6%6%6%5%10%ag14%abcd9%abc5%6%6%

AGE
25258431911116135101688348117216-34
26%ah47%ahj9%22%af6%18%16%20%d21%d20%dfh

47856220262707400783092099621310735-64
49%46%55%aij54%f42%40%48%b60%abde37%52%befi

246851345122048881232707688170865+
25%i7%36%aij24%51%ag42%ac36%ac20%42%acd29%cgij

SOCIAL GRADE
52175121412781763013611801081454AB
5%14%j33%aij25%f19%15%b21%b34%abde7%24%befij

170456124616642316622611914111895C1
17%37%aj34%aj33%f24%34%b35%b34%ab25%32%bfj

2162587341053175381207253451228C2
22%21%20%21%18%19%19%21%21%21%

5383434961043368601593977951410DE
55%ahi28%ah13%21%39%ag31%ac25%c11%48%acde24%cgh

INCOME
5124006991181477---16581658Below £16,000p.a.
52%ahi32%ah19%23%50%ag---100%acde28%cdegh

32067824703139355--3493-3493£16,000p.a. or more
33%55%j67%aij62%af37%--100%abde-58%bdefij

9811541655784-642--642Refused
10%9%11%11%f9%-100%abce--11%bce

463910516233194---194Don't know
5%ah3%3%3%3%100%abcd---3%bcd
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Table 187 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

DISABILITY
260134523-9493384355477949Disabled
27%ahi11%14%i-100%ag17%c13%c10%29%acde16%cghi

715109731675038-162557313911815038Not disabled
73%89%ahj86%aj100%af-83%b87%b90%abde71%84%bfj

TENURE
--3690316752310541624706993690Owned/ Mortgage
--100%aij63%f55%54%b65%be71%abde42%62%befij

-1232-1097134391156784001232Rent private
-100%ahj-22%f14%20%18%19%24%acd21%fhj

976--7152604698320512976Rent local authority
100%ahi--14%27%ag24%acd15%c9%31%acde16%cghi

INTERNET USER
5861072272739395009842130029194440Uses Internet frequently
60%87%ahj74%j78%af53%50%66%be86%abde55%74%bdefj

134773864811273178275224608Uses Internet
14%ahi6%10%i10%13%ag16%ac12%c8%14%ac10%ciinfrequently

2376854155331654108204502869Does not use Internet
24%ahi5%15%i11%33%ag28%acd17%c6%30%acd15%cgi

TYPE OF CONSUMER
1301893845671502064374258717Has mains electricity
13%h15%ah10%11%16%ag11%10%11%16%acd12%honly

845104333064472799174578312013995270Has mains gas
87%85%90%aij89%f84%89%90%b89%b84%88%bfi

969123036825023948194640348516515970Has mains electricity
99%100%j100%j100%100%100%100%100%100%100%

839104132984456798174576311113935254Has mains gas and
86%85%89%aij88%f84%89%b90%b89%b84%88%bfielectricity

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METER
891804396151012736450202716Yes
9%15%ahj12%j12%11%14%d6%13%d12%d12%dj

73288229973917763131492278312754681No
75%72%81%aij78%80%67%77%e80%be77%e78%eij
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Table 187 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

125161225443803484238167523Don't know
13%ah13%ah6%9%8%17%abc13%abc7%10%c9%ch

SUPPLIER
79893528873928768145492270613534696Any of the Six Large
82%ahi76%78%78%81%g74%77%77%82%acde78%supplier(s)

1161926017931263194606188919Any Small or Medium
12%16%j16%j16%13%16%15%b17%ab11%15%bjsized supplier(s)

7161533614221239Mix of Six Large
1%1%ah*1%1%1%1%1%1%1%supplier and Small or

Medium sized supplier

METHOD OF PAYMENT
3757583171371563712945527939744351Direct Debit
38%62%j86%aij74%f67%66%b71%b80%abde59%73%bfij

104113316450992883236202549Standard Credit
11%h9%9%9%10%14%ac13%ac7%12%ac9%c

4413411727981832987442422981PPM
45%ahi28%ah5%16%19%ag15%14%13%25%acde16%ch

TARIFF TYPE
248421167420293336824815155312362Fixed term (all energy
25%34%j45%aij40%f35%35%39%b43%abde32%39%bfijsupplies)

569630158723744688328715758972841SVT (all energy
58%ahi51%ah43%47%49%43%45%45%54%acde47%chsupplies)

14133350926391359Mixed (fixed term for at
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%least one (but not all)

energy suppliers)

1341653875661354086363211701Don't know
14%h13%h10%11%14%ag21%abcd13%c10%13%c12%

CARER
113713073551432036288155499Carer
12%ahi6%8%i7%15%ag10%d6%8%d9%d8%dgi

863116133824683805174605320615035488Non-carer
88%94%ahj92%j93%af85%90%94%abce92%91%92%fj
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Table 187 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

FAMILY
10723932865526225052881681Child under 5 AND ABC1C2
11%h19%ahj9%13%af3%11%b8%b15%abd5%11%bdfh

10496192021941982116221Child under 5 AND DE
11%ahi8%ah1%4%f2%2%3%2%7%acde4%cfh

ETHNIC ORIGIN
83998334334428907170526313815015335White
86%i80%93%aij88%96%ag88%82%90%d91%d89%dij

1292432475913722105348153628Non-white
13%ah20%ahj7%12%f4%11%16%abc10%9%10%fh

76101952117424Refused
1%h****1%c2%abc***

ENGLISH AS ONLY MAIN LANGUAGE
84791034144349903162527308014845252Yes
87%i74%93%aij86%95%ag83%82%88%de90%ade88%dgi

124315255657452596411170703No
13%h26%ahj7%13%f5%13%15%abc12%10%12%fh

SWITCHED - RECENTLY
1252075627921082280605192900Switched in last 12
13%17%j15%16%f11%11%13%17%abde12%15%bfmonths

851102531284247841172561288814665087Not switched in last 12
87%i83%85%84%89%ag89%c87%c83%88%ac85%cmonths

SWITCHED - EVER
434518231027665328329621497703298Ever switched
44%42%63%aij55%56%43%46%62%abde46%55%bdeij

5427141380227241711134513458882689Never switched
56%ah58%ah37%45%44%57%ac54%ac38%54%ac45%ch

SWITCHING - METHOD
1181849921157144291139601991301Price comparison service
12%15%27%aij23%f15%15%18%b27%abde12%22%bdefij

1231785527091581869566214867Direct contact with
13%14%15%14%17%g9%11%16%abde13%14%desupplier
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Table 187 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

1471085016041642867412261768Contact with a
15%ai9%14%i12%17%ag14%10%12%16%acd13%isalesperson

19321461603932012255199Other
2%3%4%ij3%4%2%3%3%3%3%j

SEGMENTS
691426677631201664670134884Switched on
7%12%j18%aij15%f13%8%10%19%abde8%15%bdeij

200313115114122704216210734051682Tuned in
20%25%j31%aij28%28%22%25%31%abde24%28%bj

349439133518013627522112026662164On Standby
36%36%36%36%38%39%34%34%40%acd36%

3583375361062196611955494531258Unplugged
37%ahi27%ah15%21%21%31%ac30%ac16%27%ac21%ch

FINANCIALLY THINGS ARE A BIT OF A STRUGGLE
4844797011344364551247497811708Agree
50%ahi39%ah19%27%38%ag28%cd19%21%47%acde29%cdgh

1912728081125159431657573191284Neutral
20%22%22%22%f17%22%26%abc22%b19%21%bf

276454210724574128030019485412869Disagree
28%37%j57%aij49%f43%41%b47%b56%abde33%48%bfij

CHANGING TARIFF AND COMPARING

SUPPLIER IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS
8914476584316421987081801007Changed tariff with
9%12%21%aij17%17%11%15%b20%abde11%17%beijexisting supplier

138269115013582143715311082741572Compared tariff with
14%22%j31%aij27%f23%19%24%b32%abde17%26%befijthose from other

suppliers

131255112513102164015310712621526Compared tariff with
13%21%j30%aij26%f23%20%24%b31%abde16%25%bijthose from existing

supplier

88172778892158281107241871049Compared tariff with
9%14%j21%aij18%17%14%17%b21%abe11%18%bijthose from other

suppliers (2014 Survey
equivalent)
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Table 187 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

88192709860140271066861811000Compared tariff with
9%16%j19%aij17%15%14%17%b20%ab11%17%bjthose from existing

supplier (2014 Survey
equivalent)

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER
(COMPLETELY/TEND TO TRUST)

70183623983319681145408228511624001Treat you fairly in
72%ahi68%65%66%72%ag74%acd64%65%70%acd67%their dealings with you

68882524413350670140416231611484020Provide clear and
71%ah67%66%66%71%ag72%65%66%69%cd67%helpful information for

you

64174420572909595131370194810563504Charge you a fair price
66%ahi60%h56%58%63%ag67%acd58%56%64%acd59%chfor your electricity

SWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHS
82131234392581649262123450Switched but didn't
8%h11%ah6%8%6%8%8%7%7%8%hcompare (Switched

supplier but did not
compare tariff with
those from other
suppliers, in the last
12 months)

5310038047660104339489536Switched and did compare
5%8%j10%aij9%f6%5%7%11%abde5%9%bfj(Switched supplier and

did compare tariff with
those from other
suppliers, in the last
12 months)

CHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHS
31432192316452319968296Changed tariff but did
3%3%6%ij5%7%ag3%4%6%bd4%5%ijnot compare (Changed

tariff with existing
supplier  but did not
compare tariff with
those from existing
supplier, in the last 12
months)
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Table 187 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

631085816491081778538124756Changed tariff and did
6%9%16%aij13%11%9%12%b15%abde7%13%bijcompare (Changed tariff

with existing supplier
and did compare tariff
with those from existing
supplier, in the last 12
months)

PES - SEGMENTS
111135340536541054397129590Eastern
11%h11%9%11%f6%5%8%11%abde8%10%bef

851043714551122813327199567EME
9%8%10%9%12%ag15%acd2%9%d12%acd9%d

144180209513332413329397546London
15%ah15%ah6%10%f3%12%b21%abce8%b6%9%bfh

61522022467284818677318Manweb
6%i4%5%5%8%ag4%7%abc5%5%5%

83125345457981330350162555Midlands
9%10%9%9%10%7%5%10%d10%d9%d

586222329158216817980348Northern
6%5%6%6%6%11%abc11%abc5%5%6%

609333141278679249156490Norweb
6%8%9%j8%8%3%12%ace7%e9%ce8%ej

251310311231297854143Scottish Hydro
3%i1%3%i2%3%g1%1%2%3%acd2%i

917322932782639216149410Scottish Power
9%ahi6%6%6%9%ag3%6%6%9%acde7%e

6399366457761051334139534Seeboard
6%8%10%j9%8%5%8%10%e8%9%j

449625936549713290104413Southern
4%8%j7%j7%f5%4%2%8%abde6%d7%dfj

456118722766253915277294SWALEC
5%5%5%5%7%ag13%abcd6%4%5%5%
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Table 187 

TENUREDISABILITYINCOME
Rent localRentOwned/Not£16,000p.a.Below
authorityprivateMortgagedisabledDisabledDon't knowRefusedor more£16,000p.a.Total

(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

12041184346747901166216652299520935956Unweighted Base
976123236905038949194642349316585987Weighted Base

5680300361811123278129442SWEB
6%6%8%j7%9%6%4%8%d8%d7%d

4853206258542140151102313Yorkshire
5%4%6%5%6%11%abcd6%4%6%c5%

36172331515526NA
******1%***
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Table 187 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

NATION
421396863445175060452954367151338295072England
81%85%k89%ajk86%e85%e86%e76%77%84%d86%ad85%dek

584385444655645011012256372559Scotland
11%i9%7%8%9%9%15%afgh14%abc9%8%9%

4327529290354291647538238355Wales
8%aij6%4%6%6%6%9%afgh9%ab6%5%6%

AGE
14986214210261163103513711451100117216-34
29%aij18%20%20%19%20%19%1%7%d25%acd20%cd

25624433782773310427773311722842621310735-64
49%52%53%53%e52%e53%e46%20%47%d59%acd52%cde

1171376196145517041459249686279718170865+
22%29%k27%28%29%28%35%afgh79%abc46%ab16%29%bk

SOCIAL GRADE
821172186127114521273181979812491454AB
16%25%k26%k24%24%24%25%11%16%d28%acd24%cdk

175147422616941889170019518815115361895C1
33%31%32%32%e32%e32%e27%22%25%35%acd32%cde

1119311721070122410741541811498871228C2
21%20%24%aj20%21%20%22%21%24%ab20%21%

15511031321219140612241874032117681410DE
30%aij24%i18%23%24%23%26%46%abc35%ab17%24%bi

INCOME
16712752021393165113992585022249191658Below £16,000p.a.
32%j27%28%27%28%27%36%afgh58%abc37%ab21%28%b

238278345031113485312037420427530023493£16,000p.a. or more
46%59%k63%ak59%e58%e59%e52%23%45%d68%acd58%cdek

84492365766405786410878421642Refused
16%aij11%i5%11%11%11%9%12%b13%b9%11%i
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Table 187 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

341312717419417420543198194Don't know
6%aj3%4%3%3%3%3%6%ab5%ab2%3%b

DISABILITY
80763101798948799150316127500949Disabled
15%16%14%15%16%15%21%afgh36%abc21%ab11%16%b

443391761544565023447256755348139395038Not disabled
85%84%86%85%e84%e85%e79%64%79%d89%acd84%cde

TENURE
225299743932983682330638454138627273690Owned/ Mortgage
43%64%ak61%k63%e62%e63%e54%62%63%61%62%ek

161882180104112301043189687710721232Rent private
31%aij19%25%aj20%21%20%26%afgh8%13%d24%acd21%cdj

12573289839969845130237134586976Rent local authority
24%aij16%i12%16%16%16%18%27%abc22%ab13%16%bi

INTERNET USER
3793471550395244293963476--44404440Uses Internet frequently
73%74%77%75%e74%e75%e66%--100%acd74%cde

394927151360751494-608-608Uses Internet
8%11%k10%10%10%10%13%afgh-100%abd-10%bdinfrequently

8867788726864730139869--869Does not use Internet
17%i14%12%14%14%14%19%afgh100%abc--15%bc

TYPE OF CONSUMER
72380259-717-71713994476717Has mains electricity
14%j8%36%ajk-12%fh-100%afgh16%ab15%ab11%12%fhjonly

4514300456525452545270-73051439635270Has mains gas
86%i92%aik64%100%aeg88%e100%aeg-84%85%89%cd88%cdei

523468171652545970525471786460744295970Has mains electricity
100%100%a100%100%af100%af100%100%99%100%100%100%

4514300456525452545254-72651339525254Has mains gas and
86%i92%aik64%100%aefg88%e100%aeg-84%84%89%cd88%cdeielectricity
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Table 187 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METER
--7164567164562598871550716Yes
--100%ajk9%12%fh9%36%afgh10%12%12%d12%fhjk

-4681-43004681430038067749234714681No
-100%aik-82%aeg78%e82%aeg53%78%81%78%78%eik

523--451523451728839379523Don't know
100%aij--9%9%9%10%10%c6%9%9%ij

SUPPLIER
388369855641084682412257474650633894696Any of the Six Large
74%79%k78%78%78%78%80%86%ab83%ab76%78%bksupplier(s)

57738120828918829905368791919Any Small or Medium
11%16%k17%k16%e15%16%e13%6%11%d18%acd15%cdksized supplier(s)

4286393939-213639Mix of Six Large
1%1%1%1%e1%e1%e-**1%d1%esupplier and Small or

Medium sized supplier

METHOD OF PAYMENT
330347351738764344388346855543133254351Direct Debit
63%74%k72%k74%e73%e74%e65%64%71%d75%acd73%dek

51416754685474707915262325549Standard Credit
10%9%11%9%9%9%11%17%abc10%b7%9%b

12673894843975849132123104741981PPM
24%aij16%13%16%16%16%18%14%17%17%d16%i

TARIFF TYPE
138189431221022356210925425121218752362Fixed term (all energy
26%40%k44%ak40%e39%e40%e35%29%35%d42%acd39%cdeksupplies)

184229732824462833245438745731120422841SVT (all energy
35%49%k46%k47%47%47%54%afgh53%ab51%b46%47%ksupplies)

73913595959-474959Mixed (fixed term for at
1%1%2%j1%e1%e1%e-*1%1%d1%eleast one (but not all)

energy suppliers)

189446626256996277415276462701Don't know
36%aij10%9%12%12%12%10%17%abc12%10%12%ij
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Table 187 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

CARER
3340360439498439596262374499Carer
6%9%8%8%8%8%8%7%10%d8%8%

490427865548155472483165780754640665488Non-carer
94%91%92%92%92%92%92%93%c90%92%92%

FAMILY
864978859667760081320649681Child under 5 AND ABC1C2
17%aj11%12%11%11%11%11%*3%d15%acd11%cd

271731719922020121525186221Child under 5 AND DE
5%i4%2%4%4%4%3%1%4%d4%d4%d

ETHNIC ORIGIN
409423664146915322470463183855338945335White
78%90%ak89%k89%89%89%88%96%abc91%b88%89%bk

10842875540625543852952531628Non-white
21%aij9%11%10%10%10%12%3%9%d12%acd10%dj

517-2324231231524Refused
1%i*-*****1%**

ENGLISH AS ONLY MAIN LANGUAGE
415417062046345239464760582854938435252Yes
79%89%ak87%k88%e88%e88%e84%95%abc90%b87%88%ek

102491945926985961064157597703No
19%aij10%13%11%12%11%15%afgh5%9%d13%acd12%d

SWITCHED - RECENTLY
71704118808898809905263773900Switched in last 12
14%15%16%15%15%15%13%6%10%d17%acd15%cdmonths

452397659844465072446162681754436675087Not switched in last 12
86%85%84%85%85%85%87%94%abc90%ab83%85%bmonths

SWITCHED - EVER
202266141330023294300629234031326173298Ever switched
39%57%k58%k57%aeg55%e57%e41%39%52%d59%acd55%dek

321202030322522677226442552929418222689Never switched
61%aij43%42%43%45%h43%59%afgh61%abc48%b41%45%bh
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Table 187 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

SWITCHING - METHOD
631050178119613011196105449711461301Price comparison service
12%22%k25%k23%e22%e23%e15%5%16%d26%acd22%cdek

56706100790866791769180691867Direct contact with
11%15%k14%15%e14%e15%e11%10%13%16%d14%deksupplier

596198969276769375132105528768Contact with a
11%13%12%13%e13%13%e10%15%ab17%ab12%13%salesperson

716030173199173263312152199Other
1%3%k4%k3%3%3%4%4%c2%3%3%k

SEGMENTS
25717135783882785992854799884Switched on
5%15%k19%ajk15%15%15%14%3%9%d18%acd15%cdk

94134523715091680151017215216913431682Tuned in
18%29%k33%ajk29%e28%e29%e24%18%28%d30%ad28%dek

186170824818882157189626840323115092164On Standby
36%36%35%36%36%36%37%46%abc38%34%36%b

218911961074125110801782861547881258Unplugged
42%aij19%i13%20%21%20%25%afgh33%abc25%ab18%21%bi

FINANCIALLY THINGS ARE A BIT OF A STRUGGLE
170130621314851699149421528020512191708Agree
32%j28%30%28%28%28%30%32%ab34%ab27%29%

1449751511132128311331511671269841284Neutral
28%aij21%21%22%21%21%21%19%21%22%d21%

191231833725302864253533440726821912869Disagree
36%50%k47%k48%48%48%47%47%44%49%c48%k

CHANGING TARIFF AND COMPARING
SUPPLIER IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS

3681614991710069188961758611007Changed tariff with
7%17%k21%ajk17%e17%e17%e12%7%12%d19%acd17%cdekexisting supplier

6012872151415157014171557911813611572Compared tariff with
11%27%k30%ak27%e26%e27%e22%9%19%d31%acd26%cdekthose from other

suppliers
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Table 187 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

5612392211384152413851416910813361526Compared tariff with
11%26%k31%ajk26%e26%e26%e20%8%18%d30%acd25%cdekthose from existing

supplier

32866146948104994810164828961049Compared tariff with
6%18%k20%k18%e18%e18%e14%7%14%d20%acd18%cdekthose from other

suppliers (2014 Survey
equivalent)

368171399229999247650798651000Compared tariff with
7%17%k19%k18%e17%e18%e11%6%13%d19%acd17%cdekthose from existing

supplier (2014 Survey
equivalent)

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER
(COMPLETELY/TEND TO TRUST)

301319346935133992352247968041828734001Treat you fairly in
58%68%k66%k67%67%67%67%78%abc69%b65%67%bktheir dealings with you

301321946235274010353748265742129144020Provide clear and
58%69%ik65%k67%67%67%67%76%abc69%66%67%khelpful information for

you

266280939730973496310539962337224813504Charge you a fair price
51%60%ik55%59%59%59%56%72%abc61%b56%59%bkfor your electricity

SWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHS
4634656413450413374033369450Switched but didn't
9%7%8%8%e8%e8%e5%5%5%8%cd8%decompare (Switched

supplier but did not
compare tariff with
those from other
suppliers, in the last
12 months)

2843371481535483541536479536Switched and did compare
5%9%k10%k9%9%9%7%2%6%d11%acd9%cdk(Switched supplier and

did compare tariff with
those from other
suppliers, in the last
12 months)
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Table 187 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

CHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHS
723650270295271243834221296Changed tariff but did
1%5%k7%ajk5%5%5%3%4%6%5%5%knot compare (Changed

tariff with existing
supplier  but did not
compare tariff with
those from existing
supplier, in the last 12
months)

29619106692756692642945674756Changed tariff and did
6%13%k15%k13%e13%e13%e9%3%7%d15%acd13%cdekcompare (Changed tariff

with existing supplier
and did compare tariff
with those from existing
supplier, in the last 12
months)

PES - SEGMENTS
46405131511589512785650473590Eastern
9%9%18%ajk10%10%10%11%6%8%11%d10%dj

35383145495566496718958419567EME
7%8%20%ajk9%9%9%10%10%9%9%9%j

10138839471543474723658437546London
19%aij8%i5%9%9%9%10%4%10%d10%d9%di

2226627283317284346243211318Manweb
4%6%4%5%5%5%5%7%ab7%b5%5%

34452664965544975710560390555Midlands
6%10%k9%9%9%9%8%12%ab10%9%9%k

203186327348328215138256348Northern
4%i7%ik1%6%e6%e6%e3%6%6%6%6%ei

4641726474490474167263353490Norweb
9%i9%i4%9%e8%e9%e2%8%10%8%8%ei

151042499142100423012100143Scottish Hydro
3%2%3%2%2%2%6%afgh3%ab2%2%2%

4432730341407344668944269410Scottish Power
8%i7%i4%6%7%7%9%afgh10%abc7%6%7%i
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Table 187 

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METERTYPE OF CONSUMERINTERNET USER
Has mains gasHas mainsDoes notUses

andHas mainselectricityuseUses InternetInternet
Don't knowNoYeselectricityelectricityHas mains gasonlyInternetinfrequentlyfrequentlyTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5294671686519659395213743117068640235956Unweighted Base
523468171652545970527071786960844405987Weighted Base

4538997490532492425843428534Seeboard
9%8%14%ajk9%e9%e9%e6%7%7%10%cd9%de

2034941363413364493835340413Southern
4%7%k6%7%7%7%7%4%6%8%d7%dk

4322122254293255395325213294SWALEC
8%aij5%3%5%5%5%5%6%4%5%5%i

3037335348441348937342322442SWEB
6%8%i5%7%7%7%13%afgh8%7%7%7%i

2126822279311281325334213313Yorkshire
4%6%i3%5%5%5%4%6%6%5%5%i

12042226224511826NA
**1%***1%1%***
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Table 187 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

NATION
80647637173781639235072England
82%87%g85%g96%89%ab84%85%g

8947400-56477559Scotland
9%9%9%-6%10%c9%c

8627234247295355Wales
9%aef5%5%4%5%6%6%

AGE
3628670515187872117216-34
37%aef16%16%37%abc20%19%20%ef

5252532268195212435310735-64
54%f46%52%f48%57%ab52%52%f

93210137862111388170865+
9%38%aeg32%ag15%23%30%c29%cg

SOCIAL GRADE
68951282727710991454AB
7%17%g29%afg19%30%ab23%24%fg

20915315061532214471895C1
21%28%g35%afg39%35%b31%32%g

25613283771669871228C2
26%ae24%e19%19%18%21%21%

449168726915411621410DE
46%aef31%ae17%23%17%25%c24%ce

INCOME
4222029741218813531658Below £16,000p.a.
43%aef37%ae22%30%20%29%c28%ce

44223627932260627063493£16,000p.a. or more
45%43%64%afg56%66%ab58%58%fg

8783455494492642Refused
9%15%aeg10%11%10%10%11%
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Table 187 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

2928129131145194Don't know
3%5%aeg3%3%3%3%3%

DISABILITY
183996376126768949Disabled
19%ae18%e15%15%14%16%16%

79845037153379339285038Not disabled
81%82%85%fg85%86%84%84%g

TENURE
17231631711560128873690Owned/ Mortgage
17%58%g73%afg39%65%abd61%d62%dg

341113758161929351232Rent private
35%aef21%17%40%abc21%20%21%e

4411043757116798976Rent local authority
45%aef19%e9%18%13%17%c16%ce

INTERNET USER
74132533253679133894440Uses Internet frequently
76%f59%76%af92%ab86%ab72%74%bf

10462431168506608Uses Internet
11%11%10%3%7%11%c10%cinfrequently

123152555253746869Does not use Internet
12%28%aeg13%5%6%16%c15%ce

TYPE OF CONSUMER
13279468-90574717Has mains electricity
13%e14%e11%-10%12%d12%donly

84947038833982941225270Has mains gas
87%86%89%fg100%ab90%88%88%

97554743443991846825970Has mains electricity
99%100%100%g100%100%100%100%

84346838763982841085254Has mains gas and
86%85%89%fg100%ab90%b87%88%electricity
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Table 187 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METER
94755176120556716Yes
10%14%g12%g16%13%12%12%g

73841634732873836984681No
75%76%80%fg72%80%79%78%

12651330457388523Don't know
13%aef9%8%9%6%8%9%c

SUPPLIER
7914953357--46964696Any of the Six Large
81%e90%aeg77%--100%acd78%cdsupplier(s)

13222749-919-919Any Small or Medium
13%f4%17%afg-100%abd-15%bdfsized supplier(s)

1232739--39Mix of Six Large
1%1%1%100%abc--1%bcsupplier and Small or

Medium sized supplier

METHOD OF PAYMENT
892443512774933574351Direct Debit
9%f4%100%afg70%82%ab71%73%fg

3454924322495549Standard Credit
3%e100%aeg1%8%2%11%ac9%ceg

981348912132791981PPM
100%aef6%e2%30%abc14%17%16%ef

TARIFF TYPE
11911320891243418322362Fixed term (all energy
12%21%g48%afg32%47%ab39%39%fgsupplies)

72035817191739123032841SVT (all energy
73%aef65%ae40%44%43%49%c47%cesupplies)

191047444759Mixed (fixed term for at
2%ae2%1%11%abc*1%1%least one (but not all)

energy suppliers)

11968485489501701Don't know
12%12%11%9%10%11%12%
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Table 187 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

CARER
9232361474403499Carer
9%f6%8%11%8%9%8%f

88851739903584542925488Non-carer
91%94%ag92%89%92%91%92%

FAMILY
149434817140518681Child under 5 AND ABC1C2
15%aef8%11%f19%15%ab11%11%f

1292266237171221Child under 5 AND DE
13%aef4%e2%6%4%4%4%e

ETHNIC ORIGIN
83646839333281941915335White
85%85%90%fg82%89%89%89%fg

14079402799486628Non-white
14%ae14%ae9%18%11%10%10%

5217-11924Refused
1%**-***

ENGLISH AS ONLY MAIN LANGUAGE
82543938903582441115252Yes
84%f80%89%afg89%90%88%88%fg

154107437493562703No
16%ae19%ae10%11%10%12%12%e

SWITCHED - RECENTLY
1533270319385441900Switched in last 12
16%f6%16%f49%ab42%ab9%15%bfmonths

82851736482053442555087Not switched in last 12
84%94%aeg84%51%58%91%acd85%cdmonths

SWITCHED - EVER
43418126512978223563298Ever switched
44%f33%61%afg74%ab85%ab50%55%bfg
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Table 187 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

54636817001013723402689Never switched
56%ae67%aeg39%26%15%50%acd45%cde

SWITCHING - METHOD
97401154104108381301Price comparison service
10%7%27%afg25%45%abd18%22%bfg

128586809165660867Direct contact with
13%11%16%f23%18%ab14%14%fsupplier

166565317135599768Contact with a
17%aef10%12%19%15%13%13%salesperson

2112165261130199Other
2%2%4%g6%7%ab3%3%

SEGMENTS
514278510250599884Switched on
5%8%18%afg26%b27%ab13%15%bfg

2051041359735012691682Tuned in
21%19%31%afg19%38%abd27%28%fg

35825515141423618172164On Standby
36%46%aeg35%37%26%39%ac36%c

36714869478310121258Unplugged
37%aef27%ae16%19%9%22%c21%ce

FINANCIALLY THINGS ARE A BIT OF A STRUGGLE
47317410181422613871708Agree
48%aef32%e23%37%25%30%c29%ce

206106946122309661284Neutral
21%19%22%30%25%ab21%21%

28625623011345122482869Disagree
29%47%g53%afg33%49%48%48%g

CHANGING TARIFF AND COMPARING
SUPPLIER IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS

5451899112047711007Changed tariff with
5%9%g21%afg27%22%ab16%17%fgexisting supplier
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Q. Breaks X Breaks
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 187 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

1448413281436811311572Compared tariff with
15%15%31%afg36%40%ab24%26%bfgthose from other

suppliers

1197913121333711271526Compared tariff with
12%14%30%afg33%37%ab24%25%fgthose from existing

supplier

806788651488731049Compared tariff with
8%12%g20%afg13%16%19%18%fgthose from other

suppliers (2014 Survey
equivalent)

10251832122317191000Compared tariff with
10%9%19%afg30%ab25%ab15%17%fgthose from existing

supplier (2014 Survey
equivalent)

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER
(COMPLETELY/TEND TO TRUST)

64936329302865531234001Treat you fairly in
66%66%67%73%71%ab67%67%their dealings with you

64335629552766131364020Provide clear and
66%65%68%71%72%ab67%67%helpful information for

you

57730925652960626913504Charge you a fair price
59%56%59%74%66%ab57%59%for your electricity

SWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHS
100183199206210450Switched but didn't
10%aef3%7%f23%ab22%ab4%8%bfcompare (Switched

supplier but did not
compare tariff with
those from other
suppliers, in the last
12 months)
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Q. Breaks X Breaks
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 187 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

651945212221268536Switched and did compare
7%f4%10%afg31%ab24%ab6%9%bfg(Switched supplier and

did compare tariff with
those from other
suppliers, in the last
12 months)

CHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHS
1715259341245296Changed tariff but did
2%3%6%afg8%4%5%5%fgnot compare (Changed

tariff with existing
supplier  but did not
compare tariff with
those from existing
supplier, in the last 12
months)

38396798167565756Changed tariff and did
4%7%g16%afg21%18%ab12%13%fgcompare (Changed tariff

with existing supplier
and did compare tariff
with those from existing
supplier, in the last 12
months)

PES - SEGMENTS
8752449276472590Eastern
9%9%10%5%8%10%10%

62634195101434567EME
6%11%g10%g13%11%9%9%g

13877318790417546London
14%ae14%ae7%19%ab10%9%9%e

7127211243261318Manweb
7%ae5%5%6%5%6%5%

83554123104424555Midlands
8%10%9%9%11%b9%9%

4716273469260348Northern
5%3%6%f10%8%b6%6%f
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Q. Breaks X Breaks
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 187 

METHOD OF PAYMENTSUPPLIER
Mix of Six

Large supplier
and Small orAny Small orAny of the Six
Medium sizedMedium sizedLarge

PPMStandard CreditDirect Debitsuppliersupplier(s)supplier(s)Total
(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

108760641353786047165956Unweighted Base
981549435139*91946965987Weighted Base

7433372369384490Norweb
8%6%9%f7%7%8%8%

2412106-11117143Scottish Hydro
2%2%2%-1%2%c2%c

6435290-46353410Scottish Power
7%6%7%-5%8%c7%

7953397494397534Seeboard
8%10%9%11%10%8%9%

4636336558323413Southern
5%7%8%g14%6%7%7%g

6319207140241294SWALEC
6%ef4%5%3%4%5%5%

7442337159347442SWEB
8%8%8%3%6%7%7%

6729207157240313Yorkshire
7%ae5%5%2%6%5%5%

4118-22426NA
***-*1%*
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Q. Breaks X Breaks
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d - a/e/f/g
* small base



Table 187 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

NATION
56844241620305072England
81%75%85%de86%de85%e

6714262211559Scotland
9%24%abce9%9%9%

661163122355Wales
9%abcd1%6%5%6%

AGE
14515617390117216-34
21%b25%22%ab16%20%b

3282714851255310735-64
47%45%52%e53%e52%e

22818739717170865+
33%ac30%26%30%c29%c

SOCIAL GRADE
141126466501454AB
20%21%23%28%ace24%e

209228328301895C1
30%37%29%35%ace32%c

146135934671228C2
21%22%21%20%21%

205127714161410DE
29%ab21%27%ab18%24%b

INCOME
211138975311658Below £16,000p.a.
30%b22%32%ab22%28%b

36339157515153493£16,000p.a. or more
52%66%e55%64%ace58%ce

866287248642Refused
12%9%10%10%11%
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Q. Breaks X Breaks
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 187 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

4028368194Don't know
6%abc3%3%3%3%

DISABILITY
1359468333949Disabled
19%ab16%16%b14%16%

56650237420295038Not disabled
81%84%84%86%ce84%e

TENURE
38733158716743690Owned/ Mortgage
55%55%56%71%acde62%ce

165136304211232Rent private
23%b22%22%b18%21%b

13414569248976Rent local authority
19%b23%b20%ab10%16%b

INTERNET USER
46249204218754440Uses Internet frequently
66%82%e72%e79%ace74%ce

767311212608Uses Internet
11%12%11%b9%10%infrequently

1524457251869Does not use Internet
22%abcd6%16%bd11%15%b

TYPE OF CONSUMER
74-387254717Has mains electricity
11%d-14%abde11%d12%donly

62759245421095270Has mains gas
89%c100%abce86%89%c88%c

69959283323565970Has mains electricity
100%100%100%100%100%

62559244621025254Has mains gas and
89%c100%abce86%89%c88%celectricity
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Q. Breaks X Breaks
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 187 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METER
6213328312716Yes
9%22%ace12%e13%e12%e

44639229718944681No
64%65%81%ade80%de78%de

1897184138523Don't know
27%abcd12%6%6%9%bc

SUPPLIER
50147230318324696Any of the Six Large
72%80%81%abe78%e78%esupplier(s)

894391434919Any Small or Medium
13%6%14%18%acde15%sized supplier(s)

44171239Mix of Six Large
1%7%abce1%1%1%supplier and Small or

Medium sized supplier

METHOD OF PAYMENT
48547171920894351Direct Debit
69%c80%c60%88%ace73%c

6810358113549Standard Credit
10%b18%ab13%abe5%9%b

11919720119981PPM
17%b32%abe25%abe5%16%b

TARIFF TYPE
---23622362Fixed term (all energy
---100%acde39%cdesupplies)

--2841-2841SVT (all energy
--100%abde-47%bdesupplies)

-59--59Mixed (fixed term for at
-100%abce--1%bceleast one (but not all)

energy suppliers)
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Q. Breaks X Breaks
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
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Table 187 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

701---701Don't know
100%abcd---12%bcd

CARER
566218218499Carer
8%10%8%9%8%

64553262321445488Non-carer
92%90%92%91%92%

FAMILY
684338268681Child under 5 AND ABC1C2
10%7%12%11%11%

34314738221Child under 5 AND DE
5%b5%b5%ab2%4%b

ETHNIC ORIGIN
63351247621555335White
90%c87%87%91%ac89%c

658352202628Non-white
9%13%12%abe9%10%b

4-13524Refused
1%-***

ENGLISH AS ONLY MAIN LANGUAGE
60549243521435252Yes
86%83%86%91%ace88%c

8910396206703No
13%b17%b14%ab9%12%b

SWITCHED - RECENTLY
8713301498900Switched in last 12
12%22%ce11%21%ace15%cmonths

61546254118655087Not switched in last 12
88%bd78%89%abd79%85%bmonths
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Q. Breaks X Breaks
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 187 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

SWITCHED - EVER
31430139315553298Ever switched
45%50%49%66%acde55%ce

3873014488072689Never switched
55%ab50%b51%ab34%45%b

SWITCHING - METHOD
9784037911301Price comparison service
14%13%14%33%acde22%ce

678414378867Direct contact with
10%14%15%e16%e14%esupplier

789419260768Contact with a
11%15%15%abe11%13%bsalesperson

2139382199Other
3%6%3%3%3%

SEGMENTS
3611237599884Switched on
5%19%ce8%e25%ace15%ce

142286798311682Tuned in
20%47%ace24%e35%ace28%ce

2711012006752164On Standby
39%bd17%42%abd29%36%bd

253117252571258Unplugged
36%abcd18%26%ab11%21%b

FINANCIALLY THINGS ARE A BIT OF A STRUGGLE
216149125641708Agree
31%b24%32%ab24%29%b

155146035011284Neutral
22%24%21%21%21%

30729128212472869Disagree
44%49%45%53%ace48%ce
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Q. Breaks X Breaks
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e
* small base



Table 187 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

CHANGING TARIFF AND COMPARING
SUPPLIER IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS

48142307141007Changed tariff with
7%24%ce8%30%ace17%ceexisting supplier

101175199331572Compared tariff with
14%29%ce18%e39%ace26%cethose from other

suppliers

87224859311526Compared tariff with
12%37%ce17%e39%ace25%cethose from existing

supplier

61143805931049Compared tariff with
9%24%ce13%e25%ace18%cethose from other

suppliers (2014 Survey
equivalent)

75133895231000Compared tariff with
11%22%e14%e22%ace17%cethose from existing

supplier (2014 Survey
equivalent)

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER
(COMPLETELY/TEND TO TRUST)

42748188916264001Treat you fairly in
61%82%abce66%e69%e67%etheir dealings with you

42052186416734020Provide clear and
60%88%abce66%e71%ace67%ehelpful information for

you

37545164714283504Charge you a fair price
53%76%abce58%e60%e59%efor your electricity

SWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHS
5310184201450Switched but didn't
8%17%abce6%9%c8%compare (Switched

supplier but did not
compare tariff with
those from other
suppliers, in the last
12 months)
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Q. Breaks X Breaks
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
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Table 187 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

413143350536Switched and did compare
6%5%5%15%acde9%ce(Switched supplier and

did compare tariff with
those from other
suppliers, in the last
12 months)

CHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHS
21277195296Changed tariff but did
3%4%3%8%ace5%cenot compare (Changed

tariff with existing
supplier  but did not
compare tariff with
those from existing
supplier, in the last 12
months)

2813162554756Changed tariff and did
4%22%ce6%23%ace13%cecompare (Changed tariff

with existing supplier
and did compare tariff
with those from existing
supplier, in the last 12
months)

PES - SEGMENTS
604266258590Eastern
9%8%9%11%10%

614265235567EME
9%7%9%10%9%

597337141546London
8%b12%12%abe6%9%b

39-168110318Manweb
5%-6%5%5%

703230252555Midlands
10%6%8%11%c9%

401142159348Northern
6%2%5%7%c6%
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Table 187 

TARIFF TYPE
Mixed (fixed
term for at

least one (butFixed term (all
not all) energySVT (all energyenergy

Don't knowsuppliers)supplies)supplies)Total
(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

74257286122725956Unweighted Base
70159*284123625987Weighted Base

524244190490Norweb
7%7%9%8%8%

1848239143Scottish Hydro
3%7%ab3%b2%2%

469177171410Scottish Power
7%15%abce6%7%7%

824231217534Seeboard
12%ac7%8%9%9%

417194171413Southern
6%12%7%7%7%

55313993294SWALEC
8%abc5%5%4%5%

535205179442SWEB
8%8%7%8%7%

202152138313Yorkshire
3%4%5%e6%e5%e

6110926NA
1%3%abc***
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Q. Breaks X Breaks
Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it
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Table 187 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

NATION
10311832145175817764673511542224284842837905072England

82%85%86%m86%m89%84%85%89%agh83%86%ae84%88%ac85%em

14620113875966749030925049367559Scotland
12%ajkl9%8%8%5%9%9%7%12%ad8%10%b7%9%dfi

8113192511256585815520031243355Wales
6%6%5%6%6%7%f7%f4%6%6%6%5%6%

AGE
3093933321383086145220679493947225117216-34
25%ajkl18%20%j16%15%11%17%h17%h25%ad15%19%25%ac20%dfhj

590109289253496408475814123718712624484310735-64
47%50%53%m60%aklm48%53%55%63%aghi46%57%ae52%54%52%em

360679458212732742462677749341517192170865+
29%j31%ajk27%24%37%afg36%afg28%f21%29%28%30%b21%29%bfj

SOCIAL GRADE
1774774583415814524444552193411902641454AB
14%22%m27%alm39%aklm29%h19%28%ah34%agh19%28%ae23%29%ac24%ehm

34568557628962220272462828106616022931895C1
27%32%m34%m33%m31%29%31%35%ah31%32%31%33%32%m

2944553311494017317823557165710571711228C2
23%ajk21%j20%17%20%22%f21%18%21%20%21%19%21%j

4425463161053923017216077064112391711410DE
35%ajkl25%jk19%j12%20%f30%afgi20%f12%29%ad19%24%b19%24%bdfgjk

INCOME
4536664051345526121419988877014661921658Below £16,000p.a.
36%ajkl31%ajk24%j15%27%f34%afg25%f15%33%ad23%29%b21%28%bdfjk

549120210736701224125669601345214928886053493£16,000p.a. or more
44%56%m64%alm76%aklm61%54%65%ah74%aghi50%65%ae57%67%ac58%ehlm

1952211626420676911334529656180642Refused
15%ajkl10%j10%7%10%9%8%9%13%ad9%11%9%11%dgj
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Table 187 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

6175421632818291118317222194Don't know
5%ajk3%j3%2%2%4%2%2%4%d3%3%2%3%j

DISABILITY
19636227012039164158144417532841108949Disabled
16%17%j16%14%19%f21%af18%f11%15%16%17%b12%16%bf

10621801141276316060470911572272276642477925038Not disabled
84%83%84%86%l81%79%82%89%aghi85%84%83%88%ac84%h

TENURE
536133511516671465015529921380231031285623690Owned/ Mortgage
43%62%m68%alm76%aklm73%agh65%64%76%agh51%70%ae61%62%62%em

3374393131423210817818471451810252071232Rent private
27%ajkl20%j19%16%16%14%21%fh14%27%ad16%20%23%21%dfhj

3583492006919147123118542434851125976Rent local authority
28%ajkl16%jk12%j8%10%19%fgi14%f9%20%ad13%17%b14%16%dfijk

INTERNET USER
7881509134379915252869111461822261736677734440Uses Internet frequently
63%70%m80%alm90%aklm76%h69%80%ah88%aghi68%79%ae72%86%ac74%cehlm

1542311695412105809729431354463608Uses Internet
12%aj11%j10%j6%6%14%afgi9%7%11%10%11%b7%10%bfjinfrequently

2864031522833132914452934081752869Does not use Internet
23%ajkl19%ajk9%j3%17%fg17%fg10%f3%20%ad10%16%ab6%15%bdfgjk

TYPE OF CONSUMER
1782681729926757610542529262690717Has mains electricity
14%ak12%10%11%13%f10%9%8%16%ad9%12%10%12%dfgonly

10801896151078517369379111962264300644618095270Has mains gas
86%88%90%m89%87%90%91%a92%ai84%91%ae88%90%88%em

12512157168088219976786613012677329450728985970Has mains electricity
99%100%100%m100%100%100%100%100%100%100%e100%100%100%

10741888150978317369279011962252300244468085254Has mains gas and
85%87%90%alm89%m87%90%91%a92%ai84%91%ae87%90%88%emelectricity
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Table 187 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METER
962482371353089100178303413598118716Yes
8%11%m14%alm15%alm15%12%12%14%11%13%12%13%12%m

9111708134571716061970610502020266139767044681No
72%79%m80%m81%m81%81%81%a81%75%81%ae78%78%78%em

2181869425759566332120245271523Don't know
17%ajkl9%jk6%j3%4%8%f6%5%12%ad6%9%8%9%dfgijk

SUPPLIER
1012181712695991305996608382340235642554414696Any of the Six Large

80%jk84%ajkm75%j68%65%78%fi76%fi64%87%ad71%84%ab49%78%bdfijksupplier(s)

8323635025061135165410137782534385919Any Small or Medium
7%11%m21%alm28%aklm31%agh18%19%a31%agh5%24%ae10%43%ac15%celmsized supplier(s)

714710279101029201939Mix of Six Large
1%1%*1%1%1%1%1%*1%e*2%ac1%supplier and Small or

Medium sized supplier

METHOD OF PAYMENT
6941514135978516553168011541700265136487034351Direct Debit
55%70%m81%alm89%aklm83%ah69%78%ah89%aghi63%80%ae72%78%ac73%elm

148255104421256584036818151732549Standard Credit
12%ajk12%ajk6%5%6%7%f7%f3%14%ad5%10%b4%9%bdfgjk

367358205512116612897546434828153981PPM
29%ajkl17%jk12%j6%11%22%afgi15%f7%20%ad13%16%17%16%dfijk

TARIFF TYPE
25767583159982260378791807155518654982362Fixed term (all energy
20%31%m49%alm68%aklm41%34%44%ah61%aghi30%47%ae37%55%ac39%cehlmsupplies)

7251200679237934194144031448139325413012841SVT (all energy
58%ajk55%ajk40%j27%47%f55%afg48%f31%54%ad42%50%ab33%47%bdfjksupplies)

1110281139883030461359Mixed (fixed term for at
1%*2%al1%l2%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%lleast one (but not all)

energy suppliers)

253271142362178679738731461587701Don't know
20%ajkl13%jk8%j4%11%10%8%7%14%ad10%12%10%12%dfgjk
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Table 187 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

CARER
8114415811523868313016833141485499Carer
6%7%9%lm13%aklm12%11%a10%10%6%10%ae8%9%8%elm

11772020152376817668278411712521296746738155488Non-carer
94%ajk93%ajk91%j87%88%89%90%90%94%ad90%92%91%92%dhj

FAMILY
12324621299961118189296385537144681Child under 5 AND ABC1C2
10%11%13%m11%4%8%14%hi15%ahi11%12%11%16%ac11%hi

8276471673524281229917547221Child under 5 AND DE
7%ajkl4%j3%2%4%5%f3%2%5%d3%3%5%ac4%fj

ETHNIC ORIGIN
10241911155984119472181512062251308445008355335White

81%88%m93%alm95%aklm97%af94%a94%a93%a84%93%ae88%93%ac89%em

22523912242546519242020956465628Non-white
18%ajkl11%jk7%j5%3%6%6%7%i16%ad6%11%b7%10%bdfghijk

914-1-21318624-24Refused
1%k1%k-*-***1%d**-*k

ENGLISH AS ONLY MAIN LANGUAGE
9781928152182618672980111972189306344338195252Yes
78%89%m90%am93%aklm93%a95%af92%a92%a81%93%ae87%91%ac88%em

266230151551238659648122262875703No
21%ajkl11%j9%j6%6%5%7%h7%h18%ad7%12%b8%12%bdfghijk

SWITCHED - RECENTLY
1011441236361145199479-900-900900Switched in last 12
1%5%m25%alm41%aklm31%agh19%a23%a37%agh-27%ae-100%ac15%celmmonths

124820501269520138623669822268923985087-5087Not switched in last 12
99%ajkl95%ajk75%j59%69%81%fi77%fi63%100%ad73%100%ab-85%bdfghijkmonths

SWITCHED - EVER
247102012737581997688671301-329823989003298Ever switched
20%47%m76%alm86%aklm100%a100%a100%a100%a-100%ae47%100%ac55%celm

10111144409126----2689-2689-2689Never switched
80%ajkl53%ajk24%j14%----100%ad-53%ab-45%bdfghijk
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Table 187 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

SWITCHING - METHOD
4128453743931121301-13018224791301Price comparison service
3%13%m32%alm50%aklm2%h*1%h100%aghi-39%ae16%53%ac22%ceghilm

592653312133886712-867669199867Direct contact with
5%12%m20%alm24%aklm2%1%100%afhi1%-26%ae13%22%ac14%efhilmsupplier

8833428264276881-768623145768Contact with a
7%15%ajm17%ajm7%1%100%afgi1%f*-23%ae12%16%ac13%efgijmsalesperson

12618343199233-19913861199Other
1%3%m5%alm5%alm100%afgh***-6%ae3%7%ac3%efghm

SEGMENTS
---8844364213439126758520363884Switched on
---100%aklm22%ah8%25%ah34%aghi5%23%ae10%40%ac15%cehklm

--1682-83282331537409127312694121682Tuned in
--100%ajlm-42%a37%a38%a41%a15%39%ae25%46%ac28%cejlm

-2164--613342652841144102020501142164On Standby
-100%ajkm--31%f43%afgi31%f22%43%ad31%40%ab13%36%bdfgjkm

1258---1288594110112471248101258Unplugged
100%ajkl---6%11%fgi7%f3%38%ad7%25%ab1%21%bdfghijkl

FINANCIALLY THINGS ARE A BIT OF A STRUGGLE
4516554241784425424027686684314682401708Agree
36%ajkl30%jk25%j20%22%33%afgi28%f21%32%ad26%29%27%29%dfjk

2724553452124713917730456771711041801284Neutral
22%21%21%24%24%18%20%23%h21%22%22%20%21%h

49010188814801053644376971189168024104592869Disagree
39%47%m52%alm54%alm53%47%50%54%ah44%51%ae47%51%48%em

CHANGING TARIFF AND COMPARING
SUPPLIER IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS

140396571441011994342227857492591007Changed tariff with
*2%m24%alm65%aklm22%h13%23%ah33%aghi8%24%ae15%29%ac17%cehlmexisting supplier

910371374760168306662355121710325391572Compared tariff with
1%5%m42%alm85%aklm30%h22%35%ah51%aghi13%37%ae20%60%ac26%cehlmthose from other

suppliers
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Table 187 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

98968074859156307618365116110504761526Compared tariff with
1%4%m40%alm85%aklm30%h20%35%ah47%aghi14%35%ae21%53%ac25%cehlmthose from existing

supplier

887512443331212123103556941032171049Compared tariff with
1%4%m30%alm50%aklm16%16%24%ahi24%ahi13%21%ae20%ab2%18%belmthose from other

suppliers (2014 Survey
equivalent)

978527386351072013852547466483521000Compared tariff with
1%4%m31%alm44%aklm18%14%23%ah30%aghi9%23%ae13%39%ac17%celmthose from existing

supplier (2014 Survey
equivalent)

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER
(COMPLETELY/TEND TO TRUST)

803149411705341385246088191814218633976044001Treat you fairly in
64%69%jm70%ajm60%70%68%f70%f63%67%66%67%67%67%fjtheir dealings with you

769146511836031385076138621797222333896314020Provide clear and
61%68%m70%am68%m69%66%71%af66%67%67%67%70%67%mhelpful information for

you

713129710234721314595207121590191429505543504Charge you a fair price
57%60%j61%jm53%66%af60%f60%f55%59%58%58%62%59%fjfor your electricity

SWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHS
101012598039102122172-450-450450Switched but didn't
1%5%m15%ajlm9%lm20%afh13%a14%a13%a-14%ae-50%ac8%celmcompare (Switched

supplier but did not
compare tariff with
those from other
suppliers, in the last
12 months)

117205314275096362-536-536536Switched and did compare
*1%m12%alm35%aklm14%ah6%11%h28%aghi-16%ae-60%ac9%cehlm(Switched supplier and

did compare tariff with
those from other
suppliers, in the last
12 months)
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Table 187 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

CHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHS
128177901446541007821824749296Changed tariff but did
*1%m11%alm10%alm7%6%6%8%a3%7%ae5%5%5%elmnot compare (Changed

tariff with existing
supplier  but did not
compare tariff with
those from existing
supplier, in the last 12
months)

-142415023267154343157600539217756Changed tariff and did
-1%m14%lm57%aklm16%h9%18%ah26%aghi6%18%ae11%24%ac13%cehlmcompare (Changed tariff

with existing supplier
and did compare tariff
with those from existing
supplier, in the last 12
months)

PES - SEGMENTS
1412081528919737713926232850189590Eastern
11%10%9%10%9%9%9%11%10%10%10%10%10%

7022216311219989514519936847097567EME
6%10%m10%m13%akm10%13%a11%11%7%11%ae9%11%9%em

2381879526833467337617051135546London
19%ajkl9%jk6%j3%4%4%5%6%14%ad5%10%b4%9%bdfghijk

7711389391754475613418428038318Manweb
6%5%5%4%9%af7%f5%4%5%6%6%4%5%

84182182107247278161201354455100555Midlands
7%8%11%lm12%alm12%9%9%12%ag7%11%ae9%11%9%em

61114110631452579212622227969348Northern
5%5%7%7%m7%7%7%7%5%7%e5%8%ac6%e

117198135401156619325623442268490Norweb
9%j9%j8%j5%5%7%7%7%10%d7%8%8%8%j

415426223161217944912815143Scottish Hydro
3%k2%2%3%2%2%1%1%4%ad1%3%2%2%df
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Table 187 

SEGMENTSSWITCHING - METHODSWITCHED - EVERSWITCHED - RECENTLY
DirectNot

ContactcontactPriceswitched inSwitched in
with awithcomparisonNeverEverlast 12last 12

UnpluggedOn StandbyTuned inSwitched onOthersalespersonsupplierserviceswitchedswitchedmonthsmonthsTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13332191163080220081684911632761319550968605956Unweighted Base
12582164168288419976886713012689329850879005987Weighted Base

10414411052650627121020036050410Scottish Power
8%7%7%6%3%7%7%i5%8%d6%7%6%7%

871761749722649415019034343797534Seeboard
7%8%10%lm11%lm11%8%11%11%ah7%10%ae9%11%9%em

78159111661550658418822635955413Southern
6%7%7%8%8%7%8%6%7%7%7%6%7%

5711083441048525411517925143294SWALEC
5%5%5%5%5%6%6%4%4%5%5%5%5%

64164142712356736621223036774442SWEB
5%8%m8%m8%m11%f7%f8%f5%8%7%7%8%7%fm

361249954944449311120125162313Yorkshire
3%6%m6%m6%m4%6%5%7%a4%6%e5%7%c5%em

310111-145141117926NA
**1%*-***1%**1%ac*
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Table 187 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

NATION
298633943375651247473392131613528605072England

85%84%84%86%84%88%87%86%86%85%85%

3163723746830433012313695559Scotland
9%9%9%9%10%8%7%8%9%9%9%

20225325237192128878352355Wales
6%6%6%5%6%4%6%6%5%5%6%

AGE
71679078711133110133265290139117216-34
20%20%20%15%11%21%29%af17%b18%b14%20%bgh

167119841968453158313227899927585310735-64
48%49%49%60%a53%58%ae50%59%a59%a58%a52%ijk

11171247124619310411390362354284170865+
32%a31%a31%a25%35%ah21%20%24%23%28%cd29%cdef

SOCIAL GRADE
771965913253891771065015223321454AB
22%24%23%33%a30%a33%ae23%33%a33%a33%a24%k

109612311245273841941335365273411895C1
31%31%31%36%ag28%36%e30%35%a34%34%32%

7158188231296892962702911861228C2
20%20%21%17%23%h17%21%18%18%18%21%dh
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Table 187 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

9221006102110255741152192321481410DE
26%a25%26%a13%19%h14%26%f14%15%15%24%bcdfh

INCOME
10561148116212468891232622741801658Below £16,000p.a.

30%a29%29%16%23%h17%27%f17%17%18%28%bcdfh

194823162285538199394262107111087083493£16,000p.a. or more
56%58%57%71%a67%a73%ae58%70%a71%a70%a58%k

3704164087823434915315398642Refused
11%10%10%10%8%8%11%10%10%10%11%

1311401451751016403721194Don't know
4%3%4%2%2%2%3%3%2%2%3%

DISABILITY
595670681108646058216214164949Disabled
17%17%17%14%22%ah11%13%14%14%16%16%cf

290933503319649231476392131013588435038Not disabled
83%83%83%86%g78%89%a87%86%86%a84%84%g

TENURE
205724412398581219380234112511507653690Owned/ Mortgage

59%61%60%77%a74%a71%ae52%74%a73%a76%a62%ek

744825836108431001312552691441232Rent private
21%21%21%14%14%19%29%af17%17%14%21%bcdgh
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Table 187 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

6416887016331538213113889976Rent local authority
18%a17%18%8%10%10%18%f9%9%9%16%bcdfgh

INTERNET USER
248129142873674221479369133613618614440Uses Internet frequently

71%72%72%89%ag75%89%ae82%a88%a87%a86%a74%ik

3724214184534363310811875608Uses Internet
11%10%10%6%12%h7%7%7%7%7%10%bcdfhinfrequently

62365768029381540697961869Does not use Internet
18%a16%a17%a4%13%h3%9%f5%5%6%15%bcdefh

TYPE OF CONSUMER
3994824796424543714115589717Has mains electricity
11%12%12%9%8%10%8%9%10%9%12%bcdehonly

310535373522692271483413138514179185270Has mains gas
89%88%88%91%a92%90%92%a91%a90%a91%a88%

3496401039927562955354501524157010065970Has mains electricity
100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%

309735273513692270481413138414159175254Has mains gas and
88%88%88%91%a91%90%92%a91%a90%a91%a88%electricity

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METER
397462469106507156221215149716Yes
11%11%12%14%17%a13%12%14%a14%15%a12%
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Table 187 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

280932193193619236433346123912878164681No
80%a80%a80%82%a80%81%77%81%a82%a81%78%

2663013012972846566036523Don't know
8%7%8%4%2%5%10%f4%4%4%9%bcdfghij

SUPPLIER
269131363123565245268210112711317714696Any of the Six Large

77%78%78%75%83%h50%47%74%72%77%c78%cdefhsupplier(s)

60666165516741221206337368204919Any Small or Medium
17%a16%16%22%ag14%41%a46%a22%a23%a20%a15%sized supplier(s)

2927288312913141139Mix of Six Large
1%1%1%1%1%2%a2%a1%1%1%1%supplier and Small or

Medium sized supplier

METHOD OF PAYMENT
256529552930679259452319131213288994351Direct Debit

73%74%73%90%a88%a84%ae71%86%a84%a89%acd73%

30935636339151918798451549Standard Credit
9%9%9%5%5%4%4%5%5%5%9%bcdefgh

57764364938176510011914454981PPM
16%16%16%5%6%12%22%af8%b9%b5%16%bcdfgh

TARIFF TYPE
1428167316265541953502019319337142362Fixed term (all energy

41%42%a41%73%ag66%a65%ae45%a61%a59%a71%acd39%supplies)
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Table 187 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

164718641889162771431844855192302841SVT (all energy
47%46%47%21%26%27%41%f32%b33%b23%47%bcdefghsupplies)

45524813231022171459Mixed (fixed term for at
1%1%1%2%1%1%2%af1%1%1%1%least one (but not all)

energy suppliers)

375420427282141538710148701Don't know
11%10%11%4%7%h8%12%f6%6%5%12%bcdfgh

CARER
283332330103345237163153131499Carer

8%8%8%14%a12%10%8%11%a10%13%ac8%

322236883671653262484412136314198765488Non-carer
92%92%92%86%88%90%92%89%90%b87%92%bdh

FAMILY
3694374227529827818118798681Child under 5 AND ABC1C2
11%11%11%10%10%15%a17%a12%12%10%11%

1311361431171634303216221Child under 5 AND DE
4%3%4%1%2%3%8%af2%2%2%4%bcdh

ETHNIC ORIGIN
316736333613719278507408142914789565335White

90%90%90%95%a94%a95%ae91%94%a94%a95%a89%

32437237336182941969350628Non-white
9%9%9%5%6%5%9%f6%6%5%10%bcdfgh
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Table 187 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

1314141---11124Refused
****---****

ENGLISH AS ONLY MAIN LANGUAGE
309835463536696273491404139614339295252Yes

88%88%88%92%a92%a91%a90%92%a91%a92%a88%

3974654545522404412012871703No
11%12%11%7%7%8%10%8%8%7%12%bcdfgh

SWITCHED - RECENTLY
55463160421749536450476539259900Switched in last 12
16%16%15%29%ag17%100%a100%a31%ab34%ab26%a15%months

295033893397539247--105010327495087Not switched in last 12
84%84%85%71%83%h--69%66%74%cd85%bcdefhmonths

SWITCHED - EVER
191422232186600218536450116112177853298Ever switched

55%55%55%79%a74%a100%a100%a76%a77%a78%a55%

15901797181415778--3653552222689Never switched
45%45%45%21%26%--24%23%22%45%bcdefgh

SWITCHING - METHOD
7128628193431003621726186624341301Price comparison service
20%21%20%45%ag34%a67%ae38%a40%a42%a43%a22%

5206136081545496122307306199867Direct contact with
15%15%15%20%a18%18%27%af20%a19%a20%a14%supplier
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Table 187 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

459507524674650102156168101768Contact with a
13%13%13%9%16%h9%23%af10%11%10%13%bcdfhsalesperson

13113813832142739596044199Other
4%3%3%4%5%5%9%af4%4%4%3%

SEGMENTS
4726035345029031480748747571884Switched on
13%15%i13%66%ag31%a58%ae18%49%a48%a57%acd15%

1023118311702411772052596807133961682Tuned in
29%29%29%32%a60%ah38%a58%af45%ab45%ab39%a28%

12971465149414281710189103402164On Standby
37%36%37%2%9%h3%22%f6%7%b4%36%bcdefgh

713769803-11109911258Unplugged
20%19%20%-**2%f1%1%*21%bcdefghj

FINANCIALLY THINGS ARE A BIT OF A STRUGGLE
96910931118173741361343503632311708Agree
28%27%28%23%25%25%30%23%23%23%29%bcdh

69982081017764105923483512321284Neutral
20%20%20%23%22%20%20%23%22%23%21%

1781204620073921522842118028325242869Disagree
51%a51%a50%a52%51%53%a47%53%a53%a52%a48%
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Table 187 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

CHANGING TARIFF AND COMPARING
SUPPLIER IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS

5596926667562962404279575310071007Changed tariff with
16%17%17%100%a100%a45%ae9%52%ac48%a100%acd17%eexisting supplier

8891092103366012353689134615727531572Compared tariff with
25%27%26%87%ag42%a100%ae20%88%ab100%abd75%a26%ethose from other

suppliers

880106810117568446184152613467951526Compared tariff with
25%27%25%100%ag28%86%ae19%100%abc86%ab79%a25%ethose from existing

supplier

5937317004578914389910495231049Compared tariff with
17%18%18%60%ag30%a3%e1%59%ab67%abd52%a18%efthose from other

suppliers (2014 Survey
equivalent)

600711677231393407610009052691000Compared tariff with
17%18%17%30%ag13%63%ae17%66%abc58%ab27%a17%those from existing

supplier (2014 Survey
equivalent)

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER
(COMPLETELY/TEND TO TRUST)

331236014001495199343323101110336664001Treat you fairly in
95%aj90%a100%ajk65%67%64%72%af66%66%66%67%their dealings with you

327540203601520199370325106810926924020Provide clear and
93%ai100%aik90%a69%67%69%72%a70%69%69%67%helpful information for

you
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Table 187 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

3504327533124181663053038808895593504Charge you a fair price
100%aij81%a83%a55%56%57%67%af58%57%56%59%for your electricity

SWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHS
303325323192587450848942450Switched but didn't

9%8%8%2%9%h16%a100%af6%6%4%8%bcdhcompare (Switched
supplier but did not
compare tariff with
those from other
suppliers, in the last
12 months)

3053703432133453687461536240536Switched and did compare
9%9%9%28%ag12%100%ae19%a30%ab34%abd24%a9%(Switched supplier and

did compare tariff with
those from other
suppliers, in the last
12 months)

CHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHS
16619919945296342584123296296Changed tariff but did

5%5%5%6%100%ah6%6%5%8%ad29%acd5%not compare (Changed
tariff with existing
supplier  but did not
compare tariff with
those from existing
supplier, in the last 12
months)
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Table 187 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

4185204957564521319756660756756Changed tariff and did
12%13%12%100%ag15%40%ae4%50%ac42%a75%acd13%ecompare (Changed tariff

with existing supplier
and did compare tariff
with those from existing
supplier, in the last 12
months)

PES - SEGMENTS
33738339879315345152142104590Eastern
10%10%10%10%11%10%10%10%9%10%10%

33638139093505747165154133567EME
10%9%10%12%a17%a11%10%11%10%13%ac9%

30434534030101818768538546London
9%9%8%4%3%3%4%5%5%4%9%bcdefgh

19622322138172122778353318Manweb
6%6%6%5%6%4%5%5%5%5%5%

34638436988296935184190115555Midlands
10%10%9%12%10%13%ae8%12%a12%a11%a9%

213256241551639379410770348Northern
6%6%6%7%5%7%8%a6%7%7%6%

32734935043173149919756490Norweb
9%9%9%6%6%6%11%f6%6%6%8%bcdh

849888227105343728143Scottish Hydro
2%2%2%3%2%2%1%2%2%3%2%
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Table 187 

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER (COMPLETELY/TENDCHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISONSWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARED OR CHANGED TARRIFF - LAST 12
TO TRUST)- LAST 12 MONTHSCOMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHSMONTHS

Changed
tariff but

Changeddid not
tariff andcompareSwitched but

did compare(Changeddidn't
(Changedtariff withSwitched andcompare
tariff withexistingdid compare(Switched
existingsupplier  but(Switchedsupplier but

supplier  anddid notsupplier anddid not
did comparecomparedid comparecompare

tariff withtariff withtariff withtariff with
Treat youthose fromthose fromthose fromthose fromComparedCompared

Charge you aProvide clearfairly inexistingexistingotherothertariff withtariff withChanged
fair priceand helpfultheirsupplier, insupplier, insuppliers, insuppliers, inthose fromthose fromtariff with
for yourinformationdealings withthe last 12the last 12the last 12the last 12existingotherexisting

electricityfor youyoumonths)months)months)months)suppliersupplierssupplierTotal
(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

358640684057694296493450140614519465956Unweighted Base
3504402040017562965364501526157210075987Weighted Base

22526828146233323899967410Scottish Power
6%7%7%6%8%6%5%6%6%7%7%

2723303278023683715716499534Seeboard
8%8%8%11%8%13%ae8%10%10%10%9%

2332802684119352610311158413Southern
7%7%7%5%6%7%6%7%7%6%7%

16720620732172327827846294SWALEC
5%5%5%4%6%4%6%5%5%5%5%

2562942986020453412612078442SWEB
7%7%7%8%7%8%8%8%8%8%7%

192204207481433379510059313Yorkshire
5%5%5%6%5%6%8%a6%6%6%5%

151817212734326NA
******2%af****
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Table 187 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

NATION
1831344243413534--4903485532175465675905072England
69%100%aeijm100%aeij15%ij100%aeijm100%aeij--100%aeijm100%aeij100%aeij68%ijm100%aeijm100%aeij100%aeij85%eijm

mmmmmm

7-----410143-------559Scotland
27%-----100%abcdef100%abcd-------9%bcdefg

ghklmnoefghklmnhklmno
o

1--251------2101---355Wales
4%--85%abcdef------*32%abcdfg---6%bcdfgh

ghijklnohijklnoijklno

AGE
966674696988418916810948161104106117216-34

35%21%n15%16%23%eimn18%21%13%19%20%20%15%29%abcef18%18%20%n
ghijklmn
o

1015721715421627420173245172258168321292349310735-64
39%50%49%52%52%51%49%51%50%50%46%53%59%acfgh52%59%acfgh52%f

jknojklno

789158931021621245115410818810264171135170865+
27%28%d36%abdlo32%bdl25%d30%bd30%bd36%bdl31%bdl31%bd34%abdl32%bdl12%30%bd23%d29%bd

SOCIAL GRADE
877112561081771103910397136781261151111454AB

31%25%25%b19%26%bcm33%abcde27%bcm27%b21%28%bchm25%b25%23%20%19%24%b
fhjlmno

7781419618317310944139103166761871822091895C1
28%25%32%e33%eo44%abcde32%eo27%31%28%29%30%24%34%ejo32%eo35%ehjo32%eo

fghijkmn
o

37580656396843910063127801031261251228C2
12%24%kl18%22%l15%18%20%28%dgkln20%18%23%l25%dgkln19%22%l21%l21%l

8821097660861072114886125841311431451410DE
29%26%ikl25%ikl26%ikl14%16%26%ikl15%30%adfik25%ikl23%kl26%ikl24%ikl25%ikl25%ikl24%ikl

l
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** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 187 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

INCOME
510212977104139149541568016277971991291658Below £16,000p.a.

19%33%bdegl29%bd26%d25%d26%d36%abdef38%abdeg32%bdegk23%29%bdg24%d18%35%abdeg22%28%bd
gklmnklmlklm

15151278152290334216782491793501862933273973493£16,000p.a. or more
60%48%63%dghjm52%70%acdef63%dghjm53%54%51%51%63%adghj58%ho54%58%ho67%acdeg58%ghjmo

oghijkmnoomohijmo

54023391351399796830481331354642Refused
19%13%cfln5%c13%cfiln3%10%cfln9%cfln6%c16%abcfij20%abcfi5%c15%abcfij24%abcef2%9%cfln11%cfln

klnjklmnoklnhijklmno

121112571062621138242810194Don't know
2%7%abefhi3%9%abcdef2%2%1%1%1%6%abefhi2%3%4%bhjkl5%abfhjk2%3%h

jklnhijklnjklnl

DISABILITY
354816649768231785898723311254949Disabled

12%17%bdl18%bdl23%abdhk12%d14%bd20%abdkl22%bdkl16%bd17%bd18%bdl23%abdhk6%20%abdkl9%16%bdl
ll

232583612273654573271124122914572465134555365038Not disabled
88%83%82%77%88%acefi86%ceijm80%78%84%em83%82%77%94%acefg80%91%acefg84%cejm

jmnohijklmnohijkmno

TENURE
172063001872593662291033312233452022093713403690Owned/ Mortgage
68%66%bdj68%abdj64%d63%d69%abdfj56%d72%abdj67%abdj64%dj62%d64%d38%65%bdj58%d62%dj

6538061969973139362125521801041351232Rent private
21%17%i18%i21%i23%ei19%i18%i9%19%i18%i23%ei16%33%abcef18%i23%ei21%i

ghijklmn
o

3485645446391256058836114485111976Rent local authority
11%15%13%15%11%12%22%acfhk18%l12%17%kl15%19%hkln26%abcef15%19%hkln16%hkl

lmnoghklmno

INTERNET USER
182133222133404282691003532563902114374194734440Uses Internet frequently
69%68%73%j72%82%acefg80%acefg66%70%72%74%j70%66%80%acefg74%ej80%acefg74%ejo

hijmnohijmnohijmnohijmno

13442253543441263386043585850608Uses Internet
5%11%10%9%9%8%11%8%13%bk11%11%14%bkl11%10%8%10%infrequently
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Table 187 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

553735338588930725110562368956869Does not use Internet
19%17%bdkl16%bdkl18%bdkl9%11%d22%abcdg21%bdkl15%bdl15%bdl19%abdkl19%abdkl7%16%bdkl10%15%bdkl

hkl

TYPE OF CONSUMER
43293394942664216215734727178717Has mains electricity

16%10%h21%abcde13%ghk12%ghk8%h16%aefghk30%abcde3%6%10%gh11%gh13%ghk13%ghk13%ghk12%ghkonly
fghklmoofghjklmo

222813482553644923441004743284972844744965125270Has mains gas
84%90%ijn79%87%in88%in92%abcdi84%i70%97%abcde94%abcde90%ijn89%ijn87%in87%in87%in88%ijn

jlmnfijklmnofijlmn

263114412934135324071424903485543175435665895970Has mains electricity
100%100%100%100%100%100%99%99%100%100%100%100%99%100%100%100%

22279348254363490341994743274962834714955115254Has mains gas and
84%89%ijn79%i86%in88%in92%abcdi83%i69%97%abcde94%abcde89%ijn89%ijn86%in87%in87%in88%ijnelectricity

jmnfijklmnofijlmno

TIME OF USE ELECTRICITY METER
422352241973024266662739145131716Yes

17%7%g8%g8%g10%gh18%adefg7%g17%deghjm5%g2%12%dghjo9%g7%g26%adefgh22%adefg12%dghjm
hjlmnonoijklmnohjlmnono

202683732213493893271044173184522663883834054681No
78%86%abcdi84%abcdi75%c84%abcdi73%80%bcdk72%85%abcdi91%abcde81%bcdik84%abcdi71%68%69%78%bcdk

kmkmkmkmfhijklmnmkm
o

121304320454415462034221013546523Don't know
5%7%7%15%abcefg5%8%l11%cfgl10%l9%l6%6%7%18%abcefg6%8%9%fl

hklnohijklno

SUPPLIER
242403472413233973531173842604242614174344724696Any of the Six Large
92%77%79%82%gk78%74%86%abcdf82%78%75%76%82%gk76%77%80%k78%ksupplier(s)

ghklno

2575940589446116969104439010176919Any Small or Medium
8%18%bij13%14%14%18%bij11%7%14%20%abehi19%bijn14%17%ij18%bij13%15%ijsized supplier(s)

jlmn

-11154--343275239Mix of Six Large
-***1%j1%--1%1%j1%1%1%j1%*1%supplier and Small or

Medium sized supplier
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Table 187 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

METHOD OF PAYMENT
182073372073363972901063722734122113184194494351Direct Debit
71%66%d76%deo71%d81%acdef74%deo71%d74%d76%deo78%adejm74%deo66%d58%74%deo76%deo73%deo

jkmoo

12942193653351233165527776352549Standard Credit
4%9%g9%g7%9%g10%g8%g9%7%4%10%g8%14%abefgh11%ghm9%g9%g

jlmno

467746346796424744783711386287981PPM
14%21%abcfg17%cl21%abcfg11%15%16%c17%15%13%15%22%abcfg25%abcfg11%15%16%cl

hklhklhjklhjkln

TARIFF TYPE
913817993171217171391901592521101412352582362Fixed term (all energy

35%44%deim41%dim32%41%dim41%dim42%dim27%39%di46%adeim45%adehi35%d26%42%dim44%deim39%dimsupplies)
m

10152205139194231177822441422301683372652662841SVT (all energy
38%49%f46%47%47%43%43%57%abcfg50%fgk41%41%53%bfgjk62%abcef47%45%47%fgsupplies)

jknghjklmno

12537494413-74459Mixed (fixed term for at
6%1%1%1%2%e1%2%aeg3%efg1%*1%-1%1%1%1%least one (but not all)

energy suppliers)

62053554182461852407039596160701Don't know
22%6%12%o19%abcde10%15%abcdh11%o13%o11%11%o13%o12%o11%o11%o10%12%o

fghjlnolo

CARER
-274133214940937217927255534499Carer
-9%d9%dl11%bdgl5%9%bdl10%bdl6%7%6%14%abcdeg9%d5%10%bdl6%8%dl

hiklno

262854012613924853701344533274762915215115565488Non-carer
100%91%f91%f89%95%acfjk91%f90%94%f93%f94%fm86%91%f95%acefj90%f94%cfjkm92%f

mnkmno

FAMILY
33733325175488433050341215163681Child under 5 AND ABC1C2

11%12%8%11%12%in14%cfghi12%6%9%9%9%11%22%abcef9%11%11%n
nghijklmn

o
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Table 187 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

113141311131621712248342320221Child under 5 AND DE
4%4%3%4%3%3%4%1%3%3%4%2%6%abeikl4%3%4%

n

ETHNIC ORIGIN
262924262923524814011424483365143132815324975335White

100%94%abdl96%abdfh99%abcdf85%d90%bdl98%abcdf99%abcdf91%bdl97%abdfh93%abdl98%abcdf52%94%abdkl84%d89%bdl
klghklnohklohkloklhklo

-2015261509135114052583486628Non-white
-6%eijm3%m1%15%acefgh9%cegij2%1%7%egijmn3%m7%egijmn2%47%abcefg6%eijm15%acefgh10%cefgh

ijkmnomnhijklmnoijkmnoijmno

--1--2--71--7*624Refused
--*--*--1%acfjl*--1%acfjl*1%acfl*

ENGLISH AS ONLY MAIN LANGUAGE
222934192603514713881354613405212783295214625252Yes
84%94%abdek95%abdek88%bd85%bd88%bd95%abdek95%abdek94%abdek98%abcde94%abdek87%bd60%92%abdek78%d88%bd

lmlmlmllmfhjklmnolml

21318346261158287344021445121703No
9%4%4%12%fghjno15%cfghi11%fghjn4%5%6%g2%6%g13%cfghij39%abcef8%gjno21%acefgh12%cfghi

jnoonoghijklmnijklmnojno
o

SWITCHED - RECENTLY
962744355975015686910038359789900Switched in last 12

35%20%adehi17%d15%d13%d18%dej12%d11%14%d20%adehi18%dej12%d6%17%d15%d15%dmonths
jljl

172513672513594373601284222794552805114705015087Not switched in last 12
65%80%83%85%87%go82%88%fgko89%go86%go80%82%88%fgko94%abcef83%85%85%gomonths

ghjklmno

SWITCHED - EVER
11201230179226343200492342223541841703683283298Ever switched
44%64%abdhi52%di61%dhijn55%di64%abdhi49%di34%48%di64%abdhi64%abdhi58%dhij31%65%abdhi56%dhij55%dhij

jlnjlnjlnjlnjln

14111212115188190210942561262011343761992622689Never switched
56%36%48%cfgkm39%45%cfgko36%51%abcef66%abcef52%abcef36%36%42%69%abcef35%44%cfgko45%cfgko

ogkmoghjklmnogkmoghjklmno
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Table 187 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

SWITCHING - METHOD
5936654841507117939216156731451391301Price comparison service

21%30%adehi15%19%20%di28%adehi17%12%19%d27%adehi29%abdeh18%13%26%adehi24%dijn22%din
jlmnjlmnjmnijlmnjmn

44473526594621261577847469577867Direct contact with
16%14%d17%di18%di16%di18%bdhi15%d8%12%16%di14%d15%d8%17%di13%d14%dsupplier

14456485064501656527254339873768Contact with a
5%14%d13%d16%d12%d12%d12%d11%12%d15%d13%d17%adhk6%17%abdhjk12%d13%dsalesperson

l

-923101522631114241781919199Other
-3%5%dhj3%4%4%dj2%2%2%4%dj4%dj5%dhj1%3%3%3%d

SEGMENTS
1547144669752224063107392611289884Switched on
4%17%dh16%dh15%dh16%dh18%adehj13%dh16%dh8%d18%deh19%adehj12%d5%20%adehj15%dh15%dh

1199142831111741102613511018289951631521682Tuned in
43%32%di32%bdi28%di27%d33%abdi27%d18%27%di32%di33%abdi28%di17%29%di26%d28%di

10124164110159176144541981141821131872222082164On Standby
41%40%37%38%38%33%35%37%40%fgk33%33%35%34%39%fk35%36%

3366457788710441117618477238701411258Unplugged
13%12%15%19%co19%co16%25%cfgkl29%acfgk24%cfgkn17%co15%24%cfgkn44%abcef12%24%cfgkn21%cfkno

nolmnoooghijklmno
o

FINANCIALLY THINGS ARE A BIT OF A STRUGGLE
579127931041651304113174141921681661941708Agree

21%25%29%g32%g25%31%g32%fg29%27%21%25%29%g31%g29%g33%afghl29%g
o

159817288108983010674123541501241161284Neutral
4%19%18%24%e21%20%24%e21%22%21%22%17%28%abceh22%20%21%

klno

18162222126220251170722461792871682142712642869Disagree
69%52%djm50%dj43%53%bdjm47%d41%50%d50%dj52%djm52%bdjm53%bdjm39%48%d45%48%dj

CHANGING TARIFF AND COMPARING
SUPPLIER IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS

359784658996728567011553381331041007Changed tariff with
11%19%dh18%dh16%d14%d19%dh16%dh20%dh11%d20%dhl21%adhl17%dh7%24%abdehj18%dh17%dhexisting supplier

lmn
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Table 187 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

41001207811116499379710719083851541421572Compared tariff with
16%32%abdhj27%dh27%dh27%dh31%abdhj24%d26%d20%31%bdh34%abcde26%dh16%27%dh24%d26%dhthose from other

hjlmnsuppliers

395126821031578934919418477761651521526Compared tariff with
10%30%dhj29%dhj28%dh25%dh29%dhj22%d24%d18%27%dh33%abdeh24%d14%29%dhj26%dh25%dhthose from existing

jlsupplier

3687655769967276769124636898901049Compared tariff with
10%22%bdh17%d19%d18%d19%dh16%19%14%20%dh22%abcdh20%dh12%17%d15%18%dhthose from other

jsuppliers (2014 Survey
equivalent)

16479587310459176556126555496931000Compared tariff with
4%20%dhij18%d20%dh18%d20%dh14%12%13%16%d23%abcdg17%d10%17%d16%d17%dthose from existing

hijsupplier (2014 Survey
equivalent)

TRUST IN ENERGY SUPPLIER
(COMPLETELY/TEND TO TRUST)

17207298207268327281883502413692213403903984001Treat you fairly in
68%66%67%70%dk65%61%69%k62%71%adikl69%dk66%69%dk62%69%dk67%k67%ktheir dealings with you

18204294206280330268983492563842233453813834020Provide clear and
70%65%67%70%k68%62%66%69%71%bdk74%abdjk69%k70%k63%67%65%67%khelpful information for

noyou

15192256167233272225843272133461963043363373504Charge you a fair price
60%62%k58%k57%56%51%55%59%67%abcdj61%k62%djk62%k56%59%k57%59%kfor your electricity

klmn

SWITCHED SUPPLIER/COMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHS
7373427263723549373522184745450Switched but didn't

28%12%abdef8%d9%d6%d7%d6%3%10%dfij11%adfij6%d7%d3%8%d8%d8%dcompare (Switched
ijkllsupplier but did not

compare tariff with
those from other
suppliers, in the last
12 months)

23345233568331031396921185753536Switched and did compare
7%10%dh10%dh8%d8%d13%adehjl8%d7%6%d11%deh13%adehj7%d3%10%dh9%d9%d(Switched supplier and

mmdid compare tariff with
those from other
suppliers, in the last
12 months)
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Table 187 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

CHANGED TARRIFF/COMPARISON - LAST 12 MONTHS
1142017192323717162917105031296Changed tariff but did
5%5%d5%d6%d5%d4%d6%d5%3%5%d5%d5%d2%9%abdfgh5%d5%dnot compare (Changed

klnotariff with existing
supplier  but did not
compare tariff with
those from existing
supplier, in the last 12
months)

24860324180462243558838309379756Changed tariff and did
7%15%dhl14%dh11%d10%d15%dhl11%d15%dh9%16%dhl16%adhl12%d5%16%adhjlm13%dh13%dhcompare (Changed tariff

with existing supplier
and did compare tariff
with those from existing
supplier, in the last 12
months)

PES - SEGMENTS
--------------590590Eastern
--------------100%acdefg10%cdef

hijklmnoghijklm
no

-------------567-567EME
-------------100%abdefg-9%bdefgh

hijklmnoijklmno

------------546--546London
------------100%abcefg--9%bcefgh

hijklmnoijklmno

-----------318---318Manweb
-----------100%abcdfg---5%bcdfgh

hijklmnoijklmno

----------555----555Midlands
----------100%abcdeg----9%bcdegh

hijklmnoijklmno

---------348-----348Northern
---------100%abcdef-----6%bcdefh

hijklmnoijklmno
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Base: All who have gas and/or electricity supply and are responsible for it

Fieldwork : 03/02/16 - 16/02/16, 26/02/16 - 01/03/16 (Weeks 05/06/08)
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - a/b/c/d/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n/o/p
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing



Table 187 

PES - SEGMENTS
YorkshirScottishScottish

NAeSWEBSWALECSouthernSeeboardPowerHydroNorwebNorthernMidlandsManwebLondonEMEEasternTotal
(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

253244653014115563891275083605563284855525695956Unweighted Base
26**3134422944135344101434903485553185465675905987Weighted Base

--------490------490Norweb
--------100%abcdef------8%bcdefg

gijklmnoijklmno

-------143-------143Scottish Hydro
-------100%abcdef-------2%bcdefg

ghjklmnohjklmno

------410--------410Scottish Power
------100%abcdef--------7%bcdefg

ghiklmnohiklmno

-----534---------534Seeboard
-----100%abcdef---------9%bcdefg

ghijlmnohijlmno

----413----------413Southern
----100%abcdef----------7%bcdefg

ghijkmnohijkmno

---294-----------294SWALEC
---100%abcdef-----------5%bcdefg

ghijklnohijklno

--442------------442SWEB
--100%abcdef------------7%bcdefg

ghijklmohijklmo

-313-------------313Yorkshire
-100%abcdef-------------5%bcdefg

ghijklmnhijklmn

26--------------26NA
100%--------------*
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** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing


